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L Division has developed a new, high-power lO0-fs laser to study solid-density
plasmas. A colliding-pulse mode-locked (CPM) dye laser is used to generate tile
initial laser pulses. The photograph shows the saturable absorber dye jet that mode-
locks the laser to provide pulsed operation from a continuous-wave pumped laser
cavity. The saturable absorber consists of a 30- to 50-1_m-thick jet of DODCI dye
dissolved i,, ethylene glycol. The solution is pumped through the nozzle at the top
of the photograph and collected in the funnel at the bottom.

The jet is enclosed by two concave mirrors, forming a subresonator that focuses
the intercavity beam on the jet. Shown is tile 620-nra wavelength intercavity beam of
the CPM laser. This beam is then anlplified in a series of dye and titanium sapphire
amplifiers to produce 100-fs pulses with 1 J of energy.
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Nuclear Test-

Experimental
Science

___ _ / Fiscal year 1989 was one of out- were fielded oi'_ underground l'_|clear

_/_N sta_-_ding accomplisl'_ments for the tests, These techniq_es are essei'_ti_l

/! \
Nuclear Test-Experimental Science to understanding the science of
(NTES) Program at Lawrence nuclear weapons. They represent the
Livermore National Laboratory forefront of experimental atomic and
(LLNL). lt was the first complete nuclear physics and, of necessity,

O i year of our revitalization of nuclear exceed the capabilities of the best uni-
ver_" ew testing and the experimental science versity laboratories.

that underlies it through commit- The NTES Program continues to
ment to enhanced science, enhanced improve its world-class experimental
efficiency, and enhanced quality, facilities, which are necessary to

Enhanced Science. Many mea- remain at the leading edge of

sures of our progress in enhancing weapons-related experimental science.
the scientific achievements of the For example, in FY 1989, we complet-
NTES Program are evident. In FY ed the electron-beam ion trap (EBIT)
1989, we hired two dozen scientists to facility, which produces highly ionized
address the experimental challenges atomic species and is used to solve
that face the nuclear weapons pro- unique weapons physics problems. In
gram. These people add to a core of addition, we completed the prelimi-
innovative and highly experienced nary stages of a femtosecond laser
weapons experimentalists who pro- facility for generating weapons-like

vide a unique capability to the dense plasmas in matter and demon-
nation--one that is unrivaled in the strated a new electron spectrometer,
world of experimental physics and which among other applications, will
nuclear chemistry. Our technical staff soon provide the world's most sensi-

also provided the expertise to develop tive measurement of the upper limit
new measurement techniques that on tb.e mass of the neutrino.



Enhanced Efficiency. We also This experiment returned 100% of This is our second annual report
made considerable progress in more than 3000 charHaels of data on the progress of tile NTES
improving tile cfficiency of NTES (,more than a factor of 2 greater than Program. As in our previous report,
operations. We more than doubled the previous record) with no mea- we have chosen an unclassified for-
our capacity for data return from surement failures. In additic)n, the mat to broaden the exposure of our
underground nuclear tests by judi- quality of these data exceeded that research and development activities.
ciously implementing new recording of previous underground test data, Of course, a considerable amount of
technology, such as electro-optics although the instruments are much our work is classified and must be
and photonics, and the potential more sensitivite to background noise reported in a manner that limits dis-

exists for future increases of an order and the complex diagnostics canister tribution to the weapons community.
of magnitude or more. Operational. has a greater potential for interfer- However, we strive to maximize the

efficiencies also were implemented to ence between experiments, amount of work we can report in the
benefit the Program. One example is Another significant accomplish: open literature.

the development of an integrated cal- ment wa,: our success in redirecting This report includes articles from
ibration capability (for the Janus our efforts to emphasize issues of the four groups of the NTES
laser system) that decreases the effort environment, safety, and health in Program: Prompt Diagnostics, Fiekl
to calibrate instruments and increas- response to the Secretary of Energy's Operations, Nuclear Chemistry, and
es the quality of the calibrations, call for full compliance by all Containment. (The FY 1988 Annual

We also achieved several opera- Department of Energy facilities. Report describes the NTES organiza-
tional efficiencies in our activities at During FY 1989, the NTES Program tion and the responsibilities and
the Nevada Test Site (NTS) in has been proactive in the self-assess- functions of each program element.)
FW 1989. For example, we consolidat- ment of our operations and has made We include here all work funded by
ed contractor construction support, considerable progress toward achiev- LLNUs Weapons Program, including

drilling, and engineering operations ing a "full compliance" attitude md Weapons Supporting Research.
with those of Los Alamos National a standard of excellence. We will World and national politics con-
Laboratory. In addition, we increase our efforts toward this com- tinue to evolve at an astounding
redesigned the emplacement opera- mitment to quality in all aspects of pace. Their impact on the policies
tions for special measurement cables, our work in the coming year. and practices of nuclear deterrence
modified hole-stemming plans to use A singular and laudable success and the requirements for environ-
cheaper materials, standardized diag- that we want to emphasize was the mental sensitivity will profoundly
nostic components where possible, NTES participation in supporting the influence our Laboratory. Pressures
and reconfigured the Nuclear Test U.S.-Soviet negotiations at GeiLeva, to further constrain nuclear testing
Operations Department, our field Switzerland, toward a Threshold Test will increase as will, ironically, the
support organization. Total FY 1989 Ban Treaty (TTBT). NTES personnel requirements for additional testing.
productivity gains from these efforts devoted considerable effort and In either event, the result will be still
approached 15%. played a significant role in defining greater demands for more data from

Enhanced Quality. The NTES the technical and operational each nuclear test. Clearly, the goals
Program has a tradition of striving specifics of the treaty's protocol, of the NTES--enhanced science,

for the highest standards in safety including specifying geometry limi- erihanced efficiency, and enhanced
and in the quality of our operations, tations for the COI_,RTEX yield verifi- quality_must remain the same.

Nevertheless, our goals are still cation measurement and defining The policy of the NTES is to identify
higher, and our accornplishnlents in operational and procedural details to and cultivate those technologies and
FY 1989 enhanced our level of quali- ensure that the testing party can capabilities in which we are _nique,
ty throughout the Program. A major function appropriately within the to hone our abilities to maximumi

example was our fielding of the limits of the treaty. The TTBT will efficiency, and to remain flexible to
Contact Event, the most sophisticat- most likely be ratified in the near respond to the changing directions
ed and complex underf{round future, and in FY 1990, we will focus of the future by applying our talents
weapons test ever conducted, on implementing the provisions of a to the good of the Laboratory and

TTBT at the NTS and in the U.S.S.R. the nation.



Prompt
Diagnostics

N _/ The role of the experimentalist FY 1989, we expanded our ability to

/

/N in the Prompt Diagnostics Program model the phenorr, ena being mea-is to provide data with which to sured. This capability was especially
confirm developing theories ill fruRful in keeping fast-turnaround
weapons physics and to ensure laboratory experiments well focused.
that descriptions of those physical In all of our activities, we chose the

processes are included properly in direction for our work through close

the codes used for designing nuclear collaboration with nuclear design
explosives and other weapons phys_.cists, highlighting those areas of
concepts. Our laboratories include uncertainty in physical processes

conventional, although unique, important for weapons operation. The
aboveground facilities in Livermore underground and laboratory expe_-
and e)_e_.here in the United States ment programs, as well as the experi-
and underground experiment capa- ment development effort necessary to
bilities at the Nevada Test Site address tomorrowes issues, are moti-

(NTS). In this Annual Report, we vated by the need to push toward
will cover experiments performed first-principles understanding of each
both above and below ground, of these processes.

We also discuss theoretical In FY 1989, we demonstrated out-

modeling of our er.perimental standing advances in downhole
observations. The scientific method experimental physics, particularly in
requires close ties between experi- areas of x-ray spectroscopy and
mentalists and modelers to guide high-bandwidth measuremer, ts.
each other in experiment design and The applications and data obtained
confirmation of theories. Thus, in from these technologies are



classified, so they cannot be pub- !n FY 1989, we developed or requirement for higher-resolution
lished here, but we discuss the tech- demonstrated several advanced data--better temporal, spatial, and
nologie.': in several articles, experiment technologies for under- spectral resolution. This data explo-

The general thrust of the experi- ground experiments. These tech- sion is needed to challenge the
mental program in the laboratory is nologies generally fall into two physics models in increasingly
to simulate, on a microscopic scale, classes: techniques for returning sophisticated weapons design codes.
the phenomena observed in a ever-increasing quantities of high- Finally, we look to the future
weapon on the macroscopic scak. quality data from e×periments, with a few papers describing areas
Thus, for example, we observed mainly using streak cameras and in which significant progress is
microgram quantities of materials their supporting hardware and expected in FY 1990. Most notable
heated to weapons-like conditions software; and other electro-optic are experiments that will help us
arid performed other simulations ',2chnologies for making high-fidelity, evaluate the applicability of labora-
scaled in a manner that enabled us high-bandwidth (rnultigigahertz) tory measurements tc) weapons
to translate the physics observed to measurements. Again, the motiva- physics issues.
weapons regimes, tion for this _tevelopment is the
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Experimental Physics

High-Energy Gamma Rays as a Fusion Diagnostic

K. E. Sale

We are beginning to work oil new materials. After observing the neu- d(d,n)3He reaction will exit from
methods to measure tile time history tron-capture gamma rays, LLNL the gas cell to strike the target
of fusion-burn events involving high- researchers realized that they could containing the material under inves-
energy gamma rays. For our exper- be used as a fusion diagnostic if some tigation. By changing the energy
iments, we define "high energy" as mass of nearly any target material of the incoming deuteron beam,
ranging from 10 to 25 MeV. By was near the burning DT mixture, we can vary the energy of the
using gamma-ray-based techniques These secondary photons are of neutron beam.
to diagnose hot deuterium-tritium interest because tile cross section for A large Nal-crystal spectrorneter

(DT) plasma, we can achieve very- the d(t,y) reaction is extremely small system will detect the gamma rays
high-fidelity measurements. In compared with the cross section for produced in tile target. The central
fast-burning plasmas, energy dis- the neutron branch. (The ratio of detector of this system is a 10-in.-

persion distorts neutron data by cross sections is about 1 x 10-5.) diam x 12-in.-long cylindrical Nai
obscuring the time history of the To use garnma rays as a fusion crystal. The quoted energy resolu-
burn at a distant detector. Tile diagnostic, we must be able to calcu- tion of this detector is 3% for

obscuring occurs because higher- late the production rate of neutron- 6.13-MEV photons. A second detec-
energy neutrons travel faster and capture garnma rays and ar_,, there- tor consisting of a 4-in.-thick annu-
arrive at the detector earlier than fore, starting a program to rnake lus of plastic scintillator surrounds
1uwer-energy neutrons. However, laboratory measurernents to support the Nai detector and will be used as
ali photons travel at the same such a calculation. We will measure an anticoincidence detector. The

speed, so the time history of a the nurnber of gamma rays emitted second detector will perform two
fusion-burr_ event is preserved in with a given energy and at a given important functions. First, it will
the gamrna-ray signal, angle, with respect to the incoming detect events in which all of the

In a burning DT plasma, the main neutron velocity per incident neutron energy of a gamma-ray shower that
fusion reaction is d(t,n)0t, which for a range of incident neutron ener- starts in tile Nai crystal is not fully
produces 14-MEV neutrons. A rare gies. Tile measured quantity, the dif- contained in the crystal. We rnust
radiative-capture fusion branch pro- ferential cross section, is denoted as: eliminate these events to obtain
duces a 16.7-MEV gamma ray, clean gamma-ray spectra. Second, it

d(t,y)SHe, which has been investi- dc_ will detect events caused by cosmic

gated for use as a diagnostic at the c/E-,_d/_i_t6_ ' (1) rays passing through tile detector,
Nevada lest Site (NTS). The diag- which also must be rejected.
nostic use of the gamma rays from where r_is the cross section, En and Because the cross sections we will

this branch is the subject of the arti- Eyare the energies of the incoming measure are quite small, we must
cle in this volume by M. Garcia on neutron and outgoing photon, also eliminate background events.

tile high-current gamma monochro- respectively, and df2y is the gamma- Therefore, we want to shield against
mator. 1 The radiative capture reac- ray solid angle. We will measure unwanted particles entering the
tions are als() being investigated in the_e reactions on various targets detector and remove background
laboratory experiments at the such as lead, iron, and actinide signals: To eliminate the unwanted
California Institute of Technology, nuclei and are constructing a new particles, we will surround the
Pasadena (Cal Tech). 2 beamline and detector system for detector with several layers of pas-

During the Cal Tech experiments, this purpose at tile LLNL tandem sive shielding. The innermost layer
researchers saw a large, unanticipated Van de Graaff facility. 3 We will then will be lead, which offers excellent
background of high-energy gamma use the pulsed-beam facility of the protection against background

rays and concluded that the gamma tandem to make 2- to 15-MEV gamma rays but is relatively poor at
rays were created when fast neutrons deuteron beams, which we will stopping neutrons. In fact, neutrons
from the main fusion reaction were direct into a gas cell filled with deu- that do stop in tile lead will also

captured in tile target and detector terium gas. Neutrons from the produce unwanted gamma rays.
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Therefore, to keep these neutrons To lneasure tile data we need, fortile well-known giant dipole
out of the lead layer as completely we will first select a deuteron-beam resonance in radiative capture
as possible, we will construct the energy that yields the chosen neu- reactions. Another model we are
next layer of B4C-loaded epoxy tron energy. Using this fixed neu- evaluating is based oil calculating
resin. Boron absorbs slow neutrons trol_ energy, we will measure the the pre-equilibrium relaxation pro-
with a very high probability and, energy spectrurn of the gamma radi- cesses in the excited compound
thus, will greatly reduce neutron ation. By repeating this process at nucleus. 5 In this approach, rhea-
flux into the lead layer. The outer- several angles for each incident neu- sured photon-absorpti¢,n cross sec-
most layer of shielding will be tron energy and by performing the tions are used in a hybrid model of
boron-loaded polyethylene, its entire set of measurements for each pre-equilibrium decay.

main purpose to slow the fast neu- target material of interest, we can In summary, we have begun to
trons so the boron in this layer and extract the information we need. use hide;h-energy gamma-ray diag-
the preceding one can absorb the In parallel with tile experimental nostics in experiments at the NTS
neutrons before they enter the efforts oil neutron-capture gamma and are starting the laboratory
detector. These lead, B4C, and rays, we will pursue theoretical and experiments required to make high-
polyethylene layers constitute the phenomenological ways to under- quality measurements of fusion
passive shielding against back- stand the data so we can extend our burn in hot DT plasmas.
ground events, results to isotopes other than those

The background signals will be we investigate experimentally. References
eliminated bv using time-of-flight Neutron r,;diative capture is 1. M. Garcia, "lJigh-Current Gamma

Monochromatol," this publication,
techniques. Because the distances usually viewed within the phe- p. 7.
between all components of the experi- nornenological framework of the 2. J.E. Kammeraad, J. M. Hall, and
merits remain fixed, all events of direct/semidirect model. 4 In this K.E. Sale, "Fusion Gamma-Ray
interest will occur at some fixed time model, the transition is described as Experiments at the California
relative to the arrival of a pulse of the (coherent) sum of the two terrns. Institute of Technology," Nuclear

deuterons at the gas cell. By looking The direct term describes a situation Test-Experimental Science Annual
Report Fiscal Year 1988, Lawrence

only at events that come in a certain in whicll the incoming neutron Livermore National Laboratory,
time window around that time, we makes a radiative transition from its Livermore, CA, UCRL-53929-88
can achieve a high degree of discrimi- scattering state directly into a single (1989), p. !9.
nation. To obtain high-quality energy particle state of the final nucleus. 3. J.C. Davis and I. D. Proctor,
spectra, we will reject events in which The semidirect term describes a situ- "Multidisciplinary Tandem

Accelerator Laboratory," Energy
part of the gamma-ray enerfr_y escapes ation in which tlle target nucleus is aJat Technolo,_yReview, Lawrence
from the crystal by looking for coinci- excited into a collective state when Livermore National Laboratory,
dences between the Nai crystal and the neutron is captured into the Livermore, CA, UCRI_-52000-87-6
tlle surrounding plastic annulus same single particle state. The (1987), p. 14.
detector. The timing and anticoinci- galnma ray then is emitted frorn 4. G.E. Brown, Nucl. Phys. 57, 339(1964).
dence techniques constitute the active the de-excitation of tile cornpound 5. M. Blann, Precompound Gamma
background rejection effort, nuclear state. This second, collective Spectra for Several (n,y) Reactious,

part of the transition is responsible Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, Livermore, CA,
UCRL-100324 (1989).
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High-Current Gamma Monochromator

M. Garcia

We designed a high-current cross-section data from tile labora- (5.33 kG) and a 4-cm gap. Tlle dec-
gamma monochromator (HCGM) to tory will aid in that modeling. To tron optics of the HCGM were calcu-
measure the deuterium-tritiunl (DT) distinguish the capture-gamma-ray lated by Harald Enge (Professor
reaction rate in a nuclear primary emissions from the fusion-gamma- Emeritus, Massachusetts Institute of
device. Our technique is to monitor ray emissions, we designed HCGM Technology, Cambridge), and the
the fusion-garnnla-ray time history units that were energy selective and dual dipole magnet system was
using a Compton electron monochro- had adequate time resolution to dif- built to his specifications by Field
mator coupled to microchannel-plate ferentiate between the two sources. Effects, Inc., of Acton, Massachusetts.
photomultiplier (MCP-PM) tubes Tlle goal of the HCGM design figure 1 shows the envelope of dec-

via a Cherenkov optical system. The was to provide high sensitivity with tron orbits at tile midplane of the
challenge is to detect 16.7- + 1-MEV a fast temporal response. High magnets when the total electron

fusion-gamma-ray photons, with a sensitivity was gained at the energy is 16 MeV. The momentum
pulse of about 1 ns full width at half expense of energy resolution; the spread is negligible (0%). The enve-
maximum (FWHM), against a nearly HCGM energy band of 2 MeV is lope increases vertically (perpen-
simultaneous background of 2-MEV, 13% of the mean Compton electron dicular to the pole faces) from 1 cm
fission gamma rays, which are about energy of 15.5 MeV. The design was (-0.5 to 0.5 cre) at tile object spot
105 times more numerous, to develop a 15.5-MEV Compton to 4 cm (-2 to 2 cm) at the magnet

Also contributing to tlle high- electron current as large as possible, entrance, where it bends inward
energy gamma-ray flux are emis- to transport it through energy-selec- because of the ] x B forces (where ] is
sions resulting from the capture of tive magnetic optics far from the line current density, and B is magnetic
fast neutrons from the fusion reac- of sight to a well-shielded detector field) induced by the rotated fring-
tions of interest in nearby metal with sufficient bandwidth to distin- ing field. Thereafter, the envelope
parts. 1 Unlike the fusion-gamma-ray guish the leading fusion-gamma-ray remains within the 4-cre gap until it
photons emitted simultaneously pulse from the lagging capture exits the second magnet and con-
with the fusion reaction and whose gamma rays. verges down to the 1-cm-diam

intensity should provide a faithful object spot. Enge calculated these
time representation of the fusion Electron Optics optics for a momenta spread as large
reaction rate, each capture-gamma Figure I is a scaled drawing of the as +6%. We selected this mirror-
ray is delayed in time from its fusion HCGM. A 3from-long lead collima- image optical system because aber-
source by the time necessary for its tor with a 1-cm-diam bore defines rations induced in the beta rays by
fusion neutron at 14.1-MEV energy an object spot on a 5-mm-thick the first magnetic lens are cancelled
to travel from tile fusion reaction site beryllium plate that acts as the by the second dipole magnet, result-
to the capture medium. Whereas in Compton converter. A 1.27-cre-thick ing in a nearly isochronous system.
the ensemble each neutron will steel collimator defines a Compton This cancellation ensures high band-
travel different distances, the time electron spray of about 7.6 deg that width and an image that is similar
dependence of the capture-gamma- expands to about 4 cm in diameter to the object spot in size, roundness,
ray flux will be a "smeared" repre- by the time it reaches the first dipole and divergence (or convergence)
sentation of the fusion reaction rate. magnet. We anticipated a mean elec- of electron trajectories. In our appli-
Despite the lack of true time fidelity, tron kinetic energy of 15.5 MeV with cation, we placed two HCGM units

with proper computer modeling, we a spread of +1 MeV within this cone in tandem in our line of sight. In
anticipate that even capture-gamma- from the interaction of 16.7- + 1-MEV the second HCGM, we reduced the

ray data can give insight into the fusion gamma rays with the magnetic field so that the electron-
fusion process. Data from the beryllium plate. 1,2 energy band of the instrument is
planned downhole experiment and The dipole magnets of the 13.5 _-+:1 MeV. The second HCGM
improved capture-gamma-ray HCGM have a mean field of 0.533 T was to observe capture gamma rays
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and possibly fusion gamma rays a Lucite lensthat focuses the diamond-turning lathe at LLNL.

within the energy band 14.7 + 1 MeV. Cherenkov light they emit onto With respect to the electron trajec-
The measurements of these high- MCP-PM tubes. We chose this sys- tory, the Cherenkov emission is at

energy gamma rays on the Hornitos tern because of its speed and gain 45.2 deg. As electrons pass through
Event will give us new information (102 to 104). We anticipated that the the plastic, their trajectories are
for creating computational models HCGM electron c_lrrent would be deflected by multiple scattering,
of primary-device performance, less than 1 mA, too small for which causes the initially parallel

Faraday cups, whose gain is 1. The electron beam to expand with depth.
Light Optics light optics were designed by M. A cross section of the lens design is

After passing over the image Grazer of EG&G, Amador Valley shown in Fig. 1.
plane of the second rnagnet, the Office, Pleasanton, California, arm The total Cherenkov emission is
15.5-MEV electrons burrow into the lenses were machined on the reflected internally from conical

sides, then projected in parallel by
toroidal lenses, and finally focused

Dipole Apertureplate Dipole d own to the detector photoca thod e
magnet net by a convergirlg-conical ir_ternal

e- reflector and an axicon refractor in
front of the detector. We calculated

three-dimensional ray traces for the
axisymmetric lens system and
accounted for the effects of the
detector entrance window and the

Electron position of the photocathode.
beam We made a bench test of the

Object actual lens system at EG&G and
e- spot e- determined that the net light trans-

rnission along the Cherenkov path
length at 400 nm was 3%. This light

was observed by an ITT 4126, single
Gammaray Cable MCP-PM tube in an EG&G Las

Vegas-designed, 5()-_2mount. The

Slow output of this detector was coupled
del to the Very-Higl_-Bandwidth (VHB)

Experiment at LLNL 3 for high-
fidelity transmission along optical-
fiber cables to the recording station.

We coupled a second, low-band-

hv _ width channel to the optical systemFast Veryhigh
Collimator detector.l bandwidth to monitor the background suppres-

sion of the HCGM and embedded a

2.5-crn-diam by 5-crn-long Suprasil

0 5 (quartz-like) rod in the forward
cm Lucite lens at a depth of 24.5 mm.

This rod has an MCP-PM mounted

on its back end, where the detector
fits within the inner radius of the
toroidal lens. The Lucite side of the

Figure 1. I tCGM scale drawing with dual dipole magnets. These units detected Lucite-suprasil boundary is painted
fusi_m-garnma-rav plu)t(ms fn)m a nearly simultaneous background of reaction- black, and the rod has a reflecting
history nn' gamma rays and a massive background of fission-gamma-ray emission coating except on its end face near
with an accuracy ()f le.,!sthan 0,5 ns. the detector. Thus, the first 28% of

8
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tile electron range is in Lucite and The 50-ps, 15.5-MEV electron-beam with respect to time of combined
accessed by a very high-bandwidth pulses were shot through a l-cre- fusion-gamma-ray and capture-
channel. The remaining 72% of the diam collimator into an assembled, gamlna-ray signals, in the range of
electron energy spreads in the Lucite-suprasil lens-detector system 14 to 17 MeV were recorded with an
Suprasil, where its light is collected at various current levels. The fast- accuracy of less than 0.5 ns. These
into the low-bandwidth channel, channel gain is 1.22 x 104, whereas pulses were clearly distinguished by

the slow-channel gain is 1.29 x 1()4. the HCGM units despite the massive
HCGM Bandwidth For very short pulses, the gain drops background of fission-gamma-ray

The two HCGM units have when the detector output exceeds emission. The systems had a tempo-
4- x 4-cre electron apertures between 1 nC, the saturation limit, ral fidelity of 0.46 ns for the optical-
the dipole magnets and exhibit a net fiber channel and 0.64 ns for the

impulse response out of the detector HCGM Summary cable channel.
jumper cables of At = 463 ps, On the basis of our experiments,
FWHM, or equivalently a -3-dB we expected 0.004 electrons to pass References
bandwidth of 671 MHz. We exten- through the HCGM magnets and 1. M. Garcia, A High-Current Gamma

sivelv tested these Systems on the into the Lucite and to deliver 50 Mo,0chromator, Lawrence" Livermore National Laboratory,
EG&G (Santa Barbara Office, electrons with an irnpulse response Livermore, CA, DDG-88-06 (1988).
California) linear electron accelera- of 463 ps from the detector for each 2. J. Kammeraad, EGS Calculation of
tor (linac) and accthately duplicated inciderlt high-energy gamma ray. the Eh'ctroHOutput of the Gamma
Enge's calculations for the magnet- During the Hornitos Event, both Monochromator, Lawrence
system impulse response and the HCGM units successfully detected Livermore National Laboratory,Livermore, CA, DDG-88-09 (1988).
energy dispersion at the aperture high-energy gamma rays. Although 3. W.R. Woodruff and R. D. Lear,
mirror plane, we are still analyzing these data, "Large-Signal, Direct-Modulation

S ' _ t!the essential conclusions can be Tests of Laser-Diode Tran,'mltters,
HCGM Gain stated. The measured ratio of fusion this publication, p. 121.

The gain of the fast (to VHB) and gamma rays to cap,_ure gamma
slow (to cable) detector channels rays to fission gamma rays was
was directly measured on the linac. 1'10:1,000,000. The pulse shapes,

The CRACKER Experiment
on the Mighty Oak Event

J. F. Morgan, D. Clark, R. Ramos, D. Redhead,
J. H. Roberts,* R. Gold, _ and C. C. Preston t

The understanding and control experiments and third-generation problem on the event, we were
of neutron transport is critical in weapons. We designed the unable to retrieve our data until

many areas of weapons physics, CRACKER experiment on the late FY 1988 or to analyze and com-
from nuclear-device design to Mighty Oak Event to test these pare it with our preshot calcula-
experimental shielding. In FY expanded calculational abilities tions until FY 1989.
1985, improvenients in codes used before beginning an extensive Our goal in FY 1985 was to cap-
to calculate neutron transport led experimental program. However, ture and thermalize the prompt neu-
to proposals for more complicated as a result of a containment tron flux from a nuclear device. To

* Metrology Control Corp., Richland, WA.

_ Metrology Control Corp., Richland, WA;
formerly with Westinghouse Hanford
Engineering Development Laboratory,
Hanford, WA.
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achieve this, we planned to piace a were longer than measurenlents nor- was required to detect the tllermal
102- x 122- x 153-cm graphite box, really made by L Division and the neutrons. Botl'| detectors (Fig. 2)
encasing experimental detectors, in flux levels were lower, we needed to consisted of 77-crn-long stainless-
the main tunnel behind the Mighty invent three detector systems to steel tubes. The first detector had
Oak vacuum line of sight (LOS), as span the range of sensitivity we interior walls coated with 235U and
shown in Fig. 1. A 30- x 30- x 91-cm hoped to measure, used xenon gas as a scintillator.
opening in the box faced the nuclear Fission fragments recoiling from
device. The detectors within the box Detectors the uranium coating would cause
were designed to rneasure the time Two detectors were variants on the xenon gas to fluoresce at
history of the neutron flux. Because the fission-chamber concept. Their 170 nra, a difficult wavelength to

the time scales of this experiment active element was 235U, which detect. These ultraviolet photons
would then pass through a MgF
window into a photodiode detector

Carbonbox Diagnosticspackage with a CsTe photocathode. The
Holddowns withleadshielding current signal would be sent to the

recording station via] coaxial cables
and recorded on oscilloscoFes.

The second detector had only

Cable tray the bottom 30 cm of its tube coated
(with lead with uranium and used a plastic
pellets) scintillator. If the scintillator was

excited by recoil fission fragrnents,
Preamplifier it would emit visible light. Some

Vacuum tank box light would reflect up the tube into
a conventional photodiode, and the
signal would be amplified and

Leadpellets recorded as voltage vs time. We
planned to convert the data to neu-

---'---,----'--.._- trons vs time after the event, using
Fluence laboratory calibrations.

Both of these detectors and a

background detector, which used
238U and had no thermal r_eutron

Bulkhead sensitivity, were calibrated at the
National Institute of Standards and

Test Technology reactor in Gaithersberg,
stand Leadcable Marvland. After carrying out the

tray calibrations, we stored the detectors

Bermcable for 2 d to reduce their activation

To doorway traywith level belc_w 1 rnrad/h and then
leadpellets shipped them t() the Nevada Test

'_ Site, where they were installed in the
graphite box.

Figure 1. Experimental arrangement of thtrCRACKER experirnent on the Mighty We developed a third detector,
Oak Event. The graphite box was placed behind the vacuum exposure tank. known as "der Sl: tuner, in collabo-
The working point was to the left. The CRACKER box was designed to capture ration with the Westinghouse
and thermalize the neutron output from the nuclear device. Hanford Laboratory at Hanford,

Washington (Fig. 3). We used four

plastic track detectors wrapped

10
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around all 8-cre altlminunl cylinder, Figure 2. Design
spinning at 60 Hz. This material Biplanarphotodiode of tile 235Ufission-
,"viewed" a sa nple of 2350 through holder chanlber detec-tors. In tile first

a slit system. When neutrons gener- UV photodiodewith detector, the inte-
ated fissions in the sample, recoil !:is- conflat flange, MgF rior wall of thewindow,andCsTe metal tube is
sion fragments would pass through photocathode coated with 2350
the slit system and interact with the and filled with
track-detector material, causing Adapterring to xenon gas, wliich
microscopic damage to tile rnolecu _ secure photodiode scintillates in the
_ar structure. Thus, if we measured andholder ultraviolet (UV).

the number of tracks vs position tta' In the second
cl,_,tectobonly the

the track detector after the event, we Weldedvalve lowest 30 cm are
could determine tile time history of . coated witl" ura-

the captured neutron flux. [H niunl, and tilt

We planned to recover tile detec- [[1 7-cm, two-sided, tapped xenon is replaced
conflatflange with a plastic scin-

tors after the Mi_,hty Oak Event and tillator, which gen-

etch them in HF acid, turning each _ 7-cm,aluminumconflatflange erates visible light.interaction point into a macroscopi-

cally observable track to be counted Aluminum-weldingtransitionring
trader a microscope. Figure 4 shows
examples of tracks made before the
shot with a laboratory 252Cf sponta-
neous-fission source at different _ Xenongas
_,_taticexposure levels. We also used 77cm

the source to measure the _ 2-cm.dlam,0.8-crewall
tlmbra/penuntbra of the slit system, aluminumtubing
The measurements agreed well with
calculations based on the geometry !
of the slit system (Fig. 5) and were [ 236Ucoating (30 cm)valuable in analyzing the final data.

We made dynamic calibrations of L |the slit system using the LLNL -.._., __L
Rotating Target Neutron Source-I as
a pulsed source of 14-MEV neutrorls. "-. 0.8-cm-thickcap,welded
We, triggered the accelerator to pulse
once for each rotation of the cylinder.
The measurements confirmed that Figure 3.

Schematic of "der
the time resolution of the slit system Spinner" detector.
was exactly what would be calcu- The rotor is driven
fated from a conw_lution of the cylin- by a synchronous

der rotation speed and the slit width. \ motor and, using

We also confirmed that the system ( __ tunnel prover,

rotated at 60+ 1

impulse response was broadened in ° Itz. By measuring

a calculable way from the distribu- k the number oftion measured in the static tests. 1 tracks vs position
For the actLlal experiment, we on tilt track detec-

used four track detectors: two _x / c tor, we determined
strips of specially chosen mica 2 and the time history of- neutron flux,
two of MAKROFOL, a commercial

housi_'Jg
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plastic compound. We used a Experiment gases, and ali oscilloscope data were
20- and a 5()-_.tn_slit width for each The CRACKER experiment on destroyed. After a few months, pre-

material. The 20-J.tm slit was com- the Mighty Oak Event took platy in liminary tunneling indicated that
bined with a thick uraniuln deposit April 1986. Within minutes of zero radiation levels were still too high
to give the best time resolution, and tithe, the innermost containment for hunlan occupation or for recov-

the 50-!urn slit was cl/osen to ring was breached. Although no cry of the experimental data.
increase the input signal if the flux radiation escaped the tunnel, the By late FY 1988, however, radia-
fell below predicted levels, event area filled with radioactive tion levels subsided, and the

Defense Nuclear Agency entered
the area, took photographs, and

(a) (b) retrieved the Spinner. The photos
, tg ,_ , r _- "_h.'o," "q - , ,a ,_" , showed that the other two detectors

" . ,%%- ,' _q'._, _¢'V _ _,- 3,._ and the background detector were
, .. : z - destroyed The only possibility ot:

• _ 2 ,,c-',_ , _ '_ ,,,_, d._,,_.., m 0 T_ recovering data was if tunnel tem-

- .: -,,, . . _,,, - .. ,, ..... .,, peratures had remained low enough
• ..- , r' d _ '. I ' -_' _ ,' ,, _a_'_ .... to keep the nuclear track detectors

" _ - " " ,,_" ..... ",-, ",_" ',-" from annealing the damage caused

0" ', "' '_,._"_,2. ¢ _t:$")_', : _,._, ¢ ,,_,._, by the fission fragments and losing
v • . . - '_4 './". _ °_ _ i" ...'% all information. We shipped the

_; Spinner to Flanford's facility for
(e) (d) handling radioactive equipment

_'][IL ;_'!i__ ,_'1_ and began analysis in FY 1989.

l__'_'__ Results

.....- ...,!_._,_.,,,_, All four track detectors survived

__ and were carefully removed from

the Spinner and etched in HF. In the
removal process, olle mica detector

broke into two pieces, causing some
ambiguity in the time hist()ry.
However, when we viewed the

(e)

400

._--'- ----,-._11i '_'GT_,, .'_'_ __.:. ,,r, ' "_ 300

.,,,,,, loo -

5 o

"__ .':P'r._ ...=.,,, Position (mm)

Figure 4, l_h()tornicrographs of several track detectors exposed at the indicated flux Figure 5, Comparison of the calculated
levels with a 2_2Cfsourcecluring static spinner tests. The detuctors ]lave beenetched and ()bservedslit transmissions obtained
for 2 h in 499; l IF acid. Flux Icru] is al (a) 1.2 / l0s tracks/cre 2at 2()0magnificatiCm; using tilt' 2r_2(]f SOLIFCL', All important
(b) g.l × 105tracks/cre 2at 200 nlagnificati(m; (c)ab¢mt 1.2 :.<1()¢'tracks/cre 2 at criterion ftu"analyzing tilt, shot data was
2()0magnification; (d) about 1.2 x I(Y' tracks/cre 2at 4()()magnification; and (u) ablaut that the experimental results have the
2 / 10' tracks/cre 2 at 4¢)(]magnification, same spatial distribution acn)ss thr

detectt_rs as we measured in these tests.
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detectors under a microscope, we By improving file calculational fits
found that the data vn the mica to these final data, we can test our

detectors were still intact, but the transport codes in regions character-
data on the MAKROFOL detectors ized by low neutron energy and
were destroyed. Because anp.c,ding multiple neutron collision, where we
temperatures differ for mi,:a and have had little previous experience.
MAKROFOL, we were able to estab-

lish the temperature bracket to References
which the Spinner ;ras exposed. 1. J, H. Roberts, R. Gold,

, ._ C.C. Preston, W. N. McElroy,
We scarmed tae two mica detec- J.F. Morgan, D. Clark, R. A. Ramos,

tots under a microscope and con- and D. L. Redhead, "Observation of
verted the number oi' tracks into dig- Pulsed Neutron Fields with Solid
ital data. Corrections for target State Track Recorders," in Reactor

thickness, linear velocity, slit.-system Dosimetry Methods, Applications amt
Standardization, ASTM STP 1001,

solid angle, and time resolution H. Farrar and E. P. Lippincott,
were applied tw tile scanned data, Eds. (American Society for
converting the number of tracks per Testing and Materials,
centirneter into fissions per micro- Philadelphia, PA, 1989), p. 522.

2. R. Gold, J. H. Roberts, andgram per second in the target, a
rmmber that was easy to compare F.H. Ruddy, "Solid State TrackRecorder Materials for Use in
with our calculations. Light-Water-Reactor Pressure

The final data from the experi- Vessel Surveillance Exposures," in
ment were of high quality, with a Effects of Radiation (m Structural
reasonable consistency between the Material, ASTM SI'I' 683,

two mica strips. The results agreed J.A. Sprague and D. Kramer,Eds. (American Society for
well in overall shape and rnagnitude Testing and Materials,
with our preshot calculations. Philadelphia, PA, 1979), p. 402.

Measuring Electron Temperature
in Nuclear-Driven Plasmas

E I. Springer

Plasma-electron temperature interactions of ions with x rays and ternperature can be used to test
affects atomic ionization and recom- electrons, as well as the generation models of interactions between
bination processes, plasma ioniza- and transport of x rays within the nuclear radiation and ions in hot,

tion state, opacity, and spectral plasma, must be understood ill dense plasmas, tw precisely model
emission, lt also determines the detail. To test our knowledge of atomic rates, and to design plasma
hydrodynamic motion of hot these processes, we measured the systems that are pressure-matched
plasma. Knowledge of plasma- electron temperature of nuclear- for hydrodynamic stability.
electron temperatures is essential to driven plasma containing mid- and To dynamically heat three plasma
model the dynamics of nuclear- high,,Z ions using the free-bound samples containing mid- and high-Z
driven plasmas. These models are x-ray en-fission of highly stripped ions, we used x rays from a nuclear

complex. Before complete thermal ions and compared them with theo- device. We experimentally deter-
equilibrium can be established retical predictions based on atomic- mined the electron temperature vs

between radiation and matter, the rate modeling. An accurate deter- time of each sample from the x-ray
driving spectrum and the ruination of the electron spectrum that resulted from
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electrons recombining into the dJelectronic satellite lines, and cross section, which can be calculated
highly stripped ions, We used a (3) the free-bound continuum emis- nunlerically using fully relativistic
fourth, low-Z sample to determine sion shape, An examination of the Dirac-Hartree-Fock waw_ functions,
the source-scattered background ' free-bound continuum emission Because the electron-collision time is
and measured the spectra using a shape from the radiative recombi- fast, the electron-energy distribution
high-resolution-imaging bent-crystal nation of electrons into highly should be Maxwellian, Therefore,

spectrometer with subnanosecond stripped ions was the only method aside from a normalizing constant,
time response. The plasma ioniza- that yielded unambiguous measure- the distribution ]e of electrons with
tion states and temperatures for the ments of the electron temperature, energy Ee should be given by:
differing atomic systems were In radiative recombination, a free
inferred from their spectral intensi- electron makes a transition into a ]e o_Ne exp(-Ee/T)EedE, (1)
ties and shapes, respectively, bound level of an ion, en'fitting

an x ray. The energy of the x ray where Ne is the electron density and
Review of Radiative emitted is equal to the sum of the T is the electron temperature. The
Recombination electron kinetic energy and the exponential falloff in the electron-

To measure the electron tempera- bound-state energy, as shown for a energy distribution reflects itself in
ture, we chose a plasma process hydrogen-like ion in Fig. 1. Thus, in an exponential falloff in the recombi-
that would provide a signature of the process of the electron's recom- nation x-ray spectrum. Aside from a

the electron temperature with x-ray bination into a given bound level, a normalizing constant, the x-ray
spectroscopic diagnostics despite unique relationship is established emission rate eH(E) caused by
the nonequilibrium condition of the between the initial energy of the recombination with bare ions that

plasma. We investigated three recombining electron and the energy produce the hydrogen-like free-
methods to determine the tempera- of the emitted x ray. Tlierefore, the bound continuum is given by:
ture with x-ray spectroscopy using: x-ray spectral distribution is not only

(1) widths of x-ray transitions to related to the electron-energy distri- I:,H(E) c; N e Nbar e exp[-(E - I)/TI

infer the ion temperature from bution or temperature but also x OphE3dE, (2)
Doppler broadening, (2) ratios of depends on an atomic-recombination

(a) (b)

n;,,freebound 2-1 bound'boundxray transitions

continuum ,'_1 bound-boundxray transitions

Maxwelllano_ _I

_ (¢ T • n=l, free-bound
Eeexp(-Ee/T) continuumemission

}{ 4l_Free-boundn = oo_- x-raytransltlon ,E X _ Maxw_lllanImp,es= _ _ exponentialfalloff
, n=3 -J _ \ _=exp= (-E/T)

n= 3-1 bound-bound
- xray transition
:a 2-1 bound-boundo
m x-raytransition

i Xray energy(arbitraryunits)

Figure 1. (a) An energy-level diagram of a hydrogen-like ion showing the bound levels represented by
U= 1, Jt= 2, and Jt= 3, where n is a principal quantum number ofthe ionic state. The diagram also shows
the continuum of free states having an occupation described by a Maxwellian distributiorl of electrcm
energy [exp(-Et,/T)Ee]. The bound-bound transitions, 2-1 and 3-1, are indicated as well as a free-bound
x-ray transition, which lies in energy above ali bound-bound-transitions. (b) The x.-ray emission spectrum
from bound-bound and free-bound transitions into both the lt = 1 and n = 2 levels. Tilt, Maxwellian energy
distribution implies an exponential falloff in the spectral emission. The rate of falloff is determined by the
elecmm temperature.
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where E is the x-ray energy, N_, is x-ray intensity, the code determines nitrogen-like. The samples are pre-
the electron density, Nbare is the the plasma evolution: the plasma dicted to be hydrodynamically stable
density of bare ions, 1 is the ioniza- temperature, the nonlocal thermo- during the experiment.

tit)n Fotential, and _._,_,, is_the photo- dynamic equilibrium (non-LTE)
electric cross section. For an opti- level populations, intralevel transi- Electron-Temperature
tally thin plasma, when the energy tion rates, and the generation and Experiment

variation of OphE3 is removed, the transport of radiation within tile Measuring the electron tempera-
emission has a simple exponential plasma. We calculate the tempera- ture was a diagnostic challenge
falloff characteristic of the electron ture from the known plasma heat- requiring the development of a high-
temperature. Although the intensity ing and coolin G mechanisms: precision, multiobject x-ray spectrom-
of the free-bound continuum emis- Auger decay, photoionization, eter. Previously, spectrometers were
sion depends on the plasma density, electron-collisional excitation and not used downhole to image separate

temperature, and ionization state, ionization, bremsstrahlung, and samples l:_,'ecausc':,of the stringent
the spectral shape depends princi- their inverse processes, pointing accuracy required. We
pally on the electron temperature. We use a postprocessor code to determined the x-ray flight path

The spectrum from radiative calculate the spectral emission that using an optical laser to simdlate a
recombination into excited levels escapes the plasma using the pre- point source on the mid- and high-Z
and into ions with an arbitrary dictions of the level populations vs samples and a downhole active-
degree of ionization will be a sum tirne. The code determines the alignment system to remotely adjust
over ali possible excited levels and bound-bound and free-bound sam- the spectrometer positioning, with
all degrees of ionization. Ira the ple emissivities. We include the the laser focus recorded by a linear
region of the continuum thresholds plasma optical depth of both Reticon as a reference. Although we
_)fa given shell, the emission spec- bound-bound and free-bound tran- examined only four plasma sources,
trum is cc)mplex, containing free- sitions to calculate the emission that this arrangement gave us a spectrom-
bound emission from lower states of escapes the samples, eter pointing accuracy of 20 turad that

ionization and high Rydberg bound- For the electron-temperature exceeded the l()0-lurad spectrometer
bound transitions from higher states experiment, we chose the mid- and resolving power. This pointing accu-
of ionization. Nevertheless, above high-Z ions as complementary racy would have allowed us to
the highest energy-continuum K- and L-shell systems. The K-shell resolve more than 20 separate plasma
threshold, hydrogen-like for K-shell ionization potential of the mid-Z ion sources simultaneously, greatly
systems and lithium-like for L-shell lies slightly above the highest-energy enhancing our capability to increase
systems, the recombination spec- (lithium-like) L-shell continuum the data-return rate.

trum will again have a simple threshold of the high-Z ion. Thus, A schematic of the experimental
exponential falloff indicative of the the free-bound spectral regions are setup is shown ira Fig. 2. Four sam-
electron temperature, similar, and the elements can be ples are heated by nuclear radiation

mixed with no spectral interference from the source, The free-bound con-
Modeling of Plasma but a vastly superior signal-to-noise tinuum spectrum is measured in ali
Conditions and X-Ray ratio. The K-shell spectra are easier samples simultaneously using a sin-

Emissions to interpret than the L-shell and gle spectrometer. A curved crystal
A dynamic rnodel of the plasma can determine the electromenergy spectrometer with redundant x-ray

conditions is created employing an distribution without the assumption detection systems provides both spa-
atomic-rate-solver code, which uses that it is Maxwellian. With the calcu- tial and spectral imaging of the four
detailed atomic models for the ions lated source intensity, the mid-Z sanaples with subnanosecond resolu-
in their various possible ionization sample is predicted to strip well into tion. The spectrometer energy reso-
states and accounts for known its K-shell, with its peak ionization lution is set at about 30 eV by the
atomic processes and interactions hydrogen-like. With the calculated defining slit. Both CdS-phosplaor
with both x rays and electrons, source intensity, the high-Z sample and GaAs-photoconductive detectors
Driven by a specified time- and is predicted to strip well into its were used to measure the crystal-
frequency- (energy-) dependent l_-shell, with the peak ionization dispersed x-ray intensity. The spatial
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Streak J

camera I

28 quartz-fiber array _

Remote positioning
Background-
rejection slit

Figure 2. Setup for the electron temperature experiment. The curved crystal spectrometer is designed to include spatial and spec-
tral imaging of four samples, redundant x-ray detection systems, downhole timing to the x-ray drive, and active alignment.
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resolving power is approximately continuum bremsstrahlung from to streak-camera calibration data to
lO0-t.trad, full width at half maxi- laboratory x-ray tubes. We used relate the observed signals to the
mum, gMng an insignificant level pulsed and dc x-ray sources to incident phosphor-light intensity vs
of crosstalk, determine the phosphor efficiency time. We then use the spectrometer

To align the spectrometer to the vs energy and incident angle and calibration to relate the observed
samples so the Bragg-reflected x rays pulsed Lambertian light sources of phosphor-light intensity to the
strike at the position of the fiber the correct color to determine the plasma spectral emission vs time.

arrays, we use an active alignment fiber's transmissions and streak- We extract data from 40 separate
system. We time the experiment camera efficiency. When we com- rows of the streak camera, resulting

downhole to the x-ray drive using bined tl;ese results, we obtained a in 2400 independent data points per
a source x-rav-drivert phosphor- spectrometer characterization that streak camera.
light marker and employ a suite of had a relative accuracy of about 5'_ We use the spectral shape of the
filter-fluorescence experiments to over the spectral region covered, observed plasma emission to infer
characterize the source intensit`', and the temperature vs time for each
spectrum vs time. Data Reduction and Results sample. To determine the bomb-

A thin, optically flat quartz Figure 3 shows the streak-camera scattered intensity from each
502 crystal is attached to a copper- record obtained from a nuclear sample, we modeled their relative
pl atecl Pyrex substrate, which is dia event, giving the spectral emission scattering efficiencies using the
mond turned with optical tolerances from each sample _'s time. For each atomic-rate-solver code and
to a specified radius. Using copper time element recorded in the streak included scattering from both
on the substrate reduces the x-ray- camera, we extract the intensity in bound and free electrons in the cal-
scattered background from the errs- each fiber and obtain its intensity culation. The measured spectrum
tal by a factor of 5. X rays from the profile from calibration data. We from the background sample is
different samples pass through a then construct a model in which the dominated by source-scattered radi-
vanadium filter; are Bragg-reflected; position and intensity in each fiber ation and is a measurement of the
pass through a narrow, fused-silica is allowed to vary independently, source spectrum vs time. Thus, the
vacuum window; and are focused: We compare the model with the measured spectrum from the back-

over an extended region ota the observed data and optimize it ota ground sample can be directly nor-
detector plane. The x rays deposit the basis of X2. Figure 4 shows an malized by the relative scattering
the:,r energy in the subnanosecond example of a single row of streak- efficiency vs energy to obtain the
phosphor, indium-doped CdS. camera data and the best-fit model background spectrum for each of
A discrete quartz-fiber array trans- for that row. We apply similar fits the other samples. The dominant
rnits the light to two optical streak
cameras. The streak cameras pro-
vide a dynamic range of about 500,
which we need to record the large

signal variations in both x-ra,,, spec-
trum and time, with an allowance
for calculational uncertainties.

Because we inferred the tempera-
ture from a naeasurenaent of the

spectral shape, we had to character-
ize the spectrometer sensitivity with
extreme accuracy across the entire

spectral range. We accomplished Figure 3. Raw data from the electron temperature experiment as returned on the
this by using continuum sources and streak-camera image. The streaked inaage is analyzed to determine the x-ray emis-
photon-counting techniques and sion vs time in the four separate samples.
performed the spectrometer calibra-
tion using both line emission and
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uncertainties in tile background tem._erat,,re by best fit to tile cations that tend to cancel one

intensity will then stem from tile observed data. We nt_rmaliz,_d tile another. Corrections for the escape
plasma opacity corrections, error bars that we derived from tile probability of the emitted x rays

We can fit the shape of the back- fit to give a X2 per degree of freedom reduce the inferred temperature with
ground-subtracted spectra to deter- of unity. Thus, tile errors reflect not increasing opac'ty. Conversely, cor-
mine the electron temperature, with only tile true statistical uncertainties rections for source--scattered back-
slight corrections for the plasma in tile data but also the quality of tile grounds increase tile inferred tem-

optical depth and gradients in the fits to the data. Figure 5 shows tile perature with increasing opacity.
plasma. In the data presented here, results of a fit to tile mid-Z spectrum These two effects tend to cancel

we assume that tile plasma emission at the peak of the x-ray drive. Tile each other so tile plasma-opacity
is uniform over tile plasma volume exponential falloff of tile data veri- effects, which in isolation represent
and that tile emission has tile ties that tile electron distribution is a 10% correction, are only a few per-
functional form: Maxwellian. The precision in tile cent. In the presence of gradients in

temperature d_rived in tile fit is tile plasma emission and tempera-
Spectrum = AE 3 {1 -exp[_d(E)l} about 3%. Figure 6 shows the ture, the temperature derived is

x exp[-(E - I)/T], (3) derived temperature for the mid-Z altered from that obtained using an
sample and a compariso:_ with a isothermal, volumetric model. Thus,

where A is a _,,)rmalizing constant, model calculations, the effective plasma emission is
and od(E) is tile optical depth vs Knowledge of tile plasma opacity closer to the heated surface. This

energy of the plasma. We deter- is not critical for tile data interpreta- tends to raise tile temperature
mined tile plasma opacity from tile tion because changes in the plasma inferred from both tile data and the

model predictions ,rod derived the opacity would give spectral modifi- model. The opacity and gradient
corrections are also included by
using tile codes to predict tile falloff

150 of the emitted spectrum.
II

'_ Dataandfit
100 -- _,

0 ¢g

° °_

50 .__
E

Energy(arbitraryunits)

0 '= Figure 5. The rneasured spectrum from
50 150 250 351 the mid-Z sample and the best-fit model.

Column The background indicated is measured
using the low-Z sample. As expected,
the sp_._ctrumfalls approximately expo.-

Figure 4. Raw data fronl a single row of the streak-camera nentiallv with x-ray energy, indicating a
image, displayed as dots. A model describing the individual Maxweilian electron-energy distribution.
fiber profiles, displayed as a solid line, is constructed from a Wt' use tiffs rate of falloff to determine
best fit of individual fiber profiies to the _bserved data. The the electron temperature. The tempera-
x-rav intensity into each fiber is determined from this model, ture accuracy from the fit is 3'_.
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Conclusions Figure 6.
For tile mid-Z

We measured tile temperature_. of sample, this
both K- and L-shell nuclear-driven graph shows a

plasmas using tile free-bound con- , _]]i__i_i_ ' comparison--- between the
tinuum radiation of the highly
stripped ions. Tile quality of the "_ _ measured temper-ature and ab ini-
measured spectra was high, allow- _ tio calculations
ing accurate comparisons between = using atomic-rate
data and model _:,redictions. The _ modeling.

accuracy of the derived tempera- _
tures for the K-shell radiators was
between 3 and 5%. This accuracy _.
critically tests the models of the E
interactions between nuclear radia- _"

tion and ions in hot, dense plasmas
and enables us to precisely model

atomic rates and to design plasma Time(arbitraryunits)
systems that are pressure-matched
for hydrodynamic stability.

X-Ray Laser Kinetics Experiments on the Nova Laser

G. M. Shimkaveg, D. J. Fields, R. S. Walling, A. L. Osterheld,

A. R. Fry, E R. Kelly, R. E. Stewart, D. L. Matthews,
W. H. Goldstein, and M. J. Eckart

In1984, an experimental team Although a variety of methods structure, the neon-like species is
produced the first unambiguous have been proposed for producing especially stable and is present to a
demonstration of an extreme ultra- XUV and soft x-ray amplifiers, and significant extent in plasmas of
violet (XUV) amplifier at LLNL's a number of these are being experi- medium atomic number (Z - 25-50)
Novette laser. 1 A lengthy series of mentally investigated by various over a large range of temperatures.
investigations conducted from 1985 groups around the world, 3 our In addition, the atomic physics of
to 1987 on the two-beam facility at interest is in understanding the excited neon-like ions lends itself to

the Nova laser uncovered some physical mechanisms at work in the buildup of population inver-
questions relating to our basic an XUV amplifier setup involving sions. The first (i.e., lowest-lying)
understanding of the mechanisms neon-like ions. excited state has the electron config-

governing charge-state distribu- uration 2p53s, which is strongly
tions, excited-state populations Neon-Like Extrem(2 radiatively coupled to tile 2p 6
(which create the inversions neces- Ultraviolet Amplifiers ground state. Population in the
sary for stimulated emission), and A neon-like ion is an atom with 2p53s state radiatively decays to the
photon trajectories. 2 In FY 1989, enough electrons removed so that ground state in a characteristic time
following an extensive shutdown of only 10 remain bound to the nucleus of about 10-13 s. Tile next higher-
the two-beam facility, we began a (as in neutral neon, hence the termi- energy excited state has configura-
detailed experimental investigation nology). Because this electronic con- tion 2p53p and is forbidden by
of these so-called "kinetics" issues, figuration represents a closed-shell angular momentum selection rules
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from decaying directly by dipole lower laser levels produced by inter- collisions. Straightforward (but
radiation to the ground state, actions between tile angular highly detailed) rate equation analy-
Higher-order mechanisnls take momenta of tile core and the excited sis of the collisionally modeled exci-
place in a characteristic time of electron. The transitions are conve- tation kinetics predicted the highest
about 10-1° s. Hence, a randomly niently labeled by the total angular gain on the ] = 0 line, where the low-

distributed ensemble of excited momentum, ], of the upper laser est gain is actually observed. 5
neon-like ions very quickly develops level as shown. Experimentally, Subsequent modeling efforts, which
an inversion between the 3p and 3s what has been seen in the XUV for included the effects of dielectronic

levels and radiates amplified spon- all elements tested to date is a dotal- recombination, reduced the dispar-
taneous emission (ASE) on different nance, in both gain and absolute ity somewhat, but any reasonable
transitions ranging in energy front intensity, of the two 3p3/2 ] = 2 lines parameterization still puts the ] = 0
about 30 to over 120 eV, depending as shown in Fig. 1, followed by the gain at least comparable to that of
on atomic number, long-wavelength ] = 2 and the ] = 1. the bright ] = 2 lines. ('

In our FY 1989 study, we concen- The weakest is usually the ] = 0. Outside researchers have offered
trated our effort on two elements, Table 1 sumrnarizes gains observed two explanations as possible solu-
germaniurn (Z = 32) and silver at LLNL for the five lines in ger- tions for the "] = 0 problem." The
(Z = 47). The specific energy levels manium, selenium, yttrium, molyb- first speculates that we are funda-
of relevance to the XUV amplifica- denum, and silver, mentally mistaken about the domi-
tion in these elements are shown in These observations are to some nant pumping ntechanism in our
Fig. 1. Our past experiments with extent at variance with our under- amplifiers, that recombination cross
neon-like selenium unambiguously standing of the populating mecha- sections are about an order of mag-

identified five lines that undergo nisms in these systems. Originally, nitude higher than we predict, and
ASE in these systems; 4 the number it was believed that the dominant that recombination determines the
of states (hence, the nurnber of lines) means of populating the upper laser bulk of the excitation in our

involved arises from fine-structure levels was direct excitation from the Systems. 7 Because recombination
splitting in both the upper and ground state through electron-ion naturally favors higher angular

momentum states, the ] = 2 states

automatically come out with the

Ge AgAg ,_" d =2 highest gain and the ] = 0 states

(z = 32)/-- J =0 (_dt£= _ J 0 come out with the lowest. The sec-

Gv J = 2 ond solution suggests that the spec-

.1 ...... d - 2 2#s3P tral lillewidths of the amplified linesare narrowed below their Doppler

a - 1 _ a = _. width by an effect called "Dicke nat-

J=2 J 1

', _ J 2 rowing" and that, aloP,g with

plasma turbulence, which gives

2 large local differential Doppler
shifts, they cause the effective

JL=1 JL='! macroscopic gain to be reduced
because of frequency mismatch

J =0 J = 2 J = 1 J = 2 J ---2 J = 1 J = 0 J = 2 between adjacent turbulence cells. 8

I nounced for the ] = 0 level, and,

' ...... hence, its gain is most reduced.
(232,236) (99, 100) From 1985 to 1987, experiments

X_ X_ were done to test some aspects of
these proposed explanations. An

Figure 1. (top) Excited-state energy levels in neon-like germanium and silver involved accurate, absolutely timed streak-
in XUV amplification. (bottom) Schematic of relative line positions and axial spec- camera recording of the ] = 2 angular
trometer coverage (shaded rectangles). Note that, in silver, the weak ] = 0 line shifts in footprint vs time demonstrated that

position relative to the other lines, and the excited-state splittings are increased, effectively all of the amplification
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was occurring in tile very early part streaked measurements mentioned footprints in these cases were also
of the driving laser pulse. _}By the above, strongly indicate that the real similab with a single {_bserved lobe at
time the Nova pulse had peaked, the neon-like XUV amplifier is predomi- approximately 1()mrad above the
XUV amplification had turned off. nantly a high-density, nonuniform target plane. Given that a thick tar-
This is not the temporal signature medium, evolving in time to the get inherently develops and main-
expected to be characteristic of a low-density-gradient amplifier pre- tains a strong electron density gradi-
recombinantl_, driven amplifier. In viously ,_uggested. ent, refractive photon trajectories can
addition, tlae absence of significant Since the two-beam facility was produce such a footprint.
fluorine-like gain in theXUV indi- shut down in 1987, several groups

cates a problem with the reconabina- from around the world laave suc- Neon-Like Experiments
tiola-predominant explanation. 10 We ceeded in producing neon-like XUV in 1989
are presently developilag tlae diag- anaplifiers. A team from the Naval In FY 1989, we were challenged to
nostic capability to measure XUV Research Laboratory demonstrated design and conduct experiments
lines with subLDoppler resolution, amplification from neon-like copper that would critically test our model-
which will yield line-shape inforrna- and germanium in 1987 (Ref. 12) and ing. With a limited shot budget for
tion that can be used to test the Dicke from neola-like zinc, arsenic, and sele- that year (we had 27 shots in 5 d
narrowing hypothesis, nium in 1988 (Ref. 13). Also in 1988, from late August into SeF total: er),

Some of our past observations a British group produced and we concentrated for the most part
point to the need for additional coarsely characterized a gernaanium on two specific lines of inquiry: the
research to better understand some amplifier. 14 In 1989, a team from the demonstration of XUV amplification
of the proces,-.,'.'s involved. In long University of Rochester, New York, in neon-like silver and the some-
selenium amplifiers, where the gain- dex,eloped neon-like germarfium what extensive characterization of
length product exceeds 12, pro- amplifiers. 15 In all of these cases, the neon-like gerrnalaium arnplifiers
nounced asymmetry is apparent in targets were hydrodynamically thick under various ionization conditions.

the angular footprint of the beam. _ with single-sided irradiation at Silver has by far the highest atomic
The time-integrated XUV intensity 1.06 IJrn. These observations were number (Z = 47) of any target mate-

pattern is double-lobed, with each very similar: ali gains were mea- rial that we use for the production of
lobe about 11 mrad wide and cen- sured higher than those that we mea- a neon-like XUV amplifier; even the
tered about 8 mrad above and below sured, and the ] = 0 line gain stood demonstration of lasing is an exer-
the plane of the target foil. There is out as being remarkably high, com- cise in the extrapolation of hydrody-
an intensity minin_um at the parable to the ] = 2 lines. The angular namics and atomic physics scaling
physical on-axis location. Tlae tar-

gets are composed of a layer of las- Table 1. LLNL-measured gains for neon-like XUV amplifiers, a
ant deposited on a thin plastic sub-

strate, producing a natural target Gain (cm-1)
asymmetry. This asymmetry carries
over to the footprint pattern in that Germaniumt' Selenium¢ Yttrium¢ Molybdenum¢ Silverb
the lobe centered above the lasant Z = 32 Z = 34 Z = 37, Z= 42 Z = 47

side of tlae target is about five times
J= 0 1.0(19.64nra) 2.4 (18.243am) (15.50nm) 0.0(14.16nra) d

brighter than the lobe centered ] = 2 2.6 (23.22am) 4.0 (20.638am) 4 (15.50nra) 4.1 (13.10nra) 6.6(9.93nm)
above the plastic side. Also, spa- ] = 2 2.8 (23.63nra) 3.8 (20,978nm) 4 (15.71nra) 4.2 (13.27nm) 4.3 (10.03nrn)
tiall), resolved images of the sele- ] = 1 2.3 (24.74nra) 2.2 (22.028nra) 2.9 (13.94nm) d

niunl amplifier lines indicate a / = 2 1.8(28.64nra) 3.5(26.294nra) d

source region of less than 40 _m a These gains are derived from measured relative intensities by fitting to the
(Ref. 11), which is quite small com- so-called Linford function. 8 Also measured by the LLNL group but at the
pared with the few hundred microm- Phebus laser at Limeil, France, were gains for the J = 2 strontium lines: 9 4.4 cm-1
eters predicted for an expanded (16.41 am), 4.0 cm-_ (16.65 am).
plasma from a hydrodynamically b Measured in the 1989-90 campaign.
thin foil target, s These observations, c Measured in the 1985-86 campaign.

d These lines have been observed in our on-axis XUV spectra for silver, but more
coupled with the early time history data are needed to determine gains, if any.
indicated fr(ma the absolutely timed,
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rj

relations. Importantly, tile energy- irradiance); the nominal selenium temporal- or, in some cases, angular-
level separation for silver is signifi- irradiance is 6 × 1013 W/till 2. _.Wspatial-resolving spectra in the
cantly larger than that for selenium, Because the average electron energy XUV and x ray. The design of the
which results in shorter-wavelength scales approximately as tile electric array had to be flexible enough to
XUV ASE radiation. However, more field strength of the Nova pulse (i.e., accommodate the varying energy
importantly, a number of u = 3 to the square root of the intensity), we coverages required by the widely dif-
II = 2 electric quadrupole transitions can achieve about a factol' of 3 varia- ferent experiments performed in the
seen in the 3- to 4-keV region Origi- tion of the collisional excitation chamber. The diagnostics included:
nate in the upper laser levels, energy in either direction from nomi- i, l_vo MCPIGS, Rowland-grating

Because of their multipolarity, the nal, provided we efficiently couple XUV-survey spectrographs with
lines are optically thin and, hence, the pump laser energy into the time-gated microchannel-plate
provide a direct measure of the plasma by appropriately varying tar- detectors, one located along the

excited-state pt_pulation density, get thickness. 1_ l'his allows us to amplifier axis and the other located
Germanium, in contrast, has a substantially under- and overionize well off-axis. (MCPIGS is a

lower atomic number (Z = 32) than germanium amplifiers. Tl_e over- microchannel-plate-intensified
selenium and is, therefore, slightly ionized case is of particular interest grazing-incidence spectrograph.)
easier tc}ionize. The twofold because, onc'e the L-shell ionization • A streaked, flat-field spectrograph
increase in Nova beam energies that energy is breached, a large variety of (SFFS), which is a varied-line-space
have been achieved since we con- charge states can be produced. Some grating instrument coupled to an
ducted our first experiments in 1986 of these, such as fluorine-like ions, x-ray streak camera for detection of
has given us a unique opportunity to are predicted to show gain on certain the XUV emission in the on-axis loca-
study ionization kinetics and their 3p-3s transitions. Germanium is rien opposite the on-axis MCPIGS.
effects in real amplifier-geometry also of interest as a point of compari- • Two streaked, crystal x-ray spec-
targets. Specifically, we can achieve son with the work done elsewhere: trographs (the Keanetech and XCSS).

maximuna irradiances in line focus The practical emphasis through • Eight time-integrated crystal
geometry ttf about 1015 W/crn 2 in most ttf FY 1989 was to assemble and x-ray spectrographs (the Henways).
I cna of target length (with an obvi- field an array ttf diagnostic instru- • A time-integrateci spatially imag-
ous inverse relationship between tar- mentation in the two-beam chamber ing crystal x-ray spectrograph
get length and maximum target in order to generate high-resolution (the SLS).

• An x-ray pinhole camera.
Some of our first data came from

the silver amplifiers. We were
d = 2 limited to target lengths of approxi-

mately 1 cna because of the high
irradiances required to strip the 37

Na-like electrons. We observed briglit,
Na-like directional ASE emission on the

__ length from a 9-mm target shot at maxi-
mum irradiance. A cursory survey

9 mm of the effects o:"_,.arying target

__ thickness indicated that the inver-7 mm sions were enhanced at greater

a i I areal densities. Using samples4 mm fr()m the thickest targets prepared
for the series (150 _Jg/cm2), we ini-9 10 11 12

Wavelength(nm) tiated a brief length stl.lciy t,> deter-
mine the gains. Axial XUV spectra

Figure 2. XUV spectra fr(ma three silv__,ramplifiers of different lengths. The from this survey are shown in
extremely rapid rise of the amplified neon-like lines above backt_round is indicative Fig. 2. The relatively abrupt onset
of a very'high gain coefficient, of the neon-like emissions with
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increasing length indicates high irradiances, we maintained a scaling amplified lines, Both of these results
gain coefficients (Table 1 ), relation between the target areal den- are similar in character to the British

The numbers should be inter- sity and the irradiance, Using a data, in which thick targets were shot
preted with sorne caution, however, fixed reference value of 3() _lg/cm 2 at single-sided at 1.06 _.llll, 1'1 Lasing stm-
because of the poor statistics. We 6 × 1013 W/crn 2, we varied the areal ilar to the nominal case but reduced in
couM not discern any asymrnetry or density as the square root of the irra- amplitude continued to be seen at two

pointing of the amplified lines, diance. Thus, at 2.4 x l014 W/cre 2 (a and four times nominal. However, at
which is as expected for such a so-called 4x target), the areal density

low gain-length product amplifier, was 6() ).lg/cm 2, and so on. This was . Table 2. Matrix of the germanium
The interesting electric quadrupole done to keep the pump laser "burn- ionization study, a
(E2) lines were unambiguously idea- through" condition centered in time Irradiance Length
tified in both t!-_estreaked and time- to the peak of the pulse intensity, in (6 x 10is
integrated x-ray spectra. The accordance with the hydrodynamic W/cm) 2 cm 3 cm '4 cm
intensities of the E2 lines were quite calculations of London and Rosen. I_
low and suffered fairly high back- Table 2 illustrates the scope for this 0.5 *1,5 • • °*
grounds from the nearby allowed study, showing the 12 shot numbers 2 • • °
3s-2p neon-like lines. This pointed distributed in irradiance-length space. 4 • °
out the need for a higher-resolution The first (and quite remarkable) 8 • °
focusing-crystal spectrograph, of the result is that amplification in the XUV
so-called "von Hamos" design. We was observed for all shots in the a Data points indicate number ofNova laser shots.
are developing such arL instrument matrix. The shots at 1.5 times non'final
for fielding in the two-beam chain- irradiance resulted in the brightest
ber in 199(`).

Bright lasing was observed in ger-
400

manium amplifiers irradiated at 9 x
,, ,_ . ,, 23.63nm d =21013 W/cre 2 (1.5 tirnes n. mmal

irradiance) on ali five neon-like lines _"= 23.22nm d = 2
(Fig. 3). As recorded by the SFFS, _ 300 -
ali amplified li1_es displayed emis- _'2
sion characteristics seen before in

£
selenium: very bright, short tempo- _ 200 --
ral duration (_25() ps FWHM), and ,_'
all positioned together very early in '_= 28.64 nm d = 2

line or continuum emission). The _ 100

axial MCPIGS spectra gave no indi- x
cation of any beam pointing or
asymmetry, even for the longest- 0

19 21 23 25 27 29
length targets (which is, to some
extent, in contrast to our experience Wavelength(nm)

in seleniunl). Gains for the five Figure 3. XUV spectrum from a long germanium amplifier
lines were fairly easily measured shot at approximately 9 x 10I_W/cre 2. l'hese data are from
(aithough the bright ] = 2 lines the time-gated on-axis MCPIGS spectrograph, with an instru-
required heavy filtering at the mental resolution (F/AI!'.)of 11()().The gain has been deliber-

ately set high to record the three weaker amplified lines. The
longer amplifier lengths) and are two bright ] = 2 lines at 23.2 and 23.6 nm are saturated (their
li_":,.t in Table 1, The x-ray spectra intensity exceeds the instrumental dvnamic range;; on this
_.v__':,.Iominated by neon-like u = 3 same intensity scale, they would intrinsically be about four
to Jl = 2 and Iz= 4 to Jl = 2 emission, times brighter than recorded. The broad, low pedestal al the

which was as expected, base of these bright lines is an instrumental artifact associated
with d_'tecting such intensities, The brightest spontaneous-

On examii,:,_g tlle behavior of ger- emission line in the spectrum is the 2s I/2-2p3/2 Na-like line at
manium amplifiers urlder varying 22.65 nra; it is barely discernible on the scale shown.
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eight tirnes nominal irradiance was 32(,).--t-70ps. This c,ffect can be XUV lines may be present in tile
(5 x 1014W/cre2), we noted a dra -_ seen in the St:FS temporal lineouts in twice-nominal and l_igher-irradiance
matic and unexpected shift in the tim- Fig. 4 and was clearly reproducible, spectra. The analysis has been ham.-
ing of the amplified lines. For this Assuming that the nominal case was pered somewhat because of II = 2 to
deterrnination, the time-resolving identical in absolute timing to that II = 2 lines in L-shell ions detected in
character of the SIVFSproved invalu- measured for seleniurn, the eight- second order on the axial MCI_IGS.

able. Although there was no absolute tinaes-norninal-case ASE peaks just Different gratings and filtering,
tinring fiducial on the streak camera, it as the purnp laser turns off. This tem- wliich will be used in our upcom-
was clear both from the onset of con- poral behavior strongly suggests a ing experiments in FY 19c)(),are
tinuuna and ft'ore the measured shot- recombination-dominated poptflation expected to alleviate this problem
to-shot jitter of the streaks that the ] = kinetios, at least partially. The x-ray spectra
2 lines (the only lines visibly ampli- lt is also interesting and some- have showrl that under four times

fled) had shifted to later time and that, what surprising that no fluorine-like nominal irradiance, the ionization
relative to the nominal-irradiance con- lines have undergone ASE in the balance is running well into the

dition, the shift in peak ASE output entire matrix, althougl_ fluorine-like l_-shell, with lines from ion species
as stripped as boron-like visiblc.

Experimental Program
for FY 1990

4 - Clearly, our experiments in
------- Nominal23.6nm FY " 9 c)8x 23.6 nm I. 8 have just begun to address

the experirnental challenges associ-
ated with understanding these neon-

-_ like XUV amplifiers. We are plan-
'E 3 - ning an arnbitious program for

E" FY 1990 to more tl_oroughly probe
the phenomena studied in 1989 and

to expand the scope of the investiga-

._ 2 _ tion to touch on some of the long-
m outstandil_g question _. We plan to

measure the linewidth and line

® shape of the amplified XUV lines,
D in particular the ] = 0. These mea-

1 - stlrenaents will test whether Dicke

narrowing or other physics influenc-

ing line slmpe are present and

whether they rnight be affecting

0 [ [ rnacroscopically observed gains. To
-0.5 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 make the measurements, Lawrence

Relativetime(ns) Berkeley Laboratory researcl'ters are
developing a new instrument. This

Figure 4. Temporal lineouts of the 23.6-nm ] : 2 line from 2-cre neon-like germanium high-resolution XUV spectrograph
amplifiers, recorded by the streaked flat-field spectrograph (SFFS). The black trace is will, like the SFFS, use varied-line-
from a shot of near nominal irradiance, about 0 x 1013 /W/cre-. Irt the blue trace, the space grating to focus to nn x-ray
irradiance was ab_mt 5 x ]014 W/crrl 2, around six times higher. The peak of the XUV streak camera for time-resolved

line intensity shifts bv 320 + 70 ps. Some backgr_und line and continuum emission is detection and will be placed in thc'seen (especially evident in the higher irradiance shot as a long-lived pedestal on
which the lasing line sits) because of the lmv spectral resolution of the instrument, on-axis location used by the SF'FS.
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Resolutions (E/AE) of about 25,()()0 in front of the instrument (consisting electron temperature i_ tile amplifier

are expected, 17 We will also try to of a cylindrical mirror and a ttlrning plasma by admixing in some K,.shell
replicate the results of Refs, 12-'15 as mirror), With this modification emitter such as aluminum,
a starting point for investigating (which is similar to a modification
] = (1gains under different laser- reported in 1987 by Whelan and Conclusions
matter couplings. A second major coworkersll), a measurement of the The characterization of neon-like
new effort will be made to produce angular divergence ()f the beam can plasmas that act 0s XUV amplifiers
purely recombinative lasers by be made by collimating. Als(), if it involves several physical processes
means of short-pulse excitati(,a. A is of interest, we will be capable of that intezact to yield many interest-
new oscillator at Nova should pro- forming a spectrally resolved, one- ing and sometimes unexpected
vide 20-ps, 100-J pulses sufficient to dimensional spatial image of the results. Itis a difficult exercise
drive mid-Z ions to or past the neon- amplifier, because clever experimental design
like state. The dominant processes We will continue to study silver and execution are needed to give
following this excitation would be amplifiers. A major concern here is insight into fundamental questions.
recombinative at very high electron the development of a von l-tames We haw.' taken tlp the challenge and

densities (since the plasma would l'ligh-resolution crystal x-ray spec- have already found some interesting
not havc, had much time to expand), trograph for distinct, uncompro- new pher_omena; we will continue

' making them quite conducive for raised detecti()n of the E2 lines for our experiments in FY 1990 with the
recombinatively fed XUV amplifica- level population measurements, anticipation of addres,,:ing a much

rien. This type of experiment would Also, we will study the interesting more diverse array of issues.
effectively "force" the population areal density scaling seen for silver.
kinetics into one predominant rhode. In germaniclm, we will continue t() Acknowledgments
An alternative experiment, also pro- look for gain in fluorine-like lines. Many people formed the driving
posed for 199(), calls for long-pulse We have the pump power to shoot a force behind laboratory XI,JV ampli-
(>5'ns) excitation of very thick 7.5-cm target at twice-nominal irra- tier research since its inception. We
",,.;' h":lat: targets in an effort to set up diance or a 4-cre target at four times especially thank Brian MacGowan,
stead],-state hydrodynamic and nominal irradiance. Low gain lines Luiz DaSilva, James Trebes,
radiative conditions. Each of the may show tlp. or they may not, Christopher Keane, Peter Young,
two extremes of pulse length should resulting in yet another open ques- Mordecai R()sen, Richard London,

be simpler in principle tr)model tj(m. We want to probe the irradi- M. Stephen Maxon, and John
than the present c()nditions (perhaps ance conditions between the 4x Woodworth from the Lasers

better optimized for amplifier and 8x cases to try t() determine l)rogram at I_LNL; Thomas Phillips
behavior) of 0.5-ns pulses and where and how the shift in amplifier and James Sc_>field fr(ma [,I_,NL's
exploding foil get)metry. From an timing occurs. To dc) this, we will Physics lgeF_artment; Barbara
experimental standpoint, we must set tlp absolute timing fiducials on Whitten, formerly from the Lasers
measure the entire angular footprint all streaked instruments, in particu- Program, m)w at Cok)rado College,
from these s()urces because, in either lar the SFFS, to accurately cross- Colorado Springs; and David
case, the beam may not follow the check (to within a few tens of Whelan, formerly from Prompt
mechanical geometry ()f the target, picoseconds) the XUV and x-ray Diagnostics, now at l-lughes Aircraft.
Therefore, we are modifying the on- emissions to the pump pulse,
axis MCI'IGS to incorporate a 60- Finally, we will ,_ryto measure the

mrad imagiqg fore-optics assembly ¢
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Shock-Driven Turbulence and Chunk-Formation

Experiments on Nova

D. R. Slaughter and A. K. Harrison

This report describes a series of the confined fuel. Such forces cool between two rnedia of differing

planned experiments in which we the plasma and reduce peak com- density, the interface is impulsively
¢ili study the growth of turbulence pression, with an ultimate reduction accelerated, and surface irregulari-

and possible formation of "clmnks" of fusion yield, The most familiar ties grow in an unstable mode

(discrete regions of capsule-wall mechanism is the Rayleigh-Taylor according the Richtmyer-Meshkov
material) when a capsule of deu- (R-T) instability in which a heavy (R-M) description. 6 This instability
teriurn-tritiurn (DT) gas is imploded fluid is accelerated by a light fluid, mechanism is a special case of the
to procluce fusion yield. Experimen- resulting in growth of perturbations IGT instability in that it is caused by
tally observed fusion yield is often at the interface between them, 1 The a shock wave crossing the interface,
substantially lower than computer growth rate increases with the ratio The R-M rnechanisnl is also
predictions of yield based on one- of densities in the two regions, observed experimentally (see Ref, 7
dimensional simulations, The Experimental study of this instabil- for a bibliography), and we believe
reduced yield arises from a variety ity has been extensive in fluids at that it may be important in sortie
of forces, such as nonuniform drive room temperature, in aerodynamic fusion capsules, Extensive model-
pressure, x,ariations in wall density, experiments, and in plasmas, 2-5 ing of R-M-induced turbulence has

and variations in thickness, which lqigh-intensity laser pulses gener- been done by Leith and others (see
act to produce a nonurdform or ate a shock wave as a result of large Ref, 8 for a bibliography), Many of
aspherical implosion and unstable ablative driwng forces, As the shock the parameters in these models are
mixing of capsule-wall material into propagates across an interface based on fluid experiments at room
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temperature witli liquids and gases • Computed x-ray tomography simpler t_)install and operate, but
in sl'lock tubes. Experiments at using an array of backlight soft x-ray lack tile narrow-band spectral accep-
LLNL have begun tc) augment the sources and pinhole-imaging detec- tance Of the Wolter microscope.
experimental data base for R-M t,.)rs to construct a three-dimensional Simulations are under way'to esti-
instabilities under thermonuclear (3D) image of density perturbations mate the magnitude of opacity varia-
plasma conditions. 7,9 and turbulence, tton for reasonable predictions of tur-

• Thon_son scattering of light bulence and to determine whether
Planned Experiments from chunks to determine the t!le modulations in transmitted x-ray

Recent experiments on R-M- Fourier transform of their density signal are sufficiently large and will
induced mix have focused on the distribution, l,rovide sufficient contrast against the
spatial extent (scale length normal to hnaglng. Plasma turbulence and background of both transmitted and
the interface) to Which dense mate- chunk formation may be observed by scattered x-ray radiation. This exper-
rial mixes with less-dense material. _ backlighting plasma with a source of imental approach should provide
However, these studies did not soft x rays and observing variations data on spatial scale length for

investigate such pllenomena in more in plasma opacity due to density fluc- churlks larger than l 0 pm.
tlian one dimension and did not seek tuations. In this case, the viewing Computed Tomography. To

to identify chunks. Our plalmed axis along which opacity is deter- observe density fluctuations due to
experiments are directed toward mined may be either perpendicular turbulence, we may need to obtain
studying large-scale turbulence in to the interface (parallel to shock 3D images of the plasma density.
the form of jets or chunks generated propagation) or oblique, providing One way of obtaining such data is to
at an interface. We intend t0 charac- viewpoints for observation of differ- use the established technique of
terize the size and frequency-of- ent modes. This type of measure- computed tomography. A rich liter-
occurrence distribution of discrete ment determines only the areal den- ature describes advanced tech liques
volumes t)f dense material (chunks) sity along a line through the plasma for observing small modulations in
formed, however briefly, within a and may fail to detect or quantify tur- material density using backlight-
less-dense region by R-M processes, bulence unless there is mass motion opacity data. In general, this is a

We will expose targets, including pe'_pendicular to the viewing axis. very difficult measurement, requir-
a low-density foam and a high- Consequently, a variety of viewing ing each w)lume of interest to be

density solid, to intense x rays gen- axes is desirable to determine the probed from many directions to
erated by the Nova 100-kJ beams, magnitude and spatial scale length unfold the scattt, ring and attenua-
Ablatively driven shocks will t_e for turbulence in various modes, tion contributions along the radia-
generated in targets with nominal We will image opacity variations tion paths connecting those w)lumes
dimensions of 0.1 mm 2 x 1000 [.tta. resulting from turbulence and chur_k to the backlight source and detector.

We anticipate that plasmas gener- formation using either pinhole or Many images from many view-
ated in this way will reach tempera- Wolter microscope I° imaging devices points are required for detailed pro-
tures on the order of 100 eV and to determine the spatial pattern of jection of the density distribution.
have densities somewhat less than opacity and the magnitude of density However, crude images may be
solid (typically <1021 cre-3). We will fluctuatit_ns. The Wolter microscope obtained with as few as five views,
studv various foil pairs and will has a spatial resolution of about as has been demonstrated on inertial
inch.lde variations in density, drive, 10 [.lm and effective solid angle confinement fusion plasmas. Some
and preheat conditions, referred to the object of about 10-a sr. useful data, although n_)t a corn-

We are evaluating three comple- Experiments using the rnicroscope puted tc_mograph, may be obtained
mentary experimental techniques, have been carried out at Nova previ- on scale lengths with even fewer
any or all of which may be used if ously (Dave Munro and Gail views. We are studying computed
and when chunks arc! observed. The Glendinning, Lawrence l_,ivermore tc)mography for later use and are
candidate techniques are: National Laboratory, private commu- evaluating its efficacy using simple
• Direct observation of density nication, 1989). Alternatively, we simulations. At the very least, c{)m-
nonuniformities by x-ray shadow- have deployed pinhole x-ray-imaging puted t()m()grapl-ly would require
graF)hy using a soft x-ray backlight devices of nominally 10-!um res(ftu- the devel()pment of additional
source and a Wolter microscope or tion, which have the same effective backlight s¢)tlrces and an array _)f

pinhole camera for image recording, acquisition sc)lid angle and art: much pinh()le.-imaging devices,
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Thomson Scattering. Light- where k tand ks are the incident and turbulence must be compared tc) tile

scattering techniques have been used scattered wave numbers (k = 2rc/K), transforln data, and model parame-
for many years to determine the size lesf','',''ccttveb,,, and 0 is the scattering ters must be adjusted :.:w<all opti-
distribution of small particles sus- angle. The term S(k) = [F(k)l 2 is the mum fit. Any conclusions are lim-
pended in aerosols and liquids by square of the Fourier transform of ited by the quality of the model and
analysis of Rayleigh, Mie, or other electron density. The value wf S may the fit to the data.
scattering processes. 11 Incoherently be determined experimentally by In addition to these difficulties, a
scattered light may also be used to sarnpling the angular distribution of fixed laser wavelength (fixed k t and
determine the spatial scale length scattered power, ks) limits the determination of S to a

of turbulence Or chunk formation in Small-angle scattering from high- relatively narrow range, 0 < k < 2k t,
a plasma. 12 density plasrnas may be coherent if The upper botlnd on k sets a practt-

A probe beam is not scattered by tile waw, length is comparable to or cal limit of about 0.1 probe wave-
a uniform plasma; instead, it is scat- larger than tlle Debye length, 12 lengths on the smallest particles that
tered by density fluctuations within which will be effectively tile form of can be characterized. At tile other

it. The angular distribution of the S(k). Anticipated temperatures and extreme, scattering is predominantly
scattered light yields directly the densities include plasma conditions forward, so the minimum accessible

spatial Fourier transform of tile where coherent effects rnay be scattering angle sets a lower bound
plasma, i.e., tlle spatial distribution important. However, tlle experi- ori tile measured k and a corre-
of electron-density fluctuations, mental measurement techniques sponding upper bound on the parti-
as follows: 12 empleyed and the feasible measure- cle size that can be measured.

, ment limits are the sarne whether or This situation may b,e understood
d2p not the scattering is coherent, intuitively by examining the Fourier

d Kd_ -_s()S(k,X). (1) In practice, S(k) can be deter- transform of a step function o,f

mined only approximately because radius r = a centered at tile origin:
In Eq. (1), s0 is a Constant that of the limited number of measure-

depends on the probe beanl, and nlent points and uncertainties at ( )2k is given by: each point. As a result, we cannot F(k,a) ] 2 = 2 sin kaka ' (3)
obtain an unambiguous spatial dis-

k2 2 ",= k i + ks - 2kiks coso, (2) tribution. Instead, a model of tlle which is plotted as a function wf
scattering angle in Fig. 1. The figure

Figure 1. Fourier suggests that character:ization of
transform 0.7 particles whose radii 9 are larger(squared) of a step
function loc,,ted _o--- O/X 0.3 than a few wavelengths requires
swmlletrically 0.6 _,'_'_x"_" _ _ good-quality measurements at small
a]:)outthe origin, _" \ _N. _ .c_.,._/k= 1

a) i, _ . angles (<10 deg). Such characteriza-

Curves are for _ 0.5 tion is difficult because the probevarious spatial _.
extents ()f the step _ beam is up to six decades more

function (radius p) _ 0.4 I _p/X= 10 Xp/X = 3 intense than theThomson-scattered

in multil:,les of the _ 0.3 -/ _\ \'k signal and produces large back-probe wavelength, _ ground intensities of unscattered light

_ _-_" O_ or light scattered in local:ions other
,= 0.2
= p/X =3 than the sampled volume of plasma,
'_ /X = 100 Similarly, particle sizes of less than a

0.1 few 9mths of tlle probe-beam wave-

0 ___\_,,. _k-,, _ -- ,q -_ .... _ length result in mlgular distributions
0 5 10 that are nearly constant. Tl_us, useful

, Angle(deg) characterization of chunk size by
Thornson scattering is practically
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limited to tlle range of about 0.3 tct 10 electron density. A single lO0-1dm- become important at tile highest
wavelengths ofthe probe beam. diam chunk scatters about 5 kW of plasma densities. Thermal radiation

Available probes are ill the wave- light, or about 10IIi photons/ps, may be assumed to be blackbody
length range of 0.35 to 1.0 _.tm. Detection efficiencies larger than given by tlle F'lanck distribution:

Measurement uncertainties are about 10-_)will provide adequate

aggravated by the very small statistics for the experimental d2p 2hc2)C 5
Thomson-scattering cross section, Conditions in this example, ii_ii_2 = hi. " ' (7)

which is given by: 13 Sever_,l potential experimental e MT _ 1
,;,roblems rnay restrict the range

2 c.f plasrna parameters an.tenable to where h is Planck's constant.
daP I'elle investigation using Thomson Scattered intensity is plotted as a

: 10 ........... 0 sc:.vttering. First, at high plasma function ttf plasma density for sev-
2_/2r_X 0 sin 2 densities, the wavelength of the eral t:miperatures in Fig. 2 to place

probe bearn is too long tct peneirate the Thomson-scattered light signal

1/2 ,%c2( X_N, /2 and is, "mply reflected from the crit- in proper perspective for various

x, _[mec2I-k-ii;- -e 8l,'r ( _,siiiO/2 ) ical ph. m_a surface. Such reflection plasma conditions. In this figure,, occurs when the plasma frequency the experiment geometry is assumed
equals that of the probe beam. The to be a 200-_tm-diam sphere. For
critical density is given by: comparison, the int__.'fering intensi-

ties resulting from thermal and
(4) lr.lHc ¢2 bremsstrahlung radiation are also

where 1(iis the incident laser inten- 1tc= t,2K2....... ' (5) F,lotted. Examinatior_'of the figure
sity, re is the classical electron Shows that reasonably good signal-
radius, ne is electron density, _0 is For a probe bearn with wavelength to-background ratios should be
the wavelength of the probe laser, )v = 350 nrn, the critical density is attainable in the plasma electron-
0 is the observation angle relative to 9 x 1021 cm -3, Second, potential density range of 1019 to'1022 cm -3,
the probe, m e is the electron mass, background interferences may be The five-channel spectrometer
T is the electron temperature, and caused by brernsstrahlung radia- under construction for Nova experi-
)vis the wavelength at which scat- tion within the plasma and thermal ments will allow us to measure the
tered light Js observed. A single radiation from its surface, angular distribution of Thomson-

Nova beam may be used as a probe Brernsstrahlung radiation intensity scattered light at five points. Our
for Thomson-scattering experiments is given by: 14 estimates given above indicate that
to deliver incident power tlp to we should have sufficient scattered

thel014 W/crn2 at 350 nrn' N°tethatspectralwidth of the scattered d)_d K]d2P = -,J6xS"CreC(X2( I;'///eCRT)1/2 irltensity to n'ieasure the ar_gulardiS-tributionat five angles less thanlight is a function of scattering angle about 10 deg, provided that back-
so that, although the total amount ground due to the much more

of light scattered is independent of t:' intense probe can be suppressed.
angle, the differential intensity is n_Z - These rneasurernents may provide
greatest in the forward direction, x Ev -_. e k_l', (6) useful data on the scale length of
In a practical experiment, a larger chunks in the range of 0.3 to 3 _m.
linewidth reduces the signal-to- where g is the gaunt factor, cz is the However, the chunks must have an
background ratio so that very nar- fine structure constant, and Ev is the electron density that is distinct frorn

row and highly peaked spectra at photon energy. Because the that of their surroundings.
forward angles are preferred. For a bremsstrahlung radiation generated Simulations indicate that electron

100-ram-thick plasma of density per unit volume is proportional to densities in chunks decay with time
1021 cm -3, the sca'ttered intensity is the square of density, while the scat- until they approach the density of
about 5 x 10-7 of the probe intensity tered signal increases linearly with the surrounding medium.
and varies in proportion to the density, this interference rnay
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expect to employ simple pinhole smallest chunks in the range of 0.3 to 6. R.D. I_ichtmyer, Comm. Pure Al,pl.
imaging or will use the Wolter micro- 3.0 gin. However, we anticipate that Math. 13, 297 (1960).
scope to observe chunks larger than this last technique will be difficult to 7. W.P. Crowley and V. C. Rupert,"Mix Modeling Experiments,"
about 10 _.trn. This technique has employ in Novaexperiments. Eneli_yand TeclmologyReview,
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Figure 2. Signal power at 350 nm vs plasma density. Plasma is assumed to be a
200-_trn-diam sphere uniformly illuminated by 1014 W/cre 2 of 350-nra light. Curves
show peak Thomson-scattered light at 350 nm compared to internally generated
bremsstrahlung light and surface thermal radiation at the same wavelength.
Estimates are shown for plasmas at ternperatures of 20, 10(),and 500 eV.
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Opacity of Ionized Materials:
Nova Laser Experiments

T. S. Perry

The \-ray opacities of highly highly ionized materials was from program have successfully pro-
ionized materials can be vastb,, dif- theoretical calculation. Experi- duced previously unavailable opac-
ferent from their cold opacities, mental data were limited to sys- ity information.

A ma',.rial may become nearly tems of atoms only one or two
transparent at some photon ener- times ionized. A program was Experiment
gies and increase in opacity by undertaken a few yeat"s ago at the The basic experimental proce-
orders of magnitu,2__ at others. Nova laser to provide experimental dure used to date for obtaining
Knuwing how the opacity of mate- data on the opacity of highly ion- opacity information is the technique
rials changes with ionization is of ized materials. This effort has been of point-projection spectroscopy, 1,2
fundamental interest for nuclear a collaboration between LLNL's shown in Fig. 1. A point source of

weapons design and astrophysics, NTES, Nuclear Design, and Lasers x rays is used as a backlighter to
and for the study of laser-produced programs and the Atomic Weapons produce a two-dimensional radio-
and magnetically confined plasmas. Establishment in Great Britain. graph of the sample. Reflecting

Until recentl}, the only available During FY 1989, the techniques this image with a Bragg x-ray crys-
information on the opacity of that have been developed in that tal gives spectral information in one

X-rayfilm

Braggcrystal
Collimatorin
spectrometer

Laser Heated e-_
beam sample

olntsourceof x rays Self-emission

thatbecklight sample background _ _ ,.

Figure 1. Point-projection spectroscopy obtains the absorption, backlight intensit); and self-emission in one shot. !0 is the unat-
tenuated backlighter spectrum, and 1:is the material absorption coefficient from which the opacity is derived.
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direction. Because of tile imaging,
this technique can record the back-
lighter spectrum, tile x-ray absorp-
tion in tile sample, and tile sample

emission on every shot. The opacity
can then be determined by subtract-
ing sample emission and dividing

the absorption spectrum by the
backlighter spectrum. Tile sample
is ionized by heat from eight of
Nova's ten laser beams. Each of tile

eight beams delivers 2 kJ of blue

light in a 1-ns-long pulse. Tile point
backlighter is heated by the other
two beams, each of which typically
d qivers 200 J of blue light in a
I,, ps pulse.

Figure 2. Film record of an aluminum opacity experiment, illustrating the capabili- To verify the experimental
ties and difficulties of the experiment. The dark vertical lines are absorption lines method, we conducted our initial

from highly ionized aluminum. The black horizontal lines, caused by a support experiments on aluminum, a simple
structure in front of the fihn, provide a reference for subtracting fihn fog. The grey atomic system that can be calculatedhorizontal stripe in the middle of the film is from a filter containing aluminum, sili-
con, and yttrium; the x-ray absorption edges in these materials provide fiducials for to a high degree of accuracy.
calibrating the wavelength scale. The bright spots on the right were caused by debris Because tile number of energy levels
from the sample breaking through the light filter in front of the film. Irregular verti- is smal!., they can all be included
cal and diagonal lines arise from defects in the Bragg diffraction crystal, explicitly. So far, our results have

shown good agreement with
Figure 3. theory, 3,4but they also indicate sev-Streaked image of
an exploding foil. eral areas where experimental meth-
The density at any ods need to be improved. Figure 2
time is deter- is an example of the raw data
mined by assum- obtained from these experiments.
ing uniform den-
sitv and
measuring the Temperature and Density
width of the To make meaningful comparisons
expanded foil. At between theory and experiment, we
late times, one must know the temperature and
side of the sample density of the sample. To somecollides with its
supporting frame, extent, hydrodynamic calculations
causing the can be used to predict these factors,
expansion of the but the accuracy of an experiment
samp[e to be will always be in doubt unless tenl-reversed. This can
be seen at the perature and density can be experi-
right side of the mentally determined. The density
streaked image, of the samples has been measured
where the bound- this last year by tile Wolter 22x
arv marking the microscope 5 that is mounted on the

top edge of the Nova chamber. As tile sarnplesampie begins to
slope downward, expands, a streak camera mounted

on the microscope records the
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sample thickness as a function of tile measured temperatures and References
time. Figure 3 is a film image from densities with the hydrodynamic 1. C. L,.S. Lewis and J. McGlinchey,

Opt. Commun. 53, 179 (1985).
:)he of these experiments. We can calculat:,ons, we have obtained 2, J. D, Kilkenny et al., Rev, Sci.
determine the dependence of the good measurements of the tempera- Instrum. 57, 2124 (1986).
opacity on density by firing the ture and density to use with the 3. S.J. Davidson, J. M. Foster,
backlighter at different times, measured opacity data. C.C. Smith, K. A. Warburton,

We measured the temperature Now that the techniques for and S. J. Rose, Appl. Phys. l.ett.
of the sample by using the Dante measuring opacity, density, and S2, 847 (1988).4. S.J. Davidson et al., l.aser
instrument 6 on the Nova chamber, ten-perature are working, we are Inh'raction witizMatte_"
This instrument uses K- and L-edge measuring materials that are more (World Scientific Publishing,
filtered diodes tc) measure x-ray complex than aluminum. Because Teaneck, NJ, 1989),p. 163.
emission spectra between (3,1 and of the large number of energy lev- 5. R.J. Fllis, J. D. Kilkenny,

3 keV. The total x-ray energy of the els in these materials, we make sex,- R.A. Levesque, and D. W. Phillips,
emission is then used to infer a eral approximations in theoretical 1986 Laser l_rogramAmtual Report,Lawrence Livermore National
temperature, and its spectral shape calculations of opacity. The Nova Laboratory, Livermore, CA,
can be used to determine whether opacity experiments now under UCI,IL-50021-86(1987), p. 3-67.
the x-ray emission is Planckian, as way will provide the first data for 6. H.N. Kornblum, R. L. Kauffman,
would be expected for a sample in checking the validity of these and J. A. Smith, Rez,.Sci. Instrum.
thermal equilibrium. By comparing approximations. 57, 2179 (1986).

Ionization Balance Studies of Hydrogen- and
Helium-Like Species Created with a
20-ps Laser Heating Source

R. L. Shepherd, G. Charatis,* A. L. Osterheld, D. C. Eder, C. Keane,
J. Kennedy, D. L. Matthews, W. Goldstein, and R. E. Stewart

Recombination-driven, soft ionization balance studies discussed greatly deviate from thermody-
x-ray population ineersions are of here were done using high-density namic equilibrium. The low-
interest to the laser, plasma, and (102o to 1()21e/cre3), highly ionized temperature electrons recombine
x-ray physics communities. (>50'7(.,bare, hydrogen, and helium- with the ions by preferentially
Understanding the ionization bal- like) plasmas created by heating filling the states with a higher prin-
ance and the plasma dynamics of aluminum and magnesium-fluoride cipal quantum number (n > 2),
recombining systems can provide foils with 20-ps green (_ = 532 nra) allowing population imbalances

useful information about atomic- laser light focused to intensities of between high metastable Rydberg
level population kinetics as well as 5 x 1014 to 1 x 1015 W/crn 2. The states and lower-lying levels.
suggest a useful techniqlle for plasma electrons cool rapidly as a When we compared the pertinent
achieving short-wavelength (below result of hydrodynamic expansion, atomic-rate coefficients, we found
4.5 nra) soft x-ray lasing. The creating a plasma with ions that

* KMS Fusion, Inc., Ann Arbor, MI.
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that tile physical processes involved by collisional excitation of tile corresponding to the remaining pro-
with populating the upper Rydberg hydrogen-like ions, radiative recom- cesses are expressed as 2
levels of tile resonance transitions bination of bare ions, and three-

became more transparent. l In body recombination of bare ions. • Collisional excitation
the hydrogen-like ions, the upper For this simple illustration, cascad- (in cm3.s-l):

Rydberg levels are populated ing is ignored. The rate coefficients 3

I"iFigure 1. O_CE,,,,' = 6.4 X 10-8 2
Com pa rison 109of atomic rate

coefficients at (a) 1_2( /1,2 /
X X ....................... f,,,,

Ne = 102(1cre-3. 10B Ill 2 -- 1112

X exp(x, , - Z,,). (1)
107

,-.. • Radiative recombination
(in cm3.s-l):

_" 10e -

105 _ O_RR,,=5.2 x 10-14
Three-bodyrecombination

1/2
-----.-- Racllativerecombination x Z X, , _(Z,), (2)

104 - ] -------- Collisionalexcitation
Three-body recombination

lOa I , I , I J I _ I i (incm<s<):
10_ 6

_NN N (b) O_TBRz.,= 5.6 × 10_31 ( ZI'I)

108 -_
2

x X,,m2 I1 - _(Z,,,)I. (3)

107
In these equations, n and m are the

® lower and upper atomic levels,
=: 10B respectively; Z is tile atomic charge;

Z, = 1.6 x 105 Z 2 (n2T) -1 (where T is
-- nation temperature in Kelvins); f,m is the

10s _=_-- / ------- Radiativerecombination hydrogenic oscillator strength; andO_(o_)= o_exp(o_) El(el) (where E1 is
- / --._ Collisional excitation the exponential integral). In the

104 : , 1/ , I I ] I ] I ] I short-pulsed laser-produced plasma
0 200 _00 600 800 1000 1200 experiments, once the heating laser

Temperature(eV) turns off, tile electrons quickly cool.
The low electron temperature serves
to significantly reduce the effect
of collisional excitation on popu-
lating the upper Rydberg levels.
Furthermore, as a result of the
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1tc2dependence, tile three-body Diagnostics where Ax is tile plasma size
recombination rate becomes the We used four diagnostics to ana- (=200 p.m), I is tile source-to-

dominant populating mechanism at lyze tile short-pulsed laser-produced photocathode distance (14 cm), and
high densities. The three-body plasmas: (1) a spatially integrated 013is tile Bragg x-ray diffraction
recolnbination rate increases with temporally resolved x-ray spectro- angle (=18 deg), Thus, tile estimated
principal quantum number I!, graph, (2) four-frame holographic resolution is AE/E = 4,4 x 10-3, This
thereby preferentially populating interferometry, (3) filtered visible allowed all pertinent resonance
upper Rydberg states. The effect is photodiodes, and (4) a temporally line data to be collected while pro-
illustrated by comparing the atomic integrated x-ray pinhole camera, viding sufficient spectral coverage to
rate coefficients for an electron den- Spectroscopic data were collected obtain hydrogen-like free-bound

sity Ne = 1020 cm -3 in Fig. 1. using a Kentech x-ray streak camera continuum data.
in conjunction with a potassium A four-frame llolographic inter-

Experimental Apparatus hydrogen phthalate (KAP) crystal as ferometer was used to determine
The experiment was conducted an energy disperser. A 2.5-crn x tile electron density. 3 The interfer-

using tile Chroma laser facility at 500-_.un x 1-mm brass slit was placed ometer light source was produced

KMS Fusion, Inc., in Ann Arbor, 1 mm in front of the x-ray streak- by splitting and separately amplify-
Michigan. Tile Chroma laser tacility camera photocathode to baffle the ing part of tile 20-ps heating laser
is a Nd:YAG system that produces plasma x rays. Tile visible and vac- pulSe. After amplification, the
up to 500 J at 2_= 532 nm in two 1-ns uum ultraviolet emission was filtered laser pulse was frequency quadru-
beams. For these experiments, tile using a 12.5-p.un beryllium filter in pled (X = 262.5 nra), further split
Chroma amplifier chain was used in front of the slit. The x-ray streak into four beams, and propagated
conjunction with a 20-ps full-width- carnera was operated at a temporal through the plasma to produce the
at-half-maximum mode-locked dispersion of 54 ps/mm, providing interferograms. Tile spacing
oscillator, producing a maximum of temporal resolution of =27 ps. We between the pulses could be set as
10 J at k = 532 nm in two beams, estimated the energy resolution short as 75 ps or as long as 250 ps,
Each laser beam was focused using using: allowing density data to be col-
an f/6.0 lens, producing laser inten- lected early as well as late in the

slties of up to 2 x 1015 W/cr_._2, We .....AE = Ax cot(0 B) , (4) plasma lifetime.
measured the temporal characteris- E /
tics of the pulse before each shot

using an autocorrelation technique Figure 2.
and during each shot by focusing Typical x-ray

tile leakage through a turning mir- 100 _[ HY[_H I| He[_ streak spectro-

ror onto tile photocathode of a fast graph data from
optical-streak camera. The accuracy Hec_ aluminum targets.
of these measurements was believed 80

H j.to be =1 ps. On each shot, we moni-

tored the spatial characteristics of ._ 60
the beam by using an equivalent-

plane off-line focusing system,

which focused leakage through tile _ 40
final turning mirror located in front

of the chamber entrance onto a JL tj _

charge-coupled device (CCD) cam- 20 1[
era. Tile information was stored

digitally and analyzed with image- 0 :
processing software. 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

Wavelength(nm)
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Calorimeters, calibrated filtered anti a calibrated calorimeter. The camera was used to monitor heat-

visible photodiodes, and a time- reflected energy was taken into ing uniformity.
integrated x-ray pinhole camera account by spacing a series of We used two K-shell-emitting
were used to measure both energy calibrated and filtered visible pho- elements in the ionization balance

absorbed in the target and heating todiodes around the target and study, pure alurninum and magne-
uniformity. The absorbed energy measuring the angular-dependent slum doped with fluorine (MgF2).
was measured by determining the reflected laser energy. The mea- The geometries used for the alu-
difference between the energy on sured values were integrated and minum targets were a 1-mm slab,
target and the reflected energy, then subtracted from the energy a thin foil (60-, 120-, and 240-nra-
The energy on target was measured on target to give the absorbed thick) coated on a 300-nra-thick
using a 4c/,. beam splitter (located energy. A 125-_.tm beryllium- Formvar (C2H70 2) sheet, a 100-_,tm-
behind the final reflecting surface) filtered time-integrated pinhole diam, 200-am-thick microdot sand-

wiched between 50-nra-thick Lexan

Figure 3. (CH) sheets, and a 120-nra-thick(a) Ionization 10
balance time his- (a) freestanding sheet. We used two
tory of fully MgF 2 target geometries, a l-mm-
strfpped a1{d thick slab and a I()Orbtm-diam,
hyd mgen-like _ 200-nra-thick microdot sandwichedHydrogen-like
ions. (b) Relative / q_ between two 5()-nra-thick Lexan
ofPerCebarcntageSancl ._ I - j_r X_XA _ sh ee ts, The sa nclwic heswe re
hyd rogen-like = != mounted on 700-ium-outside-diam x

ions. _ ' 500-btm-inside-diam x 7fl.tm-thick

- 0Fullyionize "'" _ "*_ Lexan washers. The remaining, targets were mounted on 1400-btm-
10-1 _ outside-diana x 1200-t, tm-inside-

_-- N,,,t,/_ d iam x 7-, m-thick copper washers.\ Analysis and Results

10 -2 I I [ I I I The data from the x-ray streak
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 spectrograph were digitized, and the

1.0 photocathode response, crystal
(b) response, and beryllium-filter trans-

- mission were folded into the data.
li _j ' ' li0.8 -- Also, to correct a F lncushlon -type

time-sift ft distortion caused by a
- streak camera, we assurned that the

peak continuum intensity betweeng0.8--
,¢. resonance lines occurs at the tempo-
t,1

- ral peak in laser intensity. Using
= these assumptions, we took spectrao 0.4 --

j_. Bare averaged in 27-ps intervals.

- _f _'_S#_/_ '_k,.,,_,, We analyzed the data by applyingthe quasi-steady-state approach, 4,50.2
"'_ _k_r._ _ which assumes tha t an equilibrium

has been achieved between level

0 I I 1 I I I I populations (as a result of the short
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 02 0.8 equilibration times) despite the fact

Time(ns) that the ionization states are not in

equilibriunl, By fixing the relative
concentration of the fully stripped
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and hydrogen-like grou nd-sta te pop-
Ulations, we solved the rate equa-
tions for the excited-state pofmlation Ca)
densities, yielding a parameterized
spectrum. The parameterized spec- 100
trum is fitted to the observed data by _ ,,,.,_
minimizing the X,2 between several
lines in the predicted spectrum and
the data/_ Using the slope of the .:_ BO
free-bound continuum to measure _ i

tl.1eternperature,7 tl.1epararneterized " _
specfrurn predicts the optimt|rn elec- ::!:_ _Hey __'_
tron density and ionization balance d" 60 ¢ _ X
between the fully stripped and "I"
hydrogen-like ions for which the Z2

is n.1inimized. The procedure was d 40
applied tct the high-Jz lines to reduce
the etfecL of opacity.

Using this approach, we analyzed "'_"--v-,"""'_.
data from fl Pl 2()O-l.1rrl-tl-dckalu- 20

i i i I _ i i I i , J""_minum foil backed with 3000-nm-

thick Formvar targets (see Fig. 2). 70
The target was heated with Cb)
1 × 1015W/crn 3 on the aluminum
side and 6 x 10]4 on the Formvar

side. A plot of the relative itm per- 60 HYl_
centage of bare/(bare + hydrogen- Hy.
like) is displayeo i1"1 Fig. 3 with the
ionization balance time history of 50

m
fully stripped and hydrogen-like .R, ,_

ions. Once the laser intensity is off =_
and the electron temperature cools _ 40

to =150 eV (time t > 1()0 ps), further _.
production of fully ionized alu- .1-
rninum is negligible. The fraction _
of fully ionized aluminum rapidly ,_, 30 \decreases as a result of the produc- -i- Hyy
tion of hydrogen-like ions via
recombination. Likewise, the frac- 20
tion of hydrogen-like ions decreases
from recombination into helium-

like ictus. By comparing the time- 10
dependent, peak res(mance line 100 200 300 400 500
intensities, we can infer the charge- Tlme(ps)

state population distribution t)f

a given ion. A plot of the time- Figure 4. Time-dependent resonance line intensities ()fCa)helium- and Cb)hydrogen-
dependent hydrogen-like line inten- like ions.
sities shows a period during which

the Is(2Sl/2)-3p(2p i/2,,_/2) (Ly[_)
intensity is greater than the
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1s(2Si/2)-2p(2Pl/2,3/2 ) (L,ycz)intensity, manifold and radiatively depleted resolution of these lines should pro-
suggesting a popu'lation inversion states ill tile lt = 2 manifold by com- vide a useful diagnosti: of short-

between metastable states in the u = 3 paring the ls(2S.l_2)-3p(2pl/2 3/2) to pulsed laser-produced plasmas
manifold and lower-lying levels in the 1s(2Si/2)-2p('-Pl/2.3/2) tra'nsi- because of the temperature sensitiv-
the Iz= 2 manifold produced by the tions in aluminum targets, ity of the helium- and lithium-like
recombining fully stripped ions (see In future experiments, we want satellite lines, 8 Spatially and tempo-
Fig. 4). Similar, = 3 to Jt = 2 inver- to conduct a comprehensive gain tally resolved diagl_,_stics will
sions are suggested il_ the helium-like study using the hydrogen-like mag- reduce the uncertainty of the role of
ion fraction by comparing the time- nesium population inversions gradients in the spectral features.

dependent ls2(IS0)-ls3p(I P.I)(HeI_) (with particular emphasis on the
to the l s2(ISii)-ls2p(lP I) (Hecj.), n = 3 manifold to n = 2 manifold References
apparently as a result of recombina- gain) while simulianeously measur- 1. This is intended only as an illustra-
tion of hydrogen'like ions, We are ing tlae plasma parameters using the tion of the salient features involv-

ing recombi na tion-d riyen popu la-
continuing the analysis so we can K-shell spectra. In addition, we plan tion inversions.
fully understand the implications to measure tile time-dependent 2. ]. C. Weisheit, C. B.Tarta_,
of these effects, helium- and lithium-like satellite J. tq. Scofield, and L. M. Richards,

lines to Lyczand He{_,,respectively, in I. Quant. Spectros. Radial. ?)'ansfer16,
Conclusions and Plans high resolution (E/AE > 1000), and 659 (1976).

for FY 1990 design a high-gain, spatially and 3. G. Busch, C. L. Shepard, L. D.Siebert, and J. A. Tarvin, Rev. Sci.
We have studied the ionization temporally resolved spectrometer Inst. 56, 879 (1985).

balance of fully stripped and to study the detailed behavior of the 4. R.W. 1:McWhirter, Plasma
hydrogen-like aluminum ions in x-ray enfission from short-pulsed Dia,gnostic71rchniqttes(Academic
plasmas produced by short-pulse laser-produced plasmas. To this end, Press, New York, NY, 1965),

pp. 201-261.
lasers. The plasma eh ctrons rapidly we have scheduled a preliminary set 5. V.A. Boiko, I. Y.Skobelev, and
cool, recombining wi' ta the ions by of 20-ps experiments at the Nova A.Y. Faenov, Soviet l. Plasma
preferentially fillinq the upper two-beam facility. During these l'hys. 10, 82 (1984).
Rydberg states of resonance transi- experiments, we will make our first 6. M. Finkenthal et al., ]. Phys.

tions. We analyzed the data using atternpt to observe gain produced by B22, 1134(1989),
the c_.lasi-steady-state model, which t e hydrogen- and helium-like popu- 7. B. K, F. Young, Space altd Ti,a'' Resolved Spectroscopyof Laser-
u,;es the measured temperature to lation inversions in magnesium. Produced Plasmas: A Study of
predict the x-ray spectrum. We then Along with the gain measurements, Density-Sensitive X-Ray _l)'ansitions
compared the parameterized spec' the K-shell spectrum will be used to i, Helium-Like and Neon-Like/0m:,
turn to the measured data, and by characterize the plasma conditions in Ph.D. thesis, University of

California, Davis (1988).
minimizing the X2 between several a lasing environment. Finally, the 8. D. Duston, J. E. Rogerson,
predicted and measured line intensi- initial series of recombination-driven J. Davis, and M. 131aha,Phys.
ties, we determined an optimum neon-like experiments will begin. Rev. A, 28, 2968 (1983).
electron density along with the ion- Our emphasis will be to better
ization balance, Population inver- understand the physics of dense,
sions were inferred between recombining plasmas. Spectroscopic
metastable states in the n = 3
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A Test of Newton's Inverse-Square Law of Gravity

J. E. Kammeraad, J. Thomas, P. Kasameyer, O. Fackler,
M. Mugge, D. Felske, R. Harris, and M. Millett

Three centuries ago, Sir Isaac Newton's law), These " • ' ' •cxp_.rmlc.nts For borehole ' _'" ' 'ex Fc,InnL nts, the pre-

Newton proposed the law of gravi- have beer, ,nostly of tw() types: dictions depend on knowledge of
ration. This law states that every composition-dependent tests, and density variations in the earth. For

two particles of matter in the uni- distance-dependent tests, tower experiments, the predictions
verse attract each other with a force In the first type of experiment, are obtained from measurements of
that acts along the line joining scientists search for a dependence ' gravity on the surface of the earth
them, and that the magnitude of of the gravitational force on the type around the tower; thus. knowledge
this force is proportional to the of material, not just its mass. The of the earth's density distribution is
product of the particle masses and most famous experiment in this cat- not needed.

is inversely proportional to the egory was done in 1922 by E/3tv6s
square of the distance between and coworkers, 2 who placed equal Borehole vs Tower
them. This law is often called the masses of different materials on a Experiments
inverse-square law of gravity, torsion balance. The motion of the Stacey and coworkers ('-8 have

Since its conception, Newton's balance shows whether the gravita- conducted many borehole experi-
law of gravity has withstood tional force is the sarne between ments in the past l0 y. Their most
exhaustive testing in the laboratory each material and the earth. E6tv6s famous experiment, conducted in a
with small masses and on the plane- claimed to observe no discrepancy deep Australian mine, led them to
tary scale with natural and man- from Newton's law of gravity for conclude that there is a repulsive,

made satellites. Until recently, how- many materials. However, in 1986, intermediate-range interaction with
ever, it had not been tested in the the experiment was reanalyzed by a strength of abotlt 1% that of

intermediate range from 10 m to Fischbach and coworkers, 3 who Newtonian gravity and that this
10 km. This distance range is of par- claimed that there was, indeed, evi- interaction decreases exponentially
ticular interest because grand unifi- dence for non-Newtonian gravity, with a range of about 200 na.
cation theories, which seek to unify which would suggest the existence However, other more recent experi-
the force of gravity with the three of another fundamental force, a ments do not agree with the mag-
other fundamental forces (strong "fifth force." This claim motivated nitude of the interaction or even on

interactions, electromagnetism, and many new experiments, the most wllether the proposed interaction is
weak interactions), have suggested precise of which was conducted in attractive or repulsive.

that Newton's law may break down 1987 by Stubbs and Adelberger. 4,5 We performed an experiment
in the intermediate range, t The These researchers found no evidence similar to that of Stacey and cowork-

effects of such a breakdown would for a cornposition-deperldent fifth ers in boreholes at the Nevada Test
be small, but observable, using rood- force within the sensitivity lirnits of Site (NTS) and found a discrepancy
ern equipment. If Newton's law their instruments. At present, the between measured and calculated
were observed to break down, sucll conflicting results of these experi- gravity _"that is five times greater
a finding could have important ments have not been fully explained, than Stacey's results. The difference

implications to many programs and In the second type of experiment, between the measurements obtained
to fundamental theories of physics, scientists search for a deviation from in Australia and Nevada results
For example, the trajectories of mis- the inverse-square law in the dis- from the different density structures
siles would be different than those tance dependence of the gravita- beneath the experimental sites and

currently expected, tional force. This type of search is points to an inherent problem for
Many experiments have been con- done by measuring gravity at differ- borehole experiments as tests for

ducted in the past century to search ent locations down a borehole or up non-Newtor_ian gravity. The prob-

for instances of non-Newtonian a tower and then by comparing the lem is that the gravity predictions
gravity (i.e., gravitational behavior measurements with predictions for a borehole experiment require

that departs from that predicted by obtained with Newton's law. knowledge of the density of the
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earth both in the locali{y of tile bore- tall, 22 m higher than tile Sears
hole and also deep below the bottorn Tower in Chicago, lt was built in
of it, Density is usually not well 1962 to suppoi't a reactor that has
known below a borehole, since been removed, leaving a stable

Geophysicists have known for tower for making gravity measure-
many years that the earth exhibits meats. The tower has an elevator

density anomalies. In fact, areal that can stop at 11 platforms about
surveys detecting and measurir_g 42 m apart, lt is not used for broad-
such anomalies are used to prospect casting; thus, no electrical interfer-
for mineral deposits, lt is extremely ence can affect instruments used for
difficult, at best, to predict gravity gravity measurementS. In addition, •
in a borehole accurately enough to the area around the tower is accessi-
allow for a test ef the inverse-square ble and clear of obstructions, allow-
law of gravity, ing for easy surface measurements.

In a tower experiment, however, Of great importance to our experi-
the difficulties encountered in bore- meat is the fact that an extensive,

hole tests can be avoided. Predic- high-quality gravity data base for
tions of gravity on a tower do not the area has ah'eady been accumu-
depend on estimates Ofthe earth's lated as part of the nuclear-testing
density variations, but rather on and nuclear-waste-isolation pro-
measurements of gravity at many grams at the NTS. These features
locations on the grotmd around the make it possible for us to conduct
tower and out to a large distance, the most sensitive search to date for

Thus, this technique accounts for distance-dependent deviations from
density anomalies at all depths. (la Newtonian gravity.
mathematical terrns, the important We are conducting our experi-
difference between a tower and ment in two phases. In the first
borehole experiment is that in a phase, which is now completed, the

tower experiment, we must solve experiment had sufficient sensitivity
Laplace's equation for the gravita- to detect a deviation of I part in 107
tional field irt a source-free region, between measured gravity and the
whereas in a borehole experiment, Newtonian prediction. In the second

::"!":; we must solve Poisson's equation phase, which is now in progress, the
i:_'_: :i' :'i:':, ,/_?:' ....

........... ' for the gravitational field in the experirnental sensitivity is three
, ? :ii",.. '_::ii::, ' _ '_. .. . midst of sources that must be well tirnes better (3 parts in 108).

_}_;_,.,_,,:;:_ understood,) Therefore, a tower We obtained measurements of
_!_2 experiment can provide unambigu- gravity at ten locations on the tower

,e,.-.'-:_,mi_- __-_ ous results. Of course, the quality of using LaCoste-Romberg gravity

:',,'_.._i.'_%__'__ tower gravity predictions depends meters. A gravity meter is essen-
__,_ on the quality of the ground grav- tially an accurate balance that mea-
Figure 1. The BREN tower at the ity measurements. Such measure- sures relative changes in the earth's
Nevada Test Site is the loL,-tion of our meats must be numerous, properly gravity (Fig. 2), We first measured
gravity test. This tower is nearly 465 m spaced around the tower, and suffi- the gravity (actually, the acceleration
high,morethan20m tallerthanthe
Sears °li)wer or the Empire State ciently accurate, of gravity on a reference mass) on
Building. The BREN tower is far from the tower relative to the gravity at
operating machinery or other buildings Search for Non-Newtonian the base of the tower. We then
that could Cause vibrations or produce Gravity at the BREN Tower measured the gravity at the base of
electrical interference, and the long lines We are conducting an experiment the tower relative to two gravity
of sight over the flat, treeless desert allow
us tu locate and measure a dense grid of at the Bare Reactor Experiment stations established by the U.S.
gravity statkms on tl',eground surface. Nevada (BREN) tower at the NTS. Geological Survey (USGS) nearby.

The BREN tower (Fig. 1) is 465 m Each measurement was accurate to
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about 1 part in 1()s of the earth's 111addition tc}measuring tile with changes in temperature. We

gravitati(ulal field. At this level of gravtty at nunlerotls locations on the measured the elevation of the many
accuracy, we must make certain that surface, and on the tower, we also surface gravity locatkxls relative to
systematic errors are not introduced, had to determine the elevation at the base of the tower, which was, in
For example, the effect of the moon's each of the measurement locations, turn, measured relative to l 0 sur-

gravity must be removed, The For this purpose, we used an elec- veyor's benchmarks located within
insti'ument must be carefully call- tronic distance-measuring device 3 km of the tower.
brated, and instrumental drift must that emits an infrared pulse, which
be measured and removed. In addi- is reflected from a corner cube at a Data Analysis
tion, because tower vibrations could reference location. The round-trip The first step in analyzing our

affect the gravity meter, we took time of the pulse, when corrected for gravity measurements was to
tower data only when the wind atmospheric effects and earth curva- remove from the data the gravita-
speed was less than 5 km/h. ture, allowed us to calculate the ele- tional effects of the moon and sun as

We calculated the predictions of vation to sufficient accuracy. We well as the effect of the rotation of
gravity on the tower on the basis of obtained elevation measurements on the earth (centrifugal force). We
_neasurements of gravity on the the tower at the same time as the then used the surface gravity mea-
earth's surface around the tower out gravity measurements, in case the surements to obtainpredictions for
to a 300-km radius. For the region tower were to expand or contract gravity at the base of the tower and
withirl 4 km from the tower, we

measured gravity at 823 locations on _ .,| i

a grid, shown in Fig. 3. Ninety of
these locations, shown as triangles

in the figure, were included in the Spring(prestressed)
first phase of the experiment. In the

region between 4 and 10 km, we are _..
measuring gravity (second phase of

c,,_

the experiment) at about 60 addi-

tional locations chosen to comple- Mass,k,
ment the gravity data base provided

bv the USGS anti the National __t

Oceanographic and AtmosphericAdministration (NOAA). From 10

to 300 km, we rely entirely on the ___._ Angulardisplacement
USGS and NOAA data base, which _ ........_ dueto gravity

contains measurements taken about __every 700 m across the NTS. _- ........... --
In principle, if gravity were

known all over the surface of the

earth, we could make an exact pre-

diction of gravity on the tower. Of ......... ./
course, practical considerations limit ' .Jus to measuring gravity at only a ...._ ': _..
finite nun-_ber of locations. The

number of locations and their spac- Figure 2. Zero-length spring gravimeter, such as that used in LaCoste-Romberg
ing were.' chosen to minimize uncer- gravity meters. A zercMength spring is prestressed so that a force is required to sepa-
tainties in gravity predictions on the rate the coils. The spring supports a mass at the end of a beam. Thus, known rela-
tower. Details of our erroranalysis tions of the spring force (product of the spring constant and the length of the spring),

the length of the beam, the weight (ff the mass, and the angular displacement uf the
and method for predicting gravity beam can be cc_mbined to determine the L,,ravitational force.
on the tower from ground gravity
data are presented elsewhere. 1(}
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at each of tile 12 tower platforms Tile advantage of tower experi- model in their test for non-
(at elevation z relative to the tower meats becomes clear when we Newtc.mian gravity could encounter
base). For tile sake of comparison, remove tile ambiguity by using the problems predicting gravity in
we obtained the tower gravity surface gravity data, The blue other localities.

predictions using two different curve in Fig. 4, which was derived
approaches, from the surface measurements, Conclusion

We obtained the first prediction, falls almost directly on top of the The results from the first phase
gee,at(z), from ground gravity mea- black curve. We can compare these of our experiment support
surements using the rnethod of two curves directly because the Newton's theory of tile gravita-
'"upward continuation of the sur- same symmetric-earth model pre- tional force. 11 We observed no evi-
face gravity field." II We obtained dictions were subtracted from each dence for a fifth force to a sensitiv-
the second prediction, gmodel(Z), of them. Tile two curves are in ity level of 1 part in 107, This is the
usir|g a model of the earth that is excellent agreement, showing that, first tower experiment to observe a
azimuthally symmetric (i.e., having within the sensitivity of our experi- rmll result at this high level of sell-
only radial clensity variations), meat, gravity does indeed obey a sitivity. In tile second phase of our
We then formed the quantities Newtonian inverse-square law. work, the sensitivity will be three

kgcont(z) = gcc,nt(z) - gmodel(:) and In addition, our data suggest that times greater. Our results to date
Agmeas(:) = gruelS(,?,)- gmodel(z), the azinmthally symmetric-earth set strong limits on the strength
Thus, at each elevation z, we sub- model is not accurate enough to and radial dependence of ally pos-

tracted the same earth model predic- predict gravity at the BREN tower, sible fifth force and, thus, provide
tion from the tower measurements Similarly, other experiments that an irnportant benchmark for grand
and from the prediction obtained rely solely on a symmetric-earth unification theories.
with tile ground measurements. If
tile azimuthally symmetric earth
model were correct at the BREN 3.0 a;

tower, then we would obtain Predictionsfrom
Ak'meas(Z) 0 for ali z.= _ surface-gravity T/7

Next, we plotted the residual 2.5 measurements/_
gravity value between each tower /platform and the lowest tower plat- '_%_ 210 -
form when tile expected difference m Em=? _ Tower-gravityentsusing the symmetric-earth model • o
was subtracted. That is, we plotted "__
Agcont(Z) - kgcont(0) and zX,%was(z)- '_ _ 1.5
kgmeas(0) for each of the 12 locations ,='a<• I

on tile tower as a function of z. _ ._ 1.0
Figure 4 shows the results, where _
circles denote gravity measurements " _
and triangles denote predictions. 0.5
Consider first the circles connected

bv the black curve in this figure. If
0 J I i I i

tile symmetric-earth model is accu- 0 200 400 600
rate and if gravity is Newtonian, Height (m)
then this curve must be a straight

line of constant zero value. Since it Figure 4. Results of the first phase ot: our experiment, qi_wer-
is not, we must conclude that either gravity rneasurements are well described by the predictions
gravity is non-Newtonian or the obtained from surface-gravity measuremertts. Any deviation
earth model is; wrong or both from Newlon's law of gravity would cause a discrepancy' between the curves. Since the discrepancy between the two
This is the ambiguity that arises curves is smaller than the experimental uncertainty, our results
ill borehole experiments, support Newton's thec)ry of the gravitational force.
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Grazing-Incidence Cherenkov X-Ray Generation

M. J. Moran

Laborat_ry x-ray sources are Used stimulate a wide range of research speed of light in vacuum and ;t is

for purposes that vary from indus- efforts that focused on both the the refractive index, Most x rays
trial applicati(ms to studies on properties of crystalline materials with frequency 0) have a refractive
details of the interaction between and the generation of hard x rays index n(0)) < 1 and a phase velocity
x rays and matter. The type of with relativistic electron beams, greater than c. Cherenkcw radiation

x-ray source that is best for a given Another series of experiments is not possible in this case because
applicatkm often is determined by focused on transition radiation in electrons cannot have a speed
a variety of practical considerations, the soft x-ray spectral regi(m that greater than c. However, Cherenk_w
X-ray sources that derive their was generated when relativistic x rays are possible in some materials

energy from a relativistic electron electrons passed through thin-foil for x rays with frequencies near
beam cfften are advantageou,_ targets, Tllese experiments demon- characteristic resonances in the
because the x-ray beams that they strated that the longitudinal coher- material of interest. In these cases,

produce may have well-defined ence of x rays could be used to It(0)) can vary rapidly [i.e., an orna-
tunable energies, are highly cc)lli- design an x-ray source that pro- lous dispersion of u(0))] ()ver narrow
mated, have high spectral intensity duced an x-ray beam with high spectral bands, with the result that
and may have useful degrees _f spectral intensity and whose photon It(0)) > 1 for some narrow range of
spatial c}rtemporal coherence, energy could be "tuned" by cho(_s- frequencies. If this happens, then

Over a hmg history of experi- ing the angle (ff emissi(m, x rays can be generated by the
meats at the LLNl_ linear accelerat(_r In more recent experiments, Cherenkov effect.

(linac), we have studied the genera- we have studied the characteristics Cherenkov x rays are c_fcurrent
tion of x rays with relativistic elec- ()f Cherenkov x rays. l:k_th the interest fc_rtw(_ main reasons. First,
trcm beams by a variety of mecha- Cherenk_v x rays and their emissicm because their pr(_ductkm is inti-

nisms. One extended series of distributions are unusual in ways mately related tc_anomalous disper-
experiments c(mcerned the genera- that might lead to future applica- skin t_f x-ray refractive indexes,
ti(m (_f hard x rays by electr(ms tions. The x rays are unust_al they may serve as a useful tt_(_lfc_r
channeling thrcmgh thin, single- becatlse the Ch(erenkov effect ge_ier- studying anornal_ms x-ray proper-
crystal wafers, in this context, ally is n_t p(_ssible for x rays. Recall ties of materials. A better kn(_wl-

"channeling" radiatkm results fr(ma that the Cherenkc_v effect {_ccurs edge t_f amma,_lous x-ray refractive

a fundamentally quantum interac- when an electron passes thrtn_gh an indexes, which have been extremely
ti(m between the relativistic cleo- (_ptical medium with a speed greater difficult t_ study with _ther tech-

tr_ms and the crystalline atomic than the phase vel(_city (_f light in niques, might eventually pr(we use-
potentials. These studies helped that medium, ('It, where c is the ful in the design _f x-ray (qgtica!
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components. Second, the spectral Cherenkov x-ray spectra wi!l con- of emission intensity as tile target
and angular distributions of sist of narrow bands near character- thickness increases because x rays
Cherenkov x rays are tmusual in istic resonances in the material of emitted near the entrance surface

ways that might enhance their use- interest. Furthermore, these narrow will be ab._,wbed before tile), can be
fulness a_ a high-intensity, narrow- bands will tend to have frequencies enaitted from tile exit surface. The
ba,:d laboratory x-ray source. This just below the characteristic absorp- emission of Cherenkov x rays can be
article describes some of these tion edges in these materials. This described by tile fornaula"

unusual features and our prelimi- means that Ch_: 'enkov x rays will

narv experimental results, have frequencies that allow them to (I)(Am)penetrate relatively efficiently Nc = 2rt0_ K tO- X'(0)), C4)

Theory and Modeling through tile Cherenkov material.
When a particle with speed ]3= Thus, for example, Cherenkov x rays wlaere Nc is the number of photons

v/c passes through a medium with frona a carbon sample would be emitted when an electron passes
refractive index n((0), Cherenkov ideal for x-ray investigations of through a thickness ! (taken to equal
radiation will be emitted into a carbon-containing materials, the x-ray absorption length) of mate-
hollow cor:ical distribution at tile Of course, the application of rial; Xc is tile Cherenkov wavelength

Cherenkov angle 0c given by: Cherenkov x rays to various prob- (_. = 2ricto): and A(0 is tile band-
lems also wil; depend on their inten- width over which a given value of

0c_(')) = c°s-I LF_n((0)l Ji " (1) sitv and angular distribution. Even Z'(_) is valid. Equation (4) alsothough Cherenkov x rays have opti- assumes again that X'((0) >> 1/72.
real transmission through their par- Typical values for these parameters

For x rays where [nCo))I ---1,and for ent material, the ultilnate intensity lead to an N c from 10-2 to l0 -4

relativistic speeds where 113! _ 1, obtainable from a Cherenkov x-ray photons/electron.
this equation redtices to: source will still be limited bv However, detailed computer

absorption ii1 tlae emitting target calculations of Cherenkov x-ray

0oi(o) --- X'(t0) - 1/'_ (2) itself (Fig. 1). Using carbon as an emission distributions have demon-
" ' example once again, targets thicker strated a way around the limitation

than a few micrometers (10-4 cna) described ab,we. Tile calculations

where [3has been replaced by y will not show appreciable increases showed that, if electrons are incident
through tile relation 1_= (1 - ]/,/2)1/2,
and n((,)) has been replaced by tile

real part of tile susceptibility Z((0)

through tile relation n((o) ---1 - _%/'._v _ /V__,_. ].....Z'((0)/2. When Z'((0) >> 1/'[2 (usu- _

ally satisfied in our experiments), f.._ _:_i _ __.-_._v_
then Eq. (2)redu. :es to: ___--,_O liileetrons

ojc,_l_--:. z'_c,_). (31 k . ."_ _.._,-.;_.'-"_*L -i' _, _,=v/c

This result sh,:ws how the Cheren- t"bskov angle 0c(t,)) is related to tile sus-
ceptibility ill the material of interest.

Thus, measurenlents of the fie- Figure 1. Generation of Cherenkov radiation in absorbing
quencv-dependent x-r,_v Cherenkov media. The basic Cherenkov radiation geometr.v is main-
angles 0c_.t0)can be used to study rained, but only one absorption length can contribute :o emis-
anomalous x-ray refractive indexes sion from the tiaedium. This figure ignores any refraction of

Cherenkov radiation at the exit boundary of tl:w nledium.
through tile function Z'((o).
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with near-grazing angles on thin Tile collapse of tile angular distri- free-standing silicon and carbon
foils of the Cherenkov mediuna, bution is a more subtle effect that membraries. The membranes were

then tile number of photons that results from refraction of the x rays mounted on a holder that allowed
are radiated can increase dramati- as they escape from tlle Cherenkov the angle of incidence with the
callv and tile conical angular medium. For near-grazing angles of electron bearn to be varied to

distribution can collapse into a incidence, Cherenkov x rays will be any desired value.
collimated "pencil-like" beam. emitted at angles near, but still out- For perpendicular incidence
These changes become stronger side, tile critical angle for total inter- (Fig. 3), the angular distribution was
as tile grazing angle decreases, nal reflection. As a result, x rays essentially identical to those associ-

This unusual behavior can be that escape will be refracted, giving ated with transition radiation (TR).
understood by comparison with final angles qf emission that are Two previous attempts to measure
Cherenkov radiation generated nearly parallel to the surface of the Cherenkov x rays with this geome-
when an electron passes parallel and Cherenkov medium. However, for try had obtained similar results.
near to, but outside, a Cherenkov this effect to work as predicted, the TR has a characteristic conical angu-
medium. This process has been dis- medium must have a surface quality lar distribution, with an on-axis
cussed by several authors in the lit- that allows x-ray reflection and minimunl and peak intensity at an
erature, and it has been irnportant refraction. This is no easy task, but angle of emission of 1/7. These
for some devices that produce it has been demonstrated in various results show that TR dominates
Cherenkov radiation in tile micro- optical elements that have been x-ray emission from thin foils for
wave spectral region. In tile present produced with modern optical- perpendicular incidence of electrons.
case, grazing incidence represents processing techniques. However, as the angle of inci-
an almost-parallel condition, where dence was decreased, both the sili-

most of the Cherenkov x rays are Experiments con and carbon samples yielded
generated while the electrons travel We have studied Cherenkov additional emission peaks at an
close to, but outside, the x-ray x rays in a recent experiment at the angle of 40 mrad (Fig. 3). These
Cherenkov medium. In this way LLNl. linac (Fig. 2). Tile experiment peaks appear to be Cherenkov x rays
Cherenkov x rays can be generated used a movable proportional because their intensity was expected
over electron path lengths outside counter to measure tile angular to increase dramatically as tile
the medium that are long compared distributions of x rays emitted angle of incidence approached
to the x-ray absorption length in the when 75-MEV electrons passed near-grazing values. No other
Cherenkov mediuna itself.l through thin (about 3-_m-thick), mechanism has been identified

that could explain this behavior.

Since the Cherenkov peaks have a\
spatial intensity that is comparable
to the TR peaks, the Cherenkov

Movabledetector i . spectral intensity is about 100 times
(proportionalcounter)_!_ greater than that for the TR. This

_\-_ is because the TR has a broad spec-_---,, \____ tral bandwidth (hundreds of eV),// whereas tile Cherenkov erni_.,si()n
Electron beam ..,_,,,_._" I Y - _ I -,,_-----------.4---a.---L- has an inherently narrow band-

J ()f its relation with an()mah)us

dispersion.
Foil target

To monitor Conclusions
The clata in Fig. 3 provide sth)rig

Figure 2. Schematic diagram ()f the expcrimental arrangement. After passing evidence of grazing-angle enhance-
thr_)ugh a thin-foil target, electrons art, deflected by a magnet int() a beam dump, rnent t)f Cherenk(w x-ray emission.

where the beam current is monitored. Cherenk_)v x rays continue thr()ugh the Although the Cherenkov x rays did
magn_.,tand are measured b\' a movabh., proportional counter, nt)t refract in the manner predicted
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i

Figure 3. Angular
by calculations, tlle discrepancy can distribution of

be ascribed to the surface quality of (a) 00 deg x rays from a sill-
the samples, which was too poor to 1.0 con membrane.
allow either reflection or refraction at (a) Pe,'pendicular

.... incidence results
the sample surface. Tile Cherenkov "..'_ :_.,. in an emission
emission intensities were nearly 0.5 ¢'¢" :_ .t distribution that

consistent with our expectation. .'a' • "_'*,e,....,%._ is dominated
by

We have designed and assembled r,,,_.,,_ ''_'_'" _ ° .,,_, transition radia-
a follow-up experiment that features _ 0 _ i i , _ k I i i _ tion (TR) peaks

a position-sensitive proportional _ 1.0 ]....(b) 12 cleo appearing at,- +7 mrad. (b-d)

counter (PSPC) and a multilayer- ,o I As the grazing
mirror monochromator. The PSPC _ . . ,,'[ .;..., ..%. angle of incidence
will eliminate the need to physically _ I ...; .I._. ._'." o ..;C%'. is decreased,

I _P" "_,,." ; _ '_'scan the detector through tile angu- 0.5 , . . _ ..',,._ • . extra Cherenkov
lar distribution of x rays and will _ ] . ;.-ra_C,¢,,,._: _,,,._%. radiation (CR)

. "t" .'_ peaks appear at
produce a smoother, higher-quality = 0 _" +40 mrad

nleasurement. The n_onochronlator P t (e) 6cleo.... .: ..._(. - 'will allow better identification of _ 1.0 .: :.
photon energy (AE/E = 7%)i This _ [ -" _'::':'_. '_._'.

work will re F resent the first mea- _ [ _._.,..;;:
surement of Cherenkov x rays that _. 0.5 ] , ."!;_ • :.-. ¢iw "':-

includes simultaneous measurement _ __'_,'_.'_Rpl_s'l":: _ j_'_'._
of photon energy and angle of emis- ._. . ea0 ,'

sign. Data of this type can be used _ 1.0 I (d) 3deg
to study details of anomalous dis- Ipersion in various materials. Tile
data also can be used to identify 0,5 _ ,,,... •I "_', -,,'_",,quickly those systems for which ,. "." • w A.,]..,;_ ii'a,. ... :,_-,¢_ ..v" "',
practical application of Cherenkov _;' | "_;.._'Y"_." _',_'_,_',- | "¢,_
x rays can become a reality. 0 I _ - - CRpeaks' " "

Reference -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60
1. B. M, Bolotovskii, Soy, Phys, Angleofemission(mrsd)

Uspekhi 1,781 (1962).

High-Gain Optical Cherenkov Detector

M. J. Moran

Nuclear-test diagnostics often emplacement operation and waiting One detector that has satisfied

impose requirements on detectors period that follows. On tile other demanding requirements ill out-
that are extremely difficult to satisfy, hand, they must include a variety of standing fashion throughout nearly
On the one hand, detectors must be technical characteristics that may be tlle entire nuclear-test history has

rugged to survive with good relia- unusual and inherently difficult to been the LLNL vacuurn Compton
bility the rigors of tile downhole- meet to generate the desired data. diode (VCD). Tile VCD has served
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as tile backbone of our nuclear-test known narrow spectral bands. Such (z = a few nanoseconds) and limited

diagnostics. This device is a sinlple experiments usually have involved dynamic rang e (about 100:1).
detector that measures the electron measuring Compton electrons We have designed and tested a
current scattered from a "converter" whose energies have been analyzed new type c,f optical Cherenkov
plate by the gamma rays being mea- by a magnetic spectrometer, detector that could complement
sured. This simple design has Because Compton electron energies p-i-ll diodes for energy-resolved
helped to produce a highly consis- depend directly o13the initial gamma-ray measurements. This
tent set of data from numerous gamma-ray energies, detectors that detector consists of:
experiments over many years, are arranged to measure only spe- • An optical medium in which

The radiation response character- cific electron energies also measure Cherenkov light is generated and
istics of the VCD derive directly only the corresponding gamma-ray reflected in the forward direction.
from its detection mechanism, energies. Compton spectrometers • A toroidal lens that further colli-
Cornpton scattering. Thus, the have been used in this way to study mates the light.

VCD is sensitive to almost any gamma rays with energies from 1 to • An optical detector (photodiode)
gamma ray with energy above 20 MeV. that generates an electrical signal.

0.2 MeV. Because the Compton The information content of data The detector has moderately
scattering efficiency is relatively acquired frorn a Cornpton spectrom- high gain (about 75) and a fast tirne
small (about 0.3%), the detector sen- eter depends on the detector used to response (a fraction of a nanosec-

sitivity is also rather low, about 3 x measure the Compton electrons. In ond, depending on the photodiode),
10-22 C/gamma ray the past, silicon p-i-n diodes have but it is not as compact as the p-i-u

Diagnostic techniques intended to been the detectors most often used diode. In this article, we describe

complement the VCD often have with Compton spectrometers. These the theory and performance of our
attempted to increase the informa- detectors have advantages with new high-gain detector and discuss
tion content of data by generating respect to their compact size and some possible applications.
signals that are proportional to high gain (G = 104); however, they

gamma rays having energies in suffer from their time response Theory and Design
The Cherenkov effect radiates

photons when an energetic electron
passes through an optical medium

with a speed greater than cfff, the

00= oo_ _' speed of light in that rnediurn,

• .. _' .:.. . where c is tlm speed of light in vac-Incident ..,_ _ _ .._,. _7 uum and n is the refractive index ofelectrons _ " O the medium. Cherenkov radiation is
[3= ric unusual because it is radiated into a

hollow conical distribution having a

half-angle 9c (Fig. 1) given by:

0c - cos-l(1/n_), (1)

where [:_is the relativistic speed v/c,
and _, is the electron speed. There-

Figure 1. Basic Cherenkov radiation geometry. Cherenkov fore, for many optically transparent
radiation is generated as an electron moves through an optical rnateriats (with n = 1.5) and for even

medium. Photons are emitted into a hollow conical distribu- mildly relativistic electrons (with

tion and form a wavefront that moves with the electron, energies greater than 0.5 MEV),
Cherenkov light will be radiated at
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about 45 deg to tile direction of tile Tile design approach for the Tile Cherenkov technique is feast-
electron. This distinctive angular detect¢_r relied on computer ra; ble because the number of photons
distribution can be used to design tracing to choose an optical system radiated by each electron can be
detectors that collect Cherenkov that would efficiently collect and quite large. The equation describing
light with high efficiency while focus the Cherenkov light onto the the number of radiated photons can
simultaneously rejecting light radi- photocathode of a photodiode be written as:
ated in random directions. (PD). The calculations, which were

Our detector (Fig. 2) uses the performed by M. Grazer at EG&G, Nc = 2rt(z k 0)Cherenkov medium, ultraviolet- Pleasanton, California, included

grade Lucite, in a geometry that con- estimates of the effects of trans- x sin20c = 250 photons/cre, (2)
verts the initial conical distribution verse scattering of electrons as they

of Cherenkov light into a collimated propagate through the Cherenkov
forward-directed beam. This is medium. This scattering has the where u. is the fine-structure con-

accomplished by total internal effect of broadening the angular stant (_ = 1/137), X is the photon
reflection of the Cherenkov light distribution of Cherenkov light, wavelength, 0) = 2rw/)_, and A0)is
into the forward direction (off the making it more difficult to collect the bandwidth of interest. In the

Cherenkov cone surface) and further the Cherenkov light efficiently, estimate given in Eq. (2), _ is an
collimation with a toroidal lens in Computer modeling made it pos- optical photon (X = 0.45 _tm) and
the base of the cone. The beam then sible to optimize the overall A0)/0) = 0.5. Thus, even if we use a
is reflected and focused onto a radiator geometry, especially the PD with 15% quantum efficiency to
detector window located at a nearby parameters of the toroidal lens. detect the photons, a Cherenkov
off-axis point. In addition to select- The calculations included the detector having a few of centimeters
ing light on the Cherenkov cone, this parabolic mirror and led to a pre- of useful radiating pathlength can
design has the advantage of locating diction of an approximately 0.3-in. still have a net gain (signal electrons
the actual detection device (a photo- focal diameter at the detector out of the I'D vs electrons into the

diode) at a position that is removed photocathode, cone) of nearly 100.
from the initial radiation flux and,

thus, red uces background contribu-

tions to the signal. The key to this [-'-I /Toroidal lens

approach is using diamond-turning o I I._,,¢-/--lathes tofabricate the unusual Cherenk p'N Parabolic

Cherenkov radiator geometry with con_/_/ ^_..._ )--...l _ ror

the high-quality optical surfaces --_" I<( ...." _ t_
that are required for total internal
reflection and for the toroidal lens to _ __ \

function efficiently. The off-axis _re:_ _'--_

t-/Lparabolic mirror is als() somewhat s
unusual, but it is available as a stan-

dard off-the-shelf optical compo- /Cherenkov light
nent. Ultraviolet-grade Lucite is

advantageous as the Cherenkov
medium because it is transparent FoceI plane_
over a broad range of wavelengths

in the visible region, it is fairly Figure 2. Cherenkov-detector optical system. Cherenkov
convenient for diamond-turning light .isgenerated as electrons travel from left to right near

fabrication, it is inexpensive, and its the axis of the truncated come. This light is totally internally
low atomic mass helps mininlize the reflected toward the forward direction by the conical surface.A tc)roidal lens further c(fllimates the light so thai the off-axis
effects of electron scattering, parabolic mirror can reflect the light to a relatively small

spot on the focal plane.
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Figure 3, ExperimentComponents of
the prototype A prototype detector (Fig, 3) was
Cherenkov detec- fabricated and tested ill an experi-
tor, The final lnerlt at the EG&G Santa Barbara
assembly has an Office (fiBO) linear accelerator. The
overall length of
about 7 in. The experiment measured the overall
arm on the side detector gain with two different PDs
can accommodate and used a television monitor to
several types of measure the diameter of the off-axis

photodetectors. Cherenkov focal spot. For a PD hav-
ing a 1.5-in. photocathode, the mea-
sured detector gain was 75 + 7, with
a PD-limited full-width-at-half-

maximum time response of (I.45 ns.

For a PD having a 0.375-in. photo-
cathode, the gain was reduced, but
the time response (still PD-limited)
improved to a full width at half
maximum of 0.15 ns. Measurements

with the television monitor showed

that the focal-spot diameter was
about ().5 in. These results are in

good agreemen t with our estimates.

lt is not surprising that the mea-
sured focal-spot diameter is some-
what larger than that predicted,

since the spot diameter depends
strongly on effects Of electron scat-
tering, which themselves are diffi-

cult to predict or describe accurately.

Applications
Applications of our detector

probably will relate to low- to
reed iu m-resol u tion (+10 to +5(i)%)

gamma-ray spectral measurements
requiring medium sensitivity, high
bandwidth, and large dynamic
range. Measurements of this type
have been used in the past to assess

ernission at a particular gamma-ray
energy in the presence of large
broadband backgrounds. Such mea-
surements also rnay come to be used

to obtain correlations with x-rays or
other types of emissions during a
nuclear explosion.
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Electron-Beam Ion Trap

C. L. Bennett, P. Beiersdorfer, N. K. Del Grande, J. R. Henderson,

D. A. Knapp, R. E. Marrs, and M. B. Schneider

During FY 1989, we used the charges up to +80, and of neon-like and tile preliminary observation of
electrombeam ion trap (EBIT) to ions of any element ill tile periodic its x-ray spectrum. We also moved
measure a variety of atomic physics table. Among the milestones we ahead in the design of a Super-EBIT
quantities that have never before achieved during FY 1989 were the capable of producing bare ions of

been measurable in laboratory production of neon-like uranium any element in the periodic table.
experiments. Here, we describe
some of the measurements of

highly charged ions we made in _ ( N High-voltage

EBIT, including measurements of 1 cm _ N_ shield

high-resolution spectra and of _ _) \ /

radiative recombination (RR), \ /
dielectronic reconabinatiort (DR), 'N /

resonant excitation (RE), and _) _ i Ca
impact excitation (lE) cross sec- |

, }tions. Because the highly charged 77-K __ LiquldHe I

ions that can be studied experience shield_ P.-I": :": : 1"" Drift

important relativistic and quantum tubes
electromagnetic effects, EBIT [ ="

I N
atomic physics properties of those _

ions and of the high-temperature [_plasmas in which highly charged .. . ,7_._,..,i, _
__ . .... ,ions are abundant. Trapped _ u- _ _ X-ray

The trapping region in EBIT (see 1 "!" ......... emission

Fig. 1) is formed by the cornbina- Super- i[ ] _ '

tion of a strong axial magnetic field conducting

and an electrostatic weil. The 3-T HelmholtZcoils"magnetic field squeezes a 0.2-A

electron beam to a radius of 35 Mm, L _ :

which radially confines positive
ions by the electron space charge.
The electrostatic well confines the ---

ions in the vertical direction to a / -

region of about 2 crn. EBIT is iilln

described in detail in Refs. 1-5. _--

Currently, the energy of the Tr/_R/_; ,/_
electron bearn in EBIT can be r

varied from 0.7 to 25 keV. This ' '_ anode tunnel

range enables the production of Electron/
fully stripped ions with charges beam
up to +42, of helium-like ions with

Figure 1. Schematic of the trapping region in EBIT,
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Dielectronic Recombination cause the target ion "_, _',"st: ccms to be because it requires tltat consistent
Experiments destroyed as it is being measured, systematic conditions be main-

DR is a process of resonant This problem may be overcome by rained from run to rtln,

recombination that is important in a rapid switching of the electron In FY 1989, we developed a new
determining the charge-state distri- energy between the resonant energy technique that greatly improves the
bution in plasmas. Measurements and a higher nonresonant energy, quality of data obtained in DR
of DR tllat were begun last year which restores the ionization bal- experiments, In this method, we
were completed in some systems" ance of the charge state of interest, vary the electron-beam energy in a
and continued and extended in oth- The lower electron energy (DR specific periodic pattern that ramps
ers, One of the great difficulties in energy) is varied through the reso- the beam energy quickly through
DR measurements is that the very nance region in successive runs, a the energies corresponding to DR
large resonant DR cross sections tedious and difficult procedure resonances, while the largest frac-

tion of the time is spent at a higher
energy to preserve a high level of

, i ;, - _.'...... ".*_..o-..'. ._..; :r "4,'>:' ; ." , .' :'. '.'.: . ,*.¢., .'." , ' ' ,.. ,[::','r_:..'.'.: .'.,!','.",4::"::,".":."4_',_:,:.'..... ...... ,..:..,:;..:.. .....:,.v...., .... . I ionization This ensuJres that the
., X'_'I' ' ., ,' "' ""}r',',_ '' ' ...... .'"!_ '"" _' " " ", '' , ',' ' ' ': ",', :',' ' '.'i./,6:.' , '..",.:..':','"., . ':'.¢.:_ ,.'". : • " , ,_'/_',,' .' ' .. '...... _o"; '..' ' [

4.0 .1!...i .., .......... ""i ........ ' 'iii_' !..... .... '"'":" ' !! ionization balance is identical for
_il _ I: _"' '.' ... ' ' ' .' .'.......:_i_ every resonance as well as for the

3.5 normalizing continuum RR, For

,".:".."..;".":;it'.: ,;"' ' _.:,:;.:..:i':.: beam energy, the precise time
_a.O -."_....,."... .... :.."._.:'".::.' ..:.' ;,".::_!:'".:"_ """ . ' ..... :"_ ." ....'"- within the w)ltage cycle, and the'.'.. ''. ' ' . ._':';'Jt''" ' ., ".."._ ::b'Ji,,",' ;' . ".' , ,' _. , '

'"""" ""....."":,G',': ' "::_":"." ..... ' . :.',',._L'*_.;,' "'.'.". . "' I observed x-ray energy.
., .,. ,...., ...... ._.,, _, , .... ,,,, ,, ,,,.i ,

, ,'. , ' ,. r, ,',_ ;._l "_'' ' " '_ .' .... f. ..' , ., _.'.
_' ' ' '..:, ': .,." ¢.'."h _ "; .: 'i', ,".." " . ' ;, ' $_',_: ' ,.' : '" '

zs ................>........ . , . ., ,.... ....... I. ".......... " : ..... 7 _',_.":"................. . ' • Scatter plots of the number of
..... .. _. .' ,.'.,:'. '_:'v :',',', '"....,' ' ' '' _...... " "' " :'":"' ':'". '_:_..... :l

._ '' . , ._ .' . "'., U'r_,',","r,,' - ..,'." , ' '.'_"':'.,,',, ",,' _, ','," , _'_'_,;, ',. ' , .' , '

,:... ........:'....."."_4,_?'_:.:," " . . :.........' ".."_.,._'..,,:,"_':t:..'.."..:.: ' ........ '.... events vs electron-beam energy and
2,0 -... ,......._'_' :". ...... . ....... "_'_., " . " . ' " .: observed x-ray energy exhibit inter-. ....... ,_<,.r,...........,. . : .: . ......:_[.._, .:....:....:v. .. .... ... ....

'-" _.' .'".2 .',, _', _.'. _,',':";,'_'" ':' ' " ,,., ,, r,,' , ,.¢t,_,,_/._',.:. •_,,..,,,_ 'z ' ' ' ' ', ," ', ' -' '.' '

,.,, .._::,.p,,:,_.,_,,.............. • :.... ,..v.;;_:..:'..>_'.,..;._..:..v:_,.,.' , . :........... esting structure. Figure 2 is a scatter
_,;:.,., ...... . . , ,...,.z.;.........:.,..,a_.C::,............. plot for gold ions showing peaks1.5 ....: _','' .' ,. '..... . '.'.. '... ".;,_,_,'.;.,."_..;'5';:_.I,....... '.. . ." "..'.
:,,( ..... .:- ". ".' ,.'. . ' ,.' ;.;:_;.'.;".'d_'.'...',<.'":" ,.'-:'_'" ' .; ': . ": ';",'. '.
"..... ' ':_::_"_'_:(_:' '__1_..'_'_"_"_:':_-"_'""::''•_'""......' ' .... .". ...._" '_ ' " that arise from DR resonances; verti-
.... ,.a 3-¢_5:"' '. ",___',/( r, , . , ' ' ,' ' ,' :,' ," ,: "i' ' " " ' '

" .". ...... ':._'_;_,._.;:';..'..:'",.,.,"._'."'. .' .......' '. '..':.:".... " cal ridges correspond to line radia-,_.. '. ' . :.Z';.;.:a_4::_,.:'.,,'..,:q._..i';....; '.-':.'..,'.:', '. . . ; ._.,,.'" ...... . .
1.0 ...',; " .'":' ,,..,,.:_;GT.t.:t_..,;_!-: ....... ,.:.'....,.,.:.'.................... .,'....,,..................'...... : .. ,. -.. tion, and diag(mal ridges corre-

0.5 I , ' I _ I _ I _ I _ ] _ I _ I spond to the continuum RR. A DR
1.8 2.0 2.2 2,4 2.6 2.8 3,0 3,2 peak occurs whenever an RR energy

X-rayenergy(keV) (on the diagonal) rnatches a line

energy (on the vertical). Using this
(b) event-by-event technique, we can

obtain data of rnuch higher quality
than ever before.

High-Resolution X-Ray
Spectroscopy

We have undertaken extensive

investigations of the An = 0 and

An = 1 x-ray spectra of highly

"_'_'a _ charged helium-like and neon-like
ions. We demonstrated the possibil-
ity of making precise wavelength
measurements, and we conducted
detailed studies of various line exci-

Figure 2. (a) Scatter plot of event-by-event data for gold; (b) same data in a three- tation mechanisms, including dec-
dimensional representation, in which the height of the peaks is proportional to tron lE, radiative cascades, inner-
the number of events, shell ionization, and recombination

b2
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feeding. High-resolution x-ray spec- Lye2 lines tfr hvdrt_genic zinc are We also measured lt = 3 --_ 3
troscopy also provided information used as calibration ret:erencus, transitions in various high-Z imas,
on the performance of the electron Figure 4b shows the locatk,: of the including platinum, gold, and mer-
trap. Many ttf these measurements Ly(_.lines with respect to lilac,3A. The cury. Typical spectra for platinum
were made possible by improve- wavelengths of the hydmgenic lines and gold are compared in Fig. 5. '

meats in EBIT's flat-crystal spec- are very close to those of the neon- The lines are labeled by the charge
trometer and by the development like line; hence, errors due to enter- state, spin, and parity of the excited
of a new high-througlaput, high- tainties in the dispersion of the spec- state 'o.'h(_se decay to the ground
resolution von Hfirnos-type crystal trometer are small. The w_lue ot: the state produces the measured x rays.
spectrometer and a higla-vacuum- self-energy contribution determined The differences in amplitude for
compatible, low-energy spectrometer, in this fashion is 18.37 + 0.80 eV, corresponding lines in the two

in FY 1989, we de : onstrated the which is 1.9 eV larger than predicted spectra are the result ttf slightly dif-
utility of the EBIT tecL,nique for pre- by standard multiconfiguration ferent charge-state distributions, and
cision wavelength measurernents. A Dirac-Fock calculations) _-1(I the differences in relative position
spectrum ttf the II = 3 _ 2 transitions
in Yb(_(1+(obtained with EBIT's flat-

crystal spectrometer) is shown in Wavelength(nm)
0.155 0.145 0.135 0.125

Fig. 3. The dominant features result 800 I I I 300
from 2p-3d electric dipole transi-

tions in neon-like ytterbium. The zn28. zna9+
lines are labeled 3C and 3D in the w

notation of Loulergue and "
r-

Ni.issbaumer, 7 The spectrum also - - 200
shows the transition labeled 3F, as 'E
well as various unmarked satellite 600 - 3D
lines due to transitions in lower o

charge states. The line labeled 3A is ,/LY(x2/"CYu.,i - 100

a 25-3p resonance transition. We _ Irl'
can infer the self-energy contribu-

e-

tion affecting 2s electrons from a

precise laleasurement of the transi- __400

tion energy of line 3A because _= ),0 9,5
(unlike other transitions) line 3A
involves a 25 core level and is, there-

. fore, strongly affected by quanturn
electrodynamics (QED). Figure 3

also shows an electric quadrupole 200 ' 313
transition (line E2S) that has been of

interest in high-density plasma
research because of its density sensi-
tivity, _ Line E2S is also strongly
influenced by QED, but its intensity

is weaker than that of line 3A, mak- 0
ing it less useful. 8.0 8.5 9.0 9.5

To determine the transition Energy(keV)

energy of line 3A with highest preci-

sion, we measured the line with the Figure 3. Spectrum of n = 2 --_3 transitions in neon-like ytterbium in the ().125- to
new von Hfimos-type crystal spec- 0.155-nm wavelength region, obtained with a flat-crystal spectrometer. Unmarked
trometer. A spectrum of line 3A features are transitions in lower charge states. Inset shows the spectrum of hydr(_-
observed with that spectrometer is gen-like and helium-like zinc used for calibration.
presented in Fig. 4a. The Lye.1and
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of the lines are tile result of atomic transition ill hydn_genic oxygen, Jt = 2 --> 1, lt = 3--) 2, and Jl = 4 -> 3

interaction effects, The radiative l:k_r this case, we found the energy but alsc) to (_bserve spectra of very
corrections from QED to the 3s of the 3p3/2-3sl/2 transiti¢m t(_ be weak lines, such as u = 3 --) 3 ne(,1-
energy level are ' _.cially _ .esp', impor- 653.44 + ().()5 eV. like transiti(ms.

tant in the Jt = 3 shell, Sodium In FY 1990, we intend t(_ impr(we

naeasurements in particular pro- the instrumentation so we can X-Ray Polarization
vide the most reliable test of the sirnultaneously acquire event-by- Measurements
QED radiative corrections for the Jl event DR data and high-resolution Wt, haw., used li',131Tto make

= 3 levels. Our nat)st precise|nea- x-ray spectra: With this capability, the first naeasurenaents t)f the polar-

surement to date is ft." the sodium- we hc)pe not only to be able to mea- ization (rfx rays from highly ion-
like transition in platinum, which sure the dielectronic cross sections ized helium-like and ne(m,like ions.

happens to lie within 0,15 eV of a of individual, resonances within the lt is not possible tr) make these

Wavelength (nm) 400

0.134 0.133 0.132 (a) Mg 1-lO0 I I
(a)

300 _

80--
3-

Ly(_.l _ Na SI 1-
200

60
LY(z2 ¢_ 1+

AI_-

_ 2o
= 0 I
m 650 655 660 665 670 675,_

0 I Energy (eV)

= 80

o
O (b) (b) Mg 1-

60 -- 3A 120

40.- _ sl.1. Ii
= -- Na3- Al3* _.IT t I_ AI} +8 Bo

0 9.25 9.30 9.35 9.40

Energy (keV) I ] ] J
_ ..,

685 690 695 700 705 710

Figure 4. Spectra ()f sc}me c_fthe lines sh(w_,n in Fig. 3---(a) in Energy (eV)
Zn 2_'' and (b) in Yb" _..... ,_btainc, d with the von 1 lSnl()s spec-

tr_mwter, L)iffc'rences illustrate the higher rescduti(m and Figure 5. C(.,rnparisCm (ff spectra efr u :: 3 ---, 3 transiti(tns in
irnpr(wud sigrlal-to-m)ise rati(J (wer the spectra (}btained (a) platinLim and (b)),._¢}ld "l'lw line.,-,are labeled bv charge
with the flat-crystal spectr(_meter. ' -

state, spin, and parity (_f the excited statL'.
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measurements on an isotropic Figure 6,

source StlCh as a plasma. However, 100 Tile strengths of
in EBIT, the ions are nearly station- (a) w lineSforheltunl-likeW'x, and y
ary, and the electrons have a well- scandiunl excited
defined impact direction, so there is ]1 by 4.3f-keV elec-trons, shown in
no spatial averaging of the polar-
ization of the resulting x rays. 75 - the (a) parallel ori-entation and

We have used three techniques . (b) perpendicular
for measuring x-ray polarization, the orientation.

rnost direct of which uses a Bragg a
diffraction crystal in a spectrometer _ 50 -
to resolve the x rays of interest. 8

We exploit a property of diffraction
crystals where, with a Bragg angle

near 45 deg, Bragg reflection occurs x

only for x rays with a polarization 25 -- _ Y_j,_parallel to the surface of the crystal;

the perpendicular component is
absorbed. By making an initial rnea-

surement, rotating the spectrometer ltlll_lul I
about its axis to EBIT by 90 deg, and 0
making another measurement, we 80
measure each component of the (b) Y
polarization of an x ray separately
and, thus, determine the polariza-
tion. Figure 6, which shows a com-

parison of scandium spectra taken 60 -
in the two orientations, illustrates

a typical result of this process, x
The differences in the spectra are
the result of different polarizations
for the various lines. E 40 - w

The rnain result of our measure- ¢_
merits was the observation of the

unexpectedly large effect on the
polarization of the hyperfine inter-
action. The measuren_ents we made 20 --
for l_elium-like scandium 11were

L,cornpletely incornpatible with previ.- /
ous caiculations for the polarization

that did not account for hyperfine 0 [
interaction. Subsequent calcula- 0.287 0.288 0.289 0.290

tions including the hyperfine inter- Wavelength(nm)
action do agree with our data; our
results for helium-like iron, 12 which

will not have the hyperfine interac-
tion, are also consistent with calcu-

lations. Similarly, preliminary
results for neon-like barium agree
with calculations.
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Nickel-Like Uranium

600 11 I_ We l_ave also measured higher-

(a) 3d-4f shell spectra froln near nickel-like

3d-4s (E2) rlraniunl, A comparis(m of tile spec-

tra measured with a winctowless
I 4s-4p Si(Li) detector and i;pectra calcu-

400 ' | 3p-4 lated by Osterheld (private commu-nication, 1989) shows excellent qual-
itative agreement (see Fig, 7), Of

particular interest are the manifold
of 4 --_ 3 transiticms dominated by a= 3p-3d
strong electric quach'upole 4s-3d

"_ 3p-4d tnin._dtion, which is about as large as4p-5d 3p-4f (E2) the leading dipole 4f-3d transition,
3d-Sf lt is also important: to note the elec-

tric quadrupole 4f_3p transition
3d,-6f bracketing the high-energy side

V _, _ -_ (below 4.5 keV) ofi:he4_3transi-

tions. These spectral features are
O I I I I associated with cascading for nickel-

like ions, which have 28 electrons in

(b) a closed 3d II)cofLfig,uration,
We plan to u_.;ea crystal spectrom-

eter to study details of fine structure
with much better resolution. _Ii_
determine the ionization cross sec-

tions of specific highly stripped ions,
we need a far more greclse determi-
nation than is currently possible of
the individual charge-state abun-

dance at a given bombarding energy,

Extracted Ion F,xperiments
< [ Highly charged argon and xenon

ions produced througl_ electron
impact ionization and excitation in
EBIT have been efficiently extracted

' and charge analyzed by the Ion
I Collision Group, From these analy-

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 ses, members of the group have
Photonenergy(keV) deduced relative yields for the pro-

duction of argon ions with charge

Figure 7. (a) Spectral measurement of uranium excited by 7.5-keV electrons status up to +l 7 and xenon ions with
c(_mpared with (b) a calculation for nickel-like uranium using the i--IULI__ACcode, charge states up t:o+44, The emis-

sion of ArK x rays following Ar 17+
ion impact on a copper surface has
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been observed, demonstrating dec- Figure 8,Extracted charge-
tron capture into high-lt status, (a) state spectra for

A typical extracted charge-state O4+ " xenoll p'lus con-
spectrum for xenon ions is shown Xe12*,Oa* taminants, pro-

in Fig, 8, _ duced with dec-

With EBIT, we have obtained pre- 4 tron energies of
(a) 8 kev and

cise measurements of properties of 103 (b) 3 keV.
highly charged ions that have never
before been attainable. These mea-

surernents include high-resolution

spectra, lE cross sections, and vari- gl
ous resonant processes,
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Optimal Configuration of Optics for Collimating
Amplified Spontaneous Emission

H. Nathel, C. K. Hong, J. C. Garrison, G. Maenchen, and R. Staffin

S '

With the demonstration 0f the soft laser-produced plasmas, which act Simple Model
x-ray laser I in 1984, interest in as the amplifying medium. The sec- The use of outptlt radiation from
understanding the propagative ond difficulty relates to the hnmatu- an x-ray laser depends on how well
aspects and spatial-coherence char- rity of x-ray optical technology, we can control tile emergent beam
acteristics of amplified spontaneous Because of tllese shortcomings, x-ray from an ASE source. Control of

ernission (ASE) sources 2 has been lasers are simply quanturn-noise such a beam means reducing the
renewed. Driving this renewed amplifiers. The spatial characteris- divergence either by collimating or
interest is the fact that x-ray lasers tics of the output radiation of such focusing the beam. Perfect collima-
are not conventional lasers in wliich sources result solely from tile travel- tion of an ASE source is unobtain-

propagation and coherence depend ing-wave-propagation characteris- able. We may seek to collimate the
strongly on cavity (oscillator) tics of the amplifying mediunl and light from a lurninous disk with
design. At present, no cavities exist do not rely on the evolution of source diameter s by placing a lens
for x-ray lasers, although ideas are coherence associated with tile of focal length f at a distance of
being actively pursued. 3 The lack of buildup of standing waves in a laser one focal length from the source
usable cavity designs derives from oscillator. Tllis article describes our (Fig. la). The beam after the lens
two basic difficulties in the produc- recent modeling efforts and expert- then has a divergence of stf[full
tion of x-ray lasers. Tile first diffi- ments to deternfine where to locate width at half rnaximum (FWHM)
culty concerns tile necessity for long the focal point of a collective optic in radians]. Perfect collimation is,

cavity lengths, associated with low along the longitudinal axis of an therefore, only possible for a point
gains and harsh environments, cou- amplifier to optimally collimate the source with an infinitesimally small
pied witll the short lifetimes of the output radiation of an ASE source, size. These results are well-known

frorn geometrical optics. 4
Figure 1.
(a) Simple modul An ASE source, llowever, is not
for collimating (a) so simple. Not only does an ASE

light fron_ a lumi- ] []k__:____] _._ source have transverse dimensions,
nous disk with but the longitudinal dimensions must

source cliameter s. i I also be considered. Along the longi-
For a lens with I
focal length f = - f "-I tudinal direction, we must consider
located one focal Oscillator Lens the distribution of sources (sponta-
length, from the neous emission) and the distribution
source, the beam (b) of gain (amplification). In this discus-

has a divergence _ __'"'-'"'"-_'T_ , _ ,,,ion, we consider only tile geometri-

of sff (FWHM). r_l_ J'--'___ cal aspects. A lurninous disk that has(b) Improved its emanating rays constrained by aanalysis for a sl2f
luminous\iisk tube-like structure can be analyzed

emanating ( c_+X)__ %= dY according to Fig. lb. ConsMer the
with
rays constrained -_-- d(rd L distribution of rays in one transverse

by a tube-like 00d00m(00) ciinlension inside the tube (an'tpli-structure.
1 fier) as a function of longitudinal

(,)(%)= G I1 - 00/%1 position. At either end of the tube,
the distribution has a square shape
with an angular distribution (0)
of stf. At the center of the tube, the
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transverse distribution is peaked and The dye sarnples were pumped could be varied to create systems
falls off monotonically to zero at tile with the second-harnumic output of that have no amplification (fluores-
ends of the distribution with a, .mgu- a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser cence), exponential amplification

lar distribut;,.m 0 qf s/2£ Between the (pulsewidth = 10 ns, _,= 532 nra). (unsaturated gain), and linear
center and tile ends of the amplifier The pump is expanded, and a uni- amplification (saturated gain).
fin the longitudinal dimension), the form portion of the beam is passed The dimensions ttf our ASE system
distribution changes smoothly from a through a variable slit (dimension h). were 0.275 mm high x 0.60 mm
triangular to square shape. Rounding The illuminated slit is relay-imaged deep x 18.0 mm long.
of the shape of tile distribution tKcurs (in the h dimension) onto the dye The output radiation of the ASE
ieathe intermediate region, cell usirtg a cylindrical lens placed source was imaged by a lens-camera

To optimally collimate tile radia- one focal disiance from the slit. system mounted on a translation
tion emanating from such a struc- Relay imaging the illuminated hard stage. The translation stage was
ture, we must determine where to aperture of the slit onto the dye cell arranged so tile focal point of the

place the focal point of a lens along overcomes the problem of diffrac- lens could be placed at any position
the longitudinal dimension to tion through the slit. This technique along tile longitudinal axis L qf tile
deliver the maximum amplitude in provided a uniform pump beam in amplifier. Tile lens axis was aligned

a package of minimum size. This tile IIdimension. The pump radia- (centered) along the propagation
determination involves mapping tile tion impinges on the side qf e qow- axis of the ASE radiation. The lens
transverse distributior, qf rays with ing dye cell containing ROG ois- of the imaging system had a focal

a lens from a given longitudinal solved in dirnethvlsulfoxide (1.8 x length of 75 mm, and the camera
position inside the tube to an infinite lt)17 cm-3). Transverse pumping of was located 200 mm from the Icns.
distance after the lens. The package tile dye cell creates counterpropagat- By using the simple lens formula, 4
size corresponds to the shape of the ing ASE waves. The pump intensity the effective focal length of the lens
distribution of rays, and the ampli-
tude corresponds to the density ttf ClD
the distribution of rays. Lens camera

R6Gdye I (fl = if i/L_

Experiment ¢ 103_ ['i'] ] I_
To determine how this simple Cylindrical , '_ //" _ _l.___l [ J'_ \

model relates to a real ASE source, lens

we conducted the imaging experi- ¢_ ___i0n.__ I 'merit shown in Fig. '2. We studied the 532-nm,_ h
.ASE sources that ,are created when lO-ns _ h _ F "_ _"'_(_//)7 ,.. slags I
population inversions (gain) are pro- pumpbeam '!.. k_lSE [ .LL_ I (fixed) _ ]

duced in small-aspect-ratio dye sam- (variable) -_ I_-d (variable) Imagedisplay, /
pies. We used clve-laser ASE systems storage,and ]as analogs ttf x-ray lasers. 5 We

analys!$_
/

selected Rhodanline (_Gdyes (R6G) ........ _ /

because high gains and, therefore, _ _ :

saturated svsterns can be produced.
Saturation is achieved when the

growth of the ASE intensities ........
changes from exponential to linear, lt Angle
is haaportalat tobe able' to reach the

saturated regir,,e to see whether satu- Figure 2. Imaging experiment to determine how a simple model relates to a real ASI:.
ration affects the propagative ,aspects source. The Re,G dye samples were pumped with the sectmd-harnumic output of a
qf the ASE source. Q-switched Nd:Ye\(; laser. Transverse pumping of the dye cell creates counterpropa-

gating ASE waves. This ASE system is 0.275 mm high x ().60 mm deep >:18.0 i11111
long. Output radiation of the ,_,SEsource was imaged by a lens-camera system
mounted on a translation stage arranged so the focal point of the lens cotild be placed
,at any position along the ',mgitudinal axis l. of the amplifier.
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was 103 mm, and tile magnification Results as long as gain (amplification) was
of the image on the detector plane We used the amplitude and present. The results were signifi-
(camera) was 2.b7. divergence of tile intensity profile to cantly different if no gain (fluores-

Deconvoh, ing the magnification deterlnine where to piace tile focal cent system) was present.

factor with the aid of a computer point of a lens along the longitudi- Tile energy propagating through
yielded an experimental setup ill nal axis of the amplifier for opti- tile lens is independent of where tile

which tile camera was effectively at mum collimation of output radia- lens is positioned. Therefore, tile
an infinite distance from tile lens. tion. Tile point at which the area under the profiles should be
Although tlm setup shown in Fig. 2 amplitude is lnaximum and tile independent of lens positioning.
assumes the appearance of a colli- divergence is nlinimunl corre- The results of Fig. 3 are ill good
mation experiment, it is, ill reality, sponds to a lens configuratioll that agreement with the concept of
an imaging experiment. In fact, we delivers maximum fluence of radia., energy conservation. The maximum
were mapping the angular distribu- tion downline from the lens. The amplitude is approximately four
tion of the radiation onto a posi- results of such ali experiment are times the r_linirnurn amplitude mea-
tional distributio_ on tile de_ector, shown ill Fig. 3. On the basis of our sured, and the lllillinlunl divergence
By translating the lens, we could Criteria, it is obvious that the focal is approxirnately two times the rnax-
interrogate tile angular distribution point of the lens should be placed at imum divergence rneasured. The
of radiation as a function of longitu- tile center (l.mgitudinally) of the discrepancy, a factor of 2 ill terms of
dinal position of the amplifier. The amplifier. Here, we analyze only energy measured, results because
camera was a charge-injected-device tile intensity distribution ill the h we only analyzed one dimension of
(CID), solid-state television camera, dimel_.s!on. The ASE source under the intensity distribution. This dis-

and images were digitized and consideration was fully saturated crepancy is resolw:d by assuming
stored on a personal computer for (high gain). We found similar that the lens acts similarly ill tile
further analysis, results in systems with lower gain other dimension (spherical lens).

Although recognizing that energy
Figure 3. conservation is obeyed demonstrates
I_esults of the 3 that our experimental results areexperiment shown

in Fig. 2. Energy _ r_,,,'n qualitatively correct, we have not

propagating _ b---q / prtwen that our simple model is sur-through the lens is 'E _, rDivergence ficient to describe what occurs inside
independent of _, tile amplifier. To prove our simple
where the h.,ns is _ model, we must look at the actuallocated; therefore, *" 2 '
tilt' area under the :_ shapes of tile intensi',y profiles mea-
profiles should be _ sured ill tile expe,'hnent. Figure .4

independent of _ shows the inte:,sity profiles mea-
lens positioning. _ sured for tl'ree focal-point positions
The results shown ._ of the lens When tile focal point ofin this tig_lre are
in good agree- E 1 the lens is p;aeed at tile front (green)
merit with the o of the amplifiel, we observe a flat-
concept of energy _ topped distribution. Placing the
COl'tservdtion. 1=

.-= focal point one-quar ter of the wayla.

into the amplifier produces a
rounded distribution (blue). Placing0

0 5 10 15 20 the focal point at the center of the
Cellposition(mm) amplifier (optimum collimation)

yields a triangular distribution (red).
The results quantitatively prove otir

o()
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simple model. Not only is energy with a ltlminous disk (light bulb Modeling
conservation obeyed, but also the with diffuser) whose light rays were Tile predictive quality of tile

shapes of the profiles and their constricted by two apertures with simple model is astonishingly

angular distributions 0 are exactly diameters of 3.6 mm and separated good, considering that it does not

what is predicted. The angular by 45 mm. The two apertures in include the complexities of the
distribution of radiation emitted optical series acted as tile tube-like ASE source. The complexities

from an ASE source with a trans- structure in the simple model, include gain amplification, satura-
verse dimension lt of 0.275 mm Figure 5 shows the results of the tion, and a distribution of sponta-

that is imaged with a lens of focal imaging experinlent o'nducted on neous-emission sources throughout

length 103 mm should be 2.67 and this substitute source. The intensity the amplifier. We have developed

1.34 mrad if the focal point of the profiles are qualitatively similar to a computer code, Beam 3, that

lens is positioned at the front (sri) those measured on the ASE source, includes ali of these complexities

and middle (s/2 [) of the amplifier, The divergences are within the (G. Maenchen, Lawrence

respectively. Within experinlental experinlental error of those pre- Livermore National Laboratory,

error, we have quantitative agree- dicted from the simple model, private communication, 1989).

ment with these calculations. Again, we see tile trend in the inten- Beanl 3 is a three-dimensional,

To further prove otlr simple sity profile progressing from square time-dependent, Mt;nte Carlo

model, we conducted the expert- to triangular as the focal point of tile ray-tracing code that includes the

ment suggested by Fig. 1b. We lens is translated from the front to physics of light amplification in

replaced tile ASE source in Fig. 2 tile middle of tile source, an active medium.

200 300

'---- Front ----- Front
------Quarter -"-" Quarter

Middle --_ Middle

'E - _ , 'E

_' _' 200

,_, 100 -- ,_,

= [ " _ 15.17

¢ 1.36 '-
._> I_ ,_ 100

_. 2.18 '_./_ Iz 25.85

 r-30_-- i I __ 0
0 5.45 1090 0 57.6 11 i.2

Angle (mrad) Angle (mrad)

Figure 4. Measured intensity profiles for tlm.,,' focal-point Figure 5. Results of an imaging experiment in wlaicla the ASE
positions of a lens, Placing the focal point at tl _e front of the source in Fig. 2 is replaced with a luminous disk (light bulb
amplifier yields a flat-topped distributitm (black). Placing the with diffuser) whose light rays were constricted by two aper-
local point one-quarter of the distance into the amplifier pro- tures with diamt:ters o_ 3._ mm and separated by 45 mm. The
duces a rounded distribution (dark blue). Placing the focal two apertures in optical series act as the tube-like structure in
point at the center of the amplifier (optimum collimation) the simple model. The intensity profiles are qualitatively sinai-
yields a triangular distribution (light blue). These re'_ults lar to those ,'neasul'ed t_l the AF,E source, progressing from
[luantitatively prove our simple 1,x_del described in text. square to triangular as the focal point of the lens is translated

from the front to the middle ot: the souro:.

,i
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Figure 6 shows tile results tronl a complex because of tile dynamics c_f Future Work
Beam 3 calculation simulating our our four-level dyes. 5 For a pump Our plans include studies of lhc
experimental results of Fig. 4. The intensity below or above the absorp- spatial coherence of ASE sources, if

only difference between the slm- tion saturation intensity, the pump we are to correctly control tlw prop-
ulation and experiment is that tile attenuation would normally be agation of output beams of sources
gain profile ill tile d dimension is exponential or lineab respectively, with phase-sensitive lenses, or if
assumed to be uniform ill the simu- t-toweveb because the ASF field is we are to use ASE sources for holo-

lation, whereas the gain profile in tile coupled to the pump field by tile graphic imaging (x-ray laser imag-
d dimension falls off because of the gain medium, the pump attenuation ing of biological systems), then
attenuatitm (absorption) of the pump in our system is a function of longitu- we must understand tile phase rela-
profile in tile real ASE source, Even dinal position of the amplifier, For tions between different parts of
with this difference, agreement an incoming pump intensity above the beam. Issues that must be
between experiment and simulation tile absorption saturation level, tile addressed include:
is excellent, pump will be linearly attenuated in • Whether there are ally corre-

in work ill progress, we are includ- tile center of tile amplifiers and expo- lations between different portions
ing tile proper dependence of gain in nentially attenuated at tile ends. We of a beam that originate from

tile d dimension, which is directly are incorporating tile phenomenon quantum-mechanically uncor-
proportional to the pump intensity at known as nonsaturable absorption related sources.

any given point. "File functional form due to stimulated emission of radia- • How gain and saturation lnight
of pump-beam attenuation is quite tion into Beam 3. affect these correlations.

4 200

--'--- End '------ Front

---- Quarter
Middle _ Middle

,.,., .,,_

e
.,_ 2 - .100 -

._ .¢-- _ 2.88
.-

I '_ "2.72

0 , , , I I I 0 I -.
0 5 10 0 5.45 10.90

Angle(mrad) Angle(mrad)

Figure 6. I_estllt,'-; from a l:',eam3 computer-ce)de calc'ulatitm Figure 7, Interlsity prr)files measured in an imaging experiment
simulating the experimental results c)lFig. 4. The gain profile in which a dye sample is pumped with low intensity, st) that
in the ,t dimension is assumed to be unifc)rm in the simulati(m, there is no gain. This st,urce has the same geometry as t}ur A.SE
whereas the gain pnffih.' ii: the d dimensicm falls tiff bc'c'ause tfr source but does m)t amplify phuttms. The intensity distribu-
attc,nuatitna (absorptitnl) t)f the pump prr)file in the real ASE tions (_fthe inlaged ()utputs (_fthe fluorescent source are strik-
source. Evun with this difference, agret, ment between experi- ingly different from tht)se in whM1 amplit'icatitm i;; pre,st,ht.
ment and simulation is excellent.
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• Whether a general theory can fluorescent source are strikingly dif-
describe tile transition between a ferent from those ill which amplifica-
quanturn-n_echanical (fluorescent) tion is present. We plan to study tlle
system to a classical (fully saturated physics of how propagation through
ASE) system, a gainy medium provides cooperative

We believe these issues can be behavior (or beam formation) of radi-

addressed by conducting Young's ation originally emitted from individ-
two-slit experinlents on ASE sources ual quantum-mechanical sources.
as a function of gain of tlle systems.
The irnaging experiments already References
conducted point to interesting gain- 1. D.L. Matthews etal., Phys. Rev.
dependent phenornena. Figure 7 Lett. 54, 110 (1985).

2. G.I. Peters and L. Allen, ]. Phys.
shows intensity profiles measured in A 5, 546 (1972).
an inlaging experiment that is the 3. N.M. Ceglio et al., ]. de Physique
same as tile one in Fig. 2, except tile C6, 277 (1986).
dye sample is pumped with an inten- 4. D. Halliday and R. Resnick, Physics

(John Wiley and Sons, New York,
sity low enough so that there is no NY, 1979), 3rd ed., part 2, cb. 44.
gain, This source has the same geom- 5. J.C. Garrison, H. Nathel, and
etry as our ASE source but does not R.Y. Chiao, ]. Opt. Soc. Amer.
amplify photons (simple fluores- B 5, 1528 (1988).
cence). The intensity distributions
of the imaged outputs of the

L-Shell XANES Experiment for 3d Transition Metals
b

N. K. Del Grande

The L-shell x-ray absorption near- photoabsorption cross-section mea- Experiment
edge structure (XANES) for the solid surements are needed over the As part of the effort to character-
3d transition metals_calcium (20) sparsely studied region between ize the filters, detectors, and optical
through copper (29)_is dominated 400 and 1500 eV to test theoretical elements used for Nevada Test Site
by atomic-like behavior that is methodologies that fuse atomic and diagnostics, we measured high-
poorly understood. 1 This behavior condensed-matter theories. We resolution (1-eV or better) near-
has been studied with electron are reporting absolute photoabsorp- edge, absolute photoabsorption
energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS), tion cross sections taken during cross sections in addition to broad-
a method that measures electrons FY 1989 with the spherical grating range photoionization cross sections
to study x-ray processes, and with monochromator on beamline 8-2 at for well-characterized carbon-only

bremsstrahlung isochromat spectra the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation and carbon-metal multilayer targets
(BIS). 2,3 However, both of these Laboratory (SSRL), in conjunction (100 to 500 nm thick). Our absolute
methods provide relative rather than with earlier results taken on beam- cross-section measurements were
absolute cross sections, and neither line 3-4 at SSRL and beamline U14A taken in transmission for titanium,

is adequate to explain photoioniza- at the National Synchrotron Light chromiurn, iron, nickel, and copper
tion for solids. More and better Source (NSLS). 4-6 with overall uncertainties of 10% or
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Figure 1. Our photoabsorption cross-section measurements (with overall uncc, rtainties of 10%) compared with the LLNl., subkilo-
volt theoretical data bases 8,i{Ifor 3d solid metals: (a) titanium, (b) chromium, (c) iron, (d) nickel, and (e) copper. Experimental
data from Ref. 9 (with 3% uncertainties) were used to normalize our data for iron.
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less, a significant improvenlent over of tile bound-bound photoabsorp- As noted ill Fig. 2, there is a
existing measurements, which have tion and bound-free photoioniza- buildup ill the relative intensity of
uncertainties five or ten times larger, tion cross sections. Our results are the 2p3/2 resonance compared to the
The broad-range cross sections were of particular interest because they 2pl/2 resonance at their respective
determined with relatively thick tar- include these combined effects, L3 and L2 absorption edges.

gets; away from edges, targets had whereas the available HS calcula- This buildup occurs as the 3d shell
photon penetration depths of one- tions for the atom do not include becomes filled. The 3d vacancies
third to three mean free paths, the bound-bound transitiorl compo- for titanium, chrorniunl, iron, nickel,
enabling us to reduce statistical fluc- nent for the atom or band theory to and copper are eight, six, four, two,
tuations to less than 2%. In Fig. 1, address the behavior of the solid, and zero, respectively. The lighter,

our cross sections are compared
with theory anti earlier results. 7-111 Figure 2.

[_ Our measu red

We used targets that were thinner by (a) XANES for
a factor of 3 or 4 to resolve tile close- (a) titanium,

(b) vanadium,
ill resonance structures shown in _ (c) chromium,

Fig. 2 (Ref. 7) because it wouM be .---------J['_ /_ .,,,,_ 453,8, "_difficult to make accurate cross- ] Ti (22) (d) iron, (e)nickel,I and (f) copper,
section measurements using only showing the
one target thickness at an edge (b) I /'_ 1_ atomic-like 2p-3d

where tile resonance represents a V k,,J _ autoionizing
change in tile rnean-free-path thick- resonances thatdc_rninate the

L3and L2 edge
hess of a factor of 10 or more. ,_ .._ 512.1 V (23) structure.Synchrotron radiation sources "------'_L ._( 1 .L
allowed continuous coverage across

tile oxygen K absorption edge at ]/'_ /"N
543 eV, making evident the neces- (c)

sary corrections for oxide impurities, o _ V _
We determined the target metallic = 5 .1

to better than +10%. Using accurate ==
balances, ion back-scattering, and

particle-induced x-ray emission, we _ (d) _]]_

characterized targets for their total
as well as their component-element

purity, weight per unit area, effec- Fe (26)
tive thickness (assuming normal I . _

density), and composition.

Discussion (e) __N_._ y/'N,,.,.._._

As shown in Fig. 1, comparisons

of our experimental results with j 852.7single-particle Hartree-Slater _ I ] Ni (28), I ........

(HS) theory x,l_lagree for most 3d

metals both below and at twice tile (f) ] _--
energy of tile ionization threshold.
The dominant 2p-3d autoionizing
resonances shown ill Fig. 2, how-

ever, are associated with bound- _[ ,_f.j' 9321'5 [ Cu 1(29)
bound transitions, which lead to 0 20 40
nonradiative Auger decay. What is EnergyaboveL3edge(eV)
therefore measured is a combination
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k_w-atomic-number metals with to determine the relative contribu- We found good qualitative agree-

more 3d vacancies have relative tions of these two components merit kc t_,_ecn L-shell XANES and

L3 to l_,-_resonance intensities before true comparisons can be atomic calculations for the 2p-3d

significantly less than the standard made with the measured photoab- bound-bound transitions performed

assumption of a two-to-one ratio, sorption cross sections. Our obser- by Mau Chert (Lawrence Livermore

Copper, having no 3d vacancies, has vations were that, within the experi- National Laboratory, private commu-

no 2p-3d autoionizing resonances, mental uncertainties, the oscillator nication, 1989) that use a multiconfig-

l-lowever, some (much smaller) strengths for the titanium relative to uration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) model.

2p--4d autoionizing resonance struc- the nickel bound-bound transitions Those calculations assumed a statisti-
ture is evident. Since the meac;ured are about four to one. This is cal distribution for the initial atomic

-") b ),total cross sections have two major ex F ected because titanium has eight states and were performed in inter-

com ponen ts (associa ted with vacancies, or four times as ma ny mediate coupling with configuration
bour_d-bound and bound-free tran- vacancies as nickel, in its respective interactic}ns. The calculations were
sitions), calculation must be refined unfilled 3d subshells, folded with a resolution function to

Figure 3.

Our measure- MCDF calculation Measurement
ments dominated

by L-shell (2p-3d)
autoionizing reso-
nar_ces for tita-
nium, vanadium,
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(at right), sh{}wing 453.8
qualitative agree- _ /
mentwithMCDF- [ , , I I [ _ J J ]
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tical distribution
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National Labora- e 510 520 530
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simulate an experimental resctlution for some impt)rtant property t)f the 5, N.K.l.)el Grande a_d K, (;. 'l'irsell,/_r()c.SI>lE911, 6 (1gHS).
of (),3%. Our experimental results st)lid, More work is required before 6. K. (;, Tirsell and N, K.,Del Grande,
and MCDE-based calculations are vve can understand why atomic I)r()c.SPIE 911,146 (1_88).

c()mpared fur several representative models explain near-threshold pho- 7, N. K, I)el (',rande, IJh!l,;.Scf, 41,
solid 3d transition metals in Fig, 3, toal!)sorption better than the present 110 (Igt)()),

lt is not yet clear why results of solid-state models, This under- 8, E, I'lechaty, D, Cullen, and
- 14.1I{)werton, 'lid)h'saml C,raphs

atomic calculations that assume a standing might be advanced by an ('I I_h_)hm-hth'racliml Crc)ssSec/imls
statistical distributit)n t)f initial approach that combines at_)mic and lr()mo.I h) 100 MeV, [_awrence
states should agree, on a relative c_tndensed-mntter theoretical l,ivermc)re Natiunal l_aboratc)ry,
scale, with the line shape c)four methodolc, gies IAvernx)re, CA, UC.141_-5()4{)(),

" Vol, 6, Rue, 3 (1981).
measurements for s_)lid titanium, 9, N.K. Del Grande, I_m(",SI)lE 691,
vanadium, iron, and nickel, whereas References 2 (1986),
those that assume the ground state 1, L. C, Davis, ]. Apt)l. P/lys. 59, 1(). I), F..Cullen et al,, 'lifl@s and C,ra/d_s
d() not, Tb.is agreement between I425(1c)86), ()f I_h()h)u-lut('raclilmCross Secliuus
thet)rv and experiment suggests 2, J, IVinket al., Phys. R('_,.Iri32, [rum 1(,)eVt,) 700 GeV Derived flr()m

. 489q (1985). llte /,/,NI. I-?va/ttah'dPhc)h)JlDaia
that, where comparisons can be 3, J, Zaanen, G, A. Sawatzky, J. I:ink, l.ibrary (1_1_191.),I_awrence
made, the near-edge fine structure is W. Speier, and J, C. t:uggle, l.ivermc, re Nati()nal I.ab¢)ratory,
basically atomic in nat)ire and that I_hys,R('v, 1_,32,4905 (1(085), l,ivernx)re, CA, UC141_-5[)4()0,
the assumption ttf a statistical distri- 4, N.K. Del (;ra nde et al., ]. Phys. Vol, 6, l'art A, Rev. 4 (1989).
bution ttf initial states must account (Paris) 48(C9), _._5I(1987).

Fission Time Studies via K-Vacancy Production in
Deep-Inelastic Uranium + Curium Collisions

J. D. Molitoris and A. W. Machicao*

Asthe reaction partners emerge nucleus theory is applicable to Molecular Orbital Formation
from a deep-inelastic nuclear colli- deep-inelastic reaction products, In very-high-atomic-number
sion, they essentially retain their tar- and to learn more about the inner- (high-Z) ion-att)m collisions, where
get-like and pn)jectile-like identities shell excitatk)n process in high-Z projectile energies exceed a few
and share the total kinetic energy atomic collisions, MeV/u, the inner-atomic orbitals ttf
damped in the process. If this energy in FY 1989, we cttmpleted an the collision partners adjust as they

is subsequently shared among the experiment that measured the inner- overlap to form dynamic rn()lecular
many nucleons of each partner, these shell vacancy production in U +Cm orbitals. I The collision energy is
partners can be considered ct)m- c(Hlisic)ns at a bombarding energy t)f Great enough to push the nuclear
pound nuclei with varying degrees 7,5 MeV/u, One objective of this charge centers ck)ser together than
of excitation energy. The decay of a work, discussed below, was to deter- the at(tmic inner-shell diameter, but
compound nucleus has a unique sig- mine fission lifetimes via a tech- small enough st) the pr(tjectile ion

nature independent ttf the specific nique that uses as a clock the corre- velocity is less than the inner-shell
de-excitation channel. We are lations c)fm()lecular t)rbitals and electron velocity. Under these condi-
attempting t(t measure the reaction atomic vacancies ft)rmed during the tions, quasi-molecular orbitals (MOs)
ph)duct lifetime with respect to fis- collision. Here, we rep_)rt on the can be formed. Because the internu-
sion in _trder t() learn about the fis- details and mc)tivatiun ()f the experi- clear separation changes at such close
sit)n pn)cess in these heavy excited merit, but much analysis remains pr()ximity, strongly varying electro-
nuclei, tr) see whether compound before a ct)nclusit)n can be reached, magnetic fields cause electrt)ns t(t be

* Uni\'ersitv ()f Calif_)rnia, I.()._Angeles.



Prompt Diagnostics

Figure 1. ejected into the continuum or to be
Schematic dta- A + A-_ UA_ A' +A"
gram Hfan ion- (a) _ _ excited to higher states. Vacancies in
atom collision -- _ _ 7 the MOs form as a result of these pro-
that undergoes a cesses. 2 For very high-Z collisions,

nuclear deep- (b) _ such as U + Cm, the MO is short-
inelastic reaction _ - lived in comparison to the lifetime
and, hence, expe- of the vacancy. After the collision,
riences a time (c) _ 'delay. The MO vacancies correlate to the inner

breakup mode .... _ shells of the atomic partners and
following the decay as single-atom vacancies. 2

nuclear interac- (d) ._ If the projectile energy is largetion is two-body. _ ....
Subsequent fis- _ enough to overcome rnutual
sion of the reac- dc Coulomb repulsion between the
tion products is (e) _ colliding high-Z nuclei to the point at
not shown. -- -- --__ -- -_ which they interact, an exchange of

(_ nucleons and a darnping of some col-lisional energy will occur. 3 A com-

posite system briefly forms where
the nuclear force pulls the nuclei
together and the Coulomb force

+ pushes them apart. The nuclei essen-

-'?_ " " lh /_ _---- tially retain their individual identities
3 spa - and, sharing the damped energy,

2p3/a_ eventually break apart into target-
2P.w2- - like and projectile-like products of

the reaction. 4 Figure 1 shows each
- step of this process and the accompa-

nying MO stages. When the orbitals10a _
ls - change from single atom to united

"" 1_ atom and back again, they create

=" 2p__/ vacancies as shown in Fig. lb and d.

_' These vacancies transfer to the sin-

gle-atom reaction products in Fig. le.

'" [ / / If the reaction products can rid them-

2Pl/a _ selves of sufficient energy by nucleon
10a

or gamrna-ray emission, they will

lsr_ ls 1so remain intact, and the vacancies will

92u _84UA _au decay like the x rays that are charac-
teristic of the single atom after the

_ collision. However, because the reac-

tion products have experienced some

(a) _ (b) 0 _'_- -_.[ (c) ] _ (d) (e) excharlge of rnass and charge, are104 i l - tl I l highly excited, and have a high Z,
R _ 0 104 they may also undergo fission,5, 6

Internuclearseparation(fm) To understand the dramatic
effect that fission can have on the

Figure 2. Complete molecular orbital correlation diagram for U + U collisions and atomic physics of these collisions,
breakup. Vacancies can be created during stages b or d w,here the internuclear we must look at how the MOs

separation R is changing, correlate from the iilcoming to the
outgoing system. Figure 2 shows
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how tlle imlermost orbital changes
in U + U collisions, where the a to e 10

regions in Fig. 2 correspond to steps (a)

a to ein Fig. 1. As the internuclear ,, -ls(Pd)
separation decreases, the binding
energy increases, and the l s orbital
splits into two MOs (the Iso and 102 - _ .___ -is (tj)

2po) on the incoming channel. If 2D_ _
the exchange of charge and mass is

insignificant, the two MOs con- ./- / tso

verge back to the ls orbital on the 0 a 2pl/2outgoing chanrlel. 7 For the brief 1 _-- 1s-

time that thecornposite system [ i .... i ] I I L _ I l ..i I
exists between the incoming and ---_ 15 102 103 104 105
outgoing MO stages, the system

coalesces in the static configuration 10
of an atorn with the combined Z of '(b)

the two collision partners (Figs. lc _ -ls (Pa)
and 2c). Because fission occurs
after the composite systern breaks

apart, it only affects the outgoing ,...,102 ' -ls (U)
channel, and this effect depends on
the time needed for the excited
reaction products to fission. _a

Effects of Fis_;ion 2P1'2

For fission to change the outgoing 103 - ls -

MO situation, i cmust occur before _ I i J I i i .1 • i -
the correlation to single-atom 15 102 10a 104
orbitals is cornplete. Figure 3a

shows the outgoing correlation for 10 _ --

very late fission (>10-la s), which has [ _c) Ino effect on the rnolecular orbitals. I

However, at tile other extrerne, fis- ii f lS (Pd)
sion happens immed ia tely after the i /
nuclear composite system breaks 102 - I ' _._' / _ -ls (U)
apart (.-.10-20 s). In this case, only the I i

innermost 1so MO correlates to the _//'""'""_ [
remaining intact reaction product,

and the 2pr_ MO now correlates to 2Pl/2 I_ _ ls_ ]
the fission fragments (Fig. 3b). 103 - la -1_1

Between these limits, thels_and _1 I i i .1 _ i .1 1 u_.--J2pc_ MOs start to converge and
approach a region in which vacan- 184UA 15 102 ' 103 10 4

cies can be shared _ (Fig, 3c). If fis- R (fm)
sion happens near this region but ,

still before single-atom orbitals are Figure 3. Ot, tgoing correlation diagrams for _hree-body breakup (U + U ---4U' + 2I'd)
formed, consequences of the vacancy at extreme and intermediate fission times, Tr. _ (a) Tf > 10-la s, (b) "/'j-- I0 -2() s, and

sharing would be apparent in the (c) 10-2os < TC< 10-18s. The shaded box in (c) is the region where vacancy sharing is
rneasured x-ray spectrum, likely to occur.
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The 2po MO is less deeply bound efficiency and solid angle, Because done as a function of tile delay time
than tile Iso; therefore, as a rule, it the fission time depends on the (nuclear interaction time), which can
should always correlate to the exit degree of excitation of the reaction ' be related to the TKEI_,, Basically,
channel with the lowest binding products, which in turn depends on tile more energy damped in the
energy (in this case, that of the fis- the energy lost in the nuclear inter- composite system, the longer the

sion fragments), This MO situation action, we measure PK as a function system must exist, The reduction of
should be similar for symmetric of the total kinetic energy loss (TKEL) PK with time is known as thetime-
U. + U collisions and asymmetric of the nuclear interaction, l0 where delay effect, and the influence of

U + Cm collisions because the the TKEL is simply the negative of nuclear reaction times on atomic
atomic numbers are so close, The 'the nuclear Q value for the reaction, inner-shell vacancy production is
only difference is that, for U + Cre, To _btain a meaningful result, we well established, 12-14

the final state x-ray energies are sep- must measure PK for nonfissioning As the TKEL increases, the
arable. Using these correlations to (two-body) and single fissioning probability of fission increases,
measure the atomic vacancy pro- (three-body) events, Figure 4 shows Therefore, a comparison of
duction in a high-Z, deep-inelastic, a measurement 9 of the two-body PK PKtW°b°dy t() PKthree'b°dy could
heavy-ion collision, we should be for U + U collisions at 7.5 MeV/u yield information on the fission
able to determine the fission lifetime compared with a calculation of the dynamics. Figure 5 represents the
of the reaction products. This tech-, same, li The calculations in Fig. 4 time-delay effect for two- and

nique was first described in Ref, 9 use the quasi-molecular picture to three-body events, This modeP _
and has been applied to U + U describe inner-shell excitation with a assumes that at srnall excitation

collisions at 7.5 MeV/u, time delay between the incoming energy, the fission time Tf (reaction-
Experimentally, we measure the and outgoing channels. They product lifetime after decay of the

K-vacancy production probability include multistep excitations (elec- deep-inelastic composite) is longer
(PK), which is tile number of parti- tron excitation by various intermedi- than the decay time of K vacancies
cle-x-ray coincident eve1_ts divided ate states) and coupling between (TK), which are created in the colli-
by the number of particle detector continuum states. The calculation is sion, As the reaction products

Figure 4.
Atomic K-vacancy 1.25
prod uction (a) (b)

probability for ++_

U+U_U'+U" "_
at 7,5 MeV/u T

(frc_mRef, c)), 1.00 - |
(a) Measured PK. ._ t(b) Calculated PK '_
(Ref. 11) normal-
ized to the experi- o_"0.75 --mental TKtT.I_= ().

o

tj. _ F--o--qt--

>, 0.50 --

>

0.25 -- __--_,____q

o I. i .. I -, ! . _. I
0 100 200 300 0 1 2

TKEL(MEV) T (10-21s)
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become more excited, tile probabil- uraniurn K-vacancy lifetime to be Additionally, tile time-delay effect
ity for faster fission increases. 5.2 x 10-18 s. Hence, the U + U data has never been measured in a high-Z
Hence, if Tf is a sensitive function indicate that Tf > 10-18 s for the asymmetric collision because, at
of excitation energy that makes a entire measured range.of TKEL. lower Z, tl_e internal conversion
transition from >T K to <T K in the This result is interesting, but it is usually swamps tile effect, How-
measurable TKEL range, the three- not a good test of the model, ever, in U + Cm collisions, this

body PK will change. As Tf should not be the case because of the
approaches T K, vacancies correlat- U + Cm Experiment very high Z of tlle collision partners,
ing to the fissioning reaction part- Because the curium m.lcleus is We, therefore, decided to investigate

her no longer decay as uranium- more fissile than the uranium the reaction and fission times of
like K x rays, so PK is reduced, nucleus, less excitation energy U + Cm collisions.
For Tr.= 7'1<,the two inner MOs that should be needed to induce fission For the experiment, a 8.5-MeV/u
contribute to the two-body PK can in the curium-like product from a uranium beam was provided by
share vacancies, _ and PK is reduced deep-inelastic reaction. Hence, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory's
to about one-half the two-body the Tf for tile curium-like reaction Super Heavy-Ion Linear Accelerator
value (VS regime in Fig. 5). As Tf product may be a more sensitive (SuperHILAC). This beam
becornes mucl'i smaller than TK, function of the excitation energy, irnpirlged on a 248Cln target that
fission occurs before vacancy shar- Consequently, rneasurel_'tents of was 660 _.tg/cm 2 thick. The photons
ing can, and only the innermost PKtWOb°dy and PKthree'b°dy for and particles emitted were mea-
lsc_ MO purely contributes to PK. U +Cm could show distinct differ- sured in various solid-state and gas
Because most of the ionization ences because of tlle variation of Tr, detectors. To distinguish the intact

results from the 2pc_ MO, 11,15which
now no longer contributes to the Figure 5.Calculated
relevallt x-ray yield, the three-body ]._-- "rf> rK---_]-,_ "rf< TK _] PKtw°b"dy
PK is reduced to ,--10% of the two- 1.5 cOmpar,::i with
body PK (see lsc_ regirne in Fig. 5), PKthree-b°dy as a

------ TWobody furtction of the

Previous Results ----- Three body TKEL where thefission tirne is
In the U + U experiments, 9 sensitive to the

l)KtW°'b°dy and PKthree'b°dy agreed TKEL within the
within experimental error for TKEL measurable range.
as large as ,--175 MeV. When TKEL
= 175 MeV, the three-body data 1.0

appeared to drop below the two- ._
body data but not outside the error. =
A significant difference in PK _"
would mean Tf is shorter than T K. .__,

We continued to nleasure TKEL up
to 275 MeV. Because the two-body _."
and three-body PK still agreed, we
concluded that Tf is always larger 0,5 vs
than TK. The time scale of these
measurements is based on the

decay time 16of a K-sllell vacancy,
which is _10-1°/Z 4, or 1.4 x 10-'18 s
for uranium. Anholt and

Rasmussen l7 used Dirac-Hartree- ls_
Fock wave functions to determine

transition rates and lifetimes in 0 0 100 200

high-Z atoms. They calculated the TKEL(arbitrary units)
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uraniun_ and curiunl reaction prod- scattered particle in the Erust section dense island of data in tile lower left
ucts from the fission fragments, of the detector. The length of the quadrant of the frame. Frame 3
we used two large solid-angle par- two AE sections maximizes the dif- shows the correlation betweell the
ticle detectors: an ionization chain- ference of the integrated dE/dx two front AE sections. The data are

ber and a parallel-plate avalanche between a reaction product and a plotted in a linear fashion that sepa-
counter (PPAC, Fig. 6), fission fragment, Figure 7, a subset rates cor_tarninants, fission frag-

The radial ionization chamber is of the data, shows the degree of par- ments, and reaction products.
centered at 40 deg on one side of the ticle identification used. Frames 1, Frame 4 shows the data accepted by
beam and covers an angular range 2, and 3 of this figure are energy-loss the ionization chamber and is plot-

of +14.5 deg. This detector is position data from the ioMzation chamber, ted as a function of in-Plane and
sensitive for in-plane and out-of- The data areplotted to show the out-of-plane angle. The three bars
plane angles and has three energy- separation of the fission fragments that support the ionization chain-

loss sections (AE I, AE2, Erest). lt is from the reaction pre, ducts. In ber's wil.dov,, are apparent because
filled with a gas mixture of 90'7,,. frames I and 2, the reaction prod- they mask the incident particles.
argon and 10'7, metharw at suffi_:ient ucts appear as the dark arcing line, The lH'AC measures in-plane and
pressure to stop the highest energy and the fission fragments are the out-of-plane position in addition to

energy loss (AEI,I,2). lt is centered at
45 deg on the opposite side of the

x, y grids _ • beam from the ionization chamber

'_e_,_e and subtends +20 deg, Frame 7 of

"N_o_,,,..dt.._ 2D PPAC Fig. 7 shows the data accepted by the
"¢,,._e\ PPAC as a function of position. The

dark region is elastic and quasi-

"_eo_ elastic data that have corresponding

[_ ,,_eeN, partners in the ionization chamber.

"_'o'%

"_ Cathode Because the data are gated by ion-
Anode ization-chamber events, the band

Planar Ge _

x.ray TransmissionPPAC narrows as the in-plane position
increases as a result of the decreasing

detectors ' out-of-plane phase Therefore,
space.

atlarger in-plane angles, the out-of-
Beam plane acceptance is effectively

reduced in the PPAC. When the ion-

ization chamber is gated by the
PPAC, its acceptance is similar. The

remaining frames of Fig.. 7 illustrate
other relationships between the

detected particles, which served as
useful diagnostics.

Various conditions between the

PPAC and the ionization charnber can

be set to identify reaction products

and fission fragments. In the analy-
sis, we typically identify the intact

_ / Radial reaction product (either uranium or
V Ionization ctlriurn) in the ionization chamber

chamber,
and use the PPAC to determine

Figure 6. In-plane schematic of the setup for the U + CITlexperiment. Both the ion- whether the other product fissioned.
ization chamber and the PPAC have two-dimensional position resolution for incident The ionization chamber alone can be
particles. The Ge and Nal detectors are for x and gamma rays. used to deterrnine the TKEL.
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For' x-ray detection, two planar, Acknowledgments and Lawrence Berkeley,
intrinsic germanium x-ray detectors This experiment was done in Laboratory, Berkeley, California
were positioned 180 deg from the collaboration with Stanford (R. J. McDonald, G. J. Wozniak,
center of each particle detector University, Palo Alto, California A. Belchacem, and Laurie
(Fig. 6). Figure 8 shows typical (W. E. Meyerhof and N. Guardala) Blumenfeld).
raw x-ray spectra from a subset of
the data. The urardum and curium

K x-ray lines and the Coulomb z ® ' _._® ,@ ."_G-__,,,

ent. We u_:e,_ two Nai detectors to _ _" e '

measure t}. igher-energv gamma- "/ _ ..... 'q" 7. "i'AC LL.FT-RIGHT 25, T PP2-L al. C P'l_- &E ''

raycontin, n, which is useful in ® _B ® ,_ @ " .4_i_

determining the x-ray yield caused _ L '' _ 9#1 . ":_ _ i£.

by internal conversion. The trigger _ " o
condition for the experiment _ ,t,.. _ ' _.......i.i_.,.. _ . .

required an event in the ionization ,.R,CAE, , _ _PP2-1N _, _ (_ PPI-I _'", ''

chamber coincident with an event _ _(D._ _:- iin one of the photon detectors. This _
allowed the greatest possible free- 'q ,_" _ ,_

3_ RIC E-REST..a ==_ ! _)RIC LEF'T-ANODE " 15. PP,-IN '"__

dora without loss of useful data. Q._i._ ! -. ...... '_ ilk,' _ ®

i,.;..:.. : ' ..
. Conclusions _ i,:". I "_:,.. ' _.
' We completed this experiment in ': a ,-,

late ZY 1989 and have just begun to 3.RICE.REST 7.RiCCErn-RIGHT 27.TPP2-UP

analyze the data. Our results look Figure 7. Two-dimensional plots of the U + Cna particle data from the ionization
promising and should yield infor- chamber and the PPAC. Plotted parameters are indicated on the axis in the figure.
mation about fission dynamics,
deep-inelastic collisions, and even
compound nucleus decay,.
Although the nuclear interaction in
this experiment was deep-inelastic, 2000 - IU K.

the reaction products from these ] _,CmK,,
collisions appear to decay (fission) {I/
as compound nuclei. Therefore, we li _ U/CreCoulomb

to determine the fission fraction as a
functiol_ of the TKEL (L. G. Moretto, _=

Lawrence Berkeley L'_boratory, _ 1000 --
Berkeley, California, private com- ,_,___
munication, 1988). Furtherrnore, '_" '

studies of the K-vacancy production 500 -
in atomic collisions where the com-

bined atomic number excc¢& '37

are one of the best ways to test the 0
, relativistic contraction of the quasi- 0 100 200 300 400 500 coo 700

molecular inner-shell wave func- _ _.:OY(keV)

tiC;ns (1so and 2po), which play an

, important role in ali super-heavy Figure 8. Typical particle cc'ncident x-:_, , , .ctra for a subset of the U +Cm data.
atonric , :_llision phenomena, 18

-,anu

-al!.
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Plasma/Hydrodynamic Instability Experiments in
Preheated, Laser-Accelerated Packages

J. D. Molitoris and T. J. Goldsack*

a_s o'hen an interface between materi- to increase our understanding of situations should result in no insta-
l different density is acceler- plasma/hydrodynanaic instabilities bilities for R-T, but yield significant

ated, small perturbations can grow ina radiation-driven and preheated instabilities for R-M cases.
into an intermixing of major propor- environment, Under these condi-

tions. For continuous acceleration, tions, it is usually quite difficult to Method
this mixing is due to Rayleigh- obtain high-quality data with suffi- The planar-foil package for a
Taylor (R-T) instabilities, 1whereas cient statistics, but these measure- high-o_ experiment must be carefully
for shocked acceleration, it is due to raents strive to do just that. Such constructed of a lower-density mate-
Richtmeyer-Meshkov (R-M) instabil- data can be effectively used to rial pushing a higher-density one.
ities. 2 We have nearly completed a improve the present computational Figure 1 shows the cross section of a
series of experiments to investigate models to the point where we can typical disk package used in these
shock-induced planar-foil mix at achieve a high level of predictive experiments. The crucial interface is

LLNL's Nova laser. In these experi- capability and reliability, between the thin molybdenurn (Mo)
ments, two distinct layers of mate- Usually, the density difference layer and the thicker polyphenylene
rial are driven together, and the between the two materials is quoted sulfide (PPS) layer. This interface is
effects of instabilities induced at the in the context of the Atwood number kept as smooth and distinct as possi-
preheated interface are measured, or, where o_= (PH - PL)/(PH + PL). ble for these measurements. The
The penetration of each material Here, PH and PL refer to the materi- layered PPS/Mo section is fitted into

into the other is determined after a als at the interface with the accelera- a gold guard ring covered by a thin
smooth planar interface has been tion being in the diret.5on from layer of PyN. This plastic acts as a
accelerated by the passage of a material L to material H. A large ot tamper to help contain the gold. In
shock. This interpenetrati,m is implies a high degree of instability, some cases, the tamper also extends
referred to as the mix wic_th The whereas a small 0¢implies negligible over the Mo layer.
purpose of these experiments is instability. Negative or reverse o_

* Atomic Weapons Establishment,
Aldermaston, U.K.
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The intense radiation dcive that can be probed with a 2- to 3-keV the Mo payload as a function ttf
accelerates the rnix packaf : normal x-ray backlight '. Timing con- time, reflects these features. 3
t¢_its surface is produced by using straints on the Nova backlighter It is clear that the mix width
('_to 1() kJ of 0.35-p rn light in a bearns limit thc, time window in evolves iii time in a fairly com-

1.0-ns pulsewidth frorn eight of the which we can probe the mix to plicated fashion. One-dirnensional
ten beams of the Nm, a laser. As the about 9 ns. Figure 2, which shows a hydrodyrmrnic calculations shed
Pi_S ablates, the ablation front is calculation of the mean density of some light tm tlais evolution.
preceded by a shock front of about
(_t}Mbar in magnitude and 50 ps in Figure 1.

20-_m-thick Cross section ot:
rise tirne. This planar shock propa- 3-_tmPyNtamper ,q Au guard ring the cylindrically

gates tla,'ot,gl_ the' interface, driving 2"_tmMo'_x,I--_-200 _tm-_l synametric, finalthe PPS able|tor into the Mo pay- mix package for
load. With the passage of the shock the Pl:Mt series.
wave, the package is accelerated to This design
abotlt half its final and

instabilities are ino uced at the I_I_S _ ' , . effects.
ablator/Mo payload intc, rface. ': "X

Vllese instabilities result in pertur- I ] I I f _

L )barton growtla at the interface, [
which allows the materials t() pone- 60-1.tm
trate each other. Tlais interpenetra- Radiativedrive PPSabl_tor
tion produces ,_region of mixed
materials. Tlav _ime at which the

mix width is measured is usually in
reference to the p(Hnt at which the 20
drive begins, unless otherwise
stated. The other relevant time is
when the shoe[, reaches the mate-
rial interface and drives the insta- 15

bility. In _his experiment, shock ._.
breakout :t_,_uall.voccurs about _1=

1.2 ns after the cirive begins.

After the drive begins, density ,__10
initially., decreases as the package ==
preheats and expands. The pa,,;sage
of the shock then compresses the
Mo density to its naaximunl value, 5 -\ ]
with an/later recompression being C__due to reflected compression
waves. After shock breakout at the

I I I .,I I ,,,a _ l I

rear of the foil, the package rapidly 0 0 5 10
decompresses. At this point, the Time(ns)

, package expands as it moves away

from the drive source. Because of Figure 2. Calcuhatitm of the mean density of the Mo payload
the decompressiorl, the density f,Jr a 1._N-tamped target as a function of time. Mix package is
rapidly decreases. After about 4 ns, 6(l-himI'PS, !.55H.imMO, and 3.3-!vm PvN. tj, C. V. itansom,
the density (now <0,2 g/cre 3) and Atomic Weapons Establishment, private communication, 1_89.)

_pacity are such that the package _
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Figure 3. Dynamic simulation of the
experiment (shot mix 3(_, 5H.f_-l.!n-_ 10
PPS/1.8-_m Mo) using the LASNEX
ct)mputer code for all untanlped mix
package (V, C, Rupert and ILG.
Skokowski, Lawrence Livermore
National Laborat_,ry, private cornmuni- 5
cation, 1988). Note the interpenetration

limits of the PPS and Mo. _.

I= 0
8
_m
tn

___'-5 PPS/Mo,
mix

region
Extent of Mo

-lo I l
0 2 4 6 8 10

Time (ns)

First

backlighter
beam (#8)

Radiation
Spectrometer film drive

Pt/Au/Bi Second

backlighter spectrum backlighter Pt/Au/Bi-
with shadows beam (#3) coated fiber-
of drive and foil not shown point backlighter

of driver
Foil and shield

motion Foil mix Wire shield (not shown)

experiment used to block any self-
with spatial emission at early time

fiducial

Backlighter
shadow x rays after

Mo L

I Backlighter x rays
KAP Bragg transmission

Ln crystal through experimentShadow after c:ispersion

of spatial by crystal
fiduclal

dispersion

Figure 4. Schematic of Nova planar-foil mix experiment. Point-projection spectroscopy is the technique used to backlight
and probe the unstable ablator/foil interface region in the sb.ock-accelerated mix package. The actual experiment uses two of
these diagnostic arms during each shot.
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Figure 3 is an example of a LASNEX package at tile same time or, by Since that point, we have per-
calculation (Ref. 3) of tile mix devel- staggering tile backlighter delay, to formed shots investigating high-mix

opment from the time the drive is obtain two views at different times, packages, !ow-rnix packages, and
turned on to 10 ns later for a 58.0-Btu We also have the option of mc_dify- edge effects, lt became necessary to

PPS/1.8-Mm Mo package. The inter- ing one of the spectrometers to get reduce the drive energy to obviate
penetration due to R-M instabilities a different perspective of the mix possible effects of recompression of
occurs at 0bout 1.2 ns. The mix (as is explained below). With dou- the mix region produced by reflected
width is "frozen in"after shock ble backlighting, these experiments shocks in the package, so there are

breakout and subsequently expands are some of the rnost complicated data at higher and lower rnean drive
with tile package. This interpenetra- performed at Nova. temperatures. We performed 18
tion is shown in the figure and can be Many Nova shots were con- shots in FY 1989 alone, nearly corn-
compared with our measurements, ducted before we were able to pleting the PFM1 series of experi-

develop this series of planar foil mix ments. What remains to be done are

Experimental Technique experiments (PFM1) into a useful several definitive null shots at the
T_ measure the mix width, we use experiment. The early developmen- lower drive temperature and undis-

point-projection spectroscopy. 4 tal shots dealt witl_ such issues as persed imaging of the mix package.
After a suitable delay from the drive tilting and dishing of the mix pack- These issues are discussed, and

pulse, a Nova beam with a pulse age, effects that tend to mirnic real preliminary results are presented.
length of about 2()0 ps produces a instability-induced mix. However,
point-like x-ray source (backlighter), the double backlighting technique High-Mix Measurements
which images the mix package onto presently used and the fact that For the PPS/Mo package, R is
a Bragg crystal spectrorneter. The point-projvction spectroscopy large, so these targets are the basis
crystal acts as a mirror and, com- yields a two-dimensional image of for our high-rnix experiments. The
bined with the point-like source, the package made these effects package was accelerated by radia-
projects an image of the mix pack- obvious in one or both data chan- tion drive in a high and low range

age onto the focal plane as shown nels if they existed. Refinernents that corresponds to total mean laser
in Fig. 4. Energy is dispersed along of the mix package design (to that energies of 5.3 and 6.9 kJ, respec-
one axis of the focal plane, while the shown irt Fig. 1) minirnized the tively. We have high-rnix data from
other axis is purely spatial, l'he above effects, and they are no 5.0 to 8.5 ns for the lower drive
two-dimensional image allows us to longer considered a problern, and from 6.0 to 8.9 ns for the higher

spatially analyze the mix, while the
absorption features of the ablator Figure 5.
and payload quantify the material Normal Schematic of thepoint-projection
interpenetration, spectroscopy

The absorption features used in image for the nor-
the experiment a re shown schema t- S real spectrometer.
icallv in Fig. 5. From these features, The spectral fea-- tures are used to
we determine penetration values quantify the mix

from the detectable limits of the ---_ region, which is
S K-absorption lines into the Mo and Mix experimentally
of the Mo L-absorption lines into the -- -" -" " -" "- region defined as thedetectable limit of

PPS. The extent of this interpene- ___ penetration of the
tration defines the total mix width. ........ Mo to that of the S.
Each shot has two data channels Mo

like tile one shown in Fig. 4. This
double data-channel/double back-

lighter capability enables us to S K edge Mo LI)
obtain two views of tile rnix . MoLm

_J
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Figure 6. Typical high-n-_ix p¢)int-prt,jection spectrornetrv image data at the h)wer drive for backlighter delav time.,-,()f (a) (-L()and
(c) 8.5 n_. (b) and (d) show the density distribution and 1naterial interpenetrati(m derived fr()m (a) and (c), r_.'spet'tivelv. The mea-
sured mix widths art, indicated fl)r both sh()ts, i.imits ()f detecti()n are als()sh()wn f()r Mo (circle) and fl)r l'l_S (triangh_,i.
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drive. These data consistently show into the Mo is probably due to edge Tile measured mix width in some
more than 100 _m of mix as defined effects and not shock-induced mix of the tile low-mix shots is less than

by the rnaterial interpenetration (V. C. Rupert and P. G. Skokowski, 40 lain, which is close to tile system
discussed above. Of this, we can Lawrence Livermore National resolution. We are analyzing most
attribute about 30 to 40 bun to exper- Laboratory, private communication, of tile low-mix data, and we still
imental effects (e.g., motion blur- 1988). The measured mix widths are need data at the lower drive to make
ring, finite backlighter source size, indicated in the figure, a definitive statement. If all of the
digital smoothing), which leaves mix measured in these shots can be

about 60 J.ml of real measurable mix. Control Experiments attributed to system resolution, then
To first order, tile calculated mix Low-Mix Experiments. To deter- this control experiment suggests that
width (V. C. Rupert, Lawrence mine the experimental resolution, the high-mix data are not an artifact

Livermore National Laboratory, and we also ran low-mix experiments of edge or other spurious effects.
J. C. V. Hansom and D. L. Yotmgs, using low-0_ packages where the mix However, because of drastic differ-

Atomic Weapons Establishment, pri- resulting from instabilities is calcu- ences in the hydrodynamic behavior
vate communications, 1989) agrees lated to be less than 20 btm. In these of the low- and high-mix package
with our measurements; however, to targets, the Mo layer shown in Fig. 1 payloads, a quantitative study of
constrain various models, we must is replaced with a thicker (15-bu'n) edge effects rnu,_t be done before
systematically determine the mix chlorinated plastic payload (poly- they can be excluded.
width within the time window chlorostyrene) with a density only Lateral Expansion Measure-
where we can take data. This is also 6% from that of the PPS ablator, ments. Our planar foil mix inves-
necessary to understand tile physics Because the low-mix experiments tigations have three major, con-
and make a good comparison with should show a fairly clean interface founding effects: dishing (discussed
the calculations. (negligible rnix overlap), they are above), payload trailing, and ablator

Our present mix data clearly also useful in confirming the value blow-by (see Fig. 7). Trailing and
show tile accelerated package and of the radiation drive. The interface blow-by, which are not as easily
the strong absorption features of the is smeared into a mix region, so a identified as dishing, can compro-
Mo and S. Tile data even show tile cleaner interface provides a better- rnise the experiment if they are suffi-
energy shift of the S line as it crosses defined reference on the upper limit ciently dense. Detailed measure-
the hot ablation front, which changes of the PPS displacement. This can rnents of the lateral expansion of the
the opacity of the PPS. In Fig. 6a and be used in calculations to determine mix package are necessary to accu-
c, we see reduced image data frorn the drive it would take to accelerate rately ascertain their effects. During
two shots at early (6.0 ns) and late the material to that location in time. FY 1989, we performed such mea-
(8.5 ns) times. The bent, cane-like Because the calculation can only be surements by modifying one of the
object in the images is a fiducial used done to the accuracy of the location point-projection spectrometers to

to check the space scale. These of tile interface, the low-mix experi- operate whenrotated by 90 deg
images have been enhanced with a ments are important, while using a normally oriented
false color set so that dark blue

represents a transmission of one. l Drlie l

Figure 6b and d are the correspond- Apparentmix
ing areal density distributions of the

function of the distance frorn the "_ -- -- -
original position of the package (dis-
placement). The conversion from _

transmission to areal density is made (Mo trails PPS) (PPS blown past Mo)

assuming cold opacities. The limits

of dete_.tion for tl_e Mo and PPS are Figure 7. Package effects that could mimic mix.
indicated by the circles and triangles,
respectively. For both shots, the
low-density tail of PPS extending
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spectrometer in the otherdata chan- the spectral absorption features run on the material's density and opac-
nel. This method enabled us to parallel rather than perpendicular ity in addition to the chord length
analyze the lateral expansion and to the interface in the rotated chan- through the mix package, ablator
rneasure the mix in the same shot. nel. Figure 8 schematically illus- material blowing by the payload

For the normal and rotated data trates this (and can be compared would show up as a strong line
channels, the two-dirnensional with Fig, 5), Because the strength extending well beyond the limits
image is essentially the same, but of the absorption feature depends of the package, as would payload

materiai trailing the package.
Figure 8. Figure 9a shows the result of aSchematic of the Rotated
point-projection typical high-rnix shot measuring
spectroscopy the lateral expansio n (the other
image for the _,_ channel measured the image seen in
modified rotated S Fig. 6a). In this shot, the S absorption
spectrometer, edge is set to be approximately in
Whereas the nor- .L
real spectrometer ............................................... _._L the center of the mix region, and the
uses the spectral "-'-'_ lateral expansion of the S shows no
lines to quantify ....... gross blow-by of ablator material.
the mix region _' _.,., _ ] ;_ 1 Mixregion Figure 9b shows the PPS areal-
(as in Fig. 5), .... _ " '; density distribution in addition
the rotated spec- i ,,, ' ,;, ---T to a transmission lineout on thetrometer uses
these lines to Mo / S-absorption line. The symmetry of

quantify the .... ] both the transmission and density
lateral expansion. [ distribution affirms the cylindrical

S Kedge ......i MoL, " symmetry of the driven package in
MoLm addition to the lack of any signifi-

cant blow-by. Other shots in this

100 3 3
(b)

200 - ., PPS

,.. .-.. 4F_._/_ distributi°n

_. 300 _Eu2-- --2

:_ _ 400 /,Transmission / X '_=
•o p

_- 500 _ 1 1
5 ==,,¢

600

700 0 0
-300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300

--, ,-- Distancefromaxis
Initial Mo diameter

Figure 9. Lateral expansion data from mix shot 36, SlM 2 at 6.0-ns backlighter delay. (a) Typical point-projection spectrometry
image for a rotated spectrometer data channel. The S absorption line measures PPS lateral expansion in the center of the mix
region, Because the Mo lines are well into the PPS ablator region, they are ilot seen. (b) Transmission on the S line and derived
PPS density distribution.
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li

series analyzed tile lateral expan- l-loweveb tile figure does show that experiment, By comparing this final
sion of tile PPS and Mo at different tile measured interpenetration data set to the untamped low-drive
times. In ali cases, we did not see follows a pattern similar to that cal- data; we hope to be able to make a

any indication of significant I'PS culated, with some exceptions. A statement on the effect of a tamper
blowing by the Mo payload or of more quantitative statement cannot and changes in drive temperature on
Mo trailing about the PPS. be made until the appropriate correc- mix. At present, it is not clear

We performed several shots tak- tions and normalizations hax v been whether the higher-drive data have
ing data on the lateral expansion of applied to the final data set. serious recompression problems, as
the PPS ablator and/or Mo payload In Fig, 10, the black circles and is indicated by some of the modeling
at different places in the package, but blue diamonds are data for the (J. C. V. Hansom, Atomic Weapons
none of these data show ally signifi- higher laser energy, and tile open cir- Establishment, private comnlunica-
caqt blow-by or trailing to confound ties and triangles are the lower-drive tion, 1989),
the measurement, in addition, all of data. The errors in time are taken to

the lateral expansion data are con- be the width of the backlighter pulse X-Ray Preheat
sistent. In fact, tile only evidence of and position errors owing to system In these types of laser-driven

ally blow-by is the low-density tail resolution. The higher-laser-energy plasma/hydrodynamic experi-
of the PPS distribution into the Mo data include tile addition of a 3.3-}.tm meats, wecan vary the degree of

show in Fig, 6. These tails show tlp PyN tamper over tlle Mo foil in tile preheat suffered by the interface to
on some of the high-nlix data, and

one explanation for them is a low-
density sheath of PPS blowing by 0
tile Mo payload. Two-dimensional Preliminarydata
modeling (V. C. Rupert, Lawrence o Mopenetration, E =5,27 ka
Livermore National Laboratory, pri- -100 - a PPS penetration, E = 5.27 kJ
rate cornnmnicatit)n, 1988) of the • Mo penetration,E =6.90kJ,T

mix experiment shows such a sheath * PPS penetration, E = 6.90 kJ, T
of PPS, which causes a similar low- .-- -200 --

density tail in the resulting distribu-

tion. However, the density is low _
enough that it has negligible influ- _ -300 -
ence on the mix measurement, _ t

• Discussion of the Data " -400
Because we noted some shot-to-

shot changes in the total laser el,ergy,

either the data should be normalized -500
to the mean energy, or separate calcu- _ .,_
lations should be done for each shot.

To constrain the calculation, we -600 ] ] ]
found it better to normalize the d _ta 5 6 7 8 9 0

so they will effectively represent the Time(ns)
same drive, Figure l () is a prelimi-

nary version of the data that attempts Figure 10. l'reliminary penetration/hydrodynamic map fur ali
tc) map the penetration and hydrody- currently analyzed data. l'enetration limits are plotted for
namics. Only a subset of the high- comparison to calculated values. Data have not bven normal-
mix data is plotted. Furthermore, ized t<)a particular drive. Indicated errors are due to back-

lighter durati(m (2()0ps)and system resolution (4()_.lm). The
these data have not been rlorrnalized black line is a least-squares fit to the Mt) data, and the blue line
to the mean laser drive energies, is a fit t() the I'I'S data.
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ascertain how it affects tile instabH"

100 J ' ' - " " / ity. This preheat causes the foil(a)
interface to expand [,efore the shock

, .... "' passes, resulting ill a snloother den-
. sity gradient from one material to80 " - ......

the next, as shown in Fig. 11a.
.. Ablation region Figure 1la and b are calculations

" (J. C, V. [-tansom, Atornic Weapons

6o " .... " Establishment, private communica-
.... tion, 1989) of the hydrodynamics=
,o out to 1,0 ns and 2,0 ns, respec-

'_o tively, of the high-drive data
o. 40 with the inclusion of a tamper.

According to this calculation, at
about 1.2 ns, the shock breaks out,

and the Mo foil has expanded by
20 more than a factor of 2. By decreas-

ing the density of the Mo and
changing the density gradient from

0 an abrupt step to a smoother transi-
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 tion, we greatly reduce the mix

Time(ns) caused by the shock. However, the
effect of preheat on mix is a rather100

, open question because other calcu-
(b) , / " ;" " ' / "" lations 3 do not show such a drastic

change in the induced mix width as
......-._-.i._"'_i..".'--"_;i.- Ablationregion.......j.......--J a function of preheat, In any event,

SO ::::"i_"%-:.:7i5-ii._.-I--._.--/I--IL- . ......._./'.-- .... in addition to possibly affecting the

:, / ::i:::;i::  moun oemix, ,   roh ati,  ,n
any study involving raix as a func-

_" ....... tion of interface surface texture. A

.o 0 PPS/Mo low-preheat experiment should
'_o mb¢ allow us to study the effect of sur-n. region

Shockbreaksout face finish, seeded perturbations,
and modulated perturbations

-50 Rarefactionrunsback because they would not be washedMO
out prior to shock passage.

PyN
Conclusions

-100 In these planar-foil mix experi-
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 rnents, we have measured about

Time(ns) 100 Iam of ma terial interpenetra tion
in high-(z targets. Because 30 to

Figure 11. Hydrodynamic calculation of the radiatively driven rnix package (J. C.V. 40 !urn of this can be attributed to
Hansom, Atomic Weapons Establishment, private communication, 1989). (a) The cal- system resoh.ition, there appears to
culation to 1.0 ns shows the effect of the preheat on the Mo and PPS/Mo interface be > 60 frm of real mix that results

before the shock break-out. (b) At shock break-out, the R-M instabilities induce inter- from R-M instabilities. Althoughpenetration, and a mix region develops. The mix region and package then decom-
press. The cak ulation does not account for any rnixing of the PyN tamper with the analysis is still in the preliminary
rest of the package, stages, the high-mix data seem con-

sistent. From the data, we can

_
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derive a map {}fthe hydrodynanlics would radically cllange tile experi- References
and material interpenetration from 5 ment. These experinlents would 1. '(], l. '-Fayl{}r, /}m{', /<_,1/,S{_c.(A)
to 9 ns after the drive is turned on, study the mix in compressed matter, 201A, IC_2(195(}).
Low-ct. control experiments have not The crucial element is, of course, the 2. E.E. Meshkuv htshtl_ilily {q'aSltc_ckW(meAci'eh'rtlh'dInh,rJitceBelwevn
yet yielded conclusive results and target and mix p,ickage, but a higher- 'l_l,_,Gases (NASA, Washington,
are being pursued. Calculatiorls energy backlighter of sufficient DC), N70-30945 (translated from
have shown rough agreement with intensity would improve the experi- the Russian).
the high-mix experimental results ment arm help in the target design, 3, V.C. Rupert, I'. C,. Skokuwski, and
and are also in progress. We have Such a backlighter and perhaps dif- J.D. Kilkenny, Int, Cmlf. I_h!ls!cs{q'Cimq_ressibh'Jilrbuh'nt I:'hm_,
investigated a host of effects that ferent diagnostics would have to be (Princeton, NJ, 1988).
could mimic mix in the experiment developed, We art:, already starting 4. The invention and development of
and have determined then_ to be to look into new target/mix package point-projectkm spectroscopy is

attributed to J. 19.Kilkennv.
negligible. In particular, we con- designs. We are also developing a J. Foster et al,, I;roc, 7th AI_S "lblfical
ducted an in-depth investigation of backlighter that is continuous over a Ccmf. Ili,@-'lHnt_enaun'I}hlsma
the lateral expansion of the mix i-keV range in the x-ray energy l)iafim_stic:;,K3: c£:.L. S. Lewis,
package and did not measure any region from 7 to 10 keV. If success- R.E. Corbett, E, Robertson,
significant blow-by of material. On ful, it could have a major impact on S. Saadat, D. O'Neill, J, I). Kilkunny,

R. W. Lee, 1987 ECLIM, Praguethe basis of these studies, we believe the next-generation experiment.
the measured mix is the result of (1987).

accelerated material intermixingand Acknowledgments
not edge effects. We have purfornled We acknowledge the assistance
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amount of x-ray preheating. To Kilkennyl D, R,. Bach, R. W. Lee,
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where the pr'ei_:..at is lowered s{}the Hansom, A. J. Baxter, K. Oades,
interface is colder and more repre- and 13.P,. Thomas of the Atomic
sentative of a true density jump. Weapons EstabIishment, Great

We are designing the next gen- Britain, in these experiments.
eration of plasma/hydrodynamic

instability experiments, which
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Experimental Modeling,
Design, and Analysis

Monte Carlo Modeling of Opacity
and Non-LTE Atomic Kinetics

B. G. Wilson, J. R. Albritton, and;D. A. Liberman

The absorption and emission of configuration accounting (MCDCA) which the ions mow:, affect the ionic
radiation by atomic electrons are scheme to calculate the opacity and structure and limit tlle number of

important in the calculation of emissivity of hot, dense plasmas, subshells through the phenomenon
energy transport in hot, dense plas- Its principal virtue is its ability to of continuum lowering. 2
mas. The principal obstacle lr, cal- realize solutions efficiently (an To describe the state of such a

culating these plasflia properties is advantage over exhaustive configu- plasma, we must know how the ions
the enormous number of configura- ration search schemes) and auto- are distributed over the set of possi-
tions of bound electrons that must matically (an advantage over lira- ble configurations. The Monte Carlo
be considered. An exhaustive ited or preselected ensembles of method automatically searches for
search over all possible configura- configurations), lt is equally capa- and finds the most probable config-
tions would be prohibitively time- ' ble of describing steady-state urations. To calculate the opacity,
consuming. To only consider a pre- n0n-LTE as well as LTE plasmas, the code considers each found con-

selected ensemble of the most figuration in turn and computes the
important configurations presumes Detailed Configuration allowed excitations that can absorb

a knowledge of the excitation and Accounting radiation, ali weighted by the pmba-
ionization distribution of the Detailed configuration account- bility that the initial configuration
plasma ions. Such a priori charac- ing idealizes a plasma as a collec- is occupied. Figure 2a shows an
terizations are difficult, especially tion of individual ions (that is, the example of an iron opacity provided
in situations where the plasma is bound electrons are not in quasi- by the MCDCA code. The detail
out of local thermodynamic equilib- molecular orbitals), with each ion in should be contrasted with the aver-

rium (LTE). Because of these diffi- a definite state and labeled by the age atom results of Fig. 2b, which
culties, calculations often relied configuration of the bound elec- considers only one electron transi-

on approximate "average-atom" trons. In our model, a configuration tion from a single (fictitious)average
descriptions. 1 To overcome the lira- is a set of occupancies of relativistic configuration that is statistically
itations of such an approach, we independent particle 3ubshells broadened to account for the many
developed a MonteCarlo detailed (Fig. 1). The free electrons, among detailed configurations.

u

i
i

"-- ____ ---

_J' :

!

1S1/2 2Sl/2 2Pl/2 2P3/2 3Sl/2 3P1/2 3P3/2 3D3/2 3D5/2 4Sl/2 4P1/2 4P3/2...etc

Figure 1. A .,;ample configuration in the j-i coupling scheme. Each subshell, which is labeled by {n,l,j},can h()h.i2j + 1 electrons
and is here pictured as a stack of boxes.
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F

The Monte Carlo Method radiative excitations and de- configuration need be computed only

The Monte Carlo technique 3,4 excitations, and collisional excitation once and then stored. When a con-
computes the state of the plasma by and de-excitation of b0und-bound figuration is revisited in the random
tracking the configuration history transitions as well as Augerand res- "walk," the rates are retrieved. The
of a test ion in the ambient plasma onant capture transitions. With this test ion eventually walks in a some-
and 'radiation field on an atomic time last category, dielectronic recombi- what bounded configuration space,
scale, lt starts from an arbitrary ini- nation processes are included in so we can economically make com-
till configuration, then calculates the their most general form because.the puter runs of many events by using

rate for each process by which the Monte Carlo method obviates the efficient look-up algorithms. _Iboffset
configuration can change. The code 'need for preselecting the radiative the men.tory needed to store every
then chooses a process randomly, but stabilization processes, rate, we can lump unlikely processes,

, the selection process is biased such In tlle rare occurrence thai a lumped
that those with the larges t rates are Code Development process is randt.nlv cht_sen, we Call

more probable, This is done by seg- Obviously, the expense of the cal- expand (regenerate) those rates at
rnenting the numerical interval [0,1] culation is in the generation of the will, thereby trading a small amount
into pieces that are proportional to required rates, This cost is mitigated ' of speed for an c,i!:.,a large all){)tlll[ t}f

the size of the rates, then randomly by two factors. First, the configura- memorv. Bv l'Umling tile MCDCA
pointing in the interval. In the gen- tional dependence of most rates can program for even hmger random
eral non-LTE case, we then determine be obtained by a series expansion in walks, observables such as the ionize-

the physical time the ion exists before occupation numbers about some tion balance or tile spectral opacity
changing from this initial configura- reference configuration, 5 often para- (which are primarily determined by
tion. As in nature, this time is ran- rnetrically through the transition the most probable configurations) are
dornly deterrnined from an exponen- energy. Second, the rates for each seen to converge rapidly.
tial decay law for the probability that
the ion has n.tade sao transition. The F'igure 2.

(a) The UFF
decay rate is obtained as the surn of 10B. opacity for iron
rates for ali processes by which the at plasma condi-
configuration can change, The test 105 tions of 160-eV
ion is then advanced to the new con- temperature and

£-_ 0.01-g/crn 3 densityfiguration, and the algorithm is 104 as calculated by
repeated indefinitely while we & the MCDCA code

record the configurations visited al'td ._ over the frequency
accumulate the total tlrne spent in _. 10a range of 0 to 3 keV,
each configuration, We assume that o (b) The LTEopac-
our system is ergodic and that the 102 ity for iron at theconditions of (a) as
test ion randomly, but rapidly, wan- calculated frcml
ders through configuration space 10 I [ [ tile average.a_om

and explores the most probable 05 code MURKY. TheI scale is Stlch that

regions, After a sufficiently long (b) the plot can berun, we can then equate the time ...
of this test particle with the _ 104 - directly overlayed, average !_ on (a) for compari-

ensemble average of the plasma. & son. The various
extra lines denoteThe physics governing dense ,_ 10a

plasmas are included in the Monte N_. _"-_ thetributioTindiviHualm
con=

Carlo method through the calcula- o 10= bound-b_,und,
tion of the rates. In the general non- bound-free, and
LTE situation, processes Should ] free-free processes.10
include radiative ionization and 0 0.5 1.0 1,5 2.0 2.5 a.O
recombination, collisional ionization Photonenergy(keV)
and recombination, bound-bourld
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Table 1. Charge-state distribution for selenium foil at Model Calculations
an electron temperatureof 700 eV, anion temperature of Among the many applications of
350 eV, rio external radiation fi_sld,and a free-electron the MCDCA code is the investigation
density of 5 x 1020cm-3. of dielectronic recombination pro-

Dielectronic Dielectronic cesses on the charge-state balance of
excluded included plasmas, Table 1 shows the non-LTE

Charge state (%) (%) ionization balance for selenium foil

targets during x-ray lasing conditions

Nitrogen-like 3.10 if we neglect dielectronic processes,Oxygen-like 14.60 0.14
Fluorine-like 33.08 2.54 The companion Fig. 3a plots the cal-
Neon-like 43.08 49.28 culated opacity for selenium (cor-
Sodium-like 5.54 37.21 reeted by stimulated emission). The

Magnesium-like 0.37 9.34 lines dipping in the figure denoteAluminum-like _ 1.32
narrow regions where x-ray lasing

gain occurs, and each feature agrees
with configuration averages of more
detailed treatments. Table 1 shows

105 :: that, if we include dielectronic

.-. 104 pl ocesses, the overall ionization stateof the plasma has one more bound

,_._10s electron, whereas the second most

dominant charge state ch,,,ges from
10_

i being more ionized to less ionized.

10 In Fig. 3b, the opacity now shows atin'tie-like hump in the spectrum,
1 but, interestingly, the positions of the

dominant lasing regions and their
10-1 _ains are relatively unaffected.

Besides modeling applications,
105 F (b) the MCDCA code will be used to

104 test the veracity of statistical approx-
imations for calculating opacity.

10a As an exarnple, Fig. 4a presents

E MCDCA results for steady-state
_10 2 I_on-LTE conditions typical of the

10 Nova gold disk x-ray conversionexperiments, which can be corn-

1 pared (Fig. 4b) to the statistical con-
figuration accounting (SCA) method

10-10 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 available in LASNEX.
Photon energy (keV)

Future Developments
Figure 3. (a) The steady-state non-LTE opacity for selenium at We will pursue several areas of
an electron temperature of 700 eV, ion temperature of 350 eV, code development in the near future
and free-electron density of 5 x 1020cm -3 after the pumping to expand the utility of the MCDCA
laser has fired (i.e,, assuming no external radiation field) as cal- code to modelers. We plan to includ:;
culated by the MCDCA code. We considered the physical pro- (if not rigorously, at least in somecesses of radiative excitation and ionization and collisional
excitation and ionization (along with their inverse process), computationally efficient approxi-
No dielectronic processes were included. Dips in fl_eopacity l_ation) term structure in the config-
(cut off below by the log scale) denote regions of x-ray lasing uration transitions. We also hope to
gain. (b) The opacity calculated for selenium at the plasma extend our capabilities to describe
conditions of (a) but including dielectronic processes.

411 i
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higher Rydberg states by successively 4. M.Y. Kuz'nlicheva and E.N. 5. D. Liberman and J. Albritton,

compacting tile detail of tile descrip- Ragozin, "X-Ray Plasma "Rapid Calculaticms of Properties
tion of states, starting from a rela- Spectroscopy al:_d the Properties of Plasma Atoms and Ions,"

of Multiply-Charged Ions," Laser Program Annual Report 1984tMstic subshell description at low n, - ' '
in Proc. Lebedev Physics htstitute, Lawrence Livermore National

to a nonrelativistic shell description I. 1.Sobel'man, Ed. (Nova Laboratory, Livermore, CA,
at intermediate n, until a hydrogenic Scientific, Conamack, NY, 1988), UCRI .-50021-84 (1985).

description of high-n states suffices, vol. 179, p. 241.

For non-LTE applications, we want to

input arbitrary (non-Planckian) radi- Figure 4. The
ation fields. Also, we are investigat- 108 steady-state non-LTE opacity for
ing algorithms to make distorted- gold at conditions
wave Auger rate calculations 10_ for Nova x-ray

cornpetitive with the faster (semi- ,,_ ]1 conversion experi-
analytic) Coulomb wave approxima- _ 104 men_,s: 1-kev

" ---- _ electron tempera-

tionsnow used. _ 10a ture and free-

O_ electron density ofReferences 1022cm -3, with a
1. B. Rosnvai, ].Q.S.R.T. 27, 211 102 radiation field

(1982); Phys, Rev, A 5, 1137 (1972). approximated by

2. B. Crowley, Average-Atom 10 l a Planckian at a
Quantum-Statisti:'al Cell temperature of

200 eV. (b) Tile

Model .by Hot LTE Plasma 106 F (b) opacity of gold forover a Wide Range of Density

Atomic Weapons Establishment, 10s the conditions of
Preprint No. 05/89, Aldermaston, ,.. (a) as computed
Great Britain (1989) and _ by the SCA option
references therein, l= 104 of LASNEX.

3. J. Albritton, "Monte Carlo &
Calculation of Non-LTE ._ 10a
Line Radiation," Laser Program _o. I
Am;,,ql R,'port 1985, Lawrence 0

ILivermore National Laboratory, 102
Livermore, CA, UCRL-50021-85

(1986). 10
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Atomic Modeling and X-Ray Astrophysics

A. L. Osterheld, W. H. Goldstein, D. A. Liedahl,* and S. M. Kahn*

Spectroscopy is a powerful tool for Collisional-Radiative Models kinetics are typically solved in
diagnosing plasmas under a wide and the Quasi-Steady-State steady state. This approach works
variety of conditions. Tools for Approximation well for a hot plasma near ionization
modeling plasma emission were first Atomic-level populations of an equilibrium, but it often yields inac-
developed in the 1960s to interpret evolving plasma are described in a curate and confusing results in a
x-ray emission from solar flares, collisional-radiative model by the noneqtfilibrium plasma. The time

More recently, advances in modeling following rate equation: scales for the excited states to equili-
have been motivated by an interest brate are often much shorter than the

in magnetic fusion, ir, ertial confine- dni _ tlkRik - tl i_ RiA., (1) time scales for changes in plasma
ment fusion, and x-ray lasers, and ill = k k conditions or in the ionization bal-
by the development of laboratory ance. We solve the rate equations for
sources of hot, dense plasmas, where RiA.is a rate coefficient for a such plasmas in the quasi-steady-

The Prompt Diagnostics Program transition from level i to k. Rik state approximation. The ground-
has considerable expertise in includes collisional excitations and state-level populations are treated as
modeling laboratory and weapons de-excitations, radiative decays, col- parameters, and the excited-state
plasmas. We are engaged in a lisional ionizations and recombina- equations are solved in steady state,
collaboration to use these modeling tions, and radiative and dielectronic including excitation mechanisms
capabilities to study astrophysical recombinations, resulting from the nonequilibrium
plasmas, which will, thus, allow Applications of these equations to ionization balance. This approach
us to study plasmas that are complicated systems have typically allows nonequilibrium plasmas to be
difficult to create in the laboratory, been limited by the number of treated without introducing time

To date, our work in modeling atomic levels treated in the calcula- dependence. We infer the ionization

has focused on: tion and by the quality of the atomic balance from observed x-ray intensi-
.. Applying a quasi-steady-state rate coefficients. To address these ties. With this ionization balance,
approach to an evolving plasma, problems, we have implemented our model describes the line-

• Improving the accuracy of techniques that quickly and accu- excitation mechanisms correctly, in
calculations of fundamental rately calculate large numbers marked contrast to the ionization-
atomic rates required for plasma of energy levels and transition rates, equilibrium approximation.
modeling. This information is used to investi- The quasi-steady-state approxi-
• Developing an extremely detailed gate laboratory and weapons plas- marion is ideally suited to ,_pectral
collisional-radiative model for mas. Our techniques, discussed diagnostics of plasmasl We have
studying emission from iron ions in below, are a great improvement successfully used this approach to
a collision-dominated plasma, over those generally available in analyze x-ray spectra from a variety
• Enhancing traditional collisional- the astrophysics community, of laboratory plasma sources, lt is
radiative methods to describe the The straightforward integration of similarly useful for diagnosing

photodriven plasmas that exist in the rate equations coupled to the astrophysical plasmas, particularly
x-ray binary systems, hydrodynamic and energy-balance in novel environments for which

In the future, we will also investi- equations is costly. Furthermore, it plasma conditions, driving-energy
gate supernova remnants and active often yields little insight in systems sources, and line-formation mecha-

galactic nuclei, for which the driving mechanisms nisms are poorly understood, or
are not well characterized. The level in which the plasma is far from

ionization equilibrium.

* University of California, Berkeley.
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Atomic Data for Modeling ill Fe XVII ill tile isolated-resonance Fe XVI-XVIII, we are developing a
Typical plasma-modeling calcula- approximation. 5 Thousands of technique that allows us to simul-

tions treat tile populations of hun- autoionizing resonances contribute taneously determine the electron
dreds of levels and require rate coef- to these rate coefficients. Previous temperature and the relative frac-
ficients for thousands of atomic calculations usc,t configuration- tions of Fe XVII and Fe XVIII in the
transitions. Until recently, the calcu- averaged approaches, which incor- line-emitting region.
lation of these rates_particularly the rectly determined energetically
collisional excitation rates required allowed autoionization channels. Photoionized Nebulae
to treat intermediate electron densi- Our calculated resonant- High-quality spectroscopic data
ties_was prohibitively expensive, excitation rates are considerably are available from solar flares and

We obtain the atomic parameters lower than those currently used to active regions. The existence of
for our models from tile Hebrew interpret Fe XVII emission from these data has encouraged tile
University-Lawrence Livermore astrophysical sources. This result development of a number of
Atomic Code (HULLAC). This ha,,_serious implications for the plasma-emission codes that model

package was originally developed interpretation of solar-flare data, the x-ray spectra of optically thin,
at Hebrew University of Jerusalem. where the 3s-2p Fe XVII transition collision-driven plasmas. Although

We have collaborated with Hebrew has been of major importance, these tools are often used to analyze
University to improve and enhance spectra from other cosmic sources,
the HULLAC code at LLNL over the The L-Shell Spectra of the typical assumption of collisional-
past several years. Energy levels, Ionized Iron radiative equilibrium renders them
radiative and Auger transition rates, Because of the importance of the inapplicable in many important
and distorted-wave electron-impact x-ray spectra of L-shell iron in astrophysical systems. A striking
excitation cross sections are calculated solar flares and other astrophysical example is provided by phott_ion-
in tile relativistic, multiconfigura- x-ray sources, we used tile HUL- ized nebulae around x-ray binary
tional, parametric potential model. 1-3 LAC package to construct a detailed systems. The x-ray spectra presently
The cross-section calculation uses a atomic model _ of Fe XVI-XIX. available from these systems have
powerful factorization theorem and This model includes all important generally resisted unambiguous
a physically motivated interpolation radiative and collisional transitions interpretation with these models.
scheme to reduce computer time as well as detailed calculations of Line-excitation mechanisms in
requirements by several orders of resonant-excitation and dielec- photoionized plasmas differ dramati-
magnitude. 4 This unique cornbina- tronic-recombination rates, cally from those in conventional,
tion of accuracy and speed is ideal for When we cornpared our model collisionally driven plasmas. 7 In an
plasma-modeling applications, calculations with high-resolution equilibrium collisional plasma, tile

spectral data from solar flares a:td excitation processes and ionization
Resonant Excitation in active regions, we discovered sex,- balance are both characterized by
Fe XVII eral misidentified and unidentified the electron temperature. This fact

Resonant excitation refers to the x-ray transitions. Our analysis has ensures that tile excitation of levels
enhancement of electron-impact exci- shed doubt on some currently used having x-ray transitions is dominated
tation arising from electron capture plasma diagnostics. Ratios of by collisional excitation. In a strongly
to states lying in the continuum, fol- 3d-2p transitions from different photodriven plasma, however, the
lowed by subsequent autoionization, charge states, Fe XVll and Fe XVIII, flux of ionizing radiation produces a
Because the temperature dependence for example, are frequently used to charge-state distribution significantly
of this process differs from that of estimate electron temperature. This overionized relative to tlle local elec-
direct excitation, accurate calcula- practice is dangerous, as it requires tron temperature. In this situation,
tions of this effect are important for an accurate calculation of tile com- recombination and recombination-
plasma diagnostics. We recently plex processes governing the ion- cascades are the dominant line-
enhanced the HULLAC package to ization balance and assumes that excitation mechanisms. These phe-

treat Auger transitions, and we calcu- the plasma has reached ionization nomena produce striking qualitative
lated resonant-excitation-rate coeffi- equilibrium. Using lines from differences in the features of tile x-ray
cients for the 2pS3s and 2p53p levels
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spectra, as shown in Fig. 1. This spectra but have largely disappeared This exanlple demonstrates how
figure compares model Fe XV1-XIX from tile XPN spectra. At tile low applying standard plasma-emission
spectra under conditions appropriate XPN temperature, the collisional exci- codes to XI_Ns can easily lead to line
to two environments: a hot coronal tation rates are vanishingly small, misidentifications and subsequent
pla_maa, and an x-ray photoionized while the photoionization-driven errors in estimates of plasma condi-
nebula (XPN). 7 The 3d-2p transi- ionization balance produces strong ,tions. For example, naisidentifying
tions arising from strong impact- line excitation bv recombination the 1.5-nra Fe XIX feature in the

excitation rates dominate the coronal and cascades. XPN spectra as the Fe XVll 3d-2p
transition would lead to a gross
error in the inferred ele,:tron tem-

100 perature. A feature at th_s wave-
(a) length that is present in available

spectroscopic data from low-mass

80 - ,-. x-ray binary systems a,_ has escaped
unambiguous interpretation in the

"_ _ context of coronal-emission models.

._ 60 - _ "_ = In addition, a feature observed at"o eq _.

'_> x_ "_ 4 ._ × "_" 1.6 nm had been identified as the

'-_ '_ -o_ =_ t_ _- _ O VIII Lyman-[_ transition, even
ua 40 -- ta. ---" × _ ='-" though the I_,yman-0_ transition

>x _ was not observed. Our analysis

__fd.j_L & ta*_ ta® suggests that this feature is 3s-2p

20 emission from Fe XVIII.

I Future Work0 "_ • The work surnmarized here is
ongoing. We are completing our

30 investigation of charge-state and
(b) temperature diagnostics in coronal

plasmas. These diagnostics will
make timely contributions to the
study of solar flares and active

20 - _: regions as the next solar maximum
"" ¢",I

_" " approaches. Our investigation of
'-_ ,.-_ XPNs has revealed qualitative sig-
'F: "_ --" _ natures of photoionized plasmas.= X

w _ >x *_ We are, therefore, studying quanti-ta
10 -

× _ tative diagnostics. In addition, we

__ plan to investigate young super-

nova remnants, which are thought
to be in an ionizing phase and

0 _ . I_,. ] _, _,ad_ a_ _ ^ I , which may be non-Maxwellian.
1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 Satellite missions planned for this

Wavelength (nm) decade will provide high-quality
x-ray spectra from a variety of cos-

Figure 1. Comparison of model emission spectra for Fe XVI-XIX under conditions mic environments. Those data will
appropriate to (a) coronal equilibrium, where kT t. = 500 eV and n_.= 10II cm-3 (Tt, is rival data now gathered from the

electron temperature, and n_.is electron density), and (b) x-ray photoionized nebu- sun. The spectroscopic study t)f
lae, where kTe = 10eV and ne = 10II cm-3. The emissivity scale is arbitrary. This these objects will contribute sub-
example demonstrates how the application of standard plasma-emission codes
to XPNs can easily lead to line misidentifications and subsequent errors in esti- stantially to our understanding of
mates of plasma conditions, cosmic x-ray s(.)urces.
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Streak-Camera Image Processing on the Macintosh II

R. M. Buck and E. M. Lent

The electronic streak camera is electronically by a densely packed Processing Software
used heavily by experimental physi- array of charge-coupled diodes. We selected the Apple Macintosh
cists of the Prompt Diagnostics Figure 2 shows a typical streak- II computer as the office and lab-
Program to record fast pulses. In a camera record. To analyze an indi- oratory workstation for the physi-
typical downhole experiment, illus- vidual streak, one computes the time cists of the Prompt Diagnostics
trated in Fig. 1, many detectors are and the integrated light intensity for Program. This computer is well
set up to measure a fast transient each point along the streak. The suited for processing irnages_
pulse of radiation. The output of integrated light intensity can be con- particularly those from streak
each radiation detector is con'verted verted to optical power at the streak- cameras--when it is outfitted with
to a light signal and transmitted camera input by means of a set of 8 Mbyte of memory, a 16- or 19-in.
over an optical fiber to the streak calibration streaks, then to a radia- color monitor, and, optionally, a
camera, where the ends of tile fibers tion level at the detector. This article floating-point accelerator board.
are arrayed at the entrance slit. describes tile steps used to trans- We use three Macintosh codes in

Light from each fiber forms a spot form each streak into a power-time streak-camera image processing.
on the camera's photocathode. The history at the input window through These codes are discussed in detail

electrons emitted from each spot on use of processing software running below. The IMAGE L code displays
the photocathode are focused by on tile Apple Macintosh II computer, the image record and allows the user
electromagnetic fields onto a phos-
phor screen placed at the image
plane of tile camera. In operation,

the spots are swept across thetheSCreen NI/ Signal_treaks/\

by a ramp voltage applied to __ i/, ,_

deflection structure of the camera,

creating a linear streak for each fiber. I ___ooO I

Knowing the sweep speed of the Timing
camera, we convert the linear dis- comb

placement along each streak to
elapsed time. Time resolutions of

better than 1 ns have been achieved Source Detectors Opticalfibers Streak Image
in laboratory and field experiments, camera
Tile light emitted by the phosphor

screen is amplified by an electron Figure 1. Schematic of a typical experiment in which a streak camera records fast
microchannel plate, then recorded pulses of radiation from multiple detectors.
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to locate image features and average density along rows, STREAKPRO Code. The CD(;
extract subimages and lineouts, columns, or diagonal lines of a user- developed the STREAKPI{O code

The STREAKPRO code performs defined region of interest. IMAGE L specifically for processing Streak-
geometric-distortion correction, provides many MacPaint-like edit- c,lmera images. (The code's name is
automated streak extraction, and ing functions, including the capabil- an acronym for streak processor.) lt
amplitude calibration. The TCAL ity to draw lines, rectangles, and works cooperatively with IMAGE L
code analyzes the timing tracks of ovals and to write text. Density pro- to provide the custom processing
the camera and assigns times to files and histograms may be output steps that are needed to reduce and
each streak point, into SOCKIT files or tab-delimited analyze streak-camera data. The

IMAGE L Code. The IMAGE 1 files for input to the SODA signal- code does not display images itself
code is a Mm'intosh II program for processing code or other processing but links with IMAGE L under
acquiring, enhancing, analyzing, and plotting codes such as Excel and Multifinder, so that images opened
editing, animating, and pseudocol- CricketGraf. Manipulated image with STREAKPI_,O can be immedi-
oring gray-scale or color images, files may be stored either in the ately displayed by IMAGE L.
A modified version, named code's own format or as PICT files, The capabilities of STREAKPRO
IMAGE L, was developed by the foc inclusion in reports and other include:
Prompt Diagnostics Program's Code media. When IMAGE L is used • Unary and binary operations on
Development Group (CDG) to work with the STREAKPRO code, it will images.

with 16- and 32-bit streak-camera display any type of image that ., Sinc-function interpolation of
images. IMAGE L produces his- STREAKPRO can handle, which image rows.

tograms; performs contrast enhance- now includes images in IPIC • Creation of a streak map, which
ment, density profiling, and digital (IMAGE L format), PDS, Photo- locates the column of peak intensity
filtering; and can compute the metric, and Excel formats, for each streak in a calibration

image.
Figure 2. Typical • Automated extraction of streaks

streak-camera from an image, using a previouslyrecord. Time reso-
lutions of less created streak map to locate streak
than 1 ns have edges. This feature forms a streak
been achieved in table of integrated streak intensity
laboratory and vs row and streak number.
field experiments, o Conversion of streak-table row

number to time, using the time-
conversion file resulting from a run
of the TCAL tinring code.
® Creation of SODA--format or tab-
format files from rows or colurnns of
a streak table.

• Correction for adjacent-channel
crosstalk.

• Arnplitude calibration by linear
interpolation into a set of calibration
streaks.

• Dewarping of irnages to correct
for geometric distortion of the cam-
era along the time axis.

TCAL. The TCAL code analyzes
the timing tracks of the camera to
generate a timing calibration curve.

This curve is then applied tc) each
streak to convert displacement along
the streak to calibrated time.
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Streak-Camera ----..- -,--, ..... ---.- .... ,.--, .........- - • .... ,. ........
Processing Steps ""*'_" "°'""""'"'""'""" ......." ".." ..'"" .............,lllmll_lll_-t_ldll_ _$@t, mmml_ll._4_Pe._ll,,mo,_l_le,_ilQ@*,,,,_ * ,m U,,0,_-lDe,.-. , _ * •

We r_ovvdiscuss tlle usual streak- _ IN--.-,,-,_Nm,O.,m_,*.*_._._e--..o,.-..h.,,**- ....... • " ""
nMHI_IlgI,_III_I,06,D_O,lm ILO,OOboa_l.StO me_Qo 11,,4e ,_l o,no • o t _p * m_, • • • t ..*....

camera processing steps, which are _,_N,....... ,_.....,,.....,..®.....,..,..... .... ,, .. • .... , ......

image dewarping, streak extraction., , _ o-.._.,og_*h,_..,,,,,_,.,.,, ._._..'.,,,. ..... ,_
, and arnplitude and time calibration, ""_ ,1 )_

Image Dewar ng, A strea - a,,_,....,,.. ,,_o,_,_,..**_,_,._.,.°,_,,_,w,,,.,,,,,,,-, ,.,,,_........ , .
camera record is not an image in the 0_,,,,.,,m** ................. .,m,_Nm_ua_,,**,m,,.)_, ,, ,,,, ,,,

• _oto ra _ic sense because it oes .

not reproduce the intensity patterns _.....,._ ..,...,,..,,_°_,.,,._._,_.,.,,,_.,,..,,,..., .... ,,,, • ,

of a projected three-dimensional Figure 3. Typical record used to measure distortion in streak-camera images caused
_ object, Rather, it uses the imaging by nonuniformities in the camera's electron optics, The dots forming each line are

format to record signals from several created simultaneously, and the departure of each dot from linearity indicates the
two-dimensional data channels magnitude of bowing distortion, This information is used in dewarping the streak-

(fiber-optic power vs time), There- camera image,
fore, relatively few analytical opera-
tions that are truly image processing
have to be perforrned, which greatly
reduces the power required of the 120 -- _,-crm,_.-rg<r__ r_
computer, Image dewarping is the

only true image-processing opera- cm%_tion for streak-camera data that we
discuss here,

Nonuniformities in the electron 100 -

optics of the streak camera can cause
,,i .)* . 1,a Fmcush_on geometric distortion

to appear in the image, Straight __
lines are irnaged by the camera as 80 -
bowed lines, UMess the bowing c_m=a'__'a_

distortion, which occurs along the _o " -
time axis, is corrected, it will pro- tr

duce timing errors cluring subse- 60 -- na..---%_a:_..c_: r_-_--_-a-*-,:_
quent time-conversion processing,

To reduce geometric distortion, _-_-_.-__..._..t=x__
which can be as large as a two-row

deviation from linearity, we apply 40 1 _ [ 1 ] _- r__
geometric-d istortion correction
("dewarping") to the irnage, First, _[___]__*_ lr
we measure the bowing distortion

- . - -_c_tm_ m

in the time direction by repetitively 20 --
" pulsing a laser into the fiber inputs m:rjSm:n "__

while the camera is streaked. This

procedure gives a sequence of lines ,._._w.m_*:n:m-n_o-<_o--.r,---_-,_m
of dots across the camera, each line I L _ 1 I I I
formed from situ u lta neou sl y crea ted 0 0 100 200 300 400
dots (Fig. 3). The departure of each Column
dot line from linearity shows the

magnitude of the bowing distortion. Figure 4. Result of fitting the polynomial model t¢_the dot-line image shown in Fig. 3,
We accurately determine the overall
distortion by fitting a mathematical
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model of tile distortion to ali tile dot
(a) lines at once. Each dot lille is fitted

, with a polynomial model'

I- - IYi- Yc I =a0(r 0) + Al(r0(x i -x(i)
I
I ii
I + A2(ro)(x j - x0)2, (1)

where x i, Yj are tile centers of tile
t. dots in a given dot line, in camera

column and row units; Yc is tile row
rmmber of tile center of the distor-

Q & tion pattern (in general, tile distor-
tion pattern is nearly symmetric
about a row near the camera center);

l-
o x0 is the column number of tile in:ter-

I section of the dot line with the fidu-
, , ! cial column (a constant for tile

II image); and r0, which is to be deter-
0 I mined by tile modeling process, is

_ _1 the Y value to be assigned to this dot
line, i.e., it is the row number of tile

dot line in the dewarped irnage.
The Aks are themselves functiollS

6 of the variable r0:
(b)

A O= rl_, (2)
5

A.1= A-lO+ A.llr 0 + A12ro2 + Al2, (3)

4 A 2 = A20 + A21r0 + A22r(i2 + All, (4)

wllere All, Al2 are asymmetry coef-
"_ 3 ficients that account for the depar-

'_ ture of the distortion pattern fromg.
symmetry about Y = Yc. Aat, Al2

2 are nonzero only in tile part of the

_/_ irnage above Y = Yc.

Each dot line is approximated in
1 this rnodel by a quadratic form

whose coefficielltS are allowed to

0 [ [ vary slowly over tile camera from
160 200 240 280 320 top to bottom. Because tile model

Row/columnpixelno. depends on r0 in a nonlinear way,
the eqL:ations are solved by an itera-

Figure 5. Illustration of streak extraction, which is the formation of a two- tive least-squares metllod to find the
dimensional profile produced by integrating in one direction over the pixels best-fit values of the six Al/,., A2k

making up the streak. (a) A section of the streak-camera record shown in Fig. 2. coefficients and All, Al2. Figure 4
The dashed rectangle outlines the part of the t:iming-c_mlb streak to be extracted, sllows the result of fitting the model
(b) Pr:ffile resulting from the extraction as performed by our IMAGE L code. to the dot-line irnage in Fig. 3.
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Once we determine the model of each peak. This step produces a Streak-Amplitude Calibration.
coefficients, any image from the map that gives the locus of each The streak profile is now in units of
camera can be dewarped by solving streak in the image, pixel value vs distance along the
the modeling equations at each Signal streaks are extracted by streak, i.e., row units. Applying an
image point (x, Y). That is: applying the streak map as a tent- amplitude calibration converts the

plate over a signal image. All pixels ordinates to optical-power input to

Ydewarped = r0(Y, Yc, x - x0, within a specified distance of a the streak camera. This step is
streak locus are suntmed to produce performed in STREAKPRO by

Ao, Al, A 2) . (5) an extracted streak profile. The cmb. looking up the profile pixel value
bration streaks and the signal in _.ach row, in a previously prepared

Automated Streak Extraction. streaks must be in registration for table of pixel value vs row number
Extractil g a streak means forming a this method to be successful, for various input powers (see Fig. 6).
two-dimensional profile of a three-
dimensional streak by integrating in
one direction over the pixels that
make up the streak. Figure 5a
shows a section of the image dis- 350 -
played in Fig. 2. The dashed rectan-
gle outlines a portion of a tinting-
comb streak that we want to extract

by integrating the pixel values along 300
each row within the rectangle.
Figure 5b shows the profile resulting
front the extraction as performed by
IMAGE L. The abscissa is the row 250

number along the streak, and the
ordinate is the average pixel value =®
for each row within the integration

rectangle. This process, in which the _ 200
user must manually place a selection g-
rectangle around each streak desired 5
for extrac,ion, only 'works well for a

few streaks that are well separated 150 ,1
and aligned along camera columns.
The automated streak-extraction fea- 2
ture of STREAKPRO allows the

rapid extraction of many nonlinear
st:eaks simultaneousl3,: 100

The first step is the creation of a ___,_

streak map for the intage. A streak
map is a table of streak-peak column
locations, which is given for each 50 I [ I
row of the image, lt is automatically 0 100 200 300 400 500
constructed by STREAKPRO front a Row no.
calibration image in which all fibers

are evenly illuminated. The code Figure 6. Calibration table used to determine optical-power input to the streak
scans each row of the image to camera. Input-power levels are at 0, 2, 5, and 10.
loca te the peak pixel value for each
streak or, alternatively, the centroid
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Tile calibration table itself is gener- Summary

:::':::::/..........._-,__?_-;_ , ated by processing the streaks pro- We have implemented an exten-
"_/...................-:] .........v_c__--__[ duced by _.alibrated light signals sive set ot: procedures for processing

[]II '1 !1 _[[. _J___ .........__]I]1 in trodStreak-Timeu ced in to the camCalibration.era input slit. stMacintoshrea k-carneraili cornputerni ages osystenl,n the AppleThe
t_tlt

i_| _ _, ':ii ..... i IL, I We perform time calibration with STREAKPRO processing code, run

,,[..,: ..... :_.,:._ [ the auxiliary code WCAL. TCAL in conjunction with the lMAGE L
'° ' '. .i. ': ' reads a comb file that has been inlage-viewing code, allows the

, _' ,., , . =..j , L,. extracted fronl the streak record, user to perforrn a sequen.ce of oper-
I '°-_--_--_-_'Z_-;_r--_--,-_. ] A level used in tile peak-finding ations necessary to dewarp images

algorithm is set, and the frequency and extract, calibrate, correct, and

(b) , ,_,,,= , , , or tau, which is used for timing, is time the streaks in a camera image,
'.:',':':"_ entered (see Fig. 7a). Tile centroid of using timing information generated

'° eacll peak is determined and a time by the TCAL code.
" assigned (see Fig. 7b). The restllting These new capabilities have

I _ I I I I channel-vs-time data are fitted greatly increased tile efficiency and

![ ' to yield tile time calibration (see convenience of image processing in

: , i i i Fig. 7c). The data and tile resultant tile Prompt Diagnostics Program.

' '" ' ':"_'_"" fit can be displayed hl either chan- Processing operations have moved
, I

° J"_ ,i nel or velocity representations to from remote time-shared cornputers,
_ _i i I,: ' 'l;................ show the quality of the fit. such as the Octopus Crays and the

...... At this point, we either apply the L Division !maging Research and
calibration to individual extracted Development Laboratory's VAX, to

(c) ,_,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,i,, -_v--_ streaks or save the calibration results Macintosh workstations in tlle office

::;':°:'_ and read them into STREAKPRO to or laboratory. Enllancements
,, • ......... ,., calibrate the entire streak record, planned for STREAKPRO in FY 1990

),..... The calibration process includes a include frequency-donlain filtering,
," velocity correction to the amplitudes spatial-domain convolution, and the

: ,_ in which areas are preserved, modeling of streak profiles to, i_ /

' ," In some cases, a marker signal, improve tile precision of streak-
'° , ".... which effectively records the veloc- power estirnates.
, .,'" ity variations along tile streak, is
0 "" included with the timing comb. If Reference

...... _,_",'....... so, TCAL determines the channel- 1. The IMAGE code was written by
W. Rasband of the Nationalvs-time data from the comb as
Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Mb.

before and combines them, in a

Figure 7. (a) Macintosh display showing least-squares sense, with the marker
the level and tau used in the peak-find- data to obtain a calibration wtlose

ing algorithm. (b) Display showing the velocity inforrnation is from tile
centroids of each peak. (c) Display marker and whose times have been
showing the data and the resultant fit.

adjusted to fit the timing-comb data.
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Charged-Particle Transport
Features in the COG Code

T. P. Wilcox, Jr.
L

COG 1 is a Monte Carlo transport we ran several calculations and sup- combining the irnproved COG and

code that we wrote for the NTES plied curve fits. This method was upgraded EGS4 codes, we expect to
Directorate to solve detector and satisfactory for sirnple calculations, produce a COG program to solve
background signal problen:s during but complicated problems required calculations projected for future
nuclear tests. COG is also a gen- rnore detail. We then provided data NTES projects.
eral-purpose shielding code and on a disk file that described three We are placing the EGS4 cross-
solves criticality calculations. This values of direction, three values of section generator into a version of
easy-to-use tool produces accurate position, a time value, particle type, COG so that the standard COG
results from input data and, unlike and statistical weight for every elec- inputs will define data for electron
many codes of this type, is not tron or positron generated by the and positron cross sections. We will
affected by built-in approximations photon reactions. The transport next add the Monte Carlo methods
that "speed-up" a calculation. The codes were then altered to read that transport charged particles.
code has been used since FY 1987 these data. In all cases, COG simu- These methods differ frorn methods

and has met design goals, lated charged particles but still used to follow photons and neutrons
The original version of COG han- could not follow them. because electrons lose only a very

dled neutrons and photons within The fourth user group required small fraction of their energy in a
the energy ranges of existing cross- electron transport calculations and collision. Our goal is to implement

section data (100 eV to 100 MEV). In used the EGS4 code developed at the these methods in a manner that pre-
FY 1989, the photon data were Stanford Linear Accelerator Center vents the user from receiving incor-
extended to i1_clude both lower (SLAC) in Palo Alto, California. 2 rect answers because of method

energies (10 eV) and higher energies This code was satisfactory in the aspects that he or she does not
(100 GEV), and we are incorporating beginning, but later problems understand. These techniques of
this information with only minor required the design of more compli- transporting electrons involve only a
adjustments for physical reactions cated geometries and source descrip- few additions to the COG geometry
that exist at the higher energies. The tions. We placed our upgraded COG package, and most of this imple-
potential to follow charged particles geometry package into the fourth mentation is complete.
is written into the code's framework, group's version of EGS4 and To conclude our work, we will
However, we have not yet calculated arranged this code to read a COG- run a series of calculations on exper-
these particles, and attempts to fol- written sou:ce description file. imentally determined systems.
low them produce error warnings Since FY 1985, LLNL's Computa- These benchmarks will show that
that terminate the code. tional Physics Division has been the code and methods employed in

In FY 1989, four groups of COG securing electron data and develop- it produce satisfactory results.

users asked that charged-particle ing Monte Carlo techniques for trans-
transport be added. These users port calculations. We intended to References
included three groups interested in incorporate these into the COG code, 1. T.P. Wilcox, Jr., and E. M. Lent,

COG_A ParticleTransport Code
electromagnetic pulse (EMP) calcu- but work has slowed because of Designed to Solve the Boltzmann
lations. We initially added the abi!- funding problems. In FY 1989, while Equation for Deep-Penetration
ity to indicate the production of elec- waiting for this information , we (Shielding) Ppvblems--Vol. 1, User
trons from photon reactions at a started to analyze the EGS4 code, Manual, Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory, Livermore)
detector location and to specify the which is best for calculating higher- CA, M-221-1 (1989).
energy, direction, and tirne history of energy electrons and positrons, to 2. W.R. Nelson, H. Hirayama, and
the electrons. We then transferred understand its operation and data D.W.O. Rogers, The EGS4 Code
the results from this improved code generation. We have also examined System, Stanford Linear Accelerator
to various EMP codes. To minimize codes that contain better physics Center, Palo Alto, CA, SLAC
errors in interpolating the results, for lower-energy particles. By Report 265 (1985).
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High-Quality Image Processing for
Atomic and Laser-Physics Applications

C. H. Dittmore

We have devised a system that For many years, we chose a high- We found the Kodak T-Max 100-,
photographs the performance speed film (such as Kodak Royal X 400-, and 3200-speed films to be
results of diagnostic devices and Pan) because of the limited light great photographic-filrn advance-
related weapons-test data. We output of the cathode-ray tube ments. These fih'ns show the first
collect these data on film as photo- (CRT). However, with the emer- application of tabular-grain technol-
graphic records of oscilloscope gence of the microchannel-plate ogy to black-and-white filrn. This
traces. Ou r system consists of a CRT, the high-speed capability of film has Kodak T-Grain, an emul-
detector, a transmission cable, an this film is no longer our main crite- sion that reshapes pebble-like crys-
oscilloscope, a camera, and various rion when choosing film. We now tals into a slate-like, tabular forrn.
electronic-support equipment. The look for film that has smaller grain Kodak photographic scientists have
system's success depends on the size, higher resolution, a better reshaped the silver halide crystals to
performance of these components, signal-to-noise ratio, greater maxi- provide more surface area to catch
Because the end record is photo- mum density, greater dynamic light. This reshaping impl'oves

graphi c film, the quality of the film range, and less sensitivity to envi- sharpness, is more responsive to
record will determine the quality ronmental degradation induced by development changes, expands
and quantity of the data that can be ionizing radiation, exposure latitude, and improves
recovered from the experiment. For the past few years, the EG&G reciprocity with both long- and
Experimental data that we record Special Measurements Photography short-exposure times.
on photographic film can be Group, Las Vegas, Nevada, and
degraded by many factors (e.g., LLNL L Division personnel have Two-Beam Nova Laser
focus, grain, noise, processing, and tested different photographic films Diagnostic Equipment
ionizing radiation), to be used for data recording. One of the diagnostic equipment

items that we use on the Nowt laser

shots is the microchannel-plate
intensified grazing-incidence spec-
trograph (MCPIGS). The data
image is emitted on P-11 phosphor,
which has a spectral peak at 460 nm.
Because of low- and high-in tensity
levels, a film with a high sensitivity

at 460 nrn requires a wide dynamic
range. We chose the Kodak T-Max

3200 film, which can also be push-
developed to a higher sensitivity.
In Fig. 1, we show a scanning-
electron-microscope (SEM) picture
of the emulsion that we acquired by
first freezing the sample and then
fracturing it. This photograph
shows the emulsion to be a bi-pack.

' - = l_rn A bi-pack is a combined slow and
fast emulsion, with the slower

Figure 1. A cross section of Kodak T-Max 3200 film, with a 1-_tm marker that shows grains on the bottom, lt has larger,
grain size. more sensitive, tabular-shaped

grains on the top and smaller,
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Figure 2.
spherical-shaped grains on the bot- Sensitometric120
torr:. A bi-pack emulsion gives a xenon-flash and
greater dynamic range in latitude of filter simulation of

exposure. To calibrate the film, we the sp ,:tral enlis-sion of standard

filtered an EG&G MKVII xenon- phosphor P-11
flash sensitom_ 'er tc) simulate (blue curve). The
P-ll phosphor (Fig. 2). We then 80 - actual spectral
calibrated the unit at the Opto- _ emission of tile
Electronic Cal;bration Facility so the _ phospllor (black• curve) is shown
output appears in ergs/cm 2. We _ for comparison.
also used a Kodak coi ,tinuous =o
wedge that is composed ot M car- ,_
bon. The wedge becomes spectri- 40 -

cally flat over the visible spectrum
and, thus, has a density progression
of 0.30/cm over a 10-cm range. The

wedge then has an exposure range
of 1000:1. The duration of exposure 0
is 10-3 s, which is about the decay 360 480 600

time of P-11 phosphor. Every piece Wavelength(nm)
of shot film has the wedge exposed

on it prior to data exposure and Figure 3.
developing. In Fig. 3, we show the Processed T-Max
continuous wedge with alignment 3200 film that

shows a continu-
fiducial for digitizing. Figure 4 Alignmentflduclel p-l! ous wedge and
shows the pl _t of the density-rs- .LNLPHYSICS [_;_'_ for digRizing,--J_*:] alignment fiducial
exposure curve, for digitizing.

Film images are difficult to

develop evenly by hand, so we use Figure 4.
the same type of photographic- Density-rs-log
processing machine at ali locations. 3 I exposure for

This machine, made by Hope t T-Max 3200 film.

Industries, Inc., is a roller transport

with more that 1200 rollers, lt _.
gives constant, even agitation that _ 2 -

results in a better processed film. _ _J

The films are now digitized by
an image-digitizing microdensito-

meter that is controlled by a I_
microVAX computer. The digitiz- - 'i

ing-scan slit is 12.5 x 100 pm with a
pixel size of 12 btm in the x direc-
tion and 100 pm in the y direction.

Data are available on LLNL's Open 0 I [ j ,,, I J
LabNet or can be transferred to a -, -4 -2 -
removable disk for data reduction. Logexposure
For immediate needs, a laser shot

can also be quickly developed
and digitized, and data can be
reduced in less than 1 h.
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Experimental Components

Digital Data Links for Downhole Applications

N. H. Lau

J

Our present downhole cameras I cables, with nonreturn-to-zero from the Reticon camera will be car-
consist of: (NRZ) code format at 180 Mbit/s. tied uphole through an optical-fiber

• The Reticon 100 x 100 array Serial data at the end of the coaxial cable at 90 Mbit/s NRZ. The
camera, cable, or from the optical transmit- Fairchild III camera will require a
• The Reticon 128 x 128 array ter-receiver pair over the optical- data link of 360 Mbit/s.
camera, fit'er cable, couple into a bit-sync In this article, we describe our
• The Fairchild 380 x 488 array module, a frame-sync module, and present data link and a second-
camera, the memory system described generation data link, which we are
• The spectroscopy array camera below. We use dedicated bit-sync designing for all cameras. Our plan is

(SPAC) system, modules with each camera because to replace the current 820-nra optical-
!mage data from these cameras of different data rates. These mod- fiber link with a new 1300-nm link.

are digitized, converted from paral- ules operate at a maximum data The bit-sync, frame-sync, and mem-
lel to serial format, and then trans- rate of 180 Mbit/s with either NRZ cry rnodules will also be re.designed

mitted uphole through a coaxial or or biphase format. The frame-sync to use high-speed-logic integrated cir-
optical-fiber cable to the Image module and memory system are cults, programmable logic chips, and
Data Acquisition (IDA) system. 2 designed to accept 8-bit data. surface-mount components. The bit-
The Reticon cameras use coaxial In addition to these imaging sync module will accept serial data
cables for data transmission, with systems, we are developing a fast- up to 800 Mbit/s; the word size of the

biphase code format at 90 and 144 readout Reticon camera and have in frame-sync and memory module will
Mbit/s, respectively. The Fairchild the planning phase a fast-readout be extended from 8 to 16 bits.
and SPAC cameras use optical-fiber Fairchild III camera. Output data To preserve the high-data-rate

capabilities of an optical-fiber system,
Figure 1. First- we will use NRZ digital-coding for-

generation, Memory ] mat for transmission of data because

820-am optical- Fram_sync module I bandwidth requirements are effec-
fiber data link. Bit-syncmodule_ tively one-half that of return-to-zero

Optical receiver --7 code format, such as biphase. TheFairchild FO-4 NRZ code format, ;1als() contribute

SPAC optical-fiber to lower bit-error _,, .s. In cor_junc-

_._ Optical I cable tion with NRZ coding, we may use
1 transmitterJ mBnB encoding/decoding formats,

described later in this article, to fur-

• OpticalInformation • Op_;calreceiver ther improve system reliability.
Systems Discretedesign
Model0T8100 APE,at900nm Current System
300 Mbit/sdc (NRZ) 180Mbit/s Our present digital data link con-1.5mWaverage
-5.2 Vdc • Bit-sync module _,ists principally ,_,_the optical-fiber

180,144,and90MbWs link plus the uphote-storage system
• MA/COM,Dnc. NRZ/biphase (Fig. 1). The optical-fiber link is com-

ModelLDT346 posed of the optical transmitter, opti-

500Mbit/sdc (NRZ) • Frame-syncmodule cal-fibe_" cable, and optical receiver.2 mWaverage 8-bitdataplusparity
-5.2 V dc and+5.0V dc The upl,, ,le storage system in an IDA

• Memory configuration provides data storage,
8-bitdataplusparity which includes the bi ,;ync,
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franle-sync, and LeCroy, Inc., mere- photodiode with an optimum wave- Second-Generation Data-
ory modules. The optical receiver length of 900 nra. The design Link System
and ali modules in the storage system includes a dc-restoration circuit and We are upgrading our present
are computer-autonlated measure- operates at a i-,,aximum bit rate of data link to meet the more
ment and control (CAMAC) modules. 180 Mbit/s. Tile receiver is pack- advanced requirements of future

The bit-sync module accepts aged in a CAMAC module but does cameras. For the purposes of this
encoded serial data, locks in phase not respond to CAMAC commands, upgrade (Fig. 2), we have estab-
with the internal dock, and recovers Bit-Sync and Frame-Sync lished the following goals:
a clock and data from tile incoming Modules. The bit-sync module • Ali cameras will use optical-fiber
data. The frame-sync module con- accepts data in either NRZ or biphase cable for data transmission.
verts these data from serial to paral- format; generates a clock signal, * The data link must be able to
lel format, checks the parity, and which is synchronous with the transnait data up to 800 Mbit/s.
detects two frame-sync words. The incoming encoded data; and recovers • The data link must be able to
frame-sync words and ali subse- the data in phase with the clock, transmit more than S-bit data.

quent words are then transferred to The ck)ck is generated by an internal To convert the Reticon 100 x 100
the LeCroy memory modules for voltage-controlled crystal oscillator, and 128 x 128 cameras to the use
storage. After an event, data can be which matches the data rate of the of optical-fiber cables for data trans-
retrieved from the input/output camera. Data are constrained to a mission, we want tile optical trans-

megadisk in the IDA system, fixed bit rate and bit width, mitter and receiver to be economical.
Optical-Fiber Transmitter and Our frame-sync module con\'erts (Our current 820-nm transmitter is

Receiver. The optical-fiber transmit- the serial data stream to 9-bit parallel expensive and cannot meet high-
ter converts serial data from a cam- words (8-bit data and a parity) and bandwidth requirements.) The

era into optical signals, then couples detects the two, consecutive frame- communication industry is now
the signals into a fiber cable. Our sync words. In tile absence of frame- converging on tile 1300-nra wave-
current transmitter is the Optical sync words, no data are stored in the length region because of lower dis-
Information System (OIS) model- memory module. As soon as the persion loss and, thus, improved
OTS10t) transmitter printed-circuit frame-sync words are detected, pari- bandwidth performance. Two types

._ (PC) board. Four PC boards pack- ties are checked, and ali subsequent of 1300-nra link are commercially
aged with two dc power supplies data are passed on to the memory available: a cheaper link, with a
provide redundant data channels, module for storage, including the data rate of <200 Mbit/s, and a
The OIS transmitter uses a diode frame-sync words, more expensive link for data rates

laser as an optical source at 820 nra, Memory System. Our commer- up to 800 Mbit/s. Because our pre-
with _1.5-mW optical output, cially available LeCroy memory sys- sent cameras do not need a data link

We are replacing the OIS trans- tem consists of the controller and two of more than 180 Mbit/s, we will
mitter with the MA/COM, Inc., memory modules. The controller replace tile present 820-nra link
model LDT-346 transmitter. This receives data from the frame-sync with the less expen,_ive 1300-nnl
new transmitter contains a diode module with tile clock and stores the link to meet our first goal. A higher-
laser and a thermoelectric cooler data in memory. Each memory con- bandwidth link will be haaplemented

system for temperature compensa- sists of 64-kbit x 9-bit static, random at a later date, when needed.
tion of the laser and is designed to access memory (RAM) chips with We are evaluating the DTL-1300C
operate at 820 nra. Two MA/COM backup battery. The memory system transmitter (PCO, lhc.). This device
transmitters are packaged with a is designed to operate in multiples of uses a light-emitting diode as a light
single power supply to provide two two modules. Data in the memory source, is sealed it, a 16-pin, dual in-
data channels. A second transmitter modu!,' can be read out on the line package, and operates at 1300 nm
box will provide redundancy. CAMAC dataway or through an over 1 km of multimode fiber of

Tile optical-fiber receiver converts external output port. A TRAPIX sys- digital signals tlp 1o 220 Mbits/s.
the optical signal back to an electri- tem (Recognition Concepts, Inc.) is The cost of this transmitter is about
cal signal. The receiver is a discrete connected to the external output port 10'Y,,that of a MA/COM unit. In
design using an avalanche for real-time display, addition, the transmitter and its
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power requirements are small 878 Mbit/s will be implemented at camera, 72 Mbit/s for the Reticon
enough that these units can be a later date, when sdch a require- 128 x 128 camera, and 180 Mbit/s for
installed in our cameras. Two trans- ment arises, the Fairchild and SPAC cameras.

mitters are required for each camera Our 8-strand optical-fiber cable The new frame-sync module uses
to provide redundancy. (type FO-4) that is in use for the Sony emitter,coupled logic (ECL)

The associated receiver pair of 820-nra link was neither designed chips to accept serial inputs of up to
the DTL-1300 link cannot be used nor characterized for use at 1 Gbit/s. This module will allow us
because the receiver circuit uses 1300 nra. Nevertheless, tests have to select word size from 8 to 16 bits.

capacitive interstage coupling, shown that its losses are 2.5 dB/km The variable word size allows the
which lunits duty.-cycle variations at 820 nra, and 0.7 dB/krn at system to receive 10-bit data from
in serial data. Serial data of 9-bit 1300 mn, with a bandwidth in the Reticon 128 x 128 and Fairchild

NRZ format cannot guarantee a excess of 300 MHz/km at 1300 nra. cameras, and 12-bit data from the
defined duty cycle for the receiver. Therefore, we will continue using SPAC camera. At present, the
An alternative is the PCO trans- the FO-4 fiber cable until a higher- Reticon and Fairchild cameras com-
impedance p-i-n field-effect transis- bandwidth link is needed, press 10-bit data into 8 bit for trans-
tor (FET) receiver. This device The new bit-sync module is mission. The SPAC camera sepa-
consists of a p-i-i_ photodiode, mainly composed of the GigaBit rates the 12-bit word into two 8-bit
compatible with the 200-Mbit/s Logic, Inc., lC 16G041-H, which is a words for transmission.
transmitter bandwidth, driving a phase-lock-loop (PLL) clock-recovery We will replace our LeCroy mere-
buffered output FET amplifier with and data-regeneration circuit for 50- ory system with the Memory Archive
dc-coupled output. The design to 800-Mbit/s NRZ data. The chip is Controller and Memory Archive
includes a comparator and buffer both small (1.25 x 1.25 in.) and eco- module. 3 The new controller will
following the p-i-n FET to operate nomical. Our design will include receive 16-bit data from the frame-
as a digital receiver. A p-i-n FET several of these modules set at sync rnodule at a maximum rate of
receiver that operates up to 45 Mbit/s for the Reticon 100 x 100 100 Mword/s and pass these data to

the archive module for storage. A

single memory archive module con-
Memory tains 1 Mbyte of battery-backed

Frame-syncmodule memory organized as 500 kbytes x
Bit-syncmodule_ 16 bits. The system rnay be config-
Opticalreceiver--] ured with 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16 modules.

Ali FO-4 | _ When the system is configured with
cameras optical-fiber _ T T _ two modules, the controller inter-

llill I_j_ Optical [ cable IDA leaves the data. Data in nlemory are
,"-ii ]transmitter. system read by the IDA system through the

controller using the CAMAC dat-
• PCO,Inc. • FO-4cable • Opticalreceiver away, which is limited to the

ModelDTL-1300C 2.5dB/kmat 820nm PINFETS(878Mbits/s) CAMAC bus speed of 1 MHz,
(upto220Mbits/s) 0.7dB/kmat 1300nm We are studying a coding format• Bit-syncmodule

GlgaBitLogic16G041.H that is an alternative to NRZ for
(50 to 800 Mbit/s) transmitting more than 8-bit data.

The PCO link can handle 8-bit NRZ
• Frame-syncmodule

data with all eight bits logic 1, orUpto 800Mbit/s
serialinput logic 0 in the worst case. When

Up to 16-bitdata more than 8-bit NRZ data are

required, most optical receivers can-• Memory
100Mword/s not tolerate the long dc component.
16-bitdata Thus, we are considering a new

set of mBizB and NRZ code formats.

Figure 2. Second-generation, 1300-nm optical-fiber data link. The mBnB formats produce small dc
components in the coded stream and
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achieve a savings of tile transmis- next step will be to replace tile lat- References
1. N.C. Lau, "A New Generation of

siOn bandwidth by reducing tile ter three units with new designs so
Array Camera," Nuclear 11,st-convertion ratio of n/m, compared to that all cameras will have a com- Experimental Science Annual Report

the biphase format, mon system for data transmission. Fiscal Year1988, Lawrence
When more than 200-Mbit/s data Livermore National Laboratory,

Conclusions transmission is required, we will Livermore, CA, UCRL-53929-88

We are phasing out our present replace the PCO transmitter and (1989), p. 88.
82()-nra data-link system and step- FO-4 fiber cable. 2. W.J.l.,ennon, Image DataAcquisitiou, Lawrence Livermore
ping into the 1300-nra region by Our future camera designs will National Laboratory, Livermore,
replacing the MA/COM link with include imagers of multiple out- CA, UCID-20837 (1986).
the new PCO link. The advantages puts. The possibility of multiplex- 3. EG&G, lhc., Mentory Archive
of this change are that all down- ing some of these outputs will Controller amt Memory Controller,
hole cameras will use optical-fiber require a wide-bandwidth data link EG&G Energy Measurements, LasVegas, NV, EG&G-10617-4096
cables for data transmission and and more than 8-bit data transmis- (1989).
will have the same type of NRZ- sion. Our second-generation data
code format output. During the link is ready for such requirements.
changeover, the system will con- In addition, the second-generation
tinue to use the FO-4 fiber cable data link will offer a common

and the old bit-sync, frame-sync, data-transmission system for ali

and LeCroy memory system. Our present and future cameras.

Fast-Readout PINEX Camera

A. D. Conder

The pinhole neutron experiment significant cost savings per event, an allowing only 1 to 2 ms before
(PINEX) is an experiment used to increase in image resolution, and the ground-shock arrival and the
determine the spatial distribution of ability to observe nuclear phenomena subsequent destruction of the
neutrons emitted from a source, that are difficult to detect using the PINEX cameras. Therefore, these
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram current configuration, cameras must be able to record and
for a typical PINEX configuration. The fast-readout PINEX camera transmit their acquired image within
Neutrons emitted by the source are would allow the diagnostic canister this time frame.
focused through a pinhole onto a to be shortened, bringing the PINEX
fluor, which fluoresces When excited module closer to the source (see Fast 100 x 100 Reticon
by an incident neutron radiation Fig. 2). Because the source is a deto- Camera
field. An image is produced on the nation, it creates a shock wave that The image-sensing device used in
fluor that represents the spatial dis- eventually destroys the PINEX cam- the fast-readout camera is the Reticon
tribution of the neutron flux focused eras. In the typical PINEX configu- 100 x 100 photodiode array (Fig. 3).

upon it. The PINEX cameras take a ration, the distance between the The photodiodes convert incident
snapshot of this image and transmit source and the PINEX module is photons into charge. An image is
it to a remote location, where it can approximately 90 ft, which allows 3 simply a spatial distribution of pho-
be stored and processed later, to 5 ms before ground-shock arrival tons. Therefore, the photodiode

PINEX cameras are used in under- and the destruction ot the PINEX array can record an image as a spatial
ground nuclear tests to record certain cameras. In a fast-readout experi- distribution of charge produced from
nuclear phenomena. The use of a ment, the distance between the the incident photon field. Once the
camera with a faster readout time source and the PINEX module image is recorded, it must be trans-
could provide many benefits such as would be approximately 40 ft, ferred from the photodiode array to
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tile outside world. This is done by

Con 1 transferring one row of stored charge

Recording [ Processing
facility [ lab at a time into a set of analog shift reg-isters. This naethod is called "video

flyback," a term used in the televi-
. 'sign inclustry. (Once the charge is in,

the analog shift registers it as clocked

Camera _1 Counts/ out to the analog amplifier circuitry

data _ pixel and later digitizes it.: The fast-readout/00 x I ()0 camera

J can be created from a field-proven

128 x 128 camera (shown in Fig. 4)by making a few simple mod ifica-
MCPI/ "" tigris. Typical I'INEX experimentscamera

Camera _" currently use both standard 100 xcalibration Counts 100 and 128 x 128 PIN EX cameras as
shown in Fig. 4. The fast 100 x 10()
PINEX camera is simply a modified,
standard 128 x 128 PINEX camera.

(v or/n)/cm2 Using the 100 × 1()0 (10,()()0-
Pinhole I. pixel) photodiode array in the

T standard 128 x 128 (16,384-pixel)
PIN EX carnera allows the camera's

readout time to be reduced from

Results n/cm2 2.77 rns (16,384 pixels/8-MHz clock
+ 128 columns x 3.3-/as video fly-

Neutron back + 300-Ms exposure) to 1.88 !us
source (1 (),000 pixels/8-MHz cit)ck +

10() columns x 3.3-Ms video flyback

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a typical PINEX configuration, The goal of the + 30()-Ms exposure). Readout time
experiment is to measure the spatial distribution of neutr(ms emitted by the source, can be further reduced by increas-

ing the clock rate to 10 MHz and
reducing the video flyback time to

(a) _ (b) _ 0.6 [.ts, thus giving a readout time

PINEX _"_- _ PINEX __----_ T of 1.36 ms. The 3()0-!us exposure

module module [ time can also be reduced in some__' applications to achieve an even

Diagnostic Diagnostic 50ft greater reductiola in readout time.
can can The basic camera design is

shown in Fig. 5. The irnage-sensing
90ft '__ device is the Reticon 1()0x 1()()pho-

DiagnostiCcan / Source todiode array (which is pin-for-pin

_----.____ __ _ compatible with the Reticon

128 x 128 photodic_de array used in

Source the standard PINEX cameras). The
pixel center-to-center spacing for

either photodiode array is 60 Mrn.
The video information stored in

Figure 2, (a) Current diagm_stic canister showing distance from the source to the each pixel is clocked out of the pho-
PINEX module c(mtaining the standard PINF_Xcameras. (b) Shortened diagnostic todic)de array at a rate of 10 MHz.
canister shtw_,ing the approximate distance from source to the I'INEX module The video signal is amplified,
containing the fast 100 × 1()()I'iNEX cameras,
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clamped, and offset within the ana-

log-signal processing section of the Oddhorizontalshift register
camera before being presented to

the input of a 10-bit analog-to-digital ..
(A / D) converter. The 10 bits from

the converter are used to represent Oddvideo
the analog video signal. The result- out

ing 10-bit data word, which repre- "- _.___ ...... _,j_"sents a single pixel, is then com- FTI"'--_

pressed to 8 bits using a look-up -L--L" '"_ ----L'--//__L._ -_ ._.table stored in the firmware of the T , -'[

camera. After the addition of a I W___ f _

parity bit, the data are transmitted

serially fron, the camera to a remote _ T " 3 "-

high-speed memory using a digital _ _ __-'1_
fiber-optic link. (The fast 100 x 100 ¢o

PINEX camera transmits data at ¢ . . "-1.. _
90 Mbit/s, and the standard T T -]128 x 128 PINEX camera transmits

data at 72 Mbit/s.) ___j

Data are compressed so that the Evenvideo
transmitted data are compatible with out

the remote data-acquisition equip- _ /'
ment used in conjunction with the '"
camera. Once acquired, the 1()-bit _ ....

data can be unfolded from the com- Evenhorizontalshiftregister
pressed data using a look-up table

stored in conaputer memory. Tiffs Figure 3. A simplified diagram of the Reticon 100 × 100 photodiode array. The pho-
technique imposes no more than a todiodes are used to convert photons into charge. An inaage is represented by the
0.7% error in the unfolded 10-bit data spatial distribution of charge among the photodiodes.

(see Fig. 6) and increases the sensitiv-
ity of the camera to low light four , •

times, compared to an 8-bit system. '_'_:
:L.: .

The image sensor requires vari-
ous clocking waveforms produced

by a single master clock that drives
programmable TTL logic circuitry.
To modify the clock waveforms of a
sta ndard 128 x 128 PIN EX camera to

those required by the fast 100 x 100
PINEX camera, we loaded a new set

of firmware into the programmable
logic and replaced the standard
144-MHz crystal oscillator in the
master clock with a pin-compatible

180-MHz crystal oscillator, . .......
The manufacturer of the photo- ....

diode array (EG&G Ia,eticon) speci- Figure 4. Comparison between the standard 100 x 100 PINEX camt_ra (shown on the
ties a mininauna flyback time for the left with camera head and controller) and the standard 128 x 128 PINI.X camera
10(}x 100 array at 2.5 _s. To achieve (camera head and controller in same package), which can be modified into a fast
a readout time of 1.36 ms, we must 100 x 1()()PINEX camera.
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reduce the flyback tinge to 0.6 Ms.

_NN_ _F__ 12-bitAID 1 This can be done without degrading

converter the perforrnance of the camera
because it operates in a single-shot
mode. If the camera were to operate

Reticon 11 signal in a continuous mode, inefficiencies100 xl00 ] processor , Data caused by the shortened flyback

•F compressor time could cause image smearing.(128x 128) 180-MHz
(144-MHz) To

clock data Conclusion

'r IProgrammable Serial link The fast 10(1x 100 PINEX camera

TTL [ _ data _ can be quickly and easily built up
logic _ transmitter from the field-proven standard

128 x 128 PINEX camera and offers

Figure 5. Basic block diagram of the fast 100 x 100 PINEX camera. (Comments a small package size, low readout
within parentheses indicate hardware differences from the standard 128 x 128 time, andgood dynamic perfor-
PlN EXcamera.) mance (dynamic range exceeds 100:1

in blue light). Future use of the fast
100 x 100 PINEX carnera will depend

103 - • _" on its vulnerability to the return-
: " current electromagnetic pulse as well- •

- , as radiation exposure when close to
102T • the source, lt will be the first device

_= , of its kind to be fielded so close to the
:3

o _ source, and many questions about its
o ,, field performance in this configura-10 _=-- •

: "* tion still rernain.- •

- ••

- eO

1 , , ,,,,,,I , J ,,,_,,I , , ,,,,,,I I I I,,,t_ Reference
10 -3 10-2 10-1 1 10 1. W. Johnson, A Note on Low Risk,

Lower Cost, tti@er Resoh#i(m
Lightenergy(erg/cm2) PINEX Experiments, Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory,
Figure 6. Dynamic response curve of the fast 100 x 100 Livermore, CA, NGM-89-66 (1989).
PINEX camera viewing a flat field of uniform pulsed light
at 420 nra. The l()-bit data shown were unfolded from
compressed 8-bit data.
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Generation of an Intense Fluorine Kcx
X-Ray Line for Instrument Calibrations

G. A. Burginyon, _. D. Eckels, A. J. Elsholz, and B. A. Jacoby

"_he calibration of instrunlents for with any of tile usual metallic orine compound has a low atomic

spectroscopic observations of x-ray anodes to make other calibration number, which minimizes brems-
lines below 1 keV is time-consuming lines. Our focus, however, was on strahlung background radiation.
and difficult. Ill addition, few dis- the source features that generate Also, its characteristic line radiation
crete x-ray lines are available below FKc_"calibration lines at comparable is completely resolvable from the
this energy. Yet, the calibrations are intensities to metallic anodes and FK_zx-ray line, even at proportional-

important in weapons diagnostics, that last for days, giving us tirne to counter resolution, so tha, _Mgh
controlled thermonuclear fusion make calibration measurements, spectral purity can be achieved in
researcl_, and x-ray astronomy. The Fluorine and its compounds can- the FKc_"line.
most convenient source of these not generally withstand the high We optirnized the design of an
x rays is fluoresced rauiation pro- al_.ode temperatures generated in A1F3-coated aluminum anode for the

duced by a primary x-ray-tube beam direct electron-excitation sources. Eckels source by: (1) efficiently, with
that fluoresces characteristic lines in Long-term stability and high inten- water, cooling the anode to its tip;
a secondary radiator. However, the sity are difficult to achieve simulta- (2) vapor depositing A1F3 onan alu-

intensity of x rays from fluoresced neously in a practical fluorine anode minum anode-substrate material
radiation is too low (three to four because any compound of fluorine (A1F3 bonds well to aluminum);

orders of magnitude less than the will "boil off" the anode substrate if (3) making the layer of A1F3 as thin as
intensity of x rays in the primary subjected to high temperatures, possible (about 500 nra) to optimize
beam) for in situ calibrations of most This compound then coats the inside cooling but thick enough to prevent
experimental geometries, of the vacuum chamber and pro- electrons from reaching the substrate;

The direct electron excitation of gressively exposes the substrate (4) defocusing the source spot to min-
targets with low atomic number is material to impinging electrons, cre- imize heat loading per unit area but
an attractive alternative for generat- ating a source of additional back- still confining the source spot to the
ing x-ray calibration lines below ground x rays. We chose A1F3 for flat surface at the end of the anode;
1 keV. The subkilovolt lines from the anode-coating compound and and (5) choosing an anode substrate
these targets are K lines that are pure 1100 aluminum for the anode whose characteristic radiation is com-
intense with sirnple, characteristic substrate material. The coating pletely resolved by a proportional

line spectra. In addition, the inten- compound, which carries the fluo- counter. Then if we "burn through"
sity of the continuum background rine atoms, should endure high tem- the A1F3 coating, we will not compro-
radiation is mirfimized because it is peratures, bond well to the sub- raise the spectral purity of the FKc_"
proportional to atomic number, strate, and closely match the thermal line (95%), which is easily resolved
We have successfully developed properties and expansion coefficient from the A1Ku.background line.
such an alternative source for fluo: of the substrate material. The coat- Typically, we operated the fluorine
rine K_. (FKu.) x-ray lines at 676.8 eV ing compound should also have anode at 3.5 kV and 10 to 20 rnA,
with an intensity of rnore than melting point, specific heat, and which gave _dequate source intensity
1013 x rays/s. We call it an Eckels thermal conductivity that are as (1013FKcxx rays/s at 3.5 kV/15 mA)
source, after its designer. The source high as possible. The aluminum in and stability for our application.
is mounted in a compact package the substrate material and in the flu-
that can be adapted to various

experimental geometries and used
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Figure I is a side view of the for our operating conditions, tile same at either exit port. We

Eckels source, which emits x rays (Arthur fiharpiro, Lawrence achieved this focus by adding a fila-

through an end and side port ai; Livernaore National Laboratory, merit shroud, shown in Fig. 1,

90 deg. The two ports allow us to private communication, 1989,) which extended the ground plane

simultaneously monitor the source We incorporated a quickly further up around the filament and

strength and calibrate an instru- replaceable, water-cooled anode closer to the anode. We then

merit. The electron optics are similar tip into the design, positioned notched the end of the shroud

to a Manson source. I Cooling water the anode relative to the filament, so the x rays from the entire end of

is brought tlp inside the anode to and sealed it against water and the anode could escape from either
within 80 rail oi the anode front sur- vacuum leaks with a nut and a exit port. We operated the 12-rail,

face at its closest point. Care was Teflon gasket that mate the anode trt|ncated-tip, tungsten-wire fila-
taken to deliver a large, continuous to the water-cooling lines. 1i_ merit at -500-V bias and 11,5 A.

flow of cold water (1.89 1/rain at change the anode, the filament- A negative bias on the filament

10°C) against the back surface of the holding cap must be removed, defocuses the electrons and creates

anode to avoid bubbles and dead Because x rays are emitted from a larger source spot. The source

space. Thermodynamic calculations the end and side port, electrons spot is in the center of the flat anode
to model the anode configuration from the filament must be focused surface, shaped like a cloverleaf,

indicated that the temperatun. TM of the entirely on the flat end of the anode and fills about half the surface of

anode tip ranged from 65 to 120°C so the emission of the source is the 0.25-in.-diam anode end.

T "_ 6.5 in.

I
Filament ___[_4.0 in. Jut

Water out

--- " 0.5 in.C

S->, :

ent @
Water in

3.0 in. 0.44 in,
Shroud ,/

High voltage and
vacuum standoff

Cylindrical
canister

]
7.5 in. _1

I

Figure 1. A sicle view of the compact Eckels source that ernits x rays out an end and side port at 90 deg, Two ports are desirable
to sirnultane_usly monitt_r the slmrce strength and calibrate an instrument,
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Figure 2 sl'tows the gradual (95%,), which we can continuously geometries, particularly in applica-
decrease in FK(xlille intensity as operate at !ligh power for about a tions where the source must be
the thin coating of A1F3 boils off day befole changing the anode in a placed at distances >10 m from an
the anode substrate at a constant 1-h process. -l'he Eckels source is instrument to make accurate in situ
anode current. The intensity of FK(_ mounted in a small package with calibrations.
x rays typically decreases more than flanged output ports so that the
a factor of 2 in about 3 h. When × rays can escape from an end or Reference
using the Eckels source for calib_a- side port at 90 deg. The source is 1. J.E. Manson Co., lhc., commercial

tions, we usually kept the FK(yline portable and, therefore, adaptable to literature, p.o. Box 1288, Concord,' MA 01742.
intensity nearly constant by mcreas- various in situ experimental
ing anode current. At the beginning
of each day, we changed _o a new 140(1)

anode with a fresh Coating of A1F3, '_ 120 _*

This change took ,'a,out 1 h but _ '='ft"100 Z_ '==
allowed us to operate at the lowest '_ _" FK(,

power for the same intensity of the _ = 80

FK¢, line, which kept the source _ 8 60 -- _Z AIK

package from getting too hot after a _ 40
few hours of continuous operation. _ _ 20 .

Figure 3 shows the x-ray spectruna -= 0 - _ -- I ro
frona an AIF3-coated aluminunl 0 ,100 200Time(min) Energy(arbitraryUnits)
anode after 3 h of continuous opera-

tion at 3.5 kV/15 mA. The spectrum Figure 2. Stability of source with A1F3 Figure 3. X-ray spectrum from an A1F3-
was recorded by a 200-Torr, propane- evaporated on an A1anode. Variation in coated aluminum anode after 3 h of con-
gas-flow proportional-counter sys- the intensity of the FK,. line vs time at tinuous operation at 3.5 kV/15 mA, reg-

constant anode parameters, 3.5 kV/ istered by a 200-Torr, propane-gas-flow
tem, registering the event through a 15 mA, and at -500-V bias on the ilia- proportional-counter s) stem through a

: 0.4-J.tm nickel filter. The spectruna ment. The FK(_line intensity was 0.4-_m nickel filter, Th,.' spectrum con-
includes the FK(_.line at 676.8 eV, recorded by a gas-flow proportional sists of CiaeFK(, line at 676.8 eV, well
which is well resolved from the A1K{, counter at about 33 ft from the source, resolved from tlae A1K_,.line at 1487 eV.
line at 1487 eV. Compared with previous efforts, the Amplitude is 4000 counts full scale. The

source intensity remains fairly constant spectral purity of the FK(xline is not com-In summary, we developed an
intense source of FKcz x rays (>10 13 for several hours, promised by the A1Kc_' background line.
x rays/s) with high spectral purity

Active Downhole Alignment-Monitoring
System onthe Hornitos Event

C. H. Adams, M. J. Fischer, and M. J. Doman*

We designed the active downhole diagnostic information about the the same way an optical pinhole
alignment-monitoring system performance of a nuclear device, camera functions. The image on the
(ADAMS) on the Hornitos Event The perfornaance we seek to mea- fluor is, in turn, viewed by solid-
to realign the electronic pinhole sure is spatial information about state cameras that record data and
neutron experiment (EL-PINEX) neutron output. Neutrons released selad them uphole for permanent

pinhole assembly following comple- from a device during detonation are recording. Tc)provide the highest
tion of the stemming operation, imaged by a scintillating fluor possible resolution of the source,
EL-PINEX is a means for obtaining through a thick pinhole assenably in cameras naust view only the area

• * EG&G, Inc., Las Vegas, NV.
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where tile image is expected to be

Upper 1 ........._1!......--,, PINEXmodule :rod not reduce tile amount of align-
TWANG --' _'i_-_ [_- ment margin around the perimeter

anchor _,,,)_ i-_____,_ .. imaging fluor of the inlage Thus, renlote adjust.

justabove • '
fluorelevation _ merit of the pinhole assembly

-_ PINEXcamera becomes important.
Hoppers Diagnostic ,mnisters are subject to

lateral displacements along their
length because of tile };ternming pro-
cess. EL-PINEX lines!of sight (LOSs)

Ballvalves are especially vulnerable to displace-

ment because they typically run
100 ft in length, or the full length of

the canister. By providing a means
to realign the pinhole assembly to a

EL-PINEXLOS previously set position, we can
improve the quality (!.fphysics data.

This impi'ovement occurs by having

more of tile irnaging pixels of the
solid-state camera committed to the

viewing structure of the device
EL-PINEX rather than to the miSalignment
pinhole margin. In other words, more of the

TWANG assembly pixels can contain dal:a about tilestations
clevice, and these i1_creases can be

x-y significant. Without an alignmentstages
system, only about 40% of tile pixels

yield data concerning the device.
With an alignment systern, up to
70% of the pixels yield data concern-

ipg the shape of the device,
The design criteria, in terms of

resolution and type c,f misalign-
rnent, were determined by the
EL-P1NEX physicist lM. J. Doman,

EG&G North Las Vegas Facility, pri-

_.t _.,,_ ...... vate communication, 1989).
.... " Translational alignment was to be

Lower _ -- Working _ , ,TWANG point within +0.()20 in. of the Frecieter-

anchor _ mined aligned position. The system

atworking was designed to allow for a possible
point _ downhole displacement of 0.5()() in,

.-..__ - at tile canister midpoint. In addi-
tion, the system was designed to

Figure 1. Schematic of ADAMS conaponents in the I-[ornitos canister package, measure changes in tilt of the pin-
hole assembly with an accuracy of
0.5 mrad with respect to the
EI.,-PINEX LOS. 1
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System Description The second ADAMS subsystem, valve accomplish this task. We use
ADAMS is composed of three the actuation system, employs a two hoppers and ball valves for

different subsystems. As shown in computer to control the motion of redundancy. Figures 2 and 3 are
Fig. 1, the first subsystem is a mea- the pinhole assembly, which is photographs of ADAMS installed in
surement system that uses two taut- mounted on rnotorized x-y stages. In the canister.
wire alignment gauge (TWANG) addition, we used linear potentiome-
stations. A video TWANG system ters to provide motion verification. Results
includes a taut wire stretched from The third ADAMS subsystem pro- ADAMS performed as expected,

near the working point (WP) to near vides the ability to backfill the LOS with no failure of components. The
the imaging fluor of the EL-PINEX with prestemming material after cor- pinhole was translated in the x and
LOS. We monitored the position of rective motions have been com- y directions +0.015 and +0.013 in,,
the wire relative to tl'e pinhole pleted. Backfilling is required respectively, after we observed that
assembly with a compact video cam- because of the need for an open path the alignment did not change fur-

era. By placing the upper and lower from which radiation can flow. ther. The amount of pinhole tilt
TWANG stations at a known dis- The ADAMS LOS is in the direct measured in the x direction was

tance from one another, we were path of the imaging module in which -0.87 mrad and in the y direction

able to determine the tilt of the pin- EL-PINEX cameras are housed. If an was --0.22 mrad. Our sign conven-
hole by dividing the difference in excessive amount of a prompt radia- tion for tilt was positive when the
the amount of displacement mea- tion were allowed to scatter up the top of the pinhole assembly tipped

sured at each of the stations by the LOS, it cOuld hinder the recording toward (downward to) the positive
distance between stations, capabilities of tlm imaging module, x or y axis. The final readings of the

Although no corrective action could Therefore, this LOS is backfilled with TWANG were +0.000 and -0.003 in.
be taken, we used this information lead shot, which attenuates radia- in the x and y directions. Postevent

to fix any sh_,ding of the image tion. A hopper containing lead data indicated that there was no
caused by pinhole tilt. shot and a remotely controlled ball appreciable irnage shift at the fluor.

.dB.l,,-

' .L_

Figure'2. Photograph of ADAMS pin- Figure 3. Photograph of the stemming Figure 4. Results of the ADAMS video
hole assembly mounted on motorized enclosure around the ADAMS motors monitor showing the zero condition from
x-y stages, and TWANG stations, The pinhole and the lower TWANG station. Each divi-

stages are on the left; TWANG stations sion represents 0.02 in., with x = +0.040
are enclosed in the box on the right, in. (left), and y = +0.035 in. (right).
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, A canister bend test was per-
Pastmidpointof canister formed at our Las Vegas assembly .,

site, the EG&G Atlas Facility. Tilepurpose of this test was to verify the
0.03 capability of ADAMS by displacing

,.-, 0.02 81,/_ 0.015 in. the diagnostic canister in a con-,a

v, i_______! i trolleci manner while it hung verti-

0.01 cally in all alignment tower. The test
0 showed that we were able to makein

•_ -0.01 Lind f __:__ _ the appropriate correction wheri tl_e

® canister was displaced by a known
._ -0.02 arnount (tsp to 0.400 in.). In addition,

we found several items that required
i_. -0.03 First plug modification to allow the system to

-0.04 I I I work successfully.downhole. Thepinhole showed no measurable tilt

Endof Start Corrective during the canister bend test.
' prestemming stemming move Following assembly of ADAMS

Time _ at the Nevada Test Site (NTS), we
began n_ghtly monito'ing of the

Figure 5. Pinhole deflection vs time fronl the top of the hole tllrough tile first grout video TWANG stations to deterrnine
plug. The large change due to prestemming is attributable to tile 40,000 lb of lead the zero position of the system. Our
shot added for radiation shielding in the canis,_erdirectly around tile pinhole, objective was to find a time when

the canister neither stretched nor

Pastmidpointofcanister compressed because of therrnal gra-dients. The canister was most stable

I during early morning hours; there-0.03 fore, we considered the values from
the video TWANG to represent the,----o--- X

0.02 -- zero corldition at this time. Figure 4
.-'v. -.--o--- y is a printout of the video monitor for
'_ 0.01 -- the zero condition at the lower

'_ 0 _ _ TWANG station.

® { Data from the TWANG stations

==
-o -0.01 - as well as information from the lin-

"6 _ ear potentiometers and stepper-
-0.02 L_...---._ motor position were fed into a

=" F "a spreadsheet, which calculated pin-
-0.03 Firstplug hole deflection and tilt. Other cal-

culated information included the-0.04

pinhole aiming-point shift at the
Begin Start Corrective WP. Figure 5 shows pinhole deflec-

stemming stemming move tion as a function of time, starting

Stop with canister presternming, before
stemming being sent downhole. The large

Time _ change due to presternming can be
attributed to the large amount

Figure 6. Pinhole deflection vs time during the stemming operation around tile diag- (40,000 lb) of lead shot added for
nostic canister. Rapid charges in pinhole deflection occurred as tile hole was being radiation st'fielding in the canister
stenlrned past tile diagnostic canister; however, after tile first grout-containment plug directly around the pinhole.
was poured, pinhole motion ceased.
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Figure 6 shows the amount of pinhole was translated in tile position after shipment to tile NTS.
deflection that took place during +x direction by +0.015 in. and in Tile canister bend test at Atlas was
stemming of tile canister in more the +y direction by +0.013 in. useful because it verified tile poten-
detail. As expected, rapid changes tial of tile system. We will apply the
in pinhole deflection occurred as tile Conclusions experienced gained in tile imple-
hole was being stemmed past the ADAMS perforrned as expected mentation of ADAMS to improve
diagnostic canister. However, by in every respect. The use of stages the performance of future downhole
the time the first grout-containnlent ' to align the pinhole at tile Atlas pinhole alignment systems.

plug was poured, pinhole motion Facility during x-ray alignment
had ceased, proved to be both effective and effi- Reference

. When we determined that no fur- cient. At the same time, tile stages 1. M. Fischer and C. Adams, Hornitos-
ther pinhole motion would occur were scribed to define tile aligned EDR Input fi_r the Active Downhole

Al_,,mm'nt Monitoring System,
because of stemming, the pinhole position of the pinhole, which was Lawrence Livermore National
was moved. The anlount of correc- different from the mechanical zero Laboratory, Livermore, CA, ED89-
tion was close to the resolution limit of tile stages. This technique pro- 125 (1989).
of the video TWANG system. The vided us with a verification of stage

Fabrication of Large, Layered
Synthetic M icrostructures with
Uniform Reflectivity Performance

P. J. Biltoft and S. Falabella

" Reflective optics have long been
used in the visible portion of tile
electromagnetic spectrum of micro-
scopes, telescopes, monochromators, lm Diffracted

photons of beam
and spectrometers. However, wavelength_.
their development was delayed
because the interaction of shorter- 0 0

wavelength and higher-energy pho-
tons (x rays) with matter was not
understood until 1912. Then in d spacing

a series of experinaents, the English
physicists H. R. Bragg and H. L.
Bragg discovered the relationship
betvceen the wavelength of incident Atoms_nthocrystallattice
x rays on an oriented sample of nat-

ural rock salt and tile angle at which Figure 1. Bragg diffraction of light by a natural crystal.
strong diffracted x-ray intensity was Incident photons of wavelength ;'_impinge on a periodic array
observed.l Figure 1 illustrates the of atoms in a natural crystal. Photons are absorbed by atoms in
phenomenon of x-ray diffraction, the lattice and re-emitted as waves in ali directions, _',hose
referred to as Bragg reflection, amplitudes add vectorially. Only waves that are in-phase pro-duce intense diffracted bearns. Bragg diffraction occurs simi-

For diffraction to occur, the spac- larlv in a layered synthetic microstructure having alternating
ing of atomic planes (or d spacing) in layers of high- and low-,atomic-number material with a d spac-
the diffracting cn, stal nlust be on the ing equal to the thickness of a one-laver pair.
same size scale as the radiation
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wavelength. Natural crystals have a Experimental Work carbon is lower than tungsten by a
periodic three-dhnensional arratage- Tile advancing technologies of factor of about 10, we compensated
ment of atoms that diffract x rays solar astronomy and plasma spec- by adjusting the source-to-,_ubstrate
having wavelengths from 0.25 to troscopy require large (10-cna-diam) distances of the t, vo sources. We
2.5 nm (Ref. 2). However, the absence and numerous optics, which are used argon vapor produced from a

of natural crystals with interatomic being fabricated at production facili- liquid-argon dewar as the sputter-
plane spacing appropriate for ties for thin-fihn devices such as the gas source to ensure purity. 'We con-
diffracting soft x rays (2 to 20 nra) Vacuum Process Group at LLNL. trolled the following experimental

continued to hamper development of In FY 1989, our goal was to mass- variables: substrate-platen rota-
diffraction-based optics even after the produce LSMs and to reduce varia- tional velocity, sputter-gas pressure
Braggs' discovery) In the 1930s, to tions in peak reflectivity and disper- and flow (0.4 Pa and 15 standard
compensate fur this deficiency sion of x rays acr,,',ss and between cm3/min, respectively), and power
scientists began to fabricate multilay- their surfaces. -lh achieve this goal, supply to each deposition source
ered swlthetic microstructures we used a 107- x 81- x 76-crn, modu- (866 W for carbon and 319 W for

(LSMs). 4 hllprovements in thin-fih'n lar-design vacuum-process chamber, tungsten). Using an iterative depo-
deposit;:on teclmology (electron-beanl We fixed two magnetron sputter- sition-mask process, we improved

evaporation and magnetron sputter- deposition sources (carbon and the consistency qf LSM reflectivity i,
ing) and characterization techniques tungsten) in equiradial positions, and resolution performance across
(transmission-electron microscopy 120 deg apart, so they would sputter the optic surface. The process
soft x-ray diagnostics, and in situ upward to deposit carbon and tung- included: (1) performing ata LSM
deposition-rate monitors) have since sten onto a rotating substrate platen, fabrication run using previously
helped to develop LSM f;,brication. Because the sputtering efficiency of established parameters, (2) charac-

terizing the deposition profile for
both magnetron sputter sources

0.3 using soft x-ray diffraction,
(3) mathematically modeling the

A,_('__ data obtai ned in step 2, (4)usi ngthe

model to design a set of deposition

0.2 - masks, (5) fabr;.cating and installing
the masks, (6) performing ata LSM

._ deposition run using the redesigned
__ deposition masks, and (7) repeating

0.1 - steps 2 through 6 until we achieved
the desired performance unifornlity.
We used commercial integrated-

circuit-quality silicon wafers, 10 cna

i _ a I i _"--i in diameter and 0.5 mm thick, as
0 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 substrates for LSM deposition. The

0(aeg) crystal erientation of the wafer's
surface was 111, and the nonlinal

Figure 2. Diffraction data obtained from three locations on a multilayer LSM fabri- surface finish was ap'proximately
cated without deposition masking. The variations in both diffraction angle and 0.7 nm root-mean-square,
reflectivity are unacceptably large. The substrate platen's period of

rotation varied between 45 and 55 s.

We produced the first batch of
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multilayer LSMs using no deposi- Carbon
tion-flux masking. Results of soft deposition
x-ray diffraction analysis performed source
on eighteen points along two
orthagonal axes across the diameter Substrateplaten
of tile silicon wafer ore presented in
Fig. 2 and indicate unacceptably . :,-:
large variations in d :pacing and Substrate
reflectivity. We reduced these varia- positior_s
tions by changing tl.te shape of the " _
source aperture to compensate for a
nonuniform deposition rate. We . -
wrote a code to rnodel the effects of

these changes and to generate an
aperture, or mask shape, frorn the " " ,-::'::,i:i

system configuration and the mea- . ,, ' :.
sured cmposition profiles, The code _.
integrates the deposition profile '

O"over the path that a given point on _. , ,., :_ . ,
the wafer follows across the deposi- ,:.,. ,.- , ..

tion source. An automated correc-

tion algorithm in tile code allows the
user to interactivelv change the

shape of the aperture opening to - ,_:. ;.,I
converge on a mask shape that mini- ...... . ,_,,

mizes thickness variations across the , ":":" "; _Tungsten
LSM, as sho'vn in Fig. 3. ' , " deposition

Model Geometry Sul sourceplaten
The experimental ccmfiguration

in the deposition chamber has two
natural coordinate systems (Fig. 4).
One is centered above the source,

the other at the substrate platen's
" center of rotation. The deposition

profile is rotationally symmetric
around the center of each source so Shutter Tungsten

deposition-
that tile distance to the source center sourceshield Carbondeposition-
must be calculated as tile substrate sourceshield
rotates across the source. Each

source is modeled separately. Figure 3. Plan view of deposi:,on sources and substrate platen with masking-design
Because the substrate platen rotates coordinate system used in the computer modeling code.
at a constant angular velocity, we
integrated the deposition flux over
this angle.
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Modeling the Deposition across a nonuniform deposition Tile distance from the source cen-
on the Wafer source, this equation must be inte, ter can be expressed in ternas of do.

The thickness of a deposited grated over tin:e: The distance the source is placed
layer, T, is given by the deposition from the platen rotation center is R 0,

rate, D, times the exposure time, t, in ft and the radius of interest on the
the equation: T(R) = dr D(r) dt. (2) platen is R:0

J 2T = Dt. (1) To integrate the equation, we r(do) = R 2 + R O- 2R 0 cos(d0) .
must express all variables in terms

The layer thickness is a function of the same independent variable.
of distance from the platen center, R The rotation angle, do,is the natural (4)

(caused by the constant rotational choice in this case. Because the rota- This equation then yields the
speed), and the deposition rate is a tion speed, f_, is constant: expression for the layer thickness as
function of distance from the source a function of platen radius:
center, r. For a substrate moving do= f_t, dt = 1/f2 ddo. (3)

t'_CR}
T(R) 1/_ - do(R) | D2,8 d

2

xIJR2 + Ro- 2RRoces(do) l ddo

= 2/f_- D
'_" - : _C)
_....

° [4 2,_ z4 - t.-../',.\/,,-., x Ra+ Ro- 2RRocos(do)c/,
m

- (5)

2.2 - _ No mask where q_(R)is the angle of the mask
Simplemask opening at radius R. The mask angle

--*-- computer masks is specified at 20 radii to approxi-
mate a smooth curve. These inte-

2.0 I ] I I I I I ] I I I [ grals are performed numerically,
0 2 4 6 _ 8 10 "12 14 16 18 using a fixed-step Simpson's rule

ScanlocationonLSM algorithm. We only calculated a

Figure 4. Uniformity data on d spacing f)r three multilayer coatings: no mask, slm- relative thickness across the wafer
ple masks, and computer-generated masks. The uniformity in d spacing improved rather than the absolute thickness.
from a variation of 11% (no masks) to 0.8% (computer-designed masks). Because layer thickness is directly

proportional to the rotation period,
we adjusted the layer thickness by
varying the substrate-platen
rotation time.
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Deposition-Profile diamond stylus profil'on_eter with at 20 radial points by trial and error
Measurement an accuracy of +5% in the 2-_un to acllieve better than 1% uniformity

We measured deposition rate as a thickness range. We then used these in multilayer d spacing over the sili-
function of distance from the source data as input to the code. con substrate was impossible,
center by fixing a silicon-wafer sub- Therefore, we added a simple itera-
strate over each source and coating Correction Algorithm tive routine to the code to adjust the
it for a specified time. We generated Up to this point, the code calcu- mask shape based on the results of
samples with sharply defined coated lated the projected layer thickness the previous thickness calculation.
and uncoated areas and measured for a specified mask shape. After each deposition-profile calcu-
the resulting single layer using a However, changing file mask angle lation, we comt_;ared the computed

Table 1. Layer thickness data for LSMs fabricated using Table 2. Reflectivity data for LSMs fabricated using no
no mask, simple masks, and computer'designed masks, mask, simple masks, and computer-designedmasks.

Computer- Computer-
No Simple generated No Simple generated

mask masks masks mask masks masks

Location (/_) (/_) (/_) Location (%) (%) (%)

1 51.59 46.91 49.78 1 19.2 16.0 20.8
2 51.83 47,00 49.56 2 15.6 17,0 17.1
3 52.19 47.59 49.89 3 15.2 17.8 19.9
4 51.83 47.00 49.56 4 15.5 16.8 17,2
5 49.56 45.69 49.67 5 11,7 14.6 16,8
6 50.78 46.53 49,78 6 17,7 16.1 17.9
7 51.83 4Z89 49.89 7 15,9 17.1 19.0

8 51.71 46.91 49.56 8 17.1 21.8 16.8
9 47.00 44.53 49.89 9 9,6 13.9 16.7

10 50.56 46.43 49.67 10 15.4 15,4 16.5
11 50.67 47.89 49.78 11 13.3 16.5 15.3
12 51.59 46.72 49.46 12 16.8 17.4 16.6
13 43.52 42.24 49.67 13 8,2 7.0 16.7
14 50.45 46.24 49.67 14 14.9 14.3 15.1
15 49.24 47.59 49.56 15 10.8 13.4 13.7
16 51.48 46.53 49,35 16 1518 15.7 16.3
17 41.03 40.18 49.14 17 3.7 4.0 14.8

i8 50.00 46.24 49.46 18 14.6 13.6 15.6

Minimum 41.03 40.18 49.14 Minimum 3.70 4.00 13.70
Maximum 52.19 47.89 49.89 Maximum 19.20 21,81 20.76

Range 11.16 7.71 0.75 Range 15.50 17.81 7.06
Mean 49.83 46.12 49.63 Mean 13.94 14.91 16.82
Variation 0.112 0.084 0.008 Variation 0.556 0,597 0.210

" Standard deviation 3,05 1.99 0.20 Standard deviation 3.8 4.0 1.8
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layer thicknessat each point to the Results Table 2 shows peak reflectivity data
measured average thickness on the We made one LSM for each of for the same three LSMs. We
substrate and altered the mask the three techniques: no deposi- improved multilayer d-spacing uni-
shape appropriately. After several tion masks, simple hand-calculated formity from a variation of +11% to
iterations and adjustments, we masks, and computer-generated +0.5% by using code-designed
achieved the desired d-spacing uni- masks. We analyzed these LSMs masks.
formity. We then used the com- using a soft x-ray diffractometer
puted mask angles to generate operating with a magnesium anode References
0.25-crn-thick stainless-steel masks cap (wavelength of photons gener- 1. H.P. Klug and L. E. Alexander,

X-Ray Diffraction lh'ocedures for
using a numerically controlled ated from a MgK_ transition was Polycrystalline and Am(n'ph(ms
laser-cutting machine. 0.989 nra). Results, presented in Materials (John Wiley & Sons, New

Tables I and 2, show 18 grid loca- York, NY, 1959), p. 111.
tions on each of the three LSMs. 2. J.W. Robinson, Ed., Handb(_okof

Table 1 shows layer-thickness uni- Spectroscopy,vol. I (CRC Press,
Baton Rouge, LA, 1974), p. 238.

formity deduced from the location 3. J.H. Underwood and T. W. Barbee,
of the Bragg peak maxima. Nature 294, 101 (1981).

4. J. Du Mond and J. P. Youtz, Phys.
Rev. 48, 703 (1935).
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Measurement Technology

Theoretical Noise Sources in High-Bandwidth
Analog Fiber-Optic Diagnostics Systems

K. Hagans and P. Sargist

Because the time-resolution require- directly modulates a laser diode to decreased dynamic range. The upper
ments of experiments at the Nevada convert the electrical signal to an end of the dynamic range is difficult
Test Site (NTS) exceed tile capabili- intensity-modulated light signal. _ to irnprove, lt requires changing tile
ties of traditional electrical-analog Uphole, the signal is received with a laser-diode structure to produce a
cable, we prefer high-bandwidth photodiode and then amplified to be more efficient, higher-power laser

analog diagnostics systems that are recorded on an oscilloscope. In sys- diode or redesigning the lithium nio-
based on fiber-optic transmission, tem three (Fig. lc), we attempt to bate modulator to make it more effi-
Although bandwidth is often our provide the 1300-rim system with cient. Therefore, we chose to focus
most important system criterion, a multichannel streak-camera capa- on theoretical limits of the lower end

nuclear signals span several orders bility. In this system, the oscillo- of the dynamic range (i.e., the noise

of magnitude in amplitude, making scope is replaced with a streak cam- floor) to identify which systems per-
wide dynamic range and high era and a second laser diode that form at their theoretical limit as well
signal-to-noise ratios desirable char- operates at 810 nra. as to compare the systems. !n addi-
acteristics of fiber-optic diagnostics Each system offers a substantially tion, we identified which system
systems. When designing a high- higher bandwidth than tile electrical parameters must be improved to
bandwidth fiber-optic link, we coaxial cable systems at a cost of yield the greatest performance.
choose the modulator, transmission

wavelength, and receiver best suited
for the rneasurement requirements. (a)
Each choice impacts system con> O 1-km single,mode

plexity, cost, and signal fidelity. Electrical [8,o.nml i' I ] 810-nra.bor Is'teakI IFigure I shows the high-band- input [ laser _ Mach-Zehnder (__ _,.J
width fiber-optic systems that we I diode I ! I
have developed for the NTS in CCD

FY 1989. The first system (Fig. la) (b) .... 1-kmsingle-mode

uses a lithium niobate Mach- ' / 1300-nm 1300-nmfiber i , Amplifier , !

 tho'o0'o0et-- oc,,,oco0eZehnder integrated-optics device as C'_----] laser'diode detector,,,,I Ithe electrical-to-optical modulator. ElectVcal [ transmitter

The intensity-modulated signal is inpu,*
then transmitted uphole via an

810-nm single-mode fiber where it is (c) 1-kmsingle-mode

recorded by a streak-canlera receiver. 1300-nm /_Amplifle i _ Istreak [ IWe chose the operation wavelength O-. laser-diode _- mser
to accommodate the photocathode Electrical transmitterF _i=''__ _ _ disc_re_1cameraId
sensitivity of the multicharmel Input CCD l
streak-camera receiver. The second

sys_,._l, {Fig. lb) exchanges the mul- Figure 1. High-bandwidth, analog fiber-optic systems: (a) 810-nra Mach-Zehnder
tichannel capability of the streak- system, (b) 1300-nra laser-diode system, and (c) 1300-nm hybrid system. We com-
camera receiver to operate in the pare the noise sources for these systems in Table 1.
1300-rim, zero, ] .spersion region of
the fiber-optic cable. This system
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Sources of Noise in Method of Analysis and We then calculate the noise due to

Each System Assumptions the laser-diode relative intensity
In each system, we consider simi- For each system, we first calculate noise, detector-shot noise, and ampli-

lar sources of noise. The first noise the gain required for a unity-gain fication-stage noise.

source is optical-signal fluctuations analog link. The link loss I for a
generated by either the laser-diode Mach-Zehnder link is determined by: Laser noise:
modulator or the laser-diode carrier.

......................................................... 2 =I2c.B 10(G+RIN)/10For this analysis, we assume that no /out _ °_n_C_LPoY(IRs_ (2) /RIN ' . (4a)!

additional optical-carrier noise is li n 2 V ninduced by external reflections and
that the laser is limited only by its rel- Detector-shot noise:

ative intensity noise (RIN). Relative and for direct-modulation links by _intensity noise is root-mean-square ISI)ET= 2q It_ B 10G/10 (4b)

(rms) optical-power fluctuations per /out
........... __

average power, or: lin YILDY0, (3): Thermal noise:

(Pm_ (1) where ' 2 KT B 10(G+NF)/I0
(Pi_ie) ' O_m= modulator loss (0.25); lTH = .................i_........................' (4c)

C_L = fiber loss (0.5);
A typical laser-diode RIN is P0 = power into Mach-Zehnder Photocathode shot noise with an

-150 dB/Hz for a laser diode oper- (10 mW) and laser diode internal microchannel plate (MCP):
ated away from its resonance peak. (2.5 mW);

The second noise source we con- Y0 = detector and photoct_thode 2 10G/10
sider is the detection-system shot sensitivity (0.8 A/W and /SMCP = 2q IIX._Bf' . (5)
noise. Shot noise arises from fluc- 0.02 A/W, respectively);
tuations in the current because of R s = 50-f2 source resistance; where
the discreteness of individual elec- Vn = voltage for 100% modulation /DC = P0 Y0(direct modulation) and
trons. The last noise source we (7 V); 0.15 Po °_mCXl_Y0(indirect
consider is the thermal noise in the llt.D = modulation efficiency of the modulation);
amplification system. Thermal laser diode into the fiber F = MCP noise factor (4);
noise is caused 'By the random, (0.07 mW/mA for single- B = bandwidth (5 GH;o);
thermal motion of electrons across mode fiber and 0.35 mW/mA G = gain for unity-gain system;
a resistance, for multimode fiber). NF = amplifier-noise figure (6 dB).

Table 1, Sourceand magnitude of noise in three high-bandwidth fiber-optics In Table 1, we compare the noise
diagnostic systems. . . . floors of the three systems for a

5-GHz bandwidth. The 1300-nm

1300-nm 810-nra 1300-nm/, direct-modulation link noise floor is

direct-modulation Mach-Zehnder 810-nra dominated by the relative intensityNoise sources link link hybrid link noise of the laser. The 810-nrn Mach-

1300-nm laser diode,/2RI N 6.3 x 10-9 A 2 6.3 x 10-9A2 Zehnder link is dominated by the shot
Detector,/'2s 1.0 X 10 -9 A 2 1.0 X 10 -9 A 2 noise of the photocathode. Although
Amplifier,/2TH 5,0 Xi0 -10A2 5.0 X10-10A2. a second laser-diode noise source is
810-nm laser diode,/2RIN 6.8 x 10-9 A2 6.4 x 10-1°A2
Photocathode,/2s 3.0 x 10-7 A 2 1.0 x 10-8 A2 added to the 1300-nm/81(!-nn_ hybrid
Total, IN 0.09 mA 0.55 mA 0.14 mA system, the total noise floor is still a

factor of 4 lower than the 810-nrn

Mach-Zehnder system because elec-
trical gain is added before the major
streak-tube photocathode noise
source. In the laboratory, we can
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validate tile noise-floor model for the floor of systems based on both direct model that predicts theoretical noise

1300mm laser-diode oscilloscope sys- and indirect modulation. We also performance, we can develop a plan
tem by predicting 0.1 mA of noise compared the noise floors for systems to improve systems currently under
and measuring 0.08 naA in 2.5 GHz. based on streak-camera receivers as development and to predict system

well as more traditional photodiode- performance for novel systems not
Summary amplifier-based receivers. By exam- currently in use.

We determined the theoretical ining the major noise sources in each
noise sources in high-bandwidtl! ana- link, we can optimize the dynamic Reference
log fiber-optic links, and we.c-level- range by adding gain in the appropri- 1, W.E. Stephens and T. R.Joseph,

]. Lightwa_,e_l_,chnol.LT-5, 380 (1987).oped a naethod to compare the noise ate places. Because we now have a

Large-Signal, Direct-Modulation Tests of
Laser-Diode Transmitters

W. R. Woodruff and R. D. Lear

Nuclear-weapons physics research with bandwidths of 3 GHz or more. Laser-Diode Performance
requires continual improvement in Our expectation is that future exper- Many articles in the literature dis-
the temporal resolution of our field iments will require bandwidths in cuss problems with system response
experiments. Experiments with excess of 10 GHz. resonance resulting from relaxation
temporal resolution of 100 ps or bet- Because coaxial-cable transmis- oscillations in the laser diode. 1-9 Such
ter are a frequent requirement today, sions are limited to 500 MHz or less resonance results from a cross cou-
and 10 ps may be required for future over these distances, we have piing of the photon density in the
work. New radiation detection and sought to use modern laser diodes laser and the laser-state population
measurement systems have been and optical fibers for high-band- inversion. Resonances are observed
developed to meet these needs width transmission of analog data. wlaen the drive current tothe laser

through the use of slew technologies The high bandwidth of the optical diode is changed abruptly, and they
and through improvements in estab- fiber, combined with ease of applica- are present even for small-signal
lished systems, tion of laser-diode transmitters, applications. A sraall signal impliesz

The limiting factor in fielding makes this technique highly attrac- that the modulation depth is less
such new measurements is the trans- tive. However, we require data links tlaan 1. That is, the amount of modu-
mission of data away frona the harsh to have both high bandwidth and lation to the laser-diode bias must not
environment of a measurement large dynamic range simultaneously, exceed the continuous-wave (cw) bias
instrument, which is destroyed by Some of our detection instruments level so as to minimize unwanted
the nuclear explos" _n, to a remote have dynamic-range capabilities in transient behavior due to relaxation
location for recording allot later anal- excess of 10,000:1. Even when we oscillations. In fact, for best perfor-

ysis. Coaxial cables routinely used use the maximum dynamic range of mance, a modulation depth of less
for data transmission do not support modern laser-diode transmitters, we than 0.7 has been suggested, s

the bandwidths required by our new are often required to cascade several When laser diodes are driven t_y a
instruments, Many new measure- transmitters for each instrument to rapidly varying transient, they also
ments require l-km-long data links meet measurement requirements, tend to shift wavelength (or chirp)
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during tile pulse. Because material Because available streak-camera pho- evaluated laser diod(:s for tile larger
dispersion in an optical fiber causes tocathodes do not have adequate sen- signal application, where the diode
different wavelengths to travel at dif- sitivity at 130() nra, we must convert is biased just above the lasing
ferent velocities, chirping destroys the optical signal to an electrical threshold. The laser is then driven
the bandwidth of the data link by signal and then back to an optical sig- by a single, short-duration pulse to
spreading the pulse, Thus, we are nal at 800 nra. Figure I shows the positive levels above the maximum-

compelled to operate near 1300 nm, total field system. The complexity of allowed dc bias level. This applica-
where material dispersion of an opti- this system could be greatly simpli- tion gives us maximum dynamic
cal fiber can be ignored, and pulses fled if the streak camera were directly range while minimizing statistical
are not broadened, sensitive to 1%0 nra. See the article, error in our data.

The best economics for field appli- "Developing a New 1300-nra Infrared We have tested the basic proper-
cations are realized when the signal Photocathode for NTS Streak-Camera ties ()f our system by measuring
from a laser diode is recorded on a Applications," in this ptlblication the large-signal system-response
modern streak camera. Streak cam- for details on the development of function for the 1300-nra laser-
eras support the high dynamic range 1300-nra photocathodes. I() diode/fiber-detector system. We
required and allow us to record connected the laser-diode pigtail bY
simultaneously the output from 40 to Large-Signal Tests a welded splice to I km of high-
50 fibers on a single instrunient. The For our applications, the small- quality, single-mode 1300-nrafiber,

streak camera is read out by a large- signal restriction imposes an exces- whict_ was then spliced to the
dynamic-range, high-resolution sive limit on the dynamic range of pigtail of a high-bandwidth,
charge-coupled device (CCD) camera, our data link. Therefore, we have 1300-nra photodiode. We measured

the output of the photodiode by a
Figure 1. Hybrid high-barldwidth sampling scope.laser-diode trans..

. mission system Upholesystem Figure 2 shows our test system.

consisting of both 2 ......] I The laser diode was biased to1300- and 810-nra St)eak Image CCD just above the lasing threshold with

con',ponents. This (1-1car'e'a Ilntenslfler[camera a microsecond-long pulse. Wesystem would be 810,nm

greatly simplified __-_ -_cal fiber tested the large-signal response ofand greatly the laser diodes by adding a 60-ps

improved by _ _ positive puise to the bias pedestal.

developinga _._ 1300-nm [_.]amnlmAr___ 810-nm L..,)

high-sensitivity photodiode] [laserdiode]
1300-nrastreak- ] 1300-nm L__JHigh.bandwidthcameraphoto-
cathode. _--4P-_'_3OO-nm _ i/-IPhotodiodeF ] samplingscope

_J single-modefiber_(_...X_ _,.km.lo ng,, 300-nm__
' 1300=nm_ d single-mode fib_r k ) X

D°wn.h°leSystem , _L., " [laserdiodeF v\
_Hiqh.bandwldth_F ---] ] High-bandwldth -'_ _I_L_

L detector,,J L"1._powerdN'der (,_ _ - IlaserdiOdeI
,O0-nmL.J

[laser diode ] Figure 2. Test system for the large-signal
applicati()n, Wt_,used a high-bandwidth
sarnpling scope t()measurethe inaptalse
response of the las0r-diode/fiber-detector
system.
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We varied the amplitude of the applying a varying-frequency, bipo- bandwidth laser-diode transmitter-
pulser and then recorded the out- lar, small-amplitude Sinusoid to the receiver set, The transfer function
put signal at each voltage level, bias voltage, The system then has a resonance beginning at about

The system transfer function was ploH.ed the ratio of output to input 4 GHz and peaking at about 6 GHz,
determined for each pulse height amplitudes, This technique gives a The small-signal {:_()-pspulser data

by dividing the Fourier spectrum of direct measurement of frequency agree well with the small-signal net-
the pulser into the Fourier spec- dependence of the transfer function work-analyzer data, These
trum of the system outpu t, for small-amplitude signals, experiments also show that the reso-

We also tested the system with a Figure 3 shows the results of our nance decreases in amplitude and

network analyzer to measure small- measurement of the system transfer moves to higher frequencies, as the
, signal performance. In this case, we function for four signals of different amplitude of the pulse is increased,

measured the transfer function by,' amplitude delivered to an Ortel high- We st,pped our analysis at 10 GHz
because of limited signal content in
the driving pulse above this fre-

quency, Figure 4 shows the frequency
Networkanalyzer spectrum of the 60-ps pulser.

•---.-- 0.8-Vpulse We also tested for repetition-rate0.04 _ 1.5-Vpulse
-- ' 5.0-V pulse dependellce of the systern by obtain-

ing measurements at both 100 Hz

Figure 4. Frequency spectrum of the
6()-ps pulser, The pulse has little signal
content beyond 10 GHz,

0
o 5 lO

Frequency(GHz)

Figure 3. System transfer function for four signals of different amplitude delivered
to an Ortel high-bandwidth laser-diode transmitter receiver. The system transfer
function .,;hmvsa broad, intensity-dependent resonance above 3 GHz,
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and 10() khz. Figure 5 shows that nonlinearities cause distortions of to less than 1 V. For _uch small-
the measurenlents are independent large-amplitude Input pulses that amplitude signals, the system trans-
of the pulser repetition rate. cannot be removed in the deconvolu- fer function ts consta nt enough that it

tion process because the transfer can be deconvolved rom the data.

Conclusions and function is not unique and varies Under this small-ami._litude restric-

Future Directions with pulse amplit'tlde, Thus, if we tion, we have used l_ser-diw:le sys-
Our tests show that the data link want to transmit large signals, we terns to measure laboratory experi-

described in this article performs well must electronically limit the content ments up to 10 GHz,,
at and below 3 GHz. In this range, of the input signal to no more than Information in theiliterature sug-
the system response function is 3 GHz or digitally filter the resulting gests that performan_'e may be
determinable and well-behaved, and data to remove those frequencies improved if we pulse-bias the laser
data can be transmitted without dis- above 3 GHz. transmitter to near its saturation level,

tortion. Above 3 GHz, resonances If we want to use our transmission then let the transmitti_d signal drive
dominate the performance of the link system for frequencies above 3 GHz, the diode negatively t'oward its exten'

and leads to nonlinearities, These we must lirnit the signal amplitude sion point. 8 We are p}reparing experi-
ments to test this mode of operation,

which may extend thi._applicable
large-signa 1 frequency response of-------" 1.5 Vat 100Hz our device but with some reduction--------- 1.5 Vat 100kHz

0.04 in dynamic range. We also plan to
test new products developed by the
communications industry for our

specialized applications,,
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High-Bandwidth Analog Measurement Techm)logy

i

High-Bandwidth, Conventional Downhole Data
Systems on the Disko Elm Event

D, A, Beckedahl and J. E, Kammeraad

InFY 1989, we used conventional magnetic flux through a circuit the signals tc) the diagnostic bunkerl
cable and scope systems with high- induces a voltage in the circuit pro- In the bunker, each cable was.
bandwidth detectors on the Disko portional to the rate of change of the attached to a 12:1 equalizer, which
Elm Event to'provide.overall system magnetic flux. For our B-dot detec- provided untforrn attenuation for all
bandwidths of 1.1 GHz. We charac- tors, the circuit is a loop of wire. We frequencies transmitted by the cables

terized the systems to 3 GHz with specified the loops to be very small below a characteristic frequency
high accuracy to dec0nvolve the sys- to obtain high bandwidth (at least (typically 1.3 GHz). The output of
tem response from the shot data and 3 GHz) for the detectors. Also, we each equalizer was connected to a
s, lpply information to about 2.5 GHz specified that the B-dot detectors Barth ladder-attenuator, a high-
with known uncertainties. This produce two outputs of the same bandwidth passivedevice that

accomplishnlent set a new record for magnitude but opposite polarity had several outputs with different
high bandwidth using conventional /-ositive and negative). The two sig- attenuations. These outputs were

systems and required many special n; 1outputs from each detector were recorded on KR-23GP and KR-23R
measurements and procedures, con _ected to a "balun." A balun is a oscilloscopes, whicb :aptured the

high, bandwidth (well above 3 GHz) signal on film. The him data were

Diagnostic System passive device that subtracts one sig- digitized after the event to produce a
Our goal was to measure the mag- nal from the other and thereby voltage-vs-time record.

netic field as a function of time for greatly reduces any electrical noise In principle, B(t) can be obtained

numerous experiments on the Disko that the two signals may have in by integrating the voltage-vs-time
Elm Event with the highest band- common. The balun removes the record by computer and scaling the
width we could obtain with current noise generated by radiation inci- result. However, the film-reading

teclmological resources. Because so dent on the cables between the process can introduce small
many experiments required these detector and balun, translational and rotational errors

diagnostics, it was not practical to We connected the output of each into the digitized data, These errors
use the high-bandwidth (multigiga- balun to an RF-19 coaxial cable, iii.crease with time, linearly and
hertz) optical-fiber diagnostic sys- about 1100 ft long, which delivered quadratically, respectively, in the
terns that are being developed in the

NTES Directorate. Instead, we opti- Paa I Part2
mized the bandwidth for conven- . ._., _ -_ ....

f V'" i

tional cable and oscilloscope systems B-dot ,,..,Integrator

detector Balun _ '"' '" [ _

by selecting high-band width compo- Equalizer

nents wherever possible, accurately _ i Dc :_00;: _

measuring the system response to Barthladderattenuator

high bandwidth (3 GHz), and decon- o bl _S _ _
volving the system response from Jumpercables oscilloscope

= the event data, mali

A schematic of our diagnostic sys- {'_"_)creep _'__",'_)Doubledot
tem is shown in Fig. 1. The deriva- K,_T/displayK,_' display
tive of the magnetic field (B), rather KR-23GP KR-23R
than the magnetic field itself, is mea- oscilloscope oscilloscope
sured by "B-dot" detectors con-

nected to each experiment, These Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a typical measurement system, using conventional
detectors operate on the principle of cables and oscilloscopes. The two parts of the system were characterized separately.

• Faraday's law: The rate of change of
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final integrated signal, They can To eliminate these errors, we where F(t) is the output ()f tile
become unacceptably large after a connected one of tile outputs from integrator, G(t) is the corrected
few nanoseconds of data. An exam- the ladder-attenuator to a high- integral, and z is tile time constant
ple of this effect is shown in Fig. 2. bandwidth resistance-capacitance for tile integrator (50 or I()0 ns in

(RC) integrator, which electrically this case).
integrated the signal in real time. We used the electrically inte-

1200 We recorded the result on a Tek- grated signal to remove the film-

1000 ,(a) tronix 7103 oscilloscope. Because reading errors from the B-dot signals
the RC integrators are passive recorded on the higher-bandwidth

_. 800 -- devices, they introduce a "droop" KR-23 oscilloscopes, We directly
"_ 600 - (an exponential deca), of the signal compared the electrically integrated
= with a characteri,4ic time constant, "¢ signal (corrected for droop and
.o 400 -- = RC) into the integrated signal, We properly scaled) with tile computer-

200 -- removed the effects of the droop integrated signal obtatned with the
0 from the digitized signal by using: oscilloscopes. The latter signal was

-200 ] rotated and translated until its inte-

0 5000 10,000 ft gral agreed with the electrically inte-
= di F(t') dt, (I) grated signalMicrons(_tm) G(t) F(t) +'c -1 )

50
(b),

40 - _ _'

ICharacterlze
>_ 30 -- I pulser 2.4%
"_ 20- Deconvolve Deconvolve

c0 0 l ! Characterize10 - J scope 6.7%

J 5.2O/o
-lo I I

0 2 _4 6 ,8 10
• ,,,

Time (ns)

50 lCharacterizeL2.5O/o

'_>--"_"40 __.(C)._0_.20--30- ;_h:iriiiilrinze

10- pulser ,,,- i '-:7
o_ Characterize I

0 cable,balun, I

-10 } I I= ] ,. andtestbalun I0 2 4 (_ 8 10
Time(ns)

Figure 3. Error budget required to obtain 1[)(h.uncertainty bound at 1 GHz. Each rec-
Figure 2. The effect of small film-reading tangular node denotes a measureIr_ent, and each oval node denotes a process (either
errors on an integrated signal. (a) A slm- convolution or deconvolution). Each oval node has one output value and two input
ulati0n of a digitized oscilloscope trace in values. The output value of each process node is the quadrature sum of the two
film coordinates. (b) The effect of a inputs to that node (i.e., output 2 = input_ + input.,2). The numbers given are the maxi-
+(}.1deg and a -0.1 deg rotation of the mum allowable errors up to I Gllz and scale linearly from 1 to 3 GHz. TOcalculate
film on the voltage-vs-time record, any error shown in the figure at a frequency between I and 3 GHz, multiply by that
(c) The effect of the same rotations on the frequency (in GHz)
integrals of the wfltage-vs-time record.
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Characterization of the cable in piace of the detector. This tile cable after tile equalizer. Tile

Diagnostic Systems pulser has a highly repeatable out- pulser was triggered 1024 times, and
To obtain B(t) to 2.5 GHz for tile put and was characterized to high tile average of tile transmitted pulses

experiments, we had to deconvoh'e accuracy (better than 2.5(7_at 1 GHz). was recorded oll tile sampling scope.
the impulse response of the diagnos- We connected the output of the This number of pulses was rteeded
tfc system from the measured signal, pulser to a special balun with very to reduce the effect of noise in the
The impulse response for each svs- high bandwidth (8 GHz), which we, measurement, as shown in Fig. 4.
tem was obtained bv convolving the in turn, connected to the balun of the The derivative of the input signal
responses for two halves of the svs- system being tested. The connection was deconvolved from the deriva-
tem, as shown in Fig. 1. The transfer was necessary because a regular tive of the recorded signal; the result
function (the Fourier transform of balun has two inputs of opposite was the impulse response of tile test
the impulse response) for the entire polarity that must be tested simulta- system. Because tile actual system
system was measured to 3 GHz, neously. We connected a Tektronix used in the experiment on the Disko

t2 _Utwith uncertainties of less than o., ,, 7603 sampling scope at the far end of Elm Event did not include tile special
at 1 GHz, 17_,:_at 2 GHz, and 25.5'7,
at 3 Gt tz. These uncertainties

should be interpreted as absolute
upper bounds rather than as statisti- 1.20 --
cal uncertainties. (Thus, the uncer- 54 samplesaveraged
taintv levels of 1 standard deviation 512samplesaveraged
wouh._ be considerably smaller than 1.15 -- 1024samplesaveraged
the uncertainties just stated.) With
these small uncertainties in tlm trans-

fer functions, we expect the trails- 1.10 -- ._
form of tile final deconvolved shot = _ "_

C

data to have uncertainties of less o _

than 10';_ at 1 GHz, 20q at 2 GHz, _ 1.05 - _
and 30_:; at 3 GHz. "_

The error budget, which pro- _

rides an uncertainty bound of 10q _ 1.00
at 1 GHz, is shown in Fig. 3. At __

each stage in processing the data or _ 1,
in characterizing tile system com- "6 0.95 " '_

ponents, a corresponding uncer- =m
taintv bound must be met. For =: I_

example, in the characterization of 0.90 ""
the downhole half of the diagnostic
system, the transfer function must
be determined to 6.7'; at I GHz.

0.85
For the uphole half of tile system,_

"_ the transfer function must be deter-
mined tr, 5.3q at 1 GHz.

0.80
To obtain accurate measurements,

we used tile following procedures. 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4
We characterized the downhole half Frequency(GHz)
of the diagnostic system (detector +

balun . cable + equalizer} by con- Figure 4. Effects of noise in the measured cable transfer functions for repeated mca-
necting a step pulser with a lO0-ps suremen are shown for three cases. When 1024 samples were used, the results were
rise _'irne to the downhole end of the repeatable to within the required uncertainty bounds (dashed lines}.
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balun, tile impulse response of tile pulser and connected it to tile lad- Results
special balun was also deconvolved, der-attenuator, which was coli- The impulse response and trans-
The result was the impulse response nected to the oscilloscopes. The sig- fer function for a typical diagnostic
of the downhole half of the diagnostic nal recorded on each oscilloscope system used in the experiments on

system. Because the B-dot detectors was digitized and processed to the Disko Elm Event are shown in
had a bandwidth greater than 3 GHz, obtain a voltage-vs-time record. Fig. 5. The 3-dB characteristic fie-

we did not include their responses in The derivative of the input signal quency is 1.1 GHz. The impulse
determining the system response, was deconvolved from the deriva- response for each diagnostic system

To characterize the uphole half of tive of the recorded signal to obtain was deconw)h, ed from the mea-
the systern (the ladder and KR-23 the impulse response of the uphole sured shot data, providing accurate
oscilloscopes), we also used a step half of tile diagnostic system, information to 2.5 GHz (3 GHz in

some cases).

This accomplishment is important

0.12 L (a) ] "_ 10-1 for two reasons. First, we have set a
0.10 L " '_ n, v record for high bandwidth0.08 .--

'o ._ 10-2 us,,gconventional cable and oscil-
0.06 ._ loscope systems. Second, the stan-

_. 0.04 _" dards and procedures we used tct
'_ 0.02 ,.a_ 10_ characterize our diagnostic system0

._ can be applied to other conven-

--0.02 .9 10-4 L ] ] ] ] ] tional systems used in the NTES
-0.04 Directorate, thus providing more0 2 4 6 B 10 12 14 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

Time(ns) Frequency(GHz) accurate information in many
experiments.

Figure 5. (a) The impulse response and (b) the transfer function of a typical system
fielded on the Di,,;koElm Event. Blue lines indicate the maximum error envei'ope for
the transfer function.
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Detector Development

Control, Monitoring, and Power
for Active MCP-Based X-Ray Detectors

M. W. Bowers, R. J. Dell, and J. A. Rawlings

The Contact Event in June 1989 at amplifier to make the range and amplifier to make it compatible with

the Nevada Test Site (NTS) required Output impedance of the monitors the monitor system.
24 new, active microchannel-plate- compatible with the monitor system. Both the phosphor and MCP sup-
(MCP) based x-ray detectors, 1 The buffer amplifier card checked plies were dc-to-dc converters. We
shown in Fig. 1. These active detec- current spikes that corresponded to divided the high-voltage supplies
tors, which represented a substantial arcing so that arc monitors could into four groups and gave each a
increase in detectors used on any one alert operators to detector problems, pair of 28-V dc power supplies for
event, contained too many channels We found a controllable MCP sup- redundancy. Each supply in the pair
of information for the existing field ply that required a 0- to 11-V dc con- was diode-isolated from its mate and
system to monitor. Therefore, we trol for an output range of 0 to 1.1 kV. could be turned on frorn the diag-
designed and built a complex active The supply had an output-voltage nostics bunker, as shown in the diag-
detector monitoring system (ADMS) monitor but still needed a buffer nostics-canister section of Fig. 2.
with tile capacity to monitor the
rnore than 180 channels of data on

the new active detector system. For Microchannel / Focusingthe MCP-based detectors to detect plate ,-_ electrode CdS
input x-ray flux levels accurately, the phosphor

ADMS must monitor MCP voltage, Inputradiantflux Finger
phosphor voltage, phosphor current, mixers
and any internal arcing of high volt-
age. The detectors have 36 MCPs

with variable voltage from 0 to Fiber-optic-1.1 kV and 24 phosphors with vari- switch Fiber-optic
-1 kV faceplatPable voltage from 0 to +20 kV, with Dry-run

a slow ramping from low to high fiber ] L

voltage "ramp-up" circuit. To verify Photocathode I +18kV
that tile detectors were working both 0 kV < [

, uphole and downhole, we used a
dry-run system. Controlling so many
detectors and monitoring more infor-
mation about each than usual made Coherentfiber-opticbundle

the event field process one of the
largest undertaken at the NTS. Streakcamera

I--Power

We l-mrchased 20"kV p°wer sup" I _"_"
plies that met most detector require-
merits and were adjustable from 0 to
20 kV with the application of a 0- to

10-V dc voltage. We also used volt- Figure 1. One of the 24 new microchannel-plate detectors used on the Contact
age- and current-monitor outputs Event, This detector spatially compresses and amplifies the input x-ray image by a
but had to incorporate a buffer factor of 10,000.
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Control ramp-up circuit for each 2()-kV phos- We sent several manual and auto-

The ac power to tile 28-V dc sup- phor supply and each MCI' supply, matic signals from the control point

plies for the lHgh-voltage dc-to-dc Sixteen detectors had one MCP sup- for both the dry-run and shc_t c(_nfig-
converters could be controlled from ply each; f,.mr had two supplies; and urati(_ns. We used manual signals to

either the diagnostics trailer or the foLIr land three supplies, turn on the uphole Fm_nitor system

control point through the timing sta- The rarnp-up circuit applied con- and the ac to the 28-V power sup-

tion. After we applied power to the trol w_ltage to the phosphor and MCI _ plies, to enable the contr(d w_ltage to

high-voltage supplies, we used the supplies in about I rain. We con- regulate the high-voltage supplies,

contr(H voltages to bring the high- nected the control voltages from the and to select one of two r,zdundant

voltage outputs up to proper settings, diagm_stics trailer to the supplies in downhole monitors. We sent four

The high-w)ltage supplies had the canister via six cables with 3() separate read commands to the
three eight-chr, nnel control units, conductors each and provided ac to monitor systern during the last

Each channel controlled the MCP the 28-V power supplies and the 5 rain of the countdown, which initi-

and phosphor sllpplies for one active monitor system, as shown in the ated data storage. We sent the last
detector and consisted of a pot and diagnost;cs-trailer section of Fig. 2. data storage command at -1() s,

Control point I Diagnostics trailer I Diagnostics canister
I !

Control enable Detector supply control 20-kV power supply Active detectors
(50 channels) (24 each) (24 each)

I

Power enable [ _[ ac powercontrol(4channels) 11 ......-1.1.kV powersupplY(36each)

Dry-run
Diode-isolated, dual nitrogen laser

...... ' 28-V dc power supplies ,..........._..__

Dry-run system control [ _ I
and power 1

Monitor signal and
conditioning electronics

Monitoroutput [_ i , _

Log commands I
(4 each) CAMAC monitor system _t

-- L IPowerenable ....

] I Remote-slave Remote-slave

] I monitor 1 monitor 2

Monitor system _ _ I
1 enable I Monitor system I

Monitor system I ac power 1
2 enable I _ ]

Figure 2. A simplified "(Jnc-line" diagram used in preparati(_n fc_rthe ('(,ltact Event, which sh(_ws a schematic. Cd the AI)MS, the
c(_ntr(d and p(_wer system, and the dry-run system used t(} c(_ntr(d and m(_nit(_r the 24 detect(}rs.
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which initiated continuous logging terminal. A data base drove tile con- need for overlays by using a multi-
until the event, as shown in the figuration for this event. Because the tasking operating system. We ana-
control-point section of Fig. 2. software, is copious and complex, we lyzed tile monitored data on a VAX

had to break the code into smaller mainfrarne nonvolatile memory at

Monitor subsections with overlays. For the control point after each dry-run
The ADMS consists of a com- future events, we will eliminate the event and after the Contact Event.

puted-autornated monitoring and
control- (CAMAC-) based LSI-11/73

microcomputer-systern master crate .--i- To controlpointviatiming
and two redundant remote-slave andcontrolmicrowavelink

CAMAC crates (Fig. 3). We placed Timingandcontrolsignals
the master crate in the high-voltage 1 uphole CAMACcrate ' To
and vacuum trailerintherecording CAMACdataway remoteterminal
trailer park with the two remote-slave
CAMAC crates mounted on the

downhole experimental canister
(Fig. 4). The system used a separate
CAMAC serial highway to COlTtnlu-
nicate with each downhole crate for

fault tolerance, and the serial high-
way used standard CAMAC mod-
ules. For noise suppression, we
added an unbalanced, terminated
50-_ coaxial cable instead of a bal-

anced, 100-.Q transmission line. The
master crate controlled the downhole

crates, monitored the vacuum-pump To alarmand shutdown relays

power supplies required for the 24 VacuumInformation
detectors, and provided two serial
linkstothecontrol-pointcomplex 2downholeCAMAC crates

for real-time monitoring of the CAMACdataway
experiments. The links were con-
nected through a terminal multi-
plexer system and the user-encoder
system via a rnicrowave. The mas-
ter crate rnonitored timing and con-
trol signals sent from the cont"ol
point. These signals selected the
downhole crates for data acquisi-
tion. Other signals directed the
system to store current-detector
measurements in a nonvolatile

memory for later analyses.
The software was written in

Oregon Software's Pascal to run Toactivedetector
under Di,gital's RT-11 operating sys- monitorcircuits
tem. The 8000 lines of code initial-

ized the CAMAC crates, read the Figure 3. Tile master uphole-controlling CAMAC crate. This crate uses many com-
raw data from the downhole crates, mercially available modules and only two LLNL-designed modules, which makes
corrected them for deviations, and the system easy to design and build.

displayed the data on any remote
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Dry-Run Testing establish ill advance what tile fluores- arcing problern with two detectors,
We tested 20 of tile 24 active detec- cence of tile fibers would be during allowing us to reduce their voltage

tors by incorporating a dry-run svs- event radiation, we installed a fiber- before detector data were jeopar-
tem into the ADMS. Thi_ system con- optic shutter switch for each of the 20 dized. In fact, the system provided

sists of a nitrogen laser, 20 ult_',lviolet detectors using the dry-run system, valual: i- and accurate information
fibers, and 20 fiber-optic switches. As zero time approached, the dry-run about all 24 detectors by monitoring
The laser transmits 337.1-nm light system gave us confidence that the voltages tO better than 1%, low-level
through knv-loss ultraviolet fiber detectors were still operating, currents, and low levels of arcing.
(>2 dB/m) to the detector. The detec- We are upgrading this large, flexi-

tors are barely sensitive to this wave- Results ble systemto field on future events
length; therefore, we could only test We successfully fielded tile ADMS by modifying portions of the ADMS
them at higher gains than tile event on tile Contact Event in June 1989. to make it a multitasking system.
settings. Because we could not The system helped us diagnose an Tile upgrade will expand the number

of channels we can monitor by at

least a factor of 4. We may replace

, _ __ Remote the numerous multiconductor cables

)_' Microwavelines LSI that control tile downhole power

U_p___holeAD_MS_ T _ terminal supplies with controller boards in the

Timingand downhole CAMAC. Because each

liningand control board will control multiple detectors,

I_m monitor the system must be redundant. Tile

contro_ Trailernear
ultiplexer groundzero Controlroomat CAMAC system will eliminate many

controlpoint cables but introduce additional possi-
bilities for detector failure because

integrated circuits have a higher fail-
ure rate than hard-wired circuits.

Reference
1. R.E. Stewart, M. W. Bowers,

M. R. Carter, and D. F. Price, "Time-
Resolving Intensified Detectors for
Low-Level X-Ray Detection,"
Nuclear J_'st-Experimeutal SCi{']I(I'()

C
Annual Report Fiscal Year1._88,

: Lawrence Livermore National

Figure 4. The ADMS acquires data with one of two redundant downhole crates and Laboratory, Livermore, CA,
sends it to the contact point. This system has the capacity to monitor more channels UCRL-53929-88 (1989), p. 60.
of information than have been monitored on previous events.
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Diamond Photoconductive Detector

C. L. Wang, J. L. Gaines, J. E. Flatley, J. R. Hunter, and B. A. Davis*

Both semiconductingl, 2 and insu- This project is designed (1) to take contact with air. Detectors for x-ray

lating diamonds 3,4 have been inves., advantage of the large bandgap m . applications are sirnply mounted on
tigated as picosecond optoelectronic and hence, small, dark current--of commercial (SMA) high-bandwidth
switches. Tile former yielded tile insulating diamond detector and connectors.
response times of 50 to 300 ps, while demonstrate the feasibility of its dc
the latter provided 150-ps resolu- calibration, both with a 6°Co Temporal Response
tion. More recently, insulating dia- gamma-ray source:, and with low- The time resolution of our dia-
mond has been used as a sub- energy x-ray rna'chines; and (2) to ,nond detectors was measured with
nanosecond x-ray calorimeter for the measure the spectral response of the 50-ps, 16-MEV electron pulses at the
study of laser-produced plasmas. 5 diamond detector and assess its EG&G linear accelerator (linac) in
Because of its large bandgap validity as an x-ray calorimeter. Santa Barbara. The detector signals
(5.47 eV at 300 K), the diamond pho.- were recorded with a 20-GHz sam-

toconductive detector may offer a Insulating Diamond pling oscilloscope averaging 20 linac
significant advantage over GaAs Photoconductive Detectors pulses. An example of the impulse

and InPphotoconductors, which Our diamond detectors are made response of the 1- x 1- x 2-mm 3 dia-
have narrower bandgaps and, typi- with natural, single,crystal insulat- mond detector with its integrated
cally, a large, dark current (-1 _A). ing diamond (type IIa) of three signal is shown in Fig. 1. The
Therefore, the sensitivity of these sizes: 1 x 1 x 1 mm 3, 1 x 1 x 2 mm 3, remarkably little tail seen with this
detectors cannot be calibrated with and 1 x 1 x 3 mm 3. Two Opposite detector contrasts sharply with the
the dc x-ray machine or gamma-ray 1- x 1-mm 2 surfaces are metalized long tails from GaAs or InP detec-
source but must be cross-calibrated with gold to provide ohmic contact tors, which require irradiation of
with pulsed sources against a refer- and serve as electrodes. The gap ,--101514-MEV neutrons/cre 2 to

- ence detector that "nn be dc cali- lengths (1, 2, and 3 mm) will be suit- eliminate. 6 Although our diamond
brated. By eliminating the tedium able for our future study of detector detectors clearly show good time
and susceptibility to large errors linearity as a function of bias voltage, resolution without neutron
associated with calibrating such Detectors for gamma-ray calibra-
detectors, the diamond detector has tion with the cobalt source are

obvious potential value as a fast mounted inside a thin brass con-

x-ray and gamma-ray detector for tainer filled with oil to prevent any "2"
Nevada Test Site (NTS) applications, space-charge effect resulting from .o

; :r,_
"O

Figure 1. The tem-
poral response of a 10

diamond detector '_ .2,
to 50-ps, 16-MEV
electron pulses. .., .¢
The observed _ 5 159ps FWHM "=
impulse response

is 159ps, _ I / Time(500ps/division)

" Figure 2. The response of a 1- x 1- x
< 0 1-mm 3diamond detector to x rays0 200 400 600 800 1000

generated by a 120-ps, 1.06-_m, 2.5-J
Time(ps) laser irradiating a uranium disk target

at 2 x 101_W/cm 2,

*EG&G, lhc., Las Vegas, NV.
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treatment, we found that impulse its dc calibration. We first attempted -150 ps, For tile first time, we have
responses of the detectors we tested our dc calibration using the intense shown that the diamond detector
ranged from 160 to 380 ps. We (_°Co gamma-ray source at the l,as can be calibrated with either a dc

attribute this rather large variation Vegas facility of EG&G. Indeed, we gamma-ray or x-ray source, These
to h'regularities in impurity concen- found the dark current ff the dia- reliable and easily performed cali-

tration in the natural diamond, mond detector to be qtilte low brations indicafe a great potential for
For practical application in the (~10 -12 A) and the signal to be at di lrnond detectors in NTS applica-

laboratory, we installed a 1- x 1- x least an order of magnitude higher, tions. In view of the discrepancies
I-mm 3 detector on the Janus target lqowever, we noted that the space between the fieM data and the

chamber as a fast x-ray calorimeter, charge generated by contact with the pulsed laboratory calibration of the
The detector was biased at 500 V and air gave rise to spurious signals. GaAs detectors, it is particularly cru-
was placed 17 cm from a uranium This problem was solved by mount- cial to investigate whether the dc-

disk target. The 120-ps, 1.06-/.tru ing the diamond chip inside a thin calibrated diamond detector may
laser was operated at 2,5 J and was brass container filled with oil. provide improved results for the
focused on the target to yield 2 x Figure 3 shows the measured sensi- NTS gamma-ray measurements.
1()15W/crn2. The signal was tivity for I- x 1- x 2-mm 3 and 1- x Furthermore, the diamond appears
recorded on a 1-GHz oscilloscope. 1- x 3-mm 3 detectors as a function to be several times moresensitive

The trace shown in Fig. 2 illustrates of b!as voltage, than the GaAs detector and may
the speed and sensitivity of the detec- Encouraged by our success with prove to be an important detector for
tor; we are investigating whether it is the c'llCo source, we continued our dc the NTS x-ray measurements when
a good x-ray calorimeter, calibration with the low-energy x-ray coupled with the dc calibratkm.

machine (LEX) and found that the With respect to the diamond's

dc Calibration of Diamond signal was almost an order of magni- spectral response to x rays, Our lira-
Detectors tude higher thanthe dark current, ited data suggest a flat response up

We can now take ad, antage of the Figure 4 shows the measured sensi- to 2 keV only. We plan to extend
large bandgap of the d,amond detec- tivities of a 1- x 1- x 1-mm 3 diamond the data up to 8 keV and below
tor to demonstrate tl,e feasibility of detector to x rays of 1.5, 2, and 3 keV I keV when time becomes available

for bias voltages of 524 and 824V. on the the ion-accelerator, subkilo-

w)lt x-ray machine.
_o-18 D,scussion

We have confirmed that insulating References
diamond is a good, fast radiation I. L.A. Vermeulen, J. F.Young,
detector with a time resolution of M, 1.A. C;allant, and H, M. van

.-. Driel, Solid State Commttll. 38, 1223
(1981).

O_ 10-19 10_17 2, J, F, Young, L, A. _'ermeulen, ll),J,
"-" M_)ss,and tl, lvl, van Driel, Appl,
._- Phi/s. Lelt. 42, 434 (1983),
'_' _ 3. I'. K. Bharadwaj, R. F.Code, H. M.
= rO van Driel, and E, Walerdynowicz,

¢_ _" 10-18 _824 V " ,
"-" _ Appl. Ph=/s.l.etl, 43, 207 (1983).
"_ 524 V 4. f:-T. I-Io,C. 1!. Lee, J. C. Stephensorb'._

10-20 '_ and R. R. Cavanagh, Optics G,mmm.
= 46, 202 (1¢)83).
cn 5. D.R. Kania et al., AbsohHeX-Ray

] I ] ] 10-19 .....t [ I I I 120WCl" A/h'a,_;tl/'Clllcl/ls with Sllb/lallO-

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1 2 3 6 secomt'li'me/@so/ulionLlsiHg"l)//_eIla
Biasvoltage(V) Energy(keV) Diamomt Iqtolocomhtch,'s, Lawrence

Liverm(m2 Nati(mal I.abora tory,

Figure 3. Measured sensitivity of Figure 4. Measured sensitivity ()f the Livermore, CA, UCRl,-101823
1-/. i- × 2-mm 7_and 1- x 1- × 32mm _dia- 1- × 1- × l-mm 3 diamond dete_:t(_rt() (1989),

mond detectors to _'IJC_gamma rays as x rays of 1.5, 2, and 3 k,eV for bias volt- 6. C. 1..Wang, M. D. l'ocha, J. I). Morse,
a function of bias v(dtage, ages of 524 and 824 V, M.S. Singh, and B.A. I)avis, Appl.

Phys. Letl. 54, 1451 (1089).
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Developing a 1300-nm Infrared Photocathode
for NTS Streak-Camera Applications

R. D, Lear and C. L. Wang

Refined and improved nuclear Modulators beyond 10 GHz are Tile solution is to improve our
weapons require improved temporal being developed, existing streak-camera systems so
resolutions from the field s_stems AlthougL we have the technology we can take full advantage of our
that detect and measure the radia- to transmit laigh.-bandwidth signals, ability to transmit bandwidths in
tion produced in a nuclear explo- recording them presents a problem, excess of 10 GHz. Therefore, we are
sion. Today, equipment with a tem- Modern oscilloscopes can record up developing a new high-performance
poral resolution of 100 ps or less is a to 6 GHz, but they are expensive and photocathode for our streak-camera
common requirement of tile system, can record 0nly one cllannel of data systems that will allow us to record
al_d 10ps is expected in tile future, per instrument. Streak-camera sys- high-bandwidth signals at 1300nra.
We are working on the problem of terns can record many channels of The minimum performance charac-
how to transmit and record these data per instrument and at the teristics desired are shown in Table 1.

improved temporal resolutions, required, high bandwidths. However, After reviewing tile literature and
First, the data must be transmitted the current systems do not have pho- exploring ali possible technologies,

away from the instrument, which is tocathodes with adequate sensitivity we elected to develop a photocathode
• destroyed irt the nuclear explosion, at 1300 nm (Fig. 1). that is based on recent developments

to a remote area for storage and anal-
ysis. When transmitted more than

1 km, many of the signals require GaAs/Cs,

baridwidths of 3 GHz or greater. We 02
expect future field systems to require 1 ,.
bandwidths in excess ttf 10 GHz. We Gao.l_lno,25As/CsaO ....

have found that electro-optic trans- :i
ducers and long-distance, single-
mode, fiber-op6c cables can trans-

mit these laigh-bandwidth signals. _" (s-25)
The cables perform at maximum _ 10

• bandwidth and with minimum loss g S-20

at 1300 nm because material disper- '_

sion in the glass-fiber, cable, which =_ -_"- -1
occurs when different wavelengths
travel at slightly different velocities, n-_
is nearly zero. These 1300-nrn S-1
cables can easily transmit 10-GHz 1 .. "
data more than I km. " ....

Many of the products that we use •
to transmit data were developed for ..

the telecomnlunications industry, inAso.4Po,s/Cs20 _'_r_New "1300-nm laser diodes can trans-

,. mit3- to 4-GHz bandwidths for large 10.1
signals and 10 GHz for small signals. 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600
Optical modulators, devices that Wavelvngth(nra)
vary tile intensity of a "carrier" light

beam in response to the applied sig- Figure 1. Sensitivities of various photocathodes. Current photocathode sensitivities
nal, are available at 2 tct 3 GHz. are not adequate in the region of 1300 to 1600 nra.
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Table 1, Comparison of desired and expected performancecharactertstics for in field-assisted semiconductor
a 1300-nra photocathode. ' materials, 1-3 The ex Fected perfor-

mance for this photocathode is als()Desired Expected
performance , performance shown in Table 1, We are negotiating

a contract with an outside vendor to

Quantum efficiency >1% at 1300nm -10% at 1300 nm develop this specialized photocath-

Impulse response <30 ps (FWHM) ~12 ps (FWHM) ode material and to implement it in a
modern streak-tube design,Dark current s"l0-6A/cre 2 -5 x 10-7 A/cm 2thermal

' electron at 300 K Our preferred system is shown in
<10-7 A/cm2from hot holes Fig, 2, Output from a high-band-
injected into emitter at 300 K width radiation detector is split to

Spatial resolution s'100_tm 8 _tm drive multiple 1300-nm transmitters,

Minimum active area 20 x 1 mm Mosaic required The signal amplitude to each trans-
mitter is adjusted to increase the

Photocathode life .' 1-y shelf life To be determined
, • Several hundredh°urs overall dynamic range of the mea-

under applied bias surement instrument, An output
• Hours of optical signal from each 1300-!_m transmit-

illurnination ter is relayed uphole on a 1300-nm

single-mode optical fiber to an
infrared-sensitive streak camera,

Figure 2. Our Our total recording system consists
complete mea- Uph'ole _ ii I I 'l of the streak camera, an image inten-
surement system _J ' li Streak I I CCD I
includes high- _ . 11car_era I '_ ] camera ] sifter to amplify and relay the image,
bandwidth detec- /" Infrarea ,,di I | I ! a digital solid-state video camera, a
tor, optical trans- _ photocathode,," Image| 7
mitter, optical _ Intensifier_ control computer, and a battery-

fiber, and streak- . _1300-nm single-mode fiber operated memory, Each streak-
-_'7, .__ camera system can record thecamera recording 7 _ output from 40 fiber channels,

system, Downhole k,...._' 1300.nm

tr_ ___/g2_ba?_;Tte_ Photocathode Material, The proposal for the photocathode

" maierial is based on the research of

Bell, Escher, and their coworkers, 1-3

1300-nra A schematic of the band profile for
transmitter the proposed material is shown in

Fig. 3. An absorption layer of either
p-lnxGa.l_xAs or p-InxGal_xAsl 9 is

Figure 3. lattice-matched to a high-purity p-hal 9Schematic energy- L %

band profile of the N single-crystal wafer, Next, a lattice-
proposed new r ,, /__. matched p-'nP surface protectit)n

photocathode N a "lp "N Vacuum layer is grown over the absorptionmaterial. The _ N,,,,[_ level layer, Finally, silver and Cs20 are
bandgap energv p-lnP op'lnxG 1-xAS p-lnP
of the central " P"lnxGal-x As -..,,._ -- Fermi applied to the lnP protection layer to
p-ln.vGa1..rAs or _,, x level reduce the work function of the
p-lrl.vGai_.xAsl_ _ material, thus allowing electrons to

region is adjusted X *-+--" C_O escape from the surface,
to absorb 1300-nra The 1,35-eV bandgap of the lnP is
plaotons ((),95eV),

NN] greater than the 0,95-eV energy of a
1300-nra photon, This prevents

Ag electrons from being excited to the

: conducti()n band in the InP regions
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of tile photocatht_de when exposed within tile material, a Ag/p-lnP absorbed in tile narrmver bandgap
to 1300-nnl light. However, tile emitter surface has about 70% of its material, and produce conduction
bandgap of the absorption layer can conduction electrons in the higher- electrons. These conductkm electrons
be adjusted to slightly less than the energy I, band. are then forced to the vacuum surface
photon energy by adjusting the Thus, as 131)0-nm photons are inci- and elevated from the F band to the
ratio of tile In and Ga. This allows dent upon the InP substrate (left side higher-energy 1_band by the applied
1300-nra photons to promote elec- in Fig. 3), the region is transparent to voltage. At the surface, they can
trons to tile conduction band in the them because of its large bandgap escape to the vacuttrn as a result of
absorption layer, energy. The photons pass through to the reduced work function of the

However, the conduction elec- tile absorption region, where they are surface materials.

trons produced in tile absorption
region see a potential energy "hill" Figure 4.

as they diffuse outward and, conse- 1,2 [ Calculated c_)n-
quently, are unable to reach the vac- 0.8 _ Conduction duction-band pro-I_ "_'as--" _ band files as a fl,mction

ttttnl surface. Applying a negative _ 0.4 _ of bias voltage. Atbias era few volts can bend the band _ 0 -3 V, the band
structure and remove the hill. The _ I / _ / Fermi structure is mono-

/ /-a v / level ing to the surfmce,results of calculations on the bending _-0.4 tonically decreas-

/ /- / <'o'!>of the lowest-energy conduction .-0.8 which allows con-

band (r band)with applied voltage __-1.2 F / S p'inp/P'lnx Gal-x As auction electrons

areshowninF'ig. 4(Ref. 3). Atan .__1.6y /_5 v toreachtheapplied bias of-3 V, tile conductiorl -5 V [ [ photocatl_ode-

band decreases monotonically ali the _-2.0 vactltlm interface.
way to the surface, and electrons '2.4
can then reach the photocathode-
vacuum interface. -2.8 [0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

A schematic of tile band profile tor DistancefromInPsudace(pm)
the biased material is shown in Fig, 5.
Altllough the I-"band approaches the
vacuurn surface as a monotonically Figure 5,
decreasing function, tile surface work L --_ Schematic of theenergy-ba nd pro-
function is high, and the F band I" _. \ file under bias.

energy is still below tile vacuum level __. _ x '_\ The I"band is still
so that electrons cannot escape the p-In below the vacuum

surface, lqowever, as the electrons '_ " P InxGal x AsP level at the sur-

move to the surface uru.ter the infltt- i" "'_"___""-" electronsface'ConductiOnarc,ele-

ence of the applied voltage, their vated to the
energy increases as they are "lleated" L band, which is

by the applied w_ltage. Some Vblas \-\ \ \ _ Vacuum above the vactlunllevel, allm,eing

of them are transferred to tile next- _\__ N leveli them to escape

highest-energy condttction band \_ from the surface,
(L band), which is abuve the vacuum ,qlevel. These L-band conduction elec- - -- -- F::_
trons can then escape the wacuum

su rface to become "plaotoelectrons." .- --. C_O
The results of conduction-band pop-
ulation calculations by Escher and
coworkers 3 are shown lr, Fig. 6. With
ata applied voltage of -3 V, which Ag
gives field strengths of 1()4V/cre
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i
i

Projected Photocathode for a Ag/p-lnP/p-h_ll,53Gao,47As obtained, Even higher quantum
Performance cathode, Such measurenlents illu- efficienctes are reported wtth 8%

Experiments by Escher and minate the photocathode on the achieved at 1550 nrel
coworkers provide us with prelimi- same side as the photoemission, We require a transmission-mode

nary performance Farameters of the Their results, shown in Fig, 7, tndi- photocathode for ou!' applications,
photocathode, 3 Tll_'y measured the cate that 1300-nra quantum efftcten- Transmission mode means that the
reflection-mode quantum efficiency cies Of greater than 1% can be photocathode is illunainated from the

side opposite the photoemission
Figure 6, direction, In this case, antireflection

Calculated con- 100 coatings applied to tt_e InP substrateduction-band pop- _ Ag/p-lnPemitter
ulations as a func- _ will further enhance the photocath-
tion of applied ..a L ode quantum efficiel!tcy by passing"lD O-'-" --

bias voltage, At =_ , .....c,'_ more of the incident iphotons to the
-3 V, about 70% of L,
the conduction ,=_ 50 absorption region, We expect to
electrons are in the =_ I" achieve quantum efftciencies of

L band, _ ----'_ greater than 10% at !300 nra,Escher and coworkers 3 also discuss

dark current as a funi:tion of appliedo ' 1 , I ,,,I ,, I l
0 1 2 3 4 5 bias w_ltage for a Ag/p-InI _cathode,

Appliedbias(V) They report dark-curieent densities of
less than 10-7 A/cre 2 at room temper-
ature from a photocal:hode built for

Figure 7, high sensitivity at 1400 nm, A photo-
Reflection-mode 10-1 -- cathode tuned to 1300 nm should be
quantum effi- - HybridcathodeInP even less sensitive tofllermal noise,
cienciesfora - T=300K
Ag/p-lnP/p- - Dark current can be lowered still fur-

[nll.53Ga0,47As - Vblas= 5 V ' ther by cooling the pl_otocathode,
photocathode, We can expect spatial resolution
Quantum efficien- 10-2 __

: at about 8 tJm and a temporalcies of >1% are
seen at 1300 nra, irnpulse response of about 12 ps

(V, Aebi and R, Bell, Varian Corp,,
_" Palo Alto, California, private corn-

10-3 - munication, 1989), The lifetime of>,
E the photocathode is :still unknown

_ because there are no data on the per-
= formance of these materials in a

*_ O"

¢_ sealed vacuum tubel--all existing
10-4 - data are for actively pumped experi-

_. Vblas = mental stations, The initial phases
of the development contract will
focus on determining the expected

10_5 _ lifetime of the photocathode using
accelera ted liretiree stud ies,

Conclusions
The projected performance char-

lO-e l acteristics of this material are very
2000 1500 1000 500 promising.We expecttomeet or

Wavelength(nm) exceed ali of the requirements for
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field applications, With this photo- References
cathode, we can take advantage of 1, R. L, Bell, L. W.James, and R, L,Moon, Appl. Phys, Left, 25, 645 (1974).
new developments in the telecorn- 2, J, s. Escher and R, Sankaran,/Ippl.
muMcations industry to achieve Phys, Lett, 29, 87 (1976),
Mgh bandwidth (-..10 GHz) and high 3. J. S, Escher, R, L,.Bell, P.E, Gregory,

S. B, Hyder, T.J. Makmey, and G. A.density (~40 charmels/streak cam-
Antypas, IEEE Trans, Eh,cir(niDevices

era) at potentially less cost, ED-2T, 1244(1980),

Microchannel-Plate-Intensified,

Subnanosecond X-Ray Imaging Camera

M. R. Carter, B. J. McKinley, and K. G. Tirsell

We have developed a microchan- We measured the relative spectral incident on each detector at 35 deg
nel-plate- (MCP-) intensified, sub- response of Cul and CsI detectors at from normal, 2 The detector was posi-
nanosecond x-ray detector with the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation tioned so that the entire 2- x 20-mm
400-ps time resolution and 180-_m Laboratory (SSRL) beamline 8-2 beam fell on the MCP stripline, We

spatial resolution. This device from 450 to 13ff) eV, with the beam rneasured the incident x-ray flux with
enhances our capabilities for one-
dimensional imaging and spectro-

scopic measurements of x-ray emis- ], Incident MCP

sign from laser-produced plasrnas. / x rays
Figure 1 shows our x-ray imaging Focusing

detector. This system consists of an _r electrode
ultraviolet (UV) prefilter, an x-ray

photocathode (CsI, CuI, or gold) that
is deposited on the MCP to enhance
efficiency, focusing electrodes, a fast In:Cd_ Output ' In:CdS
phosphor, and an optical-fiber face- light
plate for transmitting light out of

vacuum. Focusing electrodes com- ._

press the electron current out of the | _ g___;_
MCP in one dimension, thereby
enhancing the system gain by a factor Integratln

of 10. The In:CdS phosphor-coated _dlrectionoptical-fiber faceplate is biased up to
+20 kV to attract electrons exiting the o--- Imaging

MCP. Gains of greater than 1000 can /-1 kV direction

be obtained from the MCP, depend- /X-ray "_" +20kV
ing on the bias voltage. The CsI photocathode Electrondetector is about six times more sen-

- sitive than the CuI detector at 700 eV, orbits

consistent with photocathode- Figure 1, Schematic of the MCP-intensified x-ray detector system. An x-ray photocath-
: response data. 1 ode consisting of Csl, Cul, or gold is deposited on the MCP to enhance efficiency. The

focusing electrode cornpresses the electron current in one dimension, enhancing systern
gain, The optical-fiber faceplate isbiased up to +20 kV to attract exiting electrons.
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a calibrated gold-mesh monitor and considered, We calibrated each pho- in Fig, 2 as one curve, Data taken
recorded the detector output with tocathode using three different pre- with tile iron prefitter are signifi-
a Reticon camera, filters(iron, copper, and magnesium) cantly higher than the copper pre-

Figure 2 shows tile results of our to reduce higher-order and specu- filter data in the region of overlap,
measurements, Tile difference in larly reflected photons exiting the This result is not well understood at
MCP bias w)ltages, the measured monochromator, Data taken with present, The Csl data show a strong
transmission of tile aluminurn UV the copper and magnesiurn prefilters increase in sensitivity at the Cs M5

light shield, and the response of tile agree w,ell in their region of overlap edge (726 eV) and at the I M4,5 edge
gold-mesh monitor have all been for both Cul and Csl and are shown (630 eV), The CuI MCP response

increases at the Cu L3 edge (932 eV)

and at the I M4,5 edge (630 eV), The
1°-4 -- Cu-edge jump is much smaller in

___1 • c _ magnitude than that determinedfrom photoabsorption cross-section0er and [Eta(E)] data, 1 Another significant

magnesium prefilters difference between our measured

._, , response and asimple Eta(E) model
,== , is tile gradual rise in efficiency above

_'== ' 4 Csl + iron Pr the Cs edge for Csl and above, the l,._ edge for CuI, These deviations from
theory are not understood as yet,

® 10_5 ........--_'-'----'-"----_ h_ summary, we have developed
== /,. Cul+ iron prefilter / an x-ray imaging detector with sub-

_ __ nano second time response, high eff i-

ciency, and good spatial resolution,

_. We have measured tile response to
Cul+ copperand
magnesiumprefllters x rays from 450 to 1300 eV, This

=: detector has led to drarnatic improve-
merits in our ability to diagnose high-
energy density experiments,
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Figure 2. Relative responses of Cul- and Csl-coated MCP imaging detectors vs x-ray
energy. The vertical scale is in units of watts out per x-ray watts incident,
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A Passive, 100-ps, X-Ray-Driven Pulser

for Gating Microchannel-Plate Detectors

A. R. Fry and P. 1".Springer

Micrtx:hannel plates (MCP) u.,_-_.lin contacts. Many carriers can be gen- To benefit from tile application of
x-ray detectors have increased the erated quickly bv a short, intense Auston switches in downhole experi-

_ns,:tivitv of x-ray sPectrometers to laser pulse that rapidly closes tile ments, we changeci two critical com-
small signals, l In addition, MCPs can switch between the contacts. In this ponents of the pulser: (1) the method
make preci_ temporal discrimina- state, the switch is an electrical short of biasing, and (2) the means of trig-
tions when u_,_d in a pulse-biased at low voltages. 3 When the illu- gering the switch. Rather than use
stril._line configuration, t An MCP is mination stops, the conductMty pulse-biasing electronics, we chose a
an active electron-gain device consist- decreases at a rate determined bv the dc-biased scheme. Instead of relying
ing of millions of channels bored into carrier recombination rate until it on external triggering, we investi-
a glass plate with ohmic contacts on reaches the dark level of the thermal gated triggering the switch with x-ray
both sides. A bias voltage is applied generation of the carriers, photons from the same source as that
across the plate, which accelerates In laboratory experiments, such as observed by the detector. This trig-
electrons in the channels, creating those at tile Nova laser, Auston gering scheme has three rt_.luisites:
multiple _'ondarv electrons. This switches are used with x-ray detec- (1) the Auston switch must be able to
ca._ading effect results in gains from tors and are triggered externalh' by electrically isolate a high enough volt-
1000 to 10,000, depending on the bias short laser pulses that are synchro- age to bias an MCP, (2) the Auston
voltage. X-ray signals arrMng before nized to activate them at shot time. switch must be switched with x rays,
and after the biasing perit×'l of the Special high-voltage, fast-gating cir- and (3) a g___metD, must be imposed
MCP are reduced in intensity bv _v- cuit D, developtM at LLNL provides on the detector to record the signal

eral orders of magnitude compared tile electrical biasing to the Auston that is biasing the MCP.
with tho_ arriving during the biasing switch at the time of the laser shot.
wri(._.t. Therefore, it is best to deliver An electrical pulser is used because Switch Design
a _luare-wave pulse of high voltage the silicon photodiodes for these Our prototype x-ray-driven
to the MCP, accx_ratelv svnchronizecl experiments have relatively slow pulser using a GaAs Auston switch
with the arrival of the x-ray signal of carrier-recombination rates (about is shown in Fig. 1. We mo,rated the
interest. We have demonsirated the 100 Its) and cannot electrically isolate Auston switch onto a dielectric

feasibility of using a passive, dc- a high enough dc voltage to provide board with a bottom ground plane
bias'd, x-ray-driven pulser with a gain in the MCPs. The laser-pulsed between two copper strip lines that
l___.)-psrise time to gate MCPs in Auston switch gah._ voltage to the are also mounted to the dielectric.
downhole experiments and have MCP for much shorter times (500 ps) The characteristic impedance of tile
eliminated the need for external than pulse-biasing electronics, strip line is determined by:
timing fiducials and pulse-biasing

electronics. Downhole Environment I w
No system exists for using lasers Z° "_[102n/(t'eff) 0'5 ] + 1_h + 1.393

Auston Switches in to externally trigger Auston switches

Laboratory Experiments or for electrically triggering pulse- (w )1In laboratory experinaents, pulse biasing networks in downhole + 0.667 In .. lt + 1.444 -J , (1 )
biasing of MCPs is achieved by experiments. Furthemlore, the addi-
using Auston switches and pulse- tional hardware required and the where
biasing electronics.l An Auston timing constderations make develop-
switch is a photcK-onductive semi- ment of such a system impractical, t"r + 1 t_r- 1
conductor with two ohmic contacts. 2 The use of time-discriminate spec- ce, _ -_ + 9
Fr_:_d by photoelectric conversion troscopy is, however, desirable to

of light, carriers conduct current characterize time-specific spectra. /_ 12h ,_-q_.5.. 1 , 10_

across the gap be_wt._en these two " k ' w )
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In Eqs. (1) and (2), Z0 is the e::perirnents, we simply soldered an sensitivity to x rays. 5 We performed
impedance of the strip line, _eff is the electrical connector to the strip line, several experirnents and found that
effective dielectric constant, _'ris the which we then attenuated and read a 1-nun-thick GaAs switch with a
dielectric constant, w is the width of into a digitizing oscilloscope to 3-rnm gap between ohmic contacts

the strip line, and h is the height record the pulse shape, could electrically isolate a dc bias as
between the strip line and the ground In an underground nuclear test, high as 5.7 kV in room light. When
plane. 4 The Auston switch is glued gamnla rays or neutrons rnay pretrig- shielded from light, it could isolate
with silver conductive epoxy to cre- gcr the prototype pulser before the up to 7 kV, permitting less than
ate ohnaic contact with the strips. In detector can record the event. 2 mA of current leakage. Visible
our tests, we tailored the width of Therefore, we rnust choose the resis- light (1.7 to 3.1 eV) is sufficient to
our strip lines to achieve 5042 tor and capacitor values on the bias free charge carriers to conduct cur-
impedance, which we tested with side so that the resistance-capacitance rent across the 1.4-eV gap in a GaAs
time-doluain reflectometrv. In princi-, tirne constant is slow enough to pre- chip from the valence band to the
ple, any impedance can be obtained vent constant discharge but fast conduction band.

by soMng these equations, enough to recharge the strip line If the photon energy exceeds the
One side of the GaAs strip line is before the photons from the source threshold for photoconduction by an

biased by a resistor with a capacitor under examination arrive, amount greater than the therrnal
to ground and stores the charge that The configuration shown in Fig. 1 energy (kT), the excess energy is
will bias the MCE The amount of is a turn-on configuration in which imparted to the electron-hole pair in
charge stored in the charge line is the MCP is not biased until x rays the form of kinetic energy. A signifi-
proportional to the length of the strip trigger the switch. The pulser can be cant fraction of this excess energy will
line. Therefore, the MCP will be adapted to a turn-off configuration be lost to the lattice because of vari-
biased for a time that will be equal to by placing the Auston switch ous scattering mechanisms.
half the length of the charge line between the strip line and ground, Therefore, the energy required to cre-
divided by the speed of a transverse- while keeping the strip at constant ate an electron-hole pair, (Eta), with
electric-mode wave on the charge voltage. With the turn-off configura- l-keV x rays is about 5 eV (Ref. 5).
line (the speed of light divided by the tion, the ground pulse is timed to Using tiffs factor and the carrier

square root of the dielectric constant), gate off the bias to the MCP after the mobility (Iu) in GaAs (8000 cm2/V.s at
For most tests, we used a length that x rays of interest have been recorded. 2-kV bias), 5 we determine an expres-
gave a 500-ps charge pulse. This configuration is typically used sion for Q, the necessary x-ray flux to

The strip line on the unbiased in laboratory experiments, open the switch.
side of the GaAs chip connects to We chose GaAs chips for our

the impedance-matched strip lines Auston switches because of their gEn

on the MCP. For our calibration high resistivity (10 8 (2.cre) and Q = ewRla ' (3)

Figure 1. where g is the length of the gap
Prototype passive X raye

GaAs-'based GaAsAuston III between the terminals of the Auston

pulser. The GaAs switch\ III switch, e is the charge of the elec-chip is mounted Copper strip line % tron, w it; the width of the Auston
on a dielectric I:i__,__i_,_tnr IN "N._'_'_ _ switch, and R is the resistance of the

board between _1__ Auston switch. For reasonable volt-

impedance-
matched strip age-pulse transmission across the

lines. X ravs cre- / _X n_la s,,,itch, I,_naust be small cornpared
,atephotoc_mduc- Direct- ] Co r ro I ling with the characteristic strip-linelive currerds in the currentbias I Copperground / di_t,.|e

plane -- ........... impedance. Using the parameters of
chip. which opens board our prototvpe switch, we appliedto bias the naicro- Microchannelplate "

= chartI'tel plate, withstripline Eq. (3) and found that the x-ray flux
must be about 3 mJ/cre 2 to bring the

[ } resistance down to (1.1_LThe x-ray-driven pulser uses the
iintorminat,wl ,;trip-lin,_ m,tmaofrv int, J

=
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which only half tile applied voltage, about 1(1J. We calibrated the x-ray switch. Tile residual impedance
at most, can be transferred to the flux by using silicon p-i-li diodes mismatch and resistances produced

MCP through the Auston switch, whose x-ray sensitivities and filter- the observed high-w}ltage tail,
When tile Auston switch is opened, ing were well known. The GaAs contributing to the inefficient
the distribution of charge on the chip was blocked from light by a til- switching. Although our prototype

strip line is identical to the superpo- ter with about 2 Mmof aluminum on pulser did not switch with maxi-
sition of two current waves traveling Mylar to permit x-ray transmission mum efficiency, we could still switch
in opposite directions, each with an below 1.5 keV. The result of an 8-J 1000 V or more by simply increasing
amplitude of half the bias voltage, shot with a 2000-V bias on the the bias voltage to about 2200 V.
Therefore, the wave transmitted switch, shown ill Fig. 3, included the This example highlights how GaAs
through the Auston switch is twice fast (100-ps) rise time and flatness of switches give us the luxury of com-
the temporal length of the strip line voltage during the bias period, pensating for inefficient switching
and has ali arnplitude of half the which is a reasonable physical by increasing the bias voltage (to
bias voltage (charge is conserved), approximation of a square wave. about 7000 V maximum).
For most MCP applications, typical An MCP biased by this pulse would
bias requirements are between 700 gate on faster than the rise time Conclusions
and 1200 V (Ref. 3). The switches because of its nonlinear increase in We have demonstrated that a

we tested will electrically isolate gain with voltage. GaAs Auston switch call isolate a
twice this voltage range easily with The calibrated p-i-n diode on this voltage high enough to bias ali MCP
little current leakage, shot revealed that the x-ray flux from and that its sensitivity to x rays can

the laser-produced plasma was about deliver a bias pulse to an MCP. We
Calibration 1.2 mJ/cm 2 at the distance of the also have shown that we can gate off

To demonstrate that the prototype Auston switch. Although this flux is the switch by using x-ray excitation
pulser could deliver voltage to ali less than the theoretical 3 mJ/cre 2, with rise times of about 100 ps. The
MCP, we biased it to 2500 V and shot calculated earlier, the x-ray intensity advantage of this x-ray-activated
it for about 1 ns with about 5 rnJ of is sufficient for good switching. The switch is that we can configure it for

green- (530-nra) light pulse from the failure to switch the full half-bias

Janus laser. Tile output was attenu- w)Itage of 1000 V was not caused by 1200
ated and recorded into a Tektronix poor x-ray sensitivity but by
7250 digital oscilloscope. Figure 2 impedance mismatches in the 1000
shows the scope trace of one of these Ideal

shots. The high tail on tile trace was 1400 _. 800 switchout
caused by residual resistance in the ] ---

signal path of the prototype switch. 1200 f Ideal _ 600

This nlisnlatchillg was caused by switch-

rough soMer joints, conductive _ 1000 out :_ 400

epoxy joints,theohlnicplatingon _ 800 -- 200

the switch,and avariationinthe _ 600 --
strip-line width from that which pro- > 0 ---
ducesexactly50-Gimpedance. The 400 - 0 500 1000 1500 2000

gain of an MCP is, however, expo- Time(ps)
nential with voltage. Therefore, even 200 --

with high-trailil_g voltage, the signal 0 Figure 3. Auston switch response to
output of an MCP would be effec- 0 500 1000 1500 2000 x rays at 2(}(}(}-Vbias. Note 10ii-ps rise
tivelv gated off. Time (ps) time and flat top. Although irmdequate

Next, we tested the switch with impedance rnatchil_g and residual resis-
tance in the pulser droF,ped the peak volt-

pulsed x rays on the Janus laser. We Figure 2. Auston switch response to age below fhe theoretical 1000-V maxi-
used a titanium target for the x-ray direct, green laser light at 2500-V bias lnun), the pulser switched more efficiently
source and shot 200-ps pulses of with a 530-nra trigger. The long rise with x rays than with laser light.
530-nra laser light with energies of time is the result of the lengthy (l-ns)

laser pulse.
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an experiment and then simply leave spectra of interest occur later in tile 2. D, 11,Auston, SPIIZ94, 78 (1976),
it undisturbed to gate off pulses plasma lifetime, a turn-on configura- 3, I), 11.Ceckowski, E, Eberhardt, and

E, Carney, IEEE _l)'ans,Nucl, Sci,
whenever it detects x rays, tion can bias the MCP at a specified NS-28, 115 (1981),

The effective application of this time after x rays are detected, 4, II, A, Wheeler, IEEE 'l)'ans,
prototype pulser in an experimental Because of the success of our labo- Mitr(ht,ave 'l'heory "li'eh,MIT-25,
situation depends on the time history ratory experiments, we plan to use 631 (1977),

5, C, I1. Lee, Ed,, I_i&_s('c(mdof the x rays of interest and the exist- a pa,_sive GaAs-based pulser in a
ing geometry of the spectrometers in 25-_ geornetry with an MCP-based ()t_h_(,h,clr(_uicDevices (AcademicPress, Orlando, FI., 1984).
use. If the x-ray spectra of interest detector on an upcoming nuclear test.
exist in the early stages of a source
plasma, a turn-off configuration can References
gate off a dc-biased MCP after the 1, J, D, Wiedwald, Eli' 'l_'clmicalReview,
spectra have been recorded, If the Lawrence Livermore National

l.abora tory, l_ivermore, CA,
UCRI.-50()25-85-1 (1t_85),p, 3,
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Streak-CameraData Systems

Streak-Camera Systems for the Contact Event

J. J. Ronchetto, J, J. Scarafiotti, K. F. Hugenberg, and J. D. Bonlie

Because of the decreasing frequency located at the top of the downhole module. Downhole signal and trig-
of nuclear events, we are motivated canister, approximately 70 ft from ger cables passed through a signal
to find techniques that generate more the device. The module was pow- isolation box for the same purpose.
data of higher quality per test. Thus, ered by two, separate 480-V down- Two independent power legs
the complexity of underground hole cables, either of which was capa- were located inside the module.
instrumentation has evolved along ble of powering the entire module. Each leg had 115-V ac and 16 A of
with state-of-the-art technology in an A separate control cable handled 28-V dc available. The streak-

attempt to meet the requirements of any necessary downhole power camera systems were equally divided
high-density diagnostics, switching. Power entered the module between these two legs for added

Experiments on the Contact Event through a power isolation box, reliability. Approximately 5.5 kW
required the fielding of a downhole isolation/stepdown transformers, of power was dissipated in the mod-
streak-camera rnodule containing and then radio-frequency (rf) filters to ule with all of the systems ener-
16 cameras. The principal diagnostics preserve the EMI integrity of the gized. Two independent, externally
objective was to provide a multi-
faceted, high-fidelity, electro-optic Figure 1.Photograph of the
streak-camera module capable of 5.5- x 5.5- x 8-ft

J recording 90% of all Contact Event EMI-proof rood-
data. By spatially multiplexing 13 of ule containing
the 16 cameras, as described in more streak-camera
detail later in this article, we systems for the
increased the number of data views Contact Event.

" by 87%, with each 30-ns view consist-
ing of more than 120 data channels
synchronously timed to within a frac-
tion of a nanosecond of each other.
We used more than 4000 streak-
camera data channels on the Contact

Event, which is greater by a factor of
3 than the number previously used.
This effort represents the largest
concentration and most successful

application of downhole streak-
camera systems ever fielded. Because
of its size and sophistication, many
hardware innovations and new pro-
cedures were necessary to character-
ize, calibrate, and field the module.

Downhole Module

The downhole portion of the
streak-camera systems was contained
in a 5.5- x 5.5- x 8-ft electromagnetic
interference- (EMl-) proof module, as

- shown in Fig. 1. The module was
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powered signal-monitoring systems states. The monitors sent these sig- system in the canister, which fed a
were contained within tile module nals uphole for support-system gas-flow regulator within tlle rood-
for measuring ac and dc voltages, appraisal and performance analysis, ule. This regulator continuously

selected high voltages, tempera- We installed a downhole, redun- passed a nlixture of 90% nitrogen
tures, pressures, and streak-camera dant, high-pressure gas-supply and 10% sulfur llexafluoride

throughout the module for protection
against high-voltage breakdown. We

1 _ sized the gas-supply containers and.Signal and trigger set the flow rate to permit gas flow

li cables and fibers II li 480-V downhole for >70 d. This same gas

II Control II I[ power cables mixture, but from external bottles,

II cable ' Illi flowed through the streak canlerasand module during all aboveground

Salt 2i ! i i .p_ioWnerbo_"1 testing and calibrations.

Ali streak-camera systerns were
isol iso capable of being tested downhole

. via a dry-run system. This approach

Mys_:_ allowed the devices and pulsed lightsources to be triggered from uphole
generators. The intensity and tem-

] I J Comb [ poral position of light pulses on tile
I ..... ] generator I_ _ streak-camera readout verified the

Optical] _ proper operation of both downhole
fiber ] Optical and uphole portions of the systems.

] fibers
I Triggerline / Fiber-array Streak-Camera Systems
' _ ..................... t / neao
/ TOptical-fiber / We developed and fielded the

foundation of our streak-camera eye-reducer /"=_l terns on past events, as described in
| !

Laser-diodetransmit.:....jildebl Solid.state__ i__-.imager - . , _ I I the1988NTESAnmmlRep°rt'l'2'_ I StreaK Figure 2 shows a typical streak-

Microchannel-plate.'/I TriggerCameraI IIi] I[i I camera system and module supportsystems. The Contact Event incor-

imageintensifier input U ""' porated three types of streak cam-

[ Gassupply eras and tllree types of streak tubes
to evaluate new designs. The inven-
tory included 11 cameras of a new

L._ . design with ITT tubes, two KentechDry-run marker I cameras with a proprietary tube
design, and three streak cameras of

i

]Flat-topped marker] .... an older design (two with RCAI I t I tubes and one with an ITT tube).
t I The main feature of tile new cam-

L_] [ ] era design is that tile lligh-voltage

Fasttrigger U Waveguide power supplies are contained in a sep-
arate enclosure. Only tile streak tube
and its sweep and gating circuitry are
in tile streak-canlera enclosure. This

Figure 2. Typical streak-camera and module-support systems. The individual design allows many cameras to be
components of these systems are described in detail in the text. located on a single module shelf.

Using the bottom shelves for the

=
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cameras allows the fiber arrays used for timing. We also imple- assessed by instrumenting a sirnu-
between the nuclear detector and mented a new, fast-rising, flat-topped lated module load with accelerome-
streak-tube photocathode to be short, light marker generator. The leading ters and recording the data during a

On the basis of past experience, the edge of this light pulse determines journey from Atlas to ground zero.
Kentech cameras appear to have less absolute tinling, and the flat-top pot- We then analyzed these data to ascer-
susceptibility to EMl than the other tion is used to evaluate changes in tain the drive requirements of the
cameras. In addition, they have the sweep rates. The instantaneous shaker table necessary to determine
advantage of an image intensifier intensity of this flat pulse at the resonant frequencies and ampli-
located within the streak tube itself, streak-camera readout is dependent tudes within the module. A value of
thereby ehminating tile need for an on I;he derivative of the sweep rate. 2.6 g represented a satisfactory
external microchannel-plate image Every camera view also contained acceleration loading and caused no
intensifier (MCPII). The Kentech a light marker that was generated by adverse effects to our components.
cameras are also much more compact x rays from the device striking a

than our other streak cameras, phosphor. The scintillating material Prefielding Preparations of
Spatial multiplexing (duplexing) 1 used for this marker was the same as Electro-Optic Components

on 13 of the cameras effectively dou- the one used on most of the nuclear Calibrations and characterizations

bled the number of data channels on detectors that provided the light of tile cornponents of tlle streak-
these cameras. The 13 multiplexed input signals to tlle streak cameras, camera module were tedious but

cameras plus the three nonmulti- This nuclear-driven marker provided extremely important. Components
plexed cameras gave us a total Of a timing signal that was directly were individually characterized in
29 views of data with 30 ns of sweep related to the output of the device, laboratories at Livermore and tile
duration per view. The streak cameras were read out EG&G facility (Pleasanton,

Fiber arrays that carried optical with a two-dimensional solid-state California). 3 The process started
signals from the various experiments imager using a 380- x 122-pixel with adjustment and testing of each
to tile streak-camera photocathodes charge-coupled device (CCD) array, component for its reasonable opera-
entered the module through cutoff The digitized serial data stream was tion under various environmental
waveguides located in the module sent uphole via optical fiber driven testing conditions. The characteriza-
bottom, thereby preserving the EMl by a laser-diode transnlitter, tion and calibration of these compo-
integrity of our module. The optical- For the first time, we shipped the nents were involved and iterative
fiber arrays for every camera view module from the Atlas Facility to the processes. In addition, the cameras

contained additional fibers for the Nevada Test Site (NTS) with most of were temperature cycled to simulate
input of calibration and test signals, the delicate electro-optic compo- likely variations in the field and
We used these fibers to carry light nents installed. In the past, we downhole, while vital signs were
from downhole laser-diode comb removed components from the rood- constantly monitored.
and marker generators. Comb gener- ule at Atlas, shipped them sepa- We taped photographically etched
ators produce strings of light pulses rately in foam-filled containers, and resolution masks with precisely mea-
at a predetermined rate. The Contact reinstalled them on arrival at the sured patterns to the streak-camera
module contained 12 such genera- NTS. Such disassembly and assem- optical-fiber input faceplates and
tots, which were fanned out to 58 bly was not only time-consuming used these masks to simulate the
separate fibers. A minimum of two but also occurred at a most inoppor- numerous data channels from a lin-
fibers went to every streak-camera tune moment because the systems ear optical-fiber array. Various opti-
view. Ali of the combs ran at had already been completely assem- cal signals were applied through
500 MHz, resulting in light pulses bled and calibrated. We evaluated these masks to the cameras to docu-

every 2 ns along the temporal direc- the robustness of the components ment their performance under differ-
tion of every streak-camera view. and the severity of transportation ing, often adverse, conditions. Tile

These pulses provided information loading before shipment. We tested main areas of test were:
on sweep rates and linearity, system the sturdiness of components by * Temporal and spatial resolutions.
integrity, and system intensity shaking a representative streak- • Overall gain values at various
changes. Two laser-diode light mark- camera system on a shaker table, microchannel-plate settings.
ers fanned ()ut to 32 fibers that were Tile shipping environment was • Overall dynamic range.

• Aberration analysis.
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The tests showed how ali of these distribution (both temporally and between tile flasl>lamp source and
items are interrelated, spatially) during tile streak-camera tile streak camera under test. The

In one common calibration sweep period and was used for radi- light pulse was concummt with the
source, we employed a xenon flash ant gain and flat-field measurements, gating of tile streak camera for
lamp directed into a highly reflec- Optical bandpass filters that simu- unswept radiant-gain measurelnents
five spherical or hemispherical sur, lated the spectra of light expected and synchronized with both the gate
face. The resulting output has a pro- from the detectors of the individual and sweep circuits for swept-gain
file witll a fairly uniform light Contact experiments were placed measurements,

Wt, performed tile unswept radi-
ant-gain measurements first because(a) 10-pellicleassembly(eachR= ~50%,

4.8 ns horizontallyspaced500ps this is the easiest and most accurate of
' I _-P"I a)art along optical path) . file intensity calibrations, Because

Flash-lamp-pumped, I li N \ \ \ \ _] some camera systems in the field are

m°de'l°ckeddye laserI l_4.8ns \ _ _ __N _ checked for their dc througliput, the
R=100% ,J_ II1,,I] dc gain of a streak-camera system

1, , . / Jt' ]/ lt" 1/ \ must be known. Acalibrated pho-
P" -" /, / /I _'Diffuser , I 1 _ q/ _Beam toctetector tllat is traceable to the

_. / H I_L..--._ Monitor stops National hlstitute of Standards and' , / lbchnology is first used to rneasure

__ ,--, tile energy supplied by the flash-lamp

source. This source is applied to the
R = 100% input of a streak camera, and tile pho-

ng LAi_treak-camera system todetector is used to measure energy
Result:5 outputpulses ._.,......

withexponentiallyde_:ayi u.u=, ,_,0, at the output of a camera. These data
intensities,spaced1n:sapart r------------_ are then corrected for spectral sensi-

foreachInputpuh_e tivity and emission variations.

(b) _reak-camerasystem ' We used calibrated laser-diode
undertest,t comb generators to characterize tile

• Fibersfannedinto '_ I1 streak-camera deflection rate and lin-

,ineara_ L earity. Because of tile triggering con-
Noncoherent %._11 H straints previously mentioned, circuit
fiberbundle_ LI adjustrnents were necessary to mini-

: _] [ mize turn-on delay while maximiz-
ing linearity. We used a laser-diode

marker signal <_]-ns full-width-at-
, half-maximum (FWHM) amplitude

Nitrogenlaserwith ! _'T _' Result: to determine tile pretrigger time

dye-amplifiedlaser ] =-: " "_ _ " _ _ _ ' "> I I_ 7pulses7 fibers(lengthincreases ]..l, withsimilar required for the deflection circuits.
in 4.5-nsincrements) Beam- Intensities, Figure 3 shows two, cornmcm

expanding spaced dye-laser calibration systems we
lens 4.5ns apart used for space-time mapping. By

using a variety of dyes, we can turn

Figure 3. Two dye-laser calibration systems used for space-time mapping. (a) A the output optical wavelength over
flash-lamp-pumped, mode-locked d);e laser produces a >2-_s train of 15-ps FWHM the entire visible region and beyond,
light impulses; Light passes through a series of thin-film pellMes that split each opti- from approximately 400 to 1000 nra.
cal pulse into five pulses that decay in intensity and are separated in time. (b) Dye We performed streak-camera calf-laser pumped with a L.N1000nitrogen laser. IAght pulses are sent to seven optical
fibers _Hvarying lengths such that the time _)tflight ranged from 1(1to 37 ]as. The brations for the Contact Event with
expanded source then illuminates a nonccffwrent fiber-array bundle fanned out and 600-, 520-, or 390-nra light.
c(n_lpled throug, h an aperture mask tc}the streak camera under test. l'his system pro- The laser system in Fig. 3a is a
duces a space-timeqnapped image without the time-varying intensities uf'the pellicle flash-lanlp-pumped, nx)de-locked
system in (a). dye laser that produces a >21.ts train
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of 15-ps FWFIM light impulses, Tile Meaningful information in a • Geometrical distortions.
4.8-ns temporal separation of these streak-camera record, such as that in • Astigmatism.
600-nra optical pulses is determined Fig. 4, includes temporal resolution We specified tile dynamic range of
by the laser cavity length. These though a broad intensity range and our streak-camera system by deter-
laser-generated light pulses are geometrical mapping of both time mining an intensity range of opera-
routed through a series of thin-film and space. Common to ali streak- tion that preserved a good signal-to-
membrane pellicles that split each camera systems are aberrations that noise ratio for low intensities while

optical pulse into five separate light make the quantitative analysis of not suffering fro m space-charge
pulses that decay in intensity and are event data difficult. The aberrations effects at high intensities, The factor

separated in time. The temporal sep- are due to physical limitations lirniting the dynamic range of our
aration is determined by the physical imposed by the state-of-the-art com- Contact streak-camera systems to
pellicle separation and the speed of portent design and must be well char- <_100:1was tile CCD cameras,
light in air. Because o t i olarization acterized for data reduction. Space- System characterizations revealed
dependencies, the pellicies do not time mapping provides insight into that, through the range of intensity
evenly divide the intensities of localized aberrations over a broad vs counts, gains were not linear but
delayed light pulses; however, the range of intensities, including: assumed an S-like slmpe. However,
data contained within a single image • Saturation effects, as king as this effect remains well-
is quite revealing. Figure 4 shows an • Temporal resolution, defined, it is possible to perform
example of a streak-camera image • Spatial resolution, subsequent data corrections with
gathered using this source. These
data give a good indication of the
dynamic response of each streak cam-
era to a fast, tinm-varying light signal.

The streak-camera characteriza-

tion source shown in Fig, 3b is a

PRA LN105 dye laser pumped with
a LN1000 nitrogen laser. The spec-

tral output of this configuration was
adjusted to about 520 nm with tem-

poral pulse widths of <500 ps ].
__I_

FWFfM. The light pulses were then
input to one end of a group of seven iv. 4.8 ns

optical fibers of varying lengths, l 7For the Contact Event, each fiber

was 4.5 ns longer than the previous
fiber (i.e., the time of flight through
each of the seven was 10, 14.5 .... ,

37 ns). The output end of these ---- ..... ':- :-::-:- :...................................................... "" ...........
fibers was bonded, and tile outgo-
ing light was sent through a beam- =,_
expanding lens. This expanded isource then illuminated a noncoher-

ent fiber-array bundle that was
fanned out and coupled through an mm
aperture mask to the streak camera _ Space
under test. This system was suffi-

cient to produce a space-time Figure 4. Examples of streak-camera images from the calibration system in Fig. 3a.
mapped image without the Such data indicate the dynamic response of each streak camera to a fast, time-varying
time-varying intensities of the pelli- light signal.
cle system in Fig. 3a.
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confidence, All laboratory data from system, making it a most versatile tile phosphor of the detector on tile
tile components of tile streak-camera calibration light source, experiment being meas_ured by tile
module were archived with the field- The flaslMamp/integrating streak camera, A typical downhole
calibration data and were used for sphere is well suited for the flat-field camera calibration consisted of four
post-event reference, calibrations of standard downhole to six flat-field streak records taken

streak cameras. Tile flat-field test at different intensities, These streak

Field Calibrations consisted of a light pulse that uni- calibratkm records have three parts:
The final intensity calibrations for formly illuminated a data fiber • Tile actual streak data,

tile downhole streak cameras were array, The output of tile array is • One or two comb channels, which
done with one of two different light butt-coupled to tile faceplate of the are the time standards for the streak,

sources: a flash-lamp/integrating- photocathode of tile streak camera. • A text file of the output intensity
• -) _ ,Jsf here combination, or a pulsed- The system is then triggered, and of tile flash-lanlp/integrating sphere,
laser/phosphor system. Figure 5 the ensuing streaks are a tirne his- The final calibration data were
shows tile flash-lan_p/integrating- tory of the intensity of tile light stored on 8-in, floppy disks for use
sphere source. This calibration light pulse from all the fibers. Because during postshot data analysis,
Source consists of two coupled, dif- the pulse amplitude is essentially These data, along with data taken

fusely reflective, integrating constant for the relatively short earlier during characterization of the
spheres_a 4-in. sphere housing the streak duration, the consistency of streak-carnera system, were used by
flash lamp, and a larger 8-in, inte- the streak intensity with respect to the experimenter to correct for sys-
grating sphere witll a 2-in.-square time reflects tile system response, tem idiosyncrasies in data fr(ml tile
output port. A monitor diode Tile output intensity of tlle flash- final event, For field ewduation,

mounted in a port on tile large lamp/integrating sphere is highly data were rnanually entered into a
sphere measured the intensity of uniform at tile exit port and is suffi- spreadsheet program, then plotted
each output light pulse in W/cm2,sr, ciently intense to calibrate low-gain and analyzed ii1 tile forward area.
By using appropriate neutral-density cameras with long input fiber arrays. This type of quick-look analysis was
and bandpass optical filters, we con- Because bandpass filters are inter- essential for quality control of the
trolled both tile intensity and wave- changeable, the wavelength of tile calibration process, providing a
length of the light pulse from this light pulse call be tailored to match good set of performance data for

each streak-carnera system.
Figure 5. Flash- Because of spatial multiplexing,
lamp/integrating- Neutral-densityfilter at least one of the streak-tube elec-
sphere light source
for final intensity Bandpass Flashlamp troll beams (when unswept) is
calibrations on Monitordiode located at a spatial position along

downhole streak _ Exitport . the temporal axis of the output
cameras. This d _ pllosphor that is always viewed by
source consists of _ ::"X,/" the CCD camera. During tile time
two coupled, dif- =: _ that tile streak tube is gating on andfusely reflective, Time
integrating tile sweep has not yet started, any

spheres. The light on tile data array creates elec-
smaller 4-in. trons in tile beam that are integrated
sphere houses the
flash lamp. The Fiberdataarray into this position on tile output
larger 8-in. trite- phosphor. Images containing the
grating sphere has flat-field intensity calibrations from
a 2-in.-square out- flash lamps suffer from severe CCD
put port. A moni- bleeding at these positions. Tiletor diode on the

large sphere mea- main problem, simply stated, is
sures the intensity excessive charge buildup on tile
of each output phosphor screen before tile sweep

light pulse in Streak-cameraphotocathode starts. This problem is a result of
W/cm_"'r' waiting for the flash-lamp pulse to

reach its peak before sweeping tile
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streak camera, The charge bqildup performing a pseudo-integration the tirol,ag between camera triggers,

causes saturation in as many as 15 to with the CCD readout, and using a data arrival at the streak camera,
20 rows of CCD pixels. In addition, dc x-ray source, we recorded the and the appearance of timing marks
contamination or charge spillover location of tile various spectral lines were, indeed, correct,
into other rows of the CCD can by the streak camera, This procedure During the fielding stage of the
become an issue, Consequently, a identified the location of the various Contact Event, much activity took
portion of the intensity calibration known energy peaks from tile spec- place in and around the streak-
cannot be analyzed, trometer em the streak-camera camera module, Because of the

• We solved this problem by excit- record, thus spatially calibrating and work in progress and limited space,
ing a long-decay phosphor with a aligning the system, The detector we Ilimited access to the module
temporally short (337-nnl) pulse performance could be qualitatively area. After the data fiber arrays
from a nitrogen laser that was initi- judged by the relative amplitude of were installed on the streak cameras,
ated after the streak-camera sweep the various spectral peaks, access to the module was further

started. This procedure alleviated We obtained timing calibrations limited, Streak-camera calibrations
tile:,problem of excessive charge for the streak-camera System by required control of both room lights
buildup, thereby eliminating bloom- means of a procedure called "stmul- and module power, which further
ing, Figure 6 shows a schematic of taneity," The delays of every system complicated work around the rood-
the nitrogen laser system, The laser- component in the camera trigger ule, Because of this situation and

beam pattern was formed by two lines, data arrays, and timing mark schedule requirements, we per-
cylindrical lenses, Their function channels were measured, and tile formed our calibrations during off-

_, was to excite an area on the phos- total delay for each leg was calcu- shift hours. We resolved many con-
phor that just exceeded the input lated, By launching a light pulse ceivable problems by dividing the
face of the mixing rod. This maxi- into tile data array, simultaneously module work inte) two shifts.

mized the mixing capability of the triggering the streak camera and Because of their fragile nature, we
rod while maintaining efficient timing mark systems, and recording took extra measures tc) protect the

energy conversion from lancer light to tile: results with the camera, we data array fibers between the time
phosphorescence. After the phos- could obtain a simultaneous mea- they were installed on the streak
phe)r was excited, we used a band- surement of system timing. If the cameras and their final installation
pass filter to narrow the spectrum to timing is correct, then the measured on experiments in the canister, Clear
the range of interest. The function time delays agree with calculatecl plastic panels covered the areas of
of tile mixing rod was to uniformly delays tc) within several hundred the module that had exposed fibers,

, t/ '.,) _illuminate the fiber array in space as picoseconds, and the light pulse on ancl a Styrofoam ffl:er highway"
well as angle, at least over the fiber's the data channel along with the time was constructed to protect fibers that
full numerical aperture. This new mark signal appears at the predicted were routed from the module to the

system served as a phosphor simu- location on the streak record. This calibration bench. This highway
later, just as the filtered flash- sirnultaneity procedure ensured that protected all sides of the arrays
lamp/integrating sphere, but with-

Figure 6.
out the problems that the flash lamp To Schematic of the

I:re_ented to the CCD portion of the streak nitrogen laser

streak-camera system. ,,),Phosphorsample camera system used to

An extra calibration step was nec- yMirrors .//...,, )} solve the prc}blemessary for streak-camera systems Bandpassfilter of excessive

that recorclecl spectrograplfic clata. _j/_ _Mlxlngrod __/ charge buildup
-_ i':' ': i on the phosphor

Although standard flat-field calibra- _- Event screen before a

tions characterized tile response of _ Ix FI,, ] 337-nm array sweep starts,

the streak-camera system, including _ nitrogen laserthe data array, we obtained no infor-
mation on alignment or perfor- Converging,' / / %Prism(trigger)
mance of active detectors al'td spec- - - lens / _,FilterDiverging¢ - .....
trometer. By running the streak lens
cameras in a gated, nonswept mode,
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without limiting access to tile rood- and quality of vital physics data that National Lab()ratory, Livermore, CA,
UCRL-53929-88 (1989)p, 39,

ule or calibration area. Because of were acquired, We are conthmtng to 2, M.E. Lt}wry and J, D, Bonlte,
these protective measures and the develop innovative equipment and "Streak-Camera Developments for
skills of the fiber technicians, not a new techniques to calibrate and sup- NTES Appli(:ations," Nuclear _ll,st-
single data fiber was darnaged, port the use of these complex sys- EXl_erinleulalScience Amlual Report

terns in a harsh field environment, FiscalYear 1988, Lawrence

Summary Livermore National Laboratory,Livermore,. CA, UCRL-53929-88
The streak-camera module for the References (1989) p, 42,

Contact Event was the largest and '1, J, J. Ronchetto, "Optical Streak 3, J, D. Bonlie, l_('rf(_rlmulceEvaluati(m
most sophisticated downhole streak- Cameras and Their Test Program of the K('ntecll Optical Streak Camera,

Applications," Nuclear 71'st- Lawrence Livermore National

camera platform ever successfully Ext_erinleuhdScienceAmtual l{eport Laboratory, Livermore, CA_
fielded, During this effort, we set FiscalYear1988, Lawrence Livermore UCRL-984I 5 (1988).
new standards for both the quantity

TripIlexed Streak Cameras

J. J. Ronchetto and J. D. gonlie

The demand for ever-increasing (NTS), we have demonstrated the tical because of gating difficulties.

numbers of Mgh-bandwidth data usefulness of spatial multiplexing The rnajor success of duplexing
channels has motivated our develop- (duplexing) when this teclmique is together with a desire to improve
ment of multichannel, optical streak- applied to downhole streak cameras fiscal efficiency by further increasing
camera systems. The major justifica- to effectively double the number of data density led to our reinvestiga-

tions for using streak cameras are data channels per system. 1 tion of triplexing. In this article, we
their high data-density-to-size ratio Although triplexing has been discuss sorne of the principles and
and their cost-effectiveness. On sev- investigated in the past, this tech- limitations of spatial multiplexing
eral events at the Nevada Test Site nique was considered to be imprac- and describe our success in triplex-

ing the Kentech streak camera for

Optical'fiber . downhole applications.

Op*,ical-fiber?

npu_faceplate / outputfaceplate Field-Proven Configurations

'_Ph°t°cathodscamera\ Streak / r Optical-fiber Serialdata for Downhole Streak Cameras

__ rsducer out The principal streak camera that

_'_ we have used for both nonrnulti-

_ ---_'= "/ tiple data charmels into streak.carnera

_ plexed and duplexed operation is the

Streaktube EG&G L-CA-20 downhole streak
camera, which contains an ITT

F4157U streak tube, Figure 1 shows a
CCDFPAImagesensor typical st:reak-camera system. The

standard method of introducing mul-
Anode Microchannel-plate

phosphor imageIntensifier systems is to use a linear optical-fiber
array at I:he photocathode window of
the streak tube. This window consists

Figure 1, Typical downhole streak-camera system used for nonmultiplexed and of a fiber' faceplate with the photo-
d LIplexed operation, ca thode d eposited on the inside
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surface, As shown in Fig. 2, tile axis sot, and tile last part of tile image arrays, For ttle duplexing mode,

of tile array is perpendicular to tlle can be positioned just off tile other shown in Fig,3, tile arrays are cou-
temporal axis of the tube, The photo- edge, Therefore, the gate signal can pied to tile phot0cathode window
cathode-generated electrons draw a be triggered on somewhat earlier and are spaced apart along the tem-
two-dimensional (2D) image on tile than tile sweep circuitry because'any poral axis of the tube. With two lin-
phosphor screen of tile anode, Tile light from tile input data array ear arrays in this dimension, a pair

temporal dimension of the image resulting in light integrated on the of 2D images are formed on the
shown in Fig, 2 is a time history of the anode phosphor will not be seen by phosphor screen, Photoelectrons
data, whereas tile spatial dimension the CCD chip, reducing the risk of generated late in time from array 2
reflects the individual fiber channels, distortions in the FPA camera _}wing must be prevented from overwriting

The output intensity of each fiber to saturation. Consequently., the the rectangula r phosphor area desig-
channel is a function of tile instanta- turn-on time of tile gate signal is less hated for use by array 1. The sweep

neous input intensity of that channel critical and only needs to rise and of array-1 output must start in view
with respect to time. become stable before the sweep of the FPA imager; thus, initial

For a streak camera with an ITT moves the beam onto the imaging sweep linearity is critical because
F4157U streak tube, the output area, The gating-off timing is even any sweep nonlinearity comes at tile
image area is limited to the 40-mm less critical because the beam must expense of distorted data on the
active diameter of the ITT F4113 only be extinguished before the imaging area,
microchannel-plate image intensifier sweep circuitry retraces the beam In both multiplexed and nonmul-
(MCPI]) tube that is coupled to the across the imager, which is greater tiplexed operation of the F4157U
streak-tube output window. Tile than 5 ms in this particular camera, tube, we have gated the photon-
image intensifier is required to In addition, because the sweep is generated electrons by electronically

maintain low space charge within nonlinear during its startup, the pulse-gating tlle photocathode of the
the streak tube. 2 The reduction ratio nonlinear portion can often be posi- tube, This gating scheme results in a
of a coherent optical-fiber reducer tioned off the data-imaging area, radiant extinction ratio of greater
and the rectangular size of the than 105. During gating, tile EG&G
charge-coupled device (CCD) focal- Principles and Limitations L-CA-20 streak camera varies the
plane array (FPA) image sensor ulti- of Spatial Multiplexing photocathode potential and holds the
mately determine the size and shape Spatially multiplexed streak cam- accelel'ation grid potential constant to
of the streak-camera record. Tile eras contain two or more linear fiber minimize any coupling of tile gating
optical-fiber reducer has an image-
reduction ratio of 2.5:1. Our CCD

inlager is 8.8 mm (122 pixels) in the To gatin_ circuitry To sweep circuitry

temporal dirnension and 11.4 mm ]
(380 pixels) in the spatial dimension. _ ] Temporal

I I dlrectl°n
The output image at the MCP screen I [ Anode

must, therefore, be 22 mm tempo Grid ] ' '_ _ phosphor
"5 Photocathode _ .NN

rally and 28,_ mm spatially to use I _.._ \ screen

imager, Any portion of an image
that exceeds these dimensions will Array-1 i ' --.----- Array-1

not be viewed, Measurernents with input _-- t _ / ,'_1/°utput
. our downhole streak-camera systems N ,_1]

require temporal resolution of better / _---_ -'-__-
than 1 ns. We have used a 30-ns- / j[ _ Imaging area

wide acquisition window, where / /I Spati__al30 ns/122 pixels = 246 ps/pixel, Electronbeam

In the nonmultiplexed mode, tile Deflectionplates _] direction
first part of the image in tile tempo-

ral direction can be positioned just Figure 2. Standard microchannel streak camera. The temporal direction represents a
off one edge of tlle FPA image sen- history of the data; the spatial direction reflects i1_dividual fiber channels.
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signal to other tube elements, When and magnification. The drive signal impedance that results in a gate
spatially multiplexing this camera, a at tile photocathode must, therefore, signal at the photocathode that can

major limitation arises because the gate the tube on and off rapidly become unstable and ring if the drive
potential from the grid to photocath- and must become stable quickly after signal is too fast. The fastest this tube
ode not only controls the gating of the gating-on transition. The photo- can be gated on to a stable level is

the tube but also establishes an dec, cathodeconaponents and connections about 20 ns, althougl_ we have found
tron lens that determines image focus , within the tube form a complex some tubes to be mucla slower. The

gate off, whicla does not need to
stabilize, occurs in about 10 ns.

Togatingcircuitry Tosweepcircuitry Although we use an external MCPII

I 1 with these streak tubes, it is imprac-

Temporal tical as a primary shuttering devicedirection
because we want the FPA imagerAnode

phosphor to' integrate ali of the light emitted
Photocathode screen from the streak-tube phosphor.

The starting position of each image

Array-1 Array-2 along the temporal axis of the phos-
input output phor is determined by the magnifica-

tion of the tube and the position of

, Arrayr2input outputArray'l arrays on the photocathode. To retain
..9 the same temporal viewing window

- Imagingarea for each array in the spatially multi-

Ii _ plexed nlode as in the nonnlulti-
Electronbeam Spatial plexed mode (e.g., 30 ns/view), we

Deflectionplates direction must adjust the deflection-plate cir-
cuitry to a lower sweep rate. Because

Figure 3. Spatially duplexed streak camera. For the duplexing mode, the fiber arrays the physical deflection length of each
are coupled to the photocath_de window and spaced apart akmg the temporal axis electron beam is shorter when multi-
of the tube. plexed, we obtain an increase in data

input channels at the expense of tem-
poral resolution. The combined

Tosweepcircuitry Togatingcircuitry physical length of the sweeps in the

multiplexed mode is less than that in

Temporal the nonmultiplexed mode because ofdirection Microchannel-plate
Photocathode phosphorscreen the imaging area lost as a result of the

gate rise time and distortions pro-
duced during on/off transitions of

Array-1 "q the gating pulse,
Array-3 In the multiplexed mode, the elec-Input output

Array-2 Array-2 tron beam associated with array 1
input output will be in the view of the FPA imager

Array.3 Array-1 during the gate-on transition, and

Input _ mtput the beam associated with array 2 will

[ be in its view during the gate-off

Spatlal'_ Imagingarea transition, as shown in Fig. 3.
Electronbeam direction Therefore, the electron beams must

Deflectionplates Microchannel_ be gated on quickly to prevent
image-camera saturation as a result

Figure 4. Spatially triplexed Kentech streak camera with internal MCP. of excessive light from array 1 when
it is not ,._weeF_,_'mg_and then gated off
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quickly to prevent array-2 data frorn tion to prevent defocusing and to the factors determining the temporal
overwriting into the ,,rea desi,(,nated provide temporally uniform radiant record length of a multiplexed image,
for array-1 data. The gate signal gain from the streak tube. The start of the time window is
m.ust also become stable after initia- We can rather briefly summarize determined by the start of the sweep.

64

9 pixels

I
P- 25ns

-_---- 128

192

255

(b)

I--

, | 25ns
l

, T ,,

9 plxels

.-= Space

Figure 5, _a)Triplexed record from the I-G&G streak camera. (b) Triplexed record from the Kentech streak camera, l)ifferences
in saturation effects at the start of each record are Mentified by an asterisk. Note the differences in uniformity between the images
in/al and (bl. The Kentech image shows a lack of bhxwning.
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Tile end of the window is deter- be as close to ideal as possible, small- tions in tile spatial dimension caused
mined by the end of the streak- amplitude variations are acceptable by magnification changes and defo-
camera gate pulse, because the instantaneous gain is the cusing during gating transitions. The

dominant variable and can be accu- FPA saturation problems can be elim-

Triplexing: Our Latest rately characterized with flat-field inated by not allowing light to hit the
Approach measurernerlts. This circumstance streak-camera photocathode prior to

One type of streak camera that we implies that any stream(s) of photo- deflection. However, this type of
occasionally use downhole employs electrons at the input to the MCP can control is not always possible, partic-
a streak tube containing an internal be simultaneously shuttered on or ularly during calibration, and it does

MCP. The camera system, shown in off with an extinction ratio of ~10 (_in not address the issues of defocusing
Fig. 4, uses a Kentech OSC12/L less than 10 ns. and geometric distortion. 1
streak can-era. This device is shut- Images starting on-screen using

tered bv application of an electronic the Kentech streak camera, with its Summary
pulse across the naicrochannel plate, internal MCP, do not exhibit the We have demonstrated that we

.,th_ct localized bright spots that result in can triplex Kentech streak camerasTile gating technique has little -""
on the electron optics of the :ubt, FPA camera saturation, compared for downhole applications. The
and eloquently suppurts the triplex- with the EG&G streak camera, increase in data channels results in
ing concept. Figure 5 sh_ ws examples of flat- some compromises in temporal reso-

Because this tube has no gating or field triph?xed images from our two lution or width of the acquisition
acceleration electrode, the only shut- types of downhole streak carnera window. Nevertheless, such sacri-
terine, scheme providing reasonable gathered with the same FPA camera, rices are well justified for downhole
extinction ratios is through control of The optical source irt these tests was applications because of space limita-
the MCP. The gain and extinction a xenon flash lamp that had a 520-nra tions and cost-effectiveness. We are
ratio of tile tube are proportional to bandpass filter. This source illumi- continuing to improve data quality

the applied voltage across the MCP. hated an optical mask containing while increasing data quantity in
'When the MCP is biased off (MCP three linear arrays of square aper- downhole streak-camera systern s,

Vin = MCP Vou t) and the remainder tures that were 100 Bm on each side
of the electrodes in the tube are pow- with 100-_tm spacing, separated References
ered, the radiant gain (in units of along the temporal dimension of the 1. J.J. Ronchetto, J. J. Scarafiotti,
W/cre 2 at 520 nra) of the tube is photocathode, and with sufficient K. E Hugenberg, and J. D. Bonlie,

"Streak-Camera Systems for the
about 1:1000. The nlaximum radiant flux density during the svceep period Contact Event," this pqblication,
gain of the tube is >1000 with a large of each streak camera to produce p. 145.
voltage across the MCP [i.e., the pos- an average intensity from the FPA 2. R. Kalibjian, "S?ace-Charge
sible radiant extinction ratio is >10(' can'tera of 140 counts (8-bit analog- Temporal Brc,adening Effects in
(Ref. 3)]. A fast-changing electronic to-digital). Streak Car, era Tubes," Proc. Inr.

C(_ng.H,'g/t-SpeedPltotograplty, 13rh,
pulse is applied across the MCP to As is apparent in Fig. 5a, the Tokyo, :978 (Tokyo, Japan, 1978),
gate the tube. Ideally the pulse tran- EG&G streak-camera image has a pp. 45"--455.
sition would turn the tube both on bloomed area at the beginning of 3. J.D. Bonlie, Performance Evaluation
and off instantaneOusly; laowever, each acquisition area that results in (!;:the Kentech Optical StreakCamera,

physical aspects limit these transi- localized loss of data. In contrast, the Lawrence Livermore NationalLaboratory, Livernlore, CA,
tions to the 5- to 10-ns region. Kentech inaage in Fig. 5b shows an UCRL-98481 (1988).
Although the gate pulse is made to absence of blooming. In addition,

Fig. 5a also reveals geometric distor-
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Optical Coupling between Streak Cameras
and Photometrics CCD Cameras

R. V. Mitchell

Nuclear Test Program expert- required to minify the image from Photonletrics mounted one of these
reenters commonly use streak cam- tile streak camera by a factor of 2.5:1. reducers to a camera. Figure 2
eras in conjunction with charge- We explored three metllods of shows tile output of tile reducer
coupled device (CCD) cameras to optical coupling: with a rectangular grid as input.
obtain time- and energy-resolved 1. Lens coupling (Fig. la). The geometric distortion was pro-
measurements in underground tests. 2. One-piece fiber-optic coupling nounced and unusual in that it was
The streak canlera presents multi- in which a fiber-optic reducer is arch-shaped. We believe this shape

channel data with temporal resolu- nlounted directly to the irnager is caused by distortion of the narrow
tions on tile order of picoseconds as (Fig. lb). section of tile reducer by gravity

an optical image. Tile CCD camera 3. Two-piece fiber-optic coupling during production. Tile measured
converts the optical image to digital in which a fiber-optic window is
data for transmission and computer mounted to the imager and a fiber

storage. Because of the high band- reducer couples between this win- (_') MCPIN,_ .... 1
widths involved, these recording dow and the streak camera (Fig. lc). Imager ,II [

D!'systems are commonly placed in tile rllis report presents tile attributes Tinsleylens ] III Streak I
diagnostic canister downhole. This and evaluates the results of each /_
location requires that our recording method and then discusses a spatial "k___]systems be compact, rugged, and fringe pattern that appeared with
able to transmit data before a shock method 3. Although method 3 is the
wave arrives. Such requirements same coupling scheme that we use (b) MCPIN,,. ,

llecessitate the use of fiber Ol.,tics on our downhole camera systems, Imager ._ I
instead of lenses for optical coupling we had not observed the fringe pat- ] II Streak I

between the CCD and streak can't- tern previously. _ cameraI
era. In addition, because of tile con- Fiber-optic." I ]

• straint on readout time, the CCD Coupling Schemes reducer
camera has modest spatial resolu- Table 1 stunmarizes the advan-

c(on and dynamic range, rages, disadvantages, and measured (c) MCP/N,
On the Hornitos Event, we optical throughput of tile three Imager j,,'l_ I

fielded two streak/CCD camera sys- options. The optical throughput _Jill]] ] ] III Streak litenls uphole. The uphole applica- measurements were performed by career

ti°nrelaxedtheaf°remerlti°nedc°n'R'l_'ReedyandC'W'C°clwan°f _ a I

straints so we couh.i use a nlore LLNL using a Lambertian light Flb/rdPwtlO _,.::,h2 "Jsensitive CCD camera and readdress source. The lens was a 2.5:1 minifi- window Fiber-optic
the issue of optical coupling. "File cation relay lens built by Tinsley reducer
CCD cameras were series-200 sy._;- Laboratories, Inc., and designed byi

terns from Photometrics, Ltd. These Optical Research Associates 1 under Figure 1. Schematic of three methods
cameras have a dynamic range of , contract with LLNL. We have studied for optically coupling streak-
greater than 2000:1 (12-bit data used this lens in laboratory systems camera output to a CCD imager:

(a) lens coupling. (b) one-piece fiber-
words) and use a Thompson 7883 for approximately 5 y. optic coupling, and (c) two-piece fiber-
CCD imager cooled to -20°C. The The one-piece fiber-optic redllcer optic coupling. The microchannel-plate
Thompson 7883 has 384 x 576 pixels was specified by S. Thomas of LLNL intensifier (MCPI) has a fiber-optic out-
on 23-Btu centers. Because of tile and built by Schott Fiber Optics, put, making the light source into the
imager size, the coupling optics were lhc., under a contract with LLNL. coupling optics Lambertian.

:
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tlarouglaput of tile reducer was also must use the narrowest portion of middle cff tile island. Because the

less than expected because of the the fiber boule and then be cut backl acceptance angle of a fiber reducer

wav in which the reducer was made. Therefore, although the input-to- scales with the reduction ratio, a

As slaown in Fig. 3, to form a rectan- output image size ratio is 2.5:1, tile Lambertian light s()urce couples less
gular island that is long enough for maximum minification ratio is some- light through a 3:1 reducer than

mounting in the imager, the reducer what larger and occurs in about the through a 2.5:I reducer.

For the two-piece fiber-optic

Table 1. Advantages, disadvantages, and measured optical throughput of the coupling, LIoN L supplied to Photo-
three coupling schemes, metrics four of our standard 2.5:1

reducers, which arc cornnmnly used
Advantages Disadvantages downhole. Photometrics mounted

Tinsley lens (7.28% throughput) these reducers to four camera sys-
• Spatial distortion is simple vignetting. • Bulky tens. terns. Ali four systems showed a
• Software can easily compensate. • Expensive (~$8100/lens). spatial fringe pattern when illumi-

• Used for -5 y. • Care required to align and focus hated by a focused light source. In
• Well characterized, because of shallow depth of field, addition, the extra interface caused

1-piece fiber (6.15% throughput)
• Small size. • Spatial distortion.
• Inexpensive (-$800), * Arch distortion tricky to remove. (a) Cut
• Easy to align and focus. • Chicken-wire distortion seen with Stretched

focused light source, and frequency _

components nearer to data than for
Tinsley lens.

2-piece fiber (4.1% throughput) I I, f_'_
• Small size. • Fringing pattern with focused _ region
• Inexpensive (~$800). light source, which modulates data
• Easy to align and focus, by 7 to 10%. (b)

• Fairly high frequency components.
• Difficult to correct for; pattern

G>-changes with time/temperature, ___ Cut_-4_ Cut

Figure 2. ()utput
of the one-piece
reducer, which (c)

was designed to F-..._ One.piece rebe mounted ducer
directly to the

irnager, with a
rectangular grid
as input. The
reducer causes the

tmtput _f the grid Figure 3. Construction of one-piece
t{_appear braved reducer. (a) A fiber-optic bundle, or
or arch-shaped, boule, is heated and stretched to form a

narn_w neck near the center. The boule is

then cut past the neck region such that the
ratio _f the input image size (far left side
of the b,_ule) relative to the image size at
the cut is 2.3:1 fl_r our application. (b) The
flat'cd area of the reducer just to the right
td the neck is cut and ground d(wvn ti_
ft}rra a straight rectangular secti(m, or
island, that rntmnts directly intt_ the
imager. (c) Ct m_pleted (me-pit'ce red ucer,
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by tile juncture of tile fiber-optic Because tile intensity of modula- fields at room temperature (68°F).
window with tile reducer decreased tion remains constant with light Then we heated the area around the
tile transmittance, intensity, we can correct for fringing fiber-optic interface to 113°F. We

with a flat-field technique. 2 In this allowed the system to stabilize for

Spatial Fringe Pattern type of correction technique, the 30 rain before taking another set of
Figure 4a shows an image from pattern must rernain constant from five flat fields. The procedure was

one of our four cameras with the two- the time the flat field is taken to the repeated until we obtained three
piece fiber arrangement under flat- time tlie data field is taken. Because sets of five at 68°F and two sets of
field illumination with a focused light the technique requires division of five at 113°F. From each set of five,

source, illustrating the fringe pattern, images, even a slight change of pat- we computed a standard-deviation
The honeycomb or "chicken-.wire" tern could greatly corrupt the data. image plane, called TEMPSTABLE.
pattern arises from tile joints of tile Therefore, a series of temperature We also computed a standard-

smaller bundles that make up the tests was performed to test the deviation irnage plane, called
optical fiber. The chicken-wire pat- stability of the patterns. In these TEMPVAR, using one member from
tern appears to some degree in vir- tests, we obtained a set of five flat each set.
tually ali fiber-optic bundles. The
accompanying Fourier transform of Figure 4. (a) Flat-- field image using
tile image (Fig. 4b)shows the fre- (s) a focused light
quency components due to the source and the
fringe pattern, two-piece fiber-

The fringe patterns and their coupling method.
intensity ttf modulation remained Both the fringesand chicken-wire
unchanged after removing the 570-nra patterns are visi-
bandpass filter, indicating that this ble. (b) Fourier
effect cannot be attributed to wave- transform of the

length interference. By using an iden- image in (a). The

tical reducer and a fiber-optic plug, dc components arein the lower left

we were able tct reproduce the fring- corner. The fring-
ing effect by butting the two compo- ing frequency
nents together and rotating them rela- components are
tire to each other. Thus, it seemed (b) clustered near the

possible that most of the fringing 21.74 center of the yaxis. The chicken-
might be caused by a moire'-like effect wire components
at the reducer/window interface, appear as a series

When we compared flat-field of dots from the
intensity plots for a camera at two dif- origin to the bright

cluster located at
ferent light intensities, scaling up the about 2 o'clock.
lower-intensity plot and overlaying it
on the higher-intensity plot, we found o

that the two plots were virtually iden.- ¢_
tical. Further tests showed that the

percentage of modulation due to

fringing did not vary with intensity,

with peak-to-peak variance ranging 0
from 7 to 1()'_ of the mean intensity 0 21.74
value. (For example, if the mean Cycles/mm
value of tile flat field was 2000 counts,

tile fringes would cause variance
ranging from 1900 to 2100 counts.)
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Figure 5. Figure 5 shows the computed
(a) Fourier trans- (a) Fourier transforms of a single flat-fornl of a flat-field 21.74
image using a field image, standard-deviation
focused light image TEMPSTABLE, and standard-
source. Both the deviation image TEMPVAR. While
fringing and TEMPSTABLE shows none of the
chicken-wire com-
ponents are pre- frequency components that we see
sent. (b) Fourier in the flat field, TEMPVAR does.
transform of This result indicates that the exace

a standard- spatial positions of patterns change
deviation image with temperature,, but the frequencycalcu lated from
five flat fields components do not. If the position
taken at the same of the patterns changes with moder-

temperature, ate temperature cycling, then we
called TEMP- 0 cart expect them to change withSTABLE. The lack
of frequency con> (b) tin'm, and flat-field correction
portents shows 21.74 ' would be invalid.
that the fringing When a Teflon diffuser was but-
and chicken-wire ted up to the input of the fiber
patterns were sta- reducer to simulate a Larnbertian

ble. (c) Fourier light source, similar to what the fibertransform of
E faceplate on the output of the streaka standard- E

deviation image _ camera puts out, the fringe pattern
calculated from "_ disappeared. Figure 6 shows a flat-
five flat fields _ field image and its Fourier trans-
taken at cycled form. Here, the frequency compo-
temperatures,
called TEMPVAIL nents associated with the fringing

The components and chicken wire are gone.
resultir, g from The setups shown in Fig. 7a and b
chicken wire are 0 were used to determine how the con-
clearly visible,
and frequency (c) trast transfer function (CTF) changed,
components 21.74 depending on whether the light
resulting from source was focused or Lambertian.
fringing have The results shown in Fig. 7c indicate
also returned, that spatial resolution is reduced for
Apparently the
spatial positions a Lambertian light source. This
of the chicken result was expected because a
wire and fringing Lambertian source has a greater per-
change somewhat centage of light entering the reducer
with temperature, at nonzero angles relative to the
although their fre- reducer axis. The Lambertian light isquency compo-
nents do not. not as well confined by the fibers, so

the spatial resolution is reduced

0 because edges are diffused more than
0 21.74 for a focused source. Therefore, the

Cycles/mm spatial fringe pattern may be getting
swamped out in a Lambertian

J
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source. With a microchannel-plate Conclusions decreases, the Tinsley lens may

intensifier (MCPI) butted up to the The Tinsley lens is currently our become less appropriate. Thus,

reducer input and used as a source, coupling method of choice for uphole we are continuing to explore the

we again observed no fringes. This systems because it has been in use technique of directly mounting a
finding probably explains why we with Photometrics cameras for reducer to an imager.

have not seen the fringe pattern several years and is fairly well Photometrics has relaxed their

before when calibrating streak/CCD understood. As we move to larger requirement on the length of the

systerns for downhole use. imagers and the minification ratio

Figure 6. (a) Flat- (a)
Bar target ,_ /,Teflon

fieM image using (a) on film ",irl _ diffusera Teflon diffuser
to simulatea . Imager J'_|l "

Lambertianlight "_ " II I 11[ Optolinersource. The ---.

fringes are absent. ' _ " " - _ I . I .... ' _;_
(b) Fourier trans-
form of (a). Fre- Optical.fiber

quency compo- window
nents assoc:ated (b) Optollner
with fringing or ,' ' ) _ ml
chicken wire are ,,. " .....

absent. The verti- .;,,,.......... .
cal line is due tct :,...... ! ,
distortion of the i, _
fir_;t few rows of PR-lO bar

the image because (_!. focused onto reducer input
of the readout !, - . ...". ' (c)
process. On-axis ' , .-.... '
frequency compo- ; "'_" ' " =:1.0
nents are due to ,o b._._

the rectangular _=0.9
geometry of the _ 0.8 --_ -""%_

imager and circu- (b) _ 007

lar geometry of 21.74 ,_ 0.6the light source. .,
\

_0.5 rc

_0"4 _ i s°irce N_,%o 0.3 "
1 2 3

E Bar set
E

tj
>, Figure 7. Setups used to measure the
o contrast transfer function for a

Lambertian and focused light source.
(a) For the Lambertian source, a film tar-
get was sandwiched between the input
of the reducer and the Teflon diffuser.

0 The diffuser was then illuminated with
0 21.74 an unfocused optoliner. (b) For the

Cycles/mm focused light source, an optoliner was
used to focus a PR-10 television bar tar-

get onto the input of the reducer.
(c) Measured contrast transfer functions
for the Lambertian and focused light
source show that the spatial resolution for
the focused light source is noticeably bet-
ter than that for the Lambertian source,
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island they need for mounting a comple)'ity, and optical lossthat we I believe a moire'-like pattern is gen-

fiber-optic reducer to an imager, anticipate.' erated by the interface between the
This change would reduce the maxi- The spatial fringing pattern we fiber-optic window and fiber reducer.
munl minification that the reducer observed with the two-piece arrange- When the light source was such that
would need to obtain the correct ment scaled linearly with light inten- fiber-to-fiber crosstalk occurred, the
island length, thereby increasing sity and showed some spatial shift- fringe pattern was swamped out.
the througllptit of the reducer. One ing with temperature and, we may
possible method for correcting the assume, with time; however, the fre- References
arch-shaped geometric distortion we quency components remained 1. R.J. Korniski, Fimll Report: 2.5:1
have observed would be to pull the unchanged. Spatial filtering should Relay Design NAO = 0.245 (OpticalResearch Associates, l'asadena,
fiber boules vertically. The shorter help alleviate this problem. The CA, 1985).
island should also help reduce this fringe pattern was only observed 2. Photometrics Ltd. Series200 Llser's
problem. We are still working with a focused light source and was Manual, Appendix B (I:'hotometrics,
toward this approach to coupling not wavelength-dependent. Because Tucson, AZ, 1988).
because of the reduced size, cost, this fringe pattern was not observed

with the one-piece fiber arrangement,
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New Directions in

Experimental Physics I I

Transmission Crystal Spectrometer for
Measuring Hard X Rays Underground

P. O. Egan and J. K. Wobser

Tile spectroscopy of x rays associ- proved to be a powerful diagnostic Tile Bragg reflection law, which
ated with an underground nuclear tool, tile 10 spectral channels limited determines tile energy dispersion in
detonation is a powerful diagnostic our view of the fine details of the x-ray crystal diffraction, is given by
tool for understanding the detailed energy spectrum. Also, a spectrum n_, = 2d sin0, where X is the x-ray
physics of nuclear weapons design, with a cornplicated shape was wavelength that is related to its
Experimental advances in crystal extremely difficult to analyze energy by X (nra) = 1.2396/E (keV),
spectrometer techniques and in because of SPECTEX's reliance on d is the crystal interplanar spacing,
electro-optic data systems have absorption edges. Therefore, we n is the diffraction order, and 0 is the

greatly improved the time and wanted to find a new method for angle of incidence for diffraction.
energy resolution of our x-ray spec- measuring hard x rays. Bragg's law shows that even for the
tral measurements for the soft x-ray Although we successfully applied smallest practical crystal 2d spacing

region (below 20 keV). 1,2 In FY 1989, the crystal diffraction method for of 0.16 nm, the diffraction angle at
we designed a Transmission Crystal reflection geornetry in downhole 100 keV is just over 4 deg. Such
Spectrometer (TRACS) (Fig. 1), measurernents of soft x rays, this small angles from crystal planes par-
thereby extending the technology method had technical problems at allel to the crystal surface make
developed for soft x-ray experimen- hard x-ray energies. The Bragg reflection spectroscopy difficult.
tal measurements to the hard x-ray reflection angles become quite small The problem was solved using a
region (above 20 keV). The new at high energy, and the reflection technique known as transmission
diffraction spectrometer has poten- angles approach grazing incidence, crystal spectroscopy. Rather than
tially 1000 channels of energy reso-
lution, in contrast to the 10 channels Figure 1.

TRACS ulldergo-
available using our previous diag- ing x-ray calibra-
nostic tool (SPECTEX), for measur- tion. X rays from
ing hard x rays. We can, therefore, the calibration
now view the fine details of the hard source (rear of

x-ray signal of a nuclear device, photo) simulatethe actual event
spectra. Two of

Crystal Spectrometer the crystals can be
Development seen inside the

In the past, the standard measure- box-like vacuum
ment technique for making hard enclosure of theTRACS. The

x-ray measurements was the use of fiber_opti c
absorption-edge filters and fluo- :!.i';_' imagescope is the
rescers to define bandpass regions of '":" black, hose-like

!:_:' object drapedthe spectrum. We observed approxi- ,_,_,

mately 10 spectral energy channels II:!_'_._ around the spec-
using SPECTEX--a standard filter- :_ _.,_, trometer body.

fluorescer assembly. The channels : : : _./:.,
were determined by the choice of
fluorescence thresholds and absorp- " :: :

tion edges. Although SPECTEX
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choosing diffraction planes parallel they will notbe appreciably TRACS Design
to tile surface of tile crystal absorbed in the crystal. We made Ill addition to crystal diffraction,
(reflection geometry), we chose tile 5- x 7-cm crystals thin enougti TRACS is also similar ill design to

planes perpendicular to its surface (0,5 mm) so absorption is not a prob- the earlier NTES soft x-ray spec:
(transmission geometry) as shown lern, yet thick enough so diffracted trometers (e,g., VJACS, HYJACS) ill
ill Fig. 2a and b. X rays that satisfy intensities are comparable to the that it uses cylindrical focusing.
the Bragg law are still Bragg- reflection spectroscopy method. However, the focusing method is
reflected wllile being transmitted The Bragg diffraction disperses not tile Johann geometry of these
through tile crystal. That is, the the x-ray energies spatially; less earlier instruments, but rather the
x rays still have small Bragg angles, energetic x rays are deflected to Cauchois geometry3 shown
but they strike the crystal surface at larger Bragg angles. The problem schernatically in Fig. 2c. When tile

near normal incidence angles, rnak- of measuring the x-ray spectrum transrnission crystal is elastic,_lly
ing it technically easier to build a then becomes one of spatially imag- bent to a cylindrical figure (by
practical spectrometer. The trans- ing x rays downhole. TRACS call do clamping it between precisely
nfission technique is applicable this well, both in ternls of position machined surfaces), rnonoenergetic
when the x rays are so energetic resolution and timing, x rays from a diffuse source on the

convex side of the crystal focus to a
line along tile Rowland circle. The

(a) crymal- (c) Xray , radius of the Rowland circle is half

plane \ source / CyllndricaUy that of the bent crystal. A detector
spacing,d \ _, bent mounted on the Rowland circle

Crystal ' t _, _ transmissiont views the spectrum of diffracted

'_ '//" lT x rays that are dispersed in one
(' /./ _X,._' / dimension by the Bragg relation.

X%r_ay _% Arl exanlple of the energy-resolving
capabilities of such an instrument
can be seen in Fig. 3, which shows
the spectrum obtained by one of
our crystals viewing a source of till

(b) "_ _ fluorescence x rays."X In our downhole TRACS, we field

l'Jl[llJ_ IIIlll]llll fllree separate crystal/detector com-

binations tc) cover tile energy range
frorn 20 to 110 keV. Although, in

• Detector_ Rowland principle, a single crystal could

'-_'l _-- circle
Crystal-plane cover the region, we prefer to use

ly spacing,d multiple spectrometers and different
crystal 2d spacings for various rea-

Ink =2d sin01BraggequationI sons: (1) to give a choice of resolu-
tion, (2) to provide overlapping coy-

Figure 2. (a) X rays that satisfy the Bragg equationare reflected from crystal planes, erage, and (3) to provide insight to
For reflection geometry, the planes are parallel to the surface, and at hard x-ray ener- systematic effects ill the rneasure-
gies, the Bragg angle, OB,is quite shallow, making spectrometer design complicated, merit (e.g., contributions frorn
(b) In transmission geometry, the planes are perpendicular to the crystal face, and the higher-order reflections). We chose
x rays enter and leave tile crystal at almost normal incidence. (c) In the Cauchois three different crystals: 0_-quartz,focusirlg spectrometer, x rays frorn a diffuse source are diffracted from a cylindrically
bent transnlission crystal and focus to a point (a line in tllree dimensions) on the silicon, and lithium fluoride. The
Rowland circle, whose radius is half that of the bent crystal. Less energetic x rays crystals were cut with quartz (310),
(the dashed lines in the figure) are diffracted through a larger Bragg angle and focus silicon (111), and lithium fluoride

at a different spot on the detector. (200) diffraction planes perpendicu-
lar to tile surface.
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Figure 4 shows a schematic dia- TRACS Electro-Optic Once inside the module, one
gram of TRACS and the electro-optic Readout imagescope spectra view from each
rec¢,rding system, The three x-ray The phosphor light from each detector is split off and combined
spectra diffracted from the 0,5-mm- detector is coupled to seven into a single fiber-optic array, The,

thick crystals pass through slits that 5,5-m-long fiber-optic imagescopes, array is fed to a single downhole
reduce background contributions. The irnagescopes transport a spa- streak camera that is intensified with
The x rays continue on and pass tially coherent image of the detec- a microchanrml plate. The streak
through a set of filters that provide tor light to an electromagnetic camera prod uces a two-dimensional
energy calibrations with absorption- pulse- and radiation-shielded spatial image on a P-20 phosphor at
edge fiducials. Then the x rays strike rnodule for further processing, its output: one dimension corre-
a thin WLl198 phosphor (cadrnium Only five of the seven imagescopes sponds to x-ray energy and the other
sulfide doped with indium) that is view the actual dispersed spec- dimension to sweep time, whereas
deposited on a fiber-optic faceplate trum; the other two are used for brightness corresponds to x-ray
mounted on the P,owland circle. The background analysis, intensity. By selecting suitable

• phosphor converts x rays to visible
light and is the first stage of our
detector, Some fraction wf the x rays EMPmodule
eject a photoelectron in the pl_os- Toupholerecording
phor, which in turn excites the phos- Charge-coupleddevice,T' l

phor, The phosphor emits yellow- , _ Streak ,T_/

green visible light at 520 nra, The ( [ camera
emitted light of the WL1198 phos- _ I' Microchannel
phor has a particularly fast time _ ,..__plate

spectrometer co_werts an x-ray beam _ ]

toa spectrally dispersed visible out- kki J JJJ_ -_ Spectroscopy 1put, which can be imaged using

downhole technitues and then read _/[ - " . arraycamera. . J

out aboveground, r_ Coherent
Cds phosphor tdetector imagescope C:SSho°Sphor

""v'

30,000 _ Crystal2 _SIIt __" Cry.stal1
'E SnK. 125.271keV _ " _'

_ 20,000
Sn K_,2

.144ksV b1o,ooo Cry 3 /]DC_lit #
1=.

0 1000 2000 3000 CdSphosphor
Position(pm) detector

Figure 3, A typical x-ray spectrum Figure 4, Schematic diagram of TRACS and the electro-optic recording system,
. from TRACS. The diffracting crystal The three crystals view two x-ray beam lines, Because most x-ravs are transmitted

is 0,5-mm-thick quartz (310) bent to a through the crystals, two crystals can be piggybacked on one line of sight, The
30-cre radius. The incident x rays are diffracted x rays produce light in the detector (WLl198 phosphor). Only one
the K(_lines from a tin fluorescence imagescope arm is shown for clarity,
source, The x axis shows the spatial dis-
persion of the two x-ray lines ahmg the
detector Rowland circle.
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streak-.camera parameters, we can falling on it from the detector and, the power of precision, above-
attain a time resolution of the x-ray ' when read out, provides 1024 spatial ground laboratory spectroscopy to
signal of 0.3 ns, The visible streak- (hence, in our spectrometer, energy) the challenging environmellt of
camera output is recorded by a channels. As in the CCD array for underground nuclear testing.
charge-coupled device (CCD) array the streak camera, the SPACS dtgi-
that is digitized downhole. Then the tizes the analog electronic signal References
data are sent via fiber optics to the downhole and sends it to an above- 1. J. Wobser, T. Perry, D. Hakala, and
surface, where they are recorded in ground computer on fiber optics, R, Quihuts, "Shellbourne X-Ray

Spectrometers, Camera Systems,
computer memory, and Active Alignment Systems,"

The other six irnagescope spectra Conclusion Nuclear Tesi-Experimental Science
from each detector (four signal, two We are fielding a spectrometer Annual Report Fiscal Year1988,

background) are amplified by a that will potentially enhance the Lawrer_ce Livermore National
gated microchannel-plate ir_tensifier energy resolution for downhole Laboratorv, Livermore, CA,' UCRL-53c)29-88(1989), p. 6.
and viewed by a Reticon linear hard x-ray measurements by two 2. D. Clark et al., "Kernville
photodiode array as part of an elec- orders of magnitude_from the 10 Spectr:_meters: IBEX,VJACS,
tronics package known as the charmels of SPECTEX data to the EODIX, and XPOLY,"Nuclear Ji_st-
Spectroscopy Array Camera System 1024-channel TRACS. The spec- Experimental Science Annual Report
(SPACS). The diode array consists of trometer is broadband; a single crys- Fiscal Year1988, Lawrence

Livermore Na tional Labora tory,
1024 separate optical sensors, side by tal can cover the entire hard x-ray Livermore, CA, UCRL-53929-88
side, on a 2.54-cm-long integrated region. The experiment exploits (1989), p. 50.
circuit. The array integrates _.helight recent developments in electro-optic 3. Y.Cauchois and C. Bonnelle, in

technology, and it allows us to bring Atomic Inner-Shell Proces,_es,vol. 2,
B.Crasemann, Ed. (Academic
Press, New York, NY, 1975), p, 83.

Fiber-Optic Gamma-Ray Spectrometer

' M.J. Moran

Measurements of gamma-ray characteristics of Cornpton scatter- tering targets, but electron scattering
emissions have been fundamental to ing allow the initial gamma-ray in the target may then reduce the
nuclear-test diagnostics. Such mea- spectrum to be inferred from the inherent resolution available from

surements often include a series of corresponding measured spectrum the instrument. The energy res-
gamma-ray spectral measurements of Compton electrons, olution associated with a given

, that provide more detailed informa- Compton spectrometers have detector size might be improved by
tion about device performance, nurnerous advantages for downhole using a smaller one, but then the
Because the data must be recorded nuclear diagnostics. They are detector may generate only a pro-
during a single signal pulse, gamma- physically rugged and can survive portionally smaller peak signal,
ray spectral data are measured with the rigors of downhole operation thus limiting the dynamic range of
Compton spectrometers that allow reliably. Their basic design is quite an experiment. Despite these diffi-
signals from different gamma-ray simple, and they can be configured culties, Compton spectrometers
energies to be generated in physi- to optimize the return of data for have been successfully fielded in
cally separate detectors (see Fig. 1). specific experiments. However, the downhole experiments to study

In this approach, gamma rays are process of optimization almost phenomena over a wide range of
converted to energetic electrons always involves improving one char- gamma-ray energies.
through Compton scattering in a acteristic at the expense of another. It is now possible to complement
suitable target. Magnetic analysis of For example, low Compton- existing gamma-ray spectroscopic
the electrons physically separates scattering efficiency can be partially capabilities by detecting Compton
them according to their energy. The compensated for with thicker scat- electrons with an optical signal
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directly in the core of an optical fiber, elecirons and, after a 90-deg bend, The different parameters of the
With this approach, the optical signal gives a first-order focus at a point spectrometer combine to give
is generated by the Cherenkov effect whose position is proportional to the roughly 12% energy resolution at
in the fiber core, This signal is then electron energy, For different any given point, Since Cherenkov
transmitted through an optical fiber gamma-ray energies, focal points lie light intensity is proportional to
to an uphole or downhole recording along a line at 45 deg to the initial electron flux (which itself is propor-
station, Such an approach Would gamma-ray direction, where a thin tional to the gamma-ray intensity),
have major advantages in signal window allows electrons to escape a recording of the Cherenkov light
bandwidth and in the number of from vacuurn into the air. Optical intensity can be interpreted in terms

detectors that could be included to fibers situated along the vacuum of.tlle corresponding gamma-ray
cover a given range of electron window intercept three different intensity history.
and, thus, gamma-ray energy, The electron energies, with the fibers ori-
bandwidth advantage derives from ented so that their axes are at 45 deg

the instantaneously generated to the electron velocities. The 45-deg Exiting

T
Cherenkov light signals that can be angle of incidence optimizes injec- gammarays
recorded directly on streak cameras tion of Cherenkov light into the fiber

: with better time resolution than is for transmission to a remote record-

possible with conventional electrical ing station. One advantage of this
signal systems, The opticalqiber arrangement is that the optical fibers
approach may allow the use of more are exposed only to the electrons

= detectors over a given spectral range they are intended to measure, This
because the -150-_m-diam fibers can setup reduces or eliminates difficul-

be placed much closer together than ties associated with radiation- Optical
the 16-mm-diam (or larger) p-i-lz induced darkening of the fibers fiber
diodes that also are used for spectral during the experiment.

measurements. Furthermore, the Optical
optical-fiber approach can take signal
advantage of systems developed by Exitinggammarays _:i_:,;:;:!:i
the Nuclear TestProgram during the /, Magnetic-field

' past decade for fielding optical fibers. / region

Demonstration of the Detector i

FOGS System E1 ] _ Scattered
A prototype fiber-optic gamma- Detector electrons

ray spectrometer (FOGS)will E2

demonstrate the generation and __1
transmissior_ of gamma-ray spectral 0.5 mm T Beryllium

= data in optical fibers in an upcorning _ _ gamma-ray
test event. Figure 2 shows a ii -- Gamma-rayto to electron

schematic of the spectrorneter geom- _ Compton-electron Incident converteretry. The experiment includes a con- converter gammarays
ventional gamma-ray spectrometer Incidentgammarays
(so-called GASP device), so we can

compare the FOGS data with those Figure 1, BasicCompton spectrometer Figure 2. FOGS geometry. This
from GASP. geometry. Incident gamma rays scatter schematic shows how the Compton

As shown in Figl 2, Compton dec- energetic (Compton) electrons into a spectrometer geometry can be adopted
trons scatter from a 0.5-mm-thick magnetic-field region that spatially to generate a Cherenkov light signal

separates them according to their energy in the core of an optical fiber.
ber)'llium converter. This converter and delivers them to corresponding
injects about 10-4 Compton electrons detectors.

per gamma ray into the magnetic
analyzer. The magnet deflects the
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Components of tile FOGS system injection into tile core of optical fiber, but it is a good approximation

represent familiar, tried-and-true fibers by relativistic electrons. The because tile 50- or 100-_.tm fiber
technology, Compton scattering in results of these measurements indi- diameter is still much greater than

the beryllium converter is accurately cared that the injection efficiency an optical wavelength. However, an
described by the Klein-Nishina for- was within about 15% of what optical fiber transmits light only if it
mula, Elastic scattering of the would be predicted by a simple the- is within a critical angle _ of tile
Compton electrons in tile berylliunl oretical description, Experiments, fiber axis. N,.,Ie that the numerical
converter (before they escape) alters such as this one, that measure abso- aperture of a fiber is sin_, with
the Compton electron distribution in lute efficiency are extremely difficult _ having typical values of about
ways that are well described by to perform; thus, tile 15% discrep- 15 deg. For normal optical materials
Moliere;s tlieory and Monte Carlo ' ancy could arise entirely from the in the visible spectral region, Jt = 1.5,
computer modeling. We have incor- net effect of numerous experimental Therefore, 0c = 45deg for common
porated these issues into tile FOGS uncertainties, optical materials when [_= 1 (always
design. The behavior of the nlag- Figure 3 shows the geornetry for satisfied in tile present case). Thus,

netic spectrometer is well under- injection of Cherenkov light into an only a portion of tile Cherenkov
stood, and details of its performance optical fiber, When an electron trav- cone can be will, in the "acceptance

have beencalibrated in experirnents els through an optical medium with aperture" of the optical fiber, and
at the EG&G Santa Barbara Office speed v, Cherenkov light is radiated _ that portion will depend on the rela-
(SBO) linear accelerator, into a hollow cone withhalf-angle 0c tive orientation of the electron

Electron detection by the given by: velocity and the fiber axis. The
Cherenkov effect in optical fibers has geometry in Fig. 3b can be used to
become familiar through a history 0c = cos-l(1/iz[3), (1) demonstrate that this portion F is
of fiber-optic alpha-measurement given by:

(FOAM) experiments that use pre- where lt is tile refractive index of

cisely this technique. Furthernlore, the mediurn, and [3= v/c, wllere c is 1 -1( c°s_- c°s0fc°S0c / '
a series of experiments at the SBO the speed of light in vacuum (see F = cos _, ....................... ) (2)
linear accelerator verified tile abso- Fig. 3a). Equation (1) nlay not be n: sinOf sinOc '

lute efficiency of Cherenkov light exact for rite interior of a microscopic where Ofis the angle between tile
fiber axis and the electron velocity.
For tile FOGS spectrometer, F is

(a) (_=v/c 0 (b) z _ about 0.11.
The production of Cherenkov

f_ ligl'lt as an electron travels through

_. 8_ _ an optical material is described by:

N c = 2_a -_. ........ sin2@c, (3)

= cos-1 11/n[3) _ where N c is tile number of photons
Y having wavelength _. within band-

/ width A_./Xgenerated as tile elec-

/_x// Optical tron travels over path length 1, and

fiber o'.is the fine-structure constant,
with 0_= 1/137.

Electrons Fur an electron crossing a 100-_am
optical fiber at an ang'.e of 45 deg

Figure 3. Geometry for injection of Cherenkov light into an optical fiber. (a) Basic and radiating 440-nra-wavelength
Cherenkov geometry. (b) As an electron passes through a fiber, a fraction F = 8@/2r¢ photons into a 5% bandwidth,
of the Cherenkov cone is injected into the fiber core. The fraction F and other param- Eq. (3) gives an average (over tile
eters are discussed in more detail in the text. fiber thickness) of about 0.3 photons

radiated per electron. Although this
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is not an enormous number, it is still ray; however, a final factor must Conclusions
quite good considering the short be consMered as well. The optical The c'.;rrent FOGS experiment is

radiatir L pathlength available in the fiber is so small that only a small intended to serve as a prototype
fiber. When combined with the frac- portion of scattered electrons actu- demonstration to test whether sig-
tion F from Eq. (2), the net result is all), intercepts the fiber. In the pre- nals will be recorded with the pre-
that abo'.lt 0.03 photons are injected sent case, this efficiency is only dicted intensities and to verify that
into the fiber core for every electron about 2 x 10-3. Thus, the overall the results are consistent with other

that pa.sses through. FOGS sensitivity becomes about data from the event. If our expecta-
i The " ,'ali response of the 6 x 10-_ photons per incident tions are realized, we will have suc-

FOGS, be estimated bv includ- gamin, ra),, which is equi, valent to cessfully added another set of
ing the conversion of inci'dent about 2.7 x 10-27 W/gamma options in obtaining downhole
gamma rays into electrons that ray.s -1. Although this sensitivity gamma-ray spectral naeasurements.
intercept tiae fiber. The basic con- appears to be quite low, it is never-
version efficiency given above is theless sufficient to generate useful
about l0 -4 electrons per gamma data from a nuclear explosion.

,,I

NUMO: A New Fusion Neutron Diagnostic

M. J. Moran

Inside a nuclear explosive, hydro- energy resolution isolates those neu- downhole and takes advantage of
gen fusion can take piace in a dense trons associ,_ted with fusMn teat- recently developed high-field-
plasma. The fusion process can con- tions and helps to elirninate confu- strength magnetic materials. The
tribute significantly to the explosive sion in data that arises from the basic NUMO technique can be

• yield either directly as an energy direct relation between a neutron's extended to allow observation of
source or by producing neutrons energy and it: _;peed. Neutrons dif- selected portions of the emitting
that augment a fission source, fering in time of birth in a fusion plasma, adding spatial dependence
Optimizing the fusion contribution reaction can arrive at a distant detec- to the time-resolved measurement
to an explosive's overall perfor- tor simultaneously if they have of fusion burn.
mance is one of (he goals of explo- appropriate speeds (energy),_

sire design. Such optimization Conversely, neutrons of differing Theory
requires that we obtain accurate energies emitted at the same time Downhole measurements of abso-

data on the physkal processes '.viii arrive at a detector over a rela- lute neutron-flux often rely on mea-
within the plasma, tivdy long time period. Thus, with- suring the current of protons emit-

tqigh-energy gamma rays, neu- out energy discrimination (spectral ted from a hydrogenous foil located_

•_ trons, and neutrinos are the penetrat- resolution), we cannot determine the in the neutron line of siglat. The
: ing radiations emitted in hvdrogen rmique time signa_-tre of the source, absolt!_ accuracy of this proton-

fusion. A time-depePdent measure- A n.ew diagnostic technique, a recoil technique is ensured because
rnent of these fluxes should yield the neutron monochromator called the cross section for neutrcm-proton
fusion energy-product?on rate. The NUMO, provides sufficient spectral elastic scattering is well known, as

kev feature of a successful flux mea. resolution to study ':,ource time )'_, are energy-k)ss mechanisms for pro-

:_i surer_ent is providing spectral or tory with neutro, t flux rneasl,re.- tons as they travel from foil to detec-
enen_y, resolution. Energy rest)lt|- ,aents. Briefly stated, NUMO u_,s tor. The protons are easy it),_top
tion in the gamma-ray diagnostic magnetic spectrometry of recoil pro- (detect), and detection efficiencies

- :_.-,_,,_t_.:,_'_.... _t,,,_...... ,,_,,,,,V_,IVI._; ,,. ........ f,,,:i,_,a t,_n,: t,_ r_r_x_iclo fm_.w_,v n,_h,tima in are accurately determined, For low

garnma line from other background tle neutron flux measurement. This neutron fluxes, high-seJ:s_tivity t,-i-n
gamma rays Similarly, neutron technique u_,es passive components diode detectors w!th a gain of about

@

y___ 16t)
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Figure 1. 1 n'_illi6n are used, Absorbers

NUMO compo- 0_] , placii,_; in tile proton path callneat arrangement. 9 .

Protons are scat- Q_ give crude energy discrimination,tered from a ., . essentially providing a high-pass

25.4-mm-thick MI /_ /),Proton

located 2.5 m from ,¢¢" detector threshold filter. Nevertheless, werequire more precise energy defini-a source. Those
protons to be tion to accurately measure the
detected are scat- 1.2 m source time dependence.
tered at 30 deg We can delnonstrate the relation
from the neutron between the spread of energies in a
beam, dispersed detected neutron til.IX and uncer-

Sectormagnet
by a O.8-Tsector "_ (-0.8 T with tainty in the time of birth at the
focusedmagnet'ontoandthena '_N r., ~2.5- x 5-cm source by the following analysis. In

passive Faraday 0.3 m aperture) hot-plasma deuterium-tritiun'l (DT)
cup detector !.5 m ' fusion, neutrons are emitted with
from the magnet. _r

- vessel energies in a band AE near 14.1 MeV.
The speed vn of a neutron of mass m n
is uniquely related to its energy E by:

vn(E ) = (2E/mn) l/2 . (1)

For 14.1-MEV neutrons, vn is approx-
Z" m imately 5.2 x lfr; cm/s. Tlm energy

band AE is, therefore, related to a

velocity band by:

CH=scatteringfoil AZ,/V= 1/2(dxE/E). (2)
(~25.4pmthick)

, Thus, a 5% spread in energy cor-

responds tc}a 2.5% spread in veloci-
ties. If neutrons travel a distance d

< _ to a detector, the transit time, v,,hicla

is energy-dependent, will be
Foil-defining

collimator
(-.2.5x Scm) I(E) = d/vCE). (3)

From these relations, the fractional

/ arrival-time spread associated with
a.5 m an energy band may be written as:

Source-definingcollimator At/t - -1/2(AE/E). (4)

These equations can be cornbined tc}
define a neutron-diagnostic "uncer-

, " tttainty principle that takes the form:

At:ZAt= -(d/4)(MJE) 2 2mE. (5)

Source(~2.5cm) Equation (5) notes the relation
b-_tween unccrtalnt_ In source-

- emissitm time At, given the spread r
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ill energies AE detected by a neutron not so thin as t(_ ,hake proton flux Given tile geometry of Fig. 1, the
diagnostic. Clearly, for pre ,se deft- too small to me,,sure. The finite fractional proton-accepted energy

nition of the source time depen- collinaation diameter of tile neutron spread is approximately AEp/Ep =
dence, the spread in detected ener- and proton beams also degrades the -2(tan0s)A0 s = 0.012.

gies must be rnade srnall. NUMO energy resolution of the experirnent • Urlcertainty due to proton energy
uses magnetic spectrometry of recoil througla the relation between pro- loss in the foil. Monte Carlo calcu-
protons to minimize the spectral ton energy and scatter angle, lations indicate that the fractional

. spread detected, while still main- Again, reduced collimatitm diame- energy spread from this effect
taining measurable flux levels ter improves resolution at the cost is AEp/Ep = 0.012 for a 25.4-[.trn-
witlain that selected energy band. of signal amplitude. Finally, the thick CN 2 foil.

magnetic spectrometer itself also These terms add in quadrature to

Experimental Design introduces trade-offs in resolution give a fractional energy spread of
Similar to the more routine neu- vs intensity. All parameters rnust 0.017, which is less than, but quite

tron diagnostics described earlier, be balanced in the design of an close to, the 2% resolution of the
NUMO detects pr()t(,ps scattered experiment to be fielded on a magnetic monochromator. If tile
frorn a hydrogenou._ foil directly nuclear test. detector size is such that it intercepts
exposed to the l'leutrorl flux. Proton Figure 1 shows tile design fea- protons wiflain a 2% band of ener-
energy (and, therefore, velocity) is tures for a NUMO with acceptable gies at the spectrometer output, then
uniquely related to the scattering sensitivity (about 5 x 10-2a C/inel- tile spectrometer will contribute a

= angle and to tlle energy of the neu- dent neutror0 and 1-ns time resolu- time tmcertainty of At2 = 0.8 ns.
tron from which !_.was elastically tion. In this example, protons are Adding At I and At2 in quadrature
scattered. Lir:t'titing the experiment's scattered from a 25.4-I.tm-thick foil gives an overall time response of
sensitivity to a narrow range of located 2.5 m from the source. The about 0.93 ns.
neutron energies requires that only protons to be detected are scattered

: protons having a correspondingly at 30 deg from the neutron beam. Conclusions
narrow range of energies be They are dispersed by a 0.8-T sector NUMO represents a valuable new
detected. We accornplished such magnet 2.1 rn frorn tile foil and are technique for measuring details of
detection by collimating the proton focused onto a passive Faraday cup fusion reaction rates that are not
beam to select a desired scattering detector 1.5 m frorn the magnet, accessible by traditional diagnostic
angle and by _!sing magnetic spec- The temporal definition of teclmiques. Variations of the system
trornetry to select the desired proton NUMO is lirnited by the following we have described could add spatial
energies. A detector placed in the terrns: resolution, further experimentally
focal plane of this magnetic proton • Temporal dispersion of laeutrons defining features of fusion-burn pro-
spectrometer will intercept protons traveling from the source to the scat- cesses in nuclear explosives that we
within a narrow energy band about tering foil. Assumipg that NUMO could only calculate in the past.
a selected central energy, selectively detects neutrons within

In practice, several subtle fea- a 2% spread in energy about a cen.
tures of the proton portion of the tral energy E results in an initial
diagnostic affect the overall time-of-flight spread ttf At I =
precision of NUMO. Protons lose 36.1d(E -1/2)AE/E, where d is in
energy in the hydrogenous foil, meters and E is in MeV. For the
thus degrading the unique relation geornetry shown in Fig. 1 and.i

between proton and neutron 14.1-MEV neutrons, At I = 0.5 ns.
energy. This makes choice of foil • Uncertainty due to scattering
thickness a comprornise between into a finite range of angles.
selecting a foil that is as thin as pos-
sible to rnaintain good energy reso-
lution, and choosil_g one that is
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A 100-fs Laser Facility with
Potential Intensities of 1019 W/cm 2

W. E. White

High-peak-power lasers have long Higli-power, ultrashort pulses also with a temporal width of about

been used as one of the primary provide a means of investigating i 00 fs are Fourier-tranSform-limited
tools in studies of atomic, plasma, strong-field physical phenonaena, to a very large bandwidth (by laser

and x-ray laser physics. However, such as the nonlinear optical standards). This technique elimi-
the lasers irl this type of researchare response of materials with field nates many of the more common
often large and expensive, thus plac- strengths that were previously lasing materials and, in fact, implies
ing them out of the reach of many unattainable, that our system will probably
scientists. With the development of In pursuit of such research goals, require more than one type of gain
lasers capable of producing pulses we are bt|ilding a laser system to medium. The use of multiple gain
with a temporal full width at half provide 1 J of energy in a pulse with media immediately suggests that we
maximum (FWHM) of less than a FWHM of 100 fs or less. Our sys- may encounter problems because of
100 fs, a new level has been achieved tem is designed to meet these speci- lasing-frequency mismatch between
in the evolution of high-peak-power fications with a high'-quality spatial different lasing materials, suggest-
lasers and associated physics profile, allowing focusing to near the ing, in turn, that some type of fre-
research.l,2 Because of the ultrashort diffraction limit and power densities quency shifting or downconverting
nature of these pulses, amplification on the order of 1019 W/crrl 2. Our techniques may be required. Finally,
to a relatively modest energy level laser will be a key component of a diagnostic requirements of fem-
results in peak powers comparable research laser facility that will make tosecond laser pulses are obviously

to those produced by an extremely 100-fs, 10-TW pulses available to well beyond the current state of the
large laser, such as Nova. For exam- researchers investigating phenom- art in electronics, thus requiring
pie, a 100-fs pulse with an ene,gy of ena ranging from basic atomic and autocorrelation or cross-correlation
1 J has a peak power of 10 TW; plasma physics to high-bandwidth techniques for temporal measure-
focusing.this pulse into a 10-Mm- measuring devices and beyond, ments on these short time scales.
diana spot yields a power density of Furthermore, our laser is designed Production of pulses with a
1.2 x 10 I" W/cre 2. An ultrashort- to balance state-of-the-art output temporal width of no more than
pulse laser c:i this type adds a new characteristics with the stability and 100 fs requires a gain medium capa-
dimel_sion to many experiments by reliability essential for a user facility, ble of providing at least 147 cm -I of

allowing the investigation of ternpo- bandwidth (5.8 nm for 630-nra
ral response of a system with previ- Short-Pulse Production pulses). This requirement implies
ously unattainable resolution. Several key technological issues that either an organic dye or the rel-

One application of sucla a laser is must be addressed if an ultrashort- atively new material Ti:A120 3

the production of thin, solid-density pulse laser system is to be successful. (Ti:sapphire) must be used as the
plasmas. Hydrodynamics experi- Field strengths in pulses of the gain medium. An energy require-
rnents can then be performed in the power range of interest are so large u'_ent of 1 J/pulse practically elimi-
previously unattainable regime of that ali materials, including system nates dye as a suitable cl_oice, at
solid-density materials at high tem- components, exhibit a nonhnear least for the final output stages of
peratures, l_roduction of plasmas in response. To eliminate these effects the system. However, a Ti:sapphire
extreme states also allows us to in the later stages of amplification, laser oscillator capable of directly
investigate the kinetics of ionization we are using a technlque known as producing 100-fs pulses has yet to be
imbalance and the associated plat)- chirped-pulse amplification (CPA), demonstrated. Therefore, our sys-
topumped or recombination x-ray in which the pulses are temporally tem is based on a hybrid design con-
lasei schemes. This suggests the stretched to a much lower power sisting of a mode-locked dye laser
possibility of femtosecond-duration level, amplified, and then recom- producing the ultrashort pulses and
x-ray pulses, which, in and of itself, pressed to the original temporal Ti:sapphire capable of amplifying

_- opens a new realm of piaysics, widtia. Furtiaermore, optical pulses these pulses to i-j energy levels.
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At present, there are two weil- 780- to 800-nn>wavelength range, produces the desired temporal pulse
understood techniques for produc- we selected the CPM laser for our width/' Table 1 lists the typical
ing sub-10()-fs pulses directly from a system. As shown ill Fig. 1, the operating characteristics of the CPM
laser. The first is commonly referred CPM laser is a modified ring dye laser used in this laser system.
to as a synchronously pumped dye laser in which the gain jet
laser and was the first laser to (Rhodarnine 6G in ethylene glycol) Frequency Downconversion
directly produce pulses shorter than is pumped by 3.5 to 4,5 W of 514-nm The CPM laser we selected for
100 fs (Ref. 1). This type of laser" can continuous-wave (cw) light from an our system produces extremely sta-
produce pulses as short as 70 fs with argon-ion laser'. Colliding pulse ble sub-100-fs pulses in the range of

an energy of =5 nJ/pulse..A major mode locking is a passive mode- 610 to 630 nra. These pulses must
advantage ttf the synchronously locking scheme, where counterprop- then be frequency downconverted to
pumped laser is that it Operates with agating pulses must collide within the 780- to 800-nra-wavelength
a broad range of dyes at a variety ttf the saturable absorber jet (DODC range for arnplification in Ti:sap-
wavelengths, including the 780- to iodide in ethylene glycol) for the net phire. This conversion is accom-
8()0-nnl range that is required if cavity losses to be low enough to plished by a technique known as
TJ:sapphire is to be used as an ampli- allow lasing. The intercavity four- continuunl generation, which is a
fying medium. Other advantages prism sequence provides a means of nonlinear process based on the opti-
include the ability to be externally tuning the group velocity dispersion cal Kerr effect. The optical Kerr
clocked and commercial awfilability. (GVD) of the cavity to a value that effect results when strong electric

A colliding pulse m(tde-locked
(CPM) laser is the second means of Table 1. Typical operating characteristics at various stages
generating pulses shorter than throughout the laser system.

10() fs (Refs. 2 and 3), The cavity CPM Intermediate Final

configuration shown irl Fig. ! pro- Parameter stage stage stage
duces the shortest pulses available

(27 fs) directly from a laser 4 with a Wavelength 630 nm 630 nm 780-800 nm
pulse energy of <0.4 nj. Although Repetition rate 90 MHz 10 Hz 5 Hz
the CPM laser will operate ira the Energy 2 nj 1 rnJ 1 J
780- to 800-nra wavelength range, 5 Pulse width 30--400 fs 100 fs 100 fs

Peak power 6 kW 1 TW 10 TW
it cannot be externally clocked and Focusability (diam) 6 lum 6 lum 8 j.tm
is commercially available in kit- Power density 10 6 W/cm 2 1017 W/cre 2 10 !9 W/cm 2

form only. Also, the CPM and
synchronously pumped lasers pro-
duce pulses at 775 nrn, but neither
provide the degree of stability and Saturable Output

_,_ absorberjet coupler
reliability at this wavelength we _/_. _,-..._
would require from a laser facility 3.5-to '_ k_'_'.'.. " '_"_J _ "
in which the m'nphasis is on the 4.5.w,.
experin-|ents being performed 514-nm
rather than on the laser itself, argon-ion

The CPM laser, when operated in pump
the more common 610- to 630-nra- -_-Prism sequence_[
wavelength range, exhibits a signifi-

cantly higher degree of stability and Figure 1. The c filiding pulse mode-locked laser, which is
reliability than other sub-l()()-fs capable of generating pulses shorter than 100 fs. The cavity
lasers. Therefore, in addition to a c(mfiguration sh,_wn here produces the shortest pulses avail-

technique for downconverting to the able (27 fs) d;rectly from a laser with a pulse energy of <0.4 nj.

11
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f

fields are applied to a dielectric ethylene glycol will induce a time- seed the Ti:sapphire amplifiers.
material, ill this case ethylene glycol, dependent phase shift in tile pulse Second, 100-fs pulses with energies

If tile electric field applied :_(I'_ a } ) ' I itself, This is usually referred to of =I mJ can be focused to power
, ,

dielectric maternal Is stroll..,_.eJ_c)hgh,, as selfphase modulation (SPM) and densities on tile order of 1015 W/cre 2,
' , , , "', 'i,_ , '/

the polarization can be:,v,,'I_,te_l as a results in frequency "chirp" (time- which is useful in many experiments

power series expansion i',',_thi}/., . il dependent frequency sweep) and without further amplification. As a
applied field E, as follows: increased bandwidth of tile pulse, result, experiments may be per-

In the regime of extrernely strong formed while the final stages of the

p = ){I_{}E+ _2E2 + _3E3 + ..., (1) fields, the phase shifts can be severe laser ,wstem are under construction.
enough to produce a pulse of white- Tabi._?_ shows typical operating

where ZI represents the linear sus- light continuum that extends from characteristics ofthe intermediate

ceptibility, and Z2 and 7.,3represent the violet to well beyond the stage of the system.
the higher-order nonlinearities in infrared end of the visible
the response of the dielectric. The spectrunl. 7,8 TJ:Sapphire Amplification
second term, Z2, is zero for all mate- Once stable, 100-fs pulses of white-
rials except piezoelectric crystals. CPM Amplification light continuum are generated, tile
Therefore, if we ignore the second Prior to generation of the contin- next step is to filter out the needed
term and ali orders higher than 3, uunl pulses, the CPM pulses must be spectral region and inject it into the
the electric displacement is amplified from <0.4 nJ/pulse to Ti:sapphire amplifier chain. As

>1 _J/pulse. Amplification is initially shown in Fig. 2, the first four stages of
d = E[%(1 + Xi) + X3E21 . (2) carried out in a six-pass "bow-tie" Ti:sapphire are pumped by the 10-Hz,

amplifier based on the design of Knox 532-nm pulses from a second GCR-4
Thus, the dielectric constant E is and coworkers. 9J° The gain cell (sul- Nd:YAG, and the final amplifier is

forhodamine 640) of this amplifier is pumped at 5 Hz by the 500- to
¢ = e,1 + e2E2, (3) pumped at a repetition rate of 10 Hz 550-nra, 5-J pulses from a Candela

by 532-nm pulses from a Quanta-Ray flash-lamp-pumped dye laser.
where _1 = %(1 + %1),and ¢2 = Z3. GCR-4 Nd:YAG laser. A Malachite Prior to the first stage of amplifi-
Since the index of refraction can be Green saturable absorber is inserted cation, the pulse energy is again

expressed as n = (¢/%)1/2, we now between the fourth and fifth pass to <1 nj. Following amplification by
have minimize amplified spontaneous the first two stages, the pulse energy

emission (ASE). is on the order of rnicrojoules, at

II -- Il 0 4-112E2 , (4) Although output pulses from the which point the pulses must be tem-
bow-tie amplifier are capable of pro- porally stretched from 100 fs to

where u0 = (¢l/%)1/2, and 112E2rep- ducing a usable white-light contin- approximately 100 ps to prevent seri-.
resents the nonlinear variation in the uurn, they are further amplified in ous nonlinear beam distortion. The
index of refraction. Consequently, two double-pass Bethune cells sepa- pulse stretcher is based on the now-
the index of refraction is nonlinearly rated by saturable absorbers to standard design of Treacy, 11 ,vhich
dependent oll optical intensity. The reduce ASE. The sulforhodamine relies on the dispersion of diffraction
nonlinear dependence of the index 640 gain medium in the Bethuni'_ gi:atings to stretch the pulse.
of refraction oll applied electric field cells is also pumped by the 532-_1m After being stretched, the pulses
implies that, as the pulse passes pulses from the GCR-4 Nd:YAG undergo amplification to tile 1-J level
through tile ethylene glycol, the laser. There are two major reasons in the final three Ti:sapphire ampli-

index of refraction will pick up a for amplifying pulses beyond the tiers. The pulses are then temporally
time dependence. Because light energy necessary for continuum compressed back to the 100-fs level
passing through an object of length generation. First, evidence suggests by a grating pulse compressor with a
L and index of refraction n experi- that by adjusting pulse energy, we GVD that cancels the effect of the
ences a phase shift z_ = nL/X, the can stabilize the continuum in the stretcher and compensates for GVD
transmission of the pulse through region of the spectrum needed to in the TJ:sapphire amplifiers.

i
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Tl;_roughout the amplifier chain, system allows a high-quality Spatial Experimental Pulse-Width
relay-imaging techniques and sat- profile to be maintained through- Measurement
urable absorbers are used. Tile out the amplification process. This Tile temporal width of the pulses

saturable absorbers reduce ASE, is extremely important if tile pulses produced by the CPM laser is moni-

maintaining the high-contrast-ratio are to be focused to a 10-tJm-diam tored by the now-standard tech-

pulses produced in the continuum spot resulting in a power density nique of background-free autocorre-

generator. The relay-imaging of 101_ W/cni 2. lation.I 2 Autocorrelation involves

Pump beams.
3.5-415 W Argon-ion

laser Spectrometer
cw, 514 nm

100fs _

_J IcapseM~0.!i!i_uZlJse _l Aut°c°rrelat°r
/

,,,, , I_ i

Bow-tie Bethune 100fs I 100fs
amplifier 630 nm,_ Continuum Jbroadband Ti:sapphire Saturable,

10Hz _ generator J 10 Hz _ laser absorber
amplifier chain ~1 I <1 nJ/pulse image relaymJ/pulse

I T T" I 2-10 ns |
Nd:YAG I 532nm |

laser I 10H_: _ Ti:sapphirelaserlJ550 mJ/pulse _ _

[.
2-10 ns _ -------I Stretcher/

Nd:YAG 532 nm Ti:sapphire filter gratings
laser 10Hz laser _ --

,li 550 mJ/pulse
Saturable-
absorber,,,,,,

_I Image relay

Ti:sapphire _ ......
__ laser

--._.-..._

........ I Saturable-

I . ,Dye .5-1Js,500- to 550-nmpulses _ I. "J l image relaylaser 5 Hz P1 Ti:sapphire

. ~5J/pulse ....===:=_ laser

100 fs

780nm II i I_00

5 Hz _ Compressor _., _ Spatial

1 J/pulse -" gratings I-" filter ps,780 nm,5 Hz, 1 J/pulse
10-TWpeak power

Figure 2. Block diagram of the entire ultrashort-pulse laser system. Blue lines represent pump laser beams. Components _)f the
system are described in more detail in the text.

.
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splitting the pulse and measuring average of the sunl frequency pulses wave-front tilt inherent ill the back-
the integral of tile product of the two is detected by a photomultiplier gr0und-free autocorrelator. The spa-
resulting pulses for various time tube (PMT) and recorded as a func- tial intensity profile is then imaged
delays between them. This is pl_ysi- tion of the length (proportional to :1:) onto a diode array, allowing a
cally the same as performing a of the modulated arrn by a digitizing single-shot measurement of A(I:).
mathematical autocorrelatiOn A(I:) of oscilloscope. Both the photomulti-
the function F(t), where: plier and the associated electronics Conclusions

can be relatively slow, with time Although a laser system capable
constants on the order of microsec- of producing power densities oft,

A(z) = | F(t)F(t - z) dt. (5) onds being easily fast enough for tile 10Is)W/cre 2 has yet to be demon-
d_ technique to produce excellent strated, our ultrashort-pulse laser

results. Tile use of a PMT allows the system should be considered as tile
As shown in Fig. 3, one output instrument to exhibit an extremely sum of four well-understood parts:

beam of the ferntosecond laser is high dynamic range, which is neces- a CPM oscillator, a dye amplifier,

split by a pellicle beam splitter, sary for determining the amount of continuum generation, and CPA ill
Each resulting pulse travels the prepulse present in the pulses. Ti:sapphire. The first three parts are
length of its respective autocorrela- This type of scanning autocorrela- well-understood, making CPA in
tor arm and is focused to spatially tor relies on tile high repetition rate Ti:sapphire the weakest link in the
overlap with tile other in a KDP (=100 MHz) of tile CPM and, con- chain. A collaborative effort to
crystal. The length of one arm is sequently, is unsuitable for measur- understand the details of CPA in
then modulated, introducing a ing tile amplified pulses, which Ti:sapphire is under way with
relative time delay (1:)between the have a repetition rate of only 5 Hz. researchers at tile University of
pulses prior to arrival at tile crystal. However, the amplified pulses can California at Berkeley, Preliminary
When tile two pulses overlap in the be measured directly by a single- results indicate that we have no
crystal at tl!e proper angle to allow shot autocorrelation technique. 13,14 obstacles to the production of pulses
phase matching, a sum frequency A sum frequency pulse that spatially wit!l peak powers in excess of our
pulse with amplitude proportional represents the temporal autocorrela- stated goals. 15
to A(z) is produced. Tile time tion is generated by exploiting the As of January 1990, the CPM laser

was producing pulses of less than
Figure 3. 50 fs. By the summer of 1990, our

Oiagramofatypi- C 1_ ] _1 systenl will be at the stage where

cal background-
free scanning white-light continuum can be pro-
autocorrelator, duced and seeded into Ti:yapphire.
When the two Solar-blind

-_ pulses will als()be available for exper-

the KDP crystal at iI_ _
the proper angle KDPcrystal ' ' ' iments. Tile entire 10-TW system

should be completely operational byto allow phase- PellicIqe

matching, a sum beam splitter _ ( _ Lens . _ early 1991. We are developing target
_._ JLfrequency pulse is N_ L ,_ _ _.L_x ]1 i chambers and diagnostics forboth

produced with Incidentbeam _ J _.. [ b _ [ the intermediate and final stages, and
amplitude propor- _ _ [ / [t I these components should be com-
tional to A(z). Oscillating pleted by the time beams are avail-

, "_--_'- linear able for experiments. Our laser sys-J_ motor
tem will represent a valuable increase
in the capabilities of L Division, pro-

: I viding state-_d-the-art facilities for a_K--7 / [ broad range of experimental interests,
includ ing collaborative efforts wi th

I ]Motor micrometer researchers frorn other divisions at
translationstage LLNL and elsewhere.
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Dense-Plasma Studies Using short-Pulse Lasers

P. T. Springer

The NTES Directorate, in col- rnas, N e < 1022 cm -3. Short-pulse, the critical density Ne = I 021 crn -3 for
laboration with the University of high-brightness lasers should 1.06-/am light. Tlais interaction forms
California at Berkeley, is construct- enhance laboratory investigatioP, s a hot, low-density plasma with large

ing a 10-TW, 100-fs short-pulse laser by creating high-temperature, high- gradients in Ne and Te, as shown
capable of emitting laser fluences of density plasma. X-ray emission in Fig. la. With short-pulse irradia-

1019 W.cm -2. The laser facility, and absorption studies will test ion- tion, however, we can heatthe target
which should be completed in 1991, plasma :neories and characterize prior to expansi(m or rarefaction.
should enable us to perforrn labora- density-deper_dent diagnostics. Figure lb and c show the LASNEX-
tory experiments that produce high- With development, the short- simulated evolution of a silicon

density plasma with electron tem- pulse laser may produce: a high- plasma with an energy deposition of
perature (Te) greater than 1 keV and brightness x-ray flash lamp to use 400 J.cm -2 in 200 fs. After the 200-fs
electron density (N e) between 1()23 as a nonlocal-thermodynamic- irradiation, the plasma is in a hot,
cm -3 and solid density and to mea- equilibriunl (non-LTE) drive in higll-density state, which then
sure its properties. Advances qlat atomic-kinetic experiments; a expands and rapidly cools by heat
we hope to make in short-pulse laser dense, inertially confined plasma; conduction into the solid. To investi-
technology and plasma diagnostic and a subpicosecond (100-fs to 1-ps) gate this high-density state, we must
techniques are essential to our probe through plasma-absorption heat the plasma and measure it

understanding of high-energy densi- spectroscopy, before it expands significantly arm
ties and short time and length ,;cales. density decreases.

Laser-Development The creation and amplification of
Measurements Considerations ultrashort laser pulses requires spe-

Optical lasers, like the short- Creating hot, dense plasma with cial amplifiers and techniques. Very
pulse laser, are used in a range of optical lasers requires subpicosec- few laser amplifiers can produce
atomic and plasma-physics studies, ond pulses. Long-pulse lasers subpicosecond pulses at high inten-
Although the studies of laser- impinging on a solid target cause a sities. The Fourier condition implies
produced plasma sources have low-density ablation region with the that short-pulse lasers are polychro-
been extensive and fruitful, they are laser-plasma interaction occurring at matic and must use a broadband
largely limited to low-density plas- laser-gain medium. The new 10-TW,
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Figure 1. 100-fs laser will use a broadband
Simulated 104 _ 1024

electron-density (a) TJ:sapphire gain medium 1 and will
and temperature be capable of laser irradiances of
profiles for plas- Te 10 19 W.cm -2, II] a vacuunl, these

mas produced by /fr intensities will produce an electriclaser irradiation !

of (a)1 ns, (b)1 ps, 103 - /i _ 1023 field of 1011V/cre, which canaccelerate electrons to relativistic
and (c) 0.2 ps. . /
Long-pulse lasers speeds in one cycle. Although the
interact at the crit- Ti:sapphire laser amplifier will sup-

ical density (No), _ port 100-fs pulses at high gain,

creating a low- 10 2 NOaH ' . 1022

density plasma -- neodymium-glass laser amplifierswith large gradi- are bandwidth limited to slightly

ents in Ne and Te. j below 1 ps. Titanium:sapphire also
Short-pulse heat- has a low spontaneous emission rate

ing, however, I _ I_ 102, that minimizes the prepulse caused
occurs prior to 1080 100 120 140 '160 180 200 by amplified spontaneous emissionexpa nsion or
rarefaction, but in the laser amplifiers,

subpicosecond 400 r " 11024 To maintain adequate beam
irradiation times / (b) / qualit3,; we must limit laser flux in

areneeded.Aminimumpre- / &e ] theopticsandlaseramplifiersto

pulse is required _ 300 _ / X / "" about 109 W.cn1-2, To amplify thet_,prevent pre- _ laser pulses without reaching too
expansion. _ ] ] N ] & higha flux in the amplifying

_ ings to separate the laser colors

= in time, stretching the pulse dura-
tion and reducing the peak flux by

1 __ _ more than a factor of 1000 (Ref. 2).

pulse will be recompressed with

0 1---'_ ] I I I ]1022 another grating pair to remove the
100 200 300 400 500 600 chromatic dispersion.

For a short-pulse laser to pro-
duce high-density plasma, its pre-

400 _ - 1024 pulse must be low enough not to
ablate the target material before the
heating pulse arrives. On the

pulse focused energy should be
lirnited to below 10-(_ of the main-

200 I _ 1023 pulse focused energy to avoid tar-

I / get melting. This limit will be diffi-/ cult to achieve in practice, and we
may use target tamping to lessen

100b these stringent prepulse require-

L Te ments. We must also develop the

diagnostics for very-high-dynamic-

0 I J_ I I lO22 range laser power to measure the
100 200 300 400 . 500 600 laser-pulse temporal profile,

Distance(nm) including its prepulse,
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Future Physics Experiments We will use the short-pulse laser diagnostics for electron densities
The short-puls e laser/target cou- to produce hot, dense plasmas to above 1(}23cm -3, The creation and

pling and the heat flow into solid study the effects of ion-plasma diagnosis of solid-density plasmas
rnaterial will deterrnine the plasrna interactions and to Characterize _ would eliminate the need for inde-
temperatures and ionization states density-dependent diagnostics. In a pendent density diagnostics. We
that we can reach. Murnane and dense plasma, atornic states are per- will make spectral measurements of
coworkers 3 have demonstrated turbed by the electron- and ion- the plasma-emission features of
160-fs heating of solid targets, microfield distribution. The ioniza- high-Rydberg transitions tc) measure
achieving temperatures of 200 eV tion potentials of the plasma ions are and quantify the density depen-
with laser fluences of 300 J.cm -2 and lowered from the isolated atom val- dence of Stark shifts, broadening,

measured absorption coefficients ues caused by the effects of plasrna and rnixing of parityand dipole for-
of 25%. As plasiT_a temperature screening. The treatment of field bidden transitions. We also will
increases, electrical conductivity will ionization and continuum lowering attempt tc) isolate the high-density
increase, and the absorption coeffi- ' is importarlt in calculations of emission from the late-time emission
cient will diminish. Using the plasma-ionization distribution and of the blowoff plasma (the plasma

Drude model with electron-ion scat- opacity. Collisions also perturb and plume that explodes from the target
tering only and assuming equilib- mix atomic states, affecting the surface), using either a streak cam-
rium ionization states, Murnane and energy, intensities, and shapes of era with several picosecond resolu-

coworkers estimated a 10% absorp- emission lines, absorption lines, and tion or very-high-magnification spa-
tion coefficient for solid-density sill- edges. 4,5 The collisional mixing of tial imaging restricted to the target

_- con at 1-keV electron temperature, ionic states leads'to the presence of surface or both. We would like to
To test models of plasma ionization forbidden transitions and asymmet- investigate the series merging with
and collision, we will perform laser- ric line profiles. 6-_) The particle the continuum while varying the
reflection measurements at high fields depend on plasrna cornposi- density by using pre-expanded

power and develop a 100-fs probe of tion and density and are primary in plasma or by spatially resolving the
plasma reflectivity as an indication producing line broadening and blowoff plasma to nearly solid den-
of plasma tc r"_perature, spectral-series merging, whose fea- sity. Tc)understand the density

Alfl_oug__ .,_ur simulations pre- tures are important as spectroscopic dependence of ionization and
dict rapid thermal diffusion of heat diagnostics o_fplasma density, recombination processes affected by
into the solid, the diffusion models Experiments with laser-produced continuum lowering, we will mea-

n-my not be accurate because tlie plasma at low electron densities sure the plasma-ionization distribu-
plasma scale lengths are compara- (near 1{.)22Cln-3) have demonstrated tion or observe the intensity of high-
ble to electron mean free paths, the broadening and merging effects Rydberg transitions, where
The flow of heat in these short- in the high-Rydberg series of ions spontaneous emission competes

scale-length plasmas is important having low atomic charge Z. These with ionization.
in determining plasma volume and densities can be measured by meth- Our calculations suggest that
temperature profiles. We will ods other than line broadening, such short-pulse laser irradiation of tar-

experimentally examine the ther- as holography, to give an indepen- gets should produce a bright, sub-
real-conduction properties of mate- dent determination and, thus, to picosecond x-ray source. Figure 2

rials at high thermal gradients and verify the ion-plasma theories. We shows the x-ray pulse generated by
may determine the temperature will extend these rneasurements of 100-fs irradiation of molybdenum
vs depth in the sample target from broadening and merging to higher- with an energy deposition of

, x-ray spectroscopy of layered density and higher-Z ions tct test the 104 J.cm -2. Of the energy deposited,
• targets or, perhaps, from high- ion-plasma theories and tct develop nearly 15% is radiated in broadband

precision timing _f x-ray emission, and calibrate spectroscopic density
as suggested by Falcone. 3
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_j

x-ray radiation. Bright, subpicosec- recording plasma-emission spectra, l()0-fs gating of spectra. In addi-
ond x-ray pulses call be used for cannot achieve subpicosecond reso- tion, we are investigating shadow
many applications: to produce pho- lution. A streak camera with tem- microscopy for use in high-resolu-
todriven x-ray lasers; to create dense, poral resolution of several picosec- tion imaging to resolve target-sur-
inertially confined x-ray-heated onds has been demonstrated, 3 and face emission from blowoff plasma.
plasma; and as a non-LTE driver in development of subpicosecond
atomic kinetic experirnents and a streak cameras should be possible Conclusion
subpicosecond backligl_ter for mea- in the future. The advance of short-pulse laser
suring the opacity structure of We will use a similar camera to technology will allow us to create
subpicosecond plasma. We will discriminate against late-time hot, solid-density plasmas within
measure the emission brightness of plasma emission and may use the laboratory, The extremely short
laser-irradiated solids in this context, pulse-probe measurernents of scale length and duration of these

plasma reflectivity and color shifts plasma sources and the high plasma

Diagnostics of l O0-fs laser light from expanding densities will challenge experimen-
Although the rapid quenching plasma to characterize pla,_ma tem- talists and theorists, The data from

of the high-density plasma emis- perature and density. However, our experiments will help us under-
sion may make time- and space- these diagnostics are model stand the high-density ion-plasma
integrated diagnostics meaningful, dependent. Two other possibilities features needed to calculate opaci-
eliminating the effects of time- and include using (1) the subpicosecond ties, line shapes, and atomic-kinetic
space-dependent temperature gra- x-ray emission from one plasmato processes at high density as well as
dients will be difficult, High space probe absorption in another and the theories of diffusion in high-
and tirne resolution will probably (2) the short-pulse laser, on a 100-fS gradient plasmas,
be required to isolate the effects wf time scale, to dynamically modify
high density. Current broadband efficiency or diffraction properties References
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Proposed Upgrade to Janus Laser System

J, E. Swain

Tile Janus laser was built by 20-ps capability will provide a facil- diameter of those now in use, The
Y Division in tile early 1970s, This ity in which x-ray laser experil_ents proposed device has four oscillators
laser was converted into a User's Call be conducted, In addition, our compared with three in the present

facility in 1983 and has been upgrade to a facility that call deliver laser, and tile oscillators would be
upgraded over tile years. L Division 100-TW Pulses to a target in 1 ps closer to the target rooms.
has been managing tile laser since will open new areas of laser-plasma More components are required
1986. In its present configuration physics. Finally, the higher energies to produce a third, separate beam-
(Fig. 1), the Janus laser produces and peak powers that will be deliv- line, shown on the left of the
from 30 J (in 100 ps) to 100 J (in 1 ns) ered by the laser to a target will oscillator/preamplifier table in
at 1064 nm in each of two beams, provide higher x-ray flux and line Fig. 2. This pulse-compressed bearn
Either beam can be converted to tile radiation of higher energy than were wouldproduce pulses of 1 to 20 ps

second harmonic for experiments, previously possible. Sucll inlprove- injected into the larger-diameter
Provisions were made to split one of ments will extend the use of Janus as amplifier chains for furtller amplifi-

the beams and separately amplify it a calibration and test facility, cation. The output components
to a few millijoules, to convert this would be capable of amplifying a

• beam to the third or fourth harmonic, Upgraded Janus Facility 200-mm-diam laser beam compared
and to use it as a probe beam. Any At presen!:, we are still resolv- with the 100-mrn beam now deliv-
or all of tile three beams (two main ing some important issues with ered by Janus. The fourfold increase
beams and probe beam) can be deliv- respect to the design of our in area results in 400 J/beam com-
ered tc) either of two target chanlbers upgraded laser facility. For exam- pared with the 100 J/beam Janus
located in adjoining rooms, ple, a phosphate-glass amplifier sys- now delivers. Three separate beam-

We have used the Janus facility tem is more efficient and produces lines and an alignment laser are
to develop new diagnostics, test cur- more energy than one of silicate shown in Fig. 2, whereas Janus has
rent diagnostics, simulate high- glass but also is more expensive, two bearnlines and an alignment
altitude nuclear explosions, study If we can obtain more space in laser at present. The arrangement
population-inversion mechanisms in Building 174, we can build a facility of the proposed laser was dictated

laser-produced plasmas, and investi- with four large target areas. How- by the size of the laser room;
gate microwave switching, among ever, if we are constrained to use the however, the proximity of oscil-
other applications. We are now space we presently occupy, then lators to the target areas results in
interested in upgrading Janus to a only two small target areas are pos- earlier triggers from the laser to
facility that can deliver >250 J in 1 ns sible. Although these matters must target-area equipment.
in each of two beams and to provide still be decided, we can present a Several less-obvious design
a separate 1- to 20-ps probe beam for possible laser design and compare changes arise from our proposed
interferometry and x-ray backlight- that design to the JaP,us laser as it design as well. For example, the
ing. The upgraded facility would be now exists. 200-mm disk amplifiers shown in
able tc) compress pulses in one or The laser we envision would cost Fig. 2 are mounted on either side of
both of the main beams to a pulse $2;5 to 3.5 million and would require optical tables set on edge to fit into
duration of 1 to 20 ps. approximately 9 months to i'mple- the Janus laser room. The 50-mm rod

Our interest in an upgraded ment. Figure 2 shows the proposed amplifiers and 200-mm disk ampli-
system arises from several consider- upgraded laser as it would fit into tiers are double-passed. This results
ations. Tile Chroma laser at KMS tile space now occupied by Janus. in more gain at tlle output of the

Fusion (Ann Arbor, Michigan) has Several differences between tlle laser laser and fewer componeni:s on
been shut down. Our upgraded systems are immediately evident, the oscillator/preamplif; ,ble.
Janus facility will allow us to The proposed laser has inore com- The double-pass disk-amplifier
conduct experiments that were portents, and output components ill chains are folded vertically to fit into
previously done at KMS. The 1- to the proposed device are twice the available space. In additien, the
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pulse-compression diffraction grat-
ings used to produce a 1-to 20-ps Mainbeamlines
probe beam are mounted above
tile oscillator/preamplifier table to
save space.

ir

Summary Main [---_ _-F1

Our planned upgrade of Janus beam I --1

will provide the following advan- Unes L__--_tages over the present laser system:
• Output energy of 400 J/beam
rather than 100 J/beam.

t'• An independent probe/back-

lighter beamof 1- to 20-ps pulse
duration rather than the split-off
probe beam, Probe
• Pulse compression of either or beam
both main beams to I to 20 ps.
• More gain at larger diameters,
which reduces the possibility of
optical damage to components.

• 'The possibility of delivering
beams to four target areas if we

acquire additional spac e,

, , ,

Figure 1.

The present Janus [_ _'AGoscillator ilaser. In its cur-
rent configura- _ FE:radayIsolator !tion, this system _ Pockelscell
produces from _ Spatialfiller i,i,

u

30 J (in 100 ps) to _ 9.5-mmamplifier i _
100 J (irt 1 ns) in _ 25-mmamplifiereach of two
beams. _'.__ 50-mmamplifier

" _] 100-mmamplifier
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Probe besm M_in besm lines
......

Oscillator/

preamplifier
table

YAG oscillator

YLFoscillator Figure 2.

[ I Faraday oscillator The proposed
Janus laser

I Pockels cell upgrade. This
I Spatialfilter system is designed
I Regen amplifier to produce 400' in
I Preamplifiers 1 ns from each of

I 25-mm amplifier Double-pass Double-pass two beams and to

50-mm amplifier rod amplifier disk amplifier have the capability
chain chain of pulse compress-

200-mrnamplifier ,_ ing both beams to
1 to 20 ps.
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XUV Spectroscopy for Direct Temperature and
Density Measurements of Exploding Foils

P. T. Springer

K now, ledge of the x-ray absorption Overview The condition of LTE must be sat-
properties of hot, ionized plasma in In FY 1989, we used point- isfied to compare data with LTE
local thermodyr_amic equilibrium projection spectroscopy to measure opacity models. Non-LTE condi-
(LTE) is important in understanding tile 1.3- to 2.5-keV transmission of tions are associated with rapid
weapons physics and stellar astro- x-ray-heated, exploding-foil opacity changes in plasma conditions, insuf-
physics. Many plasma properties samples with temperatures near ficient collision-response time, tem-
are affected by opacity, including 70 eV (Ref. 1). The experiments perature gradients, low density, and
coupling and flow of radiation yielded high-quality measurements non-Planckian x-ray driving spec-

through plasma, plasma dynamics, of plasma opacity. However, trum, all of which are present to a
and plasma emission. Opacity mod- because we lacked a direct method degree in the plasma we create. LTE

els are complex to produce and to measure the electron temperature conditions are tested with Kirchoff's
require a knowledge of atomic and density of actual plasma sam- laws, which relate emission to

energy levels, oscillator strengths, pies, we had to rely on indirect plasma absorption. Our FY 1989
atomic-level populations, line-shape methods that depended on complex experiments failed to test LTE condi-
theories, and effects of ion-plasma models for interpretation and that, tions because, in the high-energy
interactions. Simplifying approxi- therefore, sacrificed accuracy, x-ray region that we explored, the
mations must be used because com- High-quality opacity data alone emitting states had very small ther-
puter space and time are limited and are not sufficient to compare against mal occupation and could not be
the nature of the many-body ion- theory. Unambiguous measure- observed. In FY 1990, we will use
plasma interactions is insoluble, ments of plasma density and elec- Kirchoff's laws to measure LTE con-

In FY 1989, in a series of labora- tron temperature are also important, ditions in the XUV region, where
tory experiments to test and develop When we compare opacity data to emission will be bright.
our theoretical understanding of models that use different approxirna- We also hope to obtain opacity
LTE opacities, we used the Nova tions of the true atomic and plasma data relevant to the determination

laser to produce hot, dense plasma processes, even a small uncertainty of Rosseland and Planck mean opaci-
and to measure its opacity. However, in plasma temperature can obscure ties used in radiation-transport calcu-
our experiments were deficient in the differences between the opacities lations. These calculations will deter-
three ways: (1) We could not charac- we predict, mine the average distance that an

terize the plasma accurately enough Although we observed evidence x ray travels between points of emis-
to make detailed comparisons of plasma emission in the high- sion and subsequent reabsorption.
between experiment and theory; energy x-ray region, where FY 1989 The x-ray region most important for
(2) we could not obtain proof that measurements were made, the mea- these calculations is above the peak
LTE plasma conditions prevailed; surements were not time resolved of the blackbody emission. For the
and (3) the energy range that we and were dominated by non-LTE flu- 70-eV plasmas, these x-ray energies
explored was not relevant to radia- orescence, making direct spectro- are found in the XUV region.
tion-transport calculations. By scopic determinations of density

extending our measurement tech- and temperatures impossible. In FY 1989 Opacity Experiments
niques into the low-energy x-ray and FY 1990, we will implement spectro- In the FY 1989 opacity experi-
extreme ultraviolet (XUV) regions, scopic diagnostics in the XUV region ments, we indirectly heated a thin
we will see the plasma emission and to directly observe plasma emission foil using eight beams of the Nova
correct these deficiencies, and minimize modeling ambiguities, laser. The sample was heated and
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ionized rapidly. Shortly after we Determination of Electron shots in a different geometry and
fired the heating laser and tile Temperature without the use of a sample.
plasma sample had expanded many Because electron collisions domi- Therefore, we had to use models to
times its initial width, we backlit the nate the ,_tomic-kinetic processes of determine the differences between
plasma using a short burst of x rays low-Z ions, plasma-electron tem- the wall and sample drives.
from two other Nova laser beams, perature is more important than Dante data can be interpreted to
Next, using a crystal spectrometer, radiation temperature in deter- yield either brightness or color tem-
we measured the high-energy spec- mining atomic-level populations, peratures. To determine the bright-
trum of the backlit x rays after they The rates for collision processes hess temperature, we equate the
passed through the opacity sample exceed the rates for radiative pro- measured ._otal fluence of x rays to
and along its side. We compared the cesses by more than an order of the fluence of a blackbody emitter of
direct and attenuated backlit spec- magnitude for the conditions equivalent area. To calculate the
tra, which gave us a direct and achieved. The opacity and charge- absolute fluence for the brightness
model-free measurement of the state distribution are strong func- temperature, we must have absolute
plasma attenuation, tions of the electron temperature, intensity calibrations in the XUV

The high-energy excited states Therefore, accurate electron- region and knowledge of dynamic
that we probed with a spectrometer temperature naeasurements are hole closure to determine the effec-

in the x-ray region had small ther- essential. Without them, the range tire en'fitting area. The x-ray instru-
real occupation, so direct emission of possible theories is too extensive rnentation "views" the wall emis-

from the sample was weak. Because for precise comparisons with data. sion through a hole in the enclosure,
the observed x-rays come mainly Figure la and b compare predic- which reaches a high temperature,
from backlighting, which is short tions of the opacity of aluminum at causing materials to blow into
in duration, we can apply time- a density of 0.01 g/crn 3 and temper- the line of sight and resulting in
integrating diagnostics and still atures of 70 and (_0eV, respectively, spurious absorption and emission.
probe the plasma opacity with high For a 14% decrease in electron tem- To determine the color ternpera-
temporal fidelity. The advantage of perature, the Rosseland mean opac.- ture, we fit the shape of the mea-
the high-energy x-ray measure- it); increases by 72%, and certain sured spectrum to an equivalent
ments is that the diagnostics are details of the rnultifrequency opac- blackbody spectrum. The color tem-

simple. The disadvantage is that ity spectrum change by a factor of 5. perature interpretation requires
the opacity and the details of the We derived the sample temperature accurate relative-intensity calibra-
high-energy spectrum are not using indirect measurements of the tions and knowledge of the energy
directly relevant to calculations of sample radiation drive and the dependence of the hole transrnis-
radiation transport. The excited assumption that radiation and elec- sion, with the highest energy chan-
states that we probed differed from tron ternperatures are closely cou- nels having the least corrections.
the thermally occupied states by the pled. The radiation and electron The derived temperatures based on
addition of a relatively deeply temperatures can differ if temper- these interpretations have differed
bound inner-shell vacancy that ature gradients exist within the in our experiments by as much as
altered the atomic structure and the enclosure or if the radiation temper- 20%. We attribute this difference to
possible excited-state decay mecha- ature changes faster than the sample experimental uncertainty or to a
nisms. The natural lifetimes of the response time. non-LTE radiation drive.
excited states were shortened by We determined the radiation tem- In FY 1990, to provide a direct
Auger or Coster-Kronig decays, perature based on absolute measure- determination of the sample electron

broadening the excited-state widths, ments of wall-en'fission intensity, temperature with an accuracy of
We did not have sufficient spec- using a combination of several about 2%, we will make time-
trometer precision to resolve the broadband Dante channel measure- resolved measurements of the sam-

linewidths, so the broadening ments of x-ray intensity. 2 We per- pie free-bound-,_ontinuum emission.
affected the data interpretation, formed measurements on auxiliary In radiative recombination, which
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produces the free-bound continuunl,
...... 105 a free electron makes a transition

into a bound level of ali ion, emit-

• ting an x ray. With slight atomic
corrections, the x-ray spectral
distribution is determined by the

electron-energy distribution, which

104 is specified by the electron tempera-
ture. Althougll the intensity of the

"_ free-bound-continuurn emissi_m

depends on the plasma density, tem-
perature, and ionization state, tlie
spectral shape depends on the
electron temperature. The free-

103 bound-continuunl intensity falls
approximately exponentially with
increasing x-ray energy. The elec-

f tron temperature will be the main

deterrrfination of the falloff, but the

plasma optical depth vs energy

102 , I I I affects falloff as weil, The spectral
distortions caused by plasma optical

10s _ depth a re measu red independently
(bl and, therefore, will not influence the

- derived temp,rature.
- Because the sample temper._tures
- are low, we will measure the free-

- bou hd-con tinu urn spec tra u sing

104 _ XUV spectroscopy. The recombina-
- tion emission is too weak to be

- observed in the x-ray region because

a- - tile deeply bound levels are almost
E completely occupied We will care-
d" fully measure the relative efficiency

of the spectrometer but will not
lOa need absolute calibrations. In addi-

tion, the sample need not be in equi-
!ibrium with the radiation drive to

determine the electron temperature. 3
By directly measuring the elec-

tron temperature, we can perform
opacity measurements on high-

10;_,,_._ I I I density samples, which were100 200 300 400 500
Photonenergy(eV) impossible when we useci indirect

measurements. When the sample

Figure 1. (al Prediction of aluminum opacity (Kv) at a temperature of 60 eV and a density is high, heating is complex
density of 10 ...2g/cre 3. (bl Prediction of aluminun_ opacity at a temperature of 70 uV and depends on the radiation spec-
and a density of l0 -2 g/crn 3. Although the difference in model temperatures was trum and intensity at the sample
only 10 eV out of 60 eV, the difference in the mean opacities was almost a factor of 2. position, which depend, in turn, on
Because opacity depends strongly on temperature, it must be determined accurately, the temperatllre gradients within the
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closure. Dante data will accurately In addition to directly imaging

indicate the radiation temperature at sample expansion, in FY 1990, we _ ...... "1Backlighteri

the sample position only when ther- plan to irnplemerlt spectroscopic i

real equilibrium between electrons density diagnostics using line ratit_s I I i__and radiation is established in the and line shapes. Line shape._

enclosure and tl'te g:'adients disap- depend on density produced by "'. Sample
pear. While the enclosure is reach.- Stark broadening, which is caused
ing equilibrium, the sample will by the interactions of the bound
ahvays expand to a low density, electrons with the fluctuating
However, by directly rneasuring the microfield fron.t nearby ions and
electron ternperature, we can mea- electrons. We will perform line-
sure opacity well before thermal shape n.teasurernents to constrain 3-deg

imaging
equilibrium is e.stablished. If the the san.tple density. In LTE, line optic
plasma is dense and the collision intensities are determined solely by
rate is high, the samples could have san.tple density and temperature.

' an LTE population distribution char- With an accurate temperature mea-
acterized by the sample electron surement and proof tl.tat LTE condi- , Collection

even if the radiation tions prevail, we can also determine _ _¢,,/ optictemperature
drive is m w-Planckian and the the sample density using measure- o
heating is complex, ments of line-intensity ratios, giving _ I

added confidence to our knowledge
Determination of of the sarnple conditions. Besides /,. Slit
Plasma Density their use as a density diagnostic, J

Before FY 1989, we could only linewidths and shapes are important . -. ,
derive sample density from complex components of opacity calculations. _ Filter
models of their hydrodynan.tic Spectroscopy of higl.t-energy

expansion, using either calculated or x rays has not resolved linewidths i" - LA-----,Variable

measured driving spectra. Our that exhibit Stark broadening. For [ ]-- line-spacedFY 1989 rneasure ments of hydrody- the Rydberg levels we observed grating
narnic expansion, using a 22x rnicro- with spectron.teters, the broadening
scope, provided the first data to con.t- was less than tl.te spectrometer reso-

pare with our calculations, although lution. Interactions with the outer- t. Imageof

we did not image an opacity sample shell electron dominate Stark broad- sample

directly. Instead, we heated a thicker ening in high Rydberg lines, whether
sample in a different configuration the transition is to the K, L, or M

and observed its expansion using a sl'tell. Because, the x-ray energies in li . IIIII ....

diffuse backlighter and an x-ray the L- and M-shell transitions are less _ l_ _microscope. We predicted sample than the x-ray energies in the K-shell _, BackgroundGated

1\expansion using LASNEX with the transitiorts by factors of 4 and 9, MCP Unabsorbed
Dante data as a temperature..driving respectively, less spectroscopic reso- detector backlight
source. The predicted and observed lutiorl is required to observe them. plane Emissionabsorbed
sample expansions differed by a Thus, we will use ali XUV spectrorne- backlight

factor of 2, implying that the Dante ter with a 22x microscope to directly Sampleemission
ternperature data do not directly measure the density dependence of

reflect the sample conditions. The line-broadening rnechanisms. Figure 2. Schernatic of a grazing-
results suggested that the tempera- To perform these tasks, we are incidence, XUV flat-field spectrometer.
ture vs time of the sample depends constructing an irnaging XUV spec- The instrument has x-ray optics that spa-
on the sample's position and orienta- trometer to operate in the range of tially image plasma-sample emission and

backlighter x rays that pass through and
tion and that directly measuring the 30 to 500 eV and an imaging soft to the side of the sample. Spectra are
density of the opacity sample is, x-ray spectrometer to operate recorded on a gated microchannel-plate
therefore, important, above 500 eV. We will use a (MCP) detector with 200-ps precision.
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grazing-incidence, XUV flat-field spatial position. We also will sepa- expect to gain ill FY 1990 through
spectrometer with x.-ray optics to rately resolve tile sample emission further use of XUV spectroscopy
spatially image the sample emission and background spectra, will help us compare opacity
oil a two-dimensional, gated In FY 1989, we began to develop data to theory.
microchannel-plate x-ray detector, techniques to extend measurernents
As shown in Fig. 2, this instrument into the low-energy x-ray and XUV References
has an imaging magnification of 5, regions, to achieve improved plasma 1. T.S. Perry, "Opacity of IonizedMaterials: Nova Laser
with the image of the opacity sam- characterization and determine the Experiments," this publication,
ple in focus oil the detector plane, opacities important in radiation- p. 31.
The backlighter is placed a fixed transport calculations. These tech- 2. H.N. Kornblum, R. L. Kauffman,
distance behind the opacity sample niques should provide better plasma and J. A. Smith, Rev. Sci. lnstrum.
and is imaged by the same instru- characterization, a determination of 57, 8 (1986).

3. P.T. Springer, "Measuring Electron
merit. Because the image of the LTE conditions, and opacity mea- Temperature in Nuclear-Driven
backlighter converges in front of the surements in the XUV region, which Plasmas," this publication,
detector plane, we will distinguish determines the radiation transport, p. 131

the x rays that pass through and to The information concerning plasma
tile side of tlle sample by their emission and absorption that we

Microwave Pulse Compression and
Laser-Induced Plasma Switching

P. R. Bolton and D. E. Ivie

In recent years, LLNL researchers and, unlike a cavity, involve only a and with improved timing and
have investigated high-power single pass through an interaction amplitude control.
rnicrowave interactions with matter, region, affording distinguishable In one phase, we studied the con-

using pulse sources with durations incident, reflected, and transmitted cept of a multiple pulse compression
frorn a few nanoseconds to micro- diagnostics, cavity by operating a double MPCC
seconds or more. Our concern has The microwave pulse compres- system. One goal was to use the
been the developrner_t of high- sion cavity (MPCC) provides us with output from each cavity to demon-

power, ultrashort microwave pulse a source of ultrashort pulses at repe- strate phase control and opti-
sources. Such intense pulses can tition rates below 2 pulses/s. We use mization of net gain by coherently

be used in atomic physics, plasma the term "ultrashort" because the combining the two outputs. The
physics, and electro-optics research, pulse widths near 4 ns constitute multiple-cavity system is also a fea-
Research with very high microwave about 11 microwave cycles and rep- sible way to distribute peak power
fields often requires cavities to build resent a large fractional bandwidth, to more than one cavity where a
up to needed field levels. The time The single-cavity MPCC device is a given field level may be too high for
required is proportional to the cavity result of several years of develop- a single device. In the double-cavity
Q factor and can be prohibitively rnent at LLNL. 1-3 The subject of case, the second, parallel cavity can
long. Experiments would benefit this report is our effort to develop a also be used passively to further
from having single microwave versatile rnultiple-cavity pulse coin- suppress leakage or prepulse energy
pulses that reach required field lev- pression system with increased from the single operational cavity.
els within a few cycles (1 to 2 ns) output power and repetition rate Tile rnultiple-cavity configuration
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provides inherent experimental flex-
ibility by selecting cavities to be oper- (a)
ated with a versatile switch and by
providing multiple pulse capability.

In a second phase, we are study-
ing tile design characteristics for
laser-induced plasrna switching in
the MPCC. Threshold laser-pulse
energies for a given optical configu-
ration can be used to specify the Low-level
number of plasma switches that can leakage
be triggered in multiple-cavity oper- (prepulse)

ation. We anticipate that laser- _ Z
induced switching in the presence /
of high microwave fields should Long-pulse
result in increased repetition rate input

' for an MPCC, reduced jitter, and
faster, more efficient switching of (b) Kg
microwaves because of increased T

_- preionization levels.

Microwave Pulse

= Compression Cavity
Microwave pulse compression is

achieved by dumping the stored
energy of a single-mode cavity, as
shown in Fig. 1. High-pressure SF(_

is used in the cavity to sustain high _ Ultrashort-

microwave fieMs. Energy dumping j_ pulseoutput

is acconlplished by inducing an
abrupt change of microwave
impedance.1 This requires the rapid

closure of a plasma switch, which Long-pulse
can be referred to as a "de-Q" or Input

spoiler switch. The energy-storage

state refers to the filling phase prior Figure 1. Single pulse-compression cavity with (a) plasma switch open for energy-
to triggering this switch, storage state and (b) plasma switch closed for energy-dumping state.

The incident, reflected, and trans-

mitted (output leakage) pulse pow-
ers that characterize a cavity state
are monitored with fast-diode enve-

lope detectors. Transmitted leak-
age is the source of prepulse energy
that precedes thq arrival of the trig-
gered, intense microwave pulse.

For the tuned cavity, a return-loss
resonance appears about the reso-
nant frequency, and leakage must
be minimized here. In the time

z
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domain, tile reflected power signal Tile intrinsic time constant z0 is After a few time constants, the

resembles a characteristic fill curve equal to Q0, the intrinsic cavity Q stored energy is near its asymptotic
(see top trace of Fig. 2). The bottom divided by the angular microwave value. The plasma switch is then
trace of Fig. 2 shows the develop- frequency (0. The value of Q0 is lira- fired at time tc, abruptly transferring
ment of leakage energy for the same ited by internal losses and leakage, the pulse cornpression cavity from a
input pulse duration. During the The parameter 13is a measure of cav- storage to energy-dumping state.
incident pulse (of peak power Po), ity coupling to the external world. Stored energy is dumped within a
the reflected power is an exponen- When the cavity is tuned to the criti- time interval comparable to the tran-
tially decaying function, as follows: 4 cal case (_ = 1), reflected power sit time for microwaves across the

diminishes to near zero within a few cavity. Figure 3 shows a typical

P04_ time constants. Stored energy then output pulse shape.Pr (t) = PI) - (i+.... _)2 builds up as follows: The active componerlt of the
MPCC is a gaseous plasrna switch,
which consists of a gas volume con-

xi [ (1+13)]}l-exp --2i_(i-t U(t = 413Plff0)2 fined irlside a quartz tube within the• (1 + 13 cavity. A triggered dc spark gap has
been the typical trigger for preioniz-

{ [ (1.+-13) ]}) [ (1+[_)]}2 ing the switching gas. Withthisx 1+13exp ..... 2_-t;) t . (1 x 1-exp- 2Z ° t (2) preionization, the high microwavefield heats the free electrons and

drives the gas breakdown (via a cas-
cade process) to a density and vol-

Figure 2. Pulsed
diagnostics for ume where the plasma is partially
the tuned pulse reflective (near 1012 e-/cm3). The
compression cav- weakly ionized plasma is also
ity. (top) Reflected absorptive, degrades the loaded cav-
power for ity Q, decouples the cavity from the

critical coupling. L
(bottom) Corm- source, and by virtue of the plasma
sponding trans- position, rapidly enhances coupling
mitted leakage 10mV througn the output port, thus dump-
power. Signals T-- ing the stored energy. The switching
are negative volt- T process is adiabatic, requiring a few
ages. microwave cycles. The peak-power

gain G is maximum for the critical

coupling case. The input power
--_ _ 200 ns level is limited by the threshold

at which the microwave field itself

initiates the plasma switch (self-
Figure 3. triggering). Table 1 lists typicalTypical output
pulse shape for operating specifications for the
a single pulse single pulse compression cavity.
compression

cavity. Signals are _ Coherent Double-Cavitynegative voltages. ___ Microwave Pulse
10my Compression

If fed by splitting a single inci-
dent pulse, the outputs of multiple
cavities can be synchronously corn-
bined to result in a single pulse out-

_--1 ns put whose net gain is controlled by
relative cavity input phases, We
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have demonstrated this coherent the peak electric field in each of An interference technique can be

superposition of output from two N cavities would be reduced by tile used because the leakages are coher-
MPCCs operated in a section of factor N I/2 compared with that for ent. With a two-cavity interference
waveguide. _,_' The two cavities were the single-cavity case. For a required approach, the phase difference
filled in parallel by equally splitting high-field output, each cavity in a between the two long pulse leakages
a single fill pulse, preserving phase multiple system could operate at a (prior to firing one cavity) is adjusted
coherence. A high-power phase more stable, reduced field level, until there is destructive interference
shifter was placed before the input Table I shows that a single-cavity at their combined output.
port of one cavity. MPCC is characterized by suppres- Prepulse levels as low as -85 dB

Each cavity was critically tuned sion of the prepulse (transmitted leak- with respect to the input level have
to the same resonant frequency, age) down to -55 dB with respect to recently been observed. With
MPCC1 and MPCC2 refer to pulse- input power. We further suppressed respect to peak power output, the

compression cavities 1 and 2, this leakage by at least an additional prepulse is then suppressed to the.
respectively. Because the intrinsic 20 dB using the second cavity of the -85-dB +G level, which can exceed
Q values were different (8500 for double MPCC system as an inactive -100 dB (for moderate gain, with
MPCC2; 11,450 for MPCC1), peak- one (plasma switch not triggered)/' G in excess of 15 dB).

power gains also differed for
individual outputs. Figure 4.Output for

With both cavity outputs overlap- double pulse
ped in time, the output from MPCC2 compression cav-
was phase-shifted by the input ity, (top) Indi-
phase shifter to maximize the peak vidual single.

L cavit', outputs." power (electric field) at 131.8 kW (bott_ml) Coher-
(3435 V/cm). Figure 4 shows the ently combined
individual cavity outputs (top trace) 10 mV output in-phase.
and the combined pulse (bottom _ Signals are nega-
trace). Continued phase shifting by | tive voltages.
another n radians yielded a mini-

mum output power (electric field) of
? 6 kW (568 V/cm). Therefore, we

could vary the peak power output -_ _ Sns
and net gain over a 16-dB range by

input phase control alone. This is

tile contrast ratio. Given the individ- Table 1. Opera,ting specifications Of a single microwave
ual peak fields, E1 = 1999 V/cm and pulse compressmn cavity.
E2 = 1534 V/cm, these extrerna agree
(within an experimental error of Parameter Specification

18% in power) with the expected Peak power gain G (dB) 20
algebraic field limits imposed by Maximum peak-power output (MW) -150
vectorial superposition, where Maximum electric-field output (V/cm) 10s

Emax = E l + E2, and Emln = E1 - E2, Output mode TEl0
Individual cavity outputs must be Maximum repetition rate (pulses/s) 2

Output pulse duration, FWHM (ns) 4
matched to achieve the highest con- Output pulse rise time (ns) 1-2
trast ratio, with Emln = 0. This coher- Timing jitter (ns) 2

• ent operation has more recently been Relative prepulse level (dB) -75
demonstra ted at the 34-MW level Input threshold for self triggering,
with a 10-dB contrast ratio. 6 1-I.tsinput (MW). ~1

Resonant frequency (MHz) 2860

i We also demonstrated field redis- Energy storage efficiency (%) 35tribu tion in the d ouble-ca vity sys- Intrinsic cavity Q 10,000
tem. That is, for a fixed input power, SF6 tuning characteristic (kHz/psi) -204
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A generalized multiple-cavity sys- Laser-Induced low-field microwave interferometric
tem is easily visualized. The added Plasma Switching data confirm that tile plasma
cost is the increased complexity of Laser-induced gas breakdown becomes absorptive early in tile
multiple cavities and the required near threshold provides localized, afterglow phase as it expands. Gases
multiple plasma switching. Simple high-level preionization to initiate are used to maximize microwave-

plasma switches, which can be trig- the rnicrowave impedance switch in field holdoff capability, l_,ow pres-
gered by a versatile multichanl_el a cavity. Although ionization levels sures (<1 atm) are used for conve-
trigger, are needed. The laser- locally exceed the microwave critical nience of multiple-switch design.
induced switch can provide multi- density by orders of magnitude, the One goal in our studies was to

pie-cavity operation with reduced effect on microwaves is limited by measure laser-pulse thresholds for
timing jitter and greater tirning con- the spatial confinement of plasma breakdown of various gases near
trol with higher repetition rates, near the laser focu,'. In fact, atmospheric pressures at wave-

lePgths of 1064 and 266 nra.
Another goal was to observe tile
effect of such preionization on low,-

, field microwaves. For a given opti-

Nd:YAGla_er cal configuration, we can determine
pu lse-energy requiremen ts for
sirnultaneously triggering many
parallel cavities. Threshold results

--[- represent upper limits when applied

PhotodiodeL/ to a high-microwave-field bias,

i We focused laser irradiation into

a suprasil tube inserted through a
section of WR284 waveguide. The

synthesized frequency resolution of

Lens_ / 2'Gascell the 2860-MHz probe was 100 Hz.
\ //

._ / Viewport Figure 5 shows the experirnentalconfiguration. The interferorneter

[_ .... . '" ['_ used a Mach-Zehnder configurationSynthesized _ /_. II ,_ ' Waveguide and included a double pass (not

continuous-waVesource-- Ul _ test section [_ shown)throughtileplasmaregion_r 7_: ........._._ to increase sensitivity.

/\ Because we are corlcerned

with the high-field operation of a/ \
Attenuator _Lens repetition-rated microwave device,

,,
laser-breakdown thresholds were

defined for a 5-pulse/s repetition

Phase todiode rate with injection seeding.
shifter Threshold levels were taken to be

those for which recornbinant light
Power emission was detected by a photo-

._ sampler multiplier tube with every pulse.

Mixer < __ Our interest is in gases, such as SF¢,,

nitrogen, and argon, which can sus-
tain high microwave cavity fields for
required times.

Figure 5. Exemplary configuration for studies on laser-induced breakdown in gases
monitored by S-band micro,wave interferometry.
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Figures 6 and 7 show laser-pulse- studied, microwave effects are electron density during tile pulse.
energy thresholds for induced break- enhanced when tlle laser intensity This result suggests that local elec-
down with 1064-nm light. In these exceeds the threshold value. In tron densities approach critical
cases, ionization proceeds mostly via several cases, comparisons of inci- levels for 1064 nra.
a cascade process with an effective dent and transmitted laser pulses lnterferometric r,.-sults in a wave-
ionization rate v i defined by: show the onset of pulse tail erosion guide can be processed to obtain

as a result of the rapid growth of time-dependent, spatially averaged

l_e(t) = ne(O)e<vi)t, (3) Figure 6.

fur n e a,s the time-dependent free- 103 Laser-pulseenergy thresholds
electron number density. In the for breakdown
cascade regime, there is typically o Argon of argon, neon,
an inverse pressure dependence for [] Neon and helium with

q" o a Helium 1{}64-nmirradia-
the breakdown tllreshold, as seen g tion at 5 pulses/s.
in tile figures. __

oDirect ionization of SF6 facilitates .= o, f,_ i

simpler switch design without the m
need for isolated gas volumes in ="
a cavity. A 1064,nm laser pulse

energy wf 780 mJ is sufficient to _ 102 -
preionize simultaneously (trigger) _ Z "

"_

, SF_ plasma switches of at least ten " _
pulse-compression cavities. The _ o
intensity threshold for breakdown

wf SF(_c;,n be compared with results i , , _ , ,,_1 _ I I I I I I II
obtained by Hargis, 7 where break- 102 103

down intensities near 1010 W/cnl 2 Gaspressure(Torr)
were measured for 1000 Torr. Tile
microwave interferometer monitors

tile plasma effect on phase and field Figure 7.
amplitude during the afterglow. 10a Laser-pulseenergy thresholds
Table 2 lists typical results for some for breakdown of
gases. Amplitude reductions (zXA) o Air laboratory air,
are early maxima accompanied [] N2 N2, and SF_,with

by the listed phase changes (A_). _ D " SF 6 1064-nm irradia---- tion at 5 pulses/s.
Absorption of microwave energy by __ o

O
e,, o []tile preionized volume represents the =

initial step for an impedance switch _' []=, ,,
driven by a high microwave field.
Note that SF6 at threshold shows no ®
significant microwave effect at early 10 2 _.- ua

times (because of the rapid electron _._ - ,,
attachment rate to the form SF_). _. _-

Early microwave effects are
clearly observable when the SF(_

pressure is reduced, whenalarge i i i i i LI[ , I I I I I I li
admixture of air is introduced, or 102 103
when a plasma is formed by apply- Gaspressure(Torr)
ing laser intensity well above break-
down threshold. For all cases
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microwave conductivities.8, 9 From lt is no surprise that tile micro- power laser pulses permits expan-
tile real part of the averaged condt:c- wave interferometer shows that the sion of tile focal region (preioniza-
tivity, we can estimate an averaged laser plasma afterglow can endure tion volume) for more.efficient,

electron number density, as follows: 9 beyond 100 Ids. However, the recov- prompt switching action.
cry time in the presence of high An alternative preionization

me( 1) rnicrowave fields will deterrnine schenle proposed years ago involves(ne)(t) = _ v r 1 + 7_ tile operational repetition rate of a using a pulsed or continuous-wave
pulse compression cavity. (tunable) laser to selectively excite

AA Our study was conducted with- alkali atoms. Tile alkali content needx 0js 0 (0.!15) _ (1 - 0), (4) out high-microwave-field biasing, only be a few parts per million in the
In a high-field cavity environment, switch. Tunable excitation to princi-

where relatively few seed electrons are pal levels, which can be field-ionized
needed to initiate a microwave- at microwave frequencies, represents

lX@)vg driven ionization of the switching a useful, programmable aspect of
0 = _, (5) gas to the absorptive and reflective plasma switching in a microwave

360(2/) state. Consistent with Eq. (3), the cavity or any high-field device.
higher laser-induced preionization

and can reduce the microwave switching Summary
time. The high microwave field may Multiple pulse compression cav-

F = F(_,g, AA, Aq_,2/) = _vr = C. (6) also reduce the laser-breakdown ity systems are feasible and have
m time because of its greater efficiency various applications. Phase control

The electron mass is me; e is the elec- for electron heating, of output pulses from each cavity
tron charge; and s0 is the vacuum We are now investigating break- allows synchronous, coherent com-
permittivity. The average electron down thresholds and interferometric bination of multiple-cavity outputs

momentum alteration rate is Vr; _,g observations for 266-nm irradiation with optimization of the net gain
is the guide wavelength; 21 is twice with the same experinlental configu- and gain control specified by a con-
tile plasma thickness along the ration. Laser-induced preionization trast ratio. For a given required out-
nlicrowave propagation direction; can be considered with several types put, field distribution allows each

and F is an experimentally deter- of configuration, wavelength, and cavity of the system to operate more
mined ratio equal to the collision- pulse characteristics. We have stably at peak fields reduced with
allity C. For example, the 1-atm obtained new results for microwave respect to a single-cavity device.
case for argon in Table 2 yields ne = switching (also applicable to higher Furthermore, selected component
1015/cnl 3 and v r = 1011-12 in early frequencies) with much shorter cavities can be rendered inactive for

afterglow. Because plasma partially pulses (120 ps) and higher pulse the purpose of greatly enhancing
fills the waveguide cross section, energies (near 1 J) using 1064-nm prepulse suppression by an interfer-
a time-dependent enhancement or light. Coupling of low microwave ence technique, h_ a multiple con-
filling factor must be included to fields into the plasnla is more rapid, figuration, cavity lengths can be var-
determine local electron densities. Furthermore, the use of higher- led to produce interesting pulse

shapes. The design of such systems
Table 2. Microwave interferometry of early afterglow at relies critically on commensurate
threshold intensity, development of a suitable plasma

switch. Appropriate switching-gas
Pressure Amplitude change, Phase change, candidates should be characterized

Gas (Ton') zXA(dB) a@(deg) by the ability to sustain high
Argon 760 7.1 59 microwave fields for long periods in
Argon 60 12.2 41 the absence of preionization, relative

SF 6 760 0 0 ease of laser-induced breakdown,

Air 760 0.4 2 and minimum afterglow plasmaNeon 760 12.2 145
Neon 351 12.7 156 recovery times to improve repetition

rates. In a high-field cavity, the
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coexistence of two, intense fields dif- 2. R.A. Alvarez, D. U Birx.. Microwave Pulse Compression Source
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tude in frequency; each capable of D.J. Scalapino, Part. Acceh'rators 11, Lawrence Livermore National125 (1981). Laborator'_; Livermore, CA,
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plasma switching. Cavities, Lawrence Livermore Breakdown in SF_,,"Ann. Gaseous
Many generalizations can be made National l.aborator,,; Livermore, Electron. ConL Proy,ram and At,s.,CA, UCRL-94577 (1986). 35th, 1982 (1982), p. 126.
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ent wavelengths, pulse widths, ener- CA, UCRL-94576 (1"9861. CA, UCID..21636 (1i:)89).
gies, and focusing properties. C_dr _ P.R. Bolton and R. A. Alvarez, 9. J.B. Gerardo and M. A. Gusinow,
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Laboratory Simulation of
High-Altitude Nuclear Explosions

G. Dimonte and L. Wiley

The STARFISH nuclear device at a speed of _'- 1.5 × 1_ cm/s. A nuclear event is not only
(-I .Kit)was fired on July 9, 1962, Calculations and in situ measure- catastrophic to the immediate envi-
at an altitude of 400 km above ments indicate that a large diamag- ronment but also affects distant

Johnston Island in the Pacific Ocean. netic plasma bubble was formed with systems because, in space, the ener-

it prtKluced visual effects in New an average radius of Rb - 30(3km. getic photons and particles have
Zealand 7400 km away and global Because the expansion velocity was large mean free paths. With so
artificial radiatior_, belts that ._:urvived comparable to the ltx:al Alfv6n speed many satellites in orbit and

for 1 v and affected _tellite opera- va -- 5 × 107 cre/s, magnetohydrody- many more contemplated in the
tion. Street lights in Hawaii 1600 km namic (MHD) stlcKks and Mfx'On Strategic Defense Initiati,,,e, it
away were shut down in the .same waves may have been generattM, is important to understand the

way that auroral storms disrupt the Photographs of the expk_:ling many spheres of influence of a very-
Canadian l:x_wer system. The txmlb plasma exhibit a complicated three'- high-altitude nuclear explosion
debris consisted _._,ntiallv of an dimensional structure, including (VHANE).

iron plasma that expanded against field-aligned striations and cross-field On short temporal and spatial
the earth's magnetic field (B - (.I.3G_ plasma jets having the dimensions scales, one is concerned with the
and ambient ionospheric plasma of the ion Larmor radius _i ~ 20 km. fractr;cide of nearby platforms
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and the blinding of space-based depends crucially on tile temporal experimentally investigating key
sensors by delayed ganlma radia- and spatial distribution of tile physics issues associated with
tion. The expanding bomb plasma weapon debris and energy, nuclear explosions ii1 space.
is subject to man), instabilities, The plasma effects are difficult
which form complicated structures to calculate from first principles Experimental Program
that can confuse even distant because the interactions are nonlin- To simulate VHANEs in a re!e-

infrared and radar sensors. On a ea_, multidimensional, and collision- rant way, one must produce a com-
larger and longer scale, energetic less. Tile rnost comprehensive cal- pact, dense energetic plasma (simu-
rnegavolt fission fragments become culations employ state-of-the-art lating a bomb) in a large, tenuous
trapped in the earth's magnetic mir- three-dimensional electromagnetic magnetized plasma (representing

ror and form potent artificial radia- computer codes that still use simpli- the ionosphere) such that:
tion belts that survive for months fying assumptions because of the
and damage satellites. On yet a wide-ranging scales of the problem, Pi << Rb (1)
more global scale, a VHANE can such as the different (1) electron and

couple a significant portion of the ion masses and (2) bomb and long- v ~ va , (2)
kinetic yield into low-frequency spheric plasma densities. Because
(-1-Hz) Alfvdn waves that disrupt experiments are needed to check tile where Pi is tile ion Larmor radius,
ground-based power and communi- validity of the modeling assump- Rb is tile bubble radius, v is the
cation systems. Although these tions and nuclear experiments in plasma-expansion velocity, and va is
effects are diverse, their influence space are forbidden, we are the Alfvdn speed. The first criterion

[Eq. (1)] is important because the

B ....... ,Janus laser beam growth rate and scale lengths of
_oT, raolomequency, II _ - -- camera MHD instabilities affecting tile

and_ngmuir probesli _ _eo expanding plasma, such asRayleigh-Taylor (R-T) and lower-

_ li _0 _ hybrid-drift (LHD) instabilities, areMicrowave determined by Pi/R b. The growth

Ion _ II _ _ source t--. rate and scale lengtll of these insta-
collectors/F_ ,_ _, _"""__ bilities will determine the eventual

sp:.,ctrometers _ '-" _ CH 2 _ /
(_, lasertarget _ extent and structure of an exploding

RH F_ [7 plaslna and, therefore, how bomb...' _" ". FR-S ,, '. '._ He-Ne debris ,,,ill distribute spatially. The
ul ! U U _' Ii ,aser second criterion [Eq. (2)] affects how\ U the expand _g plasma interacts with
Streak _ 0 \ _ Magnetic-field the backg ,, nd plasIna. In particu-

camera _ Diama-gnetic \ ,mm=,,,, coil lar, diamagnetic currents within the
loop \ bomb plasma can radiate Alfvdn

\ Januslaserbeam waves (MHD-electromagnetic pulse,
MHD-EMP) efficiently when

Figure 1. Schematic of VHANE simulation experiment. Two intense laser beams Ma = P/Pa - 1. Calculating the
irradiate a spherical CH 2 target to obtain a spherical explosion. A microwave source MHD-EMP generated by the bomb
produces a xenon plasma in a magnetic field. The str_ucture of the diamagnetic bub- plasma is formidable because the
ble is detected with the Faraday rotatien diagnostic using FR-5 glass, a polarized expansicm is anisotropic and highly! laser beam, and a streak camera. A framing camera is used to photograph the struc-
ture of the exploding plasma, and particle analyzers measure the energy distribution structured as a result of the plasma
of ,he plasma. Radio-frequency probes measure the magnetic perturbations and instabilities. When Ma > 3, the
the coupling to Alfvdn waves. The diamagnetic loop and B-dot probe measure the Alfv6n wave coupling is much
magnetic-field perturbations of the ablation plasma. The magnetic-field coils pro- smaller. Instead, strong MHD
duce the magnetic-mirror geometry. Lhocks similar to planetary bow

shocks are formed that e zceler,,te the

background .7,ns. This in turn
changes the deceleration of the
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bomb plasma and, hence, tile IGT addition, the microwave discharge We are also developing a novel
and LHD instabilities. These com- power is minimized because the diagnostic to measure the magnetic
plicated symbiotic interactions are sluggish xenon ion is better con- field perturbations using Faraday
difficult to calculate confidently and fined. Reconciling tile conflicting rotation. By line focusing a diag-
must be examined experimentally, requirements of Eqs. (1) and (2) on nostic laser beam through a high

Our current design for such an tile magnetic field, we choose an Verdet-constant glass (FR-5) rod ori-

experiment is shown schematically intermediate value B - 2 kG. For ented radially from tile target, we
in Fig. 1. A nuclear explosion can be our parameters, the bubble radius will measure the magnetic perturba-
simulated in tile laboratory by irradi- becomes Rb - 5 cre, and the Alfvdn tions in space and time simultane-
ating a small (<l-mm) plastic sphere wavelength becomes -10 cre. ously with the high bandwidth of a
with - 100 J of laser (1.05-pm) energy Because our experiment is large, we streak camera. With this diagnostic,
at the LLNL Janus facility. The can accommodate many wave- we can compare the complicated
resulting ablation plasma expands lengths within our chamber, but it structure of a critical shock directly
against a background magnetic field will require -100 kW of power to with the computer simulation
until the plasma and field-energy operate. The experimental parame- profiles. Usually, these measure-
densities become comparable. The ters (assuming hydrogen for slm- ments are performed at single points
background ionosphere is simulated plicity) aw compared to the with more limited bandwidth.
by a microwave discharge plasma STARFI:-;H parameters in Table 1. Other planned diagnostics include
in a simple magnetic mirror. This As shown, the two experiments are interferometry, ion spectrometers,
magnetic geometry not only facili- quite different in magm'"ide, yet Langmuir probes, electromagnetic
tares the microwave transmission they address similar physics issues probes, Faraday cups, diamagnetic
and discharge but also simulates because the dimensionless parame- loops, and optical imaging and spec-
the earth's dipole magnetic mirror, ters Pi/R b and v/v a are similar, tral diagnostics.
which confines the bomb debris.

We employ a coaxial magnetrorl to Table I. Comparison of STARFISH parameters with the
generate 20 kW of 9.5-GHz micro- experimental parameters.
wave power, which is absorbed near
the electron cyclotron resonance STARFISH LLNL

within a large (80-cm-diam, 120-cm- Total plasma energy (J) -1015 20
long) vacuurn chamber. Altitude (km) 400 0

To satisfy Eq. (1), we prefer light Number of ions .1028 3 x 1017

laser-target ions (hydrogen) and a Atomic mass 55 1
strong rnagnetic field. Our initial Expansion speed (10 7 cre/s) 15 2-3

Magnetic field (G) 0.3 2000
target will be a CH 2 sphere because Larmor radius (cm) 2 × 106 -1
it is a convenient source of hydro- Bubble radius (cre) 3 X 10 7 _5
gen. The difficulty is that it will also Background ion density (cre -3) 2 x 10 5 5 X 1012

generate multiply ionized carbon, Background ion mass 8 131
which may cornplicate the scaling in Alfv6n speed (10 7 cre/s) 5 1.7Pi/R b 0.07 _0.2
Eq. (1). To satisfy Eq. (2), we need V/Va 3 1-2
heavy background plasma ions and
a weak magnetic field. By using the
massive xenon ion for the back-

gr(._und plasma, we minirnize the
plasma density required to achieve
a particular Alfv6n speed. In



Field

Operations

Nuclear tests are complex physics The technologies of several engi-

/N research or weapons developnlent neering disciplines forn_ the basis forexperiments that, because of the Field Operations activities, and skilled
necessity to contain tile resulting personnel are drawn from several
radiation products, are conducted LLNL organizations. The Mechanical
under unusual, challenging, and Engineering Department provides
often adverse conditions. These tests mechanical, civil, and structural engi-

are underground laboratories in neering and technical support;
which experimental measurements Electronics Engineering provides elec-
are made using state-of-the-art diag- tronics and electrical support. The
nostic technology that depends on Nevada Test Operations Department,

the functioning of precision labora- located at the NTS, provides addition-
tory instruments. All of this must al engineering and technical support,
be accomplished in an underground with emphasis on construction and
environment, that is, buried and drilling. We also use and depend on

inaccessible, with all operations auto- the NTS contractor organizations for
matically or remotely controlled, technical support in certain areas such

The Field Operations Program is as field inspection, as well as for the
the field engineering and operations skilled craft personnel that are so vital
management element of the NTES to the successful completion of large
Directorate. Its principal mission is field projects.
to ensure that underground nuclear An underground nuclear event is
tests and related experiments at the a complex undertaking. Field
Nevada Test Site (NTS) are executed Operations becomes involved in an

. safely to meet the experimenlal objec- event when the nature of the experi-
tives of the Defense Systems -_rogram. ment has been defined and an



approximate execution date has been Operations. This responsibility base for tile downhole operation.
selected. We are responsible for includes managing and controlling lt supports the weight of an experi-

developing and rnanaging the opera- the activities that relate to the device ment package after it has been
tional plan for the event, including a and its support systems, and ensur- released from the crane. This new
detailed schedule that identifies the ing that all device-related designs platform will have a working capac-

major milestones, Because many and procedures comply with ityof 700 tons. The elevator is the
diverse organizations and disciplines approved criteria, gripping mechanism that provides
must work together in a smooth and Field Operations must ensure that the direct-handling interface with
orderly manner, effective communi- ali activities in support of an under- the emplacement pipe. The new
cation and coordination are essential, ground test at the GZ site are con- unit will have a working capacity of
The test director, who is in effect the ducted safely. We also are committed at least 667 tons and will accommo-
operational project 'anager, is the to conducting GZ operations in a date a 13.38-in.-diam emplacement
focal point for operational plarming manner that is in compliance with pipe. A set of linkage equipment
and scheduling, environmental and health regula- provides the transition from the

We are responsible for providing tions and laws. Quality assurance is crane block swivel eye and the ele-
a facility and field support network an integral part of our planning and vator and will have a working load
for experimenters tw prepare and operational processes. We are dedi- capacity of 667 tons.

conduct experiments. The facility cated to ensuring that all actions We also have consolidated our
for an underground test is the taken to prepare for and execute an drilling operations with those of the

ground zero (GZ) site, which con- underground test are consistent Los Alamos National Laboratory to

sists of the emplacement hole, tem- with reviewed and approved reduce the overall drilling cost to
porary support structures, surface procedures, both Laboratories. Each Laboratory
preparations such as roads, and util- In the Field Operations Program, had been using one full drilling crew
ities. We design each site, write we are always seeking more efficient, for 5 d/wk. In FY 1990, we will
specifications for the structures, and cost-effective, and faster methods of begin to share the efforts of one crew
manage and oversee the site prepa- doing our work, either by improving that will operate 7 d/wk. We believe
ration. Operational activities at the ar, existing capability or developing a this will reduce each Laboratory's
GZ site are under the control of the new approach. The following recent field budget by about $4 million/y.
test director, although the responsi- actions serve as examples. However, we will lose about 3()% of
bility for controlling daily opera- We are developing a heavy-lift the drilling product per year, so we
tions is often delegated to the LLNL capability that will enable us to safe- lnust manage our hole inventory
event mechanical engineer or the ly and reliably emplace experiments with less contingency. Also, plan-
construction engineer, that weigh 700 tons. Our present ning fur the use of the drilling

A major focus for Field Operations capacity is about 400 tons. With the resource nmst be closely coordinated

personnel during the course of an new Manitowoc 6000/Lampson with the Los Alamos program.
event is coupling the nuclear explo- Heavy Lift crane systern, we will be With the recent trend toward
sive device to the experiment. We able to lift up to 750 tons. Before we more complex events and reduced
provide the timing, arming, and fir- can safely and effectively use this budgets, we believe we must con-
ing system, as well as the canister capacity tw its limit, we must tinue these efforts to improve per-
system in which the device is con- upgrade the capacity of several ele- formance and cost-effectiveness in
tained. The responsibility fur nuclear ments that are critical load-bearing order to ensure the long-term pro-
safety (that is, ensuring that the members during the emplacement ductivity of the program. The fol-
nuclear device is not exposed to any operation. Therefore, we plan to lowing articles describe some of the

threat or external influence that could improve the subbase platform, eleva- noteworthy developments and
result in its damage, destruction, vr tor, and linkage equipment, accomplishments of FY 1989.
premature detonation) during the GZ The subbase platform is the work

operational phase belongs to Field platform that provides the support
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VARS: A Visual Archival and

Retrieval System on Laser Disc

S. P. Stark and M. E. Kinkenon

The Nuclear Test Operations analog-recording capabilities. These hardware configuration with all
Department (NTOD)Photo machines use standard !2-in. optical external 5-1/4-in. floppy-disc drive
Applications Group originated in Teac Model 300 CAW discs that store to install software changes along
the late 1950s to document LLNL's tlp to 54,000 images/side. Video with ai1 NEC Pinwriter/P6 printer

Nuclear Test Program at the Nevada input can corne from various sources, forhardcopy output.
Test Site (NTS). During the last 30 y, butwe use a video camera with a
the number of negatives kept on file positive/negative imaging capability. Software
in our group has grown to exceed The positive/negative polarity In designing the software, we had
80,000. As a result, researching switch on the camera enables us to consider that the software would
requests for photos on a particular to record negatives as well as trans- need to support approximately
subject had become difficult and parencies. The standard signal that 110,000 entries. Laserbase 3.03, the
time-consuming. Therefore, we we use is the National Television software we chose for the VARS,
devised a system, called the Visual Systems Committee (NTSC) runs on an IBM personal computer
Archival and Retrieval System color-video signal, or an IBM clone, both of which oper-
(VARS), that alleviates this problem. To control the recording and ate under tlle DOS 3.0 (and above)

Our primary concern when duplicating process and to enter operating system. The VARS is pro-
developing the VA RS was to use information corresponding to a grammed in QuickBASIC 4.5 and
the selected hardware and software given image into a data-base file, we dBASE III+.
as part of a classified system. We use an IBM PS2/80 computer run- Through our consultations with

also wanted to quickly store and ning at 16 MHz. A 70-Mbyte hard personnel at Rainbow Enterprises of
access large amounts of optical disc is used for data-base storage, Ventura, California, we decided to
information and corresponding and an IBM streaming tape drive is use the BASIC computer language
data. Additionally, we required a the backup device. We complete the to handle pop,up menus, user input,
custom software program designed
to interface with the hardware and

create an archival system.

Hardware
Personnel at iTeleNet Systems,

Inc., of Carpenteria, California,
helped select hardware and integrate
it into the VARS. The hardware

design of the VARS is based on laser

videodisc technology (Fig. 1). The
quality of our laser-disc images is
more than 300 lines of horizontal res-

olution, and only about 30 s is
needed to input an irnage and its
associated data. A laser-disc image
does not replace the actual negative
but, instead, acts as an efficient

: archival and retrieval tool. We

selected the Teac LV-210A recorder

and the LV-210P player for their Figure 1. The Visual Archival and Retrieval System (VARS).
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and the Teac laser-disc interface index fields (Fig. 2). These fields Future Modifications
through tile IBM serial ports. The give tlle user a variety of search tri- Although it is not fully defined at
dBASE IIi+ computer language ban- teria, thereby permitting efficient this point, the VARS will be devel-
dies all data-base manipulation search operations, oped in a variety :ff ways. In terms
operations, including indexing, Of particular interest is the Splice of tlle software, we will change from
adding, deleting, and searching, software utility. This utility is used the dBASF I11+to the Foxbase+ soft-

Some useful software features with Laserbase 3.03 as ali editing, ware program. By using tile com-
have been incorporated into this authoring, and recording program piled version of this software, we
program. Most irnportantly, we that serves several functions. For estimate that tile search speed will
designed the VARS to enable the example, we can develop various increase by a factor of 8 to 10. We are
user to input a minimal amount of video presentations, prepare techni- also considering another software
information during the data-entry cal reports, or f,roup a rmmber of modification that will enable us to
process, Tile user can also quickly similar images together for later record event albums onto laser disc.
enter duplicate information as well retrieval througla Laserbase. The An event album is a collection of
as automatically record the laser- Splice utility rnay also be used to nuclear-test photographs for a partic-
disc frame number. Additionally, copy images to another laser disc or ular event that is assembled into an
the data base handles up to seven another rnedium, indexed book. Using this software

modification, we need only about
3-4 h to produce one event album, lt
currently takes us 160 h to assemble
a complete event album because we

print, label, and assemble tlle pho-
tographs for each album into a book.
Each album (three albums are assem-
bled for each test) must then be

indexed and brought into account-
ability as a classified document.

Our hardware changes may
include purchasing newer, high-
resolution laser-disc units and a

color printer capable of producing

high-quality viewgraphs and prints
from data-base images. We als()

may upgrade to a faster computer
with a larger hard disc.

Figure 2. The VARS screen display. Shown are the various data fields.
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Performance of Transient Limiters under

Laboratory, Simulated, and Rocket-Triggered
Lightning Conditions

R, T. Hasbrouck, J. P. Johnson,* and J. Breitmeier t

We have designed and tested a pro- stroke attaches directly to electrical 360-deg backshell, electromagnetic
totype lightning-invulnerable device cables connected to the test-device interference/radio-frequency inter-
system (LIDS) that implements a system (hereafter referred to as the ference (EM1/RFI) connectors mated

lightning-protection method referred system). Protection is achieved by to bulkhead-mounted, feedthrough
to as the "fortress concept." The providing a low-impedance receptacles. The shields are not
fortress, a structure based on the path--frorn ground to the lightning allowed to penetrate into the
Faraday cage, protects the nuclear return-stroke channelmthat bypasses fortress. Voltage transients, induced

explosive test device system by sur: the system. This path is achieved by the return-stroke current onto the
rounding it with a cor(tinuous metal- by bonding the cable shields to the system's condUctors, are limited to
lic skin. Each electrical conductor outer skin of the fortress using safe levels by routing all conductors
that must enter the fortress is

enclosed within a cable, which is, in
turn, enclosed in a metallic shield that

terminates at the entry point and is Multiconductor cable
electrically bonded to the outer metal- Coaxial
lic surface of the fortress. Within the cable
fortress, each penetrating conductor Shields Innerbarrier
is protected by a transient limiter.

We tested the LIDS by means of

full-threat-level simulated lightning Coaxial
and actual lightning triggered by transient
rockets. We subsequently tested limil
several limiter components by using Transient limiter
a laboratory-type surge generator to modules
investigate certain seemingly
anomalous responses. This paper

= reviews the fortress concept, dis-
cusses the operation of the limiters,
and examines their performance.
Explanations are offered for the I

anomalous responses, and several Metal I[
important design considerations and skin ]

trade-offs are discussed, _ ,,, Devicesystem IThe Fortress - components

The fortress provides protection
against a worst-case situation in I
which a full-threat-level lightning

Figure 1. Simplified diagram of the lightning fortress (LIDS). Metallic shields pro-
*Sandia National Laboratories, tect the electrical conductors, and the device system is further isolated from lightning

_ Albuquerque, NM. currents by a metallic skin and transient limiters.
JrDiversified Electronic Services,

Melbourne, FL.
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through transient limiters located In general, tile explanation also tile cables and fl)rtress, between tile
withirt the fortress and close to tile applies to the less-frequent (i.e., 10'_.) stcffed leader and ground. Next,

entry pc_:nt (Fig. 1). positive lightning, although the positive charge moves quickly from
In the following, the function of associated currents will have lower Earth to cloud, neutralizing the

the fortress is explained for negative rise rates and higher peak values path's negative charge. This
cloud-to-ground lightning (i.e., nega- than for negative lightning. Initially, upward-moving charge; the high-
rive charge lowered from the cloud), a conductive path is established, via amplitude return-stroke current,

exhibits a high rise rate (di/dt) and a
large peak amplitude. Large wi_ltage

._.....J""---" "_'-"---" transients are developed across

__'_ _____..___ irnpedances through which the cu r-

, rent flows (e.g.. the fortress skin and
cable shields).

Arcing occurs at the cable attach-
ment point, and the resultiI_g

,,_-f',,_ plasma produces a short circuit
..br---""/RS between shields and conductors.

lc =Cableconductorcurrent _ ='_ This induces the transient voltaE,,s
Icc =Critical-component onto conductors connected to the

current Is_/ .,9.-.-.-,Shielded system. However, the rapidly risingI L = Limitercurrent cable w_ltage quickly causes the transient
IRS = Return-stroke current limiter to go into conduction, shunt-
Is =Shield current - - ing damage-producirlg current away
Vc = Cabletransientvoltage Zs , from the system and holding theVcc = Critical-component Vc = Is Zs

transientvoltage + voltages on the conductors to safe
V F = Fortressskin voltage + levels (Fig. 2).

Z F = Fortressskinimpedance
Zcc = Critical-component h, Transient Limiters

impedance
Zs = Shieldimpedance lc Several types of limiters (Fig. 3)

are required because our system
uses both coaxial and multiconduc-

tor cables for carrying fast-rise-time
pulses, low-w)ltage dc comn_and
and monitor signals, and ac power.

Fortress_ I L A limiter nlust present a very high
_ impedance under normal working

A voltage and quickly change to a very
ZF ICC VF = IRsZF low impedance when exposed to a

large-amplitude transient.i + The silicon avalanche did)de

Vcc t (SAD) is a semiconductor, voltage-

Zcc clamping device that clamps innanoseconds, lt has a nonlinear

• impedance characteristic (i.e., it

_._//_ °beysthep°werlaw'l=KV(_)ands functions as a shunt-cc)nnected zener

/ / / / / //,7 ,////,///////////////,/ diode. Above the w)ltage-clamp
+ + + + + + + + + + level, the SAD acts as a variable-

resistance, controlling current

Figure 2. Simplified equivalent circuit c)f the fortress, showing return-stroke current through whatever impedance is i'l
and induced-voltage transients, series with the protected conductor.
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laor a peak pulse current less than or nanoseconds to microseconds, rent--e.g., 20 W) for signal circuits,
equal to the n'mximunl specified depending on the voltage rate of rise, or a very-low-resistance inductor
level (nominally tens of amperes), dv/dt). To extinguish the arc, the (e.g., resistance = 0.1 _, inductance
clamp voltage is held to an essen- current must be greatly red',,ed = 65 MH) for power circuits.
tially constant level. Because it (typically to less than 200 mA), a fact A few nanoseconds after its onset,
exhibits resistaDce, higher peak cur- that rnust be considered when using the induced transient reaches the
rent (i.e., a few hundred amperes) gas tubes with ac power circuits, clamp-voltage level. The SAD begins
causes the actual SAD voltage to rise When the circuit to be protected to shunt a major portion of the rising
to two to three times the specified cannot tolerate the gas tube's higl! transient current, which is still fairly

- -_ " ,_,- multistage small this early in tirne, from groundclamp value. Lead indactance, in sl:arkc,_, _..,voltage, a
conjunct;on with a high di/dt, can (hybrid) lirniter must be used. to the conductor and, thus, away
increase this by several more times. I For our application, the hybrid from the protected cornponent. As
Although the SAD is designed to consists of a sl_unt-connected gas explained previously, the voltage
absorb higher energy surges (e.g., tube, a series impedance, and a across the SAD may exceed the nora-
1.5kW for 1 ms) than an ordinary shunt'connected SAD (Fig. 4). inal clamp value by a factor of 2 or 3,
zener diode, excessive energy (two Depending on the application, the depending on the current magnitude.
to four times the rat,.d value) will series irnpedance rnay be either a Tlie remaining wi>ltage is dropped
cause junction heating and can lead resistor (capable of high pulse cur, across the series impedance.

to a subsequent short-circuit failure
(or an open circuit for energy in Figure 3.

_ + + ]Low. B._[ Transient-iirniter

excess of 10 tirnes the rated value). _ capacitanc e components.Note that a metal oxide varistor

ni_podiode
(MOV) is a nonlinear-resistance

voltage-clamping device capable of Unipolar Bipolar U lar, ipoar,
much higher pulse-power dissipation lowcapacitance lowcapacitance
than a SAD. MOVs typically have

higher clamp voltages than SADs for (a)MOV (b) SADs
the same input currents. They func- , Voltage-clampingdevices ,
tion very well in ac applications _[
because they do not continue to con- ©duct current after the transient has

subsided. The prototype LIDS we
tested did not use MOVs, but they are (c)Gastube
being used in actual NTS test events. _ Crowbardevice

The gas tube, a hermetically
sealed, gas-filled spark gap, is a

Figure 4. Hybrid,
high-er_ergy, volt:.ge-controlled Impedance low-capacitance,
switching device that uses the high (resistor bipolar transient

• conductivity of an electric arc as a or inductor) limiter,
"crowbar." It is capable of conduct-
ing very large currents (tens of kilo-

amperes) while maintaining a low o
arc voltage (typically20 to 30 V) that /
is essentially independent of arc cur- Transient Protected
rent. However, before the gas can input • side
reach its fully ionized, high-conduc- side/

tivity state, an impulse (sparkover)
w_ltage (typically two to five times 0
the specified dc breakdown value) __
must exist across the gas tube for a
finite time interval (ranging from
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When tile transient reaches the the SAD, subjecting it to excessive anticipated transient voltage and
gas-tube sparkover w}ltage for tile power dissipation and possibly current waveforrns. Selection of a
requisite time interval, an arc is causing it to fail. single-stage vs hybrid limiter is gov-
initiated. The major portion of the erned by a knowledge of the sys-
transient current now flows throug] _, Design Considerations and fern's susceptibility level. For exam-
the arc, and the w:}ltage on t!ae con- Trade-Offs ple, for the same operating voltage

ductor falls to a low ",alue (the arc Wherever possible, design of level, a hybrid unit generally limits
voltage). Note that without the transient limiters must satisfy the transient w}ltage to a lower level
series impedance, the SAD would system's suppression requirements than does a single-stage unit.
hold the voltagp, across the ga s tube without interfering with normal However, the hybrid limiter intro-
to below the sparkover value, keep- operation. Operating voltage, cur- duces a series impedance that may

ing it from firing. All of the tran- rent, and frequency response must impact normal system performance.
sient ctu _,L,., _would flow through be considered along with the Selection of the limiting device

for a single-stage limiter or the
transient-input stage of a hybrid
limiter must take into account maxi-

mum anticipated transient current,
allowable follow current (in ac

power circuits), and normal system
operating voltage and frequency

_]h_/N,. constraints. High-peak-current gas

tubes or MOVs are generally used in

the input s_age. The series
impedance will be determined by
current and _requency requirements.
Power circul, ts, generally high cur-

rent at dc or low frequency, require
'_ minimal voltage drop and are best
X ] ] ] ] ] ] ] served with a low-resistance induc-

Time(20_/division) tor. Low-current signal circuits
© require a resistor, with a high-pulse-

(b) current capability, to minimize sig-,- nal attenuation and waveform dis-

ca tortion over a range of frequencies.
The output stage of a hybrid is

selected for its clamping-voltage

characteristic, based on susceptibil-
0 ity levels of the circuits to be pro-

tected. Usually a SAD or MOV is
used, although a device known as a
Surgector, a voltage-triggered, crow-
bar device, could also be employed.
Because we did not have an oppor-
tunity to tc.st a Surgector, it will not

Time(2 ps/division) be discussed.

At a given operating voltage, the

Figure 5. (a) Oscillogram of a Marx generator-produced, 145-kHz, damped-sinewave SAD has a better clamping-voltage
current applied to the test object. (b) Expanded view of (a), showing a 4-MHz oscilla- characteristic for low-current tran-
tion on the leading edge to obtain a high di/dt. The steep leading edge of the wave sients than the MOV; an MOV can

produced a didr in excess of 200 kA/_s, sustain significantly higher currents
but exhibits a somewhat higher
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clamping voltage. Tile clanlp- pulses were applied via a ().5-m ai,- applied to the outer shield of tile test
response times of both devices are spark gap directly to tile conductors cable, which was intentionally
comparable for lightning-type tran- of a short cable (approximately shorted to the conductors.
sient voltages, exhibiting rise times 0.8 Ill) whose 360-deg backshell con- Testing was then moved to the
of less than 100 ns. Although SADs hector was mated to a feedthrough Rocket Triggered Lightning Facility
have significantly lower capacitances receptacle on the fortress bulkhead, at tlle j. '.,n F, Kennedy SPace Center
than MOVs, both devices may In tile next tests, a bank of parallel- in Florida. The fortress was placed

degrade the high-frequency perfor- connected, high-energy storage on a wooden launch platform and
mance of a protected system. This Capacitors was used to produce a connected to tile platform's ground-
problem can be overcome by placing 20-kHz underdamped wave having ing system. A 7-.m-long test cable
a low-capacitance diode in series a peak current of 200 kA and a rise was connected to the fortress and
with either transient limiting device, rate of 15 kA/_.ts. These pulses were suspended vertically from a wooden

When selecting the output device
for a hybrid limiter_ one should
remember that it must be able tc) Ca)
accomlltodate the rising surge cur-

rent until the transient reaches the f_,_' / ___#a,_

i

voltage required to bl ing the input
stage into heavy conduction. This is
particularly important when using a
SAD because its maximum peak -
current (inversely proportional to its !

clamping voltage for a given pulse - I
duration) can be quite low for
higher-wfltage devices. Exceeding !

tile limits of either peak current or ]
pulse duration will cause the SAD tc} 1fail in tile short-circuit condition. _. - ,: ", 40 kA

,O "

Although transient protection will .=
:>

be provided by tile short circuit, a _5-

returnto normal operation will not _ c ",S2RA
be possible until tile SAD is _ [ I I [ I [" ] ] I I
replaced. Where such a failure is '_

Time(200_Ls/divlsion)
undesirable and a s(wncwhat higher
clamping voltage can be tolerated o, (b)
an MOV would be a better choice.

TestingTile first tests subjected the
fortress to full-threat-level simulated

lightning 'i.at 2()0 kA/iLts and at 20()-kA
peak). Initially, a I.4-MV Marx gen-
erator, with an external peaking

capacitor, produced a pulse consist- - /..._ing of an underdamped, 145-kHz Offscale (40 kA)
oscillatory wave with a 4-MHz . i (_'_1 I I ] I I ....... I I I
underdamped wave on its leading "" Time(20_m/division)
edge. Tile peak current was 48 kA

with a rise rate (di/dt) somewhat Figure 6. Ca)Multiple return strokes for the rocket-triggered lightning program.
greater than 200 kA/lus (Fig. 5). Test Cb)Expanded scale of the first return stroke in Ca).

i
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support. Approximately 0.5 m from

(>3 RA)Ipk //¢_ its fal end, the cable's outer shield

(6 kV)Vpk_ was exposed and connected to a
horizontal lightning rod. At the far

50%lpk _-- __ end of the cable, all conductors were
50% Vpk _ _, shorted to the shield. When the

thunderstorm-produced electric
field conditions were acceptable, a
l-na-long rocket (commonly used by

._1.2 Its _"- 8 _ts _ I_--- French farmers for hail suppression)
50_ts--_'- 20 !us _ _ was launched, lt deployed 700 rn of

Open-mrcuitvoltage Short-circuitcurrent Kevlar-jacketed, 0.2-mm-diam wire
(1.2x 50) (8 x 20) connected to the launch pad's

Impulsivetestwaves , j grounding system. The wire was
vaporized by a relatively low-ampli-

(6 kV)Vpk -"77"," rude (nominally 1-kA) continuous
(Ipk :_ 200-500 A) current, forming an ionized channel

in the air. 2

_z Multiple return strokes then

followed, traveling from ground to
cloud via the fortress, cable shield,

lightning rod, and ionized channel.

.(--- The fortress was subjected to 22 trig-0.5 gs _ gered-lightning flashes containing a
Ringwave total of 80 to 100 return strokes. The

(0.5 }as/lO0kHz) maximum peak current was 52 kA,
with an overall average of 17 kA.

Figure 7. Examples of surge-testing waveforms. Voltage and current values, per The waveform of the high-current
ANSI/IEEE 587, are shown in parentheses, flash is shown in Fig. 6.

From our preliminary observa-
tions and subsequent analysis of the
data by an independent consultant,

(a)l I I I I I I I we concluded that the fortress

_, _ design concept is very effective in
.o providing protection against full-

_ ._'_ threat-level lightning strokes.

Transient currents the
barrier and the corresponding tran-

perletrating

"ag
ua ,-..- sient w_ltages applied to system

[ components were reduced to safe

t_" Figure 8.
" '_ (a) High-current,

"_- --I simulated light-

ning pulse.(b) Current within

t

- _ the fortress, result-
ing from the pulse

I I I I I I I I I _ in (a).
Time(50 _s/division)
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levels. In addition, the system com- /ex falls to nearly zero, the arc is gas-tube voltage high enough to
ponents sustained neither damage extinguished, and lin goes to zero. reestablish the arc, and the SAD

nor change of dlaracteristics. The transient output w}ltage of a again provides clamping.
However, the analysis did reveal hybrid lirniter (gas tube, resistor, and

what appeared to be several SAD) subjected to a high-current Results of Surge Generator
anomalous transient limiter sinlulat6d-lightnirlg pulse (Fig. 9a) is Testing
responses. 3 Consequently, we have seen in Fig. 9b. Initially, voltage is The earlier discussion of gas i"

also tested the limiters using a stan- clamped by the SAD. When the gas tubes pointed out that the ,_d"
dard, commercially available surge tube fires, the voltage falls to the sparkover voltage required to '/I:
generator. These tests, at low to low-arc voltage. After 250/as,/ex establishan arc increases with ':_'_'_
medium energy levels, represent a near the zero crossing is low, caus- transient voltage rise rate. This is

valuable supplement to our more ing the arc to extinguish. The volt- seen in the oscillograph (Fig. 10) of
dramatic tests. They have made it age across the gas tube jumps up, transient voltages measured across -
possible to carefully examine but the output is again held to the a 230-V (20-kA) gas tube for
details of the limiters' performances SAD level until the gas tube refires, generator open-circuit voltages of
and to ensure that we do not have Finally,/ex is too low to produce a 1 to 5 kV (1.2- x 50-!.ts unipulses).
any blind spots. We selected the
test waveforms (Fig. 7) to represent

I I I i I I I I Ia reasonable spectrum of (a)
waveforms with slow and fast rise

times, and short and long durations.

They provided a range of .;
conditions to which the limiters _
had not been previously subjected.
The waves we used were

ANSI/IEEE C62.41, category-B,
ringwave and unipulse, and 10 x
1000-bfs, 1.5-kV open-circuit, 250-A ca

short-circuit waves, i
Anomalous Transient
Responses , I I I I ._.__L I

Figure 8a shows the waveform of

a higla-current simulated-lightning (b) I I I I I I I ] I '
pulse (lex) applied by means of a "_ _o
_hort coaxial cable to a single-gas- '_

tube transient limiter. The corre- _
sponding internal current (/in, Fig. >o
8b), determined predominantly by P-, --

gas-tube Col_duction, does not fol- _I l j

low the applied current. There is an "_
initial time delay before lin begins to _
flow and a subsequent delay after
each/ex zero crossing. When the °_ --

transier_t v°ltage (resulting fr°rn lex '_ _ t

_{{ _..

flowing through the cable's shield
impedance) reaches the gas-tube I [ I [ I I I I ...... I
sparkover value, an arc is estab- Time (50 _s/division)

lished, and lin begins to flow. When

Figure 9. (a) lqigh-current, simulated lightnin/. _pulse. (b) Voltage at the output of the
hybrid transient limiter, corresponding to the pulse in (a).
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In Fig. 11, the arc voltage across a

t 3-kV gas tube increases as a function

voc= 1 kq, dv/dt = 0.8 kV/tas of the peak current of tlm 8- x 20-1as
Voc= 2kV, dv/dt = 1.6 kV/las test wave.
Voc= 3 kV, dv/dt = 2.5 kV/_s Next, the crossover between the
Voc= 5 kV,dv/dt = 4.2 kV/_s output and input stages of a hybrid

limiter is observed for several values

Sparkover of transient voltage. The output= voltage(typical) voltage responses of a hybrid circuit
o using a series carbon resistor areo_

_ shown in Fig. 12. A 400-V (peak
open-circuit, 1.2- x 50-1as) test pulse
did not fire the 230-V gas tube.

® Thus, the output voltage was
clamped solely b)' the SAD, which

- Io carried the current for the entire>

WI pulse duration. For a 1-kV pulse,
the SAD clamped the voltage for

1 approximately 2 Its, at which time it
was reduced to the gas tube's arc

Arc voltage. The SAD's clamp voltage

voltageN._ was slightly higher because of theincreased current it had to conduct.

A 6-kV pulse produced the highest
Ti.a'm(200ns/division) rise rate and, consequently, the high-

_: est voltage across the gas tube, albeit

Figure 10. Voltage across a 230-V gas tube for a 1.2-x 50-1aspulse for four for a much shorter time. The volt-
open-circuit voltages, age was clamped by the SAD for the

short interval prior to the gas tube's
firing. The SAD's clamp voltage
and the gas tube's arc voltage were

elevated because of the large current
associated with the 6-kV pulse.

_ ---- 9.8 WA Figure 13 compares the responses
I_, _ ----- 7.4 kA of a SAD with those of an MOV.

kA The devices were used in the output
- stages of two identical hybrid lim-m

"_ iters, which had 230-V gas tubes
(input stage) and series inductors.

O

The test wave was a 1-kV, 8- x 20-1as

®_ unipulse. Although the MOV does
o - not exhibit the sharp clamping of the
> SAD, its response is reasonably

close, and it is capable of dissipating
- much higher energy levels. The

1 I [ l I
Time(5 ps/division)

Figure 11. Arc voltage across a 3-kV gas tube for a 8- x 20-las test wave ,asa function
of peak short-circuit current.
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ringing on tile MOV waveforn_ is
attributed to its nigher capacitance
in conjunction with the limiter's

Limitedby "----- 400Vseries ind uctor.
SAD _ 1kV

Conclusions 6kV ._
The use of full-threat-level simu-

lated lightning and rocket-triggered
natural lightning demonstrated that _"0 --
the fortress concept provides light- '_
ning protection. Because transient _

limiters play an important part in >o-
achieving that protection, it was o

3_important to understand their Fer-
formance characteristics under o -

actual surge conditions. By using > r

properly instrumented surge tests, LimRodby
we obtained information that was !- gastube
not provided by the manufacturers' |

;: data sheets. This information will

i

aid in the identification of any blind

spots in future designs.
J J I i i
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Lightning Threat Warning:
Anticipating the FirstFlash

R. T. Hasbrouck

At tile Nevada Test Site (NTS), regarding work (i.e., to continue, vector quantity that is normal to tile
where lig; m_ing occurs throughout stop, or resume theactivity). Tile horizontal, equipotential surface of
tile year, personnel and equipment alert should come only when a the conducting Earth. Its algebraic
call be at risk. Much of tile work legitimate threat exists, and the sign is based on convention.

associated with a nuclear test event end of tile threat must be properly Because height is normally consid-
is done outside in open areas and recognized so that tile endangered ered to be positive in the upward
invoh, es the use of tall, metal cranes activity is neither curtailed for an direction, tile fair-weather potential
and towers as well as miles of electri- unnecessarily long period nor gradient (expressed ii1 volts per
cal cables running along the ground, resumed while a danger still exists, meter) is positive. In electrostatics,
A portion of these cables are con- However, to be able to recognize a the convention is for an electric field
nected to the nuclear explosive test developing or diminishing threat, vector to point in tile direction of
device system. LLNUs lightning- we must understand as much as rnovement of a positive test charge.
invulnerable device system concept possible about lightning and how it In this case, the test charge moves
(LIDS) has been implemented at the is produced, downward, opposite to tile potential
NTS to provide protection by con- gradient, thus giving the fair-weather
ducting lightning current away Atmospheric Electrification electric field a negative sign (i.e.,
from the device system via a low- The air in our atmosphere is same magnitude but different sign).
impedance path between ground electrically conductive as a result of Atmospheric potential, the average
(Earth) and the lightning channel, ionizing radiation. Globally, atmo- potential between tile ionosphere and
(See Ref. I for a detailed discussion spheric electrification can be repre- the Earth's surface, has been mea-

of the LIDS.) Although the LIDS sented by the simplified schematic sured to be approximately 270 kV
offers protection for the device sys- in Fig. 1. Calculations that take (ranging from 180 to 350 kV). The
tem against lightning strikes, person- into account the surface area of sum of all currents flowing in the

nel safety is best served by provid'ng tile Earth and the resistance of a Earth's fair-weather regions is about
timely and credible warnings before column of air between sea level -1 kA. The total charge ill tile global
tile first flash, and 100 kin (in the ionosphere) atmosphere is calculated to be about

Lightning, although unpre- show tile global resistance of the 677 x 103 C, with a corresponding
dictable, does announce itself in a atmosphere to be about 230 f_. capacitance of 2.9 E
variety of ways. A distant thunder- The resistance of the dynamo The final element in this global
storm does not represent an imme- region (80-200 kin) has been calcu- atmospheric electrical circuit is the
diate local threat, and the cloud-to- fated to be 30 mfX, and the esti- generator. At any time, approxi-
ground (C-G) lightning it produces mated global resistance of tile mately 2000 thunderstorms are in
provides some advance warning if Earth's surface is about 1 mO. progress around tile planet.
its audible or electromagnetic (visi- Measurements made in fair Lightning from these thunderstorms
ble or radio-frequency) signals are weather, far from &understorms, is one way of lowering charge to
detected. However, an unantici- show that the Earth carries a nega- the Earth. Others are conduction

pated C-G flash can come as an tive charge relative to the iono- current, convection, and precipita-
unpleasant and dangerous surprise, sphere. The current density is tion. With a global atmospheric
Effective lightning-threat warning -2 x 10q2 A/m 2 and is accompanied current of -1 kA and 2000 storms in

depends on having the ability to by a downward-directed electric progress simultaneously, each storm
alert designated responsible individ- field of about -100 V/m at the should contribute an average of
uals to a developing threat so they Earth's surface. This parameter is about 0.5 A to the ionosphere.
can make the appropriate decisions the fair-weather electric field, a The circuit is completed through

tile 230-_ global resistance of the
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planet's fair-weather regions. Thunderstornls, tile major source spring and stlmmer and in the

Within the cloud, the conductive air of eleciromagnetic energy in the tropical regions during the northern

is responsible for a discharge current lower atmosphere, are considered hemisphere's winter.

of 0.2 A, and the resulting source to be the driver of the global circuit. Thunderstorms fall into two

current of the generator is 0.7 A. They, in turn, are the result of atmo- categories: convective and frontal.

Additional calculations show a typi- spheric temperature gradients pro- Convective storms are local in

cal thunderstorm as having source duced by solar heating. Therefore, nature. They Usually occur in the

potential of 200 MV, a capacitance of severe thunderstorms occur most mid- to late afternoon, have rela-

1 ME and electric energy equal to 14(.) frequently in the midafternoon in tively short life cycles of 1 to 2 h, and
MW,h (for a l-h storm), the temperate regions during produce moderate to heavy amounts

Figure 1,
The global atmo-
spheric electric
circuit, The thun-

__ derstorms act as"I/ Ionosphere generators, with

i_ _ therestofthe

Equlpotentlal layer world complet-
40-60 km ing a resistance-

capacitance circuit,

,c

lc 100 MV
+ 4. +

,-' -100MV - Global
\ - - - fair-weather

currents:

lc = 0,5 A/storm / I/AI=1= 2000kAx 0,5 A

, RD= 30 m_ _.> .....

=0o,vO O*0.=, 0.' °'==,o,v

Earth CA= Global atmospheric capacitance
, . J___ _ Ic = Atmospheric charging current

Thunderstorms as generators Global RA= Atmospheric resistance
(2000 storms globally) circuit RD= Ionosphere's resistance

RE= Earth's resistance
(_A = Atmospheric potential
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of lightning, rain, wind, and some- atmospheric pressure, tile rising air convective updraft, begin to fall as

times small hail. Frontal storms are parcels expand, which results in rain. As the lighter cloud drops
self-propagating and produce severe cooling and condensation of the continue their rise, ice particles form
lightning, large-diameter hail, high water vapor they contain. The latent in the -10 to -20°C region, releasing
winds, and sometimes tornadoes, heat of condensation released into additional latent heat in the process.

Convective storms develop in the the parcels causes them to remain at Within the growing cloud, several
atmospheric region known as tile higher than ambient temperatures types of precipitation can now
troposphere, which extends from the and allows tlaem to continue rising, occur: rain or snow in the warmer
surface up to about 15 km. In this The action of rising air parcels region,_ and ice crystals and hail in
region, temperature decreases as tlle leads to tile formation of individual tile colder regions.
altitude increases. Convective ctlmulus clouds, which is tile first Condensation in the upper part
storms require a layer of moist air stage Of the local thundercloud and of the updraft and an increase in air
extending to an altitude of about lasts for I0 to 15 rain. Gradually, tile density resulting from rain in the
1 km, strong solar heating of the individual cumulus clouds merge to cloud's middle region cause the
ground and adjacent air, and an form a much larger cumulus conges- cloud to lose its buoyancy. The

unstable atmosphere (an ambient tus cloud. This cloud, in which all thundercloud, or cell (Fig. 2), has
temperature that falls rapidly with of tile air motion is upward, may now reaclaed the mature stage and is
increasing altitude), Small parcels of reach 1.5 kill in diameter and exhibit referred to as cumulonimbus (CB in

moist, heated air will rise as long as a well-defined top, which rises at a meteorok_gical terms), lt has a char-
their tenlperatures are higher than rate of 10 to 30 m/s. acteristic flattened, anvil-shaped
that of the air through which they As this cloud continues to grow, top, which may rise beyond 15 km
pass. Since increasing altitude is small cloud drops and large water into the stratosphere (where temper-
accompanied not only by decreasing drops form. The large drops, now ature remains constant or increases
temperature but also by decreasing too heavy to be supported by the with altitude). During the 15 to 30

rain that tile CB usually lasts, heavy
precipitation takes place, accompa-

l nied by appreciable lightning and a
Stratosphere strong, cold, evaporating downdraft.

The storm moves into its final,

dissipating phase when the cold
downdraft counteracts the warm,

"14- ._¢_ __ e_,As moist updraft that has been supply-

Tropopause.__ __lce tals -65 ing the cell. Precipitation dimin-

12-- l

K-r_- +/+ 1+._+ _" 1 ishes, and the severe updrafts and
(.k + p-re'giga+ _' / - --40 downdrafts fall off, as does light-

Troposphere E o ning activity. After about 30 nlin,

8 - (_ : + '.+ _ Snow m tile remainder of the water vapor. _-__ _re'g,on_ _'_ I has evaporated and the cl(,.,d

6 - -----___ _-.7_---.,_--__.+_ 1 -15 E" has blown away.

4 _Z_+ I+';e+;T_C__"Hail _--0 I-® Frontal tlaunderstorms generally
'- form near tile boundary of a moving,_P

_::_--,D---" "_+ + Rain cold front and a region of warm,
2 -- RI[ 10 moist, stationary air. Lacking buoy-

Coronaspacecharge++ ++ +++ +++ ++ ++ ancy,tilecoldfrontmoves inunder

tile warm air, pushing it up and
generating a cell as described

above. Tile cycle of updraft fol-
Figure 2. Typical, mature cumuloninlbus thunderhead. Arrows inside the cloud lowed by downdraft is repeated
depict strong updrafts, as the front moves along.
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Although not all tlmnderstorms that possess the greatest concentra- Cloud-to-Ground Lightning
develop in the same way, these are tion of charge. Each time a positively Because of its visibility, much
the two most common types. The charged streamer reaches a small more is known about C-G lightning
details of thunderstorm formation concentration of negative charge, a than I-Clightning. lt most frequently
continue to be studied, recoil streamer (K-stroke, nominally lowers negative charge (electrons) to

1-kA peak current) returns along the the Earth, making it part of the global
Lightning ionized channel, neutralizing its posi-, circuit. With C-G lightning, the nega-

When we see lightning or hear tive charge. When a connection is tively charged end of the previously

thunder, we are observing the rnani- made between highly charged mentioned double-ended tree
festations of a dramatic and sudden regions, a high-current return stroke emerges from the cloud's N-region.
charge transfer on the order of 10 C (e.g., 10-kA peak) takes place. Within A faintly luminous ionized channel
(median value). This transfer, the a few hundred milliseconds, a light- moves toward the Earth in a series of
charge carried by 102o electrons, ning event transforms electrostatic steps, nominally 50 na each, having a

occurs in a few hundred millisec- potential energy into electromagnetic duration of 1 gs/step with a pause of
onds. For the transfer to take place, energy (radio and light waves), heat, 50 gs between steps. This channel,
the cloud must be polarized (i.e., sep- and acoustic energy (thunder). called the stepped leader, carries

arate regions of positive and negative In 1988, Williams reported 3 that essentially the full potential of the
charge must exist). In a simple cloud maximum I-C activity and a polarity N-region (e.g., -20 to -100 MV). The
model, these two vertically separated reversal of the electric field at the steps probably result from break-
regions form a dipole, with the nega- ground were found to be concurrent downs between the high-voltage tip
tive (N) region located nearest the with the period of peak updraft. This of the leader and small pockets of
Earth. (For an in-depth discussion takes piace 5 to 10 min before the positive charge in the air. As the
of cloud electrification, see Ref. 2.) onset of intense precipitation and the stepped leader approaches the Earth,

When charge separation within a strong downdrafts associated with at about 0.2 m/gs, its strong electric
cloud causes local electric fields to the collapse of the updraft. Recent field causes positively charged
exceed the dielectric strength of studies by the French have shown the streamers to move upward from

the air, the air breaks down, and onset of I-C lightning to precede C-G pointed, grouncled objects. When
a lightning discharge takes place. If lightning by 10 to30 min and peak the electric field between the stepped
cloud altitude and the presence of total lightning activity to precede leader and one or more streamers is
water and ice particles are consid- heavy precipitation by 5 rain. These greater than the dielectric strength
ered, a typical value for the break- findings suggest that nature may of the intervening air, the air breaks
down electric field is approximately provide a warning before the onset down (see Fig. 3). Typically, this
1 to 2 MV/m. of intense downdrafts and heavy striking distance is in the range of 30

precipitation, to 100 m (a function of the veak
Intracloud Lightning Because the base of the N-region return-stroke current). During the

Intracloud lightning (I-C) is the usually coincides with the freezing- leader process, the steps exhibit 1-kA
most frequent form of lightning, level altitude, a warmer ambient air peaks with an average current of
although the opacity of clouds temperature results in a higher cloud -100 A. A negative charge from 5 to
lirnits visual support of this fact. base. Since C-G lightning takes place 10 C (predominantly electrons), dis-
Intercloud lightning (i;e., between predominantly between the N-region tributed a'ong the channel, is low-
separate clouds) occurs relatively and the Earth, it is less likely to occur ered in ter,_ of milliseconds.
infrequently, as the cloud-base altitude increases. With the leader-to-surface cir-

Charge redistributions within Global statistics show the average cuit now closed by this lowering
the cloud (I-C lightning) initiate the ratio of I-C to C-G lightning is about of the channel's negative charge to
storm-cell discharge process. For 10:1 for the equator, 5:1 for the cooler Earth, a positive, high-current
each discharge, a double-ended, middle latitudes (e.g., the U.S.), and return stroke proceeds to neutral-
tree-like streamer (or leader) 1:1 for the cold far north. Because of ize tl_e channel as it rushes up
carries positive charge from the pos- this temperature dependence, a larger to the cloud at a speed of 35 to
itively charged region to the nega- percentage of C-G lightning can also 100 na/gs. 5"he return-stroke
tively charged region along paths be expected from cold storms, peak current produces a sudden
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temperature rise (e.g., 30,000 K), recorded for a single flash, cold storms (in which positive
making the return-stroke channel Because of tile st:ecds involved, tlle C-G predonlinates) or severe

highly visible and causing the human eye cannot differentiate the storms that produce large hail
thunder-producing ,, _ ....o_ er f ressute, various portions of the lightning or tornadoes or both.
The ck ud s charge center, from flash. Thus, what we perceive as With [-C lightning, current levels,,

which the stepped leader origi- flickering is actually the result of are small and path lengtlls are short
nated, is temporarily neutralized, multiple return strokes, during tlle initial breakdown within
On the average, three to four return Positive C-G strokes, in which a cloud, generating radio noise pre-
strokes occur, separated by tens oi positive charge is lowered from the dominantly in the VHF spectrum.
milliseconds (or tenths of a second positive (P) region, occur much less When a high-current discharge takes
if continuing current is present), frequently (10% of all C-Gs, world- place, a peak current of 1() kA can
Tlle entire event, approximately wide) than negative strokes (the flow through a channel of I km or
500 ms in duration, is referred to other 90%). Positive lightning can more, producing a strong l!ghtning
as a lightning flash. As many as be observed near tile end of a thun- electromagnetic pulse (LEMP) with
26 return strokes have been derstorm, or in conjunction with a spectral density centered at about

4.5 khz. As with I-C lightning, tlle
radio noise generated by the C-G

5-30 ms' return stroke is a low-frequency/,

' ' phenomenon whose spectral density

---_[ ]-_--- ~50_ts is also centered at 4.5 kHz, diminish-
I I ing to near zero beyond 1()0 kHz.

L tNegatlvelycharged] Lightning Threat Warning
leader (~l-kA peak, As discussed earlier, the global

[100-A average,10C) circuit produces a surface fair'

I weather field of approximately~50 m (1 _ta) -100 V / ni (+100 V / m if referring to

l potential gradient rather than elec-
tric field). When charged clouds

ml_s nlove into an area or develop over-

35-100 m/Ias head, the nluch higher potential of
their charge centers and their prox-

, imity to tile Earth cause the local
electric field to depart significantly

TStrikingdistance Return from tile fair-weather value. As tile

____30-100 m stroke magnitude of the electric field
increases, there is generally a point

in time when tile polarity reverses.(20-200-kA Whenever a lightning dischargeA --,,,. A
1-_ a peakcurrer,t) center is neLltralized instanta-, Positive occurs, tile associated cloud charge

streamer _ neously, followed by a gradualrecharging (30 s to 1 rain, typically).

_[[[_[_ The surface electric field generallyfollows these t:ransitions.

Several types of instruments,

Figure 3. l)evelopment of a C-G lightning flash. The stepped leader advances located at or near ground level, are
toward the ground until the striking distance (30-100 m) is reached. The return commonly used t() monitor atmo-
stroke flashes back along the ionized channel left by the stepped leader, spheric electrificati(m The magni-

tude and polarity of the dc electric
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field at the Earth's surface can be produces such an enhancement. This Detection of Electrical-
measured with an instrument apparent increase in sensitivity can Discharge Activity
known as an electric field mill be compensated for by reducing the If a suspicious storm cloud is
(EFM). The EFM uses a fixed elec- sensitivify of the signal-conditioning off in the distance, we cannot deter-
trode (stator), consi::.ting of several amplifier. In addition, EFMs should mine whether the cloud is electri-
segmentS, connected to ground via a be installed away from tall, tally active, i.e., whether it repre-
sensitive current-measuring circuit, grounded structures such as build- sents a possible threat, unless an
The stator is alternately exposed to ings, towert_, light poles, and secu- electrical discha,'ge is detected.

and sl_ielded from the atmospheric rity fences. The recommended prac- How much warning time do we
electric field by a segmented, rotat- tice is to separate an EFM from a have before the first C-G flash
ing, grounded conductive plate structure by a distance equal to at occurs? From statistical data, we
(rotor). During exposure intervals, a least twice the structure's height, know that cloud icing and electrifi-
charge is induced in the stator by the The phenomenon of space charge cation commence within 5 to 10 rain

electric field. During shielding presents a much more serious prob- after onset of the strong updraft and
intervals, the charge drains off to the lem. When the magnitud!_ of the coincident with the first weather-
Earth via the current-measuring cir- surface electric field exceeds about radar echoes from aloft; the first

cult. This process generates an alter- 2 kV/m, grounded, elevated, discharge, almost always I-C, takes
hating voltage pl'oportional to the pointed objects on the surface (trees, place in another 5 to 10 rain; and
electric field. When the measured bushes, man-made structures) go the first C-G flash occurs 15 to 20
field departs significantly from the into corona-point discharge, produc- rain after the initial radar echo.
fair-weather value (e.g., doubles in ing a layer of mcnopolar ions (space Thus, the warning time for the
magnitude or reverses in polarity), charge) with a 1.,,;iarity opposite to distant storm defends on how far
dangerous clouds are relatively close that of the cloud charge causing the away it is and what types of obser-
(e.g., 6 to 8 km away): corona (i.e., generally positive). This vations are being made. Even if we

Electric field mills do have sev- space charge, an unpredictable vari- know the distance to a storm cell
eral shortcomings. Ideally, the sta- able concentrated within several and its velocity (mean wind veloc-
tor should be located exactly at tens of meters above the Earth, ity), we still cannot predict when
ground level. However, this places affects electric fields near the sur- and where lightning will strike
the rotor in a position where it can face, masking a surface-mounted because C-G lightning exhibits a

be damaged by, and do damage to, EFM from the true magnitude of the random-walk pattern with an
wildlife and people, lt can also be cloud's electric field. Space charge average step of approximately
buried by dirt or snow or sub- also rnakes it irnpossible to accu- 3 km from flash to flash.
merged by heavy rain. Raising it rately correct the enhancement effect If a cm_vective storm develops
above ground level solves one prob- associated with an elevated EFM. overhead and radar data are avail-
lem but introduces another. A Even if an EFM's immediate envi- able, the warning time may be
charged body located above a large, ronment is free from corona.-produc- 15 min, although this type of storm
flat, conductive ground plane pro- ing pointed objects, surface winds has been known to go from a clear
duces electric field lines normal to can blow space charge in from sky to the first flash in 10 to 12 rain.
the plane as well as uniformly spaced nearby areas. The relatively low If the initial I-C discharge is the
equipotential planes that lie parallel mobility of the ions allows the space first one observed, a C-G flash can
to the ground plane. A local discon- charge to persist for 5 min or longer be expected in 10 min or less, even
tinuity such as a grounded upward after the cloud-produced field that immediately sometimes. Although

protrusion will essentially compress caused it has changed in magnitude 1 h is the typical duration of a con-
the equipotential planes, thus or polarity. Vective storm, rapidly developed
enl!ancing the field strength around Finally, the motor-driven rotor is storms tend to dissipate quickly,
the protrusion and thereby increas- subject to darnage and requires and a slowly developed storm
ing the apparent magnitude of the periodic maintenance. Particulate dissipates slowly.
measured electric field. Positioning buildup on either the rotor or stator
the EFM ab(we the Earth's surface will affect the calibration.
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Either visual ttr electro-optic rudinlentary C-G flash detector. If this small, lightweight, hand-held
observations can be used tct detect weak, periodic, static impulses are instrumen j is pc_inted at a suspicious
both I-C and C-G discharges, heard, a storm cell has started pro- cloud, its first audible beep (an elec-

Unless the light pulse is obscured ducing C-(; lightning. Increasing trical output pulse is also produced)
or diffused by dark clouds, a single amplitude indicates either that the warns the operator that the cloud is
observer should be able to provide storm is approaching (a frontal beginning to produce discharges.
such information as bearing to the storm) or that larger-amplitude These sensors also can be used irl ali

pulse, approximate range (by tim- strokes are taking place. An increase unattended, surveillance mode by
ing the flash-to-thunder interval), in the number of static "crashes" per mounting tllem and conrlectirlg tlleir
and time of occurrence The lligh minute (tile flash rate) means the electrical outputs tc_a suitable alarm
peak tenlperature of the return- stornl is growing in intensity. When system. The acceptance angle of the
stroke cllannel causes an audible a frontal storm reaches peak activity, detectc_r's lens is selected to provide

pressure pulse (thunder) of about the lightning-produced signals will the desired coverage.
]() tct 30 atm with a peak spectral occur at essentially regular intervals.
amplitude at 1()() Hz. Thunder can A somewhat more sophisticated Location and Trackingof
be heard approximately 25 km flash-warning instrument consists of Cloud-to-Ground Lightning
from an I-C discharge and 5 km a filter tuned to tile low-frequency In the simplest form of liglltning
from a C-G flash, depending on portion of the lightning stroke's locating, a lone obser_er determines
such factors as the intensity of spectrurn and an amplifier. Because the bearing of a single visible C-G
the discharge, wind direction, and the received signal strengtll of an flash, counts tile number of seconds

terrain. Both the light pulse and average-amplitude (20-kA) C-G between the lightning and the thun-
thunder are positive indicators of flash can be estimated by the ]/D 3 derclap, and divides by three to
an active electrical storm, rule, the gain of the amplifier can be obtain tile approximate distance

In addition to light pulses, cloud set to provide a specific output sig- in kilometers (or by 5 to obtain
discharges produce electromagnetic nal corresponding to a particular miles--velocity of sound is approxi-
radiation known as atmospherics or distal_ce. Unfortunately, liglltning rnately 1 krn/3 s or I mi/5 s). If the
spherics over a fairly wide range of is far from being a constant flash-bang interval is 3 s or less, the
frequencies. The short path lengths source--studies have sllown that storm is essentially overhead. This
associated with initial breakdowns strokes occurring at a given fixed flash-bang technique has been made
and stepped leaders result in radia- distance produce field intensities more suitable for scientific research
tion that is predominantly in the that can vary by as much as a fact'Jr by combining a light-sensitive detec-
VHF portion of the radio-frequency of 100. Thus, we cannot accurately tor, a microphone, and an interval-

spectrum. With a suitable receiver, deterrnine tile distance to a single ometer. By using several widely
we can detect these precursors to stroke. However, statistics come to separated observers or sensor:i, we

C-G liglltning activity. The radiation the rescue. By using several ampli- can c_btain several bearings and
from a typical C-G return stroke is tiers with gains corresponding to locate tile strike point by triangula-
equivalent to that of a 20-MW spark' different flash distances (i.e., highest tion. However, this te :hnique has
gap transmitter, with a signal that gain for farthest and lowest gain for some obvious sllortcomings.
predominates well below 1 MHz. closest), we can quantize the signals. In two significantly more sophis-
Because he electrostatic field inten- The mean storm distance corre- ticated methods (time of arrival

sity component of this radiation sponds to the range showing the and magnetic direction finding),
varies inversely as the cube of the highest number of strokes, receivers at several widely spaced
distance (the 1/D 3 rule, where D is A recently developed electro- locations detect the strong electro-
the distance from flash to receiver), optic sensor can detect liglltnillg rnagnetic signals radiated by C-.G
the strength of the received signal pulses not visible to tile eye, e.g., lightning. The resulting data are

provides some indication of tile dis- distant I-C lightning under daylight transmitted t_ a central computer
tance to the flash, conditions. Because I-C lightring for processing and distribution to

A simple AM-radio receiver generally precedes C-G lightning by remote display terminals. These
tuned to tile l(_w end of the bn_ad- 10 to 15 rain, this sensor can be used systems all_w a large number c)f
cast band (0.5 MHz) can be used as a for pre-first-flash warning. When flashes _ver a wide area to be
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located and tracked. Because such at various test-event ground-zero top of a 5-m-high barbed-wire fence
data can be archived, subsequent sites. This early-1970s, portable will start contributing to tile space-
analysis can provide valuable statis- instrument uses a low-level radioac- charge layer when the PG measured
tical information such as thunder- tive source for measuring potential at the surface is approximately 600

storm frequency, history, and gradient (PG) and a spherics receivei" to 700 V/m.
preferential paths, for providing estimated distances to Atmospheric Potential Monitor.

C-G flashes. Its output signals are The recently developed atmospheric

Lightning Threat Warning at recorded and displayed by means of potential monitor (APM) is a con_-
the Nevada Test Site a strip-chart recorder. An ancillary mercial instrument that permits

Designated responsible individu- chass .,, designed by LLNL-Nevada, detection of potentially hazardous
als who combine all available infor- provides an audible warning when electric fields while minimizing or
marion with experience and common the PG exceeds the alarm limits (e.g., eliminating problems associated with
sense are necessary to ensure that the 1 kV/m and 2 kV/m). Because it is space-charge layer, field enhance-
NTS personnel who may be affected located on the surface within Area ment, wind effects, and moving
by lightning receive timely and credi- 27's Baker compound (a security parts. Following the 1989 lightning
ble threat warnings. Several different area), this instrument is affected both season, an APM was installed at the
methods are available, both at the by wind and the space-charge layer NTS/Area 27 on a small hill outside
NTS and the Atlas Facility in North (as previously discussed). Since the and above the Baker compound. (A

Las Vegas, for providing the neces- compound is surrounded by high second APM was installed on top of
sary information to these individuals, security fences (many sharp points) the Atlas Facility's 110-ft-tall tower
The most extensive installation, and tall light poles, it is reasonable to building.) The APM uses a sharply

at Area 27, is depicted in Fig. 4. expect that a significant space-charge pointed metallic probe placed well
Following are brief descriptions of layer will be produced when thun- above the ground (20 m at Area 27)
the instrumentation being used. derstorm clouds are near or above and energized by a 3-kV, low-current,

MRI Sensor. Although no longer the area. Recall that corona discharge ac power supply. The combination of
manufactured, the Meteorologica! takes place when the PG at the height and high voltage causes the
Research, Inc. (MRI) sensor is still in grounded object exceeds 2 kV/m. probe to be in continuous corona
use at the NTS, both at Area 27 and Because of field enhancement, the discharge, even under the weak PG

NTSArea27 LLNL

Atmospheric B-5315

potentialmonitor ] dE/dt [Opticallightning Flashdetecto_r
detector

Dial-up B-131

PG = anddisplay I ModemI-- phoneline

= PG

l __jx2
, dedicated

phoneline
=

Figure 4. Current lightning threat warning system in piace at the NTS. ALDS = automatic lightni,'g detection system, DAS =
data-acquisition system, dE/_i = time rate of change (ff the electric field, EFM = electric field mill, MRI = MRI sensor, PC = per-
sonal computer, arm PG = potential gradient.
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(nominally 100 V/m at the surface) provided to WSNSO forecasting Although this instrunlent has been
associated with clear weather, The personnel and to various interested extensively tested at tile Kennedy
APM's electronics rneasure the mag- parties at tile NTS. Because this Space Center in Florida, it has not
nitude and polarity of the discharge = system only detects C-G lightning, it yet been through a lightning season
current and send an output signal, cannot provide a threat warning for in a high-desert region such as
proportional to PG, to a remotely convective storms that are typical the NTS, We will also share infor-
located computer. The computer is during the late spring and summer mation with personnel from Sandia
used to acquire.and display data at the NTS. However, some degree National Laboratories who are oper-

from tile APM and to provide audi- of warning is provided in the case of ating a two-sensor APM system at
ble and visual warnings when the PG frontal storms that typically move the Tonopah 7bst Range. 'One antici-
exceeds the alarm limits (see above), into the NTS area during the fall, pated problem is how to differentiate
Data from an EFM mid an anemome- winter, and early spring, between high-I)G alarms resulting

ter are also sent to the computer, Flash Warning Sensor. frorn blowing Sand and dust and
Because wind-blown charged patti- The flash warning sensor (FWS), those caused by an electrically haz-
cles can cause PG sensors to provide a simple, stand-alone instrument, ardous storm cloud. Of particular
spurious responses, it is important to receives the extremely low-frequency interest will be the use of APM data
monitor wind velocity and direction, signals produced by C-G flashes and to evaluate tile extent to which space
Data files can also be examined in quantizes them into four, separate, charge affects the MR! and EFM.
Livermore by means of modems and signal-strength levels corresponding We also need to determine the most
a dial-up phone line. to four distance ranges. Digital effective method for presenting

Electric Field Mills, Along with counters record and display the lightning threat warning inforrna-
the MRI sensor, two EFMs are number of flashes at each range, tion to the designated responsible
located within the Area 27 com- Although the wide peak-amplitude individual. Finally, a desirable long-
pound. Output from either EFM can variations of C-G flashes result in term goal would be to der qop an

be recorded by the computer, allow- significant uncertainty, the FWS does artificial-intelligence/expert-based
ing us to compare it with the APM. warn of the existence of an electri- system that could produce timely
As with the MRI, space charge will cally active storm. When properly and credible lightning threat Warn-
adversely affect the EFM's readings, calibrated, it can provide an estimate ings with a minimum of human

Optical Lightning Detector. of range ortce a reasonable number intervention. Such a system not
Two hand,held, optical detectors are of flashes (e.g., >20 for a particular only would be useful for the NTS
available for use by the aforemen- range) have been registered. An but also would have excellent tech-
tioned responsible individuals. As audible alarm signal is produced nology transfer potential.
discussed, these instruments can when flashes are detected at a speci-
provide early warning by detecting fied range. As with any technique References
electrical discharges within a storm requiring the occurrence of C-G 1. R.T. lqasbrouck, "Testing the
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Nuclear
Chemistry

-_ The main mission of tile Nuclear physics of nuclear explosives. In

/N Cllemistry Division is to provide this section, we report R&D in sup-experimental data to understand the port of the Division's radiochemical
performance of nuclear explosives in diagnostics mission.
underground tests. We rely on radio- In study:ing the performance of a
chemical diagnostics to determine the nuclear explosive, we begin by load-

basic performance criteria of these ing various materials into the device.

tests--total fission and therrnonucle- Some mate:rials, called tracers, rnea-

ar yields. The increasing complexity sure the amount of device recovered
of the tests and the desire for more in postshot sampling. Materials used
detailed data require an ongoing to measure basic device performance
research and development (R&D) are called detectors. The basic con-

program to improve and expand our stituents of the device itself may be
arsenal of diagnostic techniques, used as tracers or detectors.

To understand the physics of a Typically, actinides not common in
nuclear explosive experiment in nature are used as tracers. Their dif-

_. detail, we must determine yields of ferent chemical and physical behav-
individual parts, burn asymmetries ior during and after the nuclear
in fissile and thermonuclear fuels, explosion can contribute to misinter-
fast-neutron outputs, and the extent pretation oi' device performance
of shell instabilities. Firm data on unless special precautions are taken.

these performance details are need- We discuss these precautions in this

ed to verify computational-nlodel chapter. We also describe the devel-
predictions or to identify deficien- opment of a chemical separation
cies in the models, thereby leading technique for bismuth, a material we
to a better understanding of the are developing as a new detector.
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More and more materiais are dissolving facility consisting of 12 bility (ff our fission yield measure-
required as tracers or detectors as we glove boxes and a master-crusher ments based on fundamental param-
seek to find ways of recovering more glove box, The facility is now used eters of the fission process,
useful information from a sing,e test, routinely for test samples, In recent years, we have pioneered
After detonation, samples are After radiocliemical separations in the development of detectors that
obtained by drilling back to the post- have been performed, samples are can shed light on the problem of
shot cavity produced by the nuclear prepared for nuclear counting or instabilities in nuclear device dynarn-
explosion. Solid samples, or cores, mass spectrometry. This analysis ics. Some of these detectors provide
are assayed at the drill site by a new, provides a picture of the inventory of information by sampling the
mobile, gamma-ray spectrometer nuclear isotopes that are present after charged-particle fluence in the explo-
system. This system allows us to the nuclear explosion. Some isotopes sion. Again, the data cannot be inter-

select high-quality samples within are produced by nuclear reactions preted in terms of device perfor-
minutes of recovering the sample, witl_ materials present in the device, mance unless the appropriate
thus providing better samples for while others represent materials that charged-particle cross sections are
further analysis in the laboratory, have been unaltered in the explosion, known. However, these cross sections
Gas samples are also obtained post- Interpretation of this large body of can be obtained by a laboratory mea-
shot, and we are developing a tech- interconnected data allows us to surement. Much effort has gone into
nique to recover high-quality gas develop a picture of the performance developing a reliable, high-accuracy
samples through the same drillstring of the device, facility for measuring charged-parti-
that is used for core samples. This This interpretation is extremely cle-induced, ross sections. The facili-
technique not only reduces field complex, however, and depends on ty, some of the measurenlents, and
costs but also has a better chance of the physical properties of the model calculations of the cross section

returning good samples for short- nuclides inw_lved, such as certain are described in several reports in this
lived, gaseous radionuclides. In this nuclear reaction cross sections and section. These laboratory data are
section, we discuss improvements to the yield of nuclides produced by used directly in our postshot interpre-
the solid-core field gamma-ray spec- the fission process. Developing new tations, and they ser ce as a stringent
trometer and our experience with detectors such as iridium and bis- test of our ability to model nuclear
drillstring gas sampling, muth requires that the nuclear prop- cross sections. We also discuss the use

Field samples are returned to the erties be understood in detail. For of ruthenium as a charged-particle
laboratory for further analysis and example, in the extreme conditions detector for nuclear tests.
interpretation: Solid samples must of a ni.lclear explosion, the reaction Many techniques that we have
be dissolved to provide aqueous cross sections cannot be measured, developed to diagnose underground
solutions for radiochemical separa- However, by relying on basic nucle- nuclear explosions can be used to

tions. In the past, this critical step ar reaction theory and the structure understand other underground phe-
inwHved a great deal of tedious of the nuclei involved, we have nomena. The cornposition and origin
hand work that subjected the developed complex computer mod- of the cavity gas produced in
chemists to small hand doses of radi- els that can calculate the cross sec- Defense Nuclear Agency nuclear
ation. To reduce this exposure as tions so the data can be interpreted effects tests are important parameters
much as possible and to provide reliably. We describe some of the for understanding and predicting the
greater control over the chemical efforts to develop successful cross- containment of these tunnel tests.
processing of the highly radioactive section models and the basic physics We describe an experiment per-
samples, we completed and tested a behind them. We also discuss ways formed on the Misty Echo Event.
new, state-of-the-art, automatic in which we are improving the relia-
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Upgrade of a Field Gamma-Ray Spectrometer for
Onsite Core Analyses at the Nevada Test Site

W. D. Ruhter, L. A. Maynard, A. V. Friensehner, A. L. Prindle,

W. M. Buckley, and A. A. Delucchi

In L98  :st haw been able to determine the Computer andMCAUpgrade
Science Annual Report, 1 we discussed weight, fission-product content, and The upgrade uses an IBM-
the derek)ph-tent and implementa- chemical fractionation of a core compatible computer with an 80386
tion of a field gamma-ray spectrome- within minutes after its retrieval, processor, an 80387 coprocessor, and
ter for performing onsite analyses of Quantitative measurements of the a rernovable, 40-Mbyte, Winchester
drillback cores containing debris quality of freshly obtained cores hard-disk drive. Ali these compo-
from underground nuclear tests at have allowed us to decide which nents are placed in a rack-mountable,
the Nevada Test Site (NTS). downhole locations should receive rugged, industrial chassis. The com-

The field gamma-ray spectrome- the greatest sampling effort a_ld puter chassis has a 13-slot, passive
ter functions as follows: which cores need "high-grading" backplane that provides space for

• A portable germanium detector is (selection of the best pieces of the additional IBM-PC or PC/AT expan-
installed in a trailer that during drill- sample) before further analysis, sion cards. We have added an

backs is located next to the drill rig. As we used the system, however, analog-to-digital conversion card to
• Soon after _lcore has been possible improvements became evi- digitize the analog readouts of the
extracted (as early as 3 d after a test), dent. For example, the data were sarnple's weight and its distance
it is placed in a shielded counting being collected and analyzed with a from the germanium detector. The
cllamber in the trailer. Here, a load portable but bulky multichannel system has a 5-1/4-in., 1.2-Mbyte,
cell determines its weight (typically, analyzer (MCA) that could be used high-capacity, floppy-disk drive that
50 to 300 g). either as a computer or as an ana- can write data on floppy disks (after
• An operator in a second control lyzer but not asboth simultaneously, the data have been sanitized for
trailer located outside the potentially The procedure was to switch back security reasons). These disks can
contaminated drillback area remotely and forth between using the system then be sent to Livermore for archiv-
positions the detector 0.9 to 3.0 m first as an analyzer for collecting ing. The Winchester drive was cho-

from the core to accommodate differ- data and then as a computer for ana- sen for two reasons: to give us faster
ent levels of core activity. Good cores lyzing data. The floppy disk'3 used response times than was possible
contain fission products from 1015 to by the system for storing program with the old system (data transfer
1016 total fissions, and system software had several from computer memory to disk now
• Readouts of the core weight and disadvantages: the switching and takes only a few seconds); and,
sample-to-detect,: r distance are data-storage processe were rela- because the information is consid-
available in the control trailer, where tively slow (,--1 rain an_ _1.5 rain, ered classified, to provide a remov-
the data are collected and analyzed, respectively), and the system was able disk that can be secured when it
Each spectrum is analyzed to estab- susceptible to failure because of the is unattended.
lish both the total fission content of dusty and dirty environment (sev- The MCA function in the old sys-

the core and the ratio of 95Zr to 14°Ba eral program and data disks became tem has been replaced with a new
atoms. The analysis uses a code that unreadable for just this reason), system that consists of both hard-
contains information regarding Thus, when it became evident ware and software compone.nts

detector calibration and fission- that a backup system was necessary, installed in the computer. An acqui-
product yields, we decided to use the opportunity sition interface board with an on-

By using this field spectrometer to upgrade both the hardware and board analog-to-digital converter
routinely during the past year, we software of the current system. (ADC) is installed in one of the
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computer's input/output slots. The distance from the germanium detec- devices througla an analog-to-digital
software provides the main display tor. With the old software, this was interface in the conaputer. This
and control functions for the system, done by polling the user with a information is displayed on the
"['he new MCA can acquire data series of questions and responses, screen for verification and can be
while the computer is being used for The new software uses screen changed by the user.

other purposes (not possible with menus and forms, as shown in From experience with the old sys-
the old system). Fig. 2. This approach shows the tem, we had learned that we could,

Figure 1 shows the upgraded svs- user ali of the information at one very early in a count, determine
tem in the control trailer, time and allows an individual itern semi-quantitatively the quality of a

to be changed without the user's core from the displayed count rates

Software Upgrade having to step through a series of of selected gamma-ray peaks. With
With the E_ev,"computer, it was questions. Therefore, the user can the new PC-based MCA, the com-

necessary to transfer the software generate events that the software puter has direct access to the spec-

for the spectral-data analysis from captures, interprets, and responds tral data during data acquisition.
DEC Fortran to MicroSoft Fortran to; and, rather than being trapped in The specific data regions used in the
for the PC. At the same time, we a fixed sequence of events, the user data analysis can be read directly

chose to improve the software, can move freely from one procedure from the memory on the data-
specifically, the users interface and to another, acquisition board. By using this
the data-analysis capabilit3< For In addition, the sample's weight capability, we can calculate and dis-
each sample assay we must have and its distance from the detector are play, with their statistical precMons,
sample identification information, now read directly by the computer the core sample's total fissions and
sample weight, and the sample's from the appropriate measuring the ratio of 95Zr to 14°Ba atoms.

Because these values are displayed
continuously from the beginning of

_ data acquisition, we can, within a
minute or so of core extraction,

i " _' dec;' whether to continue sam-

I piing at the current depth or to pro-
'-- ceed to a new location.{ •
:..: Finally we have added a sum-

Drilling I_ mary report of the core assays to the
system. For each hole or sidetrack

'l hole, a file is created into which the
assay results of cores from each hole
are written. The files are in ASCII

format, and a tabulation of the

results for any hole may be obtained
New. _ bv simply printing the file.

ul_imd_

_y_.n Field Experience
For initial checkout and testing,

we fielded the new PC-based mea-

surement system at the NTS in the

Palisades Event, where it was oper-
Old ated in parallel with the old system.

system Except for a few minor program-

ruing problerns, the overall perfor-
mance of the new svstern was excel-

S _lent, including :ignificant

Figure 1. The upgraded field gamma-ra.v spectrometer.
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improvenlents in speed and ease of the quality of each freshly extracted Reference
use. The menu-selection screens core, we can quickly decide which 1. A.A. Delucchi, L. A. Maynard,
and data-entry forms made opera- downhole locations should receive A.L. Prindle, W. D. Ruhter, and A. V.- Friensehner, "Development and
tion and setup of the new system the greatest sampling effort and Implementation of a Field Gamma-
more convenient and reliable. Its which cores should receive further Ray Spectrometer for Onsite Core
ability to display the core sample's attention. Finally, the computing Analyses at NTS," Nuclear Test-
total fissions and the ratio of _)SZr to power of this ne_,J system gives us Experimental Science Anmml

14°Ba atoms during data acquisition the freedom to either expand the Report Fiscal Y'ar 1.... Lawrence' Livermore National Laboratory,
sped up the core-analysis process, data-analysis program or replace it Livermore, CA, UCRL-53929-88
thus preventing any slowdown of with more sophisticated programs. (1989), p. 152.
the drillback operation. The creation
of a summary file for each hole
aided in the selection of cores for

high-grading.

Conclusion
The reliability speed, and ease of

use of the gamma-ray spectrometer
system at the NTS have been

improved significantly bv upgrad-
ing the old Ineasurement system to a
new PC-based system. The upgrade

has greatly improved our ability to
effectiveb,, sample underground
nuclear test debris, and its reliability
is essential to the efficiency of the

drillback operation. Also, because

we now obtain quantitative and con- Figure 2. An example of the interactive screen display
tinuous real-time measurements of provided by upgraded software.

New Core-Dissolving Facility

P. A. Ba•isden, J. S. Schweiger, K. B. Pedersen, S. R. Stuckemeyer,
D. H. Sisson, W. W. McLaury, Jr., and R. K. Bishop, Jr.

Following the underground detona- • Because the core samples are pri- includes fuming the sample with
tion of a nuclear device at the marilv silicate-containing minerals perchloric acid tc}eliminate any
Nevada Test Site (NTS), solid-core in which the device debris is remaining hydrofluoric acid. Care

debris samples are returned to LLNL included, the dissolution procedure must be taken to oxidize any organic
for radiochemical analysis to deter- requires that we treat the highly matter prior to the perchloric acid
mine device performance. However, radioactive samples with concen- treatment, because this acid is
before the core samples can be radio- trated hydrofluoric acid (HF) at ele- potentially explosive when it con-

__ chemicalh, separated, thev must be rated temperatures, tacts organic material at the temper-
completeiy dissolved to yield homo- • Because residual fluoride ions ature required for fuming.
geneous solutions. The procedure form insoluble compounds with a ,, Because of the high radiation Icy-
involves several steps: number of the elements we wish to els and the harsh chemical treat-

measure, the procedure also ments in\,oh, cd, the dissolution
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process must be carried out in a The Core-Dissolving Facility maj¢)r improvements ¢)ver ()ur past
glove-box enclosure under closely The new facility (Fig. 1) consists procedure of crushing the samples
controlled conditions, c)t_a master crusher box and 12 glove by hand using a mortar and pestle.

For more than 20 y, we have pr¢)- boxes, all interconnected via a sam- The new procedure provides smaller
cessed core samples in the dissolver pie-transport system. A large air- and more uniformly sized particles,
facility located in I,I,NL's Building handling system mailltains all the thereby increasing the surface area
151. For a given event, typically 9 to glove-box enclosures and the trans- and allowing better contact with the
12 samples of silicate-containing port system at a negative pressure 11I_"used in the chemical processing.
minerals (1() to 30 g/sample, relative to the room pressure. This step not (rely gives us better
including water and drilling mud) Scrubber units, incorporated in the contr(H ow, r the very exothermic
are processed in this facility. The air-handling system, clean the air chemical reaction that occurs upon
beta-gamma radiation level associ- prior to its release to the atmosphere, addition of the acid but alsc) has the
ated with each sample is usually l'rocessing of a sarnple begins at advantage that the rate of dissolu-
several hundred milliroentgens, but, the crusher box (Fig. 2), in a heavily tion increases with decreasing patti-
depending on the diagnostic quality shielded compartment wllere cle size. Thus, we now achieve a
of the sample, it can reach several incoming samples are initially more uniform sample than before
roentgens, stored in a movable, six-position and, at the same time, reduce the

Because of the increasing diffi- sample tray. Upon demand, the tray sample handling and, thus, the radi-

culty of maintaining our aging moves to a position below the access ation dose to the hands of personnel.
equipment and our desire to further door located on the floor of the After being crushed, the sample
reduce radiation exposure to person- crusher box and delivers one of the is transferred to a platinum crucible
nel working in the facility, we have samples to the crusher box. Once a and placed in the sample-transport
recently designed and constructed a sample is in the crusher box and the system for delivery to one of the 12
new core-dissolving facility that: access door is closed, the tray con- glove boxes used for chemical pro-
• Provides better radiation shield- taining the remaining samples cessing. The .qample-transport sys-
ing and reduced sample handling, returns to its original position in the tem is another i_,provement over
• Provides improved control over shielded compartment, the old system: it allows the entire
sample processing. The sample in the crusher box is sample-processing operation to be
• Further ensures the quality of our weighed, transferred to a small steel carried out in a totally enclosed sys-
radi_)chemical diagnostics by pro- cup, and then crushed in a hydraulic tem. i'reviously, samples were hand
riding easy equipment decontami- press. The use of a hydraulic press carried between processing stations
nation between tests, for the crushing operation offers by dissolver personnel.

10 9 8 7 I

Electrostaticprecipitators Dualscrubber L_'-"

Transportsystem

system

t ,'--_--] Master

fori.._..l.__..__._.,__._..L__,z__ ! l gloveb°x

Electr°nlcPa:;:tem r'_ I-Sample"

t air-handling i I I I J {[ J L__J | delivery
"_" =' system

6 5,1 L 4 3.. 2 [ I 1 ].... I ' Transportsystem

Figure 1. A l_}p-view schematic diagram _d the disscdver facility.
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This open-air transport was fur- can take tlp to 8 h, depending on tile incorporated tile functions of heat-
ther complicated in that dissolver nature of the sample. The remain- ing, stirring, and weighing into a
personnel had to wear respirators ing 2 wt% of the sample requires a single module that is controlled and
because of the possibility that second dissolving phase that lasts monitored by a microprocessor.
gaseous fission products (such as from 2 to 6 h; here, chernical steps Being able to weigh the sample
radioiodine) might evoh, e from tile similar to those described above are allows us not only to control the

samples during the transfer. With performed by a chemist at each addition of acids but also to monitor
tile new transport system, we again glove box. liquid levels and evaporation rates
reduce the radiation exposure asso- Because our ability to deduce during the dissol_tion. We weigh
ciated with handling the samples, device performance depends on tile sample by having the heater
and the samples are always con- measuring certain isotopes of differ- assembly on a constant-moment arm
tained under a controlled atmo- ent elements and interrelating these that has a linear variable differential

sphere fronl tile tirne they are measurenaents, each diagnostic sarn- transducer (LVDT) attached to it.
opened until tile dissolution process ple rnust be dissolved completely. Tile LVDT generates an output w)lt-
is complete. Failure to do so can change tile rela- age that is proportional to tile dis-

An electronic chassis, mounted tive amounts of each element in a placement. The contents of tile cru-

on tile top of tile crusher box, con- sample and lead to erroneous inter- cible are stirred by a Teflon-coated
trois all operations associated with pretations. Therefore, we exercise bar tllat couples to a large, motor-
tile hydraulic press, tile sample- extrerne care in tile second phase of driven magnet located beneada the
delivery system, and the transport tile dissolution, floor of the glove box.
system. Dual, interlocked hand con- Tc)fully automate tile lengthy During the chemical treatment, a
trois for the hydraulic press and process associated with the first fume hood is rnoved into position
door-interlock switches for the phase of sample dissolution, we above the crucible. Tile air-handling
transport and the sample-delivery

systems protect personnel from
moving nlechanisms. In addition,
the microprocessor-con trolled,

stepped-motor-d riven transport sys-
tem incorporates light-sensitive
position detectors and fail-safe
mechanical switcltes to precisely
control and monitor tile location of
tile crucible.

When a sample has been deliv-
ered to one of the 12 glove boxes,
tile chemical dissolution process is
initiated. During tile first phase of
the dissolution, concentrated HF is

punlped into tlle sample crucible,
and the sample is allowed to react
with tile acid for several hours at a

temperature slightly below tl_.eboil-

ing point of t-IF. By this time, about
98 wt'_. of tile sample has been dis-
solved. Tile liquid in tile crucible is
then reduced to near dryness, and

repetitive treatments with fuming Figure 2. The crusher box with its associated electronics, t lcre, a sample i_;being
perchloric acid remove the residual loaded into the sample-delivery tray, which is attached to the crusher box.
fluoride ions from the sample. Tile
HF-perchloric acid treatment phase
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system removes air from tile glove tile interlock-status module to sense release to the atmosphere.
box only through the fume hood; problems that may occur because of Perchloric acid differs from most
therefore, the noxious fumes pro- liquid overflow, transport-system acids in that, as a gas, it behaves as a

duced go directly to one of two acid- failure, or an insufficient glove-box particulate and is not efficiently
scrubber systems. The glove boxes pressure differential. In such cases, removed using conventional treat-
are equipped with a centrifuge and a the microprocessor triggers an audi- ment with caustic sodium hydrox-
compartment for storing a sample ble alarm and executes a procedure ide. Although we purchased the
bottle that will hold the final solu- that safely terminates the dissolu- scrubbers because of the manufac-
tion. The centrifuge and sample hot- tion process, turer's claim that their unique design
tie are used in the second phase of The alv handling system for the removes perchloric acid at greater
the dissolution process, facility consists of two conamercially than 99% efficiency, we nevertheless

Mounted on top of the dissolver available acid scrubbers (Fig. 3), 12 chose to follow the scrubbers with
glove boxes are five electronic mod- electrostatic precipitator tubes, an the electrostatic precipitators.
ules that control or monitor the dis- exhaust fan (located on the roof), The precipitators shown in Fig. 4
solution process, the stirrer, the and associated plumbing, consist of thick-walhM carbon tubes

heater, the centrifuge, and the status One of our concerns m H,-,signing through which a centered platinum
of the safety interlocks. Except for the air-handling system was to electrode is placed. During opera-
the interlock-status module, each ensure the removal of perchloric tion, the platinum electrode is held
unit has been designed to operate acid from the air stream before its at a +3()-kV potential relative to the
eithe: in a manual mode or under outer carbon walls. Under the

control of a master rnicroprocessor potential gradient, the particulates
located in the dissolution module, ionize, and the resulting ions are
In the automated mode, the dissolu- removed by migration toward the
tion module executes the proper outer wall. An electronic panel con-
sequence of commands to select and trois ali functions of the air-handling
pump a known weight of acid, system, including the pressure dif-
adjust the heater to give the proper ferential in the lines, the pump for
sample temperature, evaporate the the chemical-feed tank (which main-
sample to near dryness, and so on. tains the correct concentration of

The microprocessor also monitors sodium hydroxide in the scrubber

solution), and the power supplies
for the precipitators.

Summary and Status
With the. installation phase com-

plete and the testing phase nearing
completion, we are writing the doc-
umentation and operational safety
procedures that are required prior
to operating the facility. Once it
becomes operational, the new facil-
ity willincrease our capacity to han-
dle radioactive samples and will
substantially increase the level of
safety for sample handling. We

Figure 3. The dual scrubber systems and Figure 4. One of two racks that support expect the new facility to go into
the backside of some ofthe ch(:mical- six electrostatic precipitators each. routine operation by the beginning
pn)cessin!_ glove boxes, of FY 1990.
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Upgrade of the Nuclear Chemistry Division's
Computer-Based Office Equipment

W. D. Ruhter, J. B. Carlson, J. M. Beiriger, M. W. Caffee,
"- R.W. Lougheed, and L. J. Whipple

The computers used in tile Nuclear different computers ("open" net- that would allow extensive informa-
Chemistry Division for administra- works). Users can now transfer tion exchange and resource sharing

' tire and office computing comprise files, share files and software, share and, at tlle same time, provide flexi-
a heterogeneous collection of many printers, send electronic mail, and bility for future changes in conlputer

proprietary systems designed to establish remote terminal connec- technology.
meet many different needs. A long- tions among numerous systems. We

standing problem has been our have insl:alled the Ethernet through- Computer Integration Plan
inability to transfer and share infor- out our Haree buildings and have We developed a phased transi-
mation among these different sys- connected some of our unclassified tion plan to replace the NBI and
terns. In addition, we use hardware systems to it. CEO systems with suitable hard-
and software resources inefficiently Tile NBI system is used by our ware and software, address the issue
because there is little or no sharing administrative staff for technical of connectivity between the new
of these resources among the differ- word processing because of its capa- systems and tile remaining systems,
ent systems, bility to manipulate mathematical and allow the Division to incorpo-

Our computer needs fall into equations. A continuing problem rate future changes in hardware and
three categories: analysis of scientific has been tile inability to transfer software with less disruption and
data, office and administrative sup- word-processing files from the CEO less cost. According to tile plan, all

port, and personal Computing. system, which is used primarily by future computer systems purchased
Digital Equipment Corporation the scientific staff, tc) the NBI word for the Division will adhere to the
(DEC) VAX computers are used to processors. In addition, both the Open Systems Intecconnection (OSI)

analyze scientific data; NBI word NBI and CEO systems are propri- reference modei. This model is a
= processors, Data General (DG) etary, closed systems that are becom- framework that accommodates

Comprehensive Electronic Office ing obsolete, many network protocols and combi-
(CEO) computers, and Unix-based We have developed a plan for nations of protocols with a consis-
systems are used for office and replacing these systems and con- tent set of standards leading to inter-
administrative support; and per- necting the l)ivision's administra- operable, multivendor computing
sonal computers (IBM PCs, Apple tire staff and users of personal com- and communications systems. This
Macintoshes, etc.) are used for desk- puters to an appropriate network, model is useful because it specifies
top computing. These systems are Our challenge was to find ways to seven discrete levels at which two
connected within the Division by combine our heterogeneous collec- systems can communicate (Table 1).
three separate networks for Secret tion of computers and our old oper- Tile lowest level defines tile physical
Restricted Data (SRD), Protect as ating systems into a new network mediunfs voltages and timing
Restricted Data (PARD), and unclas-

sified security environments. 'Fable 1. Functions of the seven-layer OSI model.
Most scientific and administra-

tive computing uses the unclassified Application layer Electronic mail, file transfer,
Ethernet standard network, which is network management,

ou_" largest and most comprellensive Presentation layer } Manage communications
network. Originally, networks per- Session layer among computers.

mi tted communications only among Transport layer Data become bits or vice versa.

computers from the same manufac- Network layer Bit reading.turer ("closed" networks). With tile
Data-link layer Physical description of bits.Ethernet standarcl, it is possible to

transfe," information among many Physical layer Cables, wires.
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relationships by means of cables, for replacing some of tile current anywhere on a multivend_)r network
At higher levels, increasingly rnore systems and integrating the others, without explicitly having to cc)py it
complex services are performed. We have begun this process with the onto the user's machine. This gives
The advantage is that the implemen- acquisition of several Sun worksta- a single-file consistency in multiven-
tation at any level can be changed tions. We purchased a Sun 3/60 to dor, distributed environments that
without affecting any higher or function as a network file server was once available only on time-
kwver level. By adhering to the OSI (i.e., it provides disk-file services for sharing systems from single vendors.
model, the Division will be able to other systems on the network). We In addition to the Sun worksta-

procure commercial equipment also purchased a diskless Sun 3/50 tions, we have acquired hardware
without being concerned whether it to evaluate the use of diskless work- and software to begin connecting
will work with in-place equipment stations by the administrative staff, some IBM PCs and Macintoshes to
and systems. Sun Mlcrosystems is an industry the network. Sun's NFS allows i_Cs

Our transition to this new system leader in the implementation of the to share information and resources
should be an ewflutionary process OSI concept. So integral are the con- with other machines on the network.
for several reasons. First, there ix a cepts of openness and interconnec- We can now back ups PC disk over
learning process we must evaluate tivity to Sun's strategy that Sun has the netv_ ork to the disks attached to
replacement hardware and software developed a so-called "Open the Sun 3/60 file server. We have

to determine if they meet our needs; Systems Network" that makes the also connected the Applelhlk net-
second, not everything we need cur- network and the attached computing works to the Ethernet network, and
rently adheres to the OSI model; and resources indistinguishable from a with the necessary software, we are
third, a full-scale change ali at once user's personal workstation. Part of able to communicate between the
is expensive and difficult to achieve, this environment is Sun's Network Macintoshes and the PCs. The

With these issues in mind, we File System (NFS), which allows PCs can now use the PostScript-
developed a phased transition plan access to an original file residing compatible printers attached to the

Applelhlk network. Ali of this has
been accomplished within the Open

IBMPO Terminals (Fig. 1). We also are exploring and
_/_ _ ] Data

-_._:2 ! G_; O eva,uating ways to replace the func-
[ _ al tions of the CEO system and to

__ ] ] replace the NBI workstations.• OpenSystems " _--------------_--_-1 We believe tilts plan will accom-

and c(mnectivity of existing personal
computing equipment while giving

sclen
Sun _ _ _ sclenti our office and adnlinistrative func-

_eTa,k ]__ I_ tiol-_Si,npr_,ved capability and per-

formance. The transitkm from pro-
prietary, semic_mnected systems to

[_/ ''_ open systemswillgivetheDivisi(m' Printers the desired connectivity and more

It______b---. Remote flexibility in the future. With any
__I///_1_{_ Macintosh networks new system that follc_ws the OSI ref-

erence m()del, electronic c()mmuni-

Figure 1. The ()pen Systems Netw_)rk makes ccmnectivity pt}ssible for ali unclassi- catkin among the scientific, adminis-
fied Nuclear (Themistry l)iviskm ccmlputers, trative, and secretarial staffs will

bee(rule a reality.
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Drillstring Gas Sampling

C. E Smith

With varying degrees of success, samples of better quality, generated Since then, the use of tubing in drill-
we have collected gas samples from more diagnostic information, and back reentry holes has been the stan-

postshot reentr/drill holes for promised to obviate the need for dard reentry sampling technique.
nearly 25 years. Typically, we drill-hole sampling. We suspended
inserted a 2-in.-diam tube, perfo- the use of this technique in 1986, pri- Drillstring
rated near the end, into the drill hole marily because of budgetary con- Sampiing_Modem
after we collected sidewall core san> straints. The alternative concept of We were motivated to revive

pies. Often, we sealed the core hole sampling through the drillstring the idea of sampling through the
to avoid collecting gas from the ther- then became worth considering, drillstring by our desire to have

really hot "puddle" region at the some control over the location of the
bottom of the cavity and drilled a Drillstring gas inlet during sarnpling. We
special sidetrack hole for gas sam- Sampling_Historic wanted to determine the quality of
pling. Ortce the tubing was Sarnpling through the drillstring the gas being collected and to obtain
emplaced, drillers packed off and is not a new idea. In fact, at least samples 2 to 3 d after the shot, rather
cemented the annulus between the four events between 1969 and 1972 than wait 7 to 10 d for completion of
tube and the hole wall. were so sampled. Results were poor coring. We also recognized that

After the drill rig was removed, because of limited technical capabili- early collection of representative
the sampling crew cormected pump- ties and many problems with the samples would often suffice. In this
ing equipment t ) the tubing, drew equipment. On the Jorum Event, we case, the expense of tubing emplace-
gas, and collect. :d samples. When used a dedicated drill hole for sam- rnent could be aw)ided.
the tube was f'xed in space, we pling but failed to find radioactive
could shorte,i it explosively, if neces- gas, although samples were
sary, but otherwise, we could not obtained later from a tube placed in \\ \____ Prolected_

vary its position to control sarnple the hole. Drillstring sampling on the NN _ chimney
quality, Normally, samples were Yannigan Event also failed, and no LosAlamos\\l \\LLNL

poor at first, improved in time, and samples were obtained. On both the \\
ultimately deteriorated. On occasion, Parnassia and Dianthus events, the LLNL ._\ \\

_= either an on-line or a grab-sample results were erratic, and gas quality sampling i'_\\ \\
analysis capability was fielded, but was often poor and nonrepresenta- tube _1 \\ X\ -- -_("traditional \

because we had no control over gas chromatography were used to

sample quality. Gas fractionation evaluate the results. Little in the Working _

was a persistent problem inherent in way of useful device-diagnosticthe underground transport mecha- information was obtained, point
nisms that brought gases to our At the tinm, experimenters were
sampling inlet, actually more interested in deter-

The sampling operation was mining the optimum location for a Figure 1. Typical reentry drill-hole
expensive. Drilling of the sidetrack sampling tube than they were in trajectories for LLNL and Los Alamos.
hole, the cost of the hardware, the obtaining a definitive suite of sam- Sampling was attempted at various
manpower to emplace the tubing, ples from the drillstring. The re,uc- depths, along the paths shown, inside the

projected chirnney region (see Table 2).
and the extended sarnpling period tance to rely on drillstring samples Both traject(_ries enter the chimney at an
could escalate the operating costs to appears to have resulted largely elevation significantly above Ihe tradi-
several hundred thousand dollars from containment concerns. From tional tubing-emplacement locaticm used

per event. Clearly, an alternative these experiments, however, we by I.,I.NI_for gas sampling in a side-
was needed. For many years, derived our criteria for emplacing track hole.
prompt gas sarnpling provided tubing in a sidetrack hole (Fig. 1).
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Reentry drilling is directed pipe, if necessary, to ensure contain- tile drillstring through tile main
toward tile region deemed appropri- ment of any radioactive gas, The loop, Eacl! loop operates indepen-

ate for core sampling, Our opera- hole annulus can also be flooded dently and has its own monitors,
tion begins once drilling penetrates with mud, The plug, which closes Ali faciliiies, except tile buried
tile projected chimney, as shown in tlle sampling port near tile bottom of tanks, are moved to the site, set up,
Fig, 1, The hole is drilled past this the drillstring, can then be pulled, made operational, and leak-checked
point to provide a surnp for tile Once tile port is open, the mud in after the shot,
drilling mud. We then retract some the pipe runs into the hole, leaving Our analysis trailer contains a
pipe sections in an attempt to raise the pipe ready for sampling, quadrupole mass spectrometer and
the inlet port above the fluid in the Figure 2 is a schematic of our sur- a gamma-ray spectrometer, A third
hole, We can remove ad'ditional face equipment, We install hoses trailer houses tile computers to oper-
pipe sections or drill deeper and from the drillstring through a ate tile spectrometers, the control
retry, if necessary, to obtain the cnmpressor to a disposal well (i,e,, to system for the pumping trailer, and
desired samples, tile annulus of the hole being drilled the system monitors. During pump-

At tile top of the drillstring, our or to another reel)try hole nearby), ing, we can observe gas compost-
gas-sampling head is joined to the A sampling loop branches from tile tion, pressure, flow rate, radiation

drill pipe, lhis head is simply a main loop and runs through our level, and radioisotope concentra-
valve that closes the pipe above a analysis and pumping trailers, tion on our monitors, When the on-
side arm where our gas-sampling Excess gas is collected in buried con- line analyses indicate the presence of
hose is connected. Above that is a tainment tanks, Four evacuated good-quality gas, we collect a sam-
containment fixture connected to the pumping tanks (3.8 rn 3 each) are ple, Occasionally, gas quality gradu-

drilling-mud line that will flood tile available to rapidly exchange gas in ally improves, and additional sam-
plesare obtained, Once the gas
quality has stabilized, a few addi-

__ &&__ tional samples are taker_ to cornplete_ ' ' the desired suite,In co_i'cept, our current technique

o,,, XX", 'li ,om,,n,,,o,s r"'"'_l is not much different from that used

pipe previously, lqowever, our drillstring
- - connection is less likely to leak air

into tile sample line, and our new

pumping system is significantly bet-

_ i1/Ant_Y_lle_[___] oU _ ter. Tlie use of pumping tanks to

move gas rapidly is also a distinct

Reentry - improvemellt, as are our on-line

drillhole _ _ _ '- ;r_ C°tt:_kment analytical ca pa bility, ourex perimen-

1 "_ c:r_ptrae_or analyticaltaldesign, and our moderntools,
1 Mali _ !J' ,_-_ y_ Exhaustto a nearbyreentryhole

loop (disposalweil) Experimental Results
i( ..._ Inlet Table I summarizes our recent
-- "_ "} '_ ' -i •_ _ port exl:ermlents. All of these events

were ernplaced in volcanic tuff of

Figure 2. Surface equipment used by LLNL for drillstring sampling. Connection to the similar density. Sampling was done
drillstring is accomplished by a special gas-sampling head, Compressors or pumping 2,5 to 3 d after the shot,
tanks pump gas through the main loop, and excess gas is sent either to the hole annu- Table 2 srlmmarizes otlr experi-
Ius or to a nearby reentry hole, The side loop passes through our analysis trailer, where ence at each of the sites, The num-
mass and gamma-ray spectrometers provide real-time concentration data, Samples are
cifllected at the pumi}illg trailer, and gas continues through the side loop into buried ber of sampling attempts is indi-
tanks, Operations are mcmitored and controlled from the control trailer, rated for eacll, together with tlle true

vertical depths of both the bottom of
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the hole (BOH) and the inlet port. Tablel' Recent drillstrtng sampling in volcanic tuff of similar density.
These depths are given relative to
tile depth of burial (DOB) and have Event Sample DOB a Hole Geologic Density '
been adjusted for tile difference in Event date date (m) desig, medium (g/cm 3)

elevation between the drill pad and
surface ground zero. The results of Bullfrog 8/30/88 9/2/88 489.2 4au Tuff 1.89
each trial are noted in the table. Ranier

Our initial sampling attempts Texarkana 2/10/89 2/13/89 504,3 7ca Tuff 1,90
were well up in the chimney, a Asia flow
choice based on our experience with
emplaced tubing. These were ali Kawich 2/24/89 2/26/89 370,3 2cu Tuff 1.85

sealed, presumably because the inlet . Tunnel
was beneath the level of drilling beds
mud in the hole. By raising the ele-

-_ vation of the port above the mud, Ingot 3/9/89 3/11/89 500.0 2gg Tuff 1.92
we i)btained flow but did not obtain Ranier

radioactive gas, Through continued
drilling, we eventually found a per- Palisade 5/15/89 5/17/89 335.3 4at ruff 1,81- Paintbrush
meable region of tile chimney, which
evidently allowed the drilling mud aDepth of burial.
to drain from the hole. Instruments

on the drill rig indicated a drop in Table 2. Drillstring sampling results.
backpressure in the drilling-mud
supply and a higher drilling rate Depth/DOBa

__ after the breakthroughs occurred, lt
Event Trial BOH b Port Resultis surprising that we had tc) drill so

= far into the chimney to find such Bullfrog 1 0.831 0.760 Sealed
regions. At sampling depths, the 2 0.831 0.724 Flow_no activity
hole bottoms were very near the 3 0.914 0.848 5 excellent samples
original device location.

- Our first attempt was on the Texarkana 1 0.854 0,823 Sealed
Bullfrog Event, and it was a spec- 2 0.925 0.876 Poor, restricted

tacular success. Sampling was 3 0.925 0.841 8 samples
attempted both from the drillstring
and from the annulus. We obtained Kawich 1 0.894 0,854 Sealed

five high-quality samples from the 2 0.962 0.924 Sealed
drillstring. Gas quality in the annu- 3 0.987 0.947 5 excellent samples

lus was very poor, so we chose not Ingot 1 0.847 0.785 Sealed
to sample from this source on 2 0.881 0.785 Sealed

= subsequent events. 3 0.936 0 870 Sealed

Samples obtained on the 4 0.969 0.932 Flow_no acti,. ;ty
7bxarkana Event were used to 5 1.041 1.011 2 excellent samples
obtain ratios o, the short-lived fis-

sion products_one of the experi- Palisade 1 0.847 0,752 Restricted flow--no
mental goals. They were not, how- activity
ever, good enough for diagnostics. 2 0.925 0.804 Sealed
We suspect, on the basis of later 3 0.925 0.754 Flow---no actMty
experience, that we simply did not 4 1.006 0.754 4 excellent samples
drill deep enough on this event.

a Depth of burial.
= b Bottom of hole.
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Excellenl: samples were obtained samples were excellent for deter- emplace tubingi with a resulting

on the Kawich Event, where the first mining some short-lived detector- probable savings to the program of
of the relatively deep ho!es was activation product species, We $150,0()(I on this event,
drilled, After several attempts to believe that the steam problems on

sample were aborted because of the the lr,got Event were a consequence Sunlmary
presence of drilling rnud in the hole, of placing the inlet port too low in Gas samples of excellent quality
we decided to drill until a break- the hole, can be obtained from the reentry
through occurred, The drillers On the Palisade Event, we drillstring within a few days of the

sensed" a loss of backpressure and obtained four excellent samples event, For ew.._nts in tuff, it appears
an increased drilling rate when the when we drilled to the same relative desirable to drill nearly to the work-
eventual sampling depth was depth as on the Ingot Ew.,lt, We did ing-p0int depth and then to piace
reached, We have used these indica- not encounter any steam problems, the inlet p_rt of the drillstring at an
tors to identify sampling depths The difference presumably lies in elevation well up the hole, The
ever since, the fact that we located the inlet port drilling engineer may weil be able to

Sampling on the Ingot Event was well up in the hole prior to sam- sense a breakthrough when an
terminated early because of the pres- piing, The Palisade hole was sam- appropriate depth is reachedl '

ence of steam in the surface plumb- pied again through the drillstring at Operations are quick, requiring only
ing, Samples there contained excess the same elevation after coring was a few hours once an indication of
fission-product gases relative to completed, The sample suite was gas fluw is seen, The use of drill-

tracer species, and their value was acceptable for all of our diagnostic string sampling can preclude the
consequently degraded for fission goals, We elected not to require need for emplacement of tubing for
diagnostics, However, these same additional sampling and did not sample collection,

Misty Echo Cavity Phenomenology Studies

C. E Slnith

The Misty Echo Event, a phe- features for underground detona- phenomenology should improve,
nomenology experiment conducted tions, The cavity gas is the driving and modifications to emplacement
by the Defense Nuclear Agency fluid and its composition is a techniques may be suggested by the
(DNA), was detonated in a mined necessary input for a variety of cal- results of these experiments,
cavity at the Nevada Test Site (NTS) culations, lt is also the material that

- un December 10, 1988, At the request challenges containrnent, However, Experiment Description
of the DNA, we participated in the our ability to reliably predict the The Misty Echo Event was the
experiment to investigate issues of composition is imperfect, at best, first nuclear detonation on which we

concern to those who design ways to Observations such as those con- installed a wall-material-inc(_rpora-
contain detonation-related gases, ducted or,the Misty Echo Event tion experiment, This novel experi-
Our goals were to study the source have only recently been used to ment was an incren_ental-adctition
and composition of the cavity gas address containment concerns, measurement in which we used

and to investigate the quantity of They furnish insight into cavity three sets of gaseous tracers, seven
material outside the cavity that phenomenology, provide data canisters in each, located at intervals

contributes w_latiles to the cavity, against which calculations can be in the grouted upper access drift and
Knowledge of the composition compared, and delineate the nature in the tuff along its right rib,

and origin of the cavity gas is central and scope of potential containment Canister locations are shown in
to the design of containment issues, OLIr ability to prcdirt cavity Fig, 1, Each canister was fitted with

|
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a bismuth plug designed to melt at gas to tire sampler location, and an fractions obt_lined by selective des-
271°C so that it would release gas evacuated 34-1 sample bottle, l-'rior orptk;n from charcoal, Mass spectro-
when heated, Water was added to to each sampling, the lines wen: metric analyses determined the gross
the contents, when necessary, to cre- purged, and chirnney gas was circu- composition and rneasured rare-gas

ate a positive internal Fressur,, and lated to ensure that gas from the concentrations using the sample
to ensure release of the canister con- chimney was present at the Sampler, fraction remaining after the reactive

tents when the plug melted, The purrlp was then shut off, and the gases were chemically removed,
The tracer canisters ernplaced in 34-1 bottle was opened. After it

the grout colurnn contained neon filled, this bottle and the associated Results
enriched in '--"'_Ne.They were sus- drying tube were sent to LLNl_, for Our analyses_ showed that the gas
pended in the center of the drift processing and analysis, was mostly air with about 35%
from fiberglass rods hung from rock At LLNL, we processed a portion hydrogen. Since air in excess of that

bolts placed in the back of the drift, of each sample, typically 1 to 2 1, by present in the preshot cavity can be
Two xenon tracers Were emplaced elution chromatography to obtain presumed to have entered the chim-

in the tuff, one of which was enriched pure hydrogen, argon, krypton, and hey followinlg subsidence, we con-
in 124Xeand the other in 136Xe. xenon. These gases were then sub- clude that tl!e cavity gas was ini-

These were paired and placed in jected to radioassay by beta counting tially nearly all hydrogen in steam.
holes drilled into the rock from the or gamma-ray spectrometry in our We determili_ed the amount of
access drift. The neon and 124Xe counting facilities, Our isotope-ratio hydrogen initially present by mea-
canisters had a "bulk" density of mass spectrometer was used to deter- suring the total hydrogen present at

1.9 mg/m 3, which matched that of mine the deuterium-to-hydrogen sampling time (relative to the 3He
the surrounding niaterial. The 13bXe ratio in the hydrogen fraction. The tracer) and adding an amount equal
canisters, which were 50% denser isotopic ratios of helium, neon, kryp- to twice the amount of missing oxy-
ftmn the host tuff, were included as ton, and xenon were determined on gen (as judged by argon). This

a test of the importance of matching our rare-gas mass spectrometer in corrected foir hydrogen combustion
densities in experiments of this kind,

We emplaced three tracer species
(3He, natural krypton, and xenon Experimentbins
enriched in 1>JXe) in the preshot cav-

ity' to facilitate study of the Cavity
gas, These tracers served as refer-

129Xeence materials whose total in the gas Accessdrift

was known a priori, Sampling was , ,, , , Kr
accomplished through the drill pipe ., 3He
that rernained after the DNA com- ' , (_
pleted a reentry hole, extending from Working
the fast-data recording alcove to the ' ' : point

chimney region above the cletonation • Grout-motionmonitors:22Ne
point, The hole was 285 m long, 0 Wallmonltors:124Xeand138Xe

sloped upward at a nominal ll-deg ....... Tracer.,emplacementdrillhole
angle, and penetrated the chimney _ High-strength,rock-matchinggrout
52 m ab(_ve the plane of the working _ Rock-matchinggrout
point. We used this source for a total
of eight samples taken fron_ 47 to i, • '._
130 d after the detonation. .i • i, .._"_ I I

A portable sampling skid was "'_'_ 5 m%

used to collect sarnples. Compor_ents "... "'>
of this skid included a dropout Upperaccessdrift '_
chamber and a drying tube to

remove water, a purnp to draw fresh Figure 1. l'lan view c_t:the Misty Echo Event cavity regkm, shin,ring the locati_ms of
the various gas-tracer canisters.
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by oxygen in tile air that entered tile and they indicate tile likelihood of after tile subtraction of exactly four
chimney following subsidence. Tile late-time influx into tile chinmey, tracer canisters, gave tile same result.
initial hydrogen total thus obtained The measured amount of 124Xe We can conclude that the yield of the
was consistent with tile amount of (relative to the 129Xe tracer) equals Misty Echo Event was as expected.
reducing material known to be pre- that contained in three canisters, indt-
sent in approximately 3 m of tile eating gas entry from at least 3.9 m Discussion
cavity wall, but less than 5.1 m (preshot) into the We used a sirnple geometric

We measured tile deuterium con- tuff. The contents of four canisters of model for comparing the measure-
tent of the hydrogen and found a 136Xemixed with the cavity gas, sug- ments. Assuming that equal
constant value of 115 ppm. Since the gestlng a maximum depth of 5,7 m. volumes of nlaterial above and

llydrogen in NTS water is 145 ppm However, the denser 136Xecanisters below the plane of the cavity floor
deuterium, the implied equilibrium may well have lagged during cavity contributed volatiles, we obtained a
constant for deuteriunl exchange expansion, and this greater depth relation between tile depth into the
between water and hydrogen was indication is suspect. A value on the wall and the mass of the rock, Our
1.26. This value is characteristic of order of 5 m appears valid, interpretation of results from the
an exchange-reaction ternperature of Isotopic ratio measurernents of wall and grout tracers is that tlley
900 Ko The high temperature and 22Ne (relative to 3He tracer) revealed are integral values, include possible
constant ratio are an indication that tile presence of tracer gas from four late-tinle effects, and may be taken as
the exchange was "quenched" as the canisters, indicating gas entry to tile upper limits for tile amount present
gas cooled and did not continue at cavity from at least 4.5 m but less during cavity expansion. We believe
an appreciable rate thereafter, than 5.5 m (preshot) into tile grout that the hydrogen and the tritiunl-to-

Tile same quenching should per- column This is consistent with tile hydrogen results more nearly repre-
, tain to tritium exchange. The corre- results t,om the wall tracers and sug- sent the early cavity conditions.

sponding equilibrium constant for gests that no appreciable difference Apparently, the arnount of rock

tritium excllange between hydrogen exists between the expansion behav- releasing water is less than that
and water is 1.3. The amount of ior of the tuff and the grout colunln, releasing gaseous species. This

water required to dilute the esti- Near the end of the sampling result suggests that gas migration
mated residual tritium to 1.3 times period, our measurements detected into the cavity continued for sonle
tile tritium-to-hydrogen ratio in the presence of additional wall and time after the hydrogen-excllange
hydrogen is assumed to be the grout tracers. These amounts were equilibrium was quenched by cavity
amount of water existing as steam in small (less than an additional canis- cooling. Since we believe that steam
tile presubsidence cavity. If we ' ter) but suggested the possibility of is the carrier tllat brings tile tracer
assume that the tuff outside the material entering tile chimney from gas into the cavity, we must conclude
preshot cavity was saturated with the surrounding environrnent at that at least two, and perhaps three,
water and that tile water content of very late times. We think it is distinct phases of introduction exist.

tile grout in the cavity invert is simi- unlikely that adequate nlixing took Initially, a prompt, higll-ternpera-
lar to that in tile tuff, then the indi- place between these late entrants ture reactiv e phase takes place, dur-
cated release depth is found to be and the reference tracers, and we ing which water is converted to
consistent witll that deduced from believe that any additional interpre- hydrogen gas by reaction with
the amount of hydrogen gas. tation of these measurements would reducing materials in tile environ-

Tile tritium-to-hydrogen ratio not be meaningful, ment, and significant steanl pressure
was also measured in water col- Because 136Xeis produced in fis- drives the cavity growth. There fol-
lected with the gas, and this ratio sion, interpretation of the 136Xe wall- lows a later, lower-temperature,
varied widely. Tile highest tritium tracer results required knowledge of nonreactive phase in which addi-
content in tile water was one-tenth tlle device fission yield. The 85Kr fis- tional steam and liquid water bring

of that in the hydrogen gas. The sion indicator (relative to ttle kryp- environmental gases into the cavity
samples clearly are not cavity water, ton tracer) indicated nominal device from beyond the cavity boundary.

performance. The residual 136Xe, Because we find the tracer gases
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introduced during the second phase late-time influx is not necessarily expectations of many experimenters.
to be well mixed with the cavity mixed with tlle cavity tracers and is, Our results, therefore, have been
tracers, we believe that both of these therefore, difficult to quantify, received with a good deal of interest
phases probably occur before chim- by the community at large. We will
ney subsidence. Following subsi- Conclusion repeat these experiments on future
dence, there is a very late-time In conclusion, we note that ali of events to both confirm and augment
extension of the second phase, aug- the depth indications determined in the implications of our Misty Echo
mented by gaseous diffusion. This these measurements exceeded the Event investigations.

Reliability of Actinide Tracers

R. W. Lougheed, R. J. Dougan, and A. A. Delucchi

We analyze the performance of tracers. (Table 1 lists these tracers 89Zr) by the 241Am bomb fraction to
nuclear devices tested underground and their frequency of use from 1979 arrive at a total of I x 102o atoms of

at the Nevada Test Site by measur- through 1988.) The use of bomb- 89Zr produced by the device.
ing the quantity of individual fraction tracers is similar to the use The reliability of this technique
nuclides in postshot drillback sam- of radioactive tracers in ordinary depends on three conditions: the
ples. To calculate the total amount chemical procedures to determine same relative underground chemical
of the measured nuclides produced chemical yields. There is an impor- behavior of the tracer and the traced
by a nuclear device, we need to tant difference, however, in that we element (no chemical fractionation),

know what fraction of the device or often use the bomb fraction mea- accurate pre- and postshot assays of
device part (bomb fraction) our sured from a nuclide of one element the tracers, and good physical mixing
sample contains. To measure this to deduce the recovery of nuclides of of the tracer and the traced nuclides
fraction, we place known amounts other elements. For example, if we either before or during the nuclear
of actinide nuclides (bomb-fraction measure a bomb fraction of 1 x 10-14 explosion. Considering the enor-
tracers) inside or outside the for 241Am in a particular sample, we mous energy released in a nuclear

nuclear device, might then divide the meastired device, one would expect good mix-
In this article, the emphasis is on arnount of another radionuclide in ing of the device debris, but if ele-

the reliability of external bomb- that sample (e.g., 1 x 106 atoms of ments are not mixed or placed

fraction tracers, although most of together prior to detonation, mixing
the factors that affect the reliability Table 1. A summary 0fexternal is frequently incomplete. We will not
of external tracers also apply to tracer usage from 1979 through 1988. discuss mixing further in this article
internal tracers. We use external ' but will concentrate on the other two

Typical conditions for reliability._ bomb-fraction tracers in three princi- No. of amount
. pal ways: to trace either the whole Tracer times used pc,r use (g) The empirical observation that a

device or a part of the device, to large number of elements recovered
measure the activation products of from postshot samples are seldom
elements placed with the tracer, and 233U 54 20-300 chemically fractionated from each

235U 1 200 other permits us to make meaning-to determine the chelnical fractiona- 236U 2 250
tion or volatility of other elements. 237Np 5 20 ful radiochemical measurements by

238pu 3 4-20 using bomb-fraction tracers. These

Measurement Technique 242pu 41 !0-20 elements, all of which are thought to
-- We use the nuclides 233,235,236U, 241Am 27 5-20 exist in compounds with high boil-

237Np, 238,242pu, 241,243Aln, and 243Am l 1
244Cm 47 0.5-2 ing points (hence, called refractory

244C1n as external bomb-fraction
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elements) during condensation correction is the assumption that mar have a few samples for analysis
underground, are scandium, ali uranium nuclides in a postshot that are highly depleted in uranium
yttrium, the rare-earth elements, sample have the same chemical frac- (30 to 50';_}, or perhaps such samples
h,'.fniuna, tantalum, thorium, protac- tionation relative to the refractory are ali we can get.
tinium, neptunium, plutonium, nuclides, regardless of their presimt
anaericium, and curium. A few ele- location. This assumption lans been Results
ments that are chemically fraction- validate t by the internal consistency We now discuss the results of a
ated relative to this refractory group we have obtained after applying the series of experiments in which ser-
are beryllium, vanadium, man- CORU factors to uranium data. eral actinide tracers were loaded

ganese, niobium, and uranium. We also use the CORU measure- together in underground nuclear
Therefore, ali of the actinide tracers ment as an indicator of possible frac- tests, and measurements were made

listed here, except uranium, are con- tionation effects with elements other of the relative recoveries of these
sidered to be refractory in the under- than uranium, even those elements tracers in postshot samples. Our

ground environment and, hence, normally considered to be refractory, purpose was to see if any differences
should be interchangeable for use as On the basis of the consistency of in recovery were the result of chemi-
bomb-fraction tracers, results from samples with difierent cal fractionation or systematic mea-

We use uranium isotopes (usually CORU factors, we suspect that even surement errors and, specificalb; if
233U) as bomb-fraction tracers the refractory elements may chemi- these differences occurred in sam-

paired with one of the refractory tally fractionate to some extent in pies with moderate or high chemical
actinide tracers (usually 242pu) to samples that are very depleted or fractionations of uranium relative to
measure the chemical fractionation enriched in uranium relative to the the refractory elements.

of uranium from the refractory ele- refractory tracers. Accordingb; we Tracer Recoveries from Normal
ments. The recoveries of the ura- normally attempt to obtain postshot Postshot Samples. Table 2 summa-
nium and refractory tracers are used samples tt_at are between about 10',:_ rizes tracer-recovery results from
to generate a correction factor enriched and about 30q depleted in nine experiments that had paired-
¢CORLi) that we apply to other post- uranium relative to the refractory actinide tracer loadings. These
shot uranium data. Implicit in this tracers. Sometimes, however, we result,; were obtained from samples

that met our usual acceptable
Table 2. A s,ummary of bomb-fraction ratios from paired-tracer loadings for range of uraniun_ chemical fractiona-
samples with normal uranium chemical fractionation (+10 to -30%) relative to tion; results from some samples that
a refracto D' actinide tracer. The results are typically the average of six samples, were highly depleted or enriched in

Average bomb-fraction ratio uranium are discussed separately.
The results given in Table 2 indi-

Event 241Am/242pu 244Cm/242pu 244Cm]241,243Am 237Np/242pu cate that equal amounts of neptu-
nium tracer were recovered relative

A 1.06 1.04 0.97 _ to plutonium, and of americium rel-
B _ 1.06 _ 0.99 ative to curium. However, ameri-C 1.03 1.06 1.03 1.02
D 1.04 1.10 1.06 1.03 ciurn and curiuln had about a 5';i
E -- _ 0.97a _ higher recovery than neptuniuna
F _ _ 1.02 _ and plutonium. A previous study
G _ 1.05 _ _ that compared pre- and postshot
H _ 1.01 _ _ 241Am a,nd 23_I_tl from device parts1 _ _ 1.00

did not show any systematic differ-

Avg. 1.04 1.05 1.01 1.01 ence in americiuna and plutoniuna
+1.3'7t _.7% +_3.2% +1.6% recoveries (.I. Wild, Lawrence

a The isotope 243Am was used.
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l.ix'ernu_re National Laboratory, relative to americiunl and curitlm, as Accuracy of Tracer Measure-
private communication, 1979). shown in Fig. 1. The cluster of ments. To check for a possible bias in
For lg events, that study reported points near a 1/CORU value of 1 are the quantitative deterrninations of
a 241Anl/23tq_u recovery ratio of those samples we would ordinarily preshot 242pU and 244Cm loadings,
1.011 + 4. lq. Given the experimen- choose for device diagnostics. We we have examined the accuracy of
tal uncertainty of the former study, also learned from the Event A sam- our tracer-analysis methods. We
the result is not inconsistent with the pies that the activation products used two different methods to deter-
5':; bias observed in the current from rare earths and zirconium mine the preshot amounts of the two
experiments. Systematic errors in behave the same as those from tracers. The quantity (weight) of
the pre- or postshot assays of the americium and curiunl and, there- 242pu was deterrnined from the
tracers could lead to such apparent fore, plutonium was also slightly
recovery biases. The results of recent volatile compared with these device-

_,) o 1.2
analysis of the -"-i u and 244Cm produced radionuclides. One '_
tracers are discussed below under higlaly uranium-enriched sample =
Accuracy of Tracer Measurements. from Event C also indicated that .o 1.1 -

U

The individual sample results plutonium was somewhat volatile

(not shown)for the data summa- compared with anaericium anti _ 1.0 -- _I
rized in Table 2 were internally curium and that neptunium was "lt"1

consistent and did not reveal any enriched relative to plutonium. We =0. 0.9 -
significant chemical fractionation were not able toobtain samples

among the actinide tracers, from these events that were highly ,-_ 0.8 I I {1
Tracer Recoveries from Highly depleted in uranium. _ 0 2 4 6 8

Chemically Fractionated Samples. From tlm results shown in Table 2, (I/CORU)

We expect that chemical-fractiona- it appears that neptunium and pluto-

tion effects in a sample will be niuna do not chemically fractionate Figure 1. Event A" 241Am and 2121)u

revealed by a change in the elemen- frona each other. However, other evi- volatility \'s uranium depletion
tal recovery ratios that is on'related dence, including the uranium- (1/COI_U). Similar results were
with uranium chemical fractionation enriched sample obtained from Event obtained with 244Cmand 2421'u.
in the sample. An examination of C, shows that neptunium does chemi-
individual samples that are very call,,, fractionate from plutonium.
depleted or enriched in uranium Measurement of the ratio of 23(qkl 1.2
siu_ws a sornewhat different picture (which is present as 23(_Npduring ._.
from that for samples with numerate condensation of the fireball) to 238pU _ 1.1

X

fractionation effects. In the paired- (which is, in some events, nlade in the ,_.
tracer experiments, we attempted to same device part as the 23(_Np) vs a. 1.0
select samples that had a wide range CORU clearly shows that neptuniuna
of uranium clwmical-fractionation is more volatile than plutonium. An

values. Because of sampling limita- example of this is shown in Fig. 2. _ 0.9
titres, we obtained such samples on Note that this sample set includes

only a few events. We did obtain several samples that are highly 0"%.5 1.0 1.S 2.0
samples from F_vent A with enrich- depleted in uranium r,qative to the COBU
ment of uranium up to seven times refractory tracer and that neptunium

that of plutoniuna. These samples is depleted relative to plut,oniulla. Figure 2. Kelative neptunium and plu-
did not indicate any chernical frac- Similar analyses frorn other events ttmium volatility vs the correction factor

tionation between americium and support a depletion of neptuniuna for m'aniuna dei'detitm (COle,LI).
curiuna, but they did indicate that relative to plutoniuna in uraniuna-
plutoniuna is slightly volatile depleted samples.
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weight of tile loaded plutonium Conclusions and Discussion Future studies and experiments
oxide and the naeasured ratio (by Tile paired-tracer experiments for that could help us to understand
weight) of 242pu/oxide. We checked samples where uranium and the and interpret chernical fractionation
the accuracy of this conversion ratio refractory tracer are only slightly of the actinide tracers and other ele-

by dissolving weighed fractions of fractionated gave similar recoveries, ments ill drillback samples might
2"i2pu/oxide and determining tile except that we observed an unre- include an examination of the his-
anaount of 242pu in each by mass solved 5% bias between 242pu and toric data base for evidence of chem-
spectrometry. The new value of 0.780 237Np relative to 241 Am and 244Cm. ical fractionation among all refrac-
(_+.1.8¢,_)was within 1¢_of tile previ- We observed that plutonium was tory elements. We need to learn
ously determined value of 0.790. slightly volatile relative to arneri- more about the influence of tile

We determined the amount of cium and curium in samples that underground environment on post-
244Cnl in a tracer set by using were highly enriched in uranium, shot samples. Oxygen and steam
calorimetry. The heat output of tile We could not confirm that the pressure influence the formation of
completed curium tracer set was observed enrichment of plutonium volatile species. The geologic
rneasured, and a 244Cm conversion relative to americium and curium in medium, water content, and even

factor of 2.830 W/g was used to uranium-enriched samples was the large amounts of iron associated

determine the 244Cm content. This matched by a corresponding deple- witt_ the device canisters may
value assumes no contribution from tion of plutonium relative to ameri- reduce the oxygen content and,
other heat-emitting nuclides. To cium and curium in samples that hence, tile chemical species formed

check this assumption, we analyzed a were highly depleted in uranium, when the device debris condenses.
sarnple of our curiunl oxide, using ktowever, we cannot exclude tile We could chemically study our post-
radiochemical techniques, for other possibility that this 5% bias was shot samples to determine the actual
heat emitters. We found that less caused by chemical fractionation of condensed species that contain the
than 0.15'_ of the heat comes from plutonium from anaericium and radionuclides we measure.
nuclides other than 244Cm (primarily curium. This would be inconsistent Measurements of the thermody-
frorn 24°pu, tile alpha-decay daughter with the traditional assumption that namic properties of volatile tracer
of 244Cm). In addition, we compared the refractory elements are not compounds and the condensed
tile 244Cm content of the sample as chemically fractionated from each species could help in predicting
determined through calorimetry with other if they are not highly fraction- chemical fractionation and selecting
tile value determined through radio- ated from uranium. We did confirm good diagnostic samples.
chernical analysis. The two methods that neptunium is more w}latile than In summary, although good
agreed within 19;. plutonium in both uranium- results have been obtained from the

Thus, we have found no evidence enriched and -depleted samples, analysis of most drillback samples,

for any significant errors iii tile that the recoveries of neptuniunl we need more knowledge about the
preshot quantitative analysis of and plutonium are well correlated in underground chemistry of nuclear-
either tile 242pu or the 244Cm tracer uranium-depleted samples, and that device species before we can inter-
sets, and we know of no systematic neptunium chemical fraction effects pret and correct chernical-fractiona-
biases that can explain the 59_ differ- are observed in our normal sample tion and systematic-recovery
ences in recovery for americium and range (<30_ uranium depletion), differences in ali of the drillback
curium relative to plutonium and We conclude that, if we have tile samples we obtain.
neptunium observed in the tracer- choice, we should avoid selecting
recovery experiments, samples that are very depleted or

enriched in uranium relative to tile

refractory elements.
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Uranium Fission Product Yields

D. R. Nethaway

Ina previous article, 1 I described a to find a better method of doing the data, but it is quite suitable for dupli-
program to develop a complete set interpolation and extrapolation, and cating general features of the mass-
of uranium fission product yields that is the subject of this report, yield distribution in low-energy fis-
for use in Test Program diagnostics, sion. As an example, Fig. 1 shows

In the past, we have depended on Modeling Mass-Yield Curves the data and calculated distribution
using yields from fission of only Musgrove and coworkers 2 and for 14-MEV fission of 235U. The data
235U and 238U with fission-spectrum Dickens 3 developed a method of are from an evaluation for ENDF/B-6
and 14-MEV neutrorls. Even though rnodeling fission product mass-yield by Rider and England. 5 The overall
most of the uraniurn fission in a curves based on work done earlier fit to the data is very good.

nuclear device is from these two by Crouch. 4 They showed that a I used a computer program to do
isotopes, we need to treat the other double-humped, mass-yield curve a weighted least-squares fit to ali of
isotopes of uranium as weil, and at can be represented by the sum of the fission product yield data for
all energies from 0 to 15 MeV. Yields five Gaussian distributions, two for uranium fission. My data base con-
have been measured for many high- each peak, plus one in the center, sisted of sets of yields for the follow-
yield products from fission of 235U They further assumed that the two ing types of fission: 233U (therrnal,
and 238U from 0 to 9 MeV and at peaks are identical; that is, Gaussian 1 f.s., and 14), 234U (f.s. and 14), 235U

14 MeV. Although the data tend tc) = Gaussian 5, and Gaussian 2 -- (thermal, f.s., 6.0, 7.1, 8.1, 9.1, and
scatter, some yields are sufficiently Gaussian 4, and that the peaks are 14), 236U (f.s. and 14), and 238U (1.5,

well known over the entire energy symmetric about the. mean mass, A. f.s., 2.0, 3.0, 3.9, 5.5, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.1,
range of interest. This is true, for The yields are normalized to 200% and 14), where the energies are in
example, for some fission products with N 3 = 2(1 - N 1 - N2), where N i is MeV, and f.s. refers to fission spec-

that we routinely measure such as the area under the respective trum (1.8 MEV). All of the thermal,
_5Zr, 144Ce, 147Nd, and 15_Eu. Gaussian. The use of these assurnp- f.s., and 14-MEV yield data are frorn
However, for others such as 85Kr, tions reduces the number of free recent evaluations5/'; the rest are

13(_Xe,and 161Tb, there are no data parameters from 15 to 8. Thus, the measured yields frorn the litera-

for energies between fission spec- yield of a particular mass number, ture. 7-14 First, I did a least-squares
trum and 14 MeV. (Note that "fis- Y(A), is given by: fitting to Eq. (1) for each of the 25

sion spectrum" denotes a wide types of fission. My intent in the fol-
range of neutron energies. I use Y(A) = lowing steps was not necessarily to
1.8 MeV as an equivalent value for N 1(o,.1/_)1/2{exp[_o,l(A - ,4 - D 1)2] use the best values of the eight
the mean energy.) For the fission of + expI-o,.l(A - ,,_+ DI)2]} parameters for each case but to look
234U and 236U, there are some data + N2(o,2/g)l/2 for systernatic trends with uranium
for fission-spectrum and 14-MEV fis- x {expI-o'.2(A - ,4 - D2)2] mass number and neutron energy in
sion, and for 237U and 239U, there + expI-0c2(A -,4 + D2)2]} the parameters, so that I would be
are no data at all. + 2(1 - N I - N 2) able to predict the values of each

Despite the paucity of data in the x (o,.3/rt) l/2exp[-cJ.3(A - ,_)2] , (1) parameter for other types of fission
previously reported study, I interpo- (i.e., the fission of each isotope of
lated and extrapolated, using French where A is the mean mass, D I and uranium between 233U and 24(IU

curves with abandon, and produced D2 are the distances of the Gaussian frorn 0 to 15 MEV).

a preliminary set of fission product centers frorn ,,g, and Ri are related to l started by picking an average
yields I for 9SZr, _)_Mo, 144Ce, 147Nd, the width parameters o i by (J-i= value of 0.0029 for u.3 because it
156Eu, and l_lTb from fission of 0.5¢Yi--2. This model obviously aver- was reasonably constant for ali of
233-24°U. 1 also decided, however, ages over any fine structure in the the types of fission. (The parameter

that it would be worthwhile trying
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(x3 is well determined only for and the new values of A fixed, parameters was used for tile

14-MEV fission because it represents I repeated this procedu a, treating a calculated curves shown ill Fig. 1.
the width of the central Gaussian, new parameter each time, until ali Total chain yields for any mass
which increases rapidly in area with eight parameters were fixed and number from fission of 233-240U

excitation energy.) I then repeated determined as functions of neutron with neutrons from 0 to 15 MeV
ali of tile 25 least-squares fits, hold- energy and uranium mass number, can now be estimated using this

ing (x3 fixed at the average value. Three parameters, {z1, D 1, and D2, set of parameters.
For tile second step, 1 plotted ,4 vs were found to be functions of neu-

the neutron energy, En, for each ura- tron energy only, while 0t2, N I, N2, Discussion
nium isotope. The Shift ill ,4 mimics and ,,l are functions of both energy I prepared a table listing the total
and is consistent with tile change in and uranium mass number. The chain yields calculated for masses

neutron emission with energy. After parameter (x2 is not well-determined 74 to 161 from fission of 233-24()U at
obtaining systematic equations for at intermediate energies and is only l-MeV intervals from 0 to 15 MeV. lt
,'t vs En, I again reF'_eated', ali of tile weakly dependent on the uranium is instructive to compare calculated
least-square fits holding O¢3 = 0.0029 mass number. Tile final set of yields with tile data in order to see

how good the agreement is. Figure
2 shows the yields of 95Zr, 144Ce,

10-1 147Nd, 156Eu, and l¢_tTbfrom 14-MEV
SumofGausslans fission of the various uranium iso-

Gaussian curves topes and shows ]low the data have
o Inputdata been extended to uranium masses

237, 239, and 240. The trends shown

by tile calculated yields are not nec-
essarily tile same as would be con-
structed with a French curve or

-2 other fit to the data because of theaveraging effect in doing least-
= squares fits to a much larger body of

data. However, the yields predicted
Eo for fission of 237,239,24°U, shown ill

Fig. 2, appear to be reasonable..o
Figure 3 shows the yields of

156Eu and 161Tb frorn fission of 235Ut-
o
'_ and 238U as a functior| of neutron

iV 10_3 energy. The calculated yields for

these products show the expected
initial rapid increase with energy,
with a change in slope at around
5 or 6 MeV, probably related to the
onset of second-chance fission. The

agreement between calculation and

data is only fair, even considering
tile scatter in tile data and the likeli-

10"_ hood that tile uncertainty in tile data
80 100 120 140 160 is underestimated. These are low-

Massnumber yield products and difficult to mea-
sure, especially at the intermediate

Figure 1. Mass-yield curve for fission of 2_U with 14-MEVneutrons. The blue line energies. Tile uncertainty in the cal-
was calculated from the final set of parameters obtained from the least-squares fits of culated values is difficult to estimate
ali the 233-238Udata using the five-Gaussian model. The five individual Gaussian and is not shown, lt may be neces-
curves and the input data are also shown, sary to scale some of the calculated
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yield curves to the measured data "a"
for the best interpolation. Such a 0.06 .o (a)

case is shown in Fig. 3b, where ali of (a)_ _ fl 9s i _ _ _ 238Ufission[]the 161TBdata lie below the calcu- 0.05 -_"T__zr [ _ 10-3 -__
lated vah.les. _ _"'_ oE

0.04 -- _ D

Summary ,_
I have developed a preliminary _ 0.03 -- :>'

set of eight parameters that deter- '_ o

'-rhinea five-Gaussian representation _ 0.02-- ,¢.
OT'_,,of for uraniklnl fis- I I w I I

mass-yield curves _ 0.01 _ 10..4
sion The parameters vary smoothly "

, _ _"10-4
with uralliurl3 nlass number and '_ (b) .2 23eUfissioJ1..,...,,_0
neutron energy, so that mass-yield ';'=10-3 - 15_E_ .-_ (,b) ,

curves can be estimated forfission of _ =_
essentially ali uranium isotopes with LT, _ Calculated o , fission
neutrons up to 15 MeV. Although I o Measured _ 10-5"o
have only partially surveyed the 10--4- ' "_

results of this study so far, I thirlk _ _'o _ ii ---- Calculated ,
that theuse of such calculated curves Z_"rI:_'--"f161Tbo '_ _ Measured

will help us estimate unrneasurecl i_ 10"e; -
fission product yields from uranium 10-s I I ] _ ] ., I _
fission with more confidence. A]so, 232 234 236 238 240 " 0 5 10 15

and perhapsrnostimportant,the Uraniummassnumber Neutronenergy(MEV)
systematics developed here for ura-

nium will help considerably in Figure 2. Calculated and measured Figure 3. Calculated and measured
repeating this study for the isotopes yields for fission of 233-240U with 14-MEV yields for (a) 156Euand (b) l('lTb from
of plutonium, where fewer experi- neutrons: (a) yields of _SZr,144Ce, and fission of 235U and 238U as a function of

147Nd; and (b) yields of 1._¢'Euand 161Tb. neutron energy.
mental data exist. The trends of the calculated yields are

shown by lines.
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Bismuth Separation from Large Core Samples

F. Bazan and E. M. Delucchi

As part of our research in estab- for separating low levels of bismuth if a chemical yield for bismuth is
lishing bismuth as a neutron-fluence activity and microgram amounts of necessary, we analyze a sample of
monitor for the LLNL Nuclear Test bismuth from high levels of fission the original solution and a sample of
Program, we have developed a and neutron-activated products per the 0.5M HNO 3 eluent of the anion

radiochemical procedure that iso- gram amounts of dissolved core column for 2°9Bi. A ratio of the two
lates trace amounts of bismuth from material, determinations g!ves us a measure
large core samples, of the efficiency of the chemical pro-

Several bismuth isotopes are pro- Procedure cedure. At present, chemical yields
duced by multiple (n,2n) reactions in Our new radiochemical procedure range from 70 to 80%.
underground tests. These isotopes is relatively simple and safe for ban-
are 2°5-2°8Bi, with half-lives of 15.3 d, dling 10 to 20 g of radioactive under- Results
6.2 d, 32.4 y, and 3.7 x 105 y, respec- ground debris. Even the dissolution 1i) date, we have processed sev-
tively. Currently, the first three are of the original core material does not eral 10-g and 20-g samples of under-
assayed radiometrically by first require special handling; we are ground debris from nuclear events
gamma-ray counting them in gcr- presently using our standard dissolv- on which bismuth was used as a
manium detectors and then inter- ing procedure, which consists of a neutron-fluence monitor. When we

preting the spectra with the series of treatments with hydrofluo- counted the samples, we obtained
GAMANAL computer code. Mass ric (HF), nitric (HNO3), perchloric good data for 2°5-2°7Bi. Low levels

spectrometry is being used to mea- (HC104), and hydrochloric (HCI) of antimony activities were also
sure a 2°7Bi/2°SBi ratio. Also, as part acids. The final solution is a 3 to 4M detected, but they did not interfere
of our studies in developing a proce- HCI solution containing about .2 g of with the gamma-ray analyses. The
dure, we have extensively used core material per 100 ml. results of gamma-ray counting and
inductively coupled plasma-mass Following the dissolution of the ICP-MS have proved this procedure
spectrometry (ICP-MS) as an analyt- core material, for separating bismuth from large

ical tool to measure the 2°9Bi mass • The sample solution is stirred core samples to be reliable, easy, and
abundance in solution samples. The with an equal volume of isobutyl fast. However, we will continue tc)
extreme sensitivity of this technique methyl ketone (hexone) to extract study some of the parameters of

makes it ideal to measure nanogram bismuth as an iodo-complex. 1 the extraction step to improve the
amounts of bismuth, even in the • Bismuth is back-extracted with chemical yields.
presence of other components of 6M HCI. 2'3
underground debris. • Bismuth is adsorbed as a chloro- References

Under normal circumstances, complex in an anion-exchange 1. J.C. White, "Solvent Extraction," in
small samples on the order of 0.5 to resin column. 2,3 Standard Methods of Chemical

Analysis, 6th ed., F.J. Welcher, Ed.
1 g of core material (25 to 50 ml of • Bismuth is eluted with 0.5M (D. Van Nostrand, Princeton, NJ,
pot solution) are sufficiently large to t-INO3 .2,3 1963), Vol. 2, Part A, p. 181.
measure 2°5-2°7Bi. However, we We first gamma-ray count this 2. Nuclear Chemistry Division,
need larger samples, 10 to 20 g, of low-acid solution to obtain RadiochemicalProcedures, Lawrence

core material tc) measure the ratio 2°5-2°7Bi data and then subject it Livermore National Laboratory,Livermore, CA, UCRL-14258 (1965).
of 2(17Bi/2°8Bi. Thus, the increase in to further chemistry before analyz- 3. D.R. Nethaway, Lawrence
sample size demands a different ing it for the 2°7Bi/2°UBi ratio by t,ivermore National Laboratory,
type of chemistry that is appropriate mass spectrometry. Livermore, CA, private

communication (1987).
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Revision of Bismuth Cross-Section Library
Using Improved Treatment of Pre-Equilibrium
Neutron Emission

M. N. Namboodiri, M. A. Gardner, and D. G. Gardner

Bismuth is ali attractive multiple- recalculating the (n,2n) and (n,3n) for precompound calculations. Now,
order (n,2n) detector for use ill the cross sections for the ground states if a is taken to vary smoothly with
radiochemical diagnostics of under- of 2°4-2°9Bi by using the modified the A, such as a = A/8, a further slm-
ground nuclear tests. We have previ- STAPRE code. plification call be made: k = 262, and
ously describecl the calculation of a The usual form 3 for tile matrix

cr0ss-section set for this detector. 1 element for the residual interaction is [MI 2 = 262 . (6)
We have tested this preliminary EA 3

cross-section set (Bi986 set) against lM]2 = k ...... (1)

bismuth detector data from several EA 3 ' We have found such a smooth pre-

recent underground tests. These scription particularly useful ill tile,

comparisons suggest that tile (n,2n) where k is a normalizing constant calculation of the precompound
cross sections in the Bi986 set are too usually derived from data for reactions on the lighter bismuth iso-
low by about 15%, especially for the nearby rmclei, E is the excitation topes. Fu has noted the same effect. 5
lighter bismuth isotopes involved, energy, and A is the mass number of
We recognized from the begirming tile nucleus concerned. A form for k Results
that one possible area of improve- that was also incorporated originally We have calculated tlle (n,2n) and
ment in the caRulation was tile treat- into STAPRE 4 is (n,3n) excitation functions for the

ment of pre-equ: librium neutron ground states of bismuth isotopes in

ernission. WMs recogrdtion c,ccurred O22(h2)(4A 3 ) the rnass range frorn 204 to 209,because we found that our STAPRE k = 0.55 x 1 -2-_ 20_@ ' (2) using the STAPRE code after incor-
statistical model code predic'ted very porating the changes in the pre-
large pre-equilibrium contributions Upon simplification, this becomes compound treatment described
to the neutron ernission in neutron- previously. Figure 1 shows that
induced reactions Oll tile lighter

/

I / (3) calculated by using tile new pre-

\

bismuth isotopes (i.e., 2114--2°8Bi) k = 0.115 A. 3 the pre-equilibrium fractions
scription are much lower than those

Calculational Methods or obtained by using the original for-
Recently, we have made certain mulation in STAPRE and that they

improvenlents in the pre-equilib-, ( / are comparable to those given byrium calculations in STAPRE, The k = 0,5t2 A 3a ' (4) the geometry-dependent hybrid
details of the modifications dealing (GDH) pre-equilibrium option in the
with tile irnplementation of a spin- In these equations, g is the single- ALICE code. 6,7

dependent exciton model are particle statedensity, and a is the Experimental information on the
described elsewhere. 2 In addition to Fermi gas-level-density parameter, neutron-induced reactions on bis-
those modifications, we now allow and they are related as follows: muth is essentially confined to the
the state density parameters system 2°9Bi + n. Figure 2 shows

involved in tile modeling of the pre- { a ) the available data on the excitation
compound emission process to be g = 6 _ r__ ,, . (5) functions for the (n,2n), (n,3n), and
supplied as input parameters and (n,n') reactions on 2ll9Bi, together
also allow the choice of two ways ill If the level-density parameter a with the results of STAPRE calcula-
which to calculate tile matrix ele- reflects collective enhancement tions obtained by using the new pre-

ment, lM 12, for the residual interac- and/or other effects of nonsingle equilibrium Options. There is good
tion. In this article, we describe particles, it changes rapidly near overall agreement between the exper-
these changes and the results of closed shells and is not appropriate irnental and calculated excitation
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functions. Figure 3 compares exper- The calculated excitation func-
1.2 imental and calculated neutron tions for the (n,2n) and (n,3n) reac-

STAPRE3/89 spectra for 2°UBi+ n at an incident- tions on the ground states of

1.0 - _ STAPRE5/86 neutron energy of 25,7 MeV. 'l'he bismuth isotopes with 2()5 _<A <_209
o GDHoption, ALICE ' experimental data extend above are shown in Fig. 4. Modifications

= _ 12 MeV, and there is good agreement in the pre-equilibrium treatment
'_,_0,8 -2°8B °aBi + n between the calculated spectrum have'resulted in raising the (n,2n)

_ and the data over this energy range, cross sections for the lighter bismuth

E
= 0.6 - where the most important contribu- isotopes by about 15%, while the

tion is from precompound emission, cross sections for 2°9Bi are not

]/ [ __l_ lnclusionofthecontributionsfrom affectedsignificantly. Whus, thenew

0.4 direct reactions should remove the (n,2n) excitation functions are in bet-

_ /' / L difference between the measured tel' agreement with the conclusions0.2 - / and calculated spectra at the highest drawn from underground-test data.
neutron energies shown in Fig. 3. We have incorporated the newly cal-

0 - ...... ] ] Such direct-reaction calculations are culated excitation functions in a new
0 10 20 0 10 20 yet to be done; howevel; this compo- trial cross-section set, together with

Neutronenergy(MEV) nent amounts to only about 1% of (n, 7) excitation functions calculated
the total neutron spectrum shown in earlier. This new set (Bi389 set) will

Figure 1. l.'re-equilibrium fraction in the Fig. 3. We also see good agreement be further tested by using it to inter-
neutron emission for 2°(_Biand 211SBi+ n between calculated and measured pret additional test data as they
as a function of incident-neutron energy, neutron spectra at an incident- become available.

calculated by using different pre- neutron energy of 14 MeV (see Ref. 2).equilibrium prescriptions.

4.0

t   omsonovee
• Owens9 o Frehaut14 "_, -

Joenssonlo v ProkopetslS e 13.2 - =E
• Shi11 "---- Calculatednew _ 10-1

._. • • v Simakov12 pre-equilibriummodel _Iu=
• 7 10-2

.__2.4 . (n,n') (n,2n) 10-3
0 5 10 15 20 25 30

_ Neutronenergy(MEV)
2 1.6o

Figure 3. Calculated and measured
energy spectra of neutrons from

_ tn.3n_,,_" D 2ro)Bi. n at an incident-neutron energy

0.8 of 25,7 MeV. Black curve = total; blue
curve = first nucleus; closed dots =

• first nucleus precompound; and open
0 [ ] circles = data from Marcinkowski and
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 c°w°rkers'l¢_

Neutronenergy(MEV)

Figure 2. Experimental and calculated excitation functions for 2U_Bi+ n,
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Figure 4, Excitation functions for 2°4-2°_)Bi+ n, calculated by using STAPRE with tile original (blue data points) and new
(black curve) pre-equilibrium prescriptions, Mass number for Bi is (a) 209, (b) 208, (c) 207, (d) 206, (3) 205, and (f) 204.
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Preliminary Results from the Study of 193Ir Level
Structure by the 193Ir(n,n'7) Reaction

T. N. Massey,* El A. Henry, R. A. Meyer, L. G. Mann, +S. W. Yates,_
J. R. Vanhoy,_ E. M. Baum,_ R. A. Gate nby,_t and E. L. Johnson*

Previous studies of tile 1931rlevel Because of this, our research has tile statistical model formalism. 1°

structure include beta decay, 1 (n,n'y) concentrated on establishing levels Detailed nuclear-structure informa..

reactions using a broad spectrum of up to about 2.5 MeV by studying tion is necessary to determine how
epithermal neutrons from a reactob 2 their gamma-ray decay, Our higher-lying levels in 193Ir that are
(n,n' 7) reactions using nearly emphasis is on understanding, as populated by the (n,n') reaction
monoenergetic, accelerator-produced completely as possible, the gamma- decay to either the ground state or
neutrons3; charged-particle reactiol? ray decay paths that lead to the 10.6-d the isomer, A preliminary calcula-
studies4-8; and Coulomb excitation. _ 11/2- isomer at 80 keV in 193Ir. tion of this cross section for a neu-

These studies provide a fairly con> We have undertaken the calcula- tron energy of 8 MeV made use of

plete picture of the 1931rnuclear tion of the (n,n') production cross limited nuclear-structure informa-
structure up to about 900 keV (Fig, 1), section for the 193Ir isomer by using tion, This calculation obtained a

cross section approximately 30%
lower than the one measured data

_ _ _ __'0 --- --. point at8MeV. We tmdertook this
Sl2+ _. o= ,_. .... .., 381.8 experiment to significantly increase

°,. o-, . / the amount of nuclear-structure712+ _ _ ...... _- 357'7 information on 193Ir that is neces-

o. sary as input to such a calculation,
O_

T2- 299.3 ExperimentalProcedure
The experiment was done at tile

. Van de Graaff accelerator at the

.-. .-. University of Kentucky, using tile
O O

_ experirnental procedure described in
=. o. Ref. 3. Nearly monoenergetic neu-O)

3/2+ _l' _ _,.- 180.0 trollS were produced with the
o_ 3H(p,n) reaction by using a pulsed(_'

512* 1 _ 138.9 proton beam. Tile scattering sample
consistedof68 g ofiridiumenriched
to 99% in 1931r.

oe_ o Gamma rays from _lle (n,n'y)
11/2- I _ r Go cd 80.2 10.6d,., , r-. reaction were detected with a wei1-

'N..--_ shielded germanium detector
located approximately 1.1 m frorn
the target. Gamma-ray spectra were

.3/2+ _ I_ _!. _' _! _ 0.0 accumulated in coincidence and in

mir anticoincidence with the beam
pulses in order to distinguish

Figure 11.A portion of the 193h'level scheme known prior to this work, showing the between gamma rays that originate
11/2-,10.6-d isorner, in the target and those that originate

* Ohio University, Athens, OH.
.t LLNL retiree.

.1:University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY.
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from neutron interactions with the Data and Results experiment, Excitation functions for
detector and shielding, or that rnight An example of the gamma-ray levels with spins less than 5/2 rise
be from room background, Spectra spectra obtained at a neutron energy rapidly and fall again at higher crier-
were taken at neutron energies of of 1,7 MeV is shown in Fig, 2, where gies (Fig, 3a); those for spins 7/2

1.0 MeV, from 1.5 to 2,8 MeV in steps some of the important gamma rays and 9/2 rise more gradually and
of 0,1 MeV, and at 3,0 and 3,5 MeV, that feed tile l_;31risomer are identi- tend to level off (Fig. 3b); and those

The neutron-beam intensity was fled, We used tile LLNL program for spins grefiter than 11/2 rise

monitored using a long counter. In FITEK to fit tile gamma-ray spec- steadily to the highest energies used
addition, at selected energies, an iron trum for each neutron-bombard- in this work (Fig. 3c).

target was counted in-beam to obtain merit energy, Generally, the spin of a level can
information on the neutron-beam We generated excitation functions be established to within one unit of
intensity, The relative efficiency of for each garnma ray. As noted in angular momentum if the excitation
tile germanium detector was cali- Ref, 3, tile shape of the excitation function is well de_ slc ped, In addi-
brated by using !52Eu. Calculated function indicates the spin of the tion, in most cases the excitation
corrections were applied to the level depopulated by the gamma energy of tile excited level can be
gamma-ray intensities to account for ray, Figure 3 shows examples of determined to within _+50keV from
absorption by the thick iridium target, three excitation functions from this the excitation function.

4o

219

10 - _ _748

";8-

i 370 380 390 400 410 730 740 750 760 770

- 8 20 i [

10 •

1 I, * , , 1046

¢

- o I I I
200 400 600 800 1000

- Incidentgamma-rayenergy(keV)

Figure 2, The gamma-ray spectrum obtained with the (n,n'7) reaction on I_L'_Irat a neutron energy of 1.7 MeV, Several of the
gamma ra),.'-;that populate the isomer are labeled with their energy. Gamrru_ rays that f_uuncascades with the labeled gamma rays
are indicated by asterisks.
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More than 100 new excited states ray and that ethel possible decay
1,B 1111_31r are established on tile basis branches are too weak to detect in

of tile gamma-ray energy plus level- thisexperirnent, Thus, many excited

energy sums and the threshold levels were established on the basis

1,0 exhibited by the gamma-ray exctta- of a single gamma ray for which the

tion fi.mctions, Two or more depop- threshold can be accurately deter-

ulating gamma rays are identified mined, In many instances, more

0.5 for only about 50 new levels, In than one final level is within the
these cases, the intensities of the uncertainty of +50 keV resulting

gamma rays are approximately from the threshold determination,I

] ] [ .] equal, Only in a few instances do The choice of the final level is made

0. (b) .... the intensities of two or more consistent with the spin of theI gamma rays from a given level dif- decaying level, as indicated by the

._ fer by more than a factor of 5, shape of the excitation function and

1,0 _ ]_ ._ . Using the Ritz principle, we con- the assumption that transitions are

= __ ducted a systematic search for new dipole or electric-quadrupole in

'_ levels that included all gemma rays nature. In many cases, the new level

with thresholds below 1.9 MeV and energy is not uniquely determined

0.5 all pairs of levels up to 0.9 MeV, by this procedure, although the exis-

Nevertheless, numerous intense tence of the level at about that energy

0 I [ ] gamma rays remained unplaced and spin is clearly established.
after that search, We conclude that a The 11/2- isomer in 193Ir results

(o) nurnber of excited levels decay pri- from the presence of the unique-

marily by a single, intense, gamma parity hll/2 proton orbital, To

1.0 L _ _,/_ Table 1. Branching ratios (BR)' for E_Itransitions that could connect established
negative- and positive-parity levels, a , ,

0.5 E i Jip Ef Jfp E? BR (%)

299 7/2- 139 5/2 + 160.3 <1.5

0 ] , ] 516 7/2 + 299 7/2- 217.2 b
.5 2.0 2.5 :3.0 :3.5 521 9/2 + 80 11/2- 441,6 b

Neutron energy (MEV) 521 9/2 + 299 7/2- 232.6 <5 b
559 5/2 + 299 7/2- 260.0 <3
563 (9 / 2-) 357 7 / 2+ 205.6 <4

Figure 3. Excitaticm-function shar'__'s for 598 3/2- 0 3/2 + 598,2 b

three gamma rays, which illustr .ce how 598 3/2- 73 1/2 + 525,0 8.8
sl'tape can be used to determine the 598 3/2- 139 5/2 + 459.2 b

approximate spin of the decaying level. 598 3/2- 180 3/2 + 418,1 4,5
(a) The 627.3-keV excitation function 598 3/2- 362 5/2 + 236.3 <2
indicates a low spin, probably 3/2. 621 7/2 + 299 7/2- 321.6 <4 b
(b) The 662.7-keV excitation function 694 (5/2 +) 299 7/2- 395.6 b
indicates a spin of 7/2 or 9/2. (c) The 740 (5/2)- 0 3/2 + 740.1 <1
503.l-keV excitation function indicates a 740 (5/2)- 139 5/2 + 601.2 <2
high spin, possibly 13/2. These shapes 807 5/2+,7/2 - 299 7/2- 507,6 <9 c
agree qualitatively with those obtained 829 (9/2 +) 80 11/2- 748,5 68
in Ref. 3 for similar spin levels. 829 (9/2 +) 299 7/2- 529.5 b

833 9/2- 358 7/2 + 475,5 b

834 (9/2 +) 80 11/2- 754,5 <9 b

a Depopulating E1 transitions are clearly established only for the decay of the
3/2-, 598-keV level and possibly the (9/2+), 829-keV level.
b Interference from an intense gamma ray placed elsewhere in the level scheme
c Interference from the 511-keV armihilation line.
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determine the isomer production ' result, parities for new levels'were 5, J, A, Cizev,,ski, D, (,, Burke, E, R,F'lvnn,R, E, Brown, and J,W,
cross section, we rnust know as well assigned to be the sarne as fllat of the' _:;dnler,Phys,Rev,Left, 46, 12C'_4
as possible tile E1 transitions that populated level in most instances, (1981),
connect the positive and negative 6, J, A, Cizewski, D, G, Burke, E. R,

parity levels, The gamma-ray spec- Conclusion Flynn, R. E, Brown, and J, W,Sunieb Phi/s, Rev, C 27, 1040 (1983),
trurn taken at a neutron energy of More than 100 new excited lev- 7 Y, lwasaki', E, H, L, Aarts, M. N,
1.7 MeV was accumulated with els are established in 1931r using tile Harakeh, R, H. Stemssen, and S. Y.
about three times as many events as (n,n'7) reaction, Only upper limits van der Werf, P]lys, R¢'_',C 23, 1477
tile other spectra to ascertain the can be established for E1 transi- (1981).
existence of E1 transitions, tions in rnost cases, indicating little 8. Y.Yamazaki, R. K. Sheline, and D. G.

Burke, Z, Phys. A 285, 191 (1978).
Table 1 surnrnarizes the well- crossover feeding frorn levels of 9. F, K. McGowan, urlpublished

established cases where tipper lirnits one parity to those of the other Coulornb excitation results (1981),
are established on E1 transitions that parity. These data significantly cited in Ref. 3.
connect levels of different parities. In increase the experimentally deter- 10. M.A. Gardner, D. G. Gardner, and
several cases, potential E1 transitions rnined nuclear-structure informa- R.A. Meyer, "Calculation of a

Study Set of Neutron Excitation
coincide with strong transitions tion that can be used to calculate Fundions fol isotopes of Iridiurn,"
placed elsewhere iri tlle level scheme, tile neutron-production cross Nuclear Test-Experimental Science
Only in one instance_that of the section for lC)3lrm' Annual Report Fiscal Year 1988,
decay of the 3/2-, 598-keV level_are Lawrence Livermore National

E1 transitions clearly established to References Laboratory, Livermore, CA, UCRL-

cornpete with an E2 transition 1. R.H. Price and M. W. Johns, Nucl. 53929-.88(1989), p. 17().
depopulating a level. 3 Also, the Phys. A 187, 641 (1972).
824-keV level--tentatively assigned 2. P.T. Prokof'ev, G. L. Rezvaya; andL. I.Simonova, lzv. Akad. Nauk
(9/2+)_has transitions to the 11/2-, SSSR, Ser. Fiz. 51, 1889 (1987).
80-keV and 5/2 +, 559-keV levels, 3, E.W. Kleppinger, hn,esligalion of
respectively, indicatillg that sorne 5;ut_ersllmmt'trlliu Shape-'l)'ansitional

positive-parity, high-spin levels may Nuch, ii A Study of l"¢Jln20s andl_Jl"193h"bl/the (n,u'7) Reaction, PhD
decay to the 11/2- level. In all other dissertation, University of
cases where there is ilo interference Kentucky, Lexington, KY (1984).
in the spec!rurn, tipper lirnits of less 4. R.H. Price, D, G. Burke, and M. W.
than 5% are established for E1 Johns, Nucl. Phys. A 176, 338 (1971).

branching ratios. Because of this

Additional Cross-Section Calculational
Studies for Iridium

M. A. Gardner and D. G. Gardner

Last year, we reported on prelirni- measurements irwolve either single complete set of reliable, discrete
nary calculations of cross sections isomers or, since portions of sorne of nuclear levels and their multipole
for several iridium isotopes. 1 We the cross sections end up in very branchings must be available for
recornmended that these calcula- long-lived isorneric states, sums of each iridiurn isotope.

tions be used only for sensitivity the ground state plus one or rnore The principal problems we
studies of tile utilization of iridium short-lived isomeric populations, encountered in our initial calcula-
as a radiochemical detector in device To calculate tile ground- and iso- tions were that the discrete-level
tests. Our radiochemical diagnostic merit-state populations correctly, a information, as well as most of tile
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existing experimental reaction cross- cross-section calculations. Further Ill Fig. 1, we show tile differences
section data, is presc,,tly inconlplete conlparison of our calculated total in tile l_J3glr(n,n')I_J3mlr cross sec-

(n,.m) cross sections on tions that result fronl tile use of theat.d/or uncertain. On tile basis of (n.2n) and "

our calculations, however, we were l_llr and l'_31rwith existing mca- original or newly modified exciton-

able to point out problems in tile surenlents indicates that, with our dependent spin-cutoff paranleter.

level infornlation, particularly for choices of values for the other input Both calculations used the BLC
the odd-odd iridium isotopes, parameters, the BLC OMP gives a OMP and tile same method of calcu-
Much new experimental and theo- better fit than tile Arthur OMP. This lation of IMI2. At En = 20 MeV, ,he

retical work is now under way by observation includes the use of new o_-,yields only 25_.,:;of tile value
members of tile Nuclear Chemisirv Nagle's preliminary measured cross- that the original ¢_'_,gave for tile
Division and others, primarily on section values 4 for tile production of inelastic cross section to tile isomer.

t"l "1

the isotopes l_l-l_41r, tile 241-v I _,m_lr bs, the 1_31r(n,2n) At E,_ = 14 MeV, the new modeling
reaction at around 14 MeV. The total gives about one-third the value

Comparisons of Optical- tn,xn) cross sections conlputed with given by tilt; t;riginal. At lower inci-
Model Potentials the Arthur OMP are about 1_1to 15';: dent energies, for example, Eta= _

We have compared tilt, results higher than those conaputed with MeV, tile effect of using one or the
'3

obtained when we use two available the BLC OMP for ie. Me,lt neutron other _g' is only abou, _5q. The data
iridium optical,model potentials energies above lt) MeV. from Bavhurst and coworkers s are
(OMI's) to compute neutron trans- not accurate enough for us to decide

mission coefficients: a potential Evaluation of Precompound quantitatively whether tile new

originally deducect by Bersillon and Model Improvements modeling of o_, is an improvement
Arthur at Bruyeres-le-Chatel (herein Tile improx'elnents we have made over tile original modeling. We
called tile Bl_(70MP) 2 and a poten- ill the precompound exciton model in must study more target elements
tial modified later by Arthur 3 to tile STAPRE code are described ill having a wide range in mass and
yield larger total reaction cross sec- detail elsewhere ill this report. _:' To more extensive experimental data
tions for incident neutrons, En, above evaluate these improvements, we car- (such as yttrium, zirconium,
I0 MeV. Tile latter potential (herein ried out some sensitis'itv studies on lutetium, bismuth, and neptuniuna)

" "1

called tile Arthur OMP) was used in tile calculation of tile 1_l.l'_31r(n,xn) to decide if the new t77,produces
our preliminary set of iridium cross sections. We find that when tile better results and when one of the

matrix dement for residual interac- other methods is more reliable for

tion, IMI2, is calculated on the basis of calculating IMI2,

_ Originalparameter defining the level density l:,ararnetel;

Modifiedparameter a, for both tile first and residual com- Analyses of the 192Ir
o Ref. 8 pound nuclei ,as a = A/8 (where ,4 is Discrete-Level Information= 2,0

_o _ the n;ass number) and using the We have made calculations for

1.5 new exciton-dependent Sl:,.._-cutoff several types of reactions to improve
= / _-4 parameter, _/,, results for the total our understanding of tilt" lex'el struc-
o 1.0 (n,2n) and (n,3n) cross sections Cure in !_:'lr. For example, we car-%o appear to be better than those ried out a preliminary analysis of

0.5 ob':ained with our original Hoff's _ average resonance capture
0 modeling. 7 Iii the case of l_31r+ n, (ARC) data for 2-kev neutrons inci-

0 5 10 15 20 the magnitude of tile differences dent on ItJllr. This was done using
Incidentneutron energy (MEV) obtained using tile new precom- our absolute E 1, M 1, and t::2strength

poured modeling vs tile original pre- tunctitms Irl to calculate the intensi-

Figure 1. Calculated cross sections vs En compound modeling are, for En _>. ties of the primary capture gamma-
for the reaction 1"3glr(n.n')l"_mlr using 14 Me\:, about 2 to 8(_ for total (n,2n) ,'as' transitions to levels up to about
the original .,;pin-cutoff parameter in the and (n,3n) cross sections and about 0.5 MeV ill l'_2lr. The initial spill dis-

precompound modeling and the nev,'lv 1(_to "'_': for (n,n') cross sections, tribution produced in l"21r by themodified exciton-dependent spin-cutt{ff -_"' "
parameter, l)ata from Bavlmrst and However, around En = t) Me\', where 2-keV neutrons was computed by................... J ..... t--." |... it : .......... " " (_/'_kt_I|ll TM -. J li

k.l. ltltl IL'I.II.I_.IllY, aFo _ILil V,,)i'SiOi) til ,I.
ct_work,ers:: ,.1ro Siltl',vn for ctHTIpari,';Ol't, l.ut'v_.ut |l_,k_uti tkl tl lt k. _..*IVl I "_ k_.,k, ktt_klt'" "

small, the, effect was h.,ss than 1':;. and then ,entered as input into the

_
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STAI'RE code: The urlcertairltv firlnl, Our principal interest was t,_ Only the level energies, spins, and
ns'sociated with transitions to ,,iiiof compose nn intermedinte set of It)21r pnr(ties were calculnted; no gammn-
the final states wns ,also calculnted lm'els nad gnmrna,ray brnnches thnt rnv branching fractions were ct)m-
from thio square root of the varinnce wns as correct ,-is possible for use in puted. We used the I_CI-IECK code
nnd found to bNnbout +12(;i. our cross-section calculations, til calculate the n,iissing gamma-ray

Tilt, results of these calculntions :ks sho\vi.i last \,Nai',I whlel,i we branches. I(_ t lmve\,er, as seen in

are sl'tt)x_.'i,iin Fig. 2 as shaded bands, used the originnl set of 37 discrete Fig. 3, when this theoretical level set
By normalizing these cnlculntions to levels for 1_211"nnd their acconlpanv- is used in our (n,2n) calculations, the
several of the experin,iental transi- ing gamma-ray branchws (as sup- imprtwement over use of the origi-
finns, we were able to make spin nad plied by Meyer 12) in our calculation nal 37-level set is slight. When we
parity assignments for the levels of the cross sections for the reaction compared the theoretical Iq21rlevel
observed in the dnta. Our transition- Itt3glr(rl,2n)lq2g+mlir, we were low by set with the ARC, data, it wns clear

intensity calculations cnnnot distin- a fnctor of about 2 compared to the that the 15tl-level set, <aswell as the
guish between level spins of 1-,2- dnta at En ;_-14 MeV (Refs. 8, 13). Tllt, origin,al 37-level set, was signifi-

and 1+,2+. Transitit)ns to 4+ levels incomplete level set ni'ld brnllching cnnt]y deficient till levels with spins
arc essentially truly E2 in type. The ratios caused far too muchl of the cal- in the rnnge ] : 0 to 3. We assem-
nun.iber of 1_states from 0 to ,I thnt culated (n,2n) cross section to popu- bled a third level set for lU21rill
we identified in Hoff's datn agreed l/,te the 9 +, 241-v isomer nt t).l(_l MEN.'. which we took ali of the levels that

well with our prediction of last year. Withlin this Inst year, l'aar and we had chnrncterized from our anni-
Althougla our calculatitms l:or this Brant, Il in collaboration with Meyer, \,sis of the ARC data, levels having
nnalvsis are as complete as we can calculated a preliminnry set of 150 spins with ] = 0 to 3, and combined

- mnke them, the annlvsis and inter- levels, using their Interacting Boson them with thio li:li:FM levels having
: pretntion of tile data are by no means Fern,lion Fermion Model (IBFFM). 15 / > 4, tip to level energies of about

10-2 [ "---- Total(n,2n) * Ref.8 1/ I
_ / ....... 37-levelset " Ref.13I
_ 1";2- _, [_"- - 150-levelset I

_ 3- _ l" -- Deduced 73-1evelset [

7., ------- o

EEIO 3" a' --'- oLt.;
al

cn "-'----- _._..__ 8 12 16 20

g" _ 0+ Incident neutron ,_nergy(MEV)
E

__ ii. Figure 3. Calculatecl excitation functitms
for the total 1')3,e,lr(n,2rl)l<_21r reactitm and

: for the I<_,qr(n,2n) prt)ductiim i)f the sum

of tiae I'Cir ground si<ateand first ist_mt,r

10-4 I , I i I I I I i i I 4 i i ,4 (_4+ ml) using ditft, rt,llt discrete ]cvcl
sets and asst_ciated g<llllllld-l',lV brtlncll-

5 6 ings for lU21r: 37-lcvcl st'i tit M,.:\'el; 12 pre-
Incidentgamma-rayenergy(MEV) Iirrlinarv theorc'tical 1."q()-h_,\'clsc't Ii wi_h

LCI II:'L;K-ctmaputedganlt/1,'i-rily
"3brdnc'hL's, di'ld titii" dt'dtlct'd 1. -le\'_ 1'set.

: Figure 2. Our ,:alculated prinldrv gtllYIlllil-l't'tVrelative intc'nsiiies c-livided by 1:_ vs 157, i)aia fl'om I:l,l\'hurst and t'tW<t)l'k_,'l'S s

h)r El, kll, and 1".2 ir(iilsitituls tri liilal states iri -ii" with spill.', t)l t) in., ,'lild ot ii' to ,and I lerman :lild cowtirker.,4 I_ ftlr the
4' folltlwing 2-keV l_t,uil'tlll capture bv I'_llr. The shaded bailds arise fron'l the cdlctl- lU?',e,lr(ll,21i)liC.e,+mllr reactitm are shown

latitm <ii a ±1 ,'_<( uncertainty ,]ssuciatc;A with the ccmlputcd iransilitm intensities and ftw ctlnlp,lristwi.
b,_:qc'd c;i_ t!_c.... i ............. _ ' '¢ _l...... ,,.; ,,,,-,,
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0.5 MeV. This yielded a set of 73 measured by Joly and coworkers, la obtained from activation measure-
levels, for which we generated When we properly weight and com- ments also, lie well above the Joly
gamma-ray branchings using the bine tile (n,¥) cross-section data for data. Our original calculations for
I_CIqFCK code. As shown ill Fig. 3, I_llr (37.3% abundant) and lU31r the l_)31r(n,y)excitati(m function
this ad hoc level set reproduced tile ((_2.7% abundant) that were mea- agreed with the lower data of
experimental l_2g+'nllr production sured by Lindner and coworkers 1_) Macklin and coworkers. We now
from tile It)31r(n,2n) reaction to via the activation method, we find know how we must modify the
within about 10(7,.. very good agreement (Fig. 4) with level-density modeling in lt)4lr to

tile J01y data for natural iridium that allow us to match the Lindner data.
Reexamination of the was obtainecl by using a gamma-ray We are investigating what this
193Ir(n,y) Data Discrepancies spectrum measurement technique. 18 modification tells us regarding tile

We also reexamined the 50 to 80'74 The natural iridiunl neutron-capture number of Iq4lr discrete levels that

discrepancies exhibited among the cross sections constructed ft'ore tile should be present tlp to a particular
three sets of experimental data cited data sets of Macklin and cowork- excitation energy.

hast year for tile t_)31r(n,7)excitation ers, 2° which were obtained from
function. 1 The question of which prompt gamma-ray measurements, Production of the 0.47-y 194Ir
data set is most reliable appears to be lie below the Joly data; the con- Isomer via Neutron Capture
resolved by comparisons 17that we stmcted natural iridium cross sec- Finally, we have examined ill
have made with tile (n, 7) cross sec- tions frona tile data sets of Herman more detail the production of the
tions for elemental iridium that were and coworkers, 21 which were 11-, 0.47-y isomer of It_4lr via neu-

tron capture (m the 3/2 + ground
state and on tile 11/2-, 10.6-d isomer

1 of It)31r. Our calculated results are

o • Ref. 18 shown in Fig. 5. Tile cross section
tl o

o o o Ref.19 for lt)3glr(n,"{)l°4mlr is small, a few
o o tenths of a millibarn for incidento o Ref.20

E] I-1
o o 0 Ref. 21 neutrons iii the range of I keV to

_, o o_ several MeV, and is rather flat and
g o independent of energy. The cross
,= o o section for the isomer target lU3mlr
g 10-I --no []

- oo has a more traditional shape,

D% _o decreasing from about 500 nab at
o 1"n = I keV to about 10 mb for t'n

=_ equal to several MeV. These results
o_ indicate that tile isomer 194mlr might
1

provide interesting new diagnostic
information for nuclear tests, if it

call be measured accurately, lt is not

10-2 I _ t i J i i i I i J i I i t I I produced well by rtetitron capture
10 -1 1 10 Ol'l It)3glr; thus, it might provide sup-

Incidentneulronenergy(MEV) plementary in formation tabout tile
production and destruction of the

Figure 4. -l"he(n, 7)cross sections fin natural iridium vs l:,aas reported by.Job, and It_31risomer, itself produced mainly
cowtu'kers Is and as constructed from the reported data til"Lindner and coworkers, IU by netltron inelastic scattering fr(;na

Macklin and coworkers, 2{Iand iterman and coworkers. 21 tilt,ground state.
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10 _ _ 1941rground-state production
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Completion and Applications
of the PC Code LCHECK

D. G. Gardner, M. A. Gardner, and G. L. Larsen

East year, 1 we described three IBM The Branching Ratios Calcula- 10 may be E2 transitions. From
PC codes that we were developing tion Mode. Ill the Branching Ratios these, the 10 most intense transitions
for use ill conjunction with our Calculations mode, the discrete level are chosen and normalized to unity,
cross-section calculations: LCHECK, set is read and the multipole branch- and an output file is written in the
INDIGO, and CADISE (Cross- ing ratios among the levels are com- STAPRE format. Up to six levels
section Analysis with Data lnterpo- puted under one of two possible may be specified by the user as iso-
iation on a Standard Energy-grid, assumptions: (1) the levels have no mers, and the code will also identify
formerly called PC GERALDINE). collective character, or (2) the levels as isomers levels that cannot decay
Here, we discuss the completion of are all rotational band heads with by dipole or E2 transitions. If the
the LCHECK code and some of its the rest of each band deleted. In levels are all collective band heads,

early applications. We also summa- both cases, the energy dependence the user has the option of inw)king
rize the status of the INDIGO and of the transitions is assumed to be the K-quantum number-selection

CADISE codes. E7(2_e+l),where £ is the multipolarity, rules. If so, then the K-quantum
Only El, Ml, and E2 transitions in numbers must be supplied when K

LCHECK Code Description the Weisskopf single-particle does not equal the spin, ], of the
The LCHECK code was designed approach are considered, and the band head. The main use for this

to operate in three modes: strength functions are constants; aspect of the third mode was tc) be
• Data File Error Analysis mode. either relative or absolute values able to insert E2 branches in level
In this mode, the code analyzes the may be supplied by the user or com- sets generated by codes having only
input file containing the discrete lev- puted from the Weisskopf approxi- dipole transitions.
els and their multipole branches for mations. Sample Uses of the Branching
a number of typographical and/or In practice, we use our absolute Ratios Calculation Mode. Dse-
physics errors. This analysis is continuum strength-function values 3 where in this report, 4 we illustrate
very important to us because often at an excitation energy midway the use of our new spin-dependent
our level sets are composed of hun- among the discrete levels if no other precompound reaction model by
dreds of levels, each of which may information, such as that from neigh- showing calculations of the excita-
have as many as 30 branches--it is boring nuclei, is available. In the tion function for the reaction

virtually impossible to hand-check continuum, E1 transitions are mod- 2°gBi(n,2n)2°smBi. Using the original
such large sets. eled using a double-peak, energy- branching ratios supplied by Meyer 5

• Interactive Data File Generation dependent Breit-Wigner line shape for a set of 87 levels up to an energy
mode. This mode allows the user to plus our systematics for the absolute of 2.1 Me_,, we calculate the popula-
create sets of discrete levels and intensity as; a function of mass and tion of the 10- isomer at 1.57 MeV to

their associated branching ratios in deformation. M1 absolute strength be about 14% of the total (n,2n) cross
the format required by the STAPRE functions are computed from a varia- section for an incident neutron
code, 2 even though the user is enter- tion of the Weisskopf approximation, energy of about 14 MeV. That illus-
ing the information in the (different) even though we know this does not tration also shows the results
format usually used by our nuclear yield a finite sum rule. The E2 abso- obtained using the multipole transi-
structure personnel. The results can lute strength functions are calculated tions computed by the LCHECK
be analyzed by the Error Analysis using our systematics for the pararn- code, which are within 10% of the
mode, and the user can then correct eters 3 plus either a Lorentz or an original results.
any errors, energy-dependent Breit.-Wigner In Table 1, we Show a portion of
• Branching Ratios Calculations single-peak line shape. 3 the branching information from the

mode. This mode, now completed Up to 30 branches are calculated original set and from the LCHECK-
and debugged, is described below, for each parent level; 20 may be generated set. When an isomer is

dipole transitions and the remaining present, the format of the STAPRE
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code requires that this level be omit- duce the isomeric cross section agree fairly well with both tile mea-
ted from the set of branches. Level rather weil, it is obvious that each surement and the calculation using

l'_Ulllber 21 corresponds to the 10- parent level has been assigned many the origilml multipole branches. 5
isomer of 2{lSBiand w,as located and more branches than are contained in However, when the calculated

deleted by LCHECK. The designa- the original set. Thus, the gamnaa- gamma-ray emission spectra associ-
tion of a state as an isomer depends ray spectrum computed from each ated with the inelastic scattering of
upon tile user's criterion for the set might differ markedly. 2-MEV neutrons using the two
magnitude of the half-life. In this 1i_ investigate this furtheb we branching sets (with intense transi-
case, tile 10- isomer has a halfqife of computed the cross sections and tions corrected for K(_.electron con-

ms. Should we choose not to call gamma-ray emission spectra for the version) were compared with new
this state an isomer because the half- I¢)lglr(n,n')l¢)lg,mlr reaction, frorn experimental lneasurements, 7 nel-
life is too short for the application, threshold to 4 MeV. The isotope 1911r ther calculation agreed well with the

would simply insert one line in has a 4.9-s, 11/2- isomer at 0.17 MeV; data. Both calculations and mea-
the branching file with our choice of the calculated cross sections for its surements showed one main transi-
final states and tile fractior, al production are shown in Fig. 1a tion along with a number of some-
branches to them. Although the with a single experimental valued _ what less-intense transitions, but the

LCHECK branches in Table 1 repro- Again, the results from LCHECK energy of the main transition was

Table 1. Multipole branches among the first 28 of a total of 87 discrete levels for 2°8Bi,as computed using original
branching ratios 5 and those from LCHECK.

Set I a Set 2b
Nic Nf+ BFfd Nf + BFfd

2 1,00 1,000
3 1,00 1.999 2,001
4 1,68 2.32 1,582 2,418
5 2.00 1.577 2,420 3.004
6 2.00 1.006 2.994
7 1,54 3,46 1.317 3,683
8 1.50 2,50 1,517 2,414 3.039 4,0i7 5,013
9 6.00 2.175 4.001 6.824
10 4.30 6.70 1.011 2.902 4.050 6.037
11 1.30 2.70 1.514 2.419 4.026 5.021 6.020
12 1.60 2.40 1.495 2.409 4.036 5.030 6.028 8.001
13 2.84 4.16 6.10 1.013 2.832 4.083 6.067 9.002 10.002 11.001
14 1.00 1.763 2.007 3.115 5.059 7.050 8.005
15 1.40 4.60 1.400 2,347 4.071 5.064 6,063 8.018 10,013 11.011 12.006 "13.005
16 4.60 10.40 1.016 2.614 4.136 6.121 9.031 10.029 11.025 12.015 13.011
17 1.60 2.40 1.373 2.326 3.102 4.075 5,069 8,023 11.015 12.010 14.006
18 1.20 2.80 1.016 2.566 4.141 5.001 6.128 9.039 10.037 11.033 12.022 13.017
19 6.00 2.056 4.006 6.538 9.167 10.158 13.075
20 2.00 1.357 2.315 4.082 5.075 6.074 8.028 10.023 11.020 12.014 13.011
22 1.50 3.50 1.530 2.012 3.166 4.001 5.118 7.109 8.047 14.017
23 1.00 1.525 3.170 5.122 7.114 8.050 14.019
24 1.60 2,40 1.017 2.519 4.145 6.132 9.047 10.045 11.041 12.029 13.024 15.002
25 7.00 7.000
26 1.00 1.336 2.299 4.086 5,080 6.079 8.034 10.028 11.025 12.018 13.015
27 3.00 3.555 7.377 14.068
28 1.00 1.327 2.292 4.088 5.082 6.081 8.036 10.030 11.027 12.020 13.017

a Using original branching ratios. 5
b Branches computed by the LCHECK code.
cNi is the number of initial radiating level (1 = ground state, 2 = first excited state, etc.).
d Nf is the number of the level reached by the transition, and BFf is the fraction of all transitions from level Ni that terminate at
Nf. Wher_ BFf= 0, the branching fraction to level Nf is unity.
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misassigned by both calculations, tile isomer ratio in I_Jllr so well was experimentally or to describe well in
Our interpretation of this is that one surprising because the nucleus is theoretical calculations. Details of
or more important levels are missing away frorn closed shells, is our cross.-section calculations for
from the present l_rllr discrete level deforrned, and probably resembles this case are given elsewhere in this

set we are using, 5 but the nurnber an asymmetric rotor or vibrator report.I I A more well-behaved odd-
of missing levels is small enougll more than a spherical nucleus, odd nuJleus is 2l°Bi. Experimental
that the (n,n') cross section to the Of greater importance to nuclear- cross-section data for the 2(l_'_Bineu-
isomer is not greatly affected. That test diagnostics are the cross sections tron capture reaction .to the 3 x 1()¢_y
the LCHECK code could reproduce for the 193glr(rbr_')l_'J3mlrreaction isorneric state of 21(lBlat 0.27 MeV

that produce the 10.6-d product at do not exist, other than at thermal
0.08 MeV. Because both I_rllr and energy. We have rnade the calcula-

3 l_3lr have ground-state spins of 3/2 .). tions, 12,13 using 29 discrete levels in

Ca} ./- -n=,,,_ and isomers with spins of 11/2-, we 21°Bi and both the original set of
2 f - - Original wouM expect sirnilar (n,n') excita- multipole branches 5 and that calcu-tion functions, allowing for the lated with LCHECK, and we arrived

_ LCHECK energy differences, lt is very irnpor- at the excitation functions shown in1 _ Total (n,n')

_- _ ...a_ tant that we be able to correctly cal- Fig. 1c. The two calculations agree
0 _ , , culate the I93glr(n,r_')lO3mlr excita- to within about 20%, even when the

tion function, as we seem to be able isomer fraction is so small.0 ,1 2 3 4 5
to do when t'_llr is the target. The Plans for the Third Mode. The

2 present situation is given in Fig. lb. Branclfing Ratios Calculations rhode(b) } * Ref.8
" - - Original Using a set of 37 discrete levels for of the PC LCHECK code appears to
._ 1_)3Ir,neither the original multipole reproduce multipole branches foro _ _-- LCHECK
¢ 1 -- _ branches 5 nor those from the sets of discrete levels using simple

_ " ,_, LCHECK code can reproduce the physics approxirnations that are use-

o
_r3 measurements of Bayhurst and ful even for nuclei not directly on

0 I __ _ coworkers. 8 A comparison of Fig, la closed shells. We intend to test this
0 5 10 15 20 and b suggests that the calculations mode next on permanent rotors such

for target 1931rare not grossly in as 174/176Luand 236,237Np. Should

- Ce) - - Original error. Efforts are now under way we cor_tinue to observe good results,
- _ LCHECK both to remeasure this reaction 9 we will have a valuable tool

_) and tc) calculate the levels and because, in many instances, it is eas-
10-2 their branches using an approach ier, experimerltally and theoretically,=.......

__ _ .... --. similar to the Interacting Boson to determine a reasonably accurate

- "" _'_.._.. Approximation. 1(I We cannot con- set of discrete nuclear levels than it
10-3 J _ _ J _ __,P" "-- ceive of any cross-section modifica- is to arrive at the multipole branches

10-2 10-1 tions (except an extremely unlikely among the levels. Furthermore,
Incidentneutronenergy(MEV) level set and branches) that could comparing calculated transition

possibly reproduce the data point strengths with experirnent may pro-

Figure 1. Measured and calculated val- near En = 7 MeV. Again, reasonable vide information about the corn-
ues of isomer production from two sets (and unexpectedly good) agreement pleteness of the level sets (as in the
of calculatior_s---those calculated using is obtained when either the original l_nlr inelastic-scattering results 1rien-

the original brarlching ratios supplied or LCHECK branches are used. tioned above) and, thus, rnay sup-by Meyer s and those using the Branchirlg
RatiosCalculations mode of the One of the most interesting appli- plement our statistical analyses of
I..CHI_CKcode. Ca)The 11/2- isomer of cations of the LCHECK-computed these level sets (spin and parity dis-
I_Jllrvia the l'_lglr(n,n') reaction; Cb)the branchings was for l°21r in the calcu- tributions, spin-cutoff parameters,

I1/2 isomer of I_J31rvia the 1_3glr(n,n') lation of the cross section for the density of levels, etc.).
reaction; (c) the _ isomer of 21()Bi via the 193Ir(ll,2n)192m21r reaction. Flcre rn2 Accurate and extensive discrete-
21_'q3i(n,y)reaction. The "totals" shown

refers to the 9 +, 241-y isomer at an level sets and their branches arein Ca)and (c) are the calculated excita-
tion functions fc_rthe total I_llr(n,n')and energy of 0.16 MeV. This odd-odd extremely important for calculating
21J_q3i(n,y)reacti_ns, respectively, nucleus is very difficult to study nuclear-reaction cross sections in the
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energy region of interest for radio- The CADISE code was designed 6. P, Bornenlisza-l'auspertl, J. Karolyi,and G. Peto, Atomki Kozh,meuyek 10,
chemical diagnostics of nuclear as a graphical preprocessing code 112 (1968).
tests, and they are indispensable if that compiles and prepares calcu- 7. T.N. Massey, Lawrence Livermore
isomer populations are required, lated cross-section excitation func- National Laboratory, Livermore,
Anything that we can do to increase tions for energy-group averaging CA, private communication (1989).
our confidence in these level sets and for further use in other codes 8. B. !3.Bayhurst, J. S. Gilmore, R. J.

Prestwood, J. B. Wilhelmy,
should be investigated, that make activation calculations for N. Jarmie, B.H. Erkkila, and R. A.

radiochemical device diagnostics. ' Hardekopf, Phys. Rev. C 12,
Progress on INDIGO and This code has been completed, and a 451 (1975).
CADISE, _ 'user s guide has been written. 15 We 9. E. A, lqenry and R, J. Nagle,

The planned addition of one have als() modified STAPRE, our Lawrence Livermore National
more option to the graphics code main Hauser-Feshbach plus precom- Laboratory, Livermore, CA, privatecommunication (1989).
INDIGO should enable easier con> pound-evaporation nuclear-reaction 10. V. Paar and S. Brant, University of
parison of calculated excitation func- code, to produce an output file con- Zagreb, Zagreb, Yugoslavia, private
tio.ns with experimental data that taining all of the cross sections (total communication (1989).
were measured under conditions of and partials to the product's ground 11. M.A. Gardner and D. G. Ga_rdner,"Additional Cross-Section

_. poor incident-particle energy resolu- and isomeric states) that are Calculational Studies for Irid ium,"
tion. The calculated excitation func- required by CADISE. this publication, p. 251.
tions may be "smeared" by folding 12. D.G. Gardner and M. A. Gardner,
them against a unit Gaussian func- References "A Prelirninary Evaluation of the
tion with an energy-dependent 1. G.L. Larsen, M. A. Gardner, and 3 x 106 y Isomeric State of 21°Biin
width. The form of the resolution D.G. Gardner, "Development of Astrophysical s-Process

IBM PC Codes for Use in Our Nucleosynthesis," Nuclear Test-
width will be Nuclear Cross-Section Calculational Experimental Science Amlual Report

Effort," Nuclear Test-Experimental Fiscal Year1988, Lawrence
R = a(E - b)2 + c(E - b) + d . (1) ScienceAmmal Report FiscalYear Livermore National Laboratory,

1988, Lawrence Livermore National Livermore, CA, UCRL-53929-88

Any of the constants a, b, c, or d Laboratory, Livermore, CA, UCRL- (1989), p. 186.-- 53929-88 (1989), p. 184. 13. D.G. Gardner, M. A. Gardner, and
may be negative in sign, and those 2. M. Uhl and B. Strohrnaier, A R.W. Hoff, DetailedPhotonuclear
not supplied by the user will be Computer Codefor Particle Induced Cross-Section Calculationsamt
assumed to be zero. As we have Activation Cross Sections and Astrophysical Applications, Lawrence

shown, 14for example, when the Related Quantities, Institut fi,ir Livermore National Laboratory,
cross section for the 2°gBi(n,3n)2°7Bi Radiumforschung und Kernphysik, Livermore, CA, UCRL-100547; Proc.Vienna, IRK 76/01 with Int. Syrup. on Weakand Eh'ctromag-
is measured with neutrons having an Addenda (1976). ro'tic Interactions in Nuclei

_" energy spread from 14.1 to 15.5 MeV 3. D.G. Gardner, M. A. Gardner, and (Montreal, Canada, 1989).
: from a 400-keV(d,t) neutron source R.W. Hoff, Detailed Photonuclear 14. M.A. Gardnel, D. G. Gardner, R. A.

at zero degrees, the convolution of Cross-Section Calculations and Meyer, and M. N. Namboodiri,

the rapidly rising calculated excita- Astrophysical Applications, Lawrence "Development of a Cross-SectionLivermore National Laboratory, Library for the Ground and Excited
tion function with the expected neu- Livermore, CA, UCRL-100547 States of the Bismuth Isotopes,"

_ tron distribution function produces a Supplement (1989). Nuclear Chemistry Division FY 86
measured cross-secti(m value about 4. D.G. Gardner and M. A. Gardner, Annual Report, Lawrence Livermore

"A Simplified Spin-Dependent National Laboratory, Livermore,twice as large as the calculated one,
at a nominal neutron energy of about Exciton Jv,_aeL, this publication, CA, UCAR-10062/86 (1986), p. 2.p. 260. 15. G.L. Larsen, CADISE Users Guide,
14.9 MeV. Similar situations arise at 5. R.A. Meyer, Lawrence Livermore Lawrence Livermore National
incMent energies near rapidly rising National Laboratory, private com- Laboratory, Livermore, CA, UCID-
or falling regions of cross-section munications regarding discrete lev- 21597 (1989).
excitation functions, whenever the els and gamma-ray branching frac-

energy resolution of the incident tions for 191,193Ir(1987), 2°8Bi(1986),and 2li;Bi(1985).
particles cannot be neglected.
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A Simplified Spin-Dependent Exciton Model

D. G. Gardner and M. A. Gardner

Until recently, no formalism of the and angle-integrated cross sections the Hauser-Feshbach, compound-

precompound-evaporation nuclear- to isomeric states, the latter being nucleus case. Finally, the partial
reaction model properly conserved particularly important in our pre- widths for particle and gamma-ray
angular momentum and parity, sent cross-section calculational effort emission from each initial (J,rt,E)
Most nuclear reaction codes in rou- for tl;e iridium detector. 14 state to each final (]',rt',E') state, cal-

tine use treat the precompound and On the basis of initial sensitivity culated for the compound-nucleus
the compound portions of a given studies with our iridium and bis- case, are used to decay the sum of
reaction separately; tlaey do not con-- muth cross-section libraries, we both the compound and precom-
serve spin or parity in the precom- observed that under certain condi- pound occupations of the initial
pound evaporation and often do not tions involving type of reaction, states in the first daughter nucleus.
attempt to have the physics parame- energy of the incident particles, We have completed the first phase
ters of the precompound model spins of the target and daughter of our planned modification: the
approach those of the compound nuclei, and the mass region of the change in the way the precompound
model as the nucleus approaches target, the original exciton model 13 spectrum is distributed over the jn
equilibrium. 1 Fu 2,3 and a number of in our version of the STAPRE code 15 states in each energy bin in the first
other investigators 4-9 had proposed may produce isomer ratios that dif- daughl:er nucleus. We did this by
attempts at unifying the precom- fer by several tens of percent or using an approach based on the pre-

pound and compound (Hauser- more when compared with results vious work of Fu, 2,3 Reffo,5, 6 and
Feshbach) components of nuclear obtained if spin dependence in the Feshbach, 9 where the spin distribu-
reactions; however, there always precompound model is considered, tion of the level density in the contin-
appeared to be adjustable parame- To have in operation, in a short time, uum is made dependent on the num-
ters needing determination in some a code that still contains the many ber of particles and holes in each
ad hoc manner. Recently, in their other modifications we have added exciton state that undergoes particle
excellent summary of the current over the years to the original evaporation. In addition, we have
situation, Akkermans and STAPRE version, we decided to made this spin distribution depen-
Gruppelaar 1° cite two papersllA 2 in attempt an ad hoc inclusion of spin dent not only on particle-hole nurn-

which the authors report success- dependence in our current precom- ber but also on the excitation energy
fully combining both reaction mech- pound model rather than go to a in the daughter nucleus. Thus, the

anisms while conserving angular unified model at this time. spin distribution and the precom-
momentum and parity throughout pound occupations approach those of
the entire process. The master- Modifications to the the compound case at all energies as
equation, exciton model 13 was the Exciton Model the particle-hole number increases.

basis of these approaches. The STAPRE code divides the We treat this problem through the
Although a unified reaction the- excitation-energy range of interest, use of an exciton-dependent, spin-

ory is clearly desirable from many which is based on the energy of the cutoff parameter, which we have
viewpoints, for most applications in incident particle and its separation made energy dependent as well.

the past, the simple addition of energy from the first compound For a given exciton state with Np
Hauser-Feshbach compound- nucleus, into energy bins of almost and N h = N particles and holes., the
nucleus results with those from one any desired size. The precompound spin-cutoff parameter is taken as

of several precompound models fraction and energy spectrum are ¢_2(N) = const(NA2/3). Others have
lacking spin and parity conservation computed in the master-equation, sometimes made a further simplifi-

has actually produced quite ade- exciton framework. 13 Originally, the cation such that c_2(N) is used for ali
quate results. 1 Where the spin precompound contribution to each exciton states, where N is the most

dependence of the precompound energy bin in the daughter nucleus probable configuration. The value
portion becomes important is in the was distributed over the spin and of the constant is in the range of 0.15
calculation of angular distributions parity states in that bin exactly as in to 0.30. The usual assumption is
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that tile level-density expression can with Ni being tlle number of parti- before tile general usefulness of tile
be factored into the product of three cles and holes in the first exciton model can be ascertained. The
terms: p(rc,],E) = F(_:) x F(],E) x p(E). configuration, results of some of our calculations
The spin distribution in the precom- As an illustration, if the initial compared with various iridium
pound case, FI,(J,N), would be excitation is a 2plh state and it takes measurements appear elsewhere in

ten configurations to approach equi- this AItlzual Report. 14 Here, we will

2] + 1 librium, then (_2)(3,E)= (3/21)cs 2 (E) only comment that, because of the

FI'(]'N) = 2ch2(N) The precompourtd evaporation to effect illustrated in Fig. 1, tlle pOpL1-
the daughter energy bin about lation of 193mir, the 11/2- isomer, by

-( ] 1/2) 2 energy E is then distributed over the incident 14-MEV neutrons on the2+(N)csj_i ' (1) spin states calculated from Eq. (1) 3/2 + ground state is lower by a fac-xexp using the compound spin-cutoff tor of 3 using the new precompound
parameter, calculated at excitation mode ! compared to that computed

This approach is weakly energy energy, E, reduced by a factor of with the original model.
dependent because, at higher excita- (3/21). The next precompound con> To evaluate results of our'modi-
tion energies, more steps are ponent would be distributed using fication to reactions on 209Bi, we

required to reach equilibrium, and o2(E) x (5/21), etc. have compared our calculations
_' part,cle evaporation occurs from Thus, the precompound evapora- with measurements for tile angle-

more exciton states, tion from the first several exciton integrated energy spectrurn of emit-

In STAPRE, the algorithm for states tends to populate the lower ted neutrons induced by incident
computing the number of exciton spin values, with each successive neutrons of several energies, from 7
configurations required to "suffi- exciton configuration populating a to 25.7 MeV. For En = 7 MeV, results

broader spin range as equilibrium is of drs/dE n vs En compare w_,ry wellcient, ly" approach equilibriums neq
= (2gEx) "-,where g is the state der> approached. We see this in Fig. 1, with the data of Wang and cowork-
sity at the Fermi level and is related which gives the populations of the ers. 17 However, at this energy, the
tct the Fermi gas-level,density 73 discrete levels in 193Ir following precompound fraction is only about
parameter, a, by the expression inelastic scattering induced by 13%, so the good agreement does
g = (6//1:2)a, and Ex is the excitation 14-MEV neutrons and after the not reflect much about the precorn-
energy in the evaporating nucleus, gamma-ray cascade from the contin- pound model. At E n = 14 MeV, the
lt is easy to show that (2gEx)1/2 = uum is summed over both parities
(aE)l/2. Therefore, if we take N C, for each value of the level spin, ].

the number of particles and holes When the discrete levels themselves 10--,1
in the last exciton configuration, as depopulate via multipole transi- ,-,

N C = 211eq,then: tions, the lower'spin final states will _,.
tend to be favored somewhat. .o

G/2(Nc,E ) = CA2/3(aE)1/2 (2) In addition, we now allow the _ 10-_'
state density parameters to be sup-

Here, E refers to the excitation plied as input parameters and also r_

energy in the daughter nucleus. The allow the choice of two ways in lO-a
Spin-cutoff parameter for the com- which to calculate the rnatrix ele- 0.5 2.5 4.5 6.5 8.5 10.5
pound nucleus is calculated from ment, ]M2], for the residual interac- Levelspin,a

_(E) = (6/r¢2) k A 2/3 (aE)1/2, with tion. Details on this modification
values of k usually irt the range of are given elsewhere in this Annual Figure 1. The populations of the 73 dis-
0.146 to 0.24. This leads to the Report. 16 crete levels in l'_31rresulting from use of
approximation: new and (tld precompound models.

"_ N Model Testing These are the populations followinginelastic scattering induced by 14-MEV

(SlT(N,E) -_ l(iC (_2(E) , (3) We have begun testing tile accu- neutrons and the gamma-ray cascaderacy of the present stage of our rood- from the contirmunl, and summed over
where N c is more accurately ified precompound model, primarily both parities for each value of the

calculated as N C = 2 x (//eeI - 1) + N 1, on isotopes of iridium and bismuth, level spin,/.
Other mass ranges must be surveyed
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precompound fraction is about 41%, t)f emitted neutrons may change, we small, usually a few percent or so. A
and again, we find satisfactory hope, dropping the calculated total few exceptions have been observed;
agreement between calculation and neutron emission in the 2- to 9-bieV for example, for 2()_q3i(n,3n)2()7Bi

experiment, la-2() as illustrated in region. At an incident neutron (where the calculation populates pri-
Fig. 2. The calculation used 96 energy of 25.7 MEV',the precom- rnarily the dfscrete levels in 2{)7Bi),a
discrete levels in 2°¢q3i,up to an pound fraction is about 85%. As 10% enhancement by the new model
energy of 4.8 MeV. 21 Thus, netltrons shown elsewhere in this Amlual was observed for En = 15 to 21 MeV,
with energies above about 9 MeV Report, I{'we obtain a good fit to the When the 19/2- isomer of 2()_JBiis

that are emitted from the precom- data, taken between 9 and 25 MeV, the target state, the ratio of the cross

pound process populate these dis- with both the new and the original sections obtained from the original
crete levels along with those from precompound modeling, Because modeling to that from the new,
direct reactions_the latter would there is little difference in the calcu- c_(original)/o(new), for the (n,2n)
require being described by the dis- lated spectra from either precorn- and (n,3n) reactions varied from 0.5
torted-wave Born approximation pound rnodel, we cannot conclude to1.2 for En = 6 to 21 MeV.
(DWBA) forrnalism, on the basis of these rneasurenlenl,_ For our purposes, the irnportant

We do not expect that implemen- that one is better than the other, feature of the new modeling is its

tation of the second phase of our For incident neutron energies of effect on isomer ratios. One way to
modeling will alter the shape of the 20 MeV or less, the effect on the total illustrate the magnitude of the effect

precompound spectrum, shown by (n,n'), (n,2n), and (n,3n) cross sec- is shown in Fig. 3. With the 2°9Bi
the blue line. However, the (n,n') and tions produced by our change in the ground state as target, the fractions of
(n,2n) c.,,ss sections and their spectra precompound model is generally the (n,n'), (n,2n) and (n,3n) cross sec-

tions that lead to the ground states of
2()_Bi,2°8Bi, and 2(}7Bi,respectively,

10 are plotted vs En, For both 2(17Biand
2()SBi,the grotmd states have lower

----- Total spin values than their isorneric states
---- Precompound and are populated more with the

o Data, Ref. 16 new modeling. When either the l/2 .)`
1 [] Ref.17 or the 19/2- isomeric state of 2()9Biis

•' Ref.18 the target state, even larger differ-
>_ ences are produced by the original

and 'neW modeling.
i0-I

" _ _oo oo
, o

oOO o oD t-

"1o o ._o (n,2n) (n,3n)

10 -2 m _

,.°=°o n,,,
u E -----. New

--- -- Old
I I I I

10 -3 I I 0"50 5 10 15 20

0 5 10 15 Incident neutron energy (MEV)
Incident neutron energy (MEV)

Figure 3. For the target, 2°_gBi,the frac-
Figure 2. Calculated and measured total neutron emissi()n spectra folh)wing 14-MEV ft(ms of the (n,n'), (n,2n), and (n,3n) cross
neutrons incident on 2()_q3i. sections that lead t() the ground states

of the daughter products, 2()'q._i,2°aBi,
and 2117Bi,respectively, vs t-:.,
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111Fig, 4, we show our Calculated
: results for tile production of tlle 0,8

[] Ref, 22 ]
2(18Bi2.5-ms, 10, isomer at 1.57 MeV o Ref. 23

by an (n,2n) reaction on 209gBi, conl- 0 Ref.24 ] Data
[]

pared with some measurenlents 22-26 A Ref.25

around 14 MeV. Figure 4 has four 0,8 - I DeducedfromRef,26
curves, ali calculated using 89 dis-
crete levels for 208Bi. Tile black solid Calculatedusinggamma-raybranchesfromRef,21

and dashed curves are those calcu- _ ---- New , _
lated using the gamma-ray branches o, -- -= Old i
for tile 89 levels supplied by 0,4 -- Calculatedusinggamma-raybranches_ .-
Meyer, 21 The blue curves show tlie _ fromLCHECKcode /,/f, New /., / _.
results obtained using our LCHECK _ / ,---'-- Old /
PC code to compute the branche.s,
Comparison with experiment tends 012 --
to support our new precompound
model. Figure 4 also illustrates the ,
usefulness of the LCHECK code,,

described in detail elsewhere in . I
this Anllual Report. 27 Ali of our bis- 0 5 10 15 20
mu th calculations shown in these Incidentneutronenergy(MEV)
figures were made using parameters

determined several years ago and Figure 4, Calculated and measured production of 2°_mBivia the 209Bi(n,2n) reaction
were not fitted to any of the mea- vs En, resulting from use of new and old precompound models
surements with which they are

now compared. References 8. H. Gruppelaar, Proc. IAEA Meeting
1. H.K. Vonach and II Nagel, NEA on Methods for/lte Calculation of
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Ruthenium as a Charged-Particle Detector
for Nuclear Test Diagnostics

R. G. Lanier, M. G. Mustafa, and H. I. West, Jr.

,Although the Nuclear Chernistry number of atoms created by an Finally, although the information
Division has developed and cur- experiment, not by the quality of the provided by a new detector may be
rently uses a large suite of nuclides targets. This is approximately the redundant, there is always the

as radiochemical tracers and same limitation one enco,mters for potential that such information may
particle-fluenc e detectors for nuclear determining the activation in a be used in a special way to probe
tests, it seems prudent to continue to device. In special cases where labo- deeper into the workings of a
investigate other potential candi- ratory activation cannot be accu- nuclear device.

dates for radiochemical detectors, rately measured, normalizations to
For device-loaded, charged-particle theoretical calculations can be done Ruthenium as a Tracer
detectors, this is particularly true for with a great deal of confidence. One of the more attractive fea-

several reasons. Second, the development of new tures of ruthenium as a charged-
First, a data base of accurate charged-particle detectors offers particle detector is its relatively low

charged-particle cross-section infor- the potential for more versatility in reaction threshold. For protons, Eth

mation can be developed that takes measuring mix phenomena or for _-,3 MeV, and among the currently
advantage of our ability to make diagnosing independent segments used detectors, only bromine has a
detailed measurements of excitation of a device fuel more thoroughly, more favorable proton threshold

functions. We have developed a Additionally, having a larger variety (Eth = 2,7 MEV). The corresponding
target-making capability 1 that, in of detectors increases the flexibility deuterium (d) and tritium (t) thresh-

principle, allows us to conduct, in the in how a detector may be loaded, olds with respect to protons are, of
laboratory, excellent charged-particle For example, while halogen salts course, higher for all nuclei; how-

activation studies of most chemically may be good candidates for mixing ever, the proton thresholds provide
stable materials that might be loaded with salt fuels, the halogens, as non- a base for comparing relative values.
into a device. Thus, accurate deter- metals, alloy with virtually notlHng. A low threshold means that the
minations of relevant cross sections Consequently, any present or future detector is able to sample a greater
are now limited only by the measure- applications of such detectors in an fraction of the charged-particle
ment technology that detern_ines the alloy form is virtually impossible, energy spectrum produced in a
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device. Ill Fig. 1, we compare tile depends on the fission fuel used. Chemically, ruthenium is a mere-
, proton excitation functions corrected Although such yields are expected ber of the platinum metal group and
for isotopic abundances for various to be very small in most cases, rea- has several metallurgical applica-
radiochemical detectors. The ruthe- sonable corrections for them can tions. For example, it is often
nium cross sections were calculated probably be determined frorn an alloyed with platinum and palla-

with the STAPRE code using global evaluation of the fission perfor- dium tc, form hardened alloy s for
parameters, while those for the other mance of the nuclear device. A wear-resistant electrical contacts.
nuclides were either obtained from background problem will be pre- The addition of 0.1 wt% ruthenium

i direct measurement or from a recent sent from l°SRh (t I/2 = 35.5 h). The tct titanium forms a highly corro-
• evaluation. 2 The cross-section com- cumulative yield of this isotope is sion-resistant titanium alloy. Also,

parison clearly shows that ruthenium expected to be significant, and the certain ruthenium-molybdenum
is very competitive with the other spectrum of gamrna rays will con- alloys have been prepared that are
detectors being used. Although tain several lines that can interfere believed to have superconducting
we have not compared d- and with an accurate determination of properties. With respect to potential
t-excitation functions, we expect that the other rhodium activities at short diagnostic applications, ruthenium
ruthenium will be competitive for times after irradiation, can be alloyed with gold and
these reactions also.

In Table 1, we show the rhodium

activation products from tile vari- 1°_ b
: ous stable isotopes of rutlieniurn

that are expected in nuclear test Ti
debris. Because charged-particle Br
activation is generally rnuch \
weaker than activation by neutrons, \ Y

] interferences from fission products \
or from soil activation by neutrons \

are not necessarily negligible. 1° 2 \ Ru
However, the degree of neutron \ N Eu

" activation of naturally occurring _,

rhodium frorn the l(13Rh(n,2n)l°2Rh g I
reaction, for example, should be

= /
negligible because rhodium's aver- _ /age abundance in tile earth's crust =

is <_0.001 ppm. This value is almost _ / "_' _, _(_p)
five orders of magnitude lower _ 10 /

than the natural abundance of / I
=_ gadolinium, which is a charged- I

particle activation product from I
europium. Thus, if charged-particle I
activation of europium is not signif- I .... Y, TI,Cr
icantly perturbed by a natural I I ---- Br, Flu,I, Eu

gadolinium background, we would I I
also expect ruthenium to be unaf- 1 I [
fected by an (n,2n) interference ITi [Cr
mechanism. Since the rhodium ] [
activities (see Table 1) are neutron 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

- deficient or otherwise shielded Ep(MeV)
from isobaric decay of fission prod-

ucts, only the direct yield from fis- Figure 1. Proton excitation functions for yttrium, titanium, chromium, bromine,
: sion presen ts a poten tia I in terfer- ru theniu m, iodine, and europium, corrected for isotopic abu nda nce. For comparison,

ence source. This yield, however, the representative shape of the proton spectrum (_p) in a nuclear device is also shown.
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probably with tungsten at low are scarce, t-lmvever, RuO 2 is a rea- those produced from the activation
concentrations (<5 wt_:_). l_hase - sonably attractive conapound for of ,'hodiuna by neutrons. We note,
diagram data further suggest that mixing with salt fuels, althougla it howeveb that the production of t)'JPla
additional alloys ,at approxinaately has marginal stability, decomposing would be caused only by charg'::d-

the <5-wtq level probably can be in the range of 501,}to 700°C. Finally, particle activation. Thus, in principle,
aclaieved with uraniuna and plutt_- the pure metal is both hard and brit- reasonable information on multiple
nium. Also, the metal can be tle, and there appears to be no neutron activation of rlmdium and
plated on various substrates by recorded experience of naachining on charged-particle activation of

eb -o-deposition or by the_' nal- or otherwise mechanically working ruthe,aium might still be obtained if
d nqgc,sition techniques. Data for it. Thus, it appears unlikely that rutlmniuna-loaded, charged-particle '
sl_z_l._lesalts or oxides of rtltlaenium nuclear-device conlponents could activation corrections could be made

be mantifactured easily from for Itll.l°2Rla. Nevertheless, despite
Table 1: Activatiou products of metallic rutlaenium, these problems, it would be interest-
interest from a device spectrum of ing to observe the activation of
charged particles interacting with Discussion rutlaeniuna in a test shot and to com-
natural ruthenium. The natural iso-
topic abundances for ruthenium are Although rutlmniuna offers ser- pare its performance with well
also noted, eral positive features as an addi- established detectors.

tional charged-particle detector, itsReaction
,.f product Half-life use also presents two disadvantages. References,, First, the determination of an abso- I. H. 1.West, lr., R. M. Nuckolls, and

l°2Rh 3 y, 207 d lute rhodiuna yield would require ta R.G. Lanier, "Plastic-Matrix-Encapsulated Targets for Use in
Ru + (p,d,t) _ mlRh 3 y, 4.47 d \.olatilitv correction that could be Measuring Nuclear Excitation

_Rh 15d quite large. This couM be a serious Functions," this pulqication, p. 2_7.
source of uncertainty unless only the '_ I',. G. Lanier, M. Mustafa, and H. 1.Mass Abundance • - "'

number (%) relative yields of the various West, .lr., "Cross Sections for (p,n)
isotol:.;:'s or isomers are of interest, and (d,2n) Reactions on 7"Brand1271: Ata Evaluation of Results from

96 5.5 Second, if one uses ruthenium as a Selected Literature and Model

98 1.9 charged-particle detector, then there Calculations," this publication,
99 12.7 will be an interference problem if p. "_8"_100 12.6 ....

' 101 17.1 r'hodiur, is also loaded as an (n,2n)
102 31.6 detector. This is because some of the

ar'b "_ •104 18.6 ruthenium chargt d-I: article activa-
tion products would conb_minate
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Plastic-Matrix-Encapsulated Targets for Use in
Measuring Nuclear Excitation Functions

H. I. West, Jr., R. M. Nuckolls, and R. G. Lanier

The general problenl of selecting a properties at room temperature that applications, so there was already a
suitable target for stacked-foil acti- make them completely unsuitable history of its use in radiation envi-
ration experiments involves several for fabrication into freestanding tar- ronments. Our efforts to make foils
factors. Once the elernent to be get foils. Moreover, the (p,n) and with this resin have been quite suc-
studied has t_,_censelected, it is (d,2n) activation products of both cessful. The l'esin contains only
important that the target foil con- are noble gases (krypton and hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen, and

tain sufficient material to yield acti- xenon). As a result, any target made these elements have acceptable back-
rated species with a measurable from halogens must be specially ground activities when irradiated
level of radiation, that the target protected to avoid losing those with light, charged particles.
material be homogeneously dis- gaseous activation products. We first tried TiO 2 for target load-
tributed throughout the foil, and ing. When this proved successful,
that none of the activated species be Method of Making Targets we used the same procedure to
lost during or after irradiation, lt is To solve the problem of making make a large number of foils loaded
also desirable that such foils have targets loaded with europium, with Eu203. First, we thoroughly
good heat conductivity and/or that bromine, or iodine, we developed a mixed finely powdered Eu20 3 with
the heat produced in the foil does method of suspending suitable com- the resin in a paint mill. Next, we
not destroy it. If the activation pounds of these materials in a plas- spread the mixture thinly over a
product llas a low cross section or a tic matrix. This technique offers a clean, level, Pyrex glass surface with
low specific activity, then the irradi- significant advantage over vacuurn an area of 10 x 20 cna and cured it in
ation times may be long if the rate evaporation or sputtering, which an oven for several hours, increasing
of removal of heat from the target is have been used in the past, because the temperature during that time to

poor. This becomes a serious con- both the target thickness and the 260°C. After it was cured, the oxide-
cern when cross-section measure- homogeneous distribution of the resin mixture formed a thin sheet
ments are attempted near the reac- material throughout the target can that was fairly tough and easy to

tion threshold. Finally, a target foil be readily controlled, lt is also more handle. From these sheets, we
_ should be reasonably easy to ban- advantageous than forming "pel- punched 25.4-mm-diam target foils

dle and should be thin enough so lets" or other self-supporting forms that had total areal densities of 15 to
that beam energy loss through the by mechanical compression because 20 rag/cre 2, one-third of which was
frail is minimal, these tend to be rather thick con- elemental europium.

_ Generally, single metal foils make structions and are often brittle. For fabricating halogen targets,
ideal targets for activation experi- Finally, the technique is particularly we have so far applied our tech-
ments. Often, however, experiments attractive because, in principle, it nique only to iodine because there is
cannot be conducted with such ideal can be used with any material that already a commercially available
materials, and alternate techrdques has good chemical stability, epoxy polymer that contains
have been developed to fabricate Not all plastics are suitable for bromine as part of its chemical com-
targets from metal oxides or from target preparation. For example, position. The bromine weight frac-
other chemica_ compounds. In our Mylar, a polyester, breaks down in tion is reasonable, and the remain-

" program, we we_'e confronted with seconds under the kinds and intensi- ing elernental components resernble
the problem e( making targets that ties of irradiation we use. We the composition of Kapton. Test

= wauld contain europium, bromine, decided to try a polyimide resin that, foils of epoxy-bromine for our ,. val-
al: .t iodine. Metallic europium when polymerized, is essentially the uation were coated with aluminum
rapidly oxidizes in air and bursts same as Kapton: which is marketed to a density of 0.2 rag/cna 2 on both
into flame at relatively low tempera- in sheets. Kapton, we knew, was sides to contain the krypton pro-
tures (15t) to 18t)_'c). i he halogens, also used for scatterilag-chamber du_t:u' _.... ".... :..... -_:_: ........ a _,, t,,,_.,_.|Lll |||_t l|l¢,lk, il(itl_,_lt ¢,lltk,! ttJ IIkIl._'

bromine and iodine, have physical windows and in many other nuclear in heat removal.
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With a procedure similar to tile The ,:')unt ill tile fluorescent x-ray group of foils had been carefully
on2 used to load t; .gets with Eu20 3, peak geaerated by an element E can compared, tell individual foils were
we used K1 to make iodine targets, be written as: burned to ash, and the ash was
With KI, we have made reasonable weighed as Eu20 3. Tile k values

foils with a total areal density of 15 ( ) produced were consistent to 0.5%.to 20 rag/cre 2 with a 30% concentra- C = k _t_pzt:_2 1 e -1)D ' (1) (In the final analysis, a calibration
tion of iodine. We encountered constant, k_tt"._Lis used.)

problems because K1is a coarse- where For iodine, we had planned to
grained, ionic salt and because the use Agl instead of KI and to use
activation product is xenon gas. k = calibration constant, in rain-l; pure silver foils to calibrate the spec-

Because thorc)ugh mixing with the J.t_: = tile absorption coefficient for trometer. Unfortunately, we found
resin is essential for producing the excitor gamma rays ill that the energies of the x rays emit-

honlogeneous fihns, the particle size element E; ted by the iodine were just above the
of the solid oxide or salt must be as pz Ii' = areal density of dement E, ill K-absorption edge for silveb and
small as possible. Thus, before mg/cm2; even though tile foils were thin, an
adding tile resin, we thoroughly Q = solid angle the gamma-ray appreciable amount of the iodine
ground and sieved the salt to reduce source subtends at the foil, x rays was absorbed ill the foils, thus
tile particle size. In addition, KI is which can be written as tile enhancing tile K x-ray peak for sil-
soluble in water. Because water is a foil area, A, divided by the ver in the fluorescent spectrum. We
by-product of tile curing process, I- average source-to-foil dis- could calculate tile effect, and a cocle

ions are probably present during tance squared (i.e., _ = Atr2); was written to do so, but tile preci-
polymerization. This could conceiv- (1 - t'-l))/D = the self-absorption sion of the method was inadequate
ably cause the formation of less- coefficient; for our needs. Fortunately, we have

complete polymer chains and D = Zy _tpz/cos 0 + Zx _tpz. found that tlle evaporation rate of KI
explain why, with KI, we produced at temperatures needed to burn off
a rubbery plastic sheet. Finall); to The first term in D is the attenua- hydrocarbons (when burning foils to
contain the gaseous xenon, we evap- tion term for gamma'ray absorption ash) is not so high as to preclude
orated 0.2 mg/cm 2 of aluminum on sunlmed over ali elements, and tile using tile same procedure we used

both sides of each target foil. second is for x-ray absorption for europium. So lab we have not
sunm_ed over ali elements. Cos 0 is studied methods to determine the

la'oil Calibration tile obliquity factor for gamma-ray calibration constant for bromine.

lt is necessarY to accurately deter- penetration. The obliquity factor for In addition to determining the
mine the areal density of the target x rays is close to 1.00 and is not areal density of an element of inter-
element loaded into each of tlle plas- included explicitly, est in a foil, we need to know how
tic foils, preferably by a nondestruc- For analyzing europium, iodine, unifornlly distributed it is in the foil.
tire, easily applied, and highly accu- and bromine, we used the 60-keV Note that tile amount of material
rate method. Tile method we finally gamma rays from 241Am to excite fluoresced is pzEA, in nag. Although
developed makes use of x-ray fluo- tlle x rays. The requirement is that tlle foils are 25.4 nam ill diameter, a
rescence analysis (spectrometry) and the energy of the excitor gamma mask 15.9 mm ill diameter was used
is based on tile fact that the number radiation be above the K edge of the to define the measured portion of

of fluorescent x rays (K(_and KI_) element to be analyzed, but not by tile foil (A). If tile charged-particle
produced ill a foil is proportional to too much. We have also conducted beam covers exactly tile same region
both the strength of tile excitor experiments using foils loaded with with a unifornl scan, there is no fur-

gamma-ray source and the total TiO 2, and here, we used tile 22-keV tiler concern about foil unifornlity.
amount of dements to be analyzed, x rays in tile decay of l°')Cd. The Howevel; tile beam scan in one set

, By using the appropriate self-absorp- term we want from tile equation is of experiments was square (i.e.,
tion coefficients, we can correct for pz I:. For europiunl, we took advan- 8 x 8 mm), wherea,,.; in others, it was
tile absoi ption of both die excitor tage of tile fact that, tllermally, Eu20 3 round (10 mm in diameter). Thus,
gamma rays and the emitted x rays. is very stable. Thus, after a large although tile beam scala h,eips
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average out severe inhomogeneities though we were careful to raster the References
in tile foils, we still have to determine beam (in this case, over an area 1. R.G. Lanier, tt. 1. West, Jr.,

elemental uniforrnity in our foils. 10 rnm in diameter). If the heat pro' M.G. Mustafa, J. Frehaut,A. Adam, and C. A. Philis, "Effects
Our criterion was that fluorescent duced ill a foil is greater than about of Nuclear Deformation on
counts through the 15.9-mm mask, 0.5 W, the aluminurn cladding can 15',153Eu(p,r0151,153Gd Reactions,"
offset from center by 8 mm and taken separate from tile target foil, and in this publicatitm, p. 272.
at three different positions, should such cases, there is concern about 2. It. I. West, Jr., R.G. Lanier, M. G.
not differ by more than 2%. loss of 127Xe. We are examining the Mustafa, R. M. Nuckolls, J. Frehaut,A. Adam, and C. A. Pllilis, "Proton

details of tile foil rnountings to see if and Deuteron Excitation Functions
Target Use and Evaluation we can improve heat removal, for I._lEu and 153Eu,"this publica-

We fabricated and calibrated In our preliminary tests of the tion, p. 270.
more than 100 foils loaded with epoxy-bromine foils, we found a seri-
Eu20 3 and used them to study ous heat-loading probleml In con-
proton- and deuteron-induced acti- trast to the Kapton-like foils, which
ration at Bruyeres-le-Chatel, France, were cured at 260°C, this epoxy was
and at the Crocker Nuclear cured at only about 80°C. lt appears
Laboratory at tile University of that if we want to use these foils, we
California at Davis. Results of this must keep the heat produced in the
work are reported elsewhere. 1,2 foils below about 0.2 W/foil.
Some of tile foils underwent irradia-

tion as high as lC),000 MCi over a Acknowledgments
period of up to 5 h without showing We thank David H. Berkebile
any evidence of damage that would of E. 1. DuPont de Nemours, Inc.,
impair theh" usefulness. Heat Wilrnington, Delaware, for suggest-
removal was facilitated by means of ing tile use of tile polyimide resin

' thin aluminum foils (areal density > and for providing us with the initial
6 nlg/crn 2) pressed against the plas- materials. Wt, are grateful to Gordon
tic foils. Of course, tile aluminuna Spellman (Plastics Chemical
foils served the additional pur- Engineering) for encouragement of
poses of recoil-ion catchers and this work and for his advice and
beam-energy degraders. In addition, guidance during all stages of the
tile beam was rastered over a foil work. We also thank him for point-
8 x 8 nam square to help reduce the ing out tile possible use of the epoxy-
effects of beam loading and inhomo- brornine foils for our work.

geneities across the target. We also thank Mark Pearson and
In our first experiments with tile Wayne Jensen of the LLNL Plastics

Kl-loaded foils, we found that tile Shop for their help with developing
thin 0.2-rag/cre 2 aluminum coatings the procedure to fabricate the targets
on the foils, as well as additional and in making tile targets.

aluminum foils, helped ill heat Finally, we thank Barbara Frazler
removal. Although the targets per- of the Vacuum Deposition Laboratory
formed well in general, we found for providing aluminum coatings for
that there was a heat problem even tile iodine and bromine targets.
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Proton and Deuteron Excitation Functions
for 151Eu and 153Eu

H. I. West, Jr., R. G. Lanier, M. G. Mustafa, R. M. Nuckolls,
J. Frehaut,* A. Adam,* and C. A. Philis*

We have used tile stacked-foil Davis. We are still ill the process of through 4 show results for the reac-
method for obtaining the proton and accurately establishing the energies of tions leading to the production of

deuteron nuclear-reaction excitation the particles from the CNL cyclotron. 151,153Gd, including both the CEB
functions for 151,153Eu. The target As a help in this respect, cornplernen- and CNL data. We note that,
preparation was quite important to tary data at 12 to 20 MeV are being although the lowest projectile
this_work. To hold our target mate- obtained following the FY 1990 energy used at CNL was 20 MeV, we
rial, Eu203, we used a polyimide upgrade of the LLNL Van de Graaff. have data extending down to about
resin that polyrnerizes to a plastic 14 MeV as a result of the energy loss

called Kapton and is quite resistant to Results of the projectiles in the foil stacks.
radiation damage, holding up well We made most of our measure- In Fig. 1, we show data for both
after a 1-.MA.hirradiation by ments at energies less than 12 MeV the 151Eu(p,n)151Gd and 153Eu
deuterons. A detailed account cover- for the 151,153Eu(p,n)151,153Gd and (p,3n)151Gd reactions. To remove
ing fabrication and calibration is 151,153Eu(d,2n)151,153Gd reactions at the (p,n) contribution to the 15lGd
given elsewhere in this Annual Centre d'Etudes de Bruyeres-le- data in the region of overlap, we
Report. 1 An early account of our Chatel (CEB), France, in June 1988. normalized the high-energy tail in
work for <12-MEV data acquired in We added a few complementary Fig. 1 to the 153Eu(p,.n)153Gd data of
France was presented in last _ 'year s points a few months later, using the Fig. 2. We have included this nor-
Ammal Report. 2 Since then, we have LLNL Van de Graaff. (The LLNL realization as part of the 151Gd data
acquired data for projectile energies Van de Graaff would go to only in Fig. 1. Figure 3 shows results
of 20 to 35 MeV, using the Crocker 8 MeV at that time.) To ensure that for the 151Eu(d,2n)153Gd and the
Nuclear l,aboratory (CNL) cyclotron the radiation counters at both labo- 153Eu(d,4n)151Gd reactions. Here, in

at the University of California at ratories were equally well cali- a procedure similar to that used in
brated, we also counted at LLNL the Fig. 1, we have extended the high-
samples that we had previously irra- energy tail of the 151Eu(d,2n)151Gd

10a _.-.m diated and counted in France. data by normalizing to the
_" ,. %, In most cases, the results compare 153Eu(d,2n)153Gd data of Fig. 4.

102 _ _qi_ . within experimental error. Figures 1 In Figs. 5 and 6, we show the pro-
o $ • duction of 149Gd and 149Eu. The
',= . %h_,,_ analysis of the data caused a few

" I 103 rnore problems than those encoun-
.0 _" tered for the earlier data. To begin
0 " I [ I E 2 _% with, the half-life of 149Gd was not

1 i _'10 - 8
0 10 20 30 40 .o o % wellknown, sowe followedthe

Energy(MEV) ! _ %oaOoooo decay of the three most intense10 - o garnrna rays in the 149Gd decay:

F'igure 1. Excitation functions for ¢_ o 149.7 keV (gamma-ray intensity,
l_3Eu(p,3n)lSlGd (squares) and 1 I I I Iy = 49%), 298.6 keV (Iy = 28.3%), and
15JEu(p,n)lSlGd (circles and triangles). 0 10 20 . 30 40 346.7 keV (I7 = 23.9%) for 115 d for
Note that, to remove the (p,n) contribu- Energy(MEV) two samples on two different coun-tion to the I51Gddata in the region of
overlap, we normalized the high-energy ters. The da':a yield a half-life of
tail to the 153Eu(p,n)lS3Gd data of Fig. 2 Figure 2. 153Eu(p,n)i53Gd excitation 9.282 _+0.008 d. There was some con-
(shown by circles), function, cern about what to use for Iy. We

found from the growth and decay of
• ,-_.___.... _,F_..-_..._ _,........... ,_ ,-,,..... , !4_)E ,i.............. ,,__.'Iu_-IK'-%-- lIIItUl r%...t.:Ittlt.t.I .t_tt.tt.IU_ t.tU L_I t.ty _ tl|flP. UU| IC3LIIL_ _/'(_]'(t i]'t('_[

France.
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consistent with that for tile measure- Figure 6 shows the correspond- calculation to allow for the shape

ments of Sen and coworkefs 3 for the ing data: 151(d,4n)14_JGd and differences between 151Eu(I52 = 0.13)

first gamma ray. ('!'5,e Oth_.r inteilsi- l_lEu(d,(3np,2nd,nt))14_Eu. For the and 153Eu([:_2 = 0.28). A paper has

ties were obtaine, J fr.i!,m the n(_i'mal- 14_:_Etlproduction, reaction thresh- beensubmitted to Nuclear Phisits

ization of our data. 1 'i'he'gamrna rays olds suggest probable contributions l.,etters, 5 and an account is presented

used in the analysis of the 14;Eu data from the higher-order reactions, elsewhere in this Am_ual Report. 6 The

were 277.09 keV (I7 = 3.55 + 0.11%) calculation needs to be extended to

and 327.53 kev (Iy = 4.03 + 0.12%), Modeling the deuteron data and to higher-
which are measurements of Meyer The 15iEu(p,n)l 5lGd and order reactions.

and coworkers. 4 Figure 5 shows 153Eu(p,n) 153Gd data have been stud-

the proton data: 151Eu(p,3n)149Gd ied in some detail. We found it nec- Acknowledgment
and 151Eu(p,(p2n,dn,t))]49Eu. essary to resort to a coupled-channel The work at the CEB was per-

formed under the auspices of the

Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique

= 103 10a = ,_ of France. H. I. West, Jr., and R. G.

J, "" ,,•_'• d_ ",,% Lanier thank the CEB for the oppor-

I •%'%-" _'102 _ a_ "aa,_a,_a_ tunity to make these meaurements
102 # "_"_ ,., -- ,, at their laboratory.
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Effects of Nuclear Deformation on

151,153Eu(p,n)151,153Gd Reactions

R. G. Lanier, H. I. West, Jr., M. G. Mustafa, J. Frehaut,*
A. Adam, :_and C. A. Philis*

Ina recent experiment, we used Experimental Measurements energy loss through a typical foil
targets of natural europium to Our experiments were carried out was 0.4 to 0.6 MeV for 10-MEV pro-
accurately measure the at the tandem Van de Graaff facility tons. Depending on the number of
151,153Eu(p,n)151,153Gd excitation at Centre d'Etudes, Bruyeres-le- foils in a stack, the losses could accu-
functions between 5 and 12 MeV. Chatel, France (CEB). We used mulate to several MeV at the lowest

We find that the cross sections for beams of protons in the energy beam energies. To check the accu-

153Eu, o(!53), in the rising portk_n of range between 6 and 12 MeV to irra- racy of our energy-loss calculations,
the excitation function are enhanced diate single- and multiple-foil stacks we measured the energy loss experi-
relative to those for 151Eu, c_(151), of specially fabricated targets of nat- enced by protons through single
This observation is particularly ural Eu20 3. The targets were made foils and through foil stacks. These
interesting because it is consistent by thoroughly mixing chemically meas, :ernents were conducted at

with nuclear structure work in the pure Eu20 3 with a polyimide resin, several incident particle energies
europium, N = 89, region. These The details of the target-making pro- between 3 and 12 MeV. The calibra-
studies document significant cedure have been described tion spectrum of protons and the
changes in nuclear properties as the elsewhere in this Amlual Report. 3 spectrum of 7.16-MEV protons after

result of a drastic change in the equi- The 151Gd and 153Gd gamma-ray passing through a selected stack are
librium ground-state shape. In this activities from the foils were mea- shown in Fig. I. The calculated
report (see also Ref. 1), we present sured on large-volume germanium energy loss for a foil stack that was
evidence that the behavior of our detectors at the radiation-counting significantly thicker than we used in
measured cross sections i_;the result facility of the CEB, and the data our actual measurements agreed

of the shape difference between were analyzed by computer, with the measured value to better
151Eu (132= 0.13) and 153Eu (_2 = Measured decay rates were con- than 3%. For thinner stacks of foils,
0.28). An observation similar to ours verted to the number of gadolinium the agreement was usually better
has been noted in neutron total atoms produced during the irradia- than +1%.

cross-section measurements for the tion by using the decay-scheme The results of our measurements
even-even neodymium and samar- information in Table I and by using are shown in Fig. 2 as a plot of
ium isotopes. 2 the isotopic-abundance values for [G(153) - c_(151)l/cff!51) vs E, where

natural europium of 47.8% for 151Eu E is the effective energy of the pro-
Table 1. Decay-scheme data for and 52.2% for 153Eu. tons in the foils:, The feature we
151,153Gd. Because the target foils had a want to emphasize in Fig. 2 is the

total thickness of about 15 rag/cre 2, clear enhancement of the 153Eu cross
E I_ the beam suffered significant energy sections relative to those measured

(keV) (%) degradation during its passage for 151Eu. The Scatter of the data

151Gd(til 2 = 125.6d) 153.6 6.20 through a single foil. We calculated reflects uncertainties associated with
174.7 2.98 the energy losses through individual individual foil uniformity, beam
243.2 5.58 foils and through foil stacks that energy, beam-current integration,

were composed of as many as three and counting statistics. Because we
153Gd(tl/2= 237.9 d) 97.43 27.60 europium foils interleaved with thin used foils that were homogeneous

103.18 20.45 aluminum-degrader foils. The isotopic mixtures of 151Eu and 153Eu,

*Centre d'Etudes Bruyeres-le-Chatel,
Erance.
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any uncertainty in proton energy In Fig. 2, we show also tile results experimental data at low energies
would not alter tile data compari- of our calculated enhancements but begin to depart noticeably from
son. However, the positions of the from a spherical-optical-model cal- the measurements at E = 9 MeV.
enhancement ratios on the energy culation (SPH) and from coupled- The general disagreement
scale are affected by energy errors, channel calculations (CC) with between our calculations and experi-

although these errors are <100 keV deformed potentials. The enhance- merit beyond 9 to 10 MeV results
and are not significant in Eig. 2. In merits calculated from tile spherical primarily from an improper charac-
addition (see lhble 1), for the ISIGd statistical model are owing com- terization of tile statistical model

data we have an uncertainty in pletely to the mass and isospin parameters associated with the

gamma-ray intensity 17of +3%, and dependence in tile optical potential (p,2n) competition. We have used
t:or 153Gd an uncertainty of +5%. In and in the level-density prescription, only global optical potentials and
Fig. 2, tile shaded area represents tile These calculations miss the data by the level densities from a Gilbert-
uppe," and lower bounds on our data generally a factor of 3 and are, there- Cameron prescription 4 with param-

that could result from the Iy uncer- fore, quite inadequate to account for eters from Rose and Cook. 5 Further
tainties. The other uncertainties dis- our observations, By using the CC refinements in the calculations will
cussed previously affect the data formalism with deformed potentials, require a better characterization of
comparison in only a minor way. however, we significantly improve these model features in the A = 150

the agreement for E < l 0 MeV. region. Thus, with the present form
We remark here, also, that our CC- of the calculations and given the

(a) 7.8 9.8 calculated (p,n) excitation functions approximations made, making
agree very well with the parameter adjustnlents to better fit

0.5

_' • 'O0.3 -- CO ....

E ' ' ' • .

(b) 6.6

• • ," ' ", '= NN" .. ,"

".-.-. N
•-4).1 _ '_ _,

Effectiveenergy(MEV) _ _.

Figure 1. Energy-loss measurements. -0,2 n I J n J z n s
(a)Proton-calibrationspectra for energy- 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
loss measurements, Each peak corre- Energy(MEV)
sponds to an undegraded beam profile at
the energy nuted; the ordinate is logarith-
mic in the number _f protons detected. Figure 2. The (p,n) cross-section differences for IS3Etland IslEu, divided by the
(b) Profile of a 7.16-MEV proton beam 151Eu(p,n)cross section. The upper and lower bounds of the shaded area indicate the
after passing through a 7-rag/cre 2alu- maximum range that could occur in the interpretation of the data because of uncer-
minum degrader fc_iland a 14-rag/cre 2 tainties of +3'7, in the values of Iyfor lSIGd and +5'3 for 153Gd. The lines labeled CC
plastic-europium target. I ,r this cumbi- and SPH refer to our theoretical calculations for coupled-channel and spherical-optical
nation, our calculated vs measured nlodels, respectively.
e;_ergy k_sst,sagree to within M).()1'/,.
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the data at higher energies is unwar- addition to tile data described here, References
ranted. Clearly, it would be most we have also measured (d,2n) excita- 1. R.G.l.,anier, 1-1.I. West, Jr.,
desirable to obtain tile (p,n) cross tion functions for tile same target and M. G. Mustafa, Effects

ofNuclear Defi)rmationon
sections for both nuclei from a statis- nuclei. The data show enhancements llql,l'q'31dll(lLII)lSl/53Gd Reactions,
tical model that uses the coupled- for deuterons similar to those for pro- Lawrence Livermore National
channel formalism. At low energies, tons. However, the analyses ale still Laboratory, L,ivernlore, CA, UCRL-

where we have good agreement preliminary, and tile results will be 100865 (1989).
with our calculations, there is only reported later, Additional data for 2. R.E. Shama, E. M. Bernstein, J. J.P,arnirez, and Ch. Lagrange, Phys.
one minor competing channel, (p,y), E > 11 MeV for both protons and Rev. C 22, 1857 (1980).
and the effect of the inelastic chan- deuterons are also being acquired and 3. FI. 1. West, Jr., R. M. Nuckolls, and
nels is relatively small. However, as will be used to identify any shape R.G. Lanier, "Plastic-Matrix-
the projectile energy increases, this effects at higher energies by means of Encapsulated Targets for Use in
coupling becomes progressively more-realistic, coupled-channel Measuring Nuclear ExcitationFunctions," this publication, p. 267.
more important, and it would be Hauser-Feshbach calculations. 4. A. Gilbert and A. G. W. Cameron,
expected to be a non-negligible fea- Can. ]. Phys. 43, 1446 (1965).
ture in any realistic calctflations for Acknowledgments 5. E.K. l?,oseand J. L. Cook; Au
higher-energy (p,xn) processes. We are grateful to Ruth Nuckolls Evaluation of the Gilbert-Cameron

for her work with the target-density Level-Density Parameters, Australian
Atomic Energy Commission,

Conclusion measurements. R. G, Lanier and H.I. AAEC/E419 (1977).
We believe that our data provide West, Jr., thank the staff at CEB for

an excellent and unique opportunity their help and hospitality throughout
to test reaction-model calculations in the course of the work at CEB.

spherical and deformed nuclei. In

Coupled-Channel Calculations for Neutron- and
Proton-Induced Reactions on Deformed Targets

M. G. Mustafa

On the basis of geometric consider- nucleus 151Eu ([3= 0.13) for 5 < E < for charged particles was the occur-
ations, nuclear-reacti,_n cross sec- 12 MeV. This was about a factor of 3 rence of Coulomb effects on top of

tions in deformed nuclei (rotational) larger than the enhancement found the deformation effect. To establish
are expected to be larger than those in the total neutron cross sections this fact quantitatively, we per-
of spherical or vibrational nuclei. 1 (including shape elastic) in other formed coupled-channel calcula-
This cross-section enllancement has nuclei witll similar deformations for tions using tile ECIS ¢' code for
been studied both experimentally 2,3 the same energy range. 2,3 151,153Etl for neutrons and protons.
and tl_eoretically 2-4 for total neutron I?,ecognizing that sorne of tile We report our calculated results for
cross sections and, more recently, for extra enhancement in the (p,n) and two potentials: a global potential by
the (p,n) and (d,2n) cross sections for (d,2n) cross sections may be caused Becchetti and Greenlees (BG) 7 rnodi-
151,153Eu.5 The (p,n) and (d,2n) data by tile fact that these cross sections fled for (p,p') studies in europium _
showed an enhancement up to 35% are for specific exit channels, we and a recently evaluated potential
for the deformed nucleus 153Eu ([3_= suggested that the more likely expla- for europiun, by Macklin and Young

0.28) compared with the vibrational nation for the larger enhancement (MY). ¢),1° Details will follow, but we
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briefly mention that the enhance- which we also give the deformation reaction properties of 151,153E1,1.For
ments for proton reaction cross sec- parameters and identify the specific example, l,anier and coworkers _';
tions are, in general, larger than potential used. The potentials them- used a modified BG potential for the
those for neutrons, independent of selves are given in lhble 2 for 13G7,8 analysis of (t,,p') ()n 151-153Etl, and
the choice of potential used ii_ the and in Table 3 for MY._),1° Both of Macklin and Young _ used their
calculations. The exceptions to this these potentials, with their own potential to investigate neutron cap-
are the inelastic cross sections. We deformed parameters, were used ture ill 151,153E1.1, We discuss later
also compare the absolute values of independently to study different their relative appropriateness,
the inelastic and compound cross ,

sections.calculated with the two Table 1. Spins, parities, and energies of coupled levels in !51,153Eu, together with
potentials, the models and associated potentials,

Cross-Section Calculations lSlEu lSlEu ' 153Eu
The reaction cross sections were (vibrational model) (rotational model) (rotational model)

calculated by using the 1979 version E (keV) I_ E (keV) pr E (keV) I_
of the coupled-channel code ECISP
available on our Cray computers. 0 5/2+ 0 5/2 + 0 5/2 +
We used the symmetric rotational 196 3/2 + 308 7/2 + 83 7/2+
model for 153Eu and both a symmet- 308 5/2 + 503 9/2 + 193 9/2 +
ric rotational model and a first-order 506 7/2 +

vibrational rnodel for 151Eu, depend- _2 = 0.13, }4 = 0.0 I]2 = 0.16, }4 = 0.0 [:_2= 0.28, [34=0.06
ing on the choice of the deformed (BG potential) (MY potential) (BG potential)
potential. Three or four levels are

" allowed to be coupled in the calcula- [_'2= 0.30, _4 = 0.0
titreS. The properties of these levels (MY potential)

are given in Table 1, at the bottom of

Table 2. Deformed optical-model parameters for Table 3. Deformed optical model parameters
151,153Eufor the Becchetti-Greenlees (BG) potential for for 151,153Eu.a
neutrons and protons, a

Potential rt , ai

Potential ri ' ai (MEV) (fm)
(MEV) (fm)

Vii = 49.8 + 16rI - 0.40E + AVC 1.28, 0.63
Neutrons WD = 4.02 _+8rI + 0.51E, E < 10 1.28, 0.48

, WD = 9,12 :J.:811- 0.09 (E - 10), E > i0 1.28, 0.48

VR = 56.3 - 24rI - 0.32E !.17, 0.75 Wv = 0.0, E < 8 1.28, 0.63
WD = (13- 12rl - 0.25E)0.8 1.26, 0.58 Wv = -2.0 + 0.25E, E > 8 1.28, 0.63
Wv = (-1.56 + 0.22E)0.8 1.26, 0158 Vso =6.0 1.28, 0.63
Vso = 6.2 1.01, 0.75 rc = 1.28

Protons 11 = (N- Z)/A, AVc= 0.4(Z/A t/3)
[_2 = 0.16, _4 = 0.0 (151Eu)

VR = 54.0 + 2411- 0.32E + AVc 1.17, 0.75 }2 = 0.30, [_4= 0.0 (153Eu)
WD = (11.8 + 12q - 0.25E)0.8 1.32, 0.51 _-0.7q
Wv = (-2.7 + 0.22E)0.8 1.32, 0.51 + 0.7rl a The + signs denote protons and neutrons, respectively.
Vso = 6.2 1.01, 0.75 Note that the energy dependence of the real potential is

rc = 1.25 different from the published value. 9 This is the preferred
value, according to Young. J0

11 = (N- Z)/A, AVc = 0.4(Z/A 1/3)
" [32 = 0.13, [34= 0.0 (151Eu)

1_2 = 0.28, 1:_4= 0.06 (153Eu)

a Note that H',eimaginary potentials are reduced by 20%.
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Numerical parameters used iii the
calculation included 0.1 fin for the 1.25 i.3

integration mesh size, 21 and 17.5 fm ,-, Nx (a) (c)
for the respective matching radii for G 1.20 N.
protons and neutrons, 30 _ for the ,,_ N pmton_ '
maximum channel spin, and10 -5 for _ u: 1.15 --
the iteration-convergence criterion. C,_

1.10-
Results _ 1.2

The results are shown in Figs. 1 8_ 1.05 _Neutrons __.._
through 4 and Table 4. In Fig. 1, we _
show the cross-section ratios, 1.00 ] ] I _.a:

(3(153Eu) / o'(151Etl), calculated with 6 [ _m

the modified BG potential. The _(b)ratios are shown separately for the _ a_
compound, inelastic,and total(sum 5 1.1_ Neutrons

t5_ofthetwo)reactioncrosssections.

Similar ratios for the MY potential _ 4 - I
are shown in Fig. 2. The larger ratio u_

I

for 153Eu' as seen in these two fig-
ures, is caused by two effects: the _E 3 - .

size and the larger deforma- __ [ I .0
larger
tion of 153Eu. The size effect is at 2 1 I ] ]

4 6 8 10 12 4 6 8 10 12
most 5% and is not shown here sep-
arately. The enhancement of 153Eu Energy(MEV) Energy(MEV)

compared with 151Eu is, therefore,

m:._ =iythe result of the larger defor- Figure 1. Cross-section ratios, o(153Eu)/o(151Eu), calculated with the BG deformed
mation of 153Eu. potential. The (a) compound, (b) inelastic, and (c) total cross sections are compared

When proton ratios are compared for neutrons and protons. A smooth line is drawn between calculated points.

with neutrons, we clearly find a
greater enhancement for the protons shown in Fig. 3 for the proton reac- measured properties of europium, it
for the compound and total cross tions on 153Eu. The neutron cross sec- is natural to ask the question: "Of the
sections. This is true for both the tions are shown in Fig. 4. The result two potentials, which is the more
potentials, although the magnitudes to notice is that the neutron inelastic appropriate for europiurn?" Of
are different. We expect it to be a cross sections for the MY potential are course, we cannot answer that yet.
general property for deformed larger than tor the BG potential. The However, one constraint used to
nuclei, and it can be attributed to the results are similar for 151Eu. choose the MY potential parameters
Coulomb and deformation effects, is that the coupled-channel calcula-
The exceptions to this are the inelas- Discussion tions reproduce the experimental

tic cross sections. Most of the differ- On the basis of our present expe- total cross section (including shape
ence in the inelastic ratios of Figs. 1 rience and a review of the published elastic) for natural europium. We
and 2 can be attributed to the fact literature, we conclude that the compare, in Table 4, such total cross
that 151Eu is treated as a vibrator in deformation-dependent cross-section sections for the two potentials. The
Fig. 1 and a rotor in Fig. 2. Some of enhancement for the compound and table shows that the total cross sec-
the effects, of course, occur because total reaction cross sections is larger tion is not a sensitive measure of the
the radius parameters of the two for protons than for neutrons. The potentials. Clearly, the quantity that
potentials are greatly different, exceptions to this are the inelastic seems to be most sensitive either to

For completeness, the absolute cross sections. Since both the BG the coupled-channel model or the
values of the cross sections are and MY potentials previously were potential is the inelastic cross sec-

used successfully to explain different tion, which we plan to study further.
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Table 4, Total cross sections (including shape elastic) for BG and MY potentials 8. R.G, l,anier, L. G. Mann, G. L.
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Models for Deuteron-Induced Reactions

M. G. Mustafa, T. Udagawa,* and R. C. Mastroleo _'

Nuclear cross sections below E < is to examine the consistency of the tied to the optical model; however,
20 MeV are usually calculated by predictions of this model with those we can calculate only the angle-
using the Hauser-Feshbach statisti- of a more complicated microscopic and energy-integrated cross sec-
cal theory. 1 An important ingredient model 3,4 for the reaction d + t)3Nb tions in the entrance channel, and

in these calculations is the com- below 25 MeV. The microscopic not the emission spectra and angu-
pound-ntmleus cross section or model itself is tested against the lar distributions. In contrast, we

transmission coefficient for each available data. The details will fol- can calculate ali of these quantities
angular naomentunl. These partial low, but we sunlmarize our main with ihe microscopic model, but

cross sections are routinely taken results here. We show that the phe- the calculations are complicated
from an optical model. Iqowever, nomenological model can reliably and time-consuming. We provide
for the deuteron-induced reactions account for all direct-reaction cross only a brief description of the two
(and also for reactions inwflving sections, including the breakup, models here.

other composite projectiles, such as and can provide the input for the Phenomenological Model. This
tritons and heliuln nuclei), a large Hauser-Feshbach calculations, model is referred to in the literature 5

fraction of the reaction cross section as the direct-reaction approach to
is in the breakup of the incident par- The Models fusion (DRAF), and it is closely tied
ticle. The breakup cross sections Both the microscopic and phe- to the optical model for particle a
must be subtracted from those of "he nomenological models are based ol_ incident on target A. The model has

optical-model reactions for each direct-reaction theory. However, two parts. The first is to split the
angular monlentunl before Hauser- there are differences in the two imaginary part of the optical poten-
Feshbach emissions can be calcu- models, both in physics and in the tial, W, into an inner part, WF
lated. For this purpose, we have degree of complexity in the calcula- (fusion potential), and an outer part,
developed a phenomenological tion. For example, the phenomeno- WD (direct-reaction pntential). The
n,odel. 2 The purpose of this paper logical model is simple and closely second is to associat ,: with fusion

* University of Texas, Austin.
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, reaction and W D with direct reac- With the transmission coefficient The BF involves first the breakup

tions, including breakup, breakup TV,i given by: and then the subsequent partial
fusion, and any incomplete fusion fusion of x into the target A.

processes. Whus,wecanwrite:f ( S ) WefirstwritedownthedoubleW for r< R F Ted = __'-i' differential cross section for the EB./ reaction (i.e., the cross section for

WF t (1) ,._ observing b coming from the first0 for r > RI_ x / ]xe(r) ]2Wi(r)dr . (6) stage of the reaction). It is given by
4} • the well-known distorted-wave

and Born approximation (DWBA)
As is evident, the total reaction expression 6 as:

W D = W - W F , (2) cross section, c_R, is given as a sum

of OF and (_D' Note that (_D contains d 2c_EB 2_ P(EI,)P(Ex )
where R F = rl_A1/3, and A is the all direct-reaction cross sections, c/-El_--d_iI = _';ia

mass number. The cross sections for including breakup, and _F is the %(_),(_)- the fusion and direct reactions are fusion or absorption cross section x ( I, _,x IVa I%(+)_a >12. (8)
then given by the standard optical- normally associated with the

model expressi.on: Hauser-Feshbach model. The cross Here, va is the incident velocity,
section o D is srnall at lower energies, Eb arm Ex are the energies of b and x

oDRAF 2 <_(+) %lc+) =........ Za I - Wil > except for the composite projectiles, particles, respectively, and p(E i) (i
= flv a ' Thus, the main ingredients in the b or x) is the phase-space volume for

phenomenological DRAF method are the outgoing particle, i. They are
(i = F and D) , (3) the choice of the imaginary part of the related through:

optical potential, W, and the fusion-

where va is the incident Velocity, and radius parameter, rF. Nnte that the Eb + Ex = Ea + Q , (9)
%(+)is the distorted wave in which real optical potential also plays a role

the full imaginary potential W is in this method and is used in calculat- where Ea is the incident energy, and
taken into account, ing the distorted wave. Q is the Q value of the three-body

The distorted wave Z(+)can be Microscopic Model. We discuss breakup. Further, _(+) and %(-)are
expanded into partial waves as: here only the elastic-breakup (EB) the distorted waves for the incident

= and breakup-fusion (BF) processes particle, a, and the outgoing particle,

%(+)= _!...... but no_ e,.e inelastic scattering pro- i, respectively. The function _a
k_ r cess,_s. Usually, the co,_tributions stands for the spatial part of the pro-_

from all of these processes should be jectile's internal wave function,

_o combined and compared with the while the interaction potential, V a, is

_ x Z ie(2£ + 1)ze(r)P£(0) (4) ctD of the previous subsection, given by:
' The EB and BF reactions may be

_,---0 written symbolically as: Va = UI,+ U x - Ua . (10)
where ka is the wave number. The

= function P0(0) is the Legendre poly- a + A _ b + x + A (EB) In Eq. (10), Ua, U b, and Ux are the
norninal. By using Eq. (4), we can optical potentials for the particles, a,a+A-4b+x+A

- write the expression in Eq. (3) as: (BF) . (7) b, and x, respectively.

--4,b + B* We now turn to the BF cross-
:. section formula. We start with the

DRAF 71: '_ The first step stands for the EB of double differential cross section, lt

c_i = k_ _(2£ + 1)TLi,£=o the incident particle a into b + x. (If is given I as an expectation value of
a is the deuteron, then b is a proton the imaginary part, Wx, of Ux with

(i = F and D) , (5) and x is a neutron, or vice versa.)

_

i
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respect to the wave function, _x, for parameter, rF, The EB and BF calcu- parameter was chosen by matching
(x + A) as: lations require the neutron and pro- total breakup plus the (d,d') cross

ton optical potentials in addition to sections for Ed = 25.5 MeV with the
d 20 BF 2 the deuteron potential. We use the _jDRAFgiven by Eq. (3). We then cal-.-- CI '

iiEi, dol, fi va standard form for these potentials; culated _t.)RAF for other energies
however, we neglect the energy with this _ixed value of rF, The

x P(El,) ( _x J-WxJ_dx ) , (11 ) dependence in the present calcula- results are shown in Fig. 3. We also
tions. The values of the potential include the sum of the EB, BF, and

where _t,.x describes the motion of parameters used in the calculation (d,d') cross sections, shown in Fig. 3
the particle x (to be eventually are taken from the compilation by as oB.UDR. The agreement betweend
absorbed) relative to the target, lt Perey and Perey 7 and are summa- the two theoretical DR cross sections

satisfies the following inhomoge- rized in Table 1. The choice of the is very good, which indicates that
neous equation: parameter rF is described later, the two methods used are mutually

We first show the microscopic- consistent. This further indicates

(E - T_.- Uv)_. model results for (d,px) spectra and that when we are interested in calcu-
• " " angular distributions for two inci- lating only the total DR (or equiva-

=(x';'lv,,I '+'-Xa % } . (12) dent energies of Ed = 15 and 25.5 lently, fusion) cross section, we can
MeV, where experimental data are use the DRAF method, which is

The matrix element on the right- available. Note that the (d,px) cross much simpler than the microscopic
hand side of Eq. (12) implies a five- sections are the sum of EB, in which breakup and (d,d') calculations.
dimensional integral that is closely both proton and neutrons emerge, Note that we have not discussed
related to the six-dimensional inte- and BF, in which the neutron is cap- (d,d') calculations here but have
gral of Eq. (8). This is often called tured by the target while the proton used the multistep direct reaction
the "source function," which repre- emerges. Two energy spectra, (MSDR) approach of Tamura et al. 1°

sents the strength of producing x at d_p/dEp, of protons are shown in
the time when the breakup occurs. Fig. 1 and compared with experi- Conclusions

The above is only a sketch of the mental data. s,9 The angular dis- We have briefly described a phe-

EB and BF processes. The formula- tributions of d2_p/(dEp d_p) are nomenological model (DRAF) and a
tions are based on direct-reaction shown in Fig. 2, where they are also microscopic model (EB and BF) for

theory, and the interactions are compared with data. _,9 Note that calculating cross sections for
given by the optical potential, both of these quantities can be calcu-

lated only by the microscopic model.

Calculated Results Our results show excellent agree- j 100
The cross sections have been cal- ment between the predictions of the /%, E_

culated using both the phenomeno- microscopic model and the experi- >" / _5 MeV1 _"
logical and microscopic models for mental data. _ - 10

the d + 93Nb system. The main The cross sections obtained by the _ 100 ..__ q
inputs in the phenomenological use of the phenomenological model _ __ A ""
model calculations are the entrance- were calculated with the deuteron ,_ 1

channel optical potential for potential shown in Table 1 and with _ 10 __= _'5.1_ "g=

deuterons and the fusion-radius rF = 1.58 fm. The value of this

, i
Table 1. Optical-potential parameters used in the calculations. 0 10 20 30

Proton energy (MEV)

V W D a aD r rD rc
Particle (MEV) (MEV) (fm) (fm) (fm) (fm) (fm) Figure 1. Energy spectra of protons

emitted in the ,3Nb(d,p) reaction, for
d 99.0 16.7 0.84 0.64 1.12 1.31 1.30 deuteron bombarding energies of 15 to
p 50°6 14.1 0.678 0.47 1.25 1.25 1.25 25.5 MeV.
n 48.8 9.76 0.68 0.48 1.22 1.13
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deuteron-induced reactions. We cal'- Tile excellent agreement between Referenc(
ried out microscopic calculations for these results indicates that tile 1. W. Hat,ser and t--t.Feshbach, Phys.
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the d + _3Nb systern with incident DRAF method may be used reliably 2. M.G. Mustafa, T. Tamura, and
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¢ 1o-'¢ -

10-1 r,
0 50 100 150 • (_BUDR

0p(deg) 102 I I I I
5 10 15 20 25 30

Figure 2. Angular distributions of pro- Energy,Ed(MeV )
tons emitted with 10 and 15 MeV in the

U3Np(d,p) reaction, for deuteron bom- Figure 3. Cross sections obtained from
barding energies of 15 and 25.5 MeV, DRAF compared with those obtained
respectively, from the EB, BF,and MSDR methods.
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Cross Sections for (p,n) and (d,2n) Reactions on 79Br
and 127I: An Evaluation of Results from Selected
Literature and from Model Calculations

R. G. Lanier, M. G. Mustafa, and H. I. West, Jr.

Because of current interest in 79Br the background data necessary for technology that we can apply to
and 1271as charged-particle detec- future measurenlents. Because of other difficult materials. Thus, it

tors in nuclear device diagnostics, the success of our recent measure- seems now possible to make very
we have performed an evaluation of mentsl, 2 of (p,n) and (d,2n) excita- good cross-section measurements of

the relevant cross sections. This tion functions on europium nuclei, the rather difficult halogen species
work has provided interim cross- we believe we have developed 3 a bromine and iodine.

section sets for 79Br and 127Iand also simple but effective target-making We present here the condensed,
edited, and evaluated data obtained

Table 1. Cross sectiOns for 79Br(p,n)79Kr and 79Br(d,2n)79Kr. from our literature search. The eval-
.. uations were aided by our experi-

79Br(p,n)79Kr ence with developing the titanium
and chromium cross-section sets and

E o(p,n) E c;(p,n) are derived, in part, from statistical-
No. (M_V) (mb) No. (M_V) (mb) model calculations that incorporate,

in particular, our understanding of1 2.47 0.11a 9 7.76 442
2 2.97 3.91 10 8.83 545 deuteron breakup as it applies to
3 3.48 13.7 11 9.92 626 cross sections at low energies. The
4 3.98 33.6 12 10.98 724 LLNL Technical Information

5 4.33 52b 13 12.13 646 Department did a computer search
6 5,55 160 14 13.12 521 of the literature for the years 19357 6.70 328 15 14.11 434
8 7.13 394 16 16.69 158 through 1988 through the National

Nuclear Data Center archives. For

79Br(d,2n)79Kr the years between 1976 and 1988,

this information was supplemented
Ea o(d,2nF Ea _(d,2n)¢ by references obtained from the

No. (MEV) (mb) No. (I_'_V) (mb) Chm_ed Particle Nuclear Data

1 4.78 0.005 12 6.96 277 Bibliography, published by the
2 4.88 0.16 13 7.52 389 Brookhaven National Laboratory.
3 4.99 0.96 14 7.93 467

4 5.01 1.54 15 8.55 574 Results
5 5.22 7.7 16 8.96 637
6 5.52 32 17 9.57 721 The results of our evaluations for
7 5.73 56 18 9.98 769 the (p,n) and (d,2n) excitation func-
8 6.04 104 19 11.01 868 tions for 79Br and 127I are given in
9 6.24 140 20 12.03 943 Tables 1 and 2, which include both

10 6.55 197 21 13.06 999 experimental and calculated results.11 6.75 236 22 14.09 1043
In Figs. 1 and 2, we show much of

a Cross-section values between 2.47 and 3.98 MeV are taken from STAPRE cal- the data and plot the results of our
culations and fit the existing data between 4.33 and 7.13 MeV quite well. statistical-model calculations. The
b Experimental data are given for energies between 4.33 and 16.69 MeV. various sources from which the data

c No data available. The values given here are obtained from a STAPRE calcu- originated are shown in the figures;
lation but are reduced by 20% to account for deuteron breakup. This reduction the source named first in each figureis based on our experience with understanding the (d,2n) reaction on
chromium and titanium, is the primary source. 4
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. Cross-section measurements at care. Thus, although tile errors important component of that

low energies, and where the excita- quoted by most authors are realistic research. For those _'easons, and

tion function rises rapidly, are diffi- when applied to excitation-function because there simply are not many

cult to make and are susceptible to data at high energies, they tend to be data on the rising portion of the exci-

many uncertainties. In our experi- somewhat optimistic when applied tation functions, we have used model

ments, we always make multiple to measured values near threshold, calculations to fill in these gaps.
nleasurements and check our consis- Moreover, because modern mea- Although particular uncertainties

tency bv comparing results at the surements now tend to emphasize are associated with applying such

same energy witli thin and thick tar- radionuclide production for medical calculations to brornine and iodine,

gets. In general, the measurements applications, an accurate cross- we believe our calculated values,

currently described in tile literature section measurement, when such a when combined with existing data,

are not done with the same level of value is small, is not a particularly offer a more reasonable estimate

(a) (b)

I'--F_- 10 _%_--e---_ o -

e,,

.o

10 __ n Colle and Kishore (1974)

__ o Diksic et al. (1979) No data available

o k_ • Sakamoto et al. (1984) _ -- Calculated values

1 P_ --'- Calculated values -- Adopted values
__ -- Adopted values

01 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28

Energy, Ep(MEV) Energy, Ed(MEV)

Figure 1. Bromine excitation functions. (a) 7_Br(p,n)7UKr cross sections. Our adopted values are shown with measured data from
the literature and our calculated values. (b) 7_Br(d,2n)TqKr cross sections. No measured data are available. Our adopted values
are shown with our calculated values.

10 3 --- !

(a) (b) _
--

_- 102 - _ I I

E - __-o_

10 - -

_o_ o Balestrini (1954)
o 6) Calculated valuesro 1 ----

Adopted values

0 I I I
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28

Energy, Ep (MEV) Energy, Ed (MEV)

Figure 2. Iodine excitation functions. (a) 1271(p,n)127Xe cross sections. (b) 1271(d,2n)127Xe cross sections. Our adopted values are
shown with measured data from tile literature and our calculated values.
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of tile cross sections than simple Virtually ali of tile measurements We identified as primary references
extrapolations or other ad hoc discussed were done with a stacked- those articles that described experi-
numerical manipulations. For the foil technique. This is a stan_tard ments in which we believe that
(d,2n) cross sections, we relied measurement, but it suffers ftore the some care was taken to minimize

completely on the calculations from drawback that the energy deposited this kind of error propagation.
the STAF'RE and ALICE codes with in a foil must be calculated by an Secondary references include sets of
global parameters. In the rising energy-loss prescription. Error measurements intended primarily

portion of the excitation functions, propagation due to the energy-loss for medical applications or describe
the two codes gave similar cross calculations can be reduced consid- experiments that, for other reasons,
sections, although the physics used erably if one uses few foils per stack provide less-accurate data.
is different, and if each foil is reasonably thin. Finally, in Figs. 1 and 2, we have

also plotted some of the data from

Table 2. Cross sections for 127I(p,n)127Xeand 127I(d,2n)la7xe. our secondary sources. This is done
to emphasize what we believe are

1271(p,n)12VXe essentially consistent results among
ali the experiments. The plots fur-

E c_{p,n) E c_{p,n) ther emphasize the paucity of data at
No. (M_V) (mb) No. (M_V) (mb) low energies; for all of the isotopes

considered here, only eight data1 3.01 0.08a 10 7.14 135
2 3.5 0.28 11 7.77 196 points are available for E < 7 MeV.
3 4.0 0.89 12 8.78 362
4 4.34 1.61 13 8.93 375 References
5 4.5 3.15 14 9.92 457 1. R.G. Lanier, H. 1.West, Jr.,
6 5.0 8.9 15 10.98 384 and M. G. Mustafa, Effects of
7 5.56 20.3 16 12.13 305 Nuch'ar Deformation on
8 6.0 42.4 17 13.15 193 151,153Eu(p,n)lSt,153GdReactions,
9 6.70 86.3b 18 14.12 134 Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory, Livermore, CA, UCRL-
127I(d,2n)127Xe 100865 (1989).

2. R.G. Lanier, H. 1.West, Jr.,
Ea c_(d,2nF Ea _(d,2n) c M.G. Mustafa, J. Frehaut, A.

No. (MEV) (mb) No. (MEV) (mb) Adam, and C. A, Philis, "Effects
of Nuclear Deformation on

1 3.91 0.001 10 8.58 328 151,153Eu(p,n)151,153GdReactions,"
2 4.52 0.16 11 8.99 394 this publication, p. 272.
3 4.93 1.04 12 9.60 490 3, H.I. West, Jr., R. M. Nuckolls, and
4 5.54 7.1 13 10.01 550 R.G. Lanier, "Plastic-Matrix-
5 5.94 18 14 11.02 685 Encapsulated Targets for Use in
6 6.55 53 15 12.04 796 Measuring Nuclear Excitation
7 6.96 91 16 13.05 863 Functions," this publication, p. 267.
8 7.57 169 17 14.07 879 4. R.G. Lanier, M. G. Mustafa, and
9 7.98 230 18 15.09 878 H.I. West, Jr.,CrossSections for (p,n)

attd (d,2n) Reactions on 79Brand 1271:
a Cross sections between 3.01 and 6.0 MeV are taken from STAPRE calcula- An Evaluation offLiterature and
tions except for the points at 4.34 and 5.56 MeV. At these points, the calcu- Model Calculated Results, Lawrence
lated/measured points agree to better than 3%; therefore, we have kept the Livermore National Laboratory,
measured values. Livermore, CA, UCID-21659 (1989).
b Experimental data are given for points between 6.70 and 14.12 MeV.
cThe cross-section values noted here are taken from STAPRE calculations reduced
by 25% to account for deuteron breakup. The experimental data available for this
reaction are highly uncertain and have not been used irt our evaluation.
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Irradiation Facility at the LLNL Van de Graaff

H. I. West, Jr., K. B. Pedersen, D. H. Tinoco, and S. C. Peterson

Aspart of a project to measure tile material of interest (e.g., iodine believe that there are fewer design
charged-particle excitation functions and bromine). To minimize the problems with an electrostatic
for radiochemical diagnostics of local heat loading of the foils and to sweeping system than with a mag-
nuclear tests, we irradiate stacks of average over any small nonuniformi- netic system.
foils at LLNUs new tandern Van de ties in the foils, we must raster the The location of our facility (Fig. 1)
Graaff accelerator facility. The facil- beam over the target within a region is 26.2 m from the operator's con-
ity was built without radiation about 8 x 8 mm. Because we want to sole, which is located at the front
shielding (in tl_e interest of econ- raster the beam fairly rapidly, we end of the Van de Graaff. Figure 2
omy), which means that each experi-
menter must provide personnel

must shield personnel from neu- _. _ 26.2m -_
trons and gamrna rays produced in o

our targets during some fairly high- Our

level irradiations, k_.J II !w: _ ' Irradiation

The most extreme case for us is VandeGraaff facility
the rather copious quantities of MeV _ tank
neutrons that are produced when

beams of 20-MEV deuterons of 1-!uA tchin
intensity come to rest in beam stops magnet
of aluminunl. A second facet of the

work is that many of our targets Figure 1, Schematic of the Van de Graaff room, showing the location of our
consist of a plastic rnatrix containing irradiation facility.

Manual Electropneumatic Shieldcrosssection

gatevalve T gatevalve /" FaradaychamberElectrostatic Movablesectionsof _ containingtarget
Electrostatic horizontal boratedpolyethyleneandlead _ Removable

vertical scanner sectionscanner NII

II A II.__...__ Televisioncamera

---T I l _____ forvlewingquartz

alignmenttarget

High-voltage Magnetic ' Nuclearinstrument
Switchingconnectorsinputs steerer Iocator modulebin
magnet for high-voltage

sweepvoltages Turbo _ Gatevalvecontrol

vacuum Thermocouple

pump powersupply

F TurbopumpFrameattachedto floor powersupply

2A m _-

Figure 2. Details of the irradiation facility, indicating the location of functi(_nal parts.
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shows the details of our setup, which gave a neutron dose rate of extent, moderates neutrons. The
including tile beam scanners, shield- about 1 mrem at tile operator's con- other half is placed on the outside
ing, and target chamber. Figure 3 is sole. Calculations obtained by using of the shield, where it attenuates

a photograph of our experimental the ALICE code (M. Blann, Lawrence 2.23-MEV neutron-capture gamma
equipment. Livermore National Laboratory, rays on hydrogen and further atten-

private communication, 1989) gave a uates the target gamma rays.
Details of the Irradiation neutron production rate of 8 x 108 In the forward direction (the
Facility neutrons/s.laA for 8-MEV protons direction in which the fast neutrons

The amount of shielding needed and 1.1 x 1011 neutrons/s.MA for are emitted), up to 1() in. of borated
is dictated by two requirements: 20-MEV deuterons. These numbers, polyethylene is used. In the oppo-
(1) to keep the neutron level at the which should be good to within a site direction, surrounding the
LLNL perimeter fence below factor of 2, helped determine the beamline, is another 10 in. or more
0.25 mrem and (2) to keep the fast design of the shield, of borated polyethylene shielding.
flux (>1 MeV) of neutrons at the We first considered a shield design We may even have to add shielding
location of the Van de Graaff opera- with a cylindrical geometry consist- internal to the beamline if back-
tor below 2.5 mrem (~20/cm2.s). ing of an outer shell of lead and a streaming becomes a problem.
The major problem is minimizing thick inner shell of borated polyeth- Perpendicular to the beamline at the
the neutron flux at the operator, ylene. Because that design required target is the least anlount of borated
(Shielding for gamma radiation is a heavy castings and nonstandard polyethylene (8 in.) used in the
far less serious problem.) Initially, sizes, we found it to be considerably shielding. However, because of the

doing detailed calculations of the more costly than a square geometry square cross section, it is a simple
neutron transport problem as an aid (which we finally selected), which matter to attach extra sMelding to
to the shield design seemed to be an enabled us to use standard 1- and the exterior of the shield if needed.
impossible task. In developing our 2-in. sheets. To minimize weight, we To raster the beam over the tar-

approach to the problem, we rnade placed half of the lead (1 in.) next to get, we apply sawtooth voltages to
an unshielded run with 8-MEV pro- the target, where it attenuates the the two sets of 1-m-long deflection
tons into an aluminum beam stop, target gamma rays and, to a lesser electrodes (shown at the far left in

Fig. 2). A balanced drive to the elec-
trodes is preferred. A 2-cm gap is
used. For a target located 2.5 m
from the end of the deflecting plate,
we need a 2000-V sweep for 20-MEV
protons to give a 5-mm scan on the

target. (One can easily scale for
other particles and energies.) We
use asynchronous sweep frequencies
of about 9 and 100 Hz. The voltages
are supplied by high-voltage opera-
tional amplifiers, driven by signals
in the range of 0 to 10 V and con-
trolled from the operator's console.

Moving to the right along the
beamline in Fig. 2, we next
encounter a set of magnetic dipoles
used for passive steering. Next in

!_' _ : _ :..... _'_ line is a beam locator, followed by
an electropneumatic gate valve. The

........ ;_:_:_::;:::::ii!T!_valve is interlocked with the pres-
sure gauge to ensure against il_ad-

Figure 3. Photograph of the experimental apparatus. See Fig. 2 to identify the details, vertent operation. Vacuum is
supplied by a turbopump, backed
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up by a roughing punlp. Tile beam- locator at the input to tile shield, and
line continues to the right into the a television camera views the quartz
shield housing, which is made of plate to verify the alignment. Only
three easily rnovable, rail-mounted after the beam is focused and cen,
sections. (The last section is remov- tered are the raster voltages turned
able for access to the target chain- on and set.
ber.) The irradiation chalnber is sep-
arated from the beamline by an Conclusion
insulating section and provides the We are using the apparatus to
function of a Faraday cup. The cur- measure the iodine and bromine
rent into the Faraday cup is mea- (p,n) and (d,2n) excitation functions.
sured by a digital current integrator We also plan to finish our study of
located at the operator's console, the europium cross sections at 12 to

The unit is capable of high precision 20 MeV to complement the measure-
(about +0.2% error). The target is ments at low energies rnade at

cooled during irradiation by com- Bruyers-le-Chatel, France, and at
pressed air. To help in setting up high energies made at the Crocker
for a run, we replace the target with Nuclear Laboratory at the University
a quartz plate and remove the end of California at Davis. The facility is
plug in the shield. The beam is a perrnanent installation that will be
positioned by means of the beam used by others.

On the Interpretation of Ion-Range Data
Obtained during Stacked-Foil
Excitation-Function Measurements

H. I. West, Jr., and M. G. Mustafa

In the course of making excitation- received full momentum transfer for Calculations and Results
function measurements by the proton energies (up to 17 or 18 MeV) The range of a given ion is deter-
stacked-foil method, one can mea- to the region well past the statistical mined using the theory of Lindhard,
sure the number of transforrned ions peak of the reaction. In contrast, the Scharff, and Schiott (LSS). 2,3 An
recoiling out of the back of the pri- (d,2n) data show breakaway from angular distribution in the center of
mary targets by using catcher foils what would be perceived to be full mass (CM) is assumed. The kine.
and, from these data, obtain the momentum transfer just past the sta- matics are established using Q val-
range of ions in the target foils, tistical peak. These observations ues adjusted for loss of energy by

Typical data are shown in Figs. 1 hold, in general, for other reactions gamma-ray ernission during the
and 2 for the 89Y(p,n)89Zr and that we have studied in chromium reaction. Our calculation is carried

8'W(d,2n)89Zr reactions, respectively, and titanium. We have developed a out as follows. First, the maximum
In these figures, the respective exci- code that does the detai.led kinemat- range R,n for an ion is determined.
tation functions are shown as ics for the reaction with emphasis on The calculation is then carried out in

dashed lines. Clearly, even without the recoil ion, 1 and we recently took the CM system in steps of x =
resorting to calculation, we would a marked step forward in our inter- Rra/100 from the back of the foil,
argue in Fig. 1 that the 89Zr ions pretation of the results. Here we including all angles (0 to 180 deg in

present our results for yttrium, l-deg steps). Tests as to whether the
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ion escapes, using LSS theory, are

0.07 /_ conducted ill tile laboratory frame.
/For isotropic We then determine tile mean frac-

770mb / angular
0.06 -- Excitation / _ / distribution tion_l range from:

function / I _

E 0.05 linearscale/ - _ . 0_.-.-,._ (Number of escaping ions)

.-,_ - ,1 . ', Y/'/'.,.:,"'_:_'_'*_"T'_','. , "v->'-" R"=Rm ...................................................(Number of test ions) '

2_0'04 - ii 2_ _G _= (1)= o

'-0.03° _ II _ --3 _,o_ '-_ This is the number that should com-, pare with our range-energy data.8
I _ To do a proper calculation, we

m= 0.02 - \ 2 .....T 1.0 need a realistic angular distribution.
t We have had success using the

form'
0.01 1 " 0.5

0 . /I I I" "" -I" -- -" exp[-C(r¢ - 0)2] (2)0 .....o '
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Energy(MEV) (where C is a constapt) for direct

reactions, a constant for isotropy

Figure 1. SW(p,n)m_Zr range-energy data. The data points are experimental data. (cornpourld), and a combination of
The dashed curve is the excitation ftmction for comparison with the range-energy both forms in regions where both
data. The scales to the right give the fraction of MSD (fMSD)and the averaged paral- compound and direct reactions
lel momentum of the recoil ion in the center of mass. occur. However, Kalbach, 4 from the

study of reaction systematics, has
found a general phenomenological

0.10 ,..- model that works well for our data
I \ Forisetropic and that would seem to embrace

0.09 - / \ angulardistribution some of tile physics involved. Tile

iiii /l__"_t_

0.08 - angular distribution, which we use
llere, is written as:

0.07 -

/ /'2"//" \\ _ _ dc_ 1 a Icosh (a cosO)E 0.06 - / 5 I _ d_ 4n sinh (a)

i/Z/ , _ m ,
E "" = +fMSD s_'''` (a cos@)] (3)

0.05 - 4 _=.... 4.0 .o .

= ii • \\, _ _" "_
_ _- fMSD cOntrols fraction of rnultistep= 0.04- o

o 3 _ direct. For fMSD = 1, the reaction is
0.03 - all multistep direct, and with

2 - 0.5

0.02 - /Al I ........ J/ \ _" "_ -., Figure 2. _gY(d,2n)a_Zrrange-energy
/ .7 1 data. Tile data points are experimental

0.01 - I _ data. The dashed curve is the excitation
function for comparison with the range-

0 . I ] I ] 0 0 energy data. The scales to the right give
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 the fraction of MSD (fMSD)and the aver-

Energy(MEV) aged parallel momentum of the recoil
ion in the center of mass.
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fMSD = 0, the reaction is all multistep Ill Fig. 3, we have set fMSD = 1 should be ali compound, and here,
compound. The parameter a is at 40 MeV, where we expect only fMSL) = 0. We also show the aver-
given approximately by: ' direct reactions. Below 15 MeV, we age parallel momentum of the ions

expect that the excited nucleus in the CM system in Fig. 3. Only

a=k(E b+S b) , (4)

in which Eb is the CM energy of the 10 __
ejectile, and Sb is its separation i
energy. In our case, we use an
equivalent form: -

a =k(E x- Ey) , (5) _o

m 10MeV(0,-0.448)
in which Ex is the excitation energy _ 1 -

and E7 is the average energy of the _ 0_

gamma rays emitted in the reaction.
Here, we have changed from dis- o 26MeV.(
crete ejectile energies to average
energies. We use a modified ALICE

code 5 to obtain Ey. Althougl'l _i..
Kalbach gives an approximate value ._0MeV(1.0,-1.32)

of k (0.04), we determined values 10-1 I [ I ] I
more appropriate to our need s from 0 30 60 90 120 150 180
our highest-energy data (40 MEV): OCM(deg)
k = 0.0334 for the (p,n) data and k =

010462 for the (d,2n) data. (Because Figure 3. Representative angular distributions for the data of Fig. 1. The nurnbers in
we need the distribution of ions parentheses are (fMSD,a).

rather than ejectiles, we use -a.)
Figure 3 shows the angular distri-

butions that fit the (p,n) data. The 10 t[1

average energy of neutrons emitted
for the 26-MEV case was 13.16 MeV.

Fortunately, experimental angular

distribution data are available for the jp + _ +
89y(p,n)Sgzr reaction obtained by _ Jt
other workers _ at LLNL. Their dou-

ble-differentialangular distributions _ 1 -
were averaged over the emission of _ -

12.64- to 13.67-MEV neutrons, lt was _ - l
necessary, for our purposes, to z _- T
remove structure from the distribu- 126MeV(0.8,--0.859)tions to obtain the smoothed result _-
that is shown and compared with our I26-MEV results in Fig. 4' We believe

the comparison is close enough to 10-1 ] ] [ ] I
lend credence to our procedure. We 0 30 60 90 120 150 180
note that, for the 26-MEV data, fMSD OCM (deg)
= 0.8. This number is in good agree-

ment with our quantum-rnechanical Figure 4. The 26-MEVangular dist.lhution derived during the fit to our a'W(p,n)S_Zr
calculation of the direct part of the data compared with experimental data of Scobel and coworkers +_obtained for 12.64-
reaction published earlier. 7 to 13.67-MEV emitted neutrons. Our results correspond to E, = 13.16 MeV.
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qualitative significance is attached obtain an isotropic CM distribution success. In addition, we haw2 exam-
to these results. (i.e., a distribution constant with ined the results from tritons on tita-

In workingup the (p,n) data, we changing 0). Indeed, the results for nium. Most significant is the fact that

made a small correction to the isotropy, as shown in Fig. 2, are well the (t,(x) and (t,u.n) reactions produce
nuclear part of the LSS theory to above the straight-line section of the range-energy curves well below that
improve the fit in the straight sec- range-energy curve. We note that expected for a compound nucleus,
tion of the range-energy curve, fMSD is constant at 0.4 for Elab < suggesting, with high probability,
Here, there is every reason to expect 22 MeV. This we consider a mani- that these are pick-up reactions.
full momentum transfer. In apply- festation of deuteron breakup in the
ing the LSS theory to the (d,2n) data, entrance channel of the reaction, an Acknowledgment
we made the same correction. (For effect that we have studied in some Special thanks go to M. Blann for
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needed; but for titanium, no correc- the neutron flying off as a result of code to provide Ey.
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Silicon and Magnesium Emission from 238pu

S. Wang, *t D. Snowden-Ifft, t P. B. Price, t
K. J. Moody, and E. K. Hulet

Heavy-fragment emission by bar- magnesium-ion emission from 234U detectors, covered with a thin (13-_m)
rier penetration is a two-b,ody decay (Ref. 8). Several other models of layer of alurninunl foil, to a large-
process of a heavy nucleus into a both types were unsuccessful in area source containing 10 mg of
fragment with Z > 2 and a nearly reproducing the experimental 238]_u. The aluminum foil was thick
magic residual nucleus. Four results. For heavy-ion emission enough to degrade the energy of the
nuclides (222Ra, 223Ra, 224Ra, and from 238pu, there is no uniform pre- fission fragments to the point where

22(_Ra)are known 1-3 to decay by diction from a given type of model, they would not interact with the
emission of 14C; four nuclides Both a cluster model 9 and a unified glass, but was thin enough not to

(230Th, 231pa, 232U, and 2_3U) are model 1° predict approximately stop the heavy ions. The interac-
known 4-7 to emit neon ions but no equal rates for magnesium- and sili- tions of alpha particles (which also
other intermediate-mass species; con-ion emission from 238pu; how- penetrate the alurninum foil) with
234U is known 8 to emit both neon ever, two different unified-model the glass do not produce tracks, but
and magnesium ions (as well as calculations predict a preponderance the intense flux does change the
alpha particles and spontaneous- of either magnesium-ion 11or silicon- track-recording properties of the
fission fragrnents). The rough rule ion decays. 12 detectors. Accelerator calibrations
of thumb, that the most favorable were used to determine the effect of

parent for emission of a particular Experimental radiation damage on the glass and
fragment is one leading to a heavy The experimental difficulties in the response of the glass to various
daughter close to doubly magic searching for decay modes involv- heavy ions of different energies.
2°8pb, dictates that emitters of sili- ing emission of silicon ions or heav- We mounted the source face

con ions and heavier fragments will ier fragments are twofold: according upward in the bottom of a vacuum
be transuranic nuclides, to most models, the branching ratio chamber and then covered it with a

We decided to search for heavy- relative to alpha decay is expected to hemispherical dome composed of
fragment emission from 238pu be below 10 -15, and the brancldng the aluminum-covered track detec-
because of the possibility that the ratio relative to spontaneous fission tots. After evacuating the chamber,
results would help to discriminate decreases with Z2/A and is expected we maintained it at less than 10 Torr
among competing models of heavy- to be below 10-7 for most even-even throughout the 172-d exposure.
fragment radioactivity. The models nuclides. To identify one fragment During this time, the alpha fluence
fall into two distinct types: the uni- with Z -- 14 and approximately to the detectors was 1.02 x 1014 cm -2,
fied models, where heavy-fragment 80-MEV kinetic energy out of more and the fission-fragment fluence
emission is treated as a very asym- than 107 fission fragments with simi- was 3.5 x 105 cm -2. At the end of the

metric spontaneous fission with a lar energies is a formidable experi- exposure, we removed the alu-
well-defined final state; and the mental challenge. To deal with the minum foil and decontaminated the

cluster models, which require the high fission-fragment background, glass plates. The total recovered
preformation of the heavy fragment we exploited the fact that the range of detector area was 352 cm 2.
inside the parent nucleus prior to its any monoenergetic silicon ions emit- We etched the glass detector
emission by tunneling through a ted from 238pu is nearly twice that of plates with 48% hydrofluoric acid
potential barrier. Representative the spontaneous-fission fragments, long enough to remove 3.7 _m of
models of both types successfully Our approach was to expose glass and subjected each plate to an
predicted the rates of neon- and LG750 phosphate-glass track automated microscopic examination

*Current address: Institute of High-Energy
Physics, Academia Sinica, Beijing, China.

t University of California, Berkeley.
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by transmitted light with a 25x derived this value from tile diameter permit determining the mass of the
objective microscope. Candidate of the etch pit at a given depth; usu- fragments. Tile number of events
events (typically 100 cm -2) were ally, we determined it at both tile tip corresponds to partial half-lives of
located in this fashion; we then of the pit and at a point halfway to about 2 x 10is v for magneMum-ion
examined each ont: by eve to elimi- the residual surface of the glass, emission and about 6 x 1017 y for
nate tracks due to flaws in the glass The value of r.'T/Z' G for a given silicon-ion emission.

o' pin holes in the aluminuna cover- track is characteristic of tile ion that In Fig. 2, we show the etchable
ing foils. After locating events bv produced it. ranges of tile seven events shown !n
this technique we made acetate Fig. 1. This is a function of tile
roplicas of them. We then further Results kinetic energies of the eInitted ions.
etched the detect('# plates and We show in Fig. 1 the results of The bracket above the histogram
repeated .tile scanning and replica- measuring track geometry for the indicates tile residual range in the
tion process. Front each acetate seven heavv-ion events that we glass expected when we take ir_to
replica, we obtained two values for observed in this experiment. We account the thickness of tile finite
the etch rate of tracks in the glass also show the smooth curxes result- source and the distribution qf tile
(VT>relative to the general etch rate ing from our accelerator calibration zenith angles in tile aluminum foils.
of undamaged glass (PG). We experiments and a shaded area A possible shift of about 1 _tm

labeled FF resulting from fission- between the calculated and mea-
fragment bombardment of small sured range distribution may st,g-

Assigned] areas of glass that were accidentlv gest a kinetic deficit of lessenergy

10 _ charge _1 uncovered during the exposure of than 55_ due to fragment excitation,

F °=24Mg ! tile dome of track detectors. From which would be much less than the

-- /_ ! I measurements °f each track taken 13 t° 14':4seen in n°rnlalfissi°n'"28 .
i_ s_ from acetate replicas produced at Despite the limited statistics, it

-//_ different points in the etchirtg pro- seems clear that the enlission rates

cess, we know that we observed five for silicon and magnesiuna ions are

1 events with aton'uc number Z = 14 of comparable magnitude, inconsis-
and two events with Z = 12. tent with some model predictions

"7 F Si Resolution was not good enough to (e.g., Refs. 11 and 12). Tile unified
=o r model of Poenaru and coworkers 1°

and the cluster model of Blendowske

Calculatedrange_ are in good agreement with our

e\ 12.Mg I _4 I-- experimental results, in terms of_N _ 3 _ both absolute rates and relative

10_.., _ 2 -- and silicon-ion emissions. A simple

10 t _ _ 1 r"lr"iMgSi ] square well .plus Coulomb potential
Range(_n) 1 i model, 2 with a radius parameter

0 t selected in 1985 to fit 14C-emission0 5 10
rates from radiunl isotopes, was sur-Figure 1. [dentitication of fragment_, Rangeafterpenetrating

emitted frcma2V'Pu ,as magne.,,itma or sill- 13-1am-thickAIfilter (lain) prisingly successful in reproducing
con ions based on etch-pit geometry. The the experimental restflts, giving atcurvt_, are ba>ed on calibrations obtained

with 2"Si, 24Mg, and :'_Ne beams at the Figure 2. Measured residual ranges of least as good a fit to ali data on tile
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory'.,, magnesiun_ and silicon fragments emitted subsequently studied neon, magne-
SuperHILAC. t-b,si_m-fragmt:nt etch pits from a O.21-nag/cm2 2>Pu _urce, after slum, and silicon decays as is
vieldt_t valtu.,s in the area labeled FF. passing through a 3.5-rag/on ealunainum achieved by the nlore sophisticated

foil. The ranges expected truna the dr,ca\' unified and cluster modei,L
Q value are indicatL<tbv the bracket.
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Spontaneous-Fission Properties of 252No

E. K. Hulet, J. F. Wild, R. W. Lougheed, R. J. Dougan, and K. J. Moody

Inour studies of the spontaneous- as compared with only symmetric 6

fissi°n (BF) pr°perties °f very heavy °nes'3-5 Assuming thai the l°west f_ I

nuclei, we have identified a distinct potential-energy path is preferred 4
fission mode characterized by and that asymmetric deformations 2

broadly symmetric mass distribu- persist to the scission point, then 0
tions and total-fragment energies that asymmetric mass division would be -2

are consistently close _:_200 MeV. 1,2 expected. This explanation would -4 / [ I I l\
The single, symmetric peak in the account for the asymmetric mass

mass distribution sets this fission distributions found throughout the _ '_ I/_ ^ (b)
mt×le apart from the two peaks com- actinides; hence, the outer barrier is _ ..

i

monlv known _rom fission of the often referred to as an "asymmetric" _= 0
lighter actinides. To explain this new barrier. On the other hand, at ®
fission mode, we have sl,_gested 1,2 smaller deformations within the _ -2
that its apl._arance is related to the inner barrier, nuclear matter resists _ -4o-6 I
dropping of the outer fission barrier mass-asymmetric deformations; o,
to a point below the ground-state therefore, this barrier has been
level of the fissioning nucleus, as found to be lower for mass- 4
depicted in Fig. 1 for 2(*)[104]. symmetric shapes. 6 2 - (e)

Th_,s proposal was based on ser- 0
eral theoretical clues concerning -2
static fission barriers. The one most -4

relevant to our hypothesis is the Figure 1. Fission barriers calculated
" with single-particle corrections to the -6

deterrnination that the outer peak of liquid-drop barrier. Note the decrease --8 I
the double-hun_ped barrier lies from in the outer barrier with increasing Z --0.2 0.2 0.6 1 0 1.4
0.5 to 2 MeV lower in energy when and N and its drop below the ground Deformation(E)
asymmetric shapes are considered, state in 2_'°[1041."
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Finally; both experimental SF from mass asymmetry to symmetry disk is rotated ill 6-deg steps at fixed
half-lives and theory (_-_indicated occurs. We could then see if this time intervals by a stepping motor so
the outer peak of the "double- transition was in accord with calcu- as to center the plastic films
humped" fission barrier was drop- lations of potential-energy surfaces between opposing pairs of surface-
ping in energy below the ground that show at what neutron nunlber barrier detectors. Thirty-two detec-
state for nuclides with Z _>100 and the second barrier drops below the tors above and below the disk are
N > 158. These calculations also ground state. Because we had found situated on the same radius as the
showed that, for nuclei with Z > 106, mass symmetry already in 25S'No and sources and measure the energy
a nlinimum no longer existed 202No, it was necessary to measure deposited by correlated fission
between the two barriers. In effect, the SF properties of 252No, 254No, fragments.
the outer fission barrier had disap- and 2._¢'No. Although the SF proper- In the past, we have used this
peared. Our finding of a sudden ties of 2.3-s 252No were roughly instrument to search for short-lived

transition from mass-asymmetric fis- determined Some time ago, we alpha emitters, but for this experi-
sion in 25_'Fm to a low-energ}; mass- thought a repeat determination was ment, we modified the preamplifiers
symmetric form in 25SFrn was in needed for verification. Also, for the to reduce their gain in order to

agreement with these theoretical first and easiest of the three experi- accommodate more-energetic fission
estimates. Indeed, this was suffi- c_ents, this experiment offered the pulses. All fission pulse heights were
cientlv assuring to cause us to offer best chance of testing a newly modi- digitized by computer-automated
such an explanation for the low- fled instrument that we expected to measurement and control (CAMAC)
energy, mass-swnmetric fission use in measuring the SF properties of analog-to-digital converters and
m(,de we have observed from the all three nobelium isotopes, stored, together with the clock time
SF of six very heavy nuclides. 1,2 Our measurements of the frag- of their appearance, by our computer.

ment mass and kinetic-energy distri- The disk, with 60 plastic films evenly
Experimental butions from the SF of 252No were spaced around its circumference, was

Because our suggested hypothesis made by producing this isotope from indexed to sequential counting sta-
was not firmly established, we con- the 244Cm(12C,4n) reaction, transport- tions every 4.0 s, taking an average of
sidered other experimental tests that ing the recoil products by a helium 0.22 s to do so.
might further gauge its viability, jet containing a KCI aerosol to our
Among tile feasible experiments, an multiple alpha detector (MAD) sys- Results and Discussion
important test would come from tem, 1° in which the products are We measured an efficiency of
exploring the fission properties of deposited by the helium jet on thin 67% for the transfer of 246Cf to our

the nobelium isotopes with N < 156 plastic fihns located near the outer MAD system by the helium jet.
to determine where the transition edge of a 44.5-cm-diam disk. This However, this nuclide, which is

103 400 250

_ 300-- :_200 -2

= > 200 --o _ 150

"_ r,. LEE_

LT.10 _ 100 -- _ 100

o JI I 'i
1 50 100 150 200 LT. 50

0 5 10 15 20 Fragmentmass(u)
Timefromend 0

ofbombardments Figure 3. Provisional mass distribution 100 150 200 250
obtainedfromcorrelatedfragment Totalkineticenergy(MEV)

Figure 2 Half-life of 2_2Noobtained energies from the spontaneous"' fission of 252No.

from our measHrements c_fits sponta- Figure 4. Post-neutron TKE distribution
neous-fission properties, of the fragments from the sp{_ntaneous

fission of 252No.
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Electrochemical and Related Thermodynamic
Properties of Nobelium

R. W. Lougheed, R. J. Dougan, J. F. Wild, J. H. Landrum, A. D. Dougan,
E. K. Hulet, F. David,* and K. Samhoun t

Amongtile 30 elements of tile lan- In this article, we slightly revise Lagowski (-2.47 V), 9 Similarly, our

thanide and actinide series, Our original results for the half..wave deduced value for the 3-40 potential
nobelium is the only element with a potentials, based oil a re-examination of -1.18 V can be compared with
stable divalent state in aqueous of the raw data. 5 Using our mea- their prediction of-1.21 V (Ref. 9).
solution I and is the next-to-last surements, together with previous Thermodynamic Properties. We
member of the aL_dnide series, for measurements and estimated prop- have calculated the free energies of
which thermodynamic data are diffi- erties for nobelium, we can deduce formation for the No2+/No and

cult to obtain. Therefore, knowledge the potentials for both the No2+/No No3+/No couples from the above
of the physicochemical properties of and No3+/No reaction couples and potentials. We also estimate and

nobelium is particularly useful for provide more accurate estimates of summarize other therm:)dynamic
measuring and understanding sys- the standard heat and free energies properties of nobelium and compare
tematic trends in the actinides and of formation (AHf and AGr) and the the results to those in recent reviews

for predicting tile chemical proper- other thermodynamic properties of of actinide properties.6,_, i° David _',1°
ties of even heavier elements. No 2+ and No 3+ ions. uses an approach based on the sys-

Because weighable amounts of tematic behavior of the 4f and 5f ele-

the heavy actinides are not available. Results and Discussion ments and ionic rnodels, and Bratsch
direct measurement of many ther- Electrochemical Properties. and Lagowski 9 use a modified ionic
modynamic properties either is not We can use our revised half-wave model applied to therrnodyr_arrfic
possible or must be done by using potential (-1.47 + 0.()1 V) vs the stan- measurements. Our results and the
traditional tecl'miques modified for dard hydrogen electrode, together estirnates we used in our calcula-
use with radionuclides. We previ- with an estimate of the amalgama- tions are summarized in Table 1.
ously reported measurements of the tion energy, to derive the standard Using dlGf = -riFE, where n is the
amalgamation potential in the pres-, redox potential. Using a metallic number qf electrons transferred and

ence of both weak (acetate) and radius of 1.97 _, based on the F is the Faraday constant, we calcu-
strong (citrate) 2 complexing agents observed variations with Z of the late a free energy of formation for
obtained by using the radiocoulo- dival_,nt metallic metals _ and the No2+: AGr (No 2+) = -480 kJ mo1-1,
metric method 3,4 in which the aque- relationship between amalgamation directly from our half-wave poten-
ous and mercury phases are ana- energy and metallic radius for the tial (E) measurement for No2+.9No

lyzed for radioactivity ill lieu of the alkaline earth elements, 7 we esti- in a noncomplexing medium.
usual time-current measurement, mate an amalgamation energy Similarly, we calculate AGr(No3+) =
We used the nuclide 259No (t 1/2 = of 1.02 + 0.05 V for nobelium. -342 kJ tool -1 from the above value
58 rn), which was produced at a rate Therefore, tile half-wave potential for the No3+.gNo half-wave poten-
of several hundred atoms per exper- of tile No2+/No couple is -2.49 + tial. An estimate of -477 kJ mo1-1

iment at the Lawrence Berkeley 0.06 V. We then calculate a redox was made for AGr(No 2+) by Bratsch
Laboratory's 88-in. cyclotron by the potential for the 3/0 couple of and Lagowski. Their estimate for
use of the reaction 2'4"8Cm+ IsO. We -1.18 V from our 2-90 measurement No 3+ was -350 kJ mol -I.

performed a series of bombard- and from the measured 3-42 redox From our calculated AGr values
ments, after which we chemically potential of 1.45 V.8 We can com- and from estimates of the entropy
isolated a nobelium fraction for the pare our results for the 2-40 poten- change, ASf, we calculate the heat of
radiocoulornetry experiments, tial with the estimate of Bratsch and formation, AHf, for the 2 +and 3+ ions

* Laboratoire de Radiochimie, Institut de
Physique Nuclefiire, 91406 Orsay, France.

t-Lebanon CNRS, Beyrouth, Lebanon.
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using AG = AH - TAS. To estimate semi-empirical analytical these authors estimated a 0.015-/_

ASf for the reaction No + 2Haq = expression.12 This expression is difference ill tile radii. This differ-
No 2+ + H2, we subtract tile entropy accurate to 1% for spherical ions of ence should be compared with the
of the metal, S_(M), from the esti- charge -1 to +4. homologous lanthanide ions Tm 3+

mated entropy for aqueous No 2+, A crystallographic radius of and l_tl3+. Templeton and Dauben 16
S°(No2+,aq), and the entropy for H 2. 1.05 _ for No 2+ was estimated from estimated a difference of 0.021 _.
Similarly for No 3+, AS°f = experirnental measurernents of the However, Shannon 17estimated
SO(No3+,aq) - S°(M) + 3/2S°(H2 ), ion exchange and liquid-liquid 0.019 ,_ from a set of radii that are
where S°(H2 ) = 131 J tool -1 K-l. extraction behavior of nobelium vs consistent with valence, coordina-

Before calculating AHf, we need the alkaline earth elernents. 13 There tion number, and radius. By analyz-
estimates for the above entropy are no analogous ionic radius mea- ing new crystallographic data from
terms S°(M), S°(No2+,aq), and surements for No 3+. David l° esti- several isostructural series of com-
S°(No3+,aq). S°(M) was estimated to mated a crystallographic radius for pounds with Shannon's radii, a dif-
be 65 J tool -1 K-I ill Ref. 7 and 66 J No 3+ of 0.90 ,_ for coordination ference of 0.016 ,_ was obtained. 11)
tool --I K-1 in Ref. 9. Both references number 6 and 1.02 _ for coordina- Thus, we conclude that the pro-
calculated S°(M) using tile method tion number 8 by cornparing the iso- posed nobelium radii (Table 1) are
of Ward and Hill, ll which correlated electronic ions in the 4f and 5f series, consistent with the experimental
S°(M) with atomic weight, with a David and coworkers 12obtained an data if we use Shannon's approach.

calculated magnetic entropy term, identical value by considering the We adopted a coordination hum-
and with tile metallic radius. We difference, D, between the trivalent ber in tile primary sphere of N = 6
used David's J° values of-27 and radii of actinide and lanthanide and 8 for tile divalent and trivalent

-231 J mo1-1 K-I for S°(No2+,aq) and homologs; D was assumed to be nobelium ions, respectively, based
S°(No3+,aq), respectively. Ion 0.033 ]k from einsteinium to lawren- on correlations of the crystallo-
entropies are usually estimated by cium, as it is observed experimen- graphic radii with elution chromato-
summing an electronic term due to tally from americium to californium, graphic behavior of the divalent and
the degeneracy of the ground state Recent determinations of the Md 3+ trivalent lanthanide and actinide
with a term depending on the mass and Lr 3+ radii from aqueous chro- ions. 12 Using the above crystallo-
and radius of tile ion. David matography 14,15results allow a graphic radii and coordination hum-
derived a corrected entropy term, S c, more direct evaluation. On the basis bers, we calculate AHh(NO2+) =
that depends on the structure of the of the very close elution positions of -1606 and AHh(NO3+) = -3685 kJ
aquo ion. 6 He estimated Sc for diva- mendelevium and lawrencium, mo1-1, respectively.
lent and trivalent ions 6 from experi-

rnental values for alkaline-earths Table 1. A summary of measured and estimated thermodynamic properties for
and trivalent lanthanide ions. Thus, No, No2+,and N& +.

S° is calculated by adding tile cor-
rection term Sc to the electronic and No
mass entropy terms. From these (metal) No2+ No3+
entropy estimates, we calculated R (_) 1.97a 1.05b 0.90b,c
ASf(No2+,aq) = 39 and ASf(No3+,aq) 1.02b,d
= -100 J mol _1 K-1. Using these AS So (j tool-1 K'1) 65a -27b _231b
values and our measured AG values, zk/-/s(kJ mo1-1) 126a

we calculate AHf(No 2+) = -469 and AH h (kJ tool -1) -1606b -3685, b -3753 e
AHf(No 3+) = -372 kJ mo1-1, aGf (kJ mo1-1) -480 f -342 _

We also estimate the enthalpy of a/qf (kJ mo1-1) --469f -372 f
hydration for the di- and trivalent a Ref. 6.
nobeliurn ions. The enthalpy of b Ref. 7.
hydration call be calculated from the cCoordinati.on number = 6.

d Coordination number = 8.
crystallographic radius and the coor- eRef. 21.
dination number by using a f This work.
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3, 17.David and M, Hussonnois, 15, W, lh'fichle, M, Sch/idel, U, W,To complete our stlnlmary, we
Radiochent, Radioanal, Lett, 11, Scherer, .1,V, Kratz, K, E, Gregorich,

include the enthalpy of sublimation, I (1972), I), Lee, M, Nurmia, R, Chasteler,
AHs, which was estimated to be 4, K, Samhoun and E David, 11, L, l tall, R. A, Henderson, and
126 + 8 kJ tool -1 for divalent 1, Electroanal, Che,t, 106, 161 (1980), D, C, I-ltfffinan, lnol;_, Chi,/, Acla
nobelium metal (_by using correla- 5. The raw data were lost for several 146, 267 (1088),
tions between the actinide and rare years when one of the authors 16, D, 11.Templeton and C, 11, Dauben,
earth elements, IS, It) (K. Samhoun) returned to Lebanon ], Am, Chem. Soc, 76, 52 (1954),

in 1c_82, 17. R, D, Shannon, Acta Crystallogr. A
6. F. David, "Oxidation Reduction and 32, 751 (1976),

Conclusion Thermodynamic Properties of 18. L, J, Nugent, J. L, Burnett, and
In conclusion, nobelium is the Curiuna and Heavier Actinide L.R. Morss, 1. Chem. Therntodyn. 5,

last member of the actinide series Eleme:tts," in Handb_)okon the l_ln/sics 665 (1973),

(and of the periodic table) for which and C/tentistry ()f the Actinides, Vol. 4, 19. F. David, K. Samht)un,A. J, _2reeman and C. Keller, Eds. R. Guilhiumont, and N. Edeistein,
electroclaemical measurements have (North-Holland Physics Publishing, ]. lnorg. Nucl. Chent. 40, 69 (1978).
been made. From the systematic Amsterdam, 1986), p. 97. 20. R.W. Lougheed, K. J. Moody, R. J.
behavior of the f-series elements, we 7. B. Fourest, E David, R. Gtfillaumont, Dougan, J, F, Wild, E. K, Hulet, R, J,
have estimated some standard ther- E Rogelet, and K. Samhoun, ], Inol;% Dupzyk, C, M, Henderson, C. M.

NIM. Chem, 43, 1331 (1981), Gannett, R. M. Henderson, D. C,
modynamic values for nobelium. 8, R. J, Silva, T, Sikkeland, M, Nurmia, Hoffman, D, M. Lee, K, S6mmerer,
Since two long-lived lawrencium A. Ghiorso, and E, K. Hulet, and R, L, Hahn, "Discovery of 2¢,1Lr
nuclides, 261Lr (t I/2 = 39 m) and l. lnol_{. Nucl. Chenl. 31, 3405 (1%9), and 2('2Lr," Nttch'ar Chemistry
21_2Lr (t i/2 = 216 m), were recently 9. S.G. Bratscla and J. J. Lagowski, Division FY 87 Anmtal Report,

discovered, 2° it is now possible to 1. Phys. Chem. 90, 307 (1986). Lawrence Livermore Natkmal
10. E David, ], Less Conunon Met, 121, Laboratory, Livermore, CA, UCAR-extend electrochemical measure-

27 (1986), 10062/87 (1987), p, 4-2.
ments tc) the last member of flae 11, J.W. Ward and H, H. l-lill, "Heavy 21, F. David and B, Fourest, i.,aboratoire
actinide series, However, it appears Element Properties," in Proc,, 5lh de l¢,adiochemie, Institut de
unlikely that any elements heavier Inr. Conf. (m Pu and Other Aclinides, l'hysique Nuclefiire, Orsay, France,
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Status of the Experiment to Measure the Mass
of the Electron Antineutrino

W. St6ffl, D. J. Decman, and J. Engelage

The mass of the neutrino is an spectrometer by a system of five amplifier system. Because the sili-
important parameter in many areas solenoidal superconducting magnets, con detector has good energy resolu-
of physics. For example, a neutrino Only electrons ernitted frorn the tion, we can distinguish between
mass of even a few electron volts gaseous atomic tritium are visible to good events and background frorn
would have a profound influence on the high-resolution spectrometer, radioactive decays and secondary

cosmology because of the vast num- • The spectrometer (Fig. 1) focuses cosmic-ray interactions. We operate
ber of neutrinos in the universe, the electrons onto a cylindrical, sili- the spectrometer at constant field
Also, because modern theories of con detector that is segmented into and current settings to avoid

particle physics allow neutrinos to 16 independent, ring-shaped ele- subjecting the spectrometer to ther-
have a nonzero mass, the discovery rnents. Each element has its own real stress. To obtain the energy
of such a mass would give sorne
proof of the correctness of these the-
ories and would help fix the values
of some of the parameters.

- The mass of the electron antineu-i

trino can be determined by carefully1

measuring the beta decay of tritium:
a nonzero neutrino mass would alter

the shape of the electron spectrum
near the endpoint energy of the
beta-decay process. To date, the
results of tritium beta-decay experi-
ments have produced conflicting

claims. For example, a group at the
Institute for Theoretical and

Experimental Physics (ITEP) in
Moscow claimed 1 to have evidence

• for an electron antineutrino mass

between 18 and 45 eV. However,

groups in Switzerland, 2 Tokyo, 3 and
Los Alamos 4 who also measured the

beta-decay of tritium found no evi-
dence for a neutrino mass with

upper limits as low as 18 eV.
Our experiment was designed to

eliminate the systematic errors
encountered in the other attempts to

make this measurement. Briefly:
• We use a cryogenic, gaseous
atomic-tritium source, rather than a
source with tritium embedded in a

solid as is used by other experi-
menters. Electrons from triti_m_

atoms that decay in our source are Figure 1. Front view of the toroidal field spectrometer. Large ring is 6.5 ft in diameter.
guided into a large, toroidal-field
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spectrum of tile electrons, we use fourth of this intensity and has an tile krypton in the source tube
a vari0ble electric potential to energy of 17.8 keV. Therefore, the moves more slowly than tile kryp-
acceh ,ate tile electrons emitted in krypton source gives us an electron ton in the return lines, thereby
the source, line for calibration in the region of increasing the chance of decay in tl_e

A more detailed description of interest in the tritium-decay spec- region visible to our spectrometer.
the source and toroidal-field spec- trum. Also, since krypton is a noble • The high-w_ltage insulation tests
trometer can be found in Ref. 5. gas, the calibration electrons come on the entire source assembly were

The effect of any neutrino mass from the same environment as will successful to 20 kV, and with minor

on the beta-decay function will be the tritium in the final experiment, modifications, the source could be
smeared out by the finite width of run as high as 30 kV.
the resolution function of the mea- Status • The five sl,perconducting mag-
suring system; therefore, this resolu- During the past year, we concen- nets have been slightly modified to
tion must be unfolded from the raw trated on optimizing the perfor- optimize their performance. We

data to extract the neutrino mass. An mance of the apparatus, strengthened the SUF!port system for
importal_ aspect of our experiment is • We extensively leak-checked the _.hecoil-formers of each of the mag-
our ability to measure our system's source tube that will hold the nets and aligned them to our source

resolution function with high accu- gaseous tritium and achieved a vac- tube. In addition, we changed the
racy using 83'nKr. This isomeric state uum of better than 5 x 10-9 Torr. thermal insulation of the magnets to
is produced by tile electron-capture ,, The temperature-control system decrease their liquid-helium con-
decay of S3Rb (t l/2 = 86 d). The iso- is fully operational: we heated the sumption. The two long cryostats
mer, which has a half-life of 1.8 h, tube to 150°C to improve the vac- now each boil off 9.5 1/d of helium,
decaysby a cascade of two electro- uum, and we also cooled tile tube to and the three short magnets boil
magnetic transitions with energies 20 K to simulate the expected mea- off 5.5 l/d, a rate that requires

of 32 and 9.4 keV. Tile 32-keV E3 suring conditions. We found that a the reservoirs to be refilled every
transition has a total conversion source-tube temperature of 100 K 5 d. All of the rnagnets have
coefficient of about 2000; the maximizes tile observed count rate produced stable fields of more
K-conversion line carries about a of the krypton gaseous source; i.e., than 1 T, which is sufficient for

our experiment.
We used 83Kr to demonstrate the

7000 ability of our magnet system to

3_'k guide beta-decay electrons from the

6000 - gaseous source into tile electron spec-

9 L trometer. Figure 2 shows the spec-
_ _. trum of electrons resulting from this5000

T test as recorded by our Si(Li) monitor
detector positioned in front of the

4000 - toroidal-field spectrometer. For this
spectrum, the source table is at a

8 3000 potential of -12 kV. The K, L, and M
:32K lines of the 32-keV transition as well

2000 32TM as the L and M lines of the 9-keV

transition are clearly visible. The fig-
1000 32M ure shows that only electrons are vis-

ible to the detector, since there are no

0 .... x-ray peaks in the spectrum.
0 10 20 30 40 To demonstra te magnetic-mirror

Electronenergy(keV) effects at both ends of the source, we
measured the 83Kr spectrum with a

Figure 2. The electron spectrum of a3mKrfrom the gaseous source as recorded in the small surface-barrier detector at the
Si(Li) monitor detector. The source table was at an acceleration wfltage of 12 kV. far end of the source. This detector

saw a 45% increase in rate when we
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decreased tile field in the magnet
positioned farthest from tile spec- 6000
trometer. This increase occurred 104

because we no longer reflected these
electrons back down tlle source tube. 5000 -- 103

We also observed lie count rate in
this small detector when the field in 4000 _ 102
that same magnet w,_s set to zero. In 8 __._,_ w_

a similar manner, we observed a_ 10
even largercountrateatthisend of _ 3000 --

tile source by creating a magnetic g I ] I¢3 1
mirror in the magnet closest to the 17,300 17,500 17,700 17,900 x
spectrometer. 2000 -- Electror,energy(eV) \

We also began verifying tile per- /\ _

formance of the tc"oidal- field electron I000--

spectrometer. For tlie first tests, we _]
tlsed an electron gun to tune the corn-

pensation coils, to optimize tile posi- 0 _ i i -'-""Y-- i"--""T ''-''_ ]
tionsofthefirstslitand thedetectol; 17,200 17,400 17,600 17,800

and to study the focusing power of Electronenergy(eV)
the electrostatic deflection plates. The

electron gurl consisted of a l-cm-diam Figure 3. The K-conversion electron line of the 32-kev transition in S3mKr.The
stainless-steel sphere mounted on a toroidal-field spectrometer was set to analyze 18-keV electrons. The resolution is 8 eV
high-voltage feedthrough. The (FWHM). The inset graph shows the shake-off tail plotted on a log scale. These data
sphere was electroplated with a thin were collected in 4 h.
coating of platinum. A beam of ultra-
violet light (254 nrn) from a mercury
lamp created 20-meV electrons from SO0

the platinum; these electrons were L 3
then accelerated to the voltage we
produced with our high-voltage 400 --
power supply. The result was a tun-
able, monochromatic electron beam , L 2

of high intensity that could be 300
installed inside our large vacuum =

tank. We isolated the effects of each ¢_200 -
set of the electrostatic elements by

using the detector diagnostic cup,

This motor-clriven cup contains a slat 100- ' _J _J L-- I

that allows only a narrow angular _ L 1
range of electrons tc impinge on tb,e

detector. Using these rnethods, we 0 ____'_'_ [ - ' - [ [
achieved a resolution of 7 eV for 30,100 30,200 30,300 30,400 30,500 30,600 30,700 30,800
22-keV electrons. Electronenergy(eV)

A more rigorous verification of

our system's performance is given Figure 4. Fhe L-conversion electron lines of the 32-keV transition in '_3mKr.The
by rneasuring the decay of 83mKr. toroidal-field spectrometer was set to analyze 18-keV electrons, i.e., the L electrons
The tuning described above was were decelerated to this energy.
repeated to correct for the different
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source geometry and for tlle effects conversion electron spectrum of tlle Pixley, and It. Stussi, I'hys. I.,utt.I_173, 485 (1_;80).
of tile superconducting magnets. 32-keV transition. The extracted 3. I-1.Kawakami, K. Nisimura,
The results for the K-conversion line L2/L3 ratio of 0.61 + 0,02 is in good T. Ohshima, S. Shibata, Y.Shoji,
for the 32-keV transition are shown agreement with the theoretical value 1.Sugai, K. Ukai, T. Yasuda,

in Fig. 3. These data were c>btained for a pure E3 transition. N. Morikawa, N. Nogawa,
with the spectrometer set to analyze In the next year, we plan to apply T. Nagafuchi, F,Naito, T. Suzuki,
18-keV electrons. The spech'unl additional S3Kr studies to the ftfrther I-I.lhketani, M. Iwahashi,K. HNatake, M Fujioka,
shows the main Gaussian resolution optimization of our machine. We Y. Fukushima, T. Matsuda, and
peak with a tull width at half maxi- hope to have our first results on tri- T. lhniguchi, Phys, Lett. B 187,
mum (FWHM) of 8 eV. The low- tium before the end of 199{}. At this 198 (1987).

energy tail is caused by rearrange- time, we have encountered no prob- 4. J.F. Wilkerson, T..I. Bowles, J. C.

ment of atomic electrons (shake-up lem that would keep us from being Browne, M. I'. Maley, P,.G. 1-I.Robertson, D. A. Knapp, J. A.
and sl_ake-off electrons). The impor- sensitive to a neutrino mass greater l-lelffrich, J. S. C{}hen, and R. L.
tant point is the clear separation than 5 eV. Martin, I}hys.Re_,.l,ett. 58,
of these two components. This 2{}23(1987).
separation allows us to determine References 5. W. St6ffl, D, Decman, and
our machine's resolution without l. S. Boris, A. Golutvin, L. Laptin, J. Engelage, "Measuring the Beta-

having a precise knowledge of the V. Lubimov, V. Nago', izin, E. Decay End Point of Atomic Tritium,"Novikov, V.Nozik, V. Soloshenko, NuclearTes/-ExlJerimen/aiScience
atomic effects associated with the 1.Tigomirov, and E. Tretjakov, Phys. Ammal I,h'portFiscalYear1988,
K-conversion process in krypton, l,elt. B 159, 217 (1985). Lawrence Liw:rmore National
Figure 4 shows the L-shell 2. M. Fritschi, E. Holzschuh, L,._boratory,Livermore, CA, UCRL-

W. Kundig, .l.W. Petersen, R.E. 53929-88 (1989),p. 193.

Coriolis Coupling in the Rotational Bands of
Deformed Odd-Odd Nuclei

A. K. Jain,* J. Kvasil, + R. K. Sheline,_ t and R. W. Hoff

lt is now well recognized that the observed large moments of inertia K = 2, 3, or 4 bands. The origin of

Coriolis force plays an important and decreased pairing. I However, the odd-even staggering in the K = 1
role in influencing the structure of recent high-spin data for the K =2 + bands can immediately be trac-;d to
deformed nuclei at both low and and 4- bands in I82Re exhibit a high direct Coriolis coupling with
high spins, Although many Coriolis degree of distortion. 2 This focused Newby-shifted K = 0 bands,
band-mixing calculations have been our attention on questions of the Therefore, it seems likely that the
carried out in the past for rotational degree and the extent to which staggering in the K = 2, 3, and 4
bands in odd-odd nuclei, these cal- Coriolis distortion is present in mta- bands is the result of higher-order
culations have been limited in scope, tional bands of odd-odd nuclei. Coriolis coupling with K = 0 bands.
Usually, the mixing of only two or An examination of the experi- In Fig, I we summarize tlle
three known bands was considered, mental data revealed that practically empirical evidence for odd-even

In fact, it has generally been thought all K- - Ikp- knl bands exhibit an staggering in the rotational bands of
that odd-odd nuclei should have odd-even staggering. Of the 43 K- four nuclei in the rare-earth region:
more exact rotational energy system- bands where staggering is observed, 168Tm, 17¢_Lu,Ig2Ta, and I82Re. The
atics because of the experimentally 25 are K = 1 bands, and the rest are first three were chosen because a

* University ¢_t:l_,oorkee, Roorkee, India,

f Charles University, Prague,
Czechoslovakia,

_tFlorida State University, Tallahassee,
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large amount of experimental data is K = 0 bands, whose odd-even stagger- We have carried out Coriolis-
available for each nucleus, The ing can be transmitteo to tile higher K coupling calculations for tile four
nucleus lS2Re was chosen because a bands through Coriolis coupling, nuclei shown in Fig. 1. Generally, we
K = 2+ band and a K = 4- band in this Therefore, we obtained estimates for h_,,e succeeded in making precise fits
nucleus exhibit significant amounts tile excitation energies of unidenti- to the levels Of rotational bands in

of staggering, which is somewhat fled bands by use of a simple, senli- these nuclei, even when the bands
unusual for bands with K > 1. In empirical formulation 4-7 that exhibit significant staggering. For

this figure, we plot the ratio AE(I _ enlploys tile known properties (exci- K = 1 bands, the magnitude of tile
1-1)/21 vs 212 for all K- bands where tation energy and rotational parame- observed staggering is a function of
experimental data are available ter) of given quasi-particle states in the following factors: (1) the Nilsson

(except for K = 0 bands, which are neighboring odd-A nuclei, orbitals occupied by the unpaired
already known to be staggered as a Tile calculations are performed nucleons andl, hence, the magnitudes
consequence of the residual neutron- by fitting all of tlle experimentally of tlle ,j+, maLrix elements connecting
proton interaction). One expects lin- known levels in the rotational bands K = 0 and 1 bands; (2) the magnitude
ear behavior in such a plot if a rota- in question. Variable parameters of the Newby shift in an interacting
tional band behaves according to the include the band energies and rota- K = 0 band, wllich is also determined
usual I(1 + 1) formula, lt can be seen tional parameters for the experi- by the Nilsson orbitals of the unpaired
that the nlagnitude of the staggering nlental levels. The ,j+, matrix ele- nucleons; (3)file energy difference

is quite variable, ranging from strong nlents were calculated by the use of between interacting levels; and (4) the.
fluctuations to only a nlinor effect. Nilsson wave functions. 8 The most number of K = 0 bands interacting

essential of the matrix elements with tlle K = 1 band in question.
Calculations were also treated as free parameters For bands with K > 1, the

In our calculations, we have used and were adjusted in the fitting pro- observed staggering has been trans-
a model of two quasi-particles plus a cedure. Another important class of mitred by means of mixing with
rotor 3 to describe the low-lying free paranleters was the Newby K = 0 and 1 bands. Thus, staggering
energy spectra of deformed odd-odd shifts for the K = 0 bands included in tile higher-K bands is me_t likely
nuclei. Because the model is well in the calculation, to be found anlong orbitals that

known, we discuss it only briefly.
The Hamiltonian used in this model

includes tile usual elements that 11 --_ 8 -_ 12 --18aTa.............1BSTm 3* 4*describe the energies of intrinsic Sill- 10 '--17B 7 -- K= 11 -- K=
gle-particle states, rotational motion, 9 -- Lu K= 1* ] I I I I I

rotation-particle coupling, particle- ] ] I 16 _ .._,/4060 ..". 14 -- K-_
particle coupling, and a residual n-p 13 -- 14 - _ .._ 13 _/ -
interaction. Tile total Hamiltonian ---12 --_ K=I- 12 -- '"'."%N_ K= 1- 12 -- [ I I
matrix was diagonalized for each _11,_ - ] I ] 10 - I I I 40 60 80
value of angular momentum, w

To performa Coriolis-coupling "_12 - K =1* 0 10 20 30 40 15 -- _'-_',,,,,,__.._
_11 Z_ 14 - K=2calculation in as complete a fashion ua10 I I I

as is practical, we often must con- "_ 9 -r V _ 11 i 13 - K = 2-

sider tlle mixing of several bands 8 -- ] ] ] 10 _._,_.K_ _ 2* [ 12 -- '--'-'--_"'_'
representing tile various two quasi- 9 ] 11 - ] ] I

particle states that are interacting 13-- I(=1-11 _1,,_.2,_ ]strongly. Because such calculations 12 Z_ 109 I Ki 4- 1112_'-_"'V'_K=l-can involve a large number of param- 11 I I I 8 , I I I
eters,itismost appropriatetoselect 0 20 40 60 80 0 100 200 300 400 0 20 40 60 80

nuclei in which many bands llave 212
been characterized experimentally,

Even then, it is often necessary to Figure 1. Calculated (dotted lines) and experimental (solid lines) data for K- bands
estinlate tlle energies of certain in four odd-odd nuclei.
unidentified bands; e.g., tile crucial
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couple strongly by means of Coriolis in the K 4 series, These bands dis- References

mixing; i.e,, those with higl_ j values play an interesting property not I. II. T. Motz, 1!,T. Jurney, O. W. 13,
such as tile configuration_ arising found in tile K series, namely, that Schult, II. R. K()ch, U. (;tuber, K. II.Maier, II.I]aader, G. I_,.Struble,
from the h 11/2, i13/2, and Jl5/2 spher- the lower-lying bands in the series J, Kern, R, K. Sheline, T. w)n Egidy,
ical orbitals, We also find that terms show odd-even staggering of one Th. Elze, E. Bieber, and A. Biicklin,
of tile particle-particle-coupling type phase, and the higher-lying mere- Phys. R('_,.155, 1265 (1967).
can be important in some cases and bers of tile series show odd-even 2. M.F. Slaughter, R. A. Warner, T, I,.
may lead to significant admixtures staggering of the_)t)t_osite phase, Khoo, W. II. Kelly,and W. C.

McHarris, P/IllS, I'_'_).C 29, 114 (1¢,_84).
in the wave functions, 3. J. I'. Boisson,'R. l'iep_.,nbring, and

Among the bands shown in Fig, 1, Conclusion w. (0gle, Phys. Rep. 26C, 99 (1976).
the 4-{(1/2)[541]_ - (9/2)[624] n} We observe an odd-even stagger- 4. I: C. Sood, R. W. I loll, and R. K.
band in 182Reis t_fparticular interest, ing in most of tile K- bands of odd- Sheline, Phys. Rev. C 33, 2163 (1986),
The nine experimentally determined odd rare-earth and actinide nuclei. 5. R.W. i loft, I,st. Phys. Conf., Ser. No.88, 343 (1988).
levels in this band were fitted ill a To explain the staggering, which is 6. R.W. I h)ff, ], Phys. G: 14 Suppl,,
calculation that inch.Med 12 rota- observed in K- = 1, 2, 3, and 4 bands, 343 (1988).

tional bands, six in tile K+{(1/2)[541 ]p we llave performed detailed 7. T. Von Egidy, R. W. I-loft, R. W.
+ [i13/2] n} series and six in tile Coriolis-mixing calculations that are Lougheed, 19.11.White, i-!.G. B6rner,

K-{(1/2)[541 ]p - [i13/2]n} series, The nearly complete, in the sense that ali K.Schreckenbach, l.).D. Warnez,G. 13arreau,and I_! lungerford, I)hl/s.
odd-even staggering observed in the importan t bands with either lh,i,.C 29, 1243 (1984). '
the 4- band is tile product of the known or estimated energies were 8. S.G. Nilsson, C. F,Tsang,
Newby shift in a {)-{(1/2)[541]p - taken into account. Successful A. Sobiczeweski, Z. Szymanski,
(1/2)[660] n} band with an estimated reproduction of the odd-even stag- S. Wycech, C. Gustafson, I.-L.
exc.,ation energy of 2000 keV. Since gering in four nuclei for which cal- Lamm, P. M611er,and B. Nilsson,

Nucl. Phi/s. A 131, 1 (1969).
this band has kp = kn = 1/2, its culations were done implies that tile 9. A.K. Jaiil, J. Kvasil, R. K. Sheline,
Newby shift will include contribu- odd-even staggering is indeed a and R. W. l-loft, Phys. R('v. C 40,
tions both from the usual matrix ele- result of Coriolis mixing. 432 (1989).
ment and from a term of the form of Also, it has become clear from

ap x a n x h2/20. The latter quantity our study that K- bands are more
is estimated tc) be between 200 and staggered than K+ bands because the

250 keV, much larger than tile usual former can be coupled more directly
E N matrix elernent, to Newby-shifted K = 0 bands. Tile

Although we cannot provide a arnount of staggering may be large
full discussion of these results here, or small, depending on a number of
it should be noted that tile odd-even factors such as Nilsson orbitals occu-

shift bf this K = 0 band is transmit- pied by tile unpaired nucleons, tile
ted to tile 4- band level by means of value of (1'+),and the closeness and
Coriolis mixing in both tile K--and tile number of interacting K :- 0
K+ series. Surprisingly, tile nlore bands. Further discussion of this
significant source of the odd-even work can be found in Ref. 9.

staggering in tile 4- band appears to
arise from its interaction with bands
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Search for a Shape Isomer "n 194Hg Populated
by 194T1 Beta Decay

E. A. Henry, J. A. Becker, R. A. Meyer, Y. Akovali,*
H. K. Carter, _ C. R. Bingham,$ J. Kormi_ki,§ W. D. Schmidt-Ott, II (
H. V. Carmichael,$ and Y. Xu II

Recent theoretical calculations Q value for 194T1is about 5.15 MeV, mainly the low-spin 194T1isomer.
(Weiss et al., 1 Bonche et al., 2 Gircd et it is possible, from an energy stand- They did so by producing 194pb,
al., 3 Chasman 4) predict that nuclei in point, for 194T1decay to populate which in turn decays to the 2- iso-
the vicinity of 194Hg should possess a 194Hg shape isomer. The main met of ltJ4T1and then to 194Hg.
shape isomers analogous to the fis- objective of this experiment was to

sion isomers identified in the try to identify the E2 gamma-ray Experimental Procedure
actinide nuclei. However, because decay of the shape isomer to the first We used the UNISOR online iso-
the fission barriers of these nuclei 2+ level in 194Hg. The second objec- tope separator at the Holifield

would be much higher than those of tive was to identify candidates for the Heavy Ion Research Facility (Oak
the actinide nuclei, the main decay lowest 1- level in 194Hg because we Ridge National Laboratory) to pro-

: mode of these shape isomers would know from studies in the uranium duce the 194T1activity for this exper-
be gamma-ray decay. Experience nuclei that the main gamma-ray iment. The production reaction was
with the fission isomers suggests decay branch can be either an E2 tran- carbon on natural rhenium foils at
that the shape isomers would be sition to the lowest 2 + level or an E1 a bombarding energy of 90 MeV.
weakly populated by nuclear reac- transition to the lowest 1- levels. 5,6 The separator deposited the activity
tions; thus, the gamma-ray decay Two isomers are known in 194T1: on a tape, which moved it from the
mode would be difficult to identify, a 2- state with a half-life of 33.0 m deposition site to two successive
Nevertheless, successful observation and a (7+) state with a half-life of detector stations. Activity was col-
of shape isomers outside the 32.8 rn (Ref. 7). The level systemat- lected for 180 s and transported
actinide region would be important ics of these isomers in heavier within 3 s to the first detection sta-
because it would validate theoretical thallium isotopes suggest that the tion, where it was counted for 180 s.

concepts of the nuclear potential 2- state is the ground state of 194T1, While it was being counted, the next
energy surface and provide an with the (7+) state lying several hun- sample was deposited.
opportunity to study nuclei at high dred kiloelectron volts higher. The The first detector station, where

deformation but low spin. Q[3value of 194T1is estirnated to be the data reported here were col-
We have begun an experimental 5.15 MeV. Amov and coworkers, 8 lected, consisted of two large, thin-

program _:osearch for and character- using beta decay to study tl_e window, high-purity, germanium
ize shape isorners in the mercury structure of 194Hg, identified the detectors oriented facing each other.

nuclei. As a part of this program, first 2+ level at 428 keV and estab- These detectors, with efficiencies of
we are studying the beta decay of lished additional levels populated 40% and 23%, were as close to the
194T1to levels in 194Hg. Because by both the low-spin and high-spin deposited sarnple as the tape-
the proposed shape isomer in 194Hg isomers of 194T1. Akovali and transport apparatus would allow

is at about 4 MeV (Ref. 1) and the coworkers 9,1° observed the decay of (about 2.5 cre). We placed an x-ray

*Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Oak Ridge, TN.

f UNISOR, Oak Ridge Associated
Universities, Oak Ridge, TN.

University of Tennessee, Knoxville.

§ Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN.

"Oregon State University, Corvallis.
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absorber package between tile Data and Results to tile transitional energ.\' to tile fifth
sample and tile 40_ detector to Comparison of tile 2+---,0* and power. We used tile projected spec-
reduce summing. 5----+4+ transition intensities indi- trum coincident with tile 428-kev

After accumcdating both gamma- cares that about 80of ot the I_4TI transition to obtain tile intensity (in
ray singles and coincidence data, we activity produced in this experiment this case, an upper limit on the inten"
stored three-parameter coincidence was a restflt of tile decay of the (7 .) sitv) for a high-energy E2 transition
data (two gamma-ray energies alld isonler. Tile laigh-spin isomer of out of tile isomer. Tilt."absolute nor-
tile time between tile two gamma l_qTl could populate the proposed realization for this intensity was

rays) on magnetic tape. We sorted shape isomer indirectly by first pop- made by using tile known intensity of
tile coincidence data offline into a ulating tile high-lying 6" and 8+lev- tile 749-keV transition, which is coin-
two-dimensional energ.v matrix, els, which belong to tile rotational cident with the 428-keV transition.
with the requirement that the two band built on tile shape-isomeric 0 . Tile 749-kev transition is emitted in
gamma rays be within a prompt level and lie 200 to 350 kek,' above 76G of tile decays of l_4"Fl(Ref. 8).

coincidence w;,.adow of about 25 ns. tile shape isomer. These levels, in Shown in Fig. 1 is tile 3- to 4-MEV
We made projections from this two- turn, would decay to tile shape iso- portion of tile spectrum coincident
dimensional array by gating on mer if tile barrier against their decay with tile 428-ke\,' transition. Tile inset
specific peaks and analyze ] tile pro- to lower-lying, less-deformed levels shows tile 740-kev transition coinci-
jetted spectra with the gamma-ray were sufi:icientlv high, dent with tile 428-keV transition.

fitting code, FITEK. Finall,_, we deter- Tile E2 decay mode for tile shape As is evident in Fig. I, we
mined tile energy and absolute effi- isomer is expected to populate mainh/ observed no distinct gamma rays in

ciencv for the data-acct|mulation svs- tile lowest 2+ level at 428 keV because tile 3- to 4-MEV energy range. As a
tem, using a calibratt._.t 154Eu source, tile E2 transition rate is propc_rtienal result, OFIIVan upper limit can be

quoted on the intensity of a high-
energy E2 transition from tile shape

50 isonler to tile 2+ level. Tllis limit is

120,000 determined by assuming that tile

40 100,000 -- upper limit to tile photopeak area atany energy is proportional to tile
80,000 -- square root of tile counts in an

energy bin equivalent to the photo-
= 30 80,000 -- peak width at that energy. To sup-

press the channel-to-cha|lnel fluctt|-40,000 --
t_ _ ations in tile number of counts, we

20 20,000:jt
_ 00

lo 72s 7so I

0.01

0 I -_ 0
3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5

Gamma.rayenergy(MEV) E2transitionenergy(MEV)

Figure 1. The >pectrum of gamma ra`.'s in the 3- to 4-MEV energy range coincident Figure 2. A 20 upper limit for the inten-
with the 42S-ke\' transition from tile 5- level to the 1_'4[tg ground state. Nt_ individ- site of an E2gamma ray from the pro-
ual gamma rav-, were observed. The upper limit for the intensity of a weak gamnla posed shape isomer in l'qllg to the 2"
ray is proD_rt{,mal tr, the ,,quare root oi the spectrum at the energy of a possible level at 428 keV. The inten.,-,itvis
e,amma ra,,'. The ira,ct ,d'tow_,the 74_-keV gamma ray, which is coincident with the expre.,,sed a.,,a percent of the "1_'4"1"1beta-
42s-keV tran.,,ition and i>u.,,ed for normalization purpose.s, decay intensity.
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averaged tile counts over 50-keV clearly show that h.;i.,,h spin levels are could populate such levels with logfl

bills before calculating the limit for populated bv beta decay tlp to at values <5.2. Thus, beta decay to the

tile photopeak width. Tile smooth least 4.2 MeV in l_4Hg. Preliminary highly deformed states built on a

curve in Fig. 2 approximates the 20 estirnates indicate that these levels shape isomer is hindered by, .p to
upper limit determined in this way are populated at least a factor of 10 three orders of magnitude or more,

for the E2 decay branch for transi- more strongly than indicated by the compared with allowed beta decay.

tion energies from 3 to 4.5 MeV, limit noted in the preceding para- We have also obtained preliminary

which correspond to isorner ener- graph. Second, if we assume that the information from this experiment on

gies from 3.428 to 4.928 MeV. This E2 gamma ray to the lowest 2 + possible candidates for the lowest-

limit ranges from about 0.022'7, for a accounts for about a third of tile lying 1- level in 194Hg. No low-lying

3-MEV transition to about 0.003f4 depopulation of a proposed isomer 1- levels have been identified previ-

for a 4.5-MEV transition. (as it does in 238U)5 and that popula- ously in the mercury nuclei. In

We offer two comnlents to help tion c,f the isomer proceeds through nearby platinum nuclei, they have

evaluate the sensitivity of this exper- one level (a 6 + level, for example), been identified at about 1800 keV,

iment. First, using coincidence gates, we can calculate tile loKfl value for which is about where we might

we projected spectra on the 735- and that level. Tile losfl values obtained expect them in the mercury nuclei.
749-keV garnma rays that depopu- by using these assumptions are >8.0 We have analyzed the coincidence

late the 6+ and 5- levels at 1799 and for E2 transitions between 3 and 4 data with the specific goal of identify-

1813 keV, respectively. These spectra MeV. Ordinary allowed beta decay ing new low-spin levels below about

(a) (b) ,....,_ ..-.

.....o_,..,, 1980.0 _ " ""
m ,,.,._ = = _',-_ o_ r....¢__..._0 .-. ,.., ...- 2196.5
" _ "'_'_"'-" / 1959.9 _ o_¢__._ _ o r,.:.r,,.:_ ,,.._ _..__,._,-.. 2169

I _=,.o ,..,., = = ,=,,,,,,= ,,,,.= . 2121.7•- ,..-_ _. "" 1784.2 ,,- u_'lip _ _'¢_' O4 ¢,,D

=] " .,'-,.. O
"" _ _ _ _ 1715- i ,-,-o,

o ' _ 2069.4,_,. _ _,,.,o_ 1502

• _ I I "" ''="_ _ 1469.0
I I ¢,D ""

I 1073. 1715
I _f 'l_r _f 'l_ I _ _ _ _ _ /" 1064.5 .....4 _

I _ ' I 131* _,......_' _ 1469.C
I I

I I _.. 2+ _r , _ ,1073.3
I l o _ \ 1064.E
I I _.

2. [ _, _ _' I _ _' _ 428.2
I 1
I I 2* _I _' _ 428.2

I I
I t

o" V o. 8....
194 194

Hg Hg

Figure 3. New low-lying, low-spin levels in l'_4ttg from the coincider_ce data of this experimer_t. I,evels at 1502, 1959.% 1 ,_80.0,
2[)(_.4, and 2105.t_ kek' ,are candidates for 1- levels.
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2.2 MeV and characterizing thern as References (_..I. Sclairmer, .I.(kwl, 1). I labs, and
much as possible from these data. 1. M.S. Weiss, Shal,e Is(rna'rsas I). Schwalm, presented at the

We have identified 11 new levels Cmatidah's for lhc Gamma-Ray l,ascr Conference on I ligh-Spin Nuclear
Slora,WSlate, l.awrence I.iverrnore Structure and Novel Nuclear

below 2200 keV in lt_'J'I-Ig(Fig, 3), of National Lab,matt)rv, l.ivermore, Shapes, Argonne National
which five are potential candidates CA, UCRL-t,_h773(1t._87). l.at,tmatory, Argonne, IL, April
for 1- levels: 1502, 1959.9, lC)80.0, 2. P.Bonclae, S. J, Krieger, I'. Quentin, 13-15, 1t)88(not published).
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has a spin of 3 or 4. Additional and J. E Berger, Phys. Rep. l.etl. 62, Phys. 16, 487 (1t._7,6.).
experiments emphasizing the decay 2452 (198tt). t_. y.A. Ellis-Akovali, K. S. qi_th,
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lish whether any of them has a spin
and parity of 1-.

Possible Evidence for 4-Particle,
4-Hole Excitations in 146Gd

K. Heyde,* L. G. Mann, t and R. A. Meyer_ t

Production 1,2of the radioactive model picture (1) and in the more cause some admixture of the proton
target 14SGd has made it possible realistic case of sorne proton-pair 2p2h 0+ state into the ground state

to study levels in the Z = 64 closed- scattering across the Z = 64 subshell of 148Gd, enabling the 2p2h state
subsheil nucleus 14l'Gd by the gap (11). The 0' and 2+ p\, states to be weakly populated by two-
two-neutron pickup reaction have been observed 3 to be strongly neutron pickup reactions. This state
t4SGd(p,t)14('Gd. This reaction is populated in the (p,t)reaction at occurs at 2.165 MeV of excitation,

expected to populate the 0+ ground 3.{)2{)and 3.383 MeV, respectively, strongly populated by the ({x,2n)
state of 14(_Gdin a particularly strong The proton 2p2h states in I'J'('Gd reaction 4 and weakly by (p,t). 3
way by picking up the two neutrons occur at lower excitation energies In their recent study of the
outside the 82-neutron closed shell, than the neutron states because the 14SGd(p,t)14_'Gd reaction, Mann and
However, by picking up two neu- energy gap at Z = 64 (2.0 to 2.5 MeV) coworkers -_found, in addition to the

trons from the filled N = 82 shell, it is is smaller than ;_t N = 82, These pv states discussed previously, a
also expected to produce strong exci- states are not populated in the (p,t) strongly populated 0 + state at 4.534
rations of the 2-particle 2-hole (2p2h) reaction by the simple lllechalliSm MeV (Fig. 2). We suggest that this
neutron pairing-vibrational (pv) illustrated in Fig. I for the neutron state may consist of a combined pro-

states. Figure l illustrates these pro- states. However, pairing correla- ton 2p2h, neutrcm 2p2h excitation in
cesses in the simplest, good shell- tions across the Z = 64 ga[? will 14¢'Gd. Such a 4p4h excitation

*(,bent Univer.qtv, C;hcnt, l'}elgium.
i C_msultant to Nuclear Chemistry

l)ivisit,a, I.I_NI..

l)epartnaent t_flint,rgy (;ermantown, MI).
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should have an intensity in the (p,t) separation energies fronl tile most 3.55 MeV:
reaction at least as high as that of tile recent mass tables 11and with some ().1310>+ 0.2511> + 0.8312> + {}.4813>

proton 2p2h state at 2.165 MeV. adjustment from systernatics. The
unperturbed 4p4h energy was 4.76 MeV:

Calculations 3.889 MeV, obtained frorn the proce- 0.1110) - ().2711)+ 0.5212) - ().8()13)

To make theoretical predictions dure described by Broglia and
about tile excitation energy and tile Bortignon. 12 This value remains Discussion
structure of tllis 4p4h state, we have essentially unmodified after correc- These results show that tile
perforrned calculations _ based on tions for the residual interactions, energy of tile 4p4h state is ptlslled
the following four-level rnodel: To facilitate presenting tile wave tlp by almost 1 MeV above its
(1) the 0+ reference state (tile unper- ful)ctions that result from tile calcu- unperturbed value, bringing it into
turbed state COllsisting of a closed lations, we use tile following short- tile region of the observed 4.534-
N = 82 shell and a closed subshell hand notation for tile basis states: MeV 0 + state. Also, the amplitudes

at Z = 64); (2) a proton 2p2h state; 10) for tile 0 + reference state, Il) for of the 12) components in the neu-
(3) a neutron 2p2h state; and (4) the the proton 2p2h corffiguration, 12) tron 2p211 and tile 4p4h states give

proton 2p2h, neutrorl 2p2h (i.e., for the neutron 2p2h configuration, us a sirnple estimate of tile relative
4p4h) configuration. The model and 13)for the 4p4h configuration, cross sections for populating these
uses a short-range delta interaction Tile calculated level energies and states in tile (p,t) reaction. This
that has been described earlier, La wave functiorls for the four ()+states ratio is (0.83/0.52) 2 = 2.55, to be

with an effective strength of Veff= are as t:ollows: compared witll the observed ratio _
4()0 MeV.fm. Single-particle e,'"r- of 229/91 = 2.5 (Fig. 2). Similarly,
gies are fronl studies of tile N = 82 0.()0 MeV: the predicted ratio for pc)pulating
isotones.% IIIThe unperturbed ener- 0.951()) + 0.221 1) - 0.1912) - 0.06[3) tile ground and tile proton 2p2h
gies of the 2p2h states were taken as states is (0.95/{}.24) 2 = 16, ill rea-
2.244 MeV (proton) and 3.500 MeV 2.39 MeV: sortable agreement with the
(neutron), based on tile 2p and 2n -0.2410) + 0.9011) - 0.0212) -0.3613) observed value of 10.

(I) P n I'_ 82 300

82 64 0. 2+ 263
64 _ .._¢_ _"82 _ 229

_-, 221

64 , _,_200 -- :(II) II'----" 82

64_

8264 _ _ _" 12182

64 _ 100

p
Figure 1. Schematic of configuratiorls 0

that can be excited by the I'lSGd(p,t)14_'Gd
two-neutr(m pickup reaction. Possible 0
final ,-;tatesare indicated on the right- GS 2165 3020 4534 3383 4726
hand :,ide. The sharp, subshell occupa- pv(p) pv(n) (4p4h) pv(n) (4p4h)
ti(m in (l) (left-hand side) represents the Energylevel-_-_
Z = 64 subshell closure, whereas the

smooth pair distribution across the Z = Figure 2. Experimental cror;s sectk;ns (in Mb)and excitati(m energies (keV) for selected
{_4subshell ch)sure (II) represents possi- (P and 2' levels ()bserved in the 14SGd(p,t)l't('(;d reacti()n. _ The "pr" indicates pairing-
ble admixtures in the l)* ground state vibrati_mal states for photons (p)_r neutnms (n).
()f t4XGd.
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Finally, we expect 2 + and higher anv evidence of a gamma-ray oas- 4, S, W, Yates, R, Julin, P. Kleinheinz,
excitations to be associated with this cade involving these levels and B,Rubio, L, G, Mann, E. A, ttenry,
4p4h configuration, An estimate of higher-spin members of the 4p4h W, St6ffl, D, .I,Decman, and

the excitation energy of the 2 + state configuration Additionally, because J, 131omqvist,Z, Phys, ,'1324,' 417 (1986),
can be obtained from the known some mixing is suggested by the slm- 5, L, G. Mann, R,G, Lanier, G, L,
4p4h band in 1¢'Oby correcting the ple model, a further test would be to Struble, S, W, Yates, R, A,
effective moment of inertia for the , measure the expected monopole Naumann, and R, T, Kouzes, Phys,
difference in masses, This gives an transitions between the mixed levels /{ev,C 39, 2180 (1989),

6, K, Heyde and R, A, Meyer, Phys,
excitation energy of approximately (see discussion in Ref. 13), Rev. C 41,280 (1990),
200 keV above the ()+state, or 7. K, Heyde, J, Jolie, J, Moreau,
4,73 MeV for the 2+ state,As a first References J. Ryckebusch, M. Waroquier, P, Van
approximation, we expect the ratio 1, T, N, Massey, The Productionamt Use Duppen, M, Huyse, and J, L, Wood,
of cross sections for populating the Ofa I'lSGdChm;_edPartich' "liTrgctin a Nucl, Phys, A 466, 189 (1987),

" SpectroscopicStmty _!11'lZGd,Ph,D. 8, K. l-leyde, P, Van Isacker, R, F,
2+ and 0+ 4p4h states to be equal to Thesis, University of California at Casten, and J, L, Wood, Phys, Lett. B
the ratio for populating the 2+ and IJvermore/Davis, Lawrence 155, 303 (1985),
0+ states of the neutron 2p2h config- Livermore National Laboratory 9, M. Waroquier and K, l-leyde, Nra'l,
uration, The strongly populated UCRL-53839 (1988), Phys, A 144, 481 (1970),
level at 4,726 MeV is a good candi- 2, R, G, Lanier, in Nuclei Off the l'im" 10, M, Waroquier and K, Heyde, Nucl,

of Stability, R, A, Meyer and D, S. Phlls, A 164, 113 (1971),
date for this 4p4h 2+ state (Fig, 2). Brenner, Eds, (Ame{ican Chemical 11, A,'H, Wapstra and G, Audi, Nucl,
Botl_ the predicted energy and the Society, Washington, DC, 1986), Phys, A 432, 1 (1985).
relative cross sections agree well with p, 476, 12, R, A, Broglia and I: F, Bortignc,:_,
the observed values, lt might be use- 3. E, R, Flynn, J, Vander Plicht, J, B, Phys, Ix'lt, B 64, 259 (1976),
ful to examine in-beam gamma-ray Wilhelmy, L. (21;.Mann, G, L. Struble, 13, K, Heyde and R, A, Meyer, Phys,and R, G, Lanier, Phlls, Rev. C 28, Rev. C 37, 2170 (1988),
data from reactions such as ((y.,2n) for 97 (1983), '

Multifragmentation and Fission in the Reactions
Nb + Au and Fe + Au at 50 to 100 MeV/A

T. C. Sangster, D. J. Fields, H. C. Britt, L. F. Hansen, R. G. Lanier,

D. Massoletti, M. N. Namboodiri, B. A. Remington, G. L. Struble,
M. L. Webb, M. L. Begemann-Blaich,* T. Blaich,* M. M. Fowler,*

J. Wilhelmy,* Y. D. Chan, t A. Dacal, t A. Harmon, t J. Pouliot, t R. Stokstad, t
and Z. Fraenkel$

Experimental and theoretical stud- essential for the elucidation of the Experiment and Results
ies of heavy-i0n collisions at inter- mechallisrn of such multifragment To measure the correlations
mediate energies show that reac- processes, We report here some among the wide range of reaction
tions leading to several complex results from our recent studies of the products at intermediate energies,

fragments in the exit channel reactions of Nb + Au at 50, 75, and we have built a detector array with
become important as one goes up ill 100 MeV/A and Fe + Au at 50 and large geometric coverage and a wide

energy, 1-4 :_ystematic studies of cor- 1()(}MeV/A, carried out at the dynamic range in energy and partl-
relations among the fragments are Bevalac at the Lawrence Berkeley cle type, In Ref, 5, we give a

Laboratory. detailed description of this system,

* Los Alamos National Laboratory, called PAGODA,
Los Alamos, NM,

Lawrence Berkeley l.aboratory,
Berkeley, CA.

I Weizmann Institute, Rehovot, Israel.
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As described in last year's Amtl.71

Report, (_we observed three broad
classes of fragments ill these reac- (a) (b)
tions: ir_termediate-mass fragments 1 - o . o o IMF _-- o o IMF
(IMF) with 4 < Z < 25, fission-mass

fragments (F) with 25 < Z < 50, and
heavy residues (HR) with Z > 50.
Our preliminary analysis indicates

that these are the products of three __ _ _
indepe.ndent reaction mechanisms, _ __ I x I

corresponding to different impact- '_,
parameter ranges. These are (1) fis- =[ F
sion that occurs in very peripheral "_.,.,10-1 - HR - HR
collisions, (2) heavy residues in less =,® -

peripheral reactions, and (3) IMFs in _ _ ¢_
"central" collisions. Results for both "_"lD
Nb + Au and Fe + Au systems in the

50- to 100-MeV/A energy range _" - _1 x [F or HR]

support these conclusions, as shown
in the following discussion.

Relative yields for the various
: singles and coincidence event types 10-2 F x F __- F x F

are shown in Fig. I for Nb + Au and I x [F or HR] -
Fe + Au. These yields are normal-
ized to the IMF yield in each case.
In all cases, the yields are summed ] ] I ] [ ]
over the acceptance of tile gas detec- 40 60 80 100 120 40 60 80 100 120
tors, Preliminary estimates of tile Beamenergy(MeV/A)
absohJte cross sections indicate that,

for both iron and niobium projec- Figure 1. Relative cross sections for various types of events, normalized to IMF cross
tiles, tile cress sections for IMF pro- section, for (a) Nb + Au and (b) Fe + Au. Label_;I, F, and HR refer to IME fission-
duction are constant to within a fac- mass fragment, and heavy residue, respectively.

tor of 2. Thus, we see no indication

of rapid change in IMF production 8
that is characteristic of lower ener- |

gies. Relative to IMFs, tile fission _ I--'150 MeV/A

and HR rates decrease slowly with D 75 MeV/A
increasing energy. "File detailed 6
Monte Carlo calculations necessary
to account for the acceptance of the
detector rnc_dules are in progress. ..-.

Figure 2. Average charged-particle rnul-
tiplicities, (M), for Nb + Au. Labels 1, E 2
and R refer to IM[_ fission-mass flag-
rnent, and heavv residue, respectively.
Labels FE IR, IId,and 11denote binary
coincidences. In each case, the three 0
bars from left t() right are for 50, 75, and I F R FF lR IF II
100 MeV/A, respectively.
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However, comparing coincident IMF oxygen, and argon projectiles in the multiplicity associated with different
rates to coincident fission rates energy range from 3(.)to 84 IVleV/A. event types for Nb + Au. Results for
already suggests a multiplicity of The measurement of energetic, Fe + Au are very similar. The multi-
several for 1MFs in all cases. This is light, charged particles in coinci- plicities associated with binary fis-
in contrast to the results of Trockel dence with the vark)us classes of sion events are lowest, showing that
and coworkers, 7 who reported a fragments provides a relative mea- energy deposition is lowest and

hundredfold increase in cross sec- sure of the impact parameter and _ essentially independent of bombard-
tion for IMFs with Z > 3 for lower- energy deposition. Figure 2 shows ing energy for these events. The
total-energy reactions with carbon, the average charged-particle multiplicities are highest for IMF

events and other events that involve

one or more IMFs, and these are

This is consistent with IM F forma-
20<0 z <9 °

tion in central collisions with large
X = F IMF X = HR energy deposition. The variation of

1 the multiplicities also suggests that

_ the energy deposition increases with

projectile energy. The multiplicities
. for events in wliich an IMF is

detected in coincidence with a frag-
ment in the fission-product mass
range are much higher than those

for binary-fission ewmts. The frag-

i_ _ ments identified as fission fragments

can thus be associated with two dis-

tinct reaction mechanisms. Binary
fission is associated with small

___ [ energy depositions. At high energy

=¢_0.1 - depositions, the single large rem-
Nb + Au--, X + Zmax + (Y), E = 50 MeV/A nant from a high-multiplicity event

2°<0z< 9° may have a mass in the binary-
fission range. Warwick and

= " ,f_l., X = IMFx F . X= IMFx HR coworkers s made similar observa-

1 _- _ _ tions in their study of Ne + Au at

250 MeV/A. Heavy residues are
associated with intermediate rnulti-

EL_ plicities, These residues appear to

L result from intermediate impact-parameter collisions, in which the

system emit,_ many particles in a
short time scale, leaving a remnant

The correlations between the pro-
jectile fragments seen at forward

angles and the target-like fragments
0.1 _..__.--].__ J ._L_.. detected at angles larger than 24 cleg

0 20 40 0 20 40 0 20 40 (Fig. 3) provide direct support for
Zmax these conclusions on "_ecentrality of

the reactions. In Fig. 3, the abscissa

Figure 3. The ratio between ccfincident and singles spectra of the Z of the largeM pro- is the Z of the largest fragment
jectih., fragrnent detected at angles less than 12 deg, for different types of events.
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(Zma \) detected irl each event at conclusion regarding the tw<_sepa- strong dependence on the impact
angles less than 12 deg. The ordi- rate mechanisms that produce flag- parameter. At the same time, this
hate is the ratio of the coincidence merits in this mass range, We note model is able to reprt)ctuce quantita-

and inclusive spectra. This ratio that the sh)pe of the coincidence dis- tively the meager experimental data
falls exponentially with Z for IMF tribution for IMFs does not claange available so far ira this energy
events, indicating central collisions significantly with beam energy. The regime. We art! applying the QMD
with very small projectile remnants, slope of the mass distribution in model to simulate t)ur reaction sys-
For the 1-tRevents, the peaking of fragmentation reactions laas often tenas in collaburatitm with the
tlae distribution at Zma x = 10 to 20 been interpreted in the context of a Frankfurt group, _
indicates that these are events with liquid-gas plaase transition in the
intermediate impact parameters, in expansion phase of the reaction Summary
whicla a significant part of tlae pro- However, simulations using the We laave made correlation mea-
jectile survives. The "fission" events quarltuna molecular flynanaics sur:2ments on the products from
show two peaks: a peak at high-Z (QMD) model ¢)indicate'that the Nb + Au and Fe + Atr reactions at
values arising from peripheral colli- mass distributions generally havea 5(), 75, and lO0 Mc',/. At large
sions, in which a large projectile
remnant is seen, and a peak at low

Z arising from hard collisions ira 104 _ [wliich, as already discussed, a flag- (a) _ (b) (e)

Fmerit in the fission mass range is left
behind. The Zma x distributions for
events in which two fission flag-

merits are detected (shown in the left 103 _
panel ira the bottom part of Fig. 3)
and those in which an IMF is in

coincidence with a fragment in the
fission mass range (central panel)
support this classification of the fis-

sion events into two groups. _ 102 -
Figure 4 shows examples of the o

Z distributions observed in Nb + Au

reactkms at the three bombardir_g
energies. The top curve in each

panel gives the inclusive Z distribu-
tions at 72 deg. The lower curve ira 10
each case is the distribution I

obtained when an IMF is detected in [
coincidence in at least one other IPAGODA module, The coincidence

Z distribution can be considered 1 i I I
characteristic of tlae hard central col- 0 20 40 0 20 40 0 20 40

lisi(ms producing intermediate mass z
fragments, lt extends smo(_thly well

into the range that we call the "fis- Figure 4. l)istributi(ms of Z (_bserved at 72 deg from Nb 4 Au at (a) 5IIMeV/A,
sion fragment regkm" (25 < Z < 50) (b) 75 MeV/A, and (c) 1()0MeV/A. Upper curves: inclusive distributions; lower

in _)ur analysis, thus supporting our curves: distributkms in ccfincidence with ai least cme ()ther IMF in the detect()r system.
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impact parameters, fission of the tar- mechanisnls are similar for both tar- 3, J. Bondorf et al,, Nuc/. Phys. ,4 444,460 (1985).
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because of its reduced fissionability, well above the threshold for forming Reactions at 50, 75, and 100 IVleV/A."
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most central collisions, the system Analysis of the data to extract AIsmud Report,Lawrence Livermore
becomes increasingly unstable, detailed correlations is in progress, National Laboratory, Livermore, CA,
resulting in a significant number wf UCI?,L-53929-88(1989),p. 258,
intermediate-rnass fragments and References 7. R. Trockel et al,, Phys. Rev. C 39,729 (1989).
large multiplicities for light parti- 1 J. W, Harris et al., Nucl, Phys. A 471, 8. A, I. Warwick et al., Phys, Rev.C 27,
cles, sometimes leaving a residual 241c (1985). 1083 (1983).
fragment in the fission-fragment 2. K. Aleklett et al., Phys, l,ett. B 197, 9. J, Alchelin et al., Phis, Rev. C 37,34 (1987).
mass range, The reaction 2451 (1988).

Thermodynamics of the Aqueous Coordination
of Thorium with the Iodate Anion

P. M. Grant, W. F. Kinard,* and P. A. Baisden

We have recently ,_u_asured Experimental These experiments sampled the
enthalpy values for three thoriurn We synthesized a 0,02M Th 4+ complete range of metal-ligand spe-
complexes with fluoride I as well as working solution from 99.99% pure ciation up to the point of Th(IO3) 4
for thorium complexes with a variety starting material, acidified it to precipitation, and precipitation
of arnine-N-polycarboxylic acids. 2 pH 1.2 with HC10 4, and adjusted occurred at an average ligand hum-
We are interested in the study of tho- the ionic strength (p) to 0,5M with ber _ _ 0.25 in this system.
rium coordination tllerrnodynamics NaCIO 4, The titrant employed was We also performed experiments
because Th(IV) is a useful model for 0,lM NaIO 3 at pH 7.0 and _= 0,5M to measure the enthalpy of forma-
Pu(IV) ,_hemistry 3,4 without the (NaCIO4), Details wf solution syn- tion wf HIO3: the NaIO 3 solution

attendant radiation hazards, thesis and characterization have was titrated into Iu = 0.5M, pH =
The ligand under investigation in been given elsewhere, _ and all mate- 1.4 HC10 4 to determine Atq011. (The

the present work is iodate. Iodic acid rials were of analytical reagent- indices "011" refer to the number of

belong_ to an important group of grade quality or better, atoms of metal, hydrogen, and lig-
intermediate-strength electrolytes, 5 We have previously described the and, respectively, in the complex;
and we report here the results of a quasi-adiabatic titration calorimeter thus, "101" indicates tt-,e reaction
study of the aqueous cornplexation used fur this work. 7 Initial volume M + L _ ML, "011" ip.3icates H + L

of the thorium cation with of the Th 4+ calorirneter solution was _ FIL, etc.) We accomplished heat-
iodate species. 50.0 ml, while we typically added of-dilution or blank runs by titrating

titrant in 0,20- to 0.50-ml aliq_lots, 0,5M NaC10 4 solution with iodate.

* College of Charleston, SC.
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We conducted ali calorirnetry (An011 and tile value A/--lt)li= 7.1 + measured heat. Tile errors we

experiments at 25.00 + 0.01°C, with 1.2 kJ/mol. We obtained tlle latter report are 1o standard deviations
temperature stability of the thermo- datum in separate calorimeter runs arid reflect only the uncertainties in
star maintained to +0.0003°C. in our laboratory, and it is the result the calorimeter temperature mea-

of 20 independent measurements, surements. We have given specific
Results and Discussion Previous literature values for At-/011 detail on analysis techniques and

Low solution pH was required to are 2.8 + 0.5 kJ/mol at p. = 0 (see error propagation elsewhere. _',7
prevent metal hydrolysis reactions, Refs. 5 and 10) and 4.6 + 0.02 kJ/mol Because we have not included
and HIO 3 formation could thus it, ,n ideal lM standard state. 11 uncertainties in the speciation-
compete with thorium-ligand reac- Under the experimental conditions computation input parameters, our
tions during calorimeter experi- reported here, empirical heats gener- reported errors are minimum values
ments. We have described in detail ated by the thorium-iodate system associated with these experiments.
elsewhere the apportionment of were small and fell in the calorime- We were able to reliably extract
measured heats into dilution, acid, ter's nonlinear-response region below only the first two reaction enthalpies
and metal contributions, as well as 200 mJ (Ref. 7). Thus, as previously from our data, probably the result of

the requisite computation of described, 1,7we normalized the tho- the onset of Th(IO3) 4 precipitation
detailed solution speciation by non- rium-iodate data to the pl"otonation occurring at such small 13, Although
linear regression. 1 We used stability enthalpy of the tris-(hydroxymethyl) we place reasonable confidence in
constants for three thorium-iodate arninomethane (TRIS) primary cali- the value for/XHlll I (6% reported

complexes at _.t= 0.5M (NaC10 4) and bration standard. We then calculated uncertainty), a similar statement
T = 25°C from Day and Stoughton. a reaction enthalpies fro,a: the calorime- cannot be made for/XH102 (>100%
Similarly, the HIO 3 acid constant ter and speciation data by means of error). The only prior literature tel-
came from Bonner and Prichard _J multivariate, nonlinear, least- erence to Th([O3) x enthalpy mea-
and is the average of two ion- squares analysis. 1 surements, of which we are aware, is
exchange determinations at J.t= We summarize the thermody- an unpublished value (F. 1. Khalili,
0.45M. We summarize all stability- namics of the thorium-iodate system E, N. Rizkalla, and G. R. Choppin,
constant data used for the speciation at _ = 0.5M in lhble 2. The enthalpy Florida State University, Tallahassee)
calculations in Table 1. data are the results of 33 indepen- for/XHI01 at 25°C and p.= lM cited in

We corrected the empirical heats dent determinations and are from Ref. 12. That value of 6.5 + 0.4 kJ/mol
for the formation of HIO 3 from the five separate calorimeter runs that is a factor of 2 more endothermic than

computed change in moles of acid spanned a range of a factor of 6 in the result reported here.

Table 1. Stability cortstants used Table 2. Thermodynamic parameters for the Th(IO3)x system at T = 25°C and
, to calculate general solution speci- p. = 0.5M (NaC104).

ation at l.t= 0.5M and T = 25°C.

-AG10t a _-I loi ASIO t

Constant Value Ref. Complex i (kJ/mol) (kJ/mol) (J/tool •K)

HIO3 log _0H 0.46 + 0.02 9 Th(IO3)3+ 1 16.4 + 0.3 3.3 + 0.2 66 ± 1
Th(IO3)3+log _101 2.88± 0.05 8 Th(IO3)2+ 2 27.3 ± 0.4 4 + 5 100 ± 20
Th(IO3)2+log _102 4.79 ±0.07 8 Th(IO3)3_ 3 40.8±0.6 _
Th(IO3)31og _103 7.15 +0.10 8
pKw 13.74 ± 002 10 a Ref. 8,
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Tritium Oxidation Kinetics

R. A. Failor, P. C. Souers, E Magnotta, and S. G. Prussin*

The biological toxicity of tritium in 0 3 + TO 2 --->OT . 20 2 (1) which tie the initial ra_e of ozone
the form of water (HTO or T20) is production to the steady-state con-

25,000 times that of molecular tri- 2TO2 ---)T20 2 + 02 (2) centration of oxygen atoms, [Olss,
tium (HT or T2). Therefore, opera- and the steady-state ozone concen-

tors of a tritium-laandling facility OT + T20 2 ---)T20 + TO 2 (3) tration, IO3]ss, to the steady-state
must know what percentage of hydroperoxyl concentration, [TO2]ss.
tritium in the work environment 03 + 2TO2 + T20 +302 (4) The model can link each of these

is present as tritiated water and terms to the initial tritium concen-

the rate of conversion from the tration, IT2]o, giving:
molecular form to the water form. 03 + TO2 --_ OT + 20 2 (1)

To better understand the forma- d IO31 ]
tion of tritiated water, we studied OT + TO 2 ---)T20 + 0 2 (5) tit ,initial = kc [T2]o, (8)
the mechanism of one of the most

basic reactions, tritium oxidation. 0 3 +2TO 2 --->T20 +30 2 (4) [O3]ss _ kd [T21°(:;3 . (9)
As we discussed in earlier Annual Both chains result in the same overall

Reports, I-.3we modeled the oxida- reaction, combining ozone and hydro- Comparison of Experimental
tion mecharusm and tested the peroxyl to form T20. The model pre- Results and Model
model predictions by experimen-, dicted that sufficient ozone would be Predictions
tally monitoring the time variation produced for in situ monitoring. We used ultraviolet-absorption
of one of the primary intermediate The reactions controlling the spectroscopy to determine the time
species, ozone, ozone concentration can be simpli- variation of the ozone concentration

fied into two equations: for mixtures of 0.01 to 1.0 tool% T2
Model Predictions in 0 2 (1 atm, 298 K). In a number of

In the major phase of the tritium- d lO 3] I experiments, we added t-12tc}T2-O 2
oxidation reaction, two chains of dt initial = ka [Olss, (6) mixtures tc) provide insight into the
reactions control the production differences between the chemical

ka [Olss and radiologic effects of the tritium

of T20: [O3]ss -_ kb [TO2]s s , (7) in the reaction. We also investigated

* University t)f California, 13erkeley.
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tile effects of tile reaction vessel's To help us understand tile influ- We examined tile model to deter-
walls on tile measured ozone con- ences of the radiolytic and chemical mine what features accounted for
centration by varying the surface-to- properties of tritium in this system, these discrepancies. Using a general
volunle ratio of the vessel, we added H 2 to a number of experi- sensitivity analysis, we determined

In more than 21 experiments, ments to provide the chemical that two-thirds of the factor-of-3 dis-

the measured ozoile concentration properties of tritium without the crepancy ill the initial rate of ozone
initially climbed steadily, then radiolytic effects. As discussed in production could be accounted for by

slowed and leveled off to a steady last year's Annual Report, 3 tile model uncertainties in the input values for
value ([O3lss). Figure I shows both predicted a relatively small reduc- the rate constants of tl!e ion-electron
the model predictions and the experi- tion in lO3]ss as a result of the addi- recombination rates. However, the
mental results for T2-O 2 mixtures at tion of H 2, In the experiments, we overall uncertainty in the rate con-
five initial T2 concentratiorts. Clearly, measured a much larger reduction stants could not account for all of the
the pattern of tile ozone concentra- in [O3]ss. This indicates that tile differences between the experimental
tion time variation predicted by the model ullderestimates the effect of and calctilated values of lO3]ss.
model is the same as that measured hydroperoxyl, both tritiated [TO 2] We performed an extensive sensi-
in the experiments. This call be and protiated [HO2], because tivity analysis on the model, concen-

expressed quantitatively in the form: Eq. (7) shows that [O3]ss should trating our efforts on those reactions
be inversely proportional to the of importance to the ozone cycle.

[O3 ]= [O3lss {1 - [exp(-t/'¢)] }, (10) hydroperoxyl concentration. We varied more than 20 parameters,

where t is the time and ¢ is a system-
dependent variable. Qualitatively, 50 (a)
the experimental results were in
agreement with the model predic- 40 - _ [T2 ] = 1.0%
tions, but there were quantitative a [Ta ] = 0.83%

o [T 2 ]=0.10%
discrepancies. 30 -- 0 [T2] = 0.03%

The initial rise in tl_e ozone con- • [Ta ] = 0.01%
centration was predicted to be caused

20-
by the production of ozone from oxy-

gen atorns formed as a result of the
tritium beta radioiysis of the oxygen &lO _ _ n _ n_
and was predicted to vary linearly g _ o o.

with the initial T 2 concentration. As _'_ 0 _ = [ = ] -"
showl'l

in Fig. 2, the experimental ini- 50
tial rate >,,as, indeed, linear in [T2]0, = (] _) _ _ __ _ _o

but with an experimental value one- •

third of that predicted. In T2-O 2 _ 40 n [T a ] = 1'09%

mixtures, the steady-state ozone 0 .,_ . . .a----a " [T2 ] = 0.83%concentration was predicted to be 30 dr,_cF'_-" -"_-- o [T 2 ] 0 10%

IT ") _ but as shown in 7 o [T2 ] =0.03%
dependent on _ 2_(f,
Fig. 3, the measured values varied • [Ta ] =0.01%
approximately as [T_]°'(_ which 20_0 '

resulted in a value of [O_l_sfour _^_ .__------c_
tirnes that predicted for a 1.0% T2-O 2 10 __-

mixture. These quantitative differ- _sss_i ]¢,.,:,,:,._.,_,,_.ences are quite noticeable in the com- 0 .... - ....... ;. v. - = = -- - = = = - = = = -" -"
parison of the experiment and the 0 3 ,B 9
model shown in Fig. 1, Time(104s)

Figure 1. (a) Model predictions and (b) experirnental results for five T2-O2 mixtures.
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with a range of values for each model, such as tile importance of We found that the changes that

parameter. In addition to checking ox_ygen-ion clusters, tile formation of would reduce the model's predicted
the values of the existing model- 0 2 and its subsequent reactions, and initial rate of ozone product!on
input parameters, we checked some the possibility of reactions of irnpu- would also reduce [O3]ss, as in
of the basic assumptions of the rities in the gases, Eqs, (6) and (7), which was contrary

to the findings of the experiment, If
changes were made to increase the

.-. 10-1 depletion effect of hydroperoxyl on

. Modelpredlctio_ ozone, as was indicated by the H 2
addition experirnents, this also

_ 10.2 - erlmental decreased IO31_._in the non-H 2 cases,

Its , No changes tested could account for

the change of the predicted [O3]ss
" dependence from [T.,II).3to the mea-z,o
0" lO-s sured [T2lll,¢', F,.irther experimenta-
"8 tion and modeling are needed to

_ understand these discrepancies.

'_ 104 1 To de, .:rmine the importance of

',_. the reactions with the vessel wall on

g_ the rneasured ozone concentrations,

...a 10_5 i _ j , , , ,,I _ _ J _ _ _ J_l _. _ _ L _ _ _J we ran several T2-O 2 experiments in
10-2 10-1 1 10 a secondary cell with a surface-to-

Log[T2 ] (%) volume ratio 2.7 times that of the
prirnary reaction cell. We found

Figure 2, The model-predicted and experimentally measured initial rates of ozone that, at 1% [T21(I,the change in
production, both of which vary linearly with [T2](I.The measured values are one- surface-to-volume ratio had no rnea-
third the predicted values, surable effect on the ozone concen-

tration. However, for 0.1 and 0.03%

[T2]0, we measured a decrease in
102 - [O3]ss that was larger for the lower

- Expertm_ value of [T2](I. This is indicative of a
limited surface adsorption of oz,)ne
at a level that would be within the

_ Exp [Oa]ss---50 IT2]_j / uncertainty for 1.0% T2 but would

z ,/YDI_ M°delpredictions berneasurablef°rlessthan0'l%T2'
0_ 10 Further experimentation will be
"_ required to deterrnine the level of
0 - _...__..__ Model[03lss_ 12.5[T2I°o'3..a ozone adsorption that can account

for these results. However, the

- surface effects do not appear to be
sufficient to account for the total dis-

1 i I I ,I ,,,,I I i _ J _Jl I i J iii II crepancies between the model and
10-2 10-1 1 10 experiment,

Log[T21(%)

Figure 3. For T2-O2 rnixtures, the predicted dependence of the steady-state ozone
concentration on [T2] 0 is less than the experimentally measured dependence. As a
result, the measured value for 1.0% ]'2is four times the predicted value.
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Summary References 3, R, A, Faihw, i' C, Souers, F,Magnotta,
This is the first time that an inter- 1, R, A, Failor and 1',C,,Souers, and S, G, I'russin, "Tritium Oxidation

' ' s " Kirletics," NuclearChemist(ii l-)h,i,.;ilmmediate reaction in the tritium- "Tritiurn Oxidation Kmetw.', " "
NuclearChelnislry Divisivn F'Y 85 I:'Y15)88Aunt,li I@pvrt,Lawrence

oxidation reaction has been moni- Amtttal Report, Lawrence Liverm_re l,ivernaore Naticmal Laboratory,
tored and the first time that the sys, National Laboratory, IJvermore, CA, IJvermore, CA, UCAI;M0062_88

, '5 ' 1988),p, 104,tem has been studied in situ We UCAR-10062/8,-1 (1985),p. 4-105.
find that the first extensive n'techa- 2. R.A. Failor and I: C. Souers,
nistic rood el o f tri tiu m oxid a tion 'q'ritiu m Oxida tion Kinetics,"

Nuch'ar Chemistry Division t:Y 86
predicted the behavior of one of the Ammal Report,Lawrence Livermore
prim ary in termed ia res qua li ta tively, National Laboratory, Livemlore, CA,
but the model requires refinement for UCAR-10(}62/86 (1986), p. 4-104.
successful quantitative agreement.

Isotopic Tracers of Lead Contamination
in the Great Lakes

S. Niemeyer and R. Flegal*

The predominant source of lead determine which are responsible, Experimental Results
contamination in the Great Lakes is and to what degree, for the lead in Two-liter samples of water from a
the atmospheric deposition of indus- any given area of the Lakes. These depth of approximately ] m in Lakes

trial lead. The primary contribution determinations will be important Ontario and Erie were collected
is still gasoline combustion, even because they increase our under- from a raft in August 1987 at numer-
though this input has decreased by standing of the atmospheric trans- ous Canadian environmental moni-
an order of magnitude in the last port of lead and provide isotopic toring stations, as indicated in Fig. 1.
decade. The question of whether fingerprints for tracing other Elemental concentration and iso-
lead contamination in surface waters anthropogenic contaminants that topic composition were measured in
of the Great Lakes has also have similar sources and geochemi- filtered (<0,4-1am) samples by ther-
decreased during this same period cal transport properties, real ionization mass spectrometry.
cannot be clearly answered because Our approach in this work was to The sum of lead contamination
previous measurements are now determine both the amount and iso- (sampling, storage, and analytical)
suspect. The data suggest that most topic composition _flead in surface for these measurements was <2%;

previous work may have had proce- waters in order to a, tdress the above the isotopic composition of the lead
dural blank levels that were greater issues. In particular, we used the blank was indistinguishable from
than the actual lead contents of the fact that industrial leads from the common U.S. industrial leads

surface waters. i In this study, we U.S. and Canada have different iso- (e.g., 2°6pb/2°7pb = 1.22). Mass
adapted to Lakes Ontario and Erie topic compositions; thus, the iso- fractionation corrections for the
the ultraclean teclmiques developed topic data provide a means of dis- lead isotopic compositien were
for lead isotopic studies of seawater, criminating between these two derived from concurrent .-nalyses

In addition to the total lead con- major sources of industrial contami- of National Institute of Standards
tent of the water, another important nation. This work constitutes the and Technology Standard Reference
issue is the atmospheric dispersion first accurate determination of lead Material (SRM) 981. Typical 2o
of contaminant leads in the Great isotopic compositions in any fresh- uncertainties are +0.1% for
Lakes. Of the potential inputs of water system. 2°6pb/2()'4Pb ratios and +0.04% for
lead to the atmosphere, we want to 2°6pb/2()7pb ratios.

* Institute efrMarine Sciences,
University of California, Santa Cruz.
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Figure la shows the projected to urban aerosols from Canada and intermediate between tile U.S. and
contours of tile 2°eI_b/2°7pb ratios, the U.S. (1.221 + 0.009). This pattern Canadian industrial leads. Tile dis-
based on the measured ratios at each is consistent with variations in tile tributions of lead isotopic composi-

sampling site. Spatial gradients in 2°t'pb/2°Tl_b ratios of lead-containing tion in tile surface waters of Lake
the lead isotopes are clearly evident aerosols collected along the northern Ontario that we have determined,
for both lakes. Most of the shore of Lake Ontario by Sturges and therefore, are consistent with the

2U°Pb/2°7pb ratios (I.147 to 1. le_0)in Barrie. 2 They found that, when tile atmospheric dispersion of indus-
the western and central basins of winds were from the north, the ratio trial lead aerosols from the U.S.

Lake Ontario were within tile nor- ranged from 1.10 to 1.1e_,which was and Canada.
real range of urban aerosols in tile interpreted as being characteristic of Stable lead isotopic composition
Toronto metropolitan area (1.151 + Canadian industrial leads; but when of surface waters in Lake Erie exhib-
0.010L lr _l_eeastern basin, this ratio the winds were from the south, the ited similar spatial gradients, as
rose to values that were intermediate ratios were about 1.19, which is shown in Fig. la. The 2°_pb/2°7I)b

ratio _1.157) of surface waters in the

(a) ,,,---,-- --'-, northern region of tile lake was sinai-
__ lar to those of waters in western

__.o_ Lake O n tarioandu rb an aero.so lsineastern Canada. In the central and

Toron_s<,._0 1.16 " _i,_,_ southern regions of Lake Erie, the
Hamilton 1"_ " _ Oswego ratios were closer to those of urban

'kNiagaraRiver Rochester aerosols in midwestern cities within

_ Buffalo the U.S. Again, this distribution is
consistent with tile Sturges and

Oetr .Windso_ 1.18-1.19- _ _ 78_W shoreBarrie2ofmeasurenlentsLakeErie. along tile

C .'->+1"19 "'S Erie --_--42°N Whepredonlinanceofanthro-pogenic lead inputs to the lakes was
Toledo f,..,ter illustrated by tile distribu-

Cleveland tion of dissolved (<0.4-I.tnl filtered

samples) lead concentrations, shown
in Fig. lb. Lead content was ele-

(b) Kingstonj_ rated near major urban areas where
inputs of industrial lead [measured

La__-+__ inrnetrictonsper_,,earft/,,,)lfronl

Toront_ _, 1+50" --- _<P _j.if_,J atm,._spheric emissions 079 t/y>,industrial effluents (17 t/v), rnunici-
Hamilton I "" + Oswego "

>90"+" LNiagaraRiver Rochester pal effluents (142 t/y), and other
LakeErie-...---'-',/') Bufalo anthropogenic sources (54 t/v) are

concentrated. Of special note is the

r_O_ -- ° W" unusually high concentration found
Detroi ,lfl/indso _o +_ 78_ in Hamilton Harbor (291 prnol/kg),

where substantial municipal and
industrial effluents with relatively

Toledo high lead content are input. In gen-
Cleveland eral, the western part of Lake

Ontario and the southwestern part

Figure 1. Projected distribution of lead isotopic composition and concentration of Lake Erie show elevated lead con-
in surface waters of Lakes Ontario and Erie in August 1_-)87.Samplirtg locations are tent, compared with tile central and

..... _ -1 -_ -

shown bv the filled circles, ta) The prolect_ .t dtstrtbutton ot -0¢'1b/-°, Pb rahos, eastern areas of these lakes, where

(b) The distributiuns of dissolved lead (in pmol/kg), the lead abundance is typically less

than 30 pmol/kg.
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The spatial gradients in both lead various plots give reduced Z2 ,,,al- this suggestion will require analysis
isotopic composition and lead con- ues of 1.6 to 2.7. This degree of scat- of all lead isotopes for aerosols,
centration in surface waters of the ter suggests that at least three iso- as well as measurements of the pos-
Great Lakes attest to the rapid topic components are present in tulated sources of the various iso-
removal of lead from these waters, these samples, but we emphasize topic components.
The steady-state summer residence that the data predominantly reflect
time of dissolved lead is estimated mixing of only tr,. ) components. Summary
to be 5 and 7 d, respectively for The good fit to a line in Fig. 2 rein- We have demonstrated that anal-
Lakes Ontario and Erie. Although forces this conclusion. The fact that yses of lead isotopic composition
these estimates are based on overly two isotopic cornponents can and concentration in the surface

simplistic assumptions, they are at account for nearly ali of the isotopic waters of the Great Lakes provide a
least one order of magnitude below variations among these water san]- means of fingerprinting the sources

previous estimates, which were ples is consistent with our interpre- of lead contamination to these lakes.
based on samples that were proba- tation that industrial lead inputs The isotopic composition demon-
bh,, dominated bv high lead back- from the U.S. and Canada represent strates that essentially ali of the lead
ground levels. The short residence the two components and that, in deposited in the surface waters of

times provide evidence that the dis- each case, the various emissions Lakes Ontario and Erie is currently
sol,`'ed lead is rapidly scavenged by have been extensively and rapidly derived from Canadian and U.S.
the formation of nuclide/particle mixed in the atmosphere. However, industries or sources, primarily via
surface-site complexes, including we point out here that the low aerosol transport. Spatial gradients
dissolved organic carbon peptiza- 2tl('pb/2°7pb end member is not con- in the isotopic composition and cor-
tion and particulate organic carbon sistent with the previous measure- responding lead concentration attest
(POC) coagulation. These processes ments of urban aerosols in eastern to the rapid scavenging of lead in
control the distribution of lead in Canada. 2 This conclusion rests pri-
aquatic systems and are particularly marilv on the two extreme points in

important in waters with high Fig. _9;however, because the best-fit • Lake Ontario
organic loadings. Lead, tl]erefore, line does not change significantly 0.94 -- o LakeErie
shouM be rapidly scavenged in the when these two points are excluded, -Q ,,i
Great Lakes during summer algal we infer that all of our samples have _ 0.90
blooms, when POC production is a component with a 2°(q_b/2°7pb -a
relatively intense, ratio lower than 1.056. The Sturges _a. 0.86

The observation of 2°{q_b/2tl7pb and Barrie 2 anab,,ses of atmospheric
gradients clearly calls for at le,_st particulates in Toronto included one 0.82 I0.054 0.056 0.058 0.060
two distinct sources of lead. We, can sample with an anomalously low
use the complete set of isotopic 2t)('I_b/2°71_bratio (1. lt)), but they 2°4pb/2°6pb
ratios to examine how many isotopic tentatively attributed this result to

components are required to account an additional component from a sec- Figure 2. Lead isotopic composition
for the lead in surface waters and ondarv lead smelter located 10 km from Lakes Ontario and Erie. The best-

then speculate on the origin of these away. Their data do not include the fit line to all of the data is shown; the 2G
sources. Best-fit correlation lines minor 2°4pb isotope, so we cannot uncertainties are comparable to the sizeof the symbols, except for the two points
were calculated for the various con]pare it with our data base. Our with error bars. The good correlation
three-isotope, two-dimensional plots tentative interpretation for the suite demonstrates that the lead predomi-
that can be made with the four sta- of san]pies we collected is that the nantlv reflects mixing of two isotopic
ble isotopes of lead. An example of anomalously low 2°{q_b/2°7pb coml:;onents for these two lakes. The

2°71_b/2°"pbratios for atmospheric par-
these plots is shown iii Fig. 2. If the samples are part of the main two- ticulates are 0.81q (2°(q_b/2°Tpb = 1.221)
data represent mixing of only two component mixing trend, as for the U.S. and 0.867 (2°_q_b/2°-pb =
isotopicallv distinct compolaents, a opposed to reflecting an infrequent 1.151) for Canada. 2 See text for cliscus-
straight line shotdd provide a statis- contribution from an additional sion of the sources of the two isc:topic
ticallv good fit (reduced Z2 = 1). The third component. Confirmation of end nlembers.
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tile lakes and confornl to the and inputs fronl wastewater efflu- to identify uniquely the relative con-
expected atmospheric dispersion of ents and solid-waste disposal, tributions of the various sources of

industrial lead aerosols. These minor sources may, in the acid rain in a given area, once the
Additional measurements can be future, be individually identified and lead isc_topic con'|position is well

used to monitor future declines in traced by their lead-isotopic compo- established for each of the sources.
atmospheric emission of lead from sition. A more immediate goal of

gasoline combustion in Canada and future work will be to identify the References
the U.S. This source still accounts extent to which the dispersion of 1. J.o. Nriagu, in The Role oi the
for 15,400 t/y of lead into the atmo- lead aerosols can also serve as a Oceansas a Wash' Disposal (Reidel,

Dortrecht, FRG, 1986), p. 441.
sphere, whereas other sources of tracer for associated contaminants. 2. W.T. Sturges and L. A. Barrie,
atmospheric emissions are less, e.g., An important case is that of acid Nature 329, 144 (1987).
municipal waste incineration rain. Because atmospherk: residence
(2800 t/y), industrial processes times of lead and acid-rain precur-
(2300 t/y), coal combustion (778 t/yL sors are comparable, we may be able

Trace-Element Analyses of Geologic Samples by
ICP-MS: Case Studies and Examples

D. C. Gerlach, C. A. Eddy,* R. W. Murray, t M. R. Buchholtz ten Brink,
and G. P. Russ, III

The relatively new technique of LiBO 2 flux (ratio 1:5) in a furnace at some advant_,_es, including retch-
inductively coupled plasma-mass 1050°C with immediate dissolution tion of volatile trace elements and

spectrometry (ICP-MS) enables of the molten product in 1.5M better detection limits.
simultaneous and rapid determina- HNO 3. Accurate analysis of trace- Total dissolved solids in final
tion of more than 60 elements to the element abundances in any material analyte solutions (in 0.2M HNO 3)

parts-per-trillion (pptr or 10-12 g/g requires complete dissolution, should be about I rag/ml, to prevent
in solution) level in geologic sam- Natural rock samples vary in texture accumulating material on the torch

pies. 1 Trace-element analyses of and usually consist of mixtures of of the ICP-MS and possible cross-
rock samples have been done by minerals that vary in their resistance contamination between samples.
methods such as neutron activation to attack by acids. Incomplete disso- The effective dilutions of rock mate-

analysis (NAA) and x-ray fluores- lution of resistant mineral phases, rial in analyte solutions prepared by
cence analysis (XRFA). However, though finely powdered, will bias microwave digestion and flux fusion
these methods are capable of analyz- analytical results. To judge the accu- were 1:1000 and 1:5000, respectively.
ing only smaller subsets of trace ele- racy and success of sarnple prepara- Given detection limits of a few pptr
ments with higher detection limits, tion, standard reference rock sam- in solution, corresponding detection

In the following stHdies, we pre- pies were prepared by both methods limits of most trace elements in
pared rock samples for ICP-MS anal- and analyzed. Flux-fusion produces rocks prepared by the two methods
v'.;is bv two methods. One method an easily dissolved glass that yields were approximately 2 and 10 ppb
was to digest powdered rock sam- accurate analyses, though w)latile (1()-_ g/g). Determination of abun-
pies bv acid (HF + HNO 3) in closed elements such as lead and arsenic dances of 35 trace elem,mts ranging
Teflon beakers in a microwave oven. are lost from the sample. After some from mass 45 to 238 (scandium to
The second method was to fuse mix- developmental work, the microwave uranium) in standard referellce rock

tures of rock powder and ultrapure method was successful and has materials and sample rocks was

* University of California, Davis.

t Univer:,itv of California, Berkeley.
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achieved by analysis of multi-ele- lengths by major faults called trans- ridges suggest that magnlatisnl is
merit standard solutions prepared form fatllts, The chemistry (_f the episodic and that modern ocean
from commercially available elemen- erupted lavas, termed mid-ocean riclges are chemically zoned, espe-
tal standards that were diluted to ridge basalts (MORB), yields clues to cially near transform fault zones.

ranges expected in the analyte solu- the processes that have rn(_dified the The exposure of old oceanic crust, as
tions. Analyses of stanclard solu- composition of the upper mantle and in the I¥oodos complex, allows
tions, standard rocks, and study their own c()napositit)n during their three-dimensi(mal sampling ()f an
samples were performed by conven- ascent, Cooling, crystallization, and ocean ridge. Samples were analyzed
tional nebulization into the argon aggregation to form the oceanic crust, from two suites: one collected along
plasma. 1 All analyses discussed here The Atlantic Oce.an is an example of the axis of the fossil spreading cen-
were perfi)rmed on a second ICP-MS a mature ocean with a mid-ocean ter, 16 km to the transform fault
instrument installed in a clean, con- spreading ridge that resulted from zone (the Arakapas Fault Zone), and
tr()lled-envir()nment laboratory in the separation ()f Europe and Africa one from a fossilized vtflcanic-
the limited-access controlled area. fr(_lll North and South America seamount complex that formed from
This location has greatly facilitated beginning aboLlt 140 million years multiple magmatic ewents.

productive collaborations with uni- (Ma) ago. In c()ntrast, the Red Sea is Modest increases in I,{EEabun-
versity-based researchers lacking a younger ()cean basin-and-ridge sys- dances and cerium/ytterb!um ratic)s

additional security clearances, tem that began to separate Africa and in samples collected from the
Among the many trace elements Arabia approximately 10 Ma ag(). seamount are consistent with chemi-

detectable in various rock samples, The Troodos complex in Cyprus cal fractionation of the later lavas
the rare-earth elements (REE), Ian- preserves the fossilized intersection from the earlier lavas (Fig. 1). The

thanum to lutetium, are very useful of a spreading ridge with a trans- gabbro sample represents a crystal
in identifying and evaluating geo- form fault zone. Geochemical stud- cumulate, and the late-stage vol-
logic processes. In the following ies of samples dredged from modern canics represent residual magmas;
studies, the REE and other trace ele-

ments were used t() identify the 102
original submarine affinity of a suite
of volcanic rocks, lateral variations t-

in seawater composition, former
specific dep_)siti()nal envir()nments Late-stagevolcanic
of sedimentary rocks, and the origin _ . :_

.l. JL .ii_ .L _" "

and dep()sitional e]_vir()nme]_t of _ 1o -_ " " " -_ancient sedimentary iron ores, ali

now exp()sed tm land. .9,o ._

Troodos Complex, Cyprus _ o
The mid-oceanic ridges today are _ Gabbro

centers ()f intense submarine volcanic _ 1 -
activity. These submarine ridges are uJ' I11

sites of new crustal formation that r,-
result from extensional stresses

within the oceanic crust. The ridges
consist of continuous linear chains of

volcanic vents and fissures that 10-1 ] [ ] ] J ] ] ] ] ] ] I [ [
exude lava created by the melting c)f La Ce Pr Nd Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu

" I sthe Earth , upper mantle above ris-

ing limbs c)f large c()nvection cells in Figure 1. RI!E abundances in selected representative samples from the seamount
the mantle. These (}ceanic ridges are c()mplex, 'I'r_,_duscomplex, Cyprus, m_rmalized h) average clxmciritic abundances
()ffset at vari()us intervals akmg their and plotted in (_rder c_fincreasing atomic nunlber.
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both formed during crystallization rm,'e shallow depths. C)ur results in seawater and the rate ()1accunlu-
()f nlagma in a magma chamber. Ali contradict models for magma evolu- la(ion of sediment. The latter det er-

samph.,s are depleted in light REF, tion along ocean ridges that are mines the exposure tirne (7t:a planar
relative to heavy i<EE, when m)rmal- based on analyses of limited hum- layt-,r of sediment tc) a virtually infi-
ized to avera ge chond ri tic abtl n- bers o f sa m pies d red ged along n ite reserwfi r ¢)fsea water. Thest-,
dances (Fig. I ). Samples collected ocean ridges; these earlier results two controlling factors vary dramat-
perpt-,ndicular to the transfc)rrn fault suggested that magmas adjacent tc) ically acrciss an ocean basin frcml the
zone show a distinct chemical zona- fracture zones evolve by crystal frac- volcanically active rnid<)cean
tion; total I_,Et._abundances and tkmation rather than by partial spreading ridge t() the continental
cerium/ytterbium ratios increase melting pn)ct-,sses. 2 margin. An additi_mal factor pre-
away from the transform fault sent (rely near the spreading ridge is
(F'ig. 2). This significant variation Sedimentary Environments the precipitatkm of iron and man-
in total RFIEabulldances and We observe differences in b()th ganese oxyhydn)xides, which
ceriurn/ytterbiurn ratios is a result c,f total abundances ¢)f REF and relative rapidly scavenge REE and ()ther ele-
complex and variable partial melting fracti(mations arming REE in sedi- ments fr(ml seawater. 3,'1 Thus, sea-

processes associated with magma mentary rock sarnples, al_u these dif- water near the spreading ridge will
formation vvithirl the upper rnantle, ferences reflect distinct depositional ccmtain relatively h)wer abundances
rather than subsequent chemical environments within a f(wmer ocean ()f dissolved RI']E. Relatively inst)Iu-
fractionation of magmas during crys- basin. ()n the basis of relative bit., Ce(IV) is scavenged preferen-
tallizati(m in a magrna chamber at cc!rium depletions and total I,?.EI_in a tially by the iron and manganese

sequence of sedimentary rocks from particulate oxyhydroxides, resulting
Marin County, California, which in ridge-pn,xirnal seawater with a

10 were dep()siteci fr()rn 18() to 1()()Ma greater relative cerium depletic)n(a)
B -- o La • ago, geochernical sig1_atures of three than that c)bserved in open-ocean

_- ,, Ce o specific depositional environrnents water. The prediction that siliceous
" 6 - can be recognized' spreading-ridge sedirnents accurnulating near the
w _o o proximal, ocean-basin floor or spreading ridge should have the4--

o • abyssal plain, and the c(mtinental I()west total abundances of REI_ andoe _
2 -- i_' " margin. This continuous sequence the greatest relative ceriurn deficien-
0 ] [ I ] consists ot: alternating chert (very cies is supported by ()ur results for

rich in silicon) and shale (containing the Marin County marine sediments. -_
0.7 clay particles) sedimentary rocks, As slx)wn in Fig. 3, the nlagnitude of
0.6 _(b) ., "" bounded at the base by a submarine the cerium deficiency decreases
0.5 - basalt flow and metal-rich sedi- upward in the st-,quence (tc)younger

• • ments thougllt t() have bee,1 binned layers) in both cherts and shales.i-,0.4--

very near the crest of a former qi)tal I_,EEabundances increase upsec-0.3 -- oo
• spreading ridge. This well-studied tion, especially in the cherts, as pre-0.2-- •

sequence, based (m geok)gic criteria, dicted in ()ur rn_)del. _
0.1 -- represents depositi(m ()f suspended0 I l l I and dissolved rnaterial from seawa- Iron Formations10 5 0 5 10 15

NW SE ter abc)ve a p(fint locati()n that l:m)- The depositional envir'c)nment ()f

Distancefrom gressively n_()ved away fr()m nn even n)orc' ancient sedimentary
ArakapasFaultZone(km) actively spreading mid-c)cean ridge, rocks, specifically metal-rich,

as described earlier, (()ward a c()nti- banded-iron f()rmations (BIF:s) na()re

F'igure 2. I.ava samples ctdlectc,d ahmg a nental margin, than 2 billi()n years ((;a) ()ld, remains
transect in the 'li"o()d()sccmaplex, ('vprus_, Ads()rption fr(mi seawater is the c()ntroversial/' I() These seqtlences

sh(_w a distinct chemical zcmati(m. (a) na()st impc)rtant mechanism ()t inc{.)r.- ()f ectmt)mically valuable sedimen-Abundances t_llanthanuna and cerium
and (bi cerium/vttt.rbiunl ratios ph_tted F,_)ration ()f I,',EEin deep-()cean sedi- tary r()cks hay(' tlnitltle {.?}laracteris-

with respect t(}the h)cati(.a ()f the fc)ssi] lllellt, Twc) important cc)ntr()ls ()n tics alld ()CCtlr ill ancient c(mtinental
transf()rm fault (Arakapas Fault Z(m,.,), the abundance ()f REE in marine (:()res in ali c)f the majc)r ccmtinents,

sediments are tht-' anl()Llnt diss()lved Ircm f()rmatic)ns typically cc)nsist c)f
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alternating silica-rich cherts, iron- isotopic compositions indicative of a granitic crustal r()cks. Likely crustal
rich cherts, and minor interbedded crustal source of the neodymium source rocks that bounded the

shales and have a banded appear- rather than the hydrothermal input l-lamersley Basin are presently
ante in outcrop_hence, the name, from a mid-ocean ridge suggested exposed in Western Australia and
Many occurrences, especially those by reconr|aissance studies. 7 Thus, have been clated at tlp to 3.7 (;a.
from Western Australia, display the main source of the chemically Abundances ()t I_,EE in Brockman
microbanding with extensive lateral precipitated cherts was the same as 13iF'samples normalized to average
continuity and consist of iron-rich that of the shales, namely, the sub- shale values confirm suggestions 8
and silica-rich layers averaging 0.1 aerial erosion of surrounding that short-term fluctuations in redox
to 0.2 mm in thickrless. Since BIFs

rnav originate by chemical precipita- F'igure 3. Shale-" ru)rmalized REE
tion of iron oxides and colloidal sil- Chert abundance pat-
ica from large bodies of water, the terns in interbed-

microbanding is thougl'lt to represent _ _-,_4174A _ 7{}6 Shale ded chert and
annual variations in redox condi- ."- _ v "-_ _-..-..;<2 shale in an

.._ -79.a7 I

tions, l,arger-scale cyclic variations __] 4143 79,0 exposed strati-graphic section
within BIF sequences rnay reflect '_ J"-__ 78,0l" from Marin
ancient solar cycles and rhythmic g. ta County, California,

changes in local tectonic conditions _ ,A,2_' fT.0 plotted in strati-and water chemistry. Detailed geo- :.} graphic order.
3_ Numbers (m thechemical studies of BIFs will yield 5

valuable ir_formatioll on the compo- ,= ......,_38s4_/_ _, _ right side of each..,*_./" "_ N-_'- 72,5 plot are the strati-
sition and conditions of the Earth's _ grapl'|ic positkm

early hydrosphere and atmosphere. ,_z_x ¢_,,,.,.,G_ (in meters)above a

We are (_btaini n g tta ce-el em en t X//_'_/x_ ba salba salt, andabundances in samples of I31Fsand 67.0 numbers to the left
c,ssociated shales that have been arm- __ _ are the inferred

3_ _..._ distance (in kih)-lvzed for their neodymium isotopic {a - --G,_A B0.0 meters) fr()m a for--, 2]

c()mpositions.I] Data for samples g
fronl a cor_tint|ous 700-m drill core of u _ _ mer mid-oceanspreading ridge,t_

the Brock,nan Iron Formation from _ _ _ assuminga sedi-a n'lentation rate t)f
the Hamersley Basin, Western ..j 82 m/l()(I Ma. The

: . 876 dashed lines indi-
Australia, define an isochr(m with an dage of 23I0 4-60 Ma, in agreement 'a cate a section cre,-

with geologic age estimates. This m 6_,z..,.._.,.A.,,r_..la_ 6...__ ered and obscured" by s(fil; la()samples
_- c()linearity for BIF samples varying _ N,__ were ()btained.

widely in litl'lology and parent/ _ 'N,

daughter samarium/neodymium _._ I _.,,......._,<' 194

ratios strongly suggests that (1) the _ 3.7
diss,,lveci and st, sperldect (er()cieci) _'_,z"".--'---._C \

BIF components within the
1lamersley Basin were derived from
the same source, and (2) samar- _ ._V 7{} 1.s

ium/neodymium ratios were frac- i _ 4_"""'""""Q_s

ti()nated during erosion ()f the sur- ...a _/'_"_
r()unding crust and uptake of
weathering products into solution. I I } I I I I I } I I I 1]

La Pr Sm Gd Dy Er Yb
For a dep()siti()nal age ()f 2310 Ma, I I I I ] I I I I I I I I ] Ce Nd Eu Tb Ho Tm ku
the Br(_ckman samples_inc]uding La Pr Sm Gd Dy Er Yb
silica-rich cherts, iron-rich cherts, Ce Nd Eu Tb Ho Tm Lu
and shales_have initial neodymium
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conditions produced tlle micro- deposited. Relative cerium deficien- vaporization, which should increase

banded texture made up of iron-rich cies, seen in modern seawater and sensitivity by more than a factor of

and iron-poor submillimeter layers, sedinients up to 180 Ma old (Fig. 2), 100, relative to solution nebuliza-

Shales and silica-rich cherts, tlaough are absent in BIFs (Fig. 4) and also tion, for many elements. Future

vastly different in total REE content, suggest more reducing conditions projects include:

do not display relative REE ft'action- prevalent in oceans 2 Ga ago. • Analysis of pore waters extracted

ations, whereas iron-rich cherts dis- ft'ore deep-sea sediments to ascer-

play small relative enrichments in Future Work tain low-temperature alteration and

europium (Fig. 4) Under suffi- This research was carried out in element mobility.

ciently reducing conditions, Eu(lll) only a few months and demonstrates • Analysis of metals in marine
may be preferentially reduced to the util!ty of simultaneous, rnulti- organisms near a wrecked ore carrier.

Eu(ll) even though other REE element, trace-element-analysis • Analysis of trace elements in
1,

remain trivalent. This permits stuc_ms. The ICP-MS instrument has waters and precipitates from a

enhanced adsorption of Eu(II) into revolutionized the rapid acquisition geoth,_rmal test well near Kilauea

sites normally occupied by divalent of such data. We plan to improve Volcano in Hawaii.

cations such as calcium and stron- precision by use of enriched isotope • Ongoing analysis of osnlium-

tium, resulting in a relative enrich- spikes for isotope-dilution analysis isotopic composition of meteorites

ment of europium. Reducing condi- of selected trace elements by and terrestrial rock sarnples.

tions responsible for Eu(ll) also ICP-MS and dissolution of samples

reduced iron, which precipitated as , in microwave digestion vessels. References
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i

N / I S i|lce tlle U,S, a_ld tl_e S()viet Ul_i()I1 Wllell a IlL|clear test is first

Treaty in 1963, all U.S. nuclear tests sited, ill conjunction with represen-
have been conducted underground_ tatives of LLNL's Field Operations
This treaty not only precludes atmo- Program, in the most appropriate

i spheric testing of nuclear explosives existing drill hole (a stockpile of

but also prohibits the crossing of holes has already been drilled at

international borders by detectable the NTS). The depth of a hole that

quantities of radioactive material has already been drilled deter-
from nuclear tests. In addition, it is mines, in large part, the yield of
federal policy that quantities of the event that can be expended in
radioactive material above strictly that hole. If no suitable hole exists,
defined guidelines should not exit a new hole must be drilled.
the boundaries of the Nevada Test Whetiler an existing hole is
Site (NTS) and should not be inad- chosen or a new hole must be

vertently released on the NTS. The drilled, the Containment Program
Laboratory's Containment Program carefully reviews each proposed
is responsible for preventing the site, paying particular attention to
release of radioactivity and radioac- the geologic setting, adjacent drill
tive debris from LI_NL's under- holes, and containment experience

ground nuclear tests. To this end, we in the area. The selection of a suit-
play many roles in conducting a able depth of burial (DOB) to opti-
nuclear test, from planning an e', ent mize both containment prospects
to analyzing data gathered during and use of available test areas is
and after detonation, based on these factors.
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A COlitainment scientist assigned The containment scientist is assist- Undergr_und Nuclear Explosions,
to each event is responsible for ed by an event geologist, an event held at Mission Research
assembling ali relevant geologic, geo- geophysicist, a containment engineer, Corporation in Santa Barbara,

: physical, engineering, historic, and and a calculational physicist. The California, on Septernber 19-21, 1989.

computational information. The con- event geologist and geophysicist pro- Fifty-seven papers were presented,
tainment scientist chooses a final vide a detailed description of the geo- covering research on containment

DOB and designs a stemming logic setting, including the physical phenomena and related geologic,
plan--the plan for filling and plug- properties of the media. The contain- geophysical, engineering, chemical,
ging the hole after the experiment ment engineer assists the containment and computational topics. Twelve
has been emplaced. The containment scientist in designing the sternming I]_,NL Containment l_rogran:.person -
scientist prepares the containment plan and is responsible for imple- nel were authors or co-authors on
prost.,ectus, a comprelmnsive docu- mentirlg it in the field. The calcula- 16 presentations. The proceedings

il ment that presents ali relevant infor- tional physicist models the proposed from the symposium are in prepara-
'I mation, expected event phenomena, containment design to assist the con- tion now at I.,IJNL. This symposium

and justification for the conclusion tairmlent scientist in determining the is the only forum for the entire U.S.

that the event will be satisfactorily containment design for the event, containment community to discuss
contained. Each event is presented During FY 1989, all events con- the latest research and developments
to the Containment Evaluation Panel ducted were successfully contained, in containment technology and
(CEP), a group of specialists that in addition to preparing LLNL understanding.
advises the manager of the Nevada events for the CEP, our containnaent Containment Prograrn personnel
Operations Office of the U.S. personnel carefully reviewed the also have been working on several
Department of Energy on the con- tests proposed by the Los Alamos projects in support of specific test
tainment prospectus of every pro- National Laboratory and the adequa- work. Work on these projects is
posed event. No event can proceed cy of their containment designs, described in more detail in the
unless the CEP concurs with the test Also, in FY 1989, the Containment articles that follow.

sponsor that the likelihood of suc- Program organized the Fifth
cessful containment is high. Symposium on the Containment of
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Hydroyield Measurements
Using Fiber-Optic Techniques

B. C. Hudson

One of the responsibilities of the limit canister effects on the shock consists of a set of shock sensors
Containment Program is to provide time of arrival data. Because tile for generating light pulses, a fiber-

measurements of hydrodynamic planned separation of a satellite optic cable for transmitting these
yield for event:_ with design yields hole from the emplacement hole is pulses to the surface recording
of 125 kt or more, or maximum normally 10 m or more, the initial trailer, and a means for recording

credible yields of 150 kt or more, in shock wave strikes the satellite hole these light pulses as a function of
conjunction with the Threshold at a rather oblique angle, and "mea- time (Figs. I and 2). Fiber-optic
Test Ban Treaty (TTBT). The current sured" shock velocities near the det- cables and appropriate recording
technique for measuring these yields onation point level are quite high systems such a._digitizers are readily
is called CORRTEX (COntinuous compared to the "actual" velocities, available and relatively inexpensive.
Reflectrometry for Radius vs Time As a result, the CORRTEX sampling Problems to be overcome include
EXperiment). The CORRI'EX sys- rate leads to poor spatial resolution, radiation darkening of the fibers,
tem uses a coaxial cable extending A system that uses a fiber-optic radiation-generated light, and
from the detonation region to a cable rather than an electrical coax- shock-generated light noise. The
recording trailer at the surface, ial cable could eliminate these system we developed consists
Beginning at zero time, pulses are shortcomings. Basically, the system of quartz "pins" that convert shock
sent down the cable at intervals of

10 J.ts. The system records the

round-trip travel time of the pulses Recordingtrailer
from the recording trailer to the end
of the cable, which grows shorter as

it is destroyed (shorted) by the radi- Stemmed
emplacementy ._J-"_ Fiber.opticoableally expanding shock wave, and hole

back to the recording trailer From
these measurements, we can derive

the yield by determining the shock Ambient
position vs time. medium

This system has several short- I /* Linearsensorllrray
comings. First, the signal generated
withir_ the coaxial cable often con-

ta ins information that is classified as front_ ) "_

secret, but the needed information is _

only classified as confidential. W:orl_ulrn:_/_
Second, because this system is nor-
really limited t, recording the cable
length only once each 10 p.s, the cor-
responding spatial resolution,
depending on the geometry, can be
as large as 0.5 m or so. Better spatial
resolution is desired for satellite

holes. For example, satellite holes
are planned for yield verification, as
related to _:lleTTBT, to limit access to

the emplacement hole as well as to Figure 1. Fiber-optic hydroyield measurement geometry.
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energy to voltage; electrical leads We fielded a system of this type
"6" ....._ long enough to aw)id radiation- on a recent event, Unfortunately,
= a generated light or darkening some cables were broken during

..._,.,s_<> within the optical fibers; a means device emplacemellt, alld ll!ost t)f

.,/_ for limiting the signal from a given the fiber-optic shock experiment

sensor to a single, well-defined was lost, t-ioweve_, the data/" pulse to avoid shock-generated obtained did confirm that radiation-

light noise; and a system for multi- and shock-induced background
" plexing many signals onto a single noise would be manageable with this

Time (arbitraryunits) optica! fiber, The recording system system, To provide a "data" back-
includes an optical sensor and a ground for comparison with the

Figure 2, Comparison of rneasured and digitizer, The spatial and temporal optical data, we also fielded several
calculated shock time of arrival, The resolution are limited by the hum- conventional electrical pins, which
solid lines represent calculated "strong- ber of sensors, the accuracy with detect shock arrival by shorting, The
S _ "

h( ck curves (R = atl'w(I-1')/3,where which the se.nsors can be located, pin data, as illustrated in Fig, 1 pro-a = 6,093, b = 0,475, t = time, and w =
yield) using the design yield and the and the sampling rate of the record- vide a feeling for the data quality we
_.iesignyield ±10%; the triangles repre- ing system, In practice, minimum might expect from this type of sys-
sent shock times of arrival as determined sensor dimensions are on the order tem, The solid lines represent a cal-

from the pins, of millimeters, and shock speeds culated "sstrc_ng-sh())ck" curve using
are a few nlillimeters per microsec- the design yield and the design yield
ond, Consequently, an appropriate +10%; the pin data are shown as tri-
minimum resolution would be angular points, Fiber-optic hydro-
about a millimeter in distance and yield systems are planned for em-
a tenth of a microsecond in time, placement on several future events,

Special Measurements Emplacement System

B. C. Hudson

On an underground nuclear test, which is lowered into position after History of the CDS
special measurements cables and emplacing the device, Although we The CDS, an automated, com-
instrumentation must be emplaced have used this pendant system suc- puter-controlled cable emplacement
so that they will survive the cessfully, it ",srelatively expensive system, was designed to replace the
detonation and continue to record and time-consuming because it labor-intensive standard method of
plug performance and other requires significantpreparation time banding the cables to the main
containment-related phenomenology in the field before the event, a large emplacement pipe, The CDS proto-

well after the event, The best way to area for assembly, and several hours type system was used successfully
('nsure their survival is to separate for installation, on several underground nuclear tests
special measurements instrumenta- We decided to try the special in the 198{1sto emplace most or ali of
tion from the main emplacement measuremerlts emplacement system the diagnostics cables, However, as
pipe, thereby decoupling it from the (SMES), an adaptation of the cable the projections ¢)ftest demands for
extreme motions associated with the downhole system (CDS), as a more the future turned toward fewer but

pipe, In the past, this has been done timely, cost-effective means of more complex tests with extensive
most successfully by preassembling emplacing containment-related cabling, the potential cost-effective-
the instrumentation and its associ- cables and their associated instru- hess of the CDS and its maintenance

ated cables on a wire-rope pendant, mentation downhole, infrastructure appeared marginal,
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Consequently, its development was instrunlentatton into tile hole, begin- completed, tile cables are removed
discontinued, In FY 1080, some of ning with the cabh., containing the from the tensioners and placed over
the CDS components were modified instrument to be located at the great- a standard wooden cable chute, The
(to eliminate most automated con- est depth, When the differential tensioners, rolling-drum chutes, and
trols) for the Flornitos Event to deter- between the deepest instrument control trailer can then be removed

mine their potential as an improved and the second-deepest instrument from the site.
technique for emplacing only special is reached, the second instrument is
measurement cables, hence called placed on the drum and lowered Use of the SMES on the
SMES. The SMES offers the potential into the hole at the same rate as the Hornitos Event
of reduced costs and fielding time as first, This operation is continued For the Hornitos Event, 20 ten-
well as increased data return, until ali Hf the instruments are low- sioners (two complete skids) were

ered simultaneously to their final used, They were placed one behind
About the SMES elevations, indicated when the the other at a distance of 200 ft fr, ma

The basic SMES unit (skid) con- preinstalled markers on the cables the emplacement hole, The SMES
sists of l0 winches or "tensioners" reach ground level, The elevations emplaced six plug evaluation diag-
that control the special measure- of specific instruments can be fine- nostics (PED) multiplexer systems,

: merits cables while lowering them tuned by manually operating the each comprising liquid-level con-

into the en_placement hole (Fig, 1), appropriate tensioner, ductivity probes, temperature sen-
Tension controls on the skids are During the downhole operation, sm's, pressure and radiation gauges,
wired to remote switches located technicians continually monitor the and of_e stemming canister that

in a control trailer, An IBM com- loads as displayed on the computer held an acceleration gauge and
puter, als() located in the control terminal. At the end of each stem- thermistor, The six PED multiplex-
trailer, monitors the loads from each ruing work day, the load readings ers were suspended from their indi-
tensioner, If these loads ex('eed pre- are rnanually adjusted to match the vidual RF-I3 cables, and the stem-

determined limits during the down- instrument weight ph.ls cable ruing canister was suspended from
hole operation, the computer trips weight, After stemming is an MP-24 cable,
an alarm, and technicians suspend

the operation of the tensioner or
tensioners indicated until the prob-
lem can be remedied,

Before the cables are fed through

the tensioners, they are pulled to
their expected loads (instrument
weight plus cable weight) to mea-
sure and mark the cables so that the

required emplacement depth can be
easily achieved, After the cables are
threaded through the tensioners but
before they are lowered into the

emplacement hole, the special mea-
surements instruments are assem-
bled and attached to the cables, This

instrumentation is then manually
lowered into position above the

emplacement hole, and the cables are ,::_i_:,_:::
placed over two rolling-drum chutes
in line witll the SMES skid and

located directly over the hole (Fig, 2), _,. ......

The technicians in the control Figme 1. Skid for the special measurements emplacement system, which contains
trailer can then use the tensioners to ten tensioners,
lower the cables and attached

,.) ,.).
,),') [
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In general, tile SMES appeared

to wc_rk well. lt allowed tile special
measurements cables t(_ be em-

_. _.,.':,.,;, placed separately t:ronl the main
:, .'. ',_,_'_',,. emplacement pipe, providing the

_" "'..:',.' '! _. necessary decoupling to alh_w the
i.') _ _} instruments to survive detonation.

a:" Emplacement was achieved in a
':_ shorter time and using fewer peo-

ple than are normally necessary, In
addition, the system alh_wed for the
retrieval of a I'ED canister so that a

cable connection could be redone,This repair would have been ira-,.
o practical if the instrument had been

attached to either the emplacement
pipe or a pendant system,

Another problem occurred when
an elevation marker was erased,

presumably when the cable ran

I_t_,, through a tensioner. However, a
_,, _ downhole camera allowed us tc_

position the instrument at its
correct elevation,

_": Ottr experience on the Hornitos
/ Event showed that the irlstruments

' _:';:":'_ survived the detonation weil, and

good data were returned. The

Figure 2. PED instrument system suspended by a cable pass- SMES is now the preferred method
ing over a rolling-drum cable chute. The sheave and cable in for the emplacement of special
the foreground hold the downhole camera, measurements instrumentation.

Studies of Closure of Noncircular,
Off-Axis Lines of Sight

C. W. Olsen

The LLNL has not fielded an under- within them by direct radiation from the open LOS is shock-loaded and
ground nuclear test with a long, open the source, Even if much of that rapidly converges on its axis so
line-of-sight (I.,OS) pipe extending energy is blocked by filters or is local- vaporized material is jetted ahead of
from the nuclear explosion to the sur- ized by collimators, considerable the shock that cau!:;es the closure, like
face in more than 20 y. Closure of energy is deposited in the LOS by a toothpaste tube being squeezed.
such a LOS pipe is crucial for suc- ground shock. The shock wave If the LOS extends much beyond a
cessful containment of radioactive causes symmetric collapse of the LOS final cavity radius, particularly if it
debris, but energy inside the pipe can pipe resulting in the formation of a goes to the surface, prevention of
impede such closure. LOS pipes can jet of hot pipe-wall material. The jet flow in the LOS bec(_rnes a contain-
have considerable energy deposited is formed when the material around meat c(mcern.
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We are investigating the behav- Tile symnletry of tile two-dimen- approximate an actual canister
ior of a long, noncircular, off-axis sional calculation transfornled the design. In this calculation, the short,
LOS, which could be fielded on a off-axis LOS into an armulus sur- axial LOS displayed rapid expansion
future event. Our studies include rounding the axis of symmetry. The and was crushing tile annulus ahead
two-dinlensional conlputational first baseline calculation simulated of normal ground-shock closure by
modeling and small-scale, high- an annular LOS with a thin, iron 100/.ts (Fig, 3),
explosive (HE) tests, wall and an open-device can embed-

ded in rock of density 2.1 Mg/m 3. High-Explosive Testing
Two-Dirnensional Tile geometry was similar to that We conducted a series of e':peri-

Computational Modeling shown in Fig. la but with no tung- ments using an HE charge of about
In the computational study, we sten or CH 2. The axis of symmetry 2.1 kg to collapse circular and non-

modeled plasma-jet f0rmation with is tile left side of the figure. Tile cal- circular plasma generators. Then
and without direct radiation into culated behavior showed some clo- we diagnosed the resulting flow for

the pipe. The first model simulated sure across the opening to the LOS, various configurations.
a 100-mnl-diam, olwaxis LOS pipe but enough energy was deposited to
with prompt radiation into the cause a marked expansion of tile

LOSand agroundshockdrivenby piperatherthal_itsclosure, 111 ___"0'07 I Fh'st_

the therrnal environrnent of the Fig. la, we show another calculation ; 0.05
idealized device canister. Tile sec- with sirnilar geometry, except rnass, "" 0.03 Second
ond case essentially repeated tile in tile form of a tungsten sleeve, was ._
first case with tlle direct-shine added to prevent expansion, and the ._ 0.01 model
energy removed Both studies wall wf the canister was modeled tw >-0.01 I ] [' 15 20 25 30 35
showed an early jet with a velocity enhance pipe closure. Figure lb Range (m)
near 10 cm//ds, but the second case shows the pipe closed at 10 Ms with

had less total energy by about a little jetting, Figure 2 compares Figure 2, Calculated velocities in the
factor of 2, These calculations velocity in the LOS for the tw() cases annulus at 100 _._s,The first model is
were done with the LOS on the and shows a dramatically reduced the thin-walled LOS and end wall, The

calculational axis of symmetry, flow in tile pipe, We performed second model is slmwn in Fig, la withrnass added around the lower part of
To sirnulate the actual geometry another calculation similar to the the LOS. The added mass markedly

under investigation, we perforrned second nlodel, except we added a reduces flow in the pipe.
calculations with the LOS off axis. short, axi£ LOS to rnore nearly

40 1 I 4°t
(a) (b)

Asymmetric]

35 closure 35-- ..... Initial
/ Open E location

"-'E ]_/ annulus ] Groundshock, _30ofpipe.-_'30 -- furtherout I _'
'_ hl | Closed. I1 h inCH2than I

<II:25-- I[_Tungsten / ion axis __ ] 25

2O

Iron _Lra-I _--_; ,j 0 0.5 1.020 Radius(m)
0 0.5 1.0 0 0.5 1.0

Radius(m) Radius(m) Figure 3. Calculation of a combined
thin-walled axial and heavy-walled

Figure 1. (a) Initial geometry of annular LOS calculation, and (b) results of calcula- annular LOS pipe, Density contours
" are at 100Ms. The axial LOS expandstion at 10 _s showing closure of the LOS pipe without plasma-jet formation. Density

contours are plotted. The axis of symmetry is in the left margin. " rapidly and crushes the armulus ahead
" " of ground shock,
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Vacuum pump In Fig. 4, we show the basic
experirnental layout. The most

High-explosive Bar gauge(s) i,_teresting data derived from
char_le Heavy-wall pipe 8 in. 16 in.

d ['-'!_ • . 3/8 in. these tests are the stagnation pres-I [ [¢::_ ,----, _ _ c=_ _, , -" • 1/2 in. sures found ,at the end of the tube1

Tu ng/ u._ u u i1 u L._J : - 3/8 in.
"% .... \ Plug because these pressures relate to

:_,x s,ots \ t the threat seen by a closure device

bi 1 "=Six pin [ or other hardware in the pipe.
Fiducial detonator probes The circular pipes had ,1 singlein-streak view

Strain gauges bar gauge that covered most of

l l l Window Endview the pipe's end wall. Theovaland
Oval _._i_,318-in. bar rectangular tubes each had three

tube,,.f/'//'(_'_"_N_ bars at the stagnation end, and,

_1/2-in, bar in some cases, each bar had two1/3-in. bar transducers. Figure 5 shows the

Streak-camera view REN

epoxy
cement ,,"" _ stagriatiort-l:,ressure data for the

_ UTime-of-arrival pin rectangular-2 test. The internal
consistency of the data derived

Figure 4. Lavou.t ot high-explosive from these experiments was excel-
experimentsfor the oval-2 test. lent. The oval tubes showed the

5 j same stagnation pressu,'e acrossRight bar

4 _ _ Middle bar the end wall, whereas the rectan-_" 3 .... Left bar gular tubes (5:1 dimension ratio)

.=" j,__ showed higher pressures in the

"_ 2 center. We summarize the results
Figure 5. ] in Table 1. Qualitatively, the
Stagnation- _ 1 round-tube tests showecl signifi-
pre,_'_ure data for =-" 0 cant cratering in the end plug; the

the rectangular-2 asymmetric tests displayed slight

test, showing -1 -- ablation but virtually no crateringconsistenc\" of L J ] t.
data and higher 50 100 150 200 250 300 We are continuing to analyze the
pressures irt Time (I.ts) HE tests and to match the HF,

_he middle, experiment data using the same

computational techniques as for
Table 1. Results front high-explosive testing, the nuclear-simulation calcula-

tions. Additional effort is needed
Stagnation

pressure Velocitya to ino._rporate these concepts into
Test pipe (kbar) (cre/gs) an actual canister design.

111sunlnlarv, we have delllon-

Round 1 21.0 2.5 strated how we achieve potentially

R(,and 2 >30,0 3.4 large decreases in jet formation andL_'al 1 -3.0 3.3
Oval 2 -2.0 2.O in energy ahead of ground shock in

Rt,'tangular 1 4.4 (center) 3.0 LOS pipes by placing appropriate
(symmetric) 2.1 (sides) asymmetries in the close-in portion

Rt_tangula; 2 2.8, (,center) t' 2._ of a I_OS. The reduction in energy
(varied wall thickness) 1.2 (side) in the I_OS reduces the threat to

closure devices in the pipe and
a The vekKitv is del._ndent on the pressure in the tube, which was riot carefully enhances prospects for satisfactor\'controlle,t on round-I ,and oval-I preliminary tests. Subs,_Nuent tests were con-
ductt_ at a_mt 0.2 Torr. containment of the event.

b We measured a static (side-on) pressure of 0.21 kbar.
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